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LUNAR NODE OPTION 
1.0 Introduction 
The Lunar Node Option refers to the utilization of a lunar 
orbiting vehicle to support a sequence of manned expeditions to 
Mars and the moons of Mars in the 2010-2025 time period. This 
mission set has been referred to as the Mars Evolutionary Expansion 
scenario. The principal operational function of the Lunar Node is 
to provide a storage and transfer point for lunar derived liquid 
oxygen (LLOX), An additional function of the Lunar Node is to 
provide temporary storage of cargo such as crew, crew supplies, 
hydrogen propellant, and other material for subsequent delivery to 
the lunar surface outpost, In the event of a contingency, the 
Lunar Node would also provide a life support habitat for stranded 
lunar or Orbital Transfer Vehicle crews pending rescue from LEO. 
The specific mission mode studied was that of a Lunar Node 
operating in low lunar orbit (LLO) in the era beyond 2011, after 
the establishment of a lunar based LLOX production capability. The 
LLOX would be transported from the Lunar Node to LEO where on-orbit 
assembly and transfer of propellant to the Mars bound vehicles 
would take place. Follow-on studies may indicate alternate 
locations, such as libration points, for transfer of LLOX to the 
Mars vehicles, but the Lunar Node would provide the same functions. 
2 
2.0 Requirements and Assumptions 
This conceptual study of a Lunar Node was principally guided 
by the requirements given in the Scenario Requirements Document 
(SRD) , NASA Document No. 2-MAS-SRD Draft 5/12/88 (Reference 1). 
Specifically, the requirements for the Lunar Node for support of 
the Evolutionary Expansion Missions were applied. The SRD version 
issued on June 2, 1988 (Reference 2) eliminated the requirement 
for Lunar Node to be included in the 1988 Office of Exploration 
Annual Report. However, the concept presented in the following 
sections describes a node which could support any of several 
mission modes for Mars exploration using lunar derived liquid 
oxygen and a lunar outpost. 
The requirements and related assumptions applied to the Lunar 
Node for Evolutionary Expansion Missions of Reference 1 are 
presented in Figures 2-1 through 2-3. The development of the 
propellant logistics schedule required a combination of related 
data from the SRD Draft (Reference 1) and some assumptions, since 
Appendix F of Reference 1 containingthe Lunar propellant logistics 
schedule was unavailable at the t h e  that this evaluation was 
conducted. 
The baseline concept is configured to supply LLOX for a manned 
Mars expedition program based upon; (1) the use of cryogenic 
chemical propulsion for all velocity changes except for aerobraking 
at Earth and Mars, and (2) the assembly and propellant loading of 
the Mars-bound vehicles at the LEO node. Transfer of LLOX to Mars- 
bound vehicles directly from the Lunar Node or from an Earth-Moon 
libration point would cause a revision to the propellant logistics 
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manifest developed in Section 3. Application of a Mars node and/or 
Mars propellant production would also impact the Lunar Node LLOX 
logistics. 
11 
3.0 Propellant Logistics a 
The 25 year program plan for manned Mars exploration includes 
an initial ten to 12 year period with total dependence upon Earth 
provided liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen for all propulsion 
functions. This early era is also the period for assembly of the 
infrastructure including; the Lunar Node, the lunar outpost, and 
the lunar oxygen production facility. Once these facilities are 
in place, the Lunar Node becomes operational in its role as a 
propellant transfer facility. It is this later period that defines 
- 
the functional requirements of the Lunar Node. 
The propellant logistics must consider both the liquid 
hydrogen fuel provided from Earth via the LEO node and the lunar 
derived oxygen returned to LEO. At each step, or stage, of the 
transport some of each propellant is consumed in the process. 
The functions of the Lunar Node provide the basis for defining 
the propellant logistics. The determination of the masses which 
will be exchanged involves certain assumptions relative to the 
space vehicles to be serviced, the number or frequency of flights, 
and the velocity increments associated with each phase of the 
spacecraft flight profile. These parameters and assumptions are 
summarized in Table 3-1. The mass transfers for propellant and 
cargo together with the number of flights for the Orbital Transfer 
Vehicle (OTV) represent values listed in the SRD's (References 1 
and 2; see Figure 2-2). The general configuration for the OTV 
depicted as a tank cluster using aerobraking for return to LEO 
follows from a previous study (Reference 3). The mass of the OTV 
system represents an estimated fraction of the maximum payload 
12 
transported. The selection of a tank size was a result of the mass 
transfer requirement study. The propulsion capability provided by 
25 MT of hydrogen at LLO combined with the ascent-descent orbit 
insertion-landing velocities associated with a 100 )an lunar orbit 
altitude define the Lunar Ascent-Descent Vehicle (LADV) design 
parameters once the number of supply flights for each O W  trip is 
selected. The propulsion systems were assumed to operate with a 
seven to one mass ratio for O,/H, and a specific impulse of 4310 N- 
sec/kg. The velocity increments for each phase of a transfer were 
extracted from orbital calculations, and the velocity changes used 
the following criteria. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
The 
Acceleration due to thrusting does not exceed 0.9 g (8.62 
m/sec2). 
Propellant masses were calculated from a simplified 
rocket equation. 
The lunar decent-ascent phase was limited to 103 second 
burns, and assumed a constant mass for levitation against 
lunar gravity. 
criteria for defining the velocity changes are considered 
conservative, in that higher thrust levels with correspondingly 
shorter burn times would consume less total fuel. On the other 
hand, the thrust levels selected maintain the launch of an H, tank 
from Earth as the worst case load condition. The analysis to 
define the masses transferred calculated the propellant 
requirements for each phase of an OTV transfer flight from LEO 
to/from lunar orbit and LADV flights from lunar orbit to/from the 
13 
lunar surface. Table 3-1 summarizes the propellant and cargo 
transfer logistics in terms of quantities and numbers of tanks. 
The values shown in Table 3-1 apply the simplifying assumption that 
exchanges with the Lunar Node involve only the transfer of 
containers as tanks of cryogenic liquids and cargo in packages. 
The OTV and LADV will draw propellant from the tanks transferred, 
but exchanges with the Lunar Node do not involve the transfer of 
cryogenic liquids between tanks in a microgravity environment. The 
definition of the OTV propellant transfer first established the 
hydrogen constituent necessary to leave the lunar gravity field. 
This mass increment became part of the delivery to LLO. The 
propellant requirements for the O W  braking to node rendezvous and 
OTV escape from the Earth's gravity field established the hydrogen 
requirement at departure from LEO plus the amount of lunar oxygen 
that would have to be retained on-board the OTV. The flight 
sequence for the oTV is summarized in Figure 3-1 and shows the 
usage of on-board propellant for each of the burns. 
The definition for the LADV sequence assumed three flights in 
a 55 day interval as realistically achievable. Figure 3-2 
illustrates the sequence. The transfer of 33.3 MT of 0, per flight 
became the principal parameter in defining the LADV system. The 
hydrogen exchanged must serve to land the LADV with the empty tanks 
necessary for oxygen fill, and provide sufficient fuel to lift the 
next flight. The masses and volumes that resulted indicated that 
a common tank size of 10 m3 capacity would serve the requirements. 
This tank has a diameter of 2.67 m and is of a size compatible with 
aluminum construction. The mass estimate suggests that the full 
14  
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H, tank on Earth represents a handling weight of about 1.2 MT, 
while the same tank filled with 0, on the lunar surface represents 
a handling weight of about 1.9 MT. Both values appear reasonable 
for local handing, storage and transport. The definition of the 
fuel transfer masses did not include boil-off losses. The actual 
OTV and LADV flight would be relatively short (i.e., days) and 
transit losses correspondingly small. Cryo-retention capability 
as reliquification is considered as part of the operation 
availability at LEO, and lunar base. A cryo-retention capability 
has been included for the Lunar Node. 
. .--,-... 
The summary of propellant transfer logistics as shown in Table 
3-2 and indicated- by Figures 3-1 and- 3-2, suggest that about 60 
. --,__-.--.I 
percent of the 0, delivered to lunar orbit will become available at 
LEO and about 75 percent of the lunar surface 0, production can be 
delivered to LLO. The combined effect is to deliver approximately 
47 percent of the LLOX production to LEO for the Mars mission. 
The H, usage shows that 25 percent of the total is required to 
transfer the 0, from LLO to LEO with an aerobraked O W  and about 40 
percent of the H, is used to lift the 0, from the lunar surface to 
LLQ. 
18 
1. Departm 19.7 2 9.7 
2. F b 6 t  2.67 Wsec wlrn 4.7 1 7.6 
3. ~unar Wit €&demms 0 0 6.9 
Transfer frm Node +loo +9 -4.2 
4. D e p a r t D  100 9 2.7 
5. Post 0.667 )an/= wlrn 79 7 0 
6. LEORendezvous 79 7 0 
7.  Transfer at LM) 60 5 
IADV SEQUENCE (18 per year, 3 ea& c r r ~  flight) 
1. Depart Lunar Surfaoe 42.9 
2. uDl?Bx3ezvous 34.8 
Transfer to Node -33.3 
3.DepartRendezvous 1.5 
4. LunarLanding 0 
Lunar Surface Pruduction 
Lunar orbit Transfer 
I%)o Delivery 
Delivery to LEO 
Delivery to uD 
Delivery to Lunar surface 
4 1.2 
4 0 
-3 +1.4 
1 1.4 
0 1.2 
778 m/yr 
600 m/yr 
360 m/yr 
58.2 m/yr 
25.0 m/yr 
21.6 m/yr 
Active cargo 
Tank 
14 3.3 
11 3.3 
10 3.3 
-6 -3.3 
4 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
+2 +1.1 
2 1.1 
2 1.1 
EmtY 
m-1 !lanks 
0 
4 
6 
-3 
3 
9 
9 
0 
2 
+1 
3 
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4.0 Crew Safe-Haven Option 
One of the SRD (Reference 1) requirements for the Lunar Node 
is to provide a safe-haven for stranded crew from the lunar base 
and/or the transportation vehicles until rescue can be effected 
from the LEO node. The Lunar Node offers a site for the 
establishment of a lunar crew safe-haven intermediate in location 
between the lunar surface and the LEO node. There are several 
contingency events which could require such a temporary emergency 
shelter capability. The lunar habitat could become inoperative or 
an orbital transfer vehicle with exchange crews aboard could 
malfunction at the node and be unable to return to LEO. In the 
current context, a safe-haven is construed to be a- habitat 
providing air, food, water and minimal creature comforts sufficient 
to sustain ___  . - the crew until rescue. Safe-haven as used here does not 
include protection from solar flares. The safe-haven crew capacity 
and duration of stay are not explicit in the SRD requirements. For 
the purpose of sizing the Lunar Node, two bounding conditions were 
examined. On the low-end of the scale, the crew operational 
capability is provided by the eqtiivalent of one Space Station 
Resource Node and one scaled-down Logistics Module. This combined 
pressurized volume permits; EVA, multiple vehicle docking 
capability, and life support for a two-person crew during man- 
tended periods of up to five days. This is referred to as the Man- 
Tended configuration. At the high-end of the safe-haven 
capability, an emergency condition for a crew of 14 was assumed for 
a stay time of 110 days (capacity to skip one visit from the LEO 
node transfer vehicle). This is referred to as the Safe-Haven 
20 
configuration, it includes a Space Station Habitat Module as well 
as the Resource Node. This provides a capacity for 1500 man-days 
of emergency occupancy. This option incorporates a pressurized 
volume providing amenities such as exercise equipment, showers, 
separate sleeping areas, a galley, and other features associated 
with long duration, large crew missions. 
The survival resources of oxygen, food, water, and personal 
items were estimated from manned flight experience and are 
presented in Figure 4.1. The life support concept is an open cycle 
system. For example, carbon-dioxide is absorbed from the air, but 
not recycled. Water is not recycled, but stored as liquid waste. 
Clothing, bedding, and food service utensils are used once and then 
stored as trash. The overall mass and volume quantities of 
material estimated for the 1500 man-day survival capability is 
presented in Figure 4.2. 
The electrical power capacity for the man-tended option was 
set at the 20 kw level. This level would sustain the crew and meet 
operations requirements. For the safe-haven habitat option the 
electrical power demand was selected to be 35 kW, based largely on 
the safe-haven requirement. Further evaluation of energy use and 
energy storage for  dark periods is required to arrive at a 
confident estimate. 
21 
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5.0 Lunar Node Description 
The two conditions for on-board crew accommodations for the 
Lunar Node result in two base-line configurations which share a 
number of common features. Table 5-1 summarizes the principal 
features and requirements for the node. The concepts for the Lunar 
Nodes are shown in Figure 5-1 through 5-3. Figure 5-1 and 5-2 show 
the safe haven node configuration with a large habitatcapabklity 
docked with the OTV and LADV, respectively. Figure 5 - 3 i s  theMan 
Tended configuration docked with the LADV. All three figures show 
the concepts for transferring propellant in tanks and cargo in 
packages. The maximum propellant transfer quantities associated 
with Mars missions are identified in Reference 2. The principal 
design factors for the Lunar Node are described in the following, 
first addressing the mutual items followed by the unique features. 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Pockins CaDabilitv The docking adapter is universal to the 
o m ,  LADV, and the Lunar Node, and permits the simultaneous 
docking of both vehicles to the Node. Figure 5-4 shows such 
a concept. A Resource Node from the IOC Space Station has 
. 
been adapted to provide the docking function, in addition to 
ECLSS support for the crew. 
Robotic Transfer Unit The transfer unit moves the tanks and 
cargo between the LADV, Node and OTV. The unit compares to 
the RMS on the NSTS and would need to position a filled 0, 
tank, (mass - 12 MT), at a distance of 15 meters. 
Communication and Trackinq The node communication system 
links assume a relay satellite in higher orbit. The links 
would include voice, video, and housekeeping data telemetry. 
25 
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I m 
a! 
!i! 
m 
m 
? 
cv o 
tk COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS 
SOLAR PANELS POWER COMPARTMENT (35 KW) 
OW DOCKED TO NODE 
(q - H2 AND AEROBRAKE) 
Figure 5-1 Concept for the Safe Haven Lunar Node Docked to the 
OTV for Transfer of Propellants and Cargo 
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(USES 
b COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS 
SOLAR PANELS 
POWER COMPARTMENT (35 KW) 
OW 
SUPPLY FLIGHTS EXCHANGE 
6 H2 + 3 EMPTY FOR 9 0, NODE STRUCTURE PROVIDES 
FOR CREW EMERGENCY 
NODE HAS TANK STORAGE 
CAPABILITY TO SUPPORT 
MARS MISSIONS: 
0 CARGO22 (245MT) 
0 PILOTED10 (11OMT) 
L A W  EXCHANGE: 
1 EMPTY AND CARGO (1.1 MT) 
3 4 (33.3 MT) FOR 2, H2 (1.4 MT) 
LUNAR ASCENT/DESCENT VEHICLE 
DOCKED TO NODE 
Figure 5-2 Concept for the Safe Haven Lunar Node Docked to the 
LADV for Exchange of Propellants and Cargo 
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COMMUNICATION ANTENNAS b 
POWER COMPARTMENT (20 KW) 
SOLARPANELS 
NODE HAS TANK STORAGE 
CAPABIUTY TO SUPPORT 
MARS MISSIONS: 
0 CARGO 22 (245 W) 
0 PlLOED 10 (110 MT) 
NODE HAS TRUSS STRUCTURE 
WITH TWO-CREW CAPABILITY 
LADV EXCHANGE: 
1 EMPTY AND CARGO (1.1 MT) 
3 4 (33.3 MT) FOR 2, H, (1.4 MT) 
LUNAR ASCENT/DESCENT VEHICLE 
DOCKED TO NODE 
Figure 5-3 Concept for the Man Tended Lunar Node Docked to the 
LADV f o r  Exchange of Propellants and Cargo 
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F. 
G. 
The tracking system operates line-of-sight to the horizon for 
operation with the LADV, and line-of-sight as available for 
the O W .  Both the communication and tracking functions 
require antenna position controls. 
Crvo-Maintenance The attachment mechanism for securing the 
tanks includes a collection manifold linked to the tank vent- 
and-fill lines. The OTV flight schedule determines the 
maximum on-board storage time for any tank. A nominal 
reliquification capability is included to preserve the 0, and 
H2 The option remains to retain the boil-off, using the gases 
for attitude stabilization or potentially in fuel cells for 
energy during dark periods. 
Power System The power system has been estimated on the basis 
of 15 kW to operate the node plus 2.5 kW for each person 
aboard. 
20 kW or 35 kW, depending upon the safe haven capacity. Re- 
generative fuel cells are the preferred power storage option. 
Habitat Module Full Crew Safe Haven (Fisure 5-1 and 5-2)- This 
option has the capability to sustain the expanded crew for a 
period of 110 days. The structure and accommodations are 
based upon the IOC Space Station habitat module. 
Minimum Crew Accommodation The minimum crew option utilized 
the Resource Node as the principal manned operations area, 
with the necessary ancillaries attached. An open beam 
structure supports and provides the retention mechanism for 
the tankage and cargo. The structural element concept 
resembles that used for the Long Duration Exposure Facility. 
The photovoltaic power system has been sized for 
3 1  
6.0 Lunar Node Mass Schedule 
The Lunar Node, as described in the preceding sections, was 
evaluated to obtain estimates of subsystem masses. Two options 
were addressed, (1) the safe-haven habitat option providing 1500 
man-days of emergency occupancy and (2) the man-tended option which 
offers only operational life support. In both cases, the Lunar 
Node exhibits one mass total when loaded with LLOX preparing for 
a transfer vehicle arrival from LEO, and another mass total 
following transfer of LLOX to the transfer vehicle and LH, and 
cargo from the transfer vehicle. These estimates for the two 
options and two conditions of loading (4 cases) are presented in 
Table-6-1. The mass budget does not include propellant for Lunar 
Node station keeping or for rendezvous/docking maneuvers. 
7.0 Topics for Future Study 
This cursory study of a Lunar Node must be examined in more 
detail to better define the actual requirements in any follow-on 
study. The mission mode described in Reference 2 eliminated the 
Lunar Node but retained the functions of material transfer in LLO. 
The Lunar Node could provide a focal point and buffer storage for 
crew, cargo, and propellant. Some features of the Lunar Node 
application to Reference 2 requirements are presented in Figure 
7-1. 
A mission analysis should be conducted to trade-off the need 
f o r  a Lunar Node and to define the crew safe-haven capability that 
covers the majority of contingencies. 
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Sensitivity studies should be conducted for a range of 
propellant mixture ratios and specific impulse values to size the 
LLOX requirements. For this study, a fixed pair of values were 
used, namely 7:l oxygen-hydrogen mass ratio and a 4310 N-sec/kg 
specific impulse. 
Orbital analysis is required to define the Lunar Node orbital 
properties such as time in sunlight, station-keeping requirement, 
and the velocity change requirement for the rendezvous with 
transfer vehicles from LEO and the lunar surface. These results 
are required to determine solar panel and energy storage 
capacities, viewing periods to various communication sites, and 
rendezvous opportunities. 
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I i. Introduction 
The following 312 pages is a compilation of various study results, performed by Martin 
Marietta for the Transportation Agent (NASA/MSFC), which were the culmination of the four case 
studies presented in the OEXP Exploration Studies Technical Report (FY 1988 Status). By 
agreement with the MASE, only certain portions of Case study 4 were examined in any detail, 
because of changing requirements for this Moon/Mars Evolution pathway. Following up the 
detailed study repom, this collection is intended to provide supplementary information as well as 
more complete details generated during the study effort. 
altered for future studies, this material can be useful to provide insight into trade-off decisions that 
have been made and to bring to light various options which could only be given cursory treatment 
in the previous submittals. 
Although many of the ground rules and even the trajectory data base are expected to be 
.. 
11. 
p. 1-1 
Case Study 1 
Human Expedition to Phobos 
MARTIN MARIETTA CS-I .AIlRcpt.-l 
M A R T I N  M A R I E T T A  p. 1 - 7  R e v  3 ,  1013/8X 
1 .O Transportation Systems Definition 
The transportation for Case Study 1 consists of the vehicle necessary to preplace cargo 
into Mars orbit, the vehicle to transport the astronauts to Mars, an optional vehicle for 
flights from the mother spaceship in Mars orbit to Phobos and return, a propulsion system 
for return of the piloted vehicle to Earth, and a capsule to permit direct descent of the crew 
to the Earth's surface. These vehicles are termed the Mars Cargo Vehicle (MCV), the Mars 
Transfer Vehicle (MTV), the Phobos Excursion Vehicle (PhEV), the Trans-Earth Injection 
System (TEIS), and the Earth Crew Capture Vehicle (ECCV), respectively.The mission 
phases are listed in Table 1.0-1. This case study is baselined as all-propulsive, with only 
the ECCV utilizing aeroassist. 
1.1 Elements and Systems Description 
1.1.1 Transportation RequirementdAssurnptions 
This mission consists of the MCV launch in April 2001, followed by the human 
mission launch in August 2002. A nominal mission time of 30 days in Mars orbit includes 
20 days of human exploration of Phobos. Fortuitously, this launch opportunity allows a 
swingby of Venus, greatly reducing the need for propellants by eliminating an outbound 
Deep Space Maneuver (DSM). Performing this mission at either the previous or next later 
launch opportunity greatly increases the propulsive mass requirements. 
Other requirements and assumptions made for purposes of conducting the reference 
mission transportation analysis are given in Table 1.1.1- 1. These assumptions are 
necessary in order to achieve a point design for the reference mission. An analysis shows 
that initial mass in low Earth orbit (IMLEO) can be significantly reduced (IMLEO reduction 
of 59%) through use of the relatively lightweight PhEV rather than requiring the entire 
manned spaceship to transfer to Phobos orbit. This is because Phobos lies in a near- 
equatorial, circular orbit about Mars, Figure 1.1.1 - 1, necessitating major plane changes of 
the spacecraft's orbit. Also, the relatively low velocity in Phobos orbit does not favor 
efficient escape from Mars' gravitational attraction for the return flight to Earth. Therefore, 
it is more effective to place the Mars Orbiting Vehicles (MOVs) into high elliptical orbits of 
250 km periapsis by 33,840 km apoapsis. Then, to minimize total delta-V, the orbits are 
circularized at 33,840 km altitude and then reinstated by an additional propulsive maneuver 
at the appropriate time to achieve apsidal rotation. This special maneuver or some 
equivalent is required whenever short staytimes occur at Mars, such as for the sprint and 
opposition class mjectories, but can be accommodated during the longer conjunction class 
missions by orbital management strategies and much less expenditure of propulsion 
energy. Future studies will address alternative strategies for delta-V reduction for short 
staytime missions. 
From all of the options available in this study, a baseline reference mission was chosen 
and is outlined in Figure 1.1.1-2. The baseline mission is called TIC-1 R for technical 
implementation concept 1 -reference. For the present study, the assumed sequence of 
events is: initial insertion into a 250 x 33,840 kni  elliptical orbit about Mars; circularization 
3t 33,840 km altitude; rendezvous with the cargo vehicle in the same orbit; transfer of the 
PhEV and TEIS to the manned vehicle; and return to a 250 x 33,840 km orbit, but with the 
M A R T I N  M A  R I E I T A  CS-I .AIlRcpI.-3 i o n t a a  
line of  apsides appropriately chosen for optiniuni ' I l 3 .  The scenario for I'h13V rendezvous 
with I'hobos then proceeds along [tic secpence indicated i n  Figure 1.1.1-3. Following 
deployment i n  orbit 3, the PhEV lowers its apoapsis to Phobos altitude (orbit 4), then 
raises periapsis to circularize (orbit 5). Upon rendezvous, a series of sorties to near the 
surface of Phobos allows EVA and exploration by one astronaut with the aide of an MMU 
(manned maneuvering unit). The other astronaut, fully suited, tends the depressurized 
PhEV and provides assistance, if.needed, to the first astronaut. To return to the mother 
ship, the sequence of orbital maneuvers is accomplished in reverse. The trans-Earth 
injection bum is accomplished from elliptical orbit. 
1.1.2 Reference System Description 
1.1.2.1 Configuration and Mass Allocations 
Cryopropellants (liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen) are carried in standardized tanks 
designed to match the assumed ET0 vehicle lift capability of 91 t to LEO. Tanks are 7.6 m 
diameter by 11.4 m long (25 ft dia x 37.5 ft), each holding 69.3 t of cryopropellant with an 
H/O ratio of 1 :6. A pair of tanks is lifted each launch, as shown in Figure 1.1.2.1- 1. 
These "Siamese twin" tanks are not exactly identical but hold the same quantity of 
propellant and are connected by propellant transfer lines. The "wet" tank is ruggedized for 
the launch vibration, acceleration, and acoustic loads on a full tank, and equipped with 
foam insulation to store cryopropellant under atmospheric conditions prior to and during 
launch. Upon achieving orbit, propellant is transferred into the "dry" tank via an automated 
transfer process. The dry tank is of lighter construction, with a 15% tankage factor (where 
tankage factor is the ratio of tank dry mass/propellant mass), and thermally protected for 
long-term storage of cryogens in space. This includes multilayer insulation blankets and 
vapor-cooled shields (VCS). This tank is to be used for all cryopropulsion stages, and 
achieves the low boiloff rates as specified in the assumptions (Table 1.1.2.1-1). The wet 
tanks are discarded after propellant transfer. One or more tanks are pre-outfitted with an 
engine and propulsion avionics. To assemble a complete propulsion system, several tanks 
are docked together with their propellant fill ports connected. These ports are envisioned to 
be of technology derived from the STS 17-inch disconnects. During propulsive bum, all 
interconnected tanks drain propellant into the engine's primary tank. 
The habitability module is portrayed in Fig. 1.1.2.1-2a and 1.1.2.1-2b. It is an "H- 
module" configuration, consisting of two space station derivative modules with a single 
tunnel between them. At the mid-point of this tunnel, the ECCV is mounted. Because the 
ECCV ingress portal is in  the nose, its interior is available to the crew at all times for 
habitation volume and access for continued training. It is necessary that the ECCV travel 
with the piloted vehicle so that it is available in the case that the optional Mars fly-around 
abort mode is selected in lieu of proceeding with Mars orbital capture and rendezvous with 
the cargo vehicle. No airlocks are provided, but EVA is made possible by venting the 
tunnel (which has an egress port opposite the ECCV) or one entire module. 
from Space Station modules. However, the massive internal experiment rack hardware is 
mostly replaced, both to provide a lighter-weight mounting structure appropriate to the 
small TMI propulsive loads and to allow more usable living volume for the astronauts. The 
interplanetary mission modules (IMM), including their electrical and communications 
support services, are sized at a mass of 44.3 t. 
e 
The cylindrical habitats employ the pressure vessel and much support structure derived 
A solar flare radiation storm shelter is provided at the end of one of the modules (Fig. 
1.1.2.1 -3a). It consists of an approximately cubicle volume designed to hold 4 persons e 
1 o i s m  hf A R TI N MA R1 E7TA CS- 1 .AnRcpt.-3 
~~~ ~ 
1 >kinlied System Integration Studies, NASA-STD-3000, Vol. 1, (March 1987), p.8.6-4. 
(f'iinctioii;il rexti c r i \ ~ c l o l ~ e  1.01. tc)rso-i.c.;lr;iinc~f. tinsiiitcd 95th percentile in;ilc, ;is i n  Fig. 
1.  1.2.1-3b1 ). A i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  of' 9 0  g/ciii- sliiclcliiiy is proviiicd i n  tllc walls of  this stiolter 
through the L J S ~  of juciicioiis eqtiipiiicn1 ~nst;~ll;it~o~is, stowage of consumables ;ind waste 
products, and added shielding aiid strtictiire o f  2.0 t. The shelter includes equipment for 
conimand and control of the sp;icecr;t ft .  
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A life support system (LSS) with fourfold redundancy is provided at a mass cost of 
2.8 t. The LSS provides recycling wi th  respect t o  oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water. A 
total of 10.2 t of consumables (including 3.3 t food) is allocated to support the four 
;vjtron;tiits for the duration of  the mission, with 20% niargin. Power is provided by two 
solar cell array wings o f  100 ni2 each, deployed from the sides o f  the individual cylindrical 
tnodu les. 
The Phobos Excursion Vehicle (PhEV), Figure 1.1.2.1-4, is similar to a Gemini 
capsule and holds a crew of two. Notable differences include capacity for a 700 kg Phobos 
science payload (or, radiation shielding) and two MMU units, as well as a major 
propulsion system. The propulsion employs the space-proven Delta engine and the 
associated storable bipropellants sized to accomplish a total round-trip AV of 3327 rids, as 
stipulated by Table 1.1.2.1-2. The PhEV gross niass is just under 10 t, and the complete 
mass breakdown is given in  Table 1.1.2.1-3. 
The Trans-Earth Injection System (TEIS) for Mars orbit escape consists of a single 
standard tank loaded with 5 1.9 t of cryopropellant. Three RLIOB-2 engines rated at a 
specific impulse of 460 s are provided. These engines are not used prior to the TEI burn. 
The engines are mounted in a close-packed triangular cluster, as indicated in Figure 
I .  1.2.1-5, and the system has one engine-out capability. Acceleration at TEI initiation is 
0.18 gee, rising to a peak acceleration'of 0.32 gee. 
The E'arth Crew Capture Vehicle (ECCV) can be likened to the Apollo Command 
Module. It enters the Earth's atmosphere at less than 12.2 km/s (40,000 fps) with the aid 
of an aerobrake and parachutes for terntinal splashdown. The mass of the ECCV is 6.9 t, 
including the four crewmembers. No propulsion is required for the ECCV to accomplish 
its mission, except for a small propulsive system which accomplishes final targeting (the 
main vehicle is targeted slightly off Earth intercept) and to provide roll and attitude control. 
The piloted vehicle stack in LEO is shown in  Figure 1.1.2.1-6a, (expanded view in 
Fig. 1.1.2.1-6b), where the lower two tiers of tanks are associated with the Trans-Mars 
Injection System (TMIS). The propellant load of this system is 81 1.5 t, stored in twelve 
standard tanks. An SSME-derivative engine provides the thrust necessary for escape from 
LEO onto the interplanetary trrijectory to Mars (departure energetics are detailed in Table 
1.1.2.1-4). The SSME-derivative employs an enlarged nozzle with 1OOO:l expansion ratio 
and specific inipiilse of 480 s. The exit diameter of the bell is 8.2 m (27 ft). With its 
associated hardware, the nozzle + engine head + loaded tank + siamese twin  tank (wet 
tank), the suck :it I:iunch is 2s m (92 ft)  which may be accommodated depending upon the 
HLLV avrtilable. Alternatively, the nozzle could be segmented and then extended after 
launch, saving 8 m (26 ft) i n  stack length. The Mars Orbital Capture System (MOCS) is 
also a cryogenic propellant system, which i n  this case also provides Mius Orbital 
Operations (MOO) propellant sufficient for 1338 m/s of cap:ibility for apsidal rotation. It 
consists of  four standard tanks, each with ;in RL- 1 OB-2 engine. Engine-out capability is 
r -  provided. 1ri i t i ; i l  dccclcr;itiori ;it the Ixginning of  the MOC bur11 is 0.13 gcc. I he cncoiiiitcr 
energetics for hlars  ot-bitnl c:iptiire ;IIC given in  Table 1 . I  2 . 1  -5 .  
The Tr:ins-R/Iars Injection System (TMIS) of the cargo vehicle, Figure 1.1.2.1-7a7 
(expanded view in Fig. 1.1.3.1-7b), consists of four cryopropellant tanks and one SSME- 
derivative engine. The MOCS/MOOS propulsion system is a single tank with a triangular- 
cluster of RL-1OB-2 engines. The cargo vehicle carries not only the TEIS and PhEV, but 
also a Relay CommiIi1ic;~tion Satellite and two Mars Rover/Sample Return (MRSR) 
modules. The mass allocation for these additional payloads is 9 t, including all propellant 
loads necessary for these systems. An additional 0.45 t of instrument payload serves to 
provide solar flare monitoring capability and Mars orbital science. 
1.1.2.2 Features of the System 
This spacecraft is designed as a minimum system for accommodation of 4 astronauts 
for a deep space mission. It provides somewhat more living volume per person than Space 
Station will provide to its occupants by virtue of the fact that not as much equipment will be 
installed. Neither airlocks nor nodes are provided. A cupola could be added to the end of 
one module at a small mass penalty. There is very little margin for error in rendezvous 
with the TEIS in Mars orbit. In the event that orbit insertion errors were large, the MCV 
could jettison the PhEV to lowers its mass and hence provide some additional orbit 
modification capability in an effort to transfer to the orbit the astronaut vehicle had reached. 
1.1.2.3 ETO, On-orbit Assembly, and Servicing Needs 
With an assumed HLLV capability of 91 t per launch, the E T 0  manifest shows that a 
minimum of 7 launches will be required to deploy the cargo vehicle and 18 launches for the 
piloted spacecraft and its propulsion systems (Table 1.1.2.3-1). Of these, all but two will 
be dedicated solely to launch of propellant and propulsion system hardware. If the launch 
capacity is increased to 200 t by using the "Very Large HLV", on-orbit assembly decreases 
dramatically, as shown in Table 1.1.2.3-2. In order to launch the entire craft already 
assembled the "Magnum HLV" which has an assumed capacity of 1360 t must be used. A 
summary launch profile is given in Table 1.1.2.3-3. 
On-orbit assembly will be primarily by automated and teleoperated control from Earth. 
Propellant tank assembly into the necessary propulsion system clusters will be 
accomplished via docking maneuvers and plug-in propellant lines. An OMV, OMV/FTS, 
and/or smart HLLV upper stage will be required as infrastructure to support this assembly. 
The IMM could be launched as a complete unit, including ECCV, if a 42 ft  diameter HLLV 
payloxi shroud were made available. 
No in-space propellant transfer is needed for this case study scenario. All tanks are 
sized to allow for on-orbit propellant boiloff losses. It  is currently assumed that the MLI 
blankets and tankage walls will adequately minimize the probability of a leak induced by 
orbital debris and micrometeoroid impacts. Therefore, no special protection blankets need 
be removed prior to TMI. 
Other servicing requirements are also minimal and no STS visits are required for the 
cargo vehicle. although they may be desired for inspection o f  the assembled system. On- 
orbit operation and checkottt o f  the IMM prior to final mating with the piloted TMIS will be 
reclirired to develop the prerequisite baseline for mission ;issiir;itice. A minimum of three 
STS launches is estiiiiateti to be required to support this mission. 
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I .  1.3 Transponation Program Developrnent Schedule 
A schedule for developnient, proof-flight testing arid man-rating of transpoitation 
hardware and propulsion systems is shown in Figure 1.1.3- 1.  It  must be stressed that the 
development of flight hardware must include time for prior development and man-rating of 
key elements in  the mission. For example, the HLLV, PhEV, and TEIS characteristics will 
seriously affect design of both the cargo and piloted vehicles and therefore should be 
developed as early as possible. Demonstration of reliability can be made by precursor 
missions of various types, including Earth orbital and interplanetary unmanned launches. 
One method of verification would be manned operation of the PhEV on a LEO mission 
which exercises the near-Phobos operational capabilities, followed by simulated 
rendezvous with the mother spacecraft. Additionally, the PhEV also could be operated 
unmanned to perform major orbital sequences at high altitudes to simulate the accuracy of 
transfers to and from Phobos. Both the HLLV and PhEV should be well into in-space 
testing by the mid-C/D phase of Mars vehicle developments, and preferably much earlier. 
Prototype habitability modules and other key component of the system could be pretested 
on Shuttle or Space Station flights. Long-term testing of life support system and 
microgravity countermeasures must be accomplished before the deadline for alteration of 
interior equipment complements for the piloted spacecraft. Long-term storage and 
successful operation of a TEI system must be tested in space prior to launch of a crew to 
Mars. If a Mars aerobrake is to be employed (see Alternative, section 1.3), it should be 
assembled, on-orbit launched, and entry-tested in the Earth's upper atmosphere prior to 
beginning the C D  phase of the piloted system. The need for additional aerobrake 
performance verification at Mars is under assessment. 
1.1.4 Trades/Options 
Several options, listed in Table 1.1.4-1, have been studied for their effect on IMLEO of 
the total mass of cargo plus piloted vehicles, which is 1778.3 t for the baseline design. 
Use of conservative, high-boiloff tanks incurs a very significant additional mass penalty of 
488 t. Conversely, if boiloff could be reduced to zero, some 152 t could be saved (less 
than a 9% reduction). Utilization of a two-stage TMIS would save even less off the 
baseline design. Therefore, the more complicated system that would be required for 
successful staging is not adopted. 
Advanced propulsion engines, with specific impulse capabilities of 485 s (TMIS) and 
470 s for cryopropellant, and 340 for stored bipropellant, result in a savings of only 6% in 
IMLEO. In view of the development time lags associated with these advanced systems, 
they were not assumed for this case. Conservative tankage factors of 20.6% (compared to 
the 15% assumed) combined with high boiloff resulted in a more than a doubling of 
IMLEO. Conversely, if the tankage factor could be reduced to 7.5% through use of 
advanced materials and technologies, over a 500 t reduction in IMLEO could be realized. A 
summary of these results is given in Table 1.1.4-2, as well as being depicted graphically in 
Figure 1.1.4- 1 .  Comparisons between the launch manifests of missions with different 
trajectories and propulsion systems are made in Table 1.1.4-3 
Two options also exist for Phobos exploration, as shown in  Table 1.1.4-4 and in 
Figure 1.1.4-2. The first, called "Sub-scenario A", differs from the reference mission i n  
tha t  the cargo vehicle is captured into a parking orbit ellipse of 250 km x Phobos, orbit 1 in  
the figure, instead of the 250 km x 1 sol of the reference mission. The cargo MOV then 
circularizes into orbit 2 where i t  meets with the crew vehicle for TEIS and PhEV transfer. 
After the exploration of Phobos the return vehicle leaves via  tr;i.jectory 3. The second 
option, "Sub-scennrio-C", differs from the above i n  that once the cargo veliicle has 
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Major dternative approaches such ;is use of aerobraking at Mars and more advanced 
propulsion systems are considered i n  section 1.3. 
1.2 Enabling Technology Needs 
Many technology needs are evident i n  missions of this class. First and foremost are 
development of an HLLV and of the Space Station. A larger lift capacity of the HLLV will 
significantly reduce the number o f  launches and amount of on-orbit assembly (see Table 
1.1.2.3-3). The shroud diameter is also of considerable importance. The Space Station is 
required for studying the effects and countemieasures against three major potential 
problems i n  long-duration spaceflight: deleterious adaptations to microgravity; diagnosis 
and treatment of complex medical problems; and psychosocial adjustment to the isolated 
and confined environment. Radiation hazards must also be understood and appropriate 
shielding provided. Other major developments include propulsion and storage of 
cryopropellan ts. 
1.2.1 Propulsion engines 
Space-operated qualification of the SSME-derivative engine will be required. Increased 
perfomiance of the SSME and RLlO engines must be verified. Techniques for long-term 
in-space storage of the RL- 10s must also be developed and tested. 
1.22 Cryopropellant tankage 
It is quite obvious from the discussion i n  section 1.1.4 that every effort should be made 
for advancements in cryopropellant storage and for minimization of the tankage mass 
fraction relative to propellant (the "tankage factor"). This includes consideration of 
advanced composites, removeable structures and shields, efficiency of large multi-layer 
insulation blankets, use of vapor cooled shields, and other options. 
1.2.3 Precursor Missions 
Selected missions will be needed to provide spaceborne dernonstratiodverification of 
the PhEV, ECCV, IMM, and propulsion systems. 
1 .3 S y s  tern A 1 tern a t i ves and Oppoit ii n i t ies 
involves use of an iierobrake to achieve Mars Orbital Capture. This allows eliniination of 
the very Inrge propulsion system otherwise required for the same purpose. For a Mars 
Lierobrake (MAb) mass fraction of 10941, the reduction i n  total system mass is quite dramatic 
(Table 1.3-2). IMLEO drops by a fiictor of nearly 2.4, to a value of 764.6 t. With this 
change, tankage and boiloff factors become relatively less important. For example, use of 
7.5% tankage factor results in only an  additional 20% IMLEO reduction. Even with high 
boiloff assumptions, and the adoption of a more storable TEI propellant such as 
hydrocarbon/LOX, the IhlLEO increase is only nbour 1 0  t. 'fhis :tllo\vs consideration of a 
more relinble TEIS, eliniinating the clifficul[y of storage of  liquid hydrogen for very long 
The two alternatives to our reference mission are listed in Table 1.3-1 The first 
t inie periods. e ORiGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY 
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The second alternative proposes the use of :t Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR), which 
also results i n  mijor savings, based upon the demonstrated NEliVA technology which 
: i f f o w  ;i specific iniptilse of 850 s. Without the aerobmke, the IMLEO reduction is nearly 
40%. Combined with aerobraking, the IMLEO becomes 510.1 t, almost 3.5 times less 
than that required for the all-chemical, all-propulsive baseline. The resulting mass changes 
from both alternatives are summarized in Table 1.3-3. 
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Table 1 . I  .1-1. Transportation Requirements and 
Assumptions 
Requlrernents from the SRD 
Man-rate transportation hardware 3 yr before launch. Four 6-hr EVAs. (paragraph 3.1.1 of 
SRD) 
Completion of microgravity countermeasures research (p. 21) 
Minimize on-orbit assembly and SS support. Sp1it:sprinVconj. F ly-around aborts. 
1-2 yr in-LEO demolverif of process requirements (3.3.2) 
No radiation shielding for PhEV (from summary sheet), but required in MOV 
20-30 days at Phobos, close proximity, "but not land per se". . Dock with a previously planted anchor. "Crew stability/mobility aids" for EVA work on Phobos 
Direct entry (per FAX) 
Assumptions for Reference Mission 
All-propulsive; ECCV for crew recovery at Earth; no recovery of ETV 
Excursion vehicle (PhEV; 9794 kg) to Phobos 
Crew contact with Phobos via EVA flight with MMU. PhEV does not contact Phobos surface. 
PhEV station-keeps at 100 km from Phobos, with four 6-hr sorties to the surface 
Single TMlS stage, non-recoverable 
Engine performance: lsp=480 for TMI, 460 for other cryo; 320 for storable biprop 
Propulsion: Cry0 for TMI, TEI, DSM, MOC, MOO. Biprop for PhEV, RCS 
TMI Engine: Single SSME (emergency use of MOCS for flyback in case of engine-out) 
Propulsion tankage factor: Nominal (cryo: 0.15; storable: 0.058) 
Boiloff. low: 0.15 O/dmo. LEO, 0.3Ydmo. interplanetary (sprint), 0.065Ydmo. at Mars 
high: 0.55 %/mo. LEO, 1 .O Ydmo. interplanetary (sprint), 0.33 Ydmo at Mars 
Propellant margins: 1% each for AV, lsp, and bulk (use sum of margins) 
2% mass margin on TElS and ECCV retro-propulsion (if required) 
No Venus probes. 
Phobos science payload: 1.2 1,200 W. Two each 3.5 t MRSR packages. 
Hab modules: two SS-derived modules ("H" configuration) 
PVPA for spaceborne power, 200 m2 
Spaceborne ECLSS: closed for all, except food 
AV: 100 m/s for MOO rendezvous, each vehicle, plus 619 m/s maneuvers to high circular 
MCV drops MRSR, RelayComSats from HEO-1 (prior to circ); PhEV from HEO-2. 
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Earth departure 
locat ion 
On-orbit assembly 
Hardware staging 
Trajectory type 
Launch dates 
Crew size, total 
Cabin pressure 
Gravity environmer 
Rotation rate 
Radiation 
protect ion 
HablLab modules 
Science 
equipment 
ECLSS, 
spaceborne 
TMI launch 
propellant 
engines, cryo. 
growth 
reusability 
recovery 
method 
Cryoprop storage 
Power,spaceborne 
TM abort capabilitie 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit capture 
Satellites 
Relay Corn. 
Mars Science 
Orbiters 
Unmanned Landers 
PhoboslDeimos 
Fi ure 1.1 .I- ,   Options Selected for Case Study 1 Scenario TIC -1 R OPTIONS Options Selected: (Date & Your Name) proven, or under unproven, or must be develoDment &.tceloDed / analvzed ............................................................... 
(hybrid1 
I two storm shelters 1-1 
IDeimos I e 
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Options Selected for Case Study 1 (cont.) 
OPTIONS (cont.) 
-. 
-igure 1.1 .l-: 
proven, or under new developments unproven, or must be 
&doped / analyzcd development _________________-_-____________________--------------------.-- 
Mars Lander 
Number of MDVs I two 1 
Time on surface 
Crew size, landed 
I CH4LOX I Propellants, MDV 
MELS I de-orbit prop. 11 parachutes 11 aerobraking 11 terminal prop. 11 hover/translate 11 airbags 
Landing hazard I large, safe are+ I terminal H.A. 
Power generation I solar th.-dy. 1 
Power storage 
ECLSS, 
MLSE 
Mars landed 
I consumablesl I SS ECLSS I IIOW mass/powel) I ISCP I 
I RVR I I analyt. eq. I I geopys. pkg. I I meteorol. pkg.1 I bioi. eq. I I drill rig I 
MLOE mass 
W R ,  manned 
ISPU 
I press., 5 sol I 
SRP demos 
'ropellants, MAV 
iarth Capture 
engines, cryo. ladvanced cry4 
growth 
(allrecoverable lenaines, avionics I reusability 
recovery 
met hod 
lecovery 
ETV 
ECCV 
I re-encounter I I turn-around I 
I proplAb hybrid 
Orbital retrieval 
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Fig. 1 .I .2.1-2a Interplanetary Mission Modules (IMM) 
with docked ECCV (4 Crewmembers) 
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Table 1 . I  .2.1-3 PhEV Mass Allocations Summary 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: PhEV. Scen #l.NTO 
Scenario # 1 - Phobos Excursion Vehicle (PhEV) 
Transfer from 250 x 1 sol orbit; 20 day staytime 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 06/29/00 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 07/09/80 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
Item Name Rasis Rev m s .  ea (ka\ Qtv. ss Totals (kal 
A. Payload 1070 
1. Crew E A  75 2 1 5 0  
3. Couch E A  1 0  2 2 0  
4. User Payload (and/or radiation shield option) 700 
2. Spacesuit & MMU E A  1 0 0  2 2 0 0  
a. Left on Phobos E B  7 0 0  700 
b. Returned Payload (200 kg) 0 .00  0 
8. LSS 460 
1. Oxygen E A  1 . o o  4 0  4 0  
2. Water E A  4.00 4 0  1 6 0  
3. Food E A  2.00 4 0  8 0  
4. Air Purification E A  3 0  3 0  
5. Thermal Control E A  100 100 
6. Waste Management E A  5 0  5 0  
1. Outer Shell E A  3 0 0  3 0 0  
2. Storage Structure E A  1 5 0  1 5 0  
3. Insulation E A  6 0  6 0  
4. Window E A  10 2 2 0  
5. Hatch E A  20 2 0  
6. Panels and Supports E A  2 0  2 0  
C. Structure 570 
D. Propulsion 6841 
1. Orbit Change 6741 
a. Engine E A  1 0 0  100 
b. Fuel Tanks E 8  604 604 
c. Propellant (NTO/MMH) E 8  6037 6037 
2. Fueled ACS E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
1. Batteries E 8  548 548 
1.  Controls and Displays E A  6 0  6 0  
2. Communication E A  5 0  5 0  
3. Guidance and Navigation E A  100 1 0 0  
4. Docking Provisions E A  6 0  6 0  
5. Other Instrumentation E A  35 35 
E. Power 548 
F. Equipment 3 0 5  
Total Mass (kg) = 9 7 9 4  
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Fig. 1 .I .2.1-7b Expanded View of MCV with MOCS and TMlS 
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Table 1.1.2.3-2 ET0 for Large and Magnum HLV 
Assumed capacity: 200 t to LEO 
M C V  
1.  MTV 163.6 t 
2. TMIS, partial 200.0 
3. TMIS, complete 103.4 
Launch 
Piloted Vehicle 
4. MTV 124.4 
5. MOCS, partial 200.0 
6. MOCS complete 200.0 
plus partial TMlS 
7 thru 10. TMlS bal. 200 
Launch of piloted vehicle. 
CS-I.MMSS-19 1-34  9122100 
Table 1.1.2.3-3. Minimum ET0 Yearly Profile for 
Case Study 1 (not including STS launches). 
2000 2001 2 0 0 2  Total 
Number of Launches 
Baseline H U V  (91 1) 6 12 7 25 
Very Large HLLV (200 1) 3 7 10 
Magnum H U V  . 1 1 2 
Aerocapture (91 t HLLV) 4 5 3 12 
Mass (1) 
Baseline HLLV (91 1) 468.3 1041.3 535.9 2045.5 
Very Large HLLV (200 1) 591 -4. 1 200.0 179 1.4 
Magnum HLLV 467.0 1311.3 1778.3 
Aerocapture (91 t HLLV) 300.1 462.6 125.8 888 .S 
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Case Study 2 Transportation 
Human Expedition to Mars 
MARTIN MARIETTA P. 2-2 Hev 2 10/5iun 
2.0 Transportation Systems Definition 
The transportation for Case Study 2 consists of a series of three split missions to 
Mars, including Mars Cargo Vehicles, Mars Spaceships (MSS), Mars Descent Vehicles 
(MDV), PhEVs, and a Deimos Excursion Vehicle (DeEV). Each MDV includes within it a 
Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) for return of the landed astronauts to the Mars Orbiting 
Vehicle (MOV). Also utilized in this case study are TEIS and aerocapture ECCVs. 
2.1 Elements and Systems Description 
2.1.1 Transportation RequirementdAssumptions 
The missions involve the launch of 8 astronauts on-board Mars Spaceships in 
November of 2004, December of 2006, and in February of 2009. Each manned launch is 
preceded by an appropriate cargo mission. Because they are split missions, only 30 days 
staytime at Mars is provided. On each mission, 4 crewmembers descend to the surface for 
up to 20 days of exploration. On the second mission, a Phobos exploration is also 
performed. On the third mission, both Phobos and Deimos are also explored. These three 
missions are futher detailed in Table 2.1.1- 1 and Figure 2.1.1 - 1. 
Other requirements and assumptions are given in Table 2.1.1-2 and Figure 2.1.1-2. 
Boiloff rates are assumed as given in Table 1.121- 1. The ECCV in this case does not 
perform a direct entry to Earth, but rather is aerocaptured into Earth orbit, with subsequent 
recovery of the astronauts and transfer to the Space Station for isolation prior to return to 
Earth. The same orbital apsidal adjustments described in section 1.1.1 are incorporated 
into the mission profiles of Case Study 2. 
2.1.2 Reference System Description 
2.1.2.1 Configuration and Mass Allocations 
Standardized tanks are the same as in Case Study 1. The Ih4M (habitability 
package) for the Humans to Mars scenario is selected as the "Hub-Triangle" configuration, 
Figures 2.1.2.1- la and - 1 b, which is made up of three space station derivative modules 
with an additional central unit 7.6 m in diameter by 3.0 m tall (disk module, 25 ft dia x 10 
ft). Three independent entry points are available to each of the four modules. Two 
separate airlocks are provided, one of which is rated as a hyperbaric lock. A docking port 
is located on top of the disk module. The ECCV is mounted at one of the intexmodule 
connection tunnels for continuous access. The entire structure is arrayed in a planer 
configuration and supported by trusswork to the Mars aerobrake (MAb) and is called the 
MTV, or Mars Transfer Vehicle. Two solar flare radiation storm shelters, each 
accommodating 4 persons (as described in section 1 . 1 2 1 )  are provided, one in module 1 
and the other in module 3. A closed-cycle life support system is provided. A total of 18.3 
t of consumables supply the crew, of which 5.55 t is food. The IMM, including external 
services, is 65.9 t. Power is provided by three independent solar arrays, providing a total 
of 19.5 kW, at Mars and higher power levels elsewhere. The Mars aerobrake is 27.4 m 
diameter (90 ft dia) and consists of a hard inner core (33 ft dia) based upon Shuttle tile 
technology, with an outer annulus of flexible thermal insulation (Nextel ceramic cloth). It 
is expected that the MAb will be initially launched in a folded configuration. The MAb 
characteristics and mass summary are given in Table 2.1.2.1- 1. 
The cargo vehicle (MCV), Fig. 2.1.2.1-2, is similar in appearance to the human- 
carrier vehicle because of its three cylindrical TEIS tanks arranged in a triangular 
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configuration. Although the aerobnke needed for this vehicle is much smaller, the same 
size brake as for the manned vehicle is shown to provide for conin1on:ility i n  design. 
After launch into LEO both vehicles are equipped with a TMIS to boost the craft 
towards Mars. The assembled spacecraft comprise the Mars Cargo Vehicle (MCV) and the 
Mars Spaceship (MSS). The departure energetics ‘are given in Table 2.1.2.1-2. Figure 
2.1.2.1-3a and -3b (expanded view) show the MCV with its attached TMIS, and figures 
2.1.2.1-4a and -4b (expanded view) depict the MSS. During the joumey, after the TMIS 
has  been jettisoned, the MTV will extend solar arrays from each module to provide power 
(Fig. 2.1.2.1-5a and -5b). 
Mars Orbital Operations begin after the aerocapture of the MTV into Mars orbit 
(encounter energetics are given in Table 2.1.2.1-3). First, rendezvous with the MCV 
occurs (Fig. 2.1.2.1-6), followed by the docking and transfer sequence (Figs. 2.1.2.1-7 
and 2.1.2.1-8, respectively). During this sequence the MCV transfers the TEIS to the 
piloted vehicle (now termed the MOV for Mars Orbiting Vehicle) and four crewmembers 
transfer to the Mars Descent Vehicle (MDV), which nestles inside the TEIS triangle. The 
TEIS is described below and the MDV is portrayed in Figure 2.1.2.1-8a, -8b, and -8c. 
The MDV includes a disk module the same size on the MTV (25 ft dia) which serves as the 
landed habitat (Fig. 2.1.2.1-9a and -9b). Mars entry and landing is accomplished by 
aerobraking to a velocity of mach 2 or less (see Mars Aerocapture Paramemc Data, Fig. 
2.1.2.1-10). deployment of parachutes, and ignition of a bipropellant-based terminal 
descent propulsion system to provide for a soft-landing and up to 1 .O km of cross-range 
for terminal guidance. Three Delta engines are provided for terminal descent. Dual 
unpressurized rovers are included for surface exploration. Life support is based upon bulk 
supplies of water and oxygen (stored as hydrogen peroxide) and chemical removal of 
carbon dioxide. The ECLSS is summarized in Table 2.1.2.1-4. For the 20 day surface 
mission, a total LSS mass of 1.26 t is allocated. The MDV mass is 51.3 t, of which 23.1 t 
is the Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) (Figs. 2.1.2.1-1 la and -1 lb). The MAV is a minimum- 
mass conical spacecraft which holds 4 persons, their spacesuits, and 100 kg of returned 
samples. Its propulsion system includes 19.4 t of storable bipropellant. Four pressure-fed 
Delta engines provide the thrust required for lift-off and burn to high elliptical orbit for 
rendezvous with the MOV (Fig. 2.1.2.1- 12). The MAV is then discarded and the MOV is 
ready to prepare for the joumey back to Earth (Figs. 2.1.2.1 - 13a and - 13b). 
The Trans-Earth Injection System (TEIS) for Mars orbit escape consists of three 
tanks with a total of 59.5 t of cryopropellant (Fig. 2.1.2.1-14). Six RLlO-derivative 
engines are provided in a dual triangular array. Only one triad of engines need operate 
nominally to provide the requisite thrust and thrust-vector alignment during Mars orbital 
escape. The initial acceleration at Mars departure bum is 0.275 gee. 
The human vehicle, the MTV. consists of a number of standard tanks with one or 
more advanced space engines having specific impulse performance of 485 s. Tank number 
varies with the launch opportunity. For the 2004 opportunity, ten tanks are required, while 
only four standard tanks are needed for the associated cargo vehicle launch. MCV 
payloads include not only the TEIS and MDV, but also satellites totalling 4 t, a 3.5 t 
MRSR, and 0.45 t of on-board solar monitoring and Mars science. Later missions also 
cany PhEVs and in the third mission also a DeEV. 
The ECCV accommodates 8 persons. Its mass is estimated at 9.2 t (Figs. 2.1.2.1 
-15a and -15b). It is similar to the Apollo system of a conical capsule and a cylindrical 
service module portion, but a separate aerobnke is added to facilitate aerocapture. 
Adequate propulsion to achieve a periapsis-raise after aerocapture is provided in the service 
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module. The PhEV is a s  described i n  section 1.1.2.1. The DeEV is nearly identical except 
for minor modifications to handle the slightly differcnt i)ropiilsioii recluirenients. 
2.1.2.2 Features of the System 
The habitability modules and TEI propellant modules are all compatible with Shuttle- 
C 24-ft diameter payload envelopes. The disk module is compatible with Shuttle-C or ET 
Aft-caigo Carrier concepts. Both the MCV and MTV are based upon triangular structures, 
providing the strongest natural structural design. Hexagonal docking trusses allow double- 
redundant tripod connection points when the two vehicles dock. The TEIS is a fully 
contained propulsion system commanded by remote radio link. It is capable of being 
powered by fuel cells and/or solar array. Engines are fully redundant. Transfer of the 
TEIS from the MCV to the MTV requires only a mechanical docking; no plumbing or 
electrical connections need cross this mechanical interface. 
The combination of cylindrical and disk modules allows the development of an 
interior architecture which provides a quality of living appropriate to long duration stays in 
deep space. Multiple entries enable sealing off any one module without resmcting access to 
the other modules. These features are summarized in Table 2.1.2.2-1. 
2.1.2.3 ETO, On-orbit Assembly, and Servicing Needs 
The number of HLLV launches required depends not only on HLLV lift capability, 
Table 2.1.2.3- 1, but also on the launch year because of the strong variations in 
astrodynarnical factors from one opportunity to the next for sprint class missions. Total 
IMLEO for the three mission opportunities are 1627.8.251 1.5, and 2625.1 t (see ET0  
manifest , Table 2.1.2.3-2, and Fig. 2.1.2.3- 1). All habitable modules, standard 
propellant tanks, and the TEIS propulsion units can be accommodated by 25-ft diameter 
payload shrouds. The system may be assembled as a stand-alone, or at the Space Station 
node. Early-on habitation is possible as soon as the aerobrake, the disk module, and one 
cylindrical module (and its associated photovoltaic power array) are placed into orbit and 
assembled. In-space propellant transfer is not necessarily required, but because of the large 
number of launches and the possible stretchouts in assembly time in LEO, top-off 
propellants from a propellant depot or additional standard tank is desirable. Orbital debris 
hazards may be mitigated by use of the aerobrakes as forward shields during vehicle 
buildup. 
2.1.3 Transportation Program Development Schedule 
The schedule for development, proof-flight testing and man-rating of transportation 
hardware and propulsion systems is shown in  Fig. 2.1.3-1. As in the previous case study, 
a number of prior developments are key to the success of this program. It will be critically 
important to achieve early developmlent of the HLLV, TEIS, and MAV because the 
capabilities of these wansportation systems will affect the derivation of requirements for all 
other transportation vehicles. 
2.1.4 TradedOptions 
Several options have been considered (Table 2.1.4- 1) and their effect on the total 
IMLEO has been calculated (summarized in Table 2.1.4-2 and Fig. 2.1.4-1). For the first 
mission launch opportunity, the use of a more realizable TMI engine performance of 480 s 
(down from 485) causes only a 1.3% increase in IMLEO. Backing down the TEI and 
other non-TMI propulsion perfomiance from 470 to 460 s results in an additional 2.4% 
mass penalty. Cryopropellant storage issues affect IMLEO more profoundly. Use of very 
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conservative tank:ige factors (dry tank mass/propellant mass) and high boiloff rates would 
cause an  increase in IMLEO of over 50%, whereas advanced tankage (7.5% factor) can 
allow an 18% reduction in initial mass to low Earth orbit. Deleting the manned excursions 
to Phobos and Deimos, but providing exploration spacecraft teleoperated by the orbiting 
crew saves less than 1% of MLEO for the three missions (see TIC-2R-s of Table 2.1.4-2). 
However, manned visits to these moons will significantly complicate mission operations 
during the relatively short staytimes at Mars and also expose personnel to new hazards 
without the assurance of any more effective exploration than what could be accomplished 
with well-designed robotic freeflyers (Table 2.1.4-3). 
Slipping all three missions to the next launch opportunity causes a very large increase 
in IMLEO requirements, from 6764.4 t for the baseline case to 9715.0 t for the slipped 
scenario. Substitution of a longer Oppositioflenus Swingby trajectory for the third 
mission changes this result, with a slight reduction (7%) in cumulative IMLEO for the three 
missions. Conjunction class trajectories are sufficiently equivalent that only minor changes 
in propellant loadings are necessary when launch opportunities are shifted. 
2.2 Enabling Technology Needs 
transportation systems development. In this case, because of landing on the Martian 
surface, several additional technological developments are needed as well. 
As with Case Study 1, both the HLLV and Space Station are required for enabling the 
2.2.1 Propulsion engines 
Development of an advanced cryogenic space engine or space-operated qualification of 
an SSMEderived engine will be required. Increased performance of the RLlO engines 
must be verified (the RLlOB-2 may be an acceptable candidate). Techniques for long-term 
in-space storage of the RLlOs or equivalent must also be developed and tested 
2.2.2 Cryopropellant tankage 
It is quite obvious from previous discussion that every effort should be made for 
advancements in ayopropellant storage and for minimizing the tankage mass fraction 
relative to propellant (the "tankage factor"). This includes consideration of advanced 
composites, removeable structures and shields, efficiency of large multi-layer insulation 
blankets, use of vapor cooled shields, and other options. 
2.2.3 Mars Descent and Ascent Vehicles 
These represent major developments. The MAV, in particular, should be developed 
2.2.4 Mars Surface Power 
and demonstrated very early to provide a solid basis for design of the MDV. 
Development of a deployable photovoltaic power array (PVPA) suitable for operation 
on the Martian surface is of high priority because life support and operations for 20 sols 
will require more power than can be supplied by storage. Issues include broad-range 
thermal cycling, dust interferences, and methods of deployment. This system will serve as 
prototype for longer surface stays. 
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2.2.5 Precursor Missions 
Selected missions will be needed to provide spaceborne demonstration and verification 
of the MDV, MAV, ECCV, IMM, and propulsion systems. Sample return missions to 
Mars (MRSR) are a necessity because of concerns for toxicity (biological and/or chemical) 
and possible reactivity of Martian soil. 
2.2.3 System Alternatives and Opportunities 
Five alternatives to the reference mission are considered and are summarized in Table 
2.2.3-1. The resulting mass changes are given in Table 2.2.3-2. For example, elimination 
of aerobrakhg for this mission results in very large mass increases -- doubling IMLEO for 
the first mission. Utilization of an NTR stage for TMI cuts the IMLEO by one-third. 
Replacing the cryochemical TEIS stage with a nuclear thermal stage results in only an 
additional 3% gain, however. 
A major impact on IMLEO (up to 50%) has been the adoption of a strategy to correct 
the asymptote by circularization of the orbit at high altitude followed by re-establishment of 
the elliptical orbit. It is planned to examine alternate strategies for accomplishing these 
necessary adjustments without the mass propulsion penalties that are now being taken. 
Conjunction class missions should be given strong consideration for this type of 
mission scenario because of their beneficial effect on lowering propulsion requirements as 
well as enormous increases (up to 25-fold) in time available for exploration at Mars. The 
effect on the total IMLEO is portrayed graphically in Figures 2.2.3-1 and 2.2.3-2. Also, 
these trajectories do not travel sunward in their initial stages as do opposition and sprint 
trajectories, thereby avoiding the higher thermal loads and increased solar flare radiation 
levels. The 2.2 to 2.5 times longer mp times of conjunction missions compared to sprints 
may call for a requirement for artificial gravity. Figures 2.2.3-3a through -3f show several 
views of one concept for a rotating spaceship. Four station-derivative modules are arrayed 
in the "Bent-I" configuration, connected by tunnels and with a 25-ft disk module at the 
center of rotation, For the 55-ft swing radius to the floors of the cylindrical modules, the 
acceleration is up to 0.675 gee (achieved at 6 revolutions per minute). Decreasing the rate 
to 4.5 rpm produces the Mars surface gravity of 0.38 gee, allowing adaptation by the 
astronauts to martian conditions prior to arrival at the planet (see Table 2.2.3-3). 
Even allowing for the larger habitat and the larger diameter aerobrake (1 35 versus 90 
ft), the savings in IMLEO are one-third for the first mission, and over 60% for subsequent 
missions. Yet pressurized habitntion volume is increxed from 737 up to 1271 m3, Table 
2.2.3-4, the astronauts live in a more Earth-like environment, more science payload is 
provided, and the solar cell array no longer has to be deployable/retractable but can be fix- 
mounted. The mission is "all-up", meaning no rendezvous in Mars orbit is required to 
obtain the return TEIS propulsion, since it  is built into the spaceship. Humans arrive at 
Mars one and one-half years earlier, with virtually no change in programmatics, except a 
slightly earlier peak in funding. For a 20% increase in IMLEO, but still about 20% less 
than for the sprint case, this vehicle could carry w o  MDVs (Fig. 2.2.3-4). This would 
allow exploration of two different sites and nearly one year on the surface of Mars, while 
providing all crew members the opportunity to go to the surface and even permitting a 
rescue of the first landed crew by the second MDV, if i t  became necessary. 
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Table 2.1 .I-2. Transportation Requirements and 
Assumptions 
S R D Requlremen ts: 
SplitsprinVconjund . 
On Mars surf, activate geophys and a tms  long-term monitoring exper. 
SS or other LEO node used for assy. No nodes beyond LEO (2.2) 
' 0  1 km landing accuracy (4.1 .l) 
"Minimize the single mapr sys(s) that could cause to miss a launch period". EOC. (4.1 .l) 
EVAs: four 6-hr at Phobos; 10 on Mars. Flyby aborts. 
User accOm on flight veh: 100 kg, 1 kW. (4.1 .l) 
9 Payloads (A.2): see User Accommodations above 
Assumptlons for Reference: 
2-stage TMlS for piloted; l-stage TMlS for cargo 
Propulsion: Cry0 for TMf, TEI, DSM, MOO; biprop for MCC, MOC, RCS 
MAV is single-stage biprop. 
Engine performance: lsp=485 TMI, 470 for other cryo; 320 for storable biprop 
Propellaa margins: 1% each for AV, Isp, and bulk (use sum of margins) 
3Vo AV ma@n on MAV; 2% bulk margin on TEI 
Hab modules: three SSderived modules plus one disk module 
PVPA for spaceborne power, 300 m2 
Spacebome ECLSS: closed for all, except food 
No Venus probes 
Mars aerobraking; ECCV for crew recovery at Earth 
Aerobrake technology: very conservative (15%) for piloted; nominal (1OY0) for cargo 
MOV Mars parking orbit: 250 km x 1 sol; Phobos excursion vehicle (PhEV) 
MDV entry and landing: biprop deorbit, terminal propulsion; aerobraking and parachutes 
MDV habitat: one 7.6 m (25'1 diameter disk module 
Landed ECLSS: no 02, CQ recycling; water recycling 
MAV direct to MOV parking orbit (AV = 5408 kmls) 
("Hub-Triangle" configuration) 
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Figure 2.1.1-2 Reference Mission Options Scenario: CS-2 TIC-1 R 
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Figure 2.1.1-2 (cont.)  
OPTIONS (cont.) 
proven, or under new developments unproven, or must be 
&doped / analyzed development ________________________________________----------------------- 
Number of MDV's 
Time on surface 
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Figure 2.1.2.1-3b Expanded View of Cargo Vehicle with TMIS 
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Figure 2.1.2.1-4b 
Expanded View of Crew Vehicle with TMlS a 
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Figure 2.1.2.1-5b Mars Transfer Vehicle (MTV) with 
Photovoltaic Panels Deployed 
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Figure 2.1.2.1 -6 
Mars Orbital Operations, Step I - Rendezvous e 
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Fig. 2.1.2.1-7 
Mars Orbital Operations, Step 2 - Docking of T E E  and MDV 0 
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Figure 2.1.2.1 -8 
Mars Orbital Operations, Step 3 - 
1 Release of MDV (after crew transfer) and Transfer of TElS 
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Figure 2.1.2.1-1 2 
Mars Orbital Operations, Step 4 - Docking of MAV ~e 
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Figure 2.1.2.1-1 3a 
Mars Orbital Operations, Step 5 - Jettison of MAV 
and Firing of TElS 
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Table 2.1.2.2-1 
CS-2 Design Features of Split Configuration 
* Extensive use of triangular structures 
Strongest natural structural basic design 
Inverted triangle mating configuration 
- provides hexagonal docking points, with double-redundant tripod connects 
Commonality In aerobrake deslgns (27.4 meter [go']) 
Both brakes are dual-purpose (four for the price of two) 
Aerobrake size-driver is EOC 
- cargo MOCS brake is re-used as piloted landing (MELS) brake 
- piloted MOCS brake is re-used as EOCS brake 
- optimum MELS brake is 18 m [60'] 
- optimum piloted MOCS brake is 27.4 m [go'] 
- 7.3 m [24'] diameter inner core 
Core load-bearing brakes 
(outer brake is one time locking self-deployment) 
Commonality in configurations 
Triangular structures for both habitat modules and propellent tankage 
Truss designs similar, but different load factors 
On-orbit assembly 
Major use of pre-assembled, pretested elements 
- cylindrical modules with end-fittings fit in Shuttle-C 24-foot diameter envelope 
- disk modules compatible with Shuttle-C or ET Aft-cargo Carrier concepts 
Early on-orbit habitation possible 
- one disk module coupled to one cylindrical module with PVPA is habitable 
TElS Is stand-alone, strong-back, fully self-contained system 
Hard tie-points may be released and checked before piloted mission launch 
Electrical interconnects not required 
(requires only soft-points release for acquisition) 
- radio link control from Command Module to TElS 
- TEIS power derived, as required, from fuel cells 
use boil-off propellants in standby mode; direct consumption for firings 
Fully redundant engine arrays 
inner triangle is primary engine set 
each engine in a pair is fed from'a different tank 
- either set is capable of fulfilling complete TEI propulsion needs 
Command Module 
provides high-quality living space (max area:height ratio) 
can serve as command post, radiation shelter, safe haven 
three independent entries to all modules 
Entry Points 
- allows sealing of any faulty module(s) without preventing 
assess to all remaining functional modules 
2-4 3 
Table 2.1.2.2-1 (cont.) CS-2 Design Features of Split 
Configuration 
External Servlces 
Power 
- triple, independent PVPA systems 
(300 m2 total, 19.5 kWe at Mars) 
independent direct-connects to cylindrincal modules 
- retrievable stowage for TMI, MOC, TEI, EOC; jettison capability 
- multiple communication portals; steerable dishes connected to safe haven 
- triple systems, behind PVPAs 
Communication 
Thermal control 
MAV docking and checkout 
No EVA required for occupation (shirt-sleeve passthrough tunnel) 
Docking for intial entry serves as checkout of post-ascent docking 
Permits rapid crew access to MDV system 
Emergency rendezvous 
Cargo vehicle can make major maneuvers to reach MSS if necessary 
(jettison of aerobrake; use of MDV descent propulsion; 
jettison of all of MDV but MAV; use of MAV propulsion; 
jettison of MAV; use of some MCV RCS and MOO allocation) 
2-44 
Table 2.1.2.3-1 Earth-to-Orbit Sequence* 
Year '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08 
I Mission 1R 3 9 9 
2R 8 12 14 
3R 
Total 
Launches 3 9 17 12 23 13 18 (=95) 
' 91 t HLLV; crew launches not included 
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Table 2.2.3-4. Comparison of Artificial-g/Conjunction- e 2003 vs Split/Sprint-2004 Missions 
Art-g/Conj Split/Sprint 
Item rcan IC-HGl L 
IMLEO 1090.9 t 1627.8 t (split: 503.3 cargo, 1124.5 human) 
Total trip time 
Interplanetary time 
Gravity environment 
Arrival date 
l ime at Mars 
Time on Martian surface 
TEI propulsion system 
957 d 440 d 
2041191 d 2651144 d 
up to 0.64 gee microgravity 
29 Dec 03 2 JulO5 
562 d 30 d 
180 sols 20 sols 
integrated rendez in Mars orbit 
Spaceborne 
No. of SSderived modules 4 3 
Disk module 31 ft dia. 25 ft dia. 
Other hab space ECCV ECCV 
M DV 
MAV 
tunnels 
Total pressurized volume 1271 m3 737 m3 coni return leg is 1033 m3 
Power 
T W  
I ,  ~ 
PVPA area 0 PWD Teleoperators 
MarsSciSat 
MRSR (Roverskample return) 
Lander 
Habitat sue 
MLOE 
Science Equipment 
Teleoperated Equip 
Rovers 
mass 
range 
Construction Equip. 
Manufacturing Demo 
Landed power 
batteries 
fixed retract/extend 
297 m2 300 m2 
4000 kg 2000 kg coni has 2 ea. PhDTele 
2000 kg 1000 kg conj has 2 ea. sats 
two one 
7000 kg 3500 kg 
31 ft dia. 25 ft dia. 
3800 kg 3300 kg 
2000 kg 2000 kg 
two, press. two, unpress. 
3200 kg 810 kg 
100 km 10 km 
1500 kg 150 kg 
1000 kg 100 kg 
4.5 kWe 3.5 kWe 
50 kWh 25 kWh 
Environment 
Recovery of spaceship Yes no 
Mass penalty for 2nd MDV 232.8 t not practical 
Dust storm season? no (LS=5O0) possible (LS=325") 
(at Earth) 
(for 64.9 t MDV) 
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CS-3.Report 
Case Study 3 
Lunar Observatory 
1 0 / 6 / 8  8 
3.0 Transportation Systems Definition 
In  order to set up  an observational station on the lunar farside, several transportational elements 
will be required. These include a Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LTV) to transfer humans and cargo to 
low lunar orbit (LLO), a Lunar Descent Vehicle-Piloted (LDV-P) to transfer the crew from LLO to 
the lunar surface, and a Lunar Descent Vehicle-Cargo (LDV-C) to transfer cargo from LLO to the 
lunar surface. 
3.1 Elements and Systems Description 
3.1.1 Transportation Requirments/Assumptions 
The lunar observatory is to be set up  over a two-year period starting in the year 2000 by using 
two cargo and two piloted missions. After the observatory is deployed, piloted missions will 
occur annually. The lunar observatory site will have to be revisited every three years for servicing 
of the observatory. The other piloted missions will be visits to other areas of interest on the lunar 
surface. The mission phases are outlined in Table 3.1.1-1 and are examined in more detail in Table 
3.1.1-2 
The basic assumptions of the lunar observatory transportation system are summarized in Table 
3.1.1-3. Each mission assumes a crew of four staying for the length of a single lunar day (14 Earth 
days), with a safe-haven capability of 55 days. This 55 day period is the assumed minimum 
rescue time for a stranded lunar vehicle. Additional safety factors include a flyby abort capability 
for the Lunar Transfer Vehicle, and solar flare protection on the lunar surface. 
One of the main features of the transportation system, as specified for this case study is its 
complete discardability. All of the LTVs will be left either in LEO or in LLO, and new LTVs will 
be launched from the Earth's surface for each new mission. In addition to this, the LDV-Cs will 
be left on the lunar surface as will most of the LDV-Ps (only the Lunar Ascent Vehicle (LAV) will 
return to LEO with the astronauts). This eliminates the problems of refurbishment and refueling of 
the spacecraft, but also increases the mass that must be lifted into LEO. 
3.1.2 Reference System Description 
In the baseline scenario, which is outlined in Table 3.1.2-1, the LTV will depart from LEO 
with the LDV-C attached to the front of the aerobrake (Fig. 3.1.2- 1). When this vehicle reaches 
LLO, the LDV-C will detach from the LTV and make a propulsive descent to the lunar surface, 
while the LTV will remain in LLO. 
The crew will then travel to the lunar s u h c e  in a similiar fashion. The LTV will depart from 
LEO with the LDV-P attached to the front of the aerobrake (Fig. 3.1.2-2a and -2b). As before, 
when this vehicle reaches LLO, the LDV-P will detach and descend to the surface. After the crew 
has  srayed for 14 days, they will ascend back into LLO in the LAV, which is a part of the LDV-P. 
The LAV will rendezvous and dock with the LTV, (Fig. 3.1.2-3), which will then transfer the 
crew back to LEO, using the Earth's atmosphere to aerocapture into LEO. The crew will 
rendezvous with Space Station in LEO and return to the Earth's surface on the Space Shuttle. The 
missions using the LDV-C will only occur when setting up the observatory. All flights after that 
will use only the LDV-P. See Figure 3.1.2-4 for a pictorial of this scenario, and Table 3.1.2-2 for 
the velocity requirements. 
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3.1.2. 1 Cont'igur;ition ailti Mass Allocations 0 
The Lun;ir Transfer Vehicle is shown i n  Fig. 3.1.2.1 -la, -1 b, and - I C  (espsnded view). As in 
all of the vehicles i n  this case study, it  uses LOX/LHl propellants and RL-IO engines. This 
vehicle consists essentially of 4 propellant tanks, 4 engines, an aerobrake, and avionics. A 
propellant tankage factor of 10% was assumed in sizing the tanks of all of the vehicles in this case 
study. Figure 3.1.2.1-2 illustrates how ceramic attachment points on the front of the aerobrake 
will be used to attach both the LDV-P and the LDV-C. 
The Lunar Descent Vehicle-Cargo (LDV-C) is shown in  Figure 3.1.2.1-3n and -3b. The 
vehicle is essentially a large cargo bay with a volume capacity of 370 cubic meters. The LDV-C 
carries 17.5t of payload to the lunar surface by using 4 RL-lo's and LOXLH2 propellant. The 
diameter of the cylindrical cargo bay is 7.6 meters with a height of 10 meters. The descent can still 
be accomplished if one engine fails, by turning off the engine on the opposite side of the failed 
engine. 
The LDV-C employs an elevator to lower the cargo to the lunar surface from the cargo bay. 
This negates the need for cranes and other unloading equipment, thus minimizing the surface 
infrastructure required. This translates directly to a savings in mass in LEO. 
The Lunar Descent Vehicle-Piloted (LDV-P) is shown in Figure 3.1.2.1-4. It is based on the 
Mars Descent Vehicle (MDV) in Case Study 2. The bottom level of the LDV-P is a 7.6 meter 
diameter, 3 meter high habitation module where the crew will live for the 14 day staytime. Braced 
on top of the module is the Lunar Ascent Vehicle (LAV) which carries the crew back to LLO. The 
LDV-P makes a descent to the lunar surface using 4 RL-10 engines and LOX/LH2 propellant. 
Again, the descent can be made if one engine fails, by turning off the engine on the opposite side 
of the failed engine. 
The Lunar Ascent Vehicle (LAV) is shown in Figure 3.1.2.1-5 and is based on the Mars 
Ascent Vehicle in Case Study 2. The LAV is a Gemini-based, light-weight capsule which carries 
the four crew members from the lunar surface to LLO and rendezvous with the LTV waiting in 
orbit. It uses RL-10 derivative engines which don't have as high a thrust level as the ones used for 
the LTV, LDV-P, and LDV-C. This vehicle allows a sufficient thrust level for an engine-out 
capability. 
3.1.2.2 ETO, On-orbit Assembly, and Servicing Needs 
Assuming an HLLV capability of 91 t, a minimum of 6 launches will be required to initially set 
up the lunar observatory during the years 2000 and 2001. The E T 0  manifest is given in Table 
3.1.2.2-1. After the initial set-up, only two HLLV launches a year will be required to maintain the 
observatory and investigate new sites on the lunar surface. 
Details of each launch and any required on-orbit assembly are given in Table 3.1.2.2-2. The 
HLLV lift capability will allow most of the transportation elements to be sent u p  in  a single launch, 
thus requiring no on-orbit assembly. The LDV-Cs 'and LDV-Ps will be launched into LEO fully 
assembled and fueled. The LTVs will be sent up  fully assembled also, but they will not be fueled. 
Cryogenic propellant will be sent on  a separate launch and in-space propellant transfer will be 
necessary to fuel the LTVs. The LDV-Ps and the LDV-Cs will also need to be attached to the LTVs 
i n  orbit. This can be accomplished telerobotically, or by the crew of the Space Station. STS 
flights will be necessary to bring up the crew from the Earth's surface at the s tm  of the mission 
and to bring the crew back down to the surface at the end of the mission. 
0 
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3.1.3 Trrlnsportation Prograrn Development Schedule 
The schedule for development and flight-testing of the transportation system as well as the 
schedule for required precursors is shown in Figure 3.1.3-1. 
3.1.4 Trades/Options 
refueling the LTVs rather than launching a new vehicle for every mission, there is a savings of 
almost 14 t per mission that does not need to be lifted off the Earth's surface. In addition, the 
LTVs must be fueled in orbit anyway, so there is no real benefit to discarding them. 
One imponant tradeoff that was evaluated was reusability of the LTVs. By refurbishing and 
Also, if the LTVs from the cargo missions were to be reused, an additional 11 t of propellant 
would be required to return the LTV to LEO. This mass penalty is shll more than balanced by the 
savings in mass from not needing to launch more LTVs. There is also a manufacturing cost 
savings, since only one LTV needs to be produced. Finally, discarding LTVs will result in a build- 
up of significant amounts of risidual hardware in LEO and LLO, resulting in hazardous orbiting 
conditions. 
The major alternative of using direct descent to the lunar surface (eliminating LLO as a 
stopover) is discussed in section 3.3. 
3.2 Enabling Technology Needs 
3.2.1 Propulsion System 
Increased performance of the RL- 10 engines must be verified. The feasibility of small, very 
low boiloff cryogenic propellant tanks must be evaluated. 
3.2.2 Aerobrake Technology 
The feasibility of using an aerobrake to capture the LTV into LEO must be evaluated An 
aerobrake must be designed and flight-tested. If an effective aerobrake cannot be designed, 
propulsive breaking options will have to be considered. Also, the ability of the LDV-Ps and the 
LDV-Cs to be attached to the front of the aerobrake using ceramic hardpoints must be verified. 
3.2.3 Precursor Missions 
Communication satellites will need to be set up in LLO. Precursor missions will need to 
determine the location of the site for the lunar observatory, as well as other sites of interest for 
I future missions. 
3.3 System Alternatives and Opportunities 
One major alternative to the baseline lunar observatory mission scenario, would be to eliminate 
the stopover of the space vehicles in LLO and in LEO. A direct descent to the lunar  surface and a 
direct Earth return would allow a mass savings of over 17%. In addition to that, this alternative 
would allow the astronauts to return directly to the Earth's surface. No STS flight would be 
mission versus the direct alternative is given in Table 3.3-1 and the velocity changes for the direct 
alternative are listed in Table 3.3-2. A summary of the alternatives along with a mass comparison 
is shown in Table 3.3-3. 
I necessary to return the crew to Earth. A comparison of the total mass in LEO for the reference 
, 
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Direct re-entry at Emh could also be used i n  eirher [lie b;lseline scenario or in the rccowrablr: 
LTV option. In both of these cases, the crew would separate from the LTV and descend directly to 
the surface. This would elininate the necessity of rendezvous with the Space Station as well as 
save a shuttle mission that would be needed to recover the astronauts. The LTV could still be 
aerobraked into LEO and be recovered for refurbishment and refueling. 
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Table 3.1 . I -3  Transportation Requirements and 
Assumptions 
Requirements from the SRD 
Chemical propulsion 
2 Setup flights in 2000 (1 cargo, 1 crew); 2 setup crew flights in 2001 (1 cargo, 1 
crew); 
Observatory instruments require servicing every 3 years: crew visits other sites 
between servicing missions 
Roundtrip crew mission time of 20 days; less than 14 days at the lunar surface 
No node beyond LEO 
Flyby abort capability 
Landing footprint of 30 meters 
Solar flare protection and "solar monitoring" 
Safe haven for 55 days 
User allocation: 17.5 metric tons per cargo flight, 6.5 metric tons per crew flight 
Crew of 4 
1 operational crew flight every year thereafter 
Assumptions for Baseline I 
All propellants are LOWLH2 
All engines are RL-10, ISP = 460 seconds 
No boiloff of cryopropellant 
Aerocapture of Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LTV) into Earth orbit 
Rendezvous with Space Station 
Fully discardable transportation system 
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Ontions Selected for Case Studv 3 Scenario TIC-1 R Tab e 3.1.2- 
~ ~~~ 
OPTIONS Options Selected: (Date 8 Your Name) 
xoven, or lilldef 
d e w  topmen1 
unproven, or must be 
>> developed / analyzed .................................................................. 
Earth departure 
locat ion 
3n-orbit assembly (SS,anached] ISS, free-flyerl Ino SS req'd. I 
I integrated I I split, TElS I iardware staging 
12030's I I 2010's I 12020's I -aunch dates 
Crew size, total 
(10.2 psi I 2abin pressure 
I artificial gravity Sravity environmen 
Rotation rate 
Radiation 
protection 
Science 
equipment 
ECLSS, 
spaceborne 
propellant 
engines, cryo. 
TLI launch 
two storm shelters p K i q  
[spacebornel .............................. ........ .,. ..".. '.:~,'.'";:.'". p. .............. <A,. :@M&$*&@ , " ..... CIIIII .......................... 
growth I cluster I 
engines, avionics I reusability 
recovery 
met hod 
:ryoprop storage 
I turn-around I I re-encounter 1 
'ower,spaceborne 
-L abort capabilities 
.unar orbit 
Satellites 
Relay Com. 
Lunar Science 
Orbiters 
Jnmanned Landers 
none; direct descent I 
I L2 1 
3-9 
Number of LDV's 
Time on surface 
I I 6-20 Crew size, landed 
Propellants, LDV JCHULOX] 
IhoverAranslate LELS 
[ termin2H.A. 1 Landing hazard 
Power generation I solar th.dy. I 
Power storage I HEDRB I 
ECLSS, 
LLSE 
Lunar landed 
LLOE mass 
RVR, manned 
ISPP 
ISRP demos 
Propellants, LAV 
I none I 
[ UDM H/N204) 
Earth orbit capture 
ETV 
ECCV IETV orb. capturc 
Orbital recovery lSTS to Earth I 
Form Revised by: S. Geels 6-16-88 
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Table 3.1.2.2-2 Case Study 3, On-Orbit 
Activities 
Note: (W) = Payload Vehicle Launched Wet 
(D) = Payload Vehicle Launched Dry 
( ) = Payload Vehicle Launched Partially Filled with Propellant 
HLLV # 1 LTV-1(*), LDV-C-1 (W) and LDV-P-1 (D) to LEO 
HLLV # 2 Propellant 
Fill L N - 1  and LDV-P-1 with propellant, perform Mission (Car-1 ). 
The first 4 missions establish the Lunar Observatory. 
Mission (Car-1 ) 
Step # Activity Des cr i pt i on 
1 
2 LDV-C-1 separation from LTV-1 
3 LDV-C-1 descent to moon 
LTV-1 with LDV-C-1 from LEO to LLO 
4 L N - 1  returns to LEO 
HLLV # 3 Propellant 
5 Fill LTV-1 with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-1). 
Mission (Hum-1) 
6 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-1 
7 
8 
9 LDV-P-1 descent to moon 
10 
11 LAV-1 docks with LTV-1 
12 
LTV-1 with LDV-P-1 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-1 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-1 ascent from moon to LLO 
LW-1 with LAV-1 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 4 LDV-C-2 (W) and LDV-P-2 (W) to LEO 
HLLV # 5 Propellant 
13 Fill LTV-1 with propellant, perform Mission (Car-2). 
Mission (Car-2) 
14  LTV-1 docks with LDV-C-2 
15 LW-1 with LDV-C-2 from LEO to LLO 
3-29 
Table 3.1 2.2-2 (cont.) Case Study 3, On-Orbit Activities 
16 LDV-C-2 separation from LTV-1 
17 LDV-C-2 descent to moon 
18 L N - 1  returns to LEO 
HLLV # 6 Propellant 
19 L N - 1  fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-2). 
Mission (Hum-2) 
20 L N - 1  docks with LDV-P-2 
21 
22 
23 LDV-P-2 descent to moon 
24 
25 LAV-2 docks with LTV-1 
26 
LlV-1 with LDV-P-2 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-2 separation from LTV-1 (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-2 ascent from moon to LLO 
L N - 1  with IAV-2 returns to LEO 
The Lunar Observatory has been completed. 
HLLV # 7 LDV-P-3(W) to LEO 
HLLV 4# 8 Propellant 
27 LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-3). 
The following mission is used to explore an alternate lunar site: 
Mission (Hum-3) 
28 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-3 
29 
30 
31 LDV-P-3 descent to moon 
32 
33 
34 
L N - 1  with LDV-P-3 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-3 separation from LTV-1 (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-3 ascent from moon to LLO 
LAV-3 docks with LTV- 1 
L N - 1  with LAV-3 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 9 LDV-P-4(W) to LEO 
HLLV # 10 Propellant 
35 
The following mission is used to explore an alternate lunar site: 
Mission (Hum-4) 
LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-4) 
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36 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-4 
37 
38 
39 LDV-P-4 descent to moon 
40 
41 LAV-4 docks with LTV-1 
42 
L N - 1  with LDV-P-4 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-4 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-4 ascent from moon to LLO 
L N - 1  with LAV-4 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 11 LDV-P-5(W) to LEO 
HLLV # 12 Propellant 
43 LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-5). 
The following mission is a return to the observatory site: 
Mission (Hum-5) 
44 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-5 
45 
46 
47 LDV-P-5 descent to moon 
48 
49 LAV-5 docks with LTV-1 
50 
LTV-1 with LDV-P-5 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-5 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-5 ascent from moon to LLO 
LTV-1 with LAV-5 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 13 LDV-P-G(W) to LEO 
HLLV # 14 Propellant 
51 LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-6). 
The following mission is used to explore an alternate lunar site: 
Mission (Hum-6) 
52 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-6 
53 
54 
55 LDV-P-6 descent to moon 
56 
57 LAV-6 docks with LTV-1 
58 
LTV-1 with LDV-P-6 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-6 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-6 ascent from moon to LLO 
L N - 1  with LAV-6 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 15 LDV-P-7(W) to LEO 
HLLV # 16 Propellant 
3-31 
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59 LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-7) 
The following mission is used to explore an alternate lunar site: 
Mission (Hum-7) 
60 L N - 1  docks with LDV-P-7 
61 
62 
63 LDV-P-7 descent to moon 
64 
65 LAV-7 docks with L N - 1  
66 
LW-1 with LDV-P-7 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-7 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-7 ascent from moon to LLO 
L N - 1  with LAV-7 returns to LEO 
HLLV # 17 LDV-P-8(W) to LEO 
HLLV # 18 Propellant 
67 LTV-1 fill with propellant, perform Mission (Hum-8). 
The following mission is a return to the observatory site: 
Mission (Hum-8) 
68 LTV-1 docks with LDV-P-8 
69 
70 
71 LDV-P-8 descent to moon 
72 
73 LAV-8 docks with LTV-1 
74 
LTV-1 with LDV-P-8 from LEO to LLO 
LDV-P-8 separation from L N - 1  (LTV-1 remains in LLO) 
LAV-8 ascent from moon to LLO 
LTV-1 with LAV-8 returns to LEO 
Note # 1 : Each LDV-P-# includes a LAV-#. 
Note # 2: 
12.8 M x 
All payload vehicles are launched on a HLLV (large diameter 
38.1 M length). 
Note # 3: Propellant launches assume a capability of 82 t to SS orbit. 
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Case Study 4 
Lunar Outpost-to-Mars Outpost 
4 - 1  
4.0 Introduction 
In this scenario a lunar base is first established, and from that base Mars missions are 
launched. As was mentioned in the introduction, only certain portions of this case study 
were examined in any detail because of changing requirements for this Moon/Mars 
Evolution pathway. In particular, several concepts for vehicles were proposed, as well as a 
Nulclear Electric Propulsion system which would serve as an alternative to a cargo 
vehicle's TMIS. 
4.1 Transportation Elements and Systems Description 
The transportation concepts for Case Study 4 consist of both the vehicles necessary to 
place cargo and crew on the lunar surface, as well as the vehicles to transport the astronauts 
and cargo to Mars. The Lunar Cargo Lander (LCL) is shown in Figures 4.1 - 1 a and - 1 b 
(expanded view) along with it's mass breakdown. The lunar crew vehicle, or Lunar 
Transfer Vehicle-Piloted (LTV-P, Figure 4.1-2), is similar to the LTV in Case Study 3. A 
LAV-like module nestles amid the circular propulsion tanks and serves for crew transport 
between Earth and the Moon. To reach the lunar surface, astronauts will use the Lunar 
Piloted Lander (LPL) shown in Figure 4.1-3. 
Once a permanent base has been established on the moon, it is assumed that it could 
somehow serve as a stepping stone to Mars. The Interplanetary Crew System with it's 
TMIS is depicted in Figure 4.1-4a and -4b (expanded view). Two vehicles were 
considered for crew transport to the suface of Mars. The first, the Mars Logistics Lander 
(MLL) (Figure 4.1-5) uses aerocapture to assist in the landing, and once on the surface, it 
makes no  further excursions. The second vehicle, the Mars-Phobos Excursion Vehicle 
(MPEM) (Figure 4.1-6) has the capability to visit Phobosas well as landing on Mars 
(aerobrake not shown). The return vehicle, again very similar to its analog in Case Study 
2, is depicted with its mass breakdown in Figure 4.1-7. 
As was mentioned earlier, Nuclear Electric Propulsion has been considered for cargo 
transport to Mars. The assumptions and guidelines for this system are given in Table 
4.1-1, and it's mass allocation is summarized in Table 4.1-2. Figures 4.1-8a, -8b. and -8c 
depict the NEP, with the first figure providing the mass data. 
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Figure 4.1-1 b Lunar Cargo Lander (LCL) 
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Figure 4.1-4b IP Crew System with TMlS 
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Parametrics 
and Special Studies 
5.1 Spaceship Configurations 
Throughout the course of this study, several differrent configurations for spaceships have 
been considered. All that were studied use the Space Station cylindrical module as a basic 
component, to which is added tunnels, nodes, and squat-cylinder living habitats, as necessary. 
Certain configurations also made provisions for additional modules, should they be needed in the 
future . 
For zeregravity configurations,'we considered from two to six space station modules. No 
less than two habitat modules were considered for reasons of safety; Le., one module always 
serves as a safe haven in case of problems with the other module. Those with two space station 
modules are depicted in Figure 5.1-1, and those with three are shown in Figure 5.1-2. Several of 
the zero-gravity configurations with four space station modules (Figure 5.1-3) and those with five 
and six (Figure 5.1-4) are direct extensions of configurations with two of three modules. This 
compatability in design makes possible the option of expansion if needed. 
Spaceships with artificial gravity are depicted in Figure 5.1-5 and 5.1-6. Those in Figure 
5.1-5 have modules that are connected by tunnels, and all have a central habitat. The latter are 
tethered systems which rotate about the center of mass to produce gravity and EVA is necessary for 
travel between modules. The additional space that accompanies missions with aerobrakes could be 
used to transport pressurized rovers. Figures 5.1-7 and 5.1-8 show two ways that the rovers 
could be packed about the central habitat. 
central habitats of varying diameter. 
Finally, Table 5.1-1 gives the pressurized volume and atmospheric mass associated with 
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Figure 5.1-1 Zero Gravity Configurations: 
Two Space Station Modutes 
m 
Cordwood-2 H-Conf igura t ion  
Tandem Nodes-2 
Spoked-2 - 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 FT. 
Hub-H 
Table 5.1-2 Zero Gravity Configurations: 
Three Space Station Modules 
Hub-Triangle 
Cordwood-3 
Spoked-3 
1.1.111.1.1 
0 IO 20 3 0  40 50 FT. 
Tr iang le  
S-Conf i gu ra t i on  -
0 4 8 12 1 6 M  
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Figure 5.1-3 Zero Gravity Configurations: 
Four Space Station Modules 
Cordwood-4 Stacked Square Chromosome 
Hub-Square 
Hub-X 
Noded-4 -
0 10 20 30 40 50 FT 
Square 
W 
Hub-Cross -
0 4 8 12 1 6 M  
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Figure 5.1-4 Zero Gravity Configurations: 
Five and Six Space Station Modules 
Big-H 
S p o k e d - 5  
Double Triangle 
S p o k e d - 6   
0 IO 20 30 40 50 FT -
0 4 8 12 I6 M. 
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Figure 5.1-5 Artificial Gravity Configurations: 
Rigid Rotators 
Dumbel l  A 
Dumbe l l  6 
I -Beam 
I -Beam w i t h  P h o t o v o l t a i c  
Panels Deployed 
5 - 7  
Figure 5.1-6 Artificial Gravity Configurations: 
Tethered Systems 
Symmetrical 
Counter-weight 
Stacked Disks 
5 -8 
Figure 5.1 -7 Pressurized Rover Storage 
(Staggered Tr iang I e- No Ti It) 
I I I I I I I I I I J 
0 5 I O  15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 FT. 
5 -9 
Figure 5.1-8 Pressurized Rover Storage 
(Staggered Triangle-I 0 degree tilt) 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
0 5 IO 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 FT 
I I  I 1  I l l l l l l l l l l l  I 
0 2 4 6 8 IO 12 14 16 M 
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Table 5.1-1 
Pressurized Volume and Atmosphere Mass 
At Standard Temperature and Pressure, the mass of gas in the 
atmosphere the cylindrical living habitats is calculated using the Ideal Gas 
Law. 
PV = nRT 
P= 1 atm. (normal air) 
R = 0.08206 L atm/mol K 
T= 298 K 
15' Diameter Cvlinder 
Heia ht (ft .I Volume (m3) Atmosphere Mass(ka JYhdLm 
10 50 59 130 
8 40 47 104 
6 30 35 70 
22' Diameter Cvlinder 
Heig ht(ft.1 Volume (m3) Atmosphere Mass(ka 
10 108 127 
8 86 102 
I 
I 6 65 76 
3' Diameter Cvlinder 
Heiaht Ut. I Volume (m3) Atmosphere Mass(kg) 
10 139 164 
8 111 131 
I 6 83 98 
31' Diameter Cvlinder 
Heia ht Cft.) Volume (m31 Atmosphere Mass(kq) 
10 214 252 
8 171 202 
6 128 151 
Massflbs.) 
280 
224 
168 
.uaa!&l 
362 
289 
21 7 
MassClbs.) 
556 
445 
334 
- 
5.2 Earth-to Orbit Evaluation 
Earth-to-Orbit considerations often influenced the choice of configurations for a mission. 
The guidelines and assumptions which had to be worked around are listed in Table 5.2-1. In 
addition to the existing launch capabilities, new launch vehicles have been proposed which could 
decrease the number of launches necessary to put the total system into orbit, as well as decrase the 
number of components to be assembled. The pros and cons of such a system are listed in Table 
5.2-2. 
Several Transportation Node Strategies have also been considered. The pros and cons of 
assembling and launching spacecraft from a spacestation, GEO, HEO, lunar  orbit, or 
PhobodDeimos are listed in Table 5.2-3. 
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5.3 Mission Tanks and Engines 
All of the engine and tanks that have been used in Case Studies 1 through 3 are tabulated in 
Table 5.3-1. The Advanced Space Engine and RLlO-Derivative are extensions of the SSME and 
lU10B-2 engines, respectively. The main technique for improving engine specific impulse 
performance was to increase the expansion ratio by extending the nozzle length and diameter. The 
RLlOB-2 engines and it's derivatives is shown in Figure 5.3-1, and the SSME and it's derivatives 
is shown in Figure 5.3-2. The mass breakdown for the SSME is shown in Table 5.3-2. 
The tanks to which these engines are attached are designed to be lightweight with the 
structural integrity varying with mission loads. In order to accomplish this goal, a second 
"Siamese Twin" tank is needed to carry propellant to LEO. This tank is ruggedized to withstand 
launch vibrations but has none of the vapor-cooled shields or MLI that would be necessary for a 
mission tank. All-automatic bidirectional disconnects are used to tranfer propellant from the wet 
tank to the mission tank. The design approach for cryopropellant launches is given in Table 5.3-3. 
The assumptions and guidelines for such a system are listed in Table 5.3-4. 
In addition to construction concerns, it was necessary to research the optimum dimension 
for an ET0 launch vehicle. Figure 5.3-3 shows that three tanks each of 15 feet in diameter fit into 
the 32.2 foot HLLV shroud. Because several other launch vehicles of varying dimensions were 
also being considered, tanks of varying diameter weren't ruled out. 
Figure 5.3-4 gives the volume vs. the diameter for t h e  different cylinder heights for 
LH2/LOX tanks. In Figures 5.3-5a through 5.3-5c the dimensions of liquid hydrogen tanks for a 
nuclear engine are explored. 
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Figure 5.3-1 RL108-2 Engine and Derivatives 
RL 1 OB-2 
I, = 460 
RL 1 0-der ivat ive 
7.5' 
I , ,  = 470 
14.5' 
RL 10-der ivat ive 
1 
9 2  
17.5' 
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Figure 5.3-2 STS SSME and Derivatives 
- 
7.5' 
STS 
SSME 
15' 
47 1 s Isp 
481 s IsD 
R e l a t i v e  S i z e s  for SSME Engines 
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5.4 Radiation Storm Shelter Variation 
The concept for a radiation storm shelter was developed to be utilized in the event of an 
Anomalously Large Solar Particle Event (ALSPE) occurring during a manned mission to Mars. 
Data from three large historical solar flares were used as a basis for computations of radiation 
doses resulting from various shelter geometries and crew sizes. The three historical Solar 
Particle Events (SPE) used have been named for the dates of occurrence: (1) February 1956, 
(2) November 1960, and (3) August 1972. Integrated angular dose equivalents for each of the 
three flares calculated for a spherical storm shelter geometry, along with the associated 
shielding mass and volume parameters are shown in Table 5.4- 1. The concept of a "radiation 
vest", which provides 5g/cm2 additional shielding to the blood forming organs, was also 
introduced (Figure 5.4-1). The radiation vest covers blood forming organs located from above 
the knees to below the shoulders, and protects vital organs in addition to the shielding offered 
by the storm shelter walls and spacecraft instrumentation. 
A sketch showing how a cubical radiation storm shelter could be implemented within the 
end of a cylindrical space station type module is depicted in Figure 5.4-2. Equipment racks are 
shown which hinge in to form the end doors of the shelter, and multiple compartments similar 
to safety deposit boxes within the shelter provide storage of consumables and waste products 
during the mission. 
The total dose equivalent resulting from each of the historical SPES is plotted as a function of 
storm shelter shielding mass, both with and without the radiation vest implementation in 
Figures 5.4-3 and 5.4-4. Parametric curves relating shield mass and shield volume for a 
spherical radiation storm shelter sized for a crew of 4 have also been generated (Figures 5.4-5 
and 5.4-6). Finally, Table 5.4-2 shows the crew of 6 mass requirements for 20 g/cm2 and 30 
g/m2 shielding for various storm shelter geometries and summarizes the parametric evaluation 
of radiation shelters which were investigated. 
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5.5 Communications Evaluation 
The objective for communications during the astronauts' stay on Mars is to provide 100% 
lander-to-Earth communications. In order for this to be possible, one of three situations must 
exist. In the first the lander must be able to see either the MOV or the relay satellite at all times, and 
in the second the MOV and the relay satellite must both be able to see Earth at all times. Or lastly, 
the lander or the MOV must be able to see Earth at all times. One solution to the commumications 
problem involves placing the MOV and the relay satellite in mirror-symmetric, eccentric, 
areosynchronous orbit about Mars. Table 5.5-1 outlines the problem and solutions, and Figures 
5.5-1 through 5.5-3 depict various communications satellites and MOV orbits. In addition to this, 
Figure 5.5-4 depict the lander to cornsat visibility at different elevations above the horizon and 
Figure 5.5-5 shows the MOV to relay satellite visibility at different ranges. 
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5.6 Mass Allocations and Acronyms 
This section includes the mass breakdowns not only for each mission, but also for each 
individual spacecraft and its major subsystems. Figure 5.6- 1 schematically protrays vehicle 
nomenclature and Table 5.6-1 lists acronyms used in MMSS. Mass Allocations Summary Sheets 
(MASS) and Mission Mass Allocation Reports for each vehicle and mission of Case Study 1 and 
Case Study 2 follow. 
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Table 5 . 6 4  
Acronym 
Ab 
AC or AJC 
CELSS 
CERV 
ComSat 
ComSciSat 
DeEV 
DSM 
DSN 
ECCV 
ECLSS 
EOC 
EOCS 
EPS 
ET 
m 
ETX 
EVA 
FTS 
Hc 
HLLV 
IMLEO 
IMM 
k R U  
ISXP 
LEO 
LH2 
LLO 
LMO 
LSS 
m 
MAV 
MCV 
MDV 
MELS 
MLI 
MLMM 
MLOE 
Definition Comments 
Aero brake 
Aerocapture 
Controlled Ecological Life Support System 
Crew Emergency Return Vehicle 
Communications satellite 
CommunicatiordScience satellite 
Deimos Excursion Vehicle 
Deep Space Maneuver (major interplanetary propulsive maneuver) 
Deep Space Net (NASA earthbased interplanetary com system) 
Earth Crew Capture Vehicle (small vehicle for crew EOC) 
Environmental Control and Life Support System 
Earth Orbital Capture 
Earth Orbital Capture System (Earth aerobrake plus retro-propulsion plus G&C) 
Electrical Power System 
External Tank 
Earth-to-Orbit (vehicles such as STS, HLLV, etc.) 
Earth Transfer Expendables (propellant, other consumables during flight to Earth) 
Extra-vehicular Activity (any human activity outside protective shirtsleeve 
Flight Telerobotic Servicer (teleoperated robot for S S )  
acceleration of gravity at the surface of the Earth 
Galactic Cosmic Rays (cosmic rays, from outside the solar system) 
Hyperbaric Airlock (see 
Hydrocarbon 1 (propellant; methane (CH4) or other) 
Heavy-Lift Launch Vehicle (SDVs and other advanced launchers) 
Initial Mass in Low Earth Orbit 
Interplanetary Mission Modules (Hab/Lab/Log modules for crew in space) 
Specific impulse (units of Nskg or lbf-sflb,) 
in situ Resources Utilization 
in situ X Production (e.g., X is: P=propellant, W=water, F=food, 
Low Earth Orbit 
Liquid hydrogen 
Low Lunar Orbit 
Low Mars Orbit 
Life Support System 
meter 
Mars Ascent Vehicle 
Mars Cargo Vehicle 
Mars Descent Vehicle 
Mars Entry & Landing System 
Multi-layer Insulation 
Mars Landed Mission Module(s) 
Mrus Landed Operations Equipment 
Monomethyl hydrazine (propellant) 
Manned Maneuvering Unit 
environment and requiring a spacesuit) 
R=resources, C=consumables) 
(Note: "m" as a prefix indicates "milli") 
(the vehicle which is launched to Mars orbit) 
(logistics vehicle sent for cargo staging) 
(the vehicle which de-orbits to land on Mars) 
(de-orbit propulsion + aerobrake + parachute 
(Hab/Lab/Log modules for the surface of Mars) 
(Science, Transportation, Construction, Manufacturing 
equipment -- 
+ terminal propulsion + G & C) 
substitute S, T, C, M for 0) 
5 - 4  a 
Mo 
M o  
MOC 
MOCS 
G&C) 
Moo 
MOOS 
MOSE 
MOV 
MRSR 
MSS 
M l v  
NEP 
NERVA 
NTO 
NTR 
OMV mv 
Ph-Tele 
PhSE 
PhEV 
PL 
PVPA 
RCS 
RL- 10 
RMS 
RTG 
RVR 
SEP 
SI 
ss 
SSME 
STS 
t 
TCS 
TEI 
TEIS 
TMI 
TMIS 
TPS 
VGRF 
I 
Mars Observer 
Mars Orbit 
Mars Orbital CaptuR 
Mars Orbital Capture System 
(polar orbiter mission to Mars, planned for 1992 launc! 
(Mars aerobrake + retro-propulsion, if required 
Mars Orbital Operations 
Mars Orbital Operations System 
Mars Orbit Science Equipment 
Mars Orbiting Vehicle 
Mars Rover Sample Return 
Mars Spaceship 
Mars Transfer Vehicle 
Nuclear Electric Propulsion 
Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Application 
Nitrogen tetroxide (N2O4, biprop oxidizer) 
Nuclear Thermal Rocket 
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle 
Orbital Tmsfer Vehicle 
Phobos Telmperator 
Phobos Science Equipment 
Phobos Excursion Vehicle 
payload 
Photovoltaic Power Array (solar cells) 
Reaction Control System 
(LH2/LOX engine, mfg. by Pratt & Whitney) 
Remote Manipulator System 
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator 
Rover 
Solar Electric Propulsion 
International System of Units 
Space Shuttle Main Engine 
Space Transportation System (Shuttle) 
memc ton 
Thermal Control System 
Trans-Earth Injection 
Trans-Earth Injection System 
Trans-Mars Injection 
Trans-Mars Injection System 
Thermal Protection System 
Variable Gravity Research Facility 
(propulsion for Mars orbital maneuvers) 
(Instruments for studies from Mars orbit) 
(MSS configuration in Mars orbit) 
(combined rover and sample return mission) 
(the spaceship that is assembled in LEO, 
(MSS configuration during flight to Mars) 
(ion drive; nuclear reactor) 
(nuclear thermal rocket program) 
(remotely operated &-flyer to Phobos) 
(instruments for studies of Phobos from a PhEM) 
(manned vehicle for transportation to Phobos) 
(means different thing to different people) 
(Shuttle robot arm) 
(ion drive; solar power) 
Space Station (phase 1) 
(tonne, 1000 kg, or 1 Mg) 
(Mars orbital escape and trans-Earth maneuver) 
(propulsion and guidance system for -1) 
(Earth orbital escape and trans-Mars maneuver) 
(propulsion and guidance system for TMI) 
(proposed for S S )  
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MSS 
TMIS 
MTV 
IMM 
MOCS 
MCV 
MDV 
MAV 
MELS 
MLMM 
MLOE 
RVR 
MOV 
TEIS 
e%% ECCV 
EELS 
Mars Spaceship 
Trans-Mars Injection System 
Mars Transfer Vehicle 
Interplanetary Mission Modules 
Mars Orbital Capture System 
Mars Cargo Vehicle 
Mars Descent Vehicle 
Mars Ascent Vehicle 
Mars Entry & Landing System 
Mars Landed Mission Module(s) 
Mars Landed Operations Equipment 
+ terminal propulsion + G & C) 
Rover 
Mars Orbiting Vehicle 
Trans-Earth Injection System 
Earth Transfer Vehicle 
Mars Transfer Modules 
Earth Orbital Capture System 
Earth Crew Capture Vehicle 
Earth Enay & Landing System 
(the spaceship that is assembled in LEO) 
(propulsion and guidance system for TMI) 
(configuration during flight to Mars) 
(Hab/Lab/Log modules for crew in space) 
(Mars aerobrake+retro-propulsion+ G&C) 
(logistics vehicle sent for cargo staging) 
(the vehicle which de-orbits to land) 
(the vehicle which is launched to Mars orbit) 
(de-orbit propulsion + aerobrake + parachute 
(Hab/Lab/Log modules) 
(Science, Transportation, Construction, Manufacturing 
substitute S, T, C, M for 0) 
(configuration in Mars orbit, not incl. the MDVs) 
(propulsion and guidance system for TEI) 
(config. of the MSS for Mars to Earth transfer) 
(Hab/Lab/Log modules for crew in space) 
(Earth aerobrake + retro-propulsion, if required) 
(small vehicle for crew EOC and/or EELS) 
(see MELS subsystems) 
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Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LTV. Scen #B.Cargo 
Case Study #3 - Lunar Transfer Vehicle 
(wi th LOV-C Payload) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency E So/,) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) Rev C 07/05/88 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
Jtem Name IS Rev M w e a ( I @  Qtv. Mass Totals (ka) 
A. Structure 1636 
B. Equipment 460 
1. Framework E B  1636 1636 
1. Orientation Control E A  120 120 
2. Electric Systems E A  240 240 
3 . G N & C  E A  100 100 
1. Engine E B  191 4 764 
2. Fuel Tanks E C  8086 8086 
3. Propellant E C  7791 6 77916 
1. TPS 1252 
C. Propulsion 86766 
0. Aerobrake 2298 
a. RSI E A  160 160 
b. FSI E A  1 0 9 2  1 0 9 2  
a. RSI Honeycomb Substrate E A  7 8  7 8  
b. Interface Ring E A  264 264 
c. Radial Beams E A  152 152 
d. Support Struts E A  282 282 
e. Attach Hardware E A  270 270 
2. Structure 1046 
E. Payload 34287 
1. Cargo Vehicle E A  34287 34287 
Total Mass (kg) = 125447 
R 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LTV. Scen tt3.Cargo.2 
Case Study #3 - Lunar Transfer Vehic le 
(with LDV-C Payload; no Earth return) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) Rev C 07/12/88 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
Item Name Rasis Rev m s .  ea r u t v .  Mass Totals Ika) 
A. Structure 1 6 3 6  
B. Equipment 4 6 0  
1. Framework E B  1 6 3 6  1 6 3 6  
1. Orientation Control E A  1 2 0  1 2 0  
2. Electric Systems E A  2 4 0  2 4 0  
3 . G N & C  E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
1. Engine E B  1 9 1  4 7 6 4  
2. Fuel Tanks E C  8 0 8 6  8 0 8 6  
3. Propellant E C  69631 69631 
1 2 5 2  1. TPS 
C. Propulsion 78481 
D. Aerobrake 2 2 9 8  
a. RSI E A  1 6 0  1 6 0  
b. FSI E A  1 0 9 2  1 0 9 2  
2. Structure 1 0 4 6  
a. RSI Honeycomb Substrate E A  7 8  7 8  
b. Interface Ring E A  2 6 4  2 6 4  
c. Radial Beams E A  1 5 2  1 5 2  
d. Support Struts E A  2 8 2  2 8 2  
e. Attach Hardware E A  2 7 0  2 7 0  
0 
E. Payload 34287  
1. Cargo Vehicle E A  34287  3 4 2 8 7  
Total Mass (kg) = 117162 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LTV. Scen #B.Piloted 
Case Study #3 - Lunar Transfer Vehicle 
(with LDV-P Payload) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 06f30f88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = lob) Rev C 07/05/88 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
I Jtem Name s Rev Qtv. W T o M a )  
1 6 3 6  A. Structure 
B. Equipment 4 6 0  
1 6 3 6  1. Framework E 8  1 6 3 6  
1. Orientation Control E A  1 2 0  1 2 0  
2. Electric Systems E A  2 4 0  2 4 0  
3 . G N & C  E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
1. Engine E B  1 9 1  4 7 6 4  
2. Fuel Tanks E C  8 0 8 6  8 0 8 6  
3. Propellant E C  8 0 8 5 9  8 0 8 5 9  
0. Aerobrake 
1 2 5 2  1. TPS 
C. Propulsion 8 9 7 0 9  
2 2 9 8  
a. RSI E A  1 6 0  1 6 0  
b. FSI E A  1 0 9 2  1 0 9 2  
a. RSI Honeycomb Substrate E A  7 8  7 8  
b. Interface Ring E A  2 6 4  2 6 4  
c. Radial Beams E A  1 5 2  1 5 2  
d. Support Struts E A  2 8 2  2 8 2  
e. Attach Hardware E A  2 7 0  2 7 0  
2. Structure 1 0 4 6  
E. Payload 3 4 8 4 0  
1. Piloted Vehicle E C  3 4 8 4 0  3 4 8 4 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 128943 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: Lunar Cargo. Scen #3 
Case Study #3 - Lunar Descent Vehicle - Cargo (LDV-C) 
(Descent only) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) Rev A 06/16/88 
Rev B 06/30/88 C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1?4) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
Item Name Basis Rev Mass. ea IkgLQty.  Mass Totals (kal 
A. Payload 1 7 5 0 0  
B. Structure 9 5 0  
1. User Payload E A  1 7 5 0 0  1 7 5 0 0  
1. Cargo Bay E A  500 5 0 0  
2. Misc. Structure E B  4 5 0  4 5 0  
1. Engine E B  1 9 1  4 7 6 4  
2. Fuel Tanks E A  1 2 7 7  1 2 7 7  
3. Propellant E A  1 2 7 6 8  1 2 7 6 8  
l . G N & C  E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
2. Electrical Systems E B  2 4 4  2 4 4  
3. Orientation Control E A  1 2 0  1 2 0  
1. Landing Pads E B  1 4 1  4 5 6 4  
C. Propulsion: Descent 1 4 8 0 9  
D. Equipment 4 6 4  
E. Landing Gear 5 6 4  
Total Mass (kg) = 3 4 2 8 7  
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: Lunar Piloted. Scen #3 
Case Study #3 - Lunar Descent Vehicle - Piloted (LDV-P) 
(14 day stay; 55 day contingency) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) Rev C 07/05/88 
A = Actual M a s s  (contingency = 1%) 
Item Name Basis Rev Mass. ea Iho) Qtv. Mass Totals (kal 
A. LAV 
1. LAV Dry Weight 
2. LAV Prop. and Tanks 
1. User Payload 
1. LSS 
B. Payload 
C. Hab. Module 
a. Oxygen 
b. Water (byproduot of Fuel Cells) 
c. Food 
d. Air Purification 
e. Waste Management 
1. Thermal Control 
a. Outer Shell 
b. Insulation 
c. internal Walls and Supports 
3. Power System 
a. Batteries 
b. Fuel Cells 
2. Structure 
4. Medical Equipment 
5. Science Equipment 
6. Airlock 
7. Misc. Crew Systems 
D. Structure 
1. Landing Pads 
2. Misc. Structure 
1. Propulsion; Descent 
E. Propulsion 
a. Engine 
b. Fuel Tanks 
c. Propellant (LOWLH2) 
2. Fuel Cells (5 KW) 
3. Fueled ACS 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E,  
E 
E 
E 
E 
C 3 2 0 6  
C 2 2 2 4  
A 6 5 0 0  
A 1 
A 0 
A 2 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
8 
A 
B 
C 
C 
8 
A 
0 0  2 8 8  2 8 8  
0 0  0 
0 0  2 8 8  5 7 6  
5 0  5 0  
5 0  5 0  
5 0  1 5 0  
1 2 0 0  
3 0 0  
2 0 0  
1 2 5  
1 0 0  
2 5 0  
2 5 0  
7 5 0  
2 0 0  
1 4 1  
5 0 0  
1 9 1  
1 2 9 7  
12974  
2 1 2 2  
2 0 0  
4 
1 2 0 0  
3 0 0  
2 0 0  
1 2 5  
1 0 0  
5 4 3 0  
3 2 0 6  
2 2 2 4  
6 5 0 0  
1 1 1 4  
6 5 0 0  
4 4 8 9  
1 7 0 0  
2 2 5  
2 5 0  
2 5 0  
7 5 0  
2 0 0  
5 6 4  
5 0 0  
15035 
1 0 6 4  
17357 
4 7 6 4  
1 2 9 7  
1 2 9 7 4  
2 1 2 2  
2 0 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 34840 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LAV. Scen #3 
Case Study # 3 -Lunar Ascent Vehicle (LAV) 
(LLO Rendezvous) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = lYo) Rev C 07/05/88 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lVo) 
ltem Name Basis Rev M-a(kal Qtv. Mass Totals (kal 
A. Payload 
1. Crew 
2. Spacesuit 
3. Couch 
4. lnerts 
1. Oxygen 
2. Water (byproduct of Fuel Cells) 
3. Food 
4. Air Purification 
5. Thermal Control 
6. Waste Management 
7. Radiation Vests 
1. Outer Shell 
2. Insulation 
3. Window 
. Hatch 
. Panels and Supports 
B. LSS 
C. Structure 
T Propulsion 
1. Ascent 
a. Engine 
b. Fuel Tanks 
c. Propellant (LOWLH2) 
2. Fuel Cells (2 KW) 
3. Fueled ACS 
1. Batteries 
2. Fuel Cells 
1. Controls and Displays 
2. Communication 
3. Guidance and Navigation 
4. Docking Provisions 
E. Power 
F. Equipment 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E 
E'  
E 
E 
E 
A 
A 
A 
C 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
C 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
C 
C 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
75 
20 
10 
4 0  
1 . o o  
0 . 0 0  
2.00 
3 0  
1 0 0  
3 0  
2 4 0  
300 
5 0  
10 
2 0  
2 0  
1 4 5  
2 0 2  
2 0 2 2  
8 8  
2 0 0  
1 2 5  
5 0  
6 0  
5 0  
100 
6 0  
4 
4 
4 
16 
16 
4 
2 
3 
460 
300 
80 
4 0  
4 0  
16 
0 
3 2  
3 0  
100 
3 0  
960 
300 
5 0  
2 0  
2 0  
2 0  
2 6 5 9  
1168 
4 1 0  
2 9 4 7  
4 3 5  
2 0 2  
2 0 2 2  
8 8  
2 0 0  
125 
5 0  
6 0  
5 0  
100 
6 0  
175 
270 
Total Mass (kg) = 5430 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: Lunar Cargo. Scen #3.direct 
Case Study #3 - Direct Alternative: LDV-C 
(Direct Lunar descent) 
Basis: E t Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lolo) 
I tem Name Basis Rev Qtv. Mass T o t a w a )  
A. Payload 17500 
B. Structure 950 
1. User Payload E A  17500 17500 
1. Cargo Bay E A  5 0 0  8 5 0 0  
2. Misc. Structure E B  450 450 
1. Engine E B  191 4 764 
2. Fuel Tanks E B  6922 6922 
3. Propellant E B  69216 69216 
l.GN&C E A  100 100 
2. Electrical Systems E B  244 244 
3. Orientation Control E A  120 120 
1. Landing Pads E B  141 4 564 
C. Propulsion; Descent 76902 
D. Equipment 464 
E. Landing Gear 564 
Total Mass (kg) = 96380 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: Lunar Piloted. Scen #3.direct 
Case Study #3 - Direct Alternative; LDV-P 
(Direct Lunar descent; 1 4  day stay; 55 day Contingency) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = Rev A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = So/,) Rev B 06/30/88 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 17'0) Rev C 07/05/88 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
Jtem Name Rasis Rev Mass. ea (ka) Qtv. Mass Totals (ka) 
A. LAV 
1. LAV Dry Weight E 
2. LAV Prop. and Tanks E 
1. User Payload E 
a. Oxygen E 
b. Water (byproduct of Fuel Cells) E 
c. Food E 
d. Air Purification E 
e. Waste Management E 
1. Thermal Control E 
a. Outer Shell E 
b. Insulation E 
c. Internal Walls and Supports E 
a. Batteries E 
b. Fuel Cells E 
4. Medical Equipment E 
5. Science Equipment E 
6. Airlock E 
7. Storm Shelter E 
8. Misc. Crew Systems E 
1. Landing Pads E 
6. Payload 
C. Hab. Module 
1. LSS 
2. Structure 
3. Power System e 
D. Structure 
2. Misc. Structure E 
1. Propulsion: Descent &TLI 
E. Propulsion 
a. Engine E 
b. Fuel Tanks E 
c. Propellant (LOWLH2) E 
2. Fuel Cells (5 KW) E 
3. Fueled ACS E 
B 
B 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
B 
A 
8 
C 
C 
B 
A 
4 2 0 6  
3 8 2 8  
6 5 0 0  
1 . 0 0  2 8 8  2 8 8  
0 .00  0 
2 . 0 0  2 8 8  5 7 6  
5 0  5 0  
5 0  5 0  
1 5 0  1 5 0  
8 0 3 4  
4 2 0 6  
3 8 2 8  
6 5 0 0  
1 1 1 4  
6 5 0 0  
5 4 8 9  
1 7 0 0  
1 2 0 0  
3 0 0  
2 0 0  
1 2 0 0  
3 0 0  
2 0 0  
2 2 5  
1 2 5  1 2 5  
1 0 0  1 0 0  
2 5 0  
2 5 0  
7 5 0  
1 0 0 0  
2 0 0  
1 4 1  4 
5 0 0  
1 9 1  4 7 6 4  
8 2 6 6  8 2 6 6  
8 2 6 5 7  8 2 6 5 7  
2 1 2 2  
2 0 0  
2 5 0  
2 5 0  
7 5 0  
1 0 0 0  
2 0 0  
5 6 4  
5 0 0  
9 1 6 8 7  
1 0 6 4  
94009 
2 1 2 2  
2 0 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 11 5096 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LAV. Scen #3.direct 
Case Study # 3 - Direct Alternatlve; LAV 
(Direct Earth entry) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) R 8 V  A 06/16/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency P 1%) 
Rev E3 06/30/88 
Rev C 07/05/88 
Item Name 
A. Payload 
1. Crew 
2. Spacesuit 
3. Couch 
4. lnerts 
B. LSS 
~ I .  Oxygen 
2. Water (byproduct of Fuel Cells) 
3. Food 
4. Air Purification 
5. Thermal Control 
6. Waste Management 
7. Radiation Vests 
1. Outer Shell 
2. Insulation 
3. Window 
4. Hatch 
5. Panels and Supports 
D. Propulsion 
1. Ascent 
a. Engine 
b. Fuel Tanks 
c. Propellant (LOXRH2) 
2. Fuel Cells (2 KW) 
3. Fueled ACS 
1. Batteries 
2. Fuel Cells 
1. Controls and Displays 
2. Communication 
3. Guidance and Navigation 
4. Docking Provisions 
G. Thermal Protection System 
1. Heat Shield 
H. Parachute 
1. Parachute System 
C. Structure 
E. Power 
F. Equipment 
Pasis Rev 
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E C  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
€ 6  
E C  
E C  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E '  A 
E A  
E A  
E A  
E 0  
E B  
Mass. ea Qtv. Mass Totals (ka) 
4 6 0  
7 5  4 3 0 0  
2 0  4 8 0  
1 0  4 4 0  
4 0  4 0  
1 . o o  1 6  1 6  
0 . 0 0  0 
2 .00  1 6  3 2  
3 0  3 0  
1 0 0  1 0 0  
3 0  3 0  
2 4 0  4 9 6 0  
300 300 
5 0  5 0  
1 0  2 2 0  
2 0  2 0  
2 0  2 0  
4 2 6 3  
1 1  6 8  
4 1  0 
4 5 5 1  
1 4 5  3 4 3 5  
3 4 8  3 4 8  
3 4 8 0  3 4 8 0  
8 8  8 8  
2 0 0  2 0 0  
1 2 5  1 2 5  
5 0  5 0  
6 0  6 0  
5 0  5 0  
1 0 0  1 0 0  
6 0  6 0  
8 0 0  8 0 0  
2 0 0  200 
1 7 5  
2 7 0  
8 0 0  
2 0 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 8 0 3 4  
Mass Allocations Summary Shoot (MASS) file name: MLL. Scan #4 
Case Study #4  - Mars Loglstlc Lender (MLL) 
Descent from Phobos Clrcular 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = lO0/o) Rev A 07/09/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = So/,) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = lo/') 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lVo) 
e 
1. Rover 
2. Teleoperators 
3. ISRU demo's 
4. Misc. Science Equipment 
B. Hab. Module 
1. Crew 
2. Structure 
A. MLSE 
a. Outer Shell 
b. Insulation & TCS 
c. Internal Walls and Supports 
a. Atm. Revitalization 
b. Atm. Control and Supply 
c. Fire Detection and Suppression 
d. Temp. and Humidity Control 
e. Water Recovery and Management 
1. Waste Management 
4. Power System (10 KW) 
5. Data & Communications 
6. Consumables 
a. Solids 
b. Food (Dry) 
c. Nitrogen Leakage 
d. Liquids 
e. Oxygen Leakage 
f. Water 
7. Medical Equipment 
8. Airlock 
9. Misc. Crew Systems 
C. Structure 
1. Truss 
2. Landing Pads 
D. Propulsion 
1. Engines 
2. Fuel Tanks 
3. Propellant 
1. Parachute 
1.  Aerobrake 
3. ECLSS 
E. Parachute 
F. Aerobrake 
s Rev w f v .  Mass Totals lkal 
E A  1 0 2 0  1 0 2 0  
E A  3 0 0 0  3 0 0 0  
E A  2000  2 0 0 0  
E A  2 3 0 0  2 3 0 0  
E A  7 5  8 6 0 0  
8 7 0 0  
E A  6 0 0 0  6 0 0 0  
E A  1 4 0 0  1 4 0 0  
E A  1 3 0 0  1 3 0 0  
E A  5 4 5  5 4 5  
E A  3 0 0  3 0 0  
E A  1 5 0  1 5 0  
E A  3 0 0  3 0 0  
E A  4 0 0  4 0 0  
E A  1 3 0  1 3 0  
E A  3 6 4 0  3 6 4 0  
E A  4 5 0  4 5 0  
23624 
E A  1.42 5762 8 1 8 2  
E A  0.93 5762  5 3 5 9  
E A  0 .45  5762 2 5 9 3  
E A  0.17 5762 9 8 0  
E A  0 .12  5762 6 9 1  
E A  1.01 5 7 6 2  5 8 2 0  
E A  2 5 0  2 5 0  
E .  A 7 0 0  7 0 0  
1 0 0 0  E A  1 0 0 0  
E A  1 5 0 0  1 5 0 0  
E A  2 0 0  6 1 2 0 0  
E A  1 0 0  6 6 0 0  
E A  4 8 5  4 8 5  
E A  4 8 5 0  4 8 5 0  
E A  4 0 0 0  4 0 0 0  
E A  4 0 8 0  4 0 8 0  
8 3 2 0  
40789 
. 1 8 2 5  
2 7 0 0  
5 9 3 5  
4 0 0 0  
4 0 8 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 65824 a- 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: P-OW. Scen #4 
Case Study # 4  - Plloted Orbital Transfer Vehlcla (P-OTV) 
Aerobrake at  Earth 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) Rev A 07/09/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lV0) 
b m  Name Rasis Rev -tv. Mass T o u a l  
A. Structure 1 6 3 6  
B. Equipment 4 6 0  
1. Framework E A  1 6 3 6  1 6 3 6  
1. Orientation Control E A  1 2 0  1 2 0  
2. Electric Systems E A  2 4 0  2 4 0  
3 . G N B C  E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
1. Engine E A  1 9 1  4 7 6 4  
2. Fuel Tanks E A  2 0 8 5  2 0 8 5  
3. Propellant E A  20850 20850  
1. TPS . 1 2 5 2  
C. Propulsion 23699 
9. Aerobrake 2 2 9 8  
a. RSI E A  1 6 0  1 6 0  
b. FSI E A  1 0 9 2  1 0 9 2  
a. RSI Honeycomb Substrate E A  7 8  7 8  
b. Interface Ring E A  2 6 4  2 6 4  
c. Radial Beams E A  1 5 2  1 5 2  
d. Support Struts E A  2 8 2  2 8 2  
e. Attach Hardware E A  2 7 0  2 7 0  
2. Structure 1 0 4 6  
E. HabModule 2 7 2 9  
1. Payload E A  4 7 0  4 7 0  
2. LSS E A  1 2 2 8  1 2 2 8  
3. Structure E A  4 1 0  4 1 0  
4. Power E A  3 5 1  3 5 1  
5. Equipment E A  2 7 0  2 7 0  
Total Mass (kg) = 30822  
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: Lf'L. Scen #4  
Case Study # 4 - Lunar Plloted Landor (LPL) 
(Ascent 8t Descent from LLO) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = 10%) Rev A 07/09/08 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency = 1%) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = 1%) 
item Name Basis Rev W . e a l k a l ~ .  Mass Totals lka l  
A. Payload 4 7 0  
1. Crew E A  7 5  4 3 0 0  
2. Spacesuit E A  2 0  4 8 0  
3. Couch E A  1 0  4 4 0  
4. lnerts E A  5 0  5 0  
B. LSS 
1. Oxygen 
2. Water (byproduct of Fuel Cells) 
3. Food 
4. Air Purification 
5. Thermal Control 
6. Waste Management 
1. Outer Shell 
2. Insulation 
3. Window 
4. Hatch 
5. Panels and Supports 
6. Landing Legs 
7. Misc. Structure 
D. Propulsion 
1. Ascent 
C. Structure 
a. Engine 
b. Fuel Tanks 
c. Propellant (LOXRH2) 
2. Fuel Cells (2 KW) 
3. Fueled ACS 
1. Batteries 
2. Fuel Cells 
1 .  Controls and Displays 
2. Communication 
3. Guidance and Navigation 
4. Docking Provisions 
E. Power 
F. Equipment 
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
E A  
1 . o o  
0 . 0 0  
2 . 0 0  
3 0  
1 0 0  
3 0  
3 0 0  
5 0  
1 0  
2 0  
2 0  
1 4 1  
2 0 0  
1 4 5  
5 3 7  
5 3 6 9  
4 4  
2 0 0  
1 2 5  
5 0  
6 0  
5 0  
1 0 0  
6 0  
8 
8 
3 4 3 5  
5 3 7  
5 3 6 9  
1 8 4  
8 
0 
1 6  
3 0  
1 0 0  
3 0  
300 
5 0  
2 0  
20 
2 0  
5 6 4  
2 0 0  
6 3 4 1  
1 1 7 4  
6 5 8 5  
4 4  
2 0 0  
1 2 5  
5 0  
6 0  
5 0  
1 0 0  
6 0  
1 7 5  
270 
Total Mass (kg) = 8 8 5 8  
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: LCL. Scen #4  
Case Study # 4 - Lunar Cargo Lander  (LCL)  
(Ascent & Descent from LLO) 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = loo/,) Rev A 07/09/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = So/,) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency I lYo) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lYo) 
hem Name Y M a s s - e a l w  Qtv. Mass T o t m a )  
A. Payload 8 0 0 0 0  
1. LLOX (to LLO) E A  8 0 0 0 0  8 0 0 0 0  
2. Cargo (from LLO to LS; 40000 kg) 0.00 0 
8. Structure 1 5 6 4  
1. Cargo Bay E A  5 0 0  5 0 0  
2. Landing Legs E A  1 4 1  4 5 6 4  
3. Misc. Structure E A  5 0 0  5 0 0  
1. Ascent 8 descent 11 8521 
C. Propulsion 11 8721 
a. Engine E A  6 0 0  4 2 4 0 0  
106782 106782 b. Propellant (LOWLH2) E A  
c. Payload LLOX Tank E A  4 0 0 0  4 0 0.0 
d. Ascent & Descent Tanks E A  5 3 3 9  5 3 3 9  
2. Fueled ACS E A  2 0 0  2 0 0  
1 . G N B C  E A  1 0 0  1 0 0  
2. Electrical Systems E A  2 4 4  2 4 4  
3. Orientation Control E A  1 2 0  1 2 0  
D. Equipment 4 6 4  
Total Mass (kg) E 200749 
Mass Allocations Summary Sheet (MASS) file name: MPEM. Scen #4 
Case Study # 4 - Mars Phobos Excurslon Module (MPEM) 
Descent and Ascent from Phobos Circular 
Basis: E = Estimated (contingency = lo/') Rev A 07/10/88 
C = Calculated from Drawing (contingency = 5%) 
S = Manufacturer's Spec. (contingency IC lYo) 
A = Actual Mass (contingency = lVo) 
I hem Name Basis Rev Otv. 
~ A. Payload 470 
Mass Totals lka l  
1. Crew E A  7 5  4 300 
2. Spacesuit E A  2 0  4 8 0  
3. Couch E A  10 4 4 0  
4. lnerts E A  5 0  5 0  
B. LSS 176 
1. Oxygen E A  1 . o o  4 4 
2. Water E A  4.00 4 
3. Food E A  2.00 4 8 
4. Air Purification E A  3 0  3 0  
5. Thermal Control E A  1 0 0  100 
6. Waste Management E A  3 0  3 0  
1. Outer Shell E A  3 0 0  300 
2. Insulation E A  5 0  5 0  
3. Window E A  10 2 2 0  
4. Hatch E A  2 0  2 0  
5. Panels and Supports E A  2 0  2 0  
6. Landing Legs E A  141 4 564 
7. Misc. Structure for Legs E A  282 282 
1256 C. Structure 
D. Propulsion 38296 
1. Ascent 8 Descent 38096 
a. Engine E A  1 0 0  6 6 0 0  
b. Fuel Tanks E A  3409 3409 
c. Propellant E A  34087 34087 
2. Fueled ACS E A  200 200 
E. Power 1 5 0  
F. Equipment 270 
1. Batteries E A  150 150 
1. Controls and Displays E A  6 0  6 0  
2. Communication E A  5 0  50 
4. Docking Provisions E A  6 0  6 0  
1 .  Aerobrake E A  1889 1889 
2. Parachute E A  2871 2871 
3. Guidance and Navigation E A  1 0 0  100 
G. MELS 4760 
Total Mass (kg) = 45378 
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Human Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FJl Trajectory fife: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
I H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR ECCV direct entry 
MSS (1-0) 
TMIS 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 
TMI Propellant 
MTV 
MTV 377.03 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 18.49 
Crew consumables 6.32 
MCC propellant 6.04 
RCS ETM propellant 6.14 
prop. SYS. (dry) 33.90 
Propellant 21 8.70 
Venus swingby probes(s) 0.00 
MOCS 252.60 
MOV (Fl) 105.94 
MOV (Fl) 105.94 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 40.1 1 
Crew consumables 0.66 
MOO 1 propellant 16.23 
MOO 2 propellant 2 1 S O  
RCS MOO propellant 1.72 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 6.75 
Satellites 0.00 
RelayComSat(s) 0.00 
MarsSciSat(s) 0.00 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0.00 
Telmperated MRSR 0.00 
MOSE 0.00 
119.85 
-60.78 
MOV 0 
TEIS (received from MCV) 
MOV (Ff) 119.85 
TEIS 60.78 
Stage to be dropped post-TEI 8.88 
TEI propellant 5 1.89 
EN 59.07 
ETV 59.07 
IMM 43.25 
External Services (power, coni, thermal) 1.05 
Earth transfer expendables (ETX) 4.64 
Crew consum;ibles 2 . 7 3  
Fl yarou 11d I)rc)pCllil11 t 0 . 0 0 
MCC propc1l;irit 0 . 9 5  
KCS MTE propd1;int 0 .96  
ETWMTE MCC prop. sys. (dry) 1.33 
1.01 
Spacesuits 0.42 
ISE 0.50  
RCS ETM/MOO/MTE prop. sys. (dry) 
Solar/SPE monitoring 0.40  
AstroPlanetary 0.10  
ECCV 6.87  
ECCV 6.87 
Payload 5.97 
Crew+returnables+consum+suits 0 .61  
Inert module 5 . 3 6  
Earth entry Ab 0 . 6 0  
Other EELS (parachutes, avionics) 0 . 3 0  
EELS 0.90 
Propulsion 0.00 
IMM 43.25 
Cylindrical Module( s) 34.00 
Disk Module(s) 0.00 
Tunnel(s) 0.90 
Resource Nodes (docking, prox ops) 0.00 
Airlock( s) 0 .65 
Radiation shelter shielding 2.00 
Life support system (LSS) 2 .80 
Data management system (DMS) 0 . 3 0  
Internal Com/EPS/TCS 2.60 
External Services 1.05 
Electrical power system (EPS), external 0.40 
Thermal control system (TCS), external 0.50 
Communications system, external 0 . 1 5  
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
LHYLOX 
Stored biprop 
Mars aerobrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Human Mission 
Crew Consumables* Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO 1 .Ca.r.Cn .ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS-1 TIC- 1R. All-pnp, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Crew composition: Nominal U. S. male crew 
Mission # of Person- Total 
Period phase crew Time days Marp mass (t) 
LEO Checkout A 4 21 day 8 4  20 % 0.46 
MIV D 4 286day 1145 20 8 6.32 
MOV F 30 day 120 20 8 0.66 
Erv H 4 124 day 495 20 96 2.73 
ECCV I 4 1 day 4 2 0 0 a 8  0.07 
Total (incl. margin) 10.24 
Total (w/o margin) 8.5 0 
' Total supply = 5.06 person-years = 1848 person-days 
Average supply = 5.54 kg/person-day 
Consumables Baseline (nominal U. S. gender-mixed crew, kg/personday): 
Food Water Other Total 
Spaceborne 1.5 1 .o 2.1 4.6 
Surface 1.5 2.0 2.0 5.5 
MAV, ECCV 1.5 2.0 2.0 5.5 
* Consumables includes LSS + Food 
(a) To provide interplanetary safe-haven capability. 
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Human Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
M 1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajectory fire: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS-1 TIC- 1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
"MIS stage 
Venus probes 
MOC prop. sys. 
Relay ComSat (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MOO prop. sys. 
TEI stage 
ECCV 
during TMI 
Venus swingby 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Post TEI 
PIC-EOC 
PE-EOC 
Post-MOC 
C 
D 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F5 
G 
I 
I 
122.82 
0.00 
33.90 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
6.75 
8.88 
6.26 
47.14 
*Not included: Total 225.77 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Human Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO 1 .Car.Cn.C hHO. MOCP 
Re$erence mission: JBM-FD Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6L30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1 R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR ECCV direct entry 
Propellant Mass Expended (t) 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EELS) 
Ph/D teleoptor(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
r 
8 1 1.489 
0.000 
21 8.698 
0.000 
16.230 
2 1.496 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
5 1.895 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
6.038 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0,000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0,946 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
6.138 
0.000 
1.725 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.962 
0.000 
Totals 1119.807 6.984 
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
0.000 8 .824  
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Hunian Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC-1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Period 
m 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
Relay ComSa t (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Ph/D telmptor(s) 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EELS) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
54.902 
0.000 
13.006 
0.000 
0.509 
0.666 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.023 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.178 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.028 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.181 
0.000 
0.05 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.028 
0.000 
Totals 72.107 0.206 0.000 0.261 
*Resewes for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Hu m a  II Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: IBM-FD Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS-1 TIC-1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telenperated MRSR(s) 
m 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (Ens) 
Mars orbit (%loo 2) 
P W  teleaperator(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
11.583 
0.000 
17.706 
0.000 
0 . 5 1 9  
0.672 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.570 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 34.048 0.000 
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Human Mission 
As  t rodyna Inks Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Trajectory Type: Sprint with Venus swingby(s) 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c3 
(deg) (lads) (hA2/sA2) -------- -------- ---------____ (W -------- Date (W -----_-----_ ______-- 
Eiuthdeparture (TMI) 15-Aug-02 500.0 500.0 28.50 5.216 27.21 
Mars arrival (MOC) 28-May-03 33840.0 250.0 24.50 7.057 49.80 
Mars departure (TEI) 27-Jun-03 33840.0 250.0 24.50 4.995 24.95 
Venus swingby 3-NOV-02 
Earth anival (EOC) 29-0ct-03 500.0 500.0 28.50 3.942 15.54 
Duration Days Sols Months 
Marsbound (ETM) 286.1 9.40 
Mars orbit 30.0 29.2 0.99 
Earthbound (MTE) 123.9 4.07 
-------- --_____- --------- 
Total trip 440.0 14.46 
Delta V Summary 
Item 
Delta v 
( W S )  
TMI 
ETM DSM 
ETM MCC 
RCS ETM 
MOC 
MOO 1 
MOO2 
RCS MOO 
TEI 
MTE DSM 
MTE MCC 
RCS MTE 
EOC 
4.352 
0.000 
0.050 
0.050 
3.931 
0.7 19 
0.619 
0.050 
2.331 
0.000 
0.050 
0.050 
3.854 
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Cargo Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.S pVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
R&erence mission: JBM-FD Trajectory file: TRJ. 6/30.02. S p .Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR ECCV direct entry 
MCV (IMLEO) 
TMIS 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 
TMI Propellant 
MTV 
MTV 163.61 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 5.28 
0.00 
MOCS 57.88  
MCC propellant 2.62 
RCS ETM propellant 2.66 
Prop. sys. (dry) 8 . 5  1 
Propellant 49.38 
ETM MCC prop. sys. (dry) 
MOV (Fl) 100.44 
MOV (F1) 100.44 
StNCture 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 
MOOppellant 
RCS MOO propellant 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 
RCS EThVMOO prop. sys. (dry), 
Support Services 
Data management system (DMS) 
Electrical power system (EPS) 
Thermal control system (TCS) 
Communications system 
Satellites 
Payload 
Re1 a y ComS at (s) 
MarsSci Sat( s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR 
MOSE 
ISE 
Solar/SPE monitoring 
Astro/Planetary 
Phobos EV 
TEIS 
Stage 
Propellant 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
0.00 
0.20 
0 .10  
8 . 8 8  
5 1.89 
14.15 
1.49 
0.05 
0.05 
0 . 1 5  
0.07 
2.00 
7 .OO 
0 . 1 5  
0 .30  
9.79 
60.78 
0.50 
15.64 
3.22 
0 .74  
0 .32  
80.02 
Propulsion system masses 
Mars aembrake scaling 
L W O X  
Stored biprop 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo MissioIi 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
Lo 1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1 R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 1 
! What When Mission phase Mass (t) 
Th4IS stage 
ETM MCC prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
OtherMOCS 
Relay ComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
Phobos EV 
MOO prop. sys. 
MOV, F-human TEI 
during TMI 
PR-MOC 
Wst-MOC 
post-MOC 
post-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
C 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F5 
F5 
40.53 
0.00 
0.00 
8.5 1 
0.00 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
0.00 
7.00 
9.79 
3.22 
2.0 1 
*Not included: TotaI 73.06 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Cargo Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
L02.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO 1. Cax-.Cn. ChHO. MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Propellant Mass Expended (t) 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
Relaycornsat( s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
PND telmperatoxfs) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
262.834 
0.000 
49.375 
14.148 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.620 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.664 
0.000 
1.489 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 326.357 2.620 0.000 4.152 
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
LO2.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajecrory file: TRJ.6L30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1 R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
Hconfig (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR ECCV direct entry 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat( s) 
M&iSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
15.484 
0.000 
1 . 8 6 0  
0 . 4 5 0  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 0 7 7  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.079 
0.000 
0.044 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 17.794 0 . 0 7 7  0.000 0 . 1 2 3  
*Resexves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: JBM-FD 
U)2.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
L01.Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6130.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1 R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Period 
TMI C 3 . 1 0 2  0.000 
Mars transfer D 0.000 0.000 
MOC E 1 . 8 7 4  0.000 
Mars orbit operations F 0 . 6 2 7  0.000 
RelayCornSat(s) F 0.000 0.000 
MarsSciSat(s) F 0.000 0.000 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) F 0.000 0.000 
Telwperated MRSR(s) F 0.000 0.000 
Totals 5 . 6 0 2  0.000 
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Cargo Mission 
As t rod y na niics Report 
Mission: JB M-FD 
LO2.Hum4c.SpVs.ChHO.MOCP.OD.ChHO.ECCVd 
LO1 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MOCP 
Reference mission: JBM-FD Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Prop 
Mission purpose: 
CS- 1 TIC- 1 R. All-prop, (480/460/320) 
H-config (2 SS mod). Separate PhEV (9.8 t); 7t MRSR; ECCV direct entry 
Trajectory Type: Conjunction 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
Date (h) (W (deg) ( W s )  (kmh2/sh2) 
Ear thdepar ture0  4-Feb-01 500.0 500.0 28.50 3.593 12.91 
Marsarrival~OC) 30-0ct-01 33840.0 250.0 24.50 3.888 15.12 
Duration Days Sols Months 
Marsbound (ETM) 268.0 8.80 
Mars orbit 606.5 589.5 19.93 
-------- -------- --------- 
Delta V Summary 
0.050 
1.585 
0.719 
0.050 
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Human Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
_-----___--______-- Mass (t) __------__-----_-_ 
MSS (IMLEO) 1124.32 
TMIS 790.23 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 104.99 
TMI Propellant 685.25 m 334.09 
MTV 334.09 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 131.76 
Crew consumables 10.46 
DSM propellant 114.81 
MCC propellant 3.22 
RCS ETM propellant 3.27 
Mars capture Ab 23.53 
hop. SYS. (dry) 1.17 
Propellant 0 .46 
other MOCS 2.00 
ETM DSM prop. sys. (dry) 18.32 
MOCS 27.16 
MOV (Fl) 156.85 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 60.95 
MOV (Fl )  156.85 
Crew consumables 0.78 
MOO 1 propellant 23.36 
MOO 2 propellant 33.25 
RCS MOO propellant 3.56 
RelayComSat(s) 0.00 
MarsSciSat(s) 0.00 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0.00 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 9.59 
Satellites 0.00 
Teleoperated MRSR 0.00 
MOSE 0.00 
MOV (Ff) 155.80 
TEIS (received from MCV) -69.48 
MOV (Ff) 155.80 
TEIS 69.48 
Stage to be dropped post-TEI 10.02 
T E I  propellant 59.46 
I3-V 86.32 
ETV 86.32 
IMM 64 .85  
External Services (power, corn, thcmi:il) 1 .os 
Eanh transfer cxpcii~i;~bles (IiTX) 7 . 9 2  
Crew consuiiiables 5.68 
Flyaround propellant 0.00 
MCC propellant 1.39 
RCS MTE propellant 0.85 
ETM/MTE MCC prop. sys. (dry) 1.18 
RCS E"00IMTE prop. sys. (dry) 0.95 
Spacesuits 0.70 
ISE 0.50 
ECCV 9.18 
Payload 6.82 
EOCS 2.36 
Solar/SPE monitoring 0.40 
AstrdPlanetary 0.10 
ECCV 9.18 
Crew+returnables+consum+suits 1.11 
Inert module 5.7 1 
Ab 0.68 
Propulsion 1.33 
OtherEOCS 0.34 
IMM 64.85 
Cylindrical Module@) 5 1 .OO 
Disk Module(s) 2.50 
Tunnel(s) 2.70 
Resource Nodes (docking, prox ops) 0.00 
Airlock(s) 0.95 
Radiation shelter shielding 2.00 
Life support system (LSS) 2.80 
Data management system (DMS) 0.30  
Internal Com/EPS/TCS 2.60 
Extern a I Services 1 .os 
Electrical power system (EPS), external 0.40 
0.50 
Communications system, external 0 .15  
Thermal control system (TCS), external 
Technology Stat us 
Propulsion system masses 
LH2JLOX 
Stored biprop 
Mars aerobrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
V. conservative 
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Human Mission 
Crew Consumables* Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1DkP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Crew composition: Nominal U. S. male crew 
Mission # of Person- Total 
Period phase CfeW Time days Margin mass (t) 
LEO Checkout A 8 21 day 168 20 % m D 8 266day 2125 20 % 
MOV F 30 day 158 20 % 
MDV 1 F3 4 20 sol 82 5 %  
MAV 1 F4 4 1 day 4 200 % 
EN H 8 144day 1155 20 % 
ECCV I 8 1 day 8 200a% 
Total (incl. margin) 
Total (w/o margin) 
0.83 
10.46 
0.78 
0.40 
0.07 
5.68 
0.13 
18.34 
15.23 
Total supply = 10.13 person-years = 3700 person-days 
Average supply = 4.96 kg/person-day 
Consumables Baseline (nominal U. S. gender-mixed crew, kg/personday): 
Food Water Other Total 
Spaceborne 1.5 0.5 2.1 4.1 
S d a c e  1.5 2.5 0.7 4.7 
MAV, ECCV 1.5 2.0 2.0 5.5 
* Consumables includes LSS + Food 
(a) To provide interplanetary safe-haven capability. 
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Human Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. lD4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. I 
what When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMlS stage 1 
TMIS stage 2 
ETM DSM prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
OtherMOCS 
Relay ComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MOO prop. sys. 
TEI stage 
ECCV 
Erv 
duringTMI 
duringTMI 
Mars transfer 
Pst-MOC 
Pt-MOC 
post-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Post TEI 
p-EOC 
p-EOC 
C 
C 
D 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
Fl 
F1 
F1 
F5 
G 
I 
I 
67.61 
37.38 
18.32 
23.53 
1.17 
2.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
9.59 
10.02 
7.66 
68.52 
*Not included: Total 245.80 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Human Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.h4Ab. 1 D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint ‘04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Mass Expended (t) 
Period 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Marsorbit(MOO2) 
Relay Corns at( s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS)  
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
443.375 
24 1.870 
114.807 
0.000 
0.462 
0.000 
23.361 
33.246 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
59.463 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.218 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.39 1 
0.401 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.274 
0.000 
3.563 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.846 
0.000 
Totals 916.584 5.011 0.000 7.683 
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Human Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum&.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. lD4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Reserve (t) 
Period 
Main ACSIRCS 
--I------------------- ....................... Mission 
phase cry0 Bipmp Cry0 Bipmp 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS) 
Ph/D teleoptor(s) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
19 .372  
10.568 
4.624 
0.000 
0.0 13  
0.000 
0 .733  
1 . 0 3 0  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3 . 2 7 7  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 0 9 5  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.04 1 
0 .012 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 0 9 6  
0.000 
0 . 1 0 6  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 0 2 5  
0.000 
Totals 39.617 0.148 0.000 0 . 2 2 7  
*Reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Hu ma 11 Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint ‘04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
Period 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D telmperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS)  
0 RelayComSat(s) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
3.448 
1.88 1 
2.341 
0.000 
0.01 1 
0.000 
0.693 
0.965 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.07 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 12.41 1 0.000 
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Human Mission 
Mission: BCC- 
Astrodynamics Report 
1G 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 DkP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
I 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Trajectory Type: Sprint with deep space maneuver(s) 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
(deg) ( W s )  &nA2/sA2) 
-------- ------------- -------- (h) -------- Date (W ---_---_--__ -------- 
Earthdeparture0 9-oct-04 500.0 500.0 28.50 5.748 33.04 
Marsdeparture(TEI) 1-Aug-05 33840.0 250.0 45.00 4.581 20.99 
Marsarrival(M0C) 2-Jul-05 33840.0 250.0 45.00 6.569 43.15 
EartharriVal(E0c) 23-DeC-05 500.0 500.0 28.50 5.000 25.00 
Duration 
Marsbound (ETM) 
Mars orbit 
Mars surface 
Earthbound (MTE) 
Total trip 
MDVl 
Delta V Summary 
20.0 
144.3 4.74 
440.0 14.46 
Delta v 
( W S )  
4.593 
1.874 
0.050 
0.030 
3.533 
0.7 19 
0.619 
0.070 
0.000 
0.150 
5.408 
0.050 
2.040 
0.000 
0.050 
0.030 
4.260 
--------- 
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Mars Descent and Ascent Vehicles 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecrory file: TRJ .6/30.02. Sp .A b 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
MDV 1 (w/o crew) 
Mars entry Ab 
Propulsion, deorbi t+descent 
Parachute 
MELS 
Adapter structure (incl. landing legs) 
Landed P/L (w/o crew) 
MLMM 
W E  
MLSE 
MLTE (RVRs, suits) 
Teleoperated equip. 
MLCE 
MLME (ISRU demo's) 
Crew consumables 
other 
crew* 
Mars landed expendables (MIX) 
h4AV (w/o crew) 
______-----_--_--__ Mass (t) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
5 1.25 
10.89 
2.39 
4.64 
3.87 
3.70 
13.60 
5.63 
6.57 
2.30 
1.02 
3.00 
0.15 
0.10 
(0.32) 
1.40 
0.40 
1 .oo 
23.06 
MAV (w/o crew) 23.06 
Payload 1.24 
(Crew+returnables)* (0.47) 
MAV Crew consumables + suits 0.19 
Inert module 0.97 
RCS propulsion 0.08 
Ascent propulsion 21.82 
Structure 2.80 
MLMM 5 . 6 3  
Pressure shell, support structure 2.80 
Windows 0.00 
Living quarters 0.30 
Partitions, equipment acceptors 0.00 
Galley 0 .10  
Personal hygiene 0 .10  
Man-systems 0.50 
ECLSS 0 . 7 9  
DMS 
EPS 
TCS 
0.05 
0.54 
0.70  
Communications 0 . 2 5  
* Used only to size propulsion. Crew+retumables allocated in ECCV. 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
m o x  
Stored biprop 
MELS aembrake scaling 
MDV adapter scaling 
MAV inert module mass 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 DkP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03. Car.Cn . C hHO. MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
_______--_--------- Mass (t) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
MCV (IMLEO) 503.25 
TMIS 3 14.20 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 41.94 
TMI Propellant 272.26 
M W  189.05 
MTV 189.05 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 6.1  1 
MCC propellant 3.03 
RCS ETM propellant 3.08 
Mars capture Ab 16.30 
prop. SYS. (dry) 1.17 
Propellant 0.48  
other MOCS 2.00 
ETM MCC prop. sys. (dry) 0.00 
MOCS 19.95 , e  
MOV (Fl) 163 .OO 
Structure 0.50 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 28.07 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 4 .56  
RCS ETM/MOO prop. sys. (dry) 0.97  
MOV (Fl) 163.00 
MOO propellant 23.05 
RCS MOO propellant 5 .02  
Support Services 0 . 2  1 
Data management system (DMS) 0 . 0 3  
Elecmcal power system (EPS) 0.05 
Communications system 0 . 0 3  
Satellites 4 .00  
Thermal control system (TCS) 0.10 
Payload 128.69 
Re1 ay ComS a t (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 1 .oo 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 2 .00  
1 .oo 
Teleopersted MRSR 3.50 
MOSE 0 .15  
ISE 
MDV(S) 
TEIS 
Solar/SPE monitoring 
A s troP1 me t.uy 
0 . 3 0  
0.20 
0.  1 0 
5 1.25 
69 .48  
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
Lmox 
Stored biprop 
Mars aembrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectory file: TRJ .6/30.02. S p .A b 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint ‘04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMIS stage 
ETM MCC prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
Other MOCS 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MAV 1 
MOO prop. sys. 
MOV, pre-human TEI 
MDV 1 (WithoutMAV 1) 
duringTMI 
pre-MOC 
Pst-MOC 
post-MOC 
post-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
C 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F5 
F5 
F5 
41.94 
0.00 
16.30 
1.17 
2.00 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
2.00 
3.50 
22.95 
3.08 
4.56 
2.13 
*Not included: Total 101.63 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Cargo Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LB3.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission : B CC- HG 
Mission purpose: 
Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Mass Expended (t) 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 deorbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
Ph/D teleoptor(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
~ 
27 2.259 
0.000 
0.477 
23.050 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.028 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.248 
3.274 
19.764 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
~~~ 
0.000 
3.078 
0.000 
5.022 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.028 
Totals 295.785 26.313 0.000 8.128 
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. lD4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 dmrbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
15.300 
0.000 
0.014 
0.737 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.089 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.007 
0.062 
3.314 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.09 1 
0.000 
0.150 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.00 1 
Totals 16.050 3.473 0.000 0.242 
*Reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo M i ss i o 11 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
Period 
Mission 
phase Main ACSBCS 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
PND telmperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 dmrbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
3.010 
0.000 
0.009 
0.84 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
~~~ 
Totals 3.861 0.000 
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Cargo Mission 
Astrodynamics Report 
Mission: BCC-HG 
L04.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1DkP.20s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L03.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HG Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-1R Reference. (Sprint '04,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhTele, but no MOV to Phobos. ECCV into LEO. 
Duration 
Marsbound ETM) 
Mars orbit 
Delta V Summary 
Item 
TMI 
EIU MCC 
RCS ETM 
MOC 
MOO 
RCS MOO 
Delta v 
(Wd 
3.557 
0.050 
0.050 
0.923 
0.7 19 
0.100 
--------- 
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Human Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. lD4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
------------------- Mass (t) -------___-------- 
MSS (IhlLEO) 17 69.66 
TMIS 1423.64 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 187.60 
TMI Propellant 1236.03 
M N  346.02 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 129.43 
MTV 346.02 
Crew consumables 9.01 
DSM propellant 11 3.59 
MCC propellant 3.43 
RCS ETM propellant 3.39 
ETM DSM prop. sys. (dry) 18.14 
MOCS 29.08 
Mars capture Ab 25.41 
prop. SYS. (dry) 1.17 
Propellant 0.50 
other MOCS 2.00 
MOV (Fl) 169.38 
MOV (Fl) 169.38 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 70.56 
Crew consumables 0.88 
MOO 1 propellant 25.14 
MOO 2 propellant 40.70 
RCS MOO propellant 3 .85 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 10.97 
Satellites 0.00 
RelayComSat(s) 0.00 
MarsSciSat(s) 0.00 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0.00 
Teleoperated MRSR 0.00 
MOSE 0.00 
MOV (Ff) 194.45 
TEIS (received from MCV) -106.61 
MOV (Ff) 194.45 
TEIS 106.61 
Stage to be dropped post-TEI 14.86 
TEI propellant 9 1.75 
Ellr 87.84 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
ETV OF POOR QUALITY 87.84 
IMM 64.85 
1 .os 
0 . 4 0  
External Services (power, coni, themial) 
Eanh tran <fer cxpendablcs (EI'X) 
Crc v.r c'c I 11 s ti 111 :it>! c s 7 . 1 2  
MCC propellant 1 . 4 2  
RCS M E  propellant 0.86 
Flyaround propellant 0.00 
ETM/MTE MCC prop. sys. (dry) 
ISE 0.50 
1.19 
RCS ETM/MOO/MTE prop. sys. (dry) 0 .97  
Spacesuits 0.70 
Sola,r/SPE monitoring 0.40 
AsmPlanetary 0.10 
ECCV 9.18 
Payload 6.82 
EOCS 2.36 
ECCV 9.18 
Crew+returnables+consum+suits 1.1 1 
Inert module 5.7 1 
Ab 0.68 
Propulsion 1 . 3 3  
Other EOCS 0.34 
IMM 64.85 
Cylindrical Module(s) 5 1 .oo 
Resource Nodes (docking, prox ops) 
Radiation shelter shielding 2.00 
Disk Module(s) 2 . 5 0  
Tunnel (s) 2 .70 
0.00 
Airlock(s) 0 .95 
Life support system (LSS) 2.80 
Data management system @MS) 0 .30  
Internal Com/EPS/TCS 2.60 
Electrical power system (EPS), external 0.40 
Thermal control system (TCS), external 0.50 
Communications system, external 0 . 1 5  
External Services 1 .05  
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
LHULOX 
Stored biprop 
Mars aerobrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
V. conservative 
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Human Mission 
Crew Consumables* Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 5s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO. MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ 
Mission purpose: 
Trajectory fife: TRJ .6/30.02.Sp .A b 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 h4RSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Crew composition: Nominal U. S. male crew 
Mission # of Person- Total 
Period phase crew T i  days Margin mass (t) 
LEO Checkout A 8 21 day 168 20 % 0.83 
MOV F 30 day 178 20 % 0.88 
MDV 1 F3 4 15 sol 6 2  5 %  0.30 
MAV 1 F4 4 1 day 4 200 % 0.07 
FXV H 8 181day 1448 20 % 7.12 
ECCV I 8 1 day 8 200a% 0.13 
Total (incl. margin) 18.34 
Total (w/o margin) 15.22 
Total supply = 10.13 person-years = 3700 person-days 
MIV D 8 229day 1832 20 % 9.01 
Average supply = 4.96 kglperson-day 
Consumables Baseline (nominal U. S. gender-mixed crew, kuperson-day): 
Food Water Other Total 
S paceborne 1.5 0.5 2.1  4.1 
S d a c e  1.5 2.5 0.7 4.7 
MAV, ECCV 1.5 2.0 2.0 5.5 
* Consumables includes LSS + Food 
(a) To provide interplanetary safe-haven capability. 
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Human Missiori 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, M A b ,  2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMIS stage 1 
TMIS stage 2 
ETM DSM prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
Other MOCS 
Relay ComS at (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0 Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MOO prop. sys. 
TEI stage 
ECCV 
EN 
duringTMI 
duringTMI 
Mars transfer 
Wst-MOC 
Wst-MOC 
Post-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Post TEI 
PR-EOC 
pre-EOC 
C 
C 
D 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F5 
G 
I 
I 
129.62 
57.98 
18.14 
25.41 
1.17 
2.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
10.97 
14.86 
7.66 
68.56 
*Not included: Total 336.38 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Human Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ 
Mission purpose: 
Trajectory fife: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Period 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
Relay ComSa t (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D telmperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS) 
~ 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
856.820 
379.21 1 
113.591 
0.000 
0 .497  
0.000 
25.140 
40.698 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
9 1.746 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3 .433  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.416 
0.40 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
~~ 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3 .391  
0.000 
3 .848  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.861 
0.000 
I 
~ Totals 1507.704 5.25 1 0.000 8 . 1 0 0  
, 
I *Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Huniari Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5. Car. Cn. ChHO. MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajectory file: TRJ .6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Reserve (t) 
Period 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) ' Marsorbit(MOO2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSci S at(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
43.173 
19.107 
4.504 
0.000 
0.014 
0.000 
0.792 
1.265 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
5.552 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .101  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .ooo 
0.042 
0.012 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.100 
0.000 
0.114 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.025 
0.000 
Totals 74.408 0 . 1 5 5  0.000 0 .239  
*Reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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H 11 in a 11 Miss i o n  
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajectoryjile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos. 1 h4RSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Period 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
.................................. 
Mission 
phase Main ACS/RCS 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer @SM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS)  
Ph/D teleoperatOr(s) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
8.140 
3.603 
1.947 
0.000 
0.01 1 
0.000 
0.648 
1.026 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
8.075 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
~~ ~ 
Totals 23.449 0.000 
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Human Mission 
Astrodynamics Report 
Mission: BCC. IQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Trajectory Type: Sprint with deep space maneuver(s) 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
(deg) (lan/s) (kmA2/sA2) -------- -------- ------------- (W -------- Date (km) ------------ ---_---- 
Earthdeparture(Th4I) 31-Dec-06 500.0 500.0 28.50 8.419 70.88 
Mars departure (TEI) 16-Sep-07 33840.0 250.0 45.00 5.428 29.46 
Mars arrival (MOC) 17-A~g-07 33840.0 250.0 45.00 6.822 46.54 
Eartharrival(E0C) 15-Ma-08 500.0 500.0 28.50 3.477 12.09 
Duration 
Marsbound (ETM) 
Mars orbit 
Mars surface 
Earthbound (ME) 
Total trip 
Delta V Summary 
MDVl 
Item 
TMI 
ETM DSM 
ETM MCC 
RCS ETM 
MOC 
MOO 1 
MOO2 
RCS MOO 
MDV 1 deorbit 
MDV 1 terminaldescent 
MAV 1 ascent 
MAV 1 RCS 
TEI 
MTE DSM 
MTE MCC 
RCS MTE 
EOC 
15.0 
181.0 5.95 
440.0 14.46 
Delta v 
( W S )  
6.055 
1.775 
0.050 
0.030 
3.738 
0.7 19 
0.619 
0.070 
0.000 
0.150 
5.408 
0.050 
2.648 
0.000 
0.050 
0.030 
3.703 
--___---- 
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Mars Descent and Ascent Vehicles 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. ISs2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
___--------_------- Mass (t) ______---_____---_ 
MDV 1 (w/o crew) 51.12 
MELS 10.87 
Mars entry Ab 2.38 
Propulsion, deorbit+descent 4.63 
Parachute 3 . 8 6  
MIMM 5 . 6 3  
W E  6 . 5 7  
Adapter structure (incl. landing legs) 3.69 
Landed P/L (w/o crew) 13.50 
MLSE 2.30 
Teleoperated equip. 3.00 
MLCE 0.15 
h4LTE (RVRs, suits) 1.02 
MLME (ISRU demo's) 0.10 
crew* (0.32) 
Mars landed expendables 1.30 
Crew consumables 0.30 
other 1 .oo 
MAV (w/o crew) 23.06 
Payload 1.24 
MAV (w/o crew) 23.06 
(Crew+returnables)* (0.47) 
MAV Crew consumables + su'its 0.19 
Inert module 0.97 
RCS propulsion 0.08 
Ascent propulsion 21.82 
MLMM 5.63 
structure 2.80 
Pressure shell, support structure 2.80 
Partitions, equipment acceptors 0.00 
Windows 0.00 
Living quarters 0 .30  
Galley 0.10 
Personal hygiene 0.10 
Man-sy stems 0.50 
ECLSS 0.79 
DMS 0 .05  
EPS 0 . 5 4  
TCS 0.70 
Communications 0 . 2 5  
~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
* Used only to size propulsion. Crew+returnables allocated in ECCV. 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
L m o x  
Stored biprop 
MELS aerobrake scaling 
MDV adapter scaling 
MAV inert module mass 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujecroryjile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
MCV -0) 
TMIS 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 
TMI Propellant 
MIV 
MTV 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 
MCC propellant 
RCS ETM propellant 
ETM MCC prop. sys. (dry) 
MOCS 
Mars capture Ab 
other MOCS 
Prop. SYS. (dry) 
Propellant 
MOV (F1) 
254.65 
8.22 
4.08 
4.15 
0.00 
25.91 
22.05 
1.20 
0.66 
2.00 
220.52 
MOV (Fl) 220.52 
Smcture 
I Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 
I MOO propellant 
I RCS MOO propellant 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 
RCS E M 0 0  prop. sys. (dry) 
Support Services 
Data management system (DMS) 
Electrical power system (EPS) 
Thermal control system (TCS) 
Communications system 
Satellites 
Payload 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR 
MOSE 
ISE 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
I Solar/SPE monitoring 
I AstroPlanemy 
MDV(s) 
Phobos EV 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
0.00 
0.20 
0.10 
0.50 
39.26 
32.3 1 
6.94 
5.95 
1.14 
0.21 
0.03 
0.05 
0.10 
0.03 
2.00 
173.47 
3.50 
0.15 
0.30 
51.12 
9.79 
TEIS 106.61 
Stage 1 4 . 8 6  
Propell ant 9 1.75 
____ - - . - .  - - -. 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
Lmox 
Stored biprop 
Mars aerobmke scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LQ5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6B0.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMIS stage 
ETM MCC prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
OtherMOCS 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D telmperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 (without MAV 1) 
MAV 1 
Phobos EV 
MOO prop. sys. 
MOV, PE-hmm TEI 
during TMI 
PR-MOC 
Pst-MOC 
Wst-MOC 
Pst-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
C 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F2 
F5 
F1 
F5 
F5 
64.50 
0.00 
22.05 
1.20 
2.00 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
0.00 
3.50 
22.92 
3.08 
9.79 
5.95 
2.30 
*Not included: Total 139.29 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
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Cargo Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trajecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06.485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
P E V  to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) ' Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 deorbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
PND teleoperator(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
422.645 
0.000 
0.656 
32.3 1 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
4.078 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.247 
3.265 
19.764 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
4.146 
0.000 
6.945 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.028 
Totals 455.612 27.354 0.000 11.1 18 
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
LO6.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO. MA b 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Reserve (t) 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 dmhit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
Ph/D teleopaator(s) 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
25.290 
0.000 
0.0 19 
1.016 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.120 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.007 
0.062 
3.314 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.122 
0.000 
0.207 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.00 1 
Totals 26.325 3.504 0.000 0.330 
I 
*Reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hum8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
Period 
Mission 
phase Main ACS/RCS 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
Relay ComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D telmperator(s) 
Teiwperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 deorbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
5 .097  
0.000 
0 . 0 2 4  
1 . 6 9 0  
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 6 . 8 1  1 0.000 
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Cargo Mission 
Astrodynarnics Report 
Mission: BCC-HQ 
L06.Hurn8c.SpDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO5.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: BCC-HQ Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-2R Ref., Miss 2. (Sprint '06,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEV to Phobos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Trajectory Type: Conjunct ion 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
Date (km) (deg) (Ms) (kmA2/sA2) 
E a r t h d e p a m u e o  1-Sep-05 500.0 500.0 28.50 3.930 15.44 
M~~arrival(MOC) 8-Oct-06 33840.0 250.0 45.00 3.507 12.30 
Duration Days Sols Months 
Marsbound (ETM) 402.0 13.21 
Mars orbit 344.5 334.9 11.32 
-------- -------- -__----__ 
Delta V Summary 
Delta v 
( W S )  
3.850 
0.050 
0.050 
1.355 
0.7 19 
0.100 
--------- 
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Mission: JB 
Hunian M is s i o n 
Mass Allocation Report 
I-" 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.h4Ab. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajectory file: TRJ .6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
MSS (IMLEO) 
TMIS 
Stage(s) to be dropped post-TMI 
TMI Propellant 
MTV 
MTV 328.50 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 92.38 
Crew consumables 9 .36  
MCC propellant 3.86 
RCS ETM propellant 3.22 
DSM ppellant 75.94 
ETM DSM prop. sys. (dry) 12.49 
MOCS 32.43 
Venus swingby probes(s) 0.00 
Mars capture Ab 28.68 
Propellant 0.56 
prop. sys. (dry) 1.18 
other MOCS 2.00 
MOV (Fl) 191.20 
89.87 Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 
MOV (Fl) 19 1.20 
0.88 Crew consumables 
MOO 1 propellant 28.40 
MOO 2 propellant 56.25 
RCS MOO propellant 4 . 3 4  
Relay ComS a t( s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 0.00 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0.00 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 13.79 
Satellites 0.00 
0.00 
Teleoperated MRSR 0.00 
MOSE 0.00 
MOV (Ff)  285.56 
-198.01 TEIS (received from MCV) 
IMM 
External Scrviccs (power, corn, thcmi;il) 
E;irth u; t l~~ft~r  C X ~ C I N M C S  ( r m )  
Crew con sunia bles 
Flyaround propellant 
MCC propellant 
RCS MTE propellant 
ETMFlTE MCC prop. sys. (dry) 
RCS ETM/MOO/MTE prop. sys. (dry) 
Spacesuits 
ISE 
Solar/SPE monitoring 
AstrdPlanetary 
ECCV 
ETV 8 7 . 5 7  
64.85 
6.78 
0.00 
1.41 
0.86 
0.40 
0.10 
1 .os 
9 . 0 5  
1.23 
0.99 
0.70 
0.50 
9.18 
ECCV 9.18 
Payload 6.82 
EOCS 2.36 
Cnzw+returnables+consum+suits 1.11 
Inert module 5.7 1 
Ab 0.68 
Propulsion 1.33 
OtherEOCS 0.34 
IMM 64.85 
Cylindrical Module(s) 5 1 .OO 
Disk Module(s) 2.50 
Tunnel(s) 2.70 
0.00 
Airlwk(s) 0.95 
Life support system (LSS) 2.80 
Data management system (DMS) 0.30 
Internal Com/EPS/TCS 2.60 
Resource Nodes (docking, prox ops) 
Radiation shelter shielding 2.00 
External Services 1 .os 
Electrical power system (EPS), external 
Thermal control system (TCS), external 
0 .40 
0.50 
Communications system, external 0.15 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
LHYLOX 
Stored biprop 
Mars aerobrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
V. conservative 
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Human Mission 
Crew Consurnables* Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. lD4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trujecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Crew composition: Nominal U. S. male crew 
Mission # of Person- Total 
Period phase Crew T i  days Margin mass (t) 
LEO Checkout A 8 21 day 168 20 % 0.83 
MTv D 8 238day 1903 20 % 9.36 
MOV F 30 day 178 20 % 0.88 
MDV 1 F3 4 15 sol 6 2  5 %  0.30 
MAV 1 F4 4 1 day 4 200 % 0.07 
m H 8 172day 1377 20 % 6.78 
ECCV I 8 1 day 8 200a% 0.13 
Total (incl. margin) 18.34 
Total (w/o margin) 15.22 
Total supply = 10.13 person-years = 3700 person-days 
Average supply = 4.96 kg/person-day 
Consumables Baseline (nominal U. S. gender-mixed crew, kg/personday): 
Food Water Other Total 
Spaceborne 1.5 0.5 2.1 4 .1  
S d a c e  1 .5  2.5 0.7 4 .7  
MAV, ECCV 1.5 2.0 2.0 5 . 5  
* Consumables includes LSS + Food 
(a) To provide interplanetary safe-haven capability. 
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Human Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajecroryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMIS stage 1 
TMIS stage 2 
Venus probes 
ETM DSM prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
OtherMOCS 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MOO prop. sys. 
TEI stage 
ECCV 
Erv 
PND teleoperator(s) 
during TMI 
during TMI 
Venus swingby 
Mars transfer 
Pst-MOC 
Pst-MOC 
Pt -MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Post TEI 
PIE-EOC 
PIE-EOC 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F5 
G 
I 
I 
106.16 
50.11 
0.00 
12.49 
28.68 
1.18 
2.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
13.79 
26.78 
7.66 
68.62 
*Not included: Total 317.49 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
I 
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Human Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajecroryjile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Mass Expended (t) 
Period 
TMIstage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Marsorbit(MOO2) 
RelayCbmSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D telmperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV ( E O C S )  
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
700.410 
326.766 
75.940 
0.000 
0.561 
0.000 
28.404 
56.250 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
171.229 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.856 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.41 1 
0.40 1 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
3.219 
0.000 
4.344 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.858 
0.000 
Totals 1359.559 5.668 0.000 8 .421  
*Includes boiloff and reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Human Missiori 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajectory file: TRJ .6/30.02. Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Propellant Reserve (t) 
Period 
TMI stage 1 
TMI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS) 
PhD telmpem4s) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
34.042 
15.882 
2.695 
0.000 
0.016 
0.000 
0.894 
1.747 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
13.017 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.114 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.042 
0.0 12 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .ooo 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.095 
0.000 
0.129 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.025 
0.000 
Totals 68.293 0.168 0.000 0 . 2 4 9  
*Resemes for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Human Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 5s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO7 .Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470t320, UAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
Period 
Mission 
phase Main ACS/RCS 
TMI stage 1 
"MI stage 2 
Mars transfer (DSM) 
Mars transfer (MCC, RCS) 
MOC 
Mars orbit (RCS) 
Mars orbit (MOO 1) 
Mars orbit (MOO 2) 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
TEI 
Earth transfer (MCC, RCS) 
ECCV (EOCS)  
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
C 
C 
D 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
G 
H 
I 
6.327 
2.952 
1.152 
0.000 
0.013 
0.000 
0.759 
1.470 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
20.306 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Boiloff rates 
Low Earth orbit 
Interplanetary- 
Mars orbit 
Totals 32.978 0.000 
0.150 %/month 
0.300 %/month 
0.065 %/month 
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Human Mission 
Astrodynarnics Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hurn8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO7.Car.Cn.C hHO. MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Trajectory Type: Sprint with Venus swingby(s) and deep space maneuver(s) 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
(deg) (Ws)  (kmA2/sA2) -------- -------- ------------- (b) -------- Date (h) ------------ -------- 
E a r t h d e p a r C u r e ~  6-Feb-09 500.0 500.0 28.50 7.818 61.12 
Venus swingby 30-Mar49 
Eartharrival(E0C) 22-Apr-10 500.0 500.0 28.50 4.325 18.71 
Marsanival(M0c) 2 - 0 ~ ~ - 0 9  33840.0 250.0 45.00 6.970 48.58 
Marsdepartu~(TEI) 1-Nov-09 33840.0 250.0 45.00 6.850 46.92 
Duration Days Sols Months 
Marsbound (Em) 237.8 7.8 1 
Mars orbit 30.0 29.2 0.99 
Mars surface 
Earthbound (MTE) 172.2 5.66 
-------- -------- --------- 
MDVl 15.0 
Total mp 440.0 14.46 
Delta V Summary 
Item 
TMI 
ETM DSM 
ETM MCC 
RCS ETM 
MOC 
MOO 1 
MOO2 
RCS MOO 
MDV 1 dwrbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 ascent 
MAV 1 RCS 
TEI 
MTE DSM 
MTEMCC 
RCS MTE 
EOC 
............................. 
Delta v 
(lads) 
5.693 
1.173 
0.050 
0.030 
3.859 
0.7 19 
0.619 
0.070 
0.000 
0.150 
5.408 
0.050 
3.761 
0.000 
0.050 
0.030 
3.992 
--------- 
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Mars Descent and Ascent VehicIes 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MAb 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trujecroryfsle: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
--__-_-_____-_-___- Mass (t) -_-___--__--___ 
MDV 1 (w/o crew) 
Mars entry Ab 
Propulsion, deorbit+descent 
Parachute 
MELS 
Adapter structure (incl. landing legs) 
Landed P/L (w/o crew) 
MLMM 
MLOE 
MLSE 
MLTE (RVRs, suits) 
Teleoperated equip. 
MLCE 
MLME (ISRU demo's) 
Crew consumables 
other 
MAV (w/o crew) 
Crew* 
Mars landed expendables (MLX) 
--- 
\ ,  
51.12 
10.87 
2.38 
4.63 
3.86 
3.69 
13.50 
5.63 
6.57 
2.30 
1.02 
3 .OO 
0.15 
0.10 
(0.32) 
1.30 
0.30 
1 .oo 
23.06 
MAV (w/o crew) 23.06 
Payload 1.24  
(Crew+retumables)* (0.47) 
M A V  Crew consumables + suits 0.19 
Inert module 0.97 
RCS propulsion 0.08 
Ascent propulsion 21.82 
Structure 2 .80 
MLMM 5.63  
Pressure shell, support structure 2.80 
Partitions, equipment acceptors 0.00 
Windows 0.00 
Airlock (AL) 0.00 
Hyperbolic airlock (HAL) 0.00 
Man - s y s terns 0 .50 
Living quarters 
Galley 
Personal hygiene 
ECLSS 
DMS 
0.30 
0.10 
0.10 
0.79 
0.05 
EPS 0 . 5 4  
TCS 
Communications 
0.70 
0.25 
* l J s d  only to s i x  propulsion. Crew+returnablc:; allocsteil in ECCV. 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
LHz/Lox 
Stored biprop 
MELS acrobrake scaling 
MDV adapter scaling 
MAV inert module mass 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Mass Allocation Report 
Mission : J B M-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO7.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trujectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, M A b ,  2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
------------------- Mass (t) -_--_-_--___--__-_ 
MCV (MLEO) 11 13.43 
TMIS 7 16.06 
Stage[s) to be dropped post-TMI 94.36 
TMI Propellant 62 1.70 
MTV 397.37 
MTV 397.37 
Mars transfer expendables (MTX) 12.83 
0.00 
MOCS 38.85 
MCC propellant 6.36 
RCS ETM propellant 6.47 
ETM MCC prop. sys. (dry) 
Mars capture Ab 34.57 
prop. SYS. (dry) 1.25 
Propellant 1.02 
other MOCS 2.00 
MOV (Fl) 345.69 
MOV (Fl) 345.69 
Structure 0.50 
Mars orbit expendables (MOX) 62.01 
MOO prop. sys. (dry) 8 .75  
RCS ETM/MOO prop. sys. (dry) 1 . 5 1  
MOO propellant 5 1.03 
RCS MOO propellant 10.99 
Support Services 0.21 
Data management system @MS) 0.03 
Electrical power system (EPS) 0.05 
Communications system 0.03 
Satellites 2.00 
Thermal control system (TCS) 0.10 
Payload 272.70 
RelayComSat(s) 1 .oo 
MarsSciSat(s) 1 .oo 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 0.00 
Teleoperated MRSR 3.50 
MOSE 0.15 
ISE 0.30 
51.12 MDV(S) 
Phobos EV 9 . 7 9  
Sol ar/S PE monitoring 0.20 
AstroPlanetary 0 .10 
Deimos EV 
TEIS 
Stage 
Prop I1 3 n t 
7 . 8 3  
198.01 
26.78  
17 1.23 
Technology Status 
Propulsion system masses 
LHz/LoX 
Stored biprop 
Mars ambrake scaling 
Nominal 
Nominal 
Nominal 
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Cargo Mission 
Dry* Masses Deployed or Jettisoned Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
LO9 .Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
What When 
Mission 
phase Mass (t) 
TMIS stage 
ETM MCC prop. sys. 
Mars Ab 
MOC prop. sys. 
OtherMOCS 
Relay ComSat (s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 (without MAV 1) 
Phobos EV 
Deimos EV 
MOO prop. sys. 
MAv1 
MOV, pre-hmm "E1 
~ 
during TMI 
PR-MOC 
Pt -MOC 
Pt -MOC 
Pst-MOC 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
Mars orbit 
C 
E 
E 
E 
E 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F1 
F2 
F5 
F1 
F1 
F5 
F5 
94.36 
0.00 
34.57 
1.25 
2.00 
1 .oo 
1 .oo 
0.00 
3.50 
22.92 
3.08 
9.79 
7.83 
8.75 
2.67 
*Not included: Total 192.73 
propellants, consumables, crew mass, spacesuits, other expendables 
~ 
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Cargo Mission 
Total Propellant* Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
LO7 .Car. Cn. ChHO. MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH 
Mission purpose: 
Trajectory fife: TRJ .6/30.02. S p .Ab 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
68 2 
Propellant Mass Expenclzc (t) 
Period 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
Relay Cornsat( s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Telmperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 M i t  
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
Ph/D telmptor(s)  
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
62 1.702 
0.000 
1.024 
5 1.025 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
6.364 0.000 6.469 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 10.987 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.247 0.000 0.000 
3.265 0.000 0.000 
19.764 0.000 0.028 
Totals 673.751 29.640 0.000 17.484 
*Includes boiloff and resexves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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Cargo Mission 
Propellant Reserves* Report 
Mission; JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 1 Ss2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07. (2-ir.Cn .ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: JEIM-HH Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Period 
TMI C 36.262 
Mars transfer D 0.000 
MOC E 0.029 
Mars orbit operations F 1.608 
RelayComSat(s) F 0.000 
MarsSciS at( s) F 0.000 
F 0.000 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) F 0.000 
MDV 1 dmrbit F2a 0.000 
MDV 1 terminal descent F2b 0.000 
MAV 1 F4 0.000 
0.000 
0.188 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.007 
0.062 
3.314 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.191 
0.000 
0.328 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
Totals 37.899 3.571 0.000 0.520 
*Reserves for Isp, delta V, and bulk propellant margins. 
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! Cargo Mission 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff Report 
Mission: J B M- HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1D4cP. 1 5sZR.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07.Car.Cn.ChHO.MA b 
Reference mission: TSM-HH Trajectoryfile: TRJ.6/30.02.Sp.Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos, 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Cryo-propellant Boiloff (t) 
Period 
Mission 
Phi= Main ACS/RCS 
TMI 
Mars transfer 
MOC 
Mars orbit operations 
RelayComSat(s) 
MarsSciSat(s) 
Ph/D teleoperator(s) 
Teleoperated MRSR(s) 
MDV 1 deorbit 
MDV 1 terminal descent 
MAV 1 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F 
F2a 
F2b 
F4 
7.237 
0.000 
0.035 
2.561 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Totals 9.833 0.000 
Boiloff rates 
Low Earth orbit 
Interplanetary+&+Uj 
Mars orbit 
0.150 %/month 
0.300 %/month 
0.065 %/month 
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Cargo Mission 
Astrodynamics Report 
Mission: JBM-HH 
L09.Hum8c.SpVsDsm.ChHO.MAb. 1 D4cP. 15s2R.ChHO.ECCVo 
L07. Car. Cn. ChHO. MA b 
Reference mission: JBM-HH Trajectory file: TRJ.6/30.02.S p .Ab 
Mission purpose: 
CS-2, TIC-3R Ref., Miss 3. (Sprint '09,485/470/320, MAb, 2t rad shield) 
PhEVs to Phobos and Deimos. 1 MRSR. ECCV into LEO. 
Trajectory Type : Conjunct ion 
Apoapsis Periapsis Inclination Vinf c 3  
Date (W (km) (deg) (km/s) (kmA2/sA2) 
Earthdeparture(TMI) 22-Sep-07 500.0 500.0 28.50 3.570 12.74 
Mars arrival (MOC) 25-Sep-08 33840.0 250.0 45.00 2.829 8.00 
Duration 
Marsbound (EN) 
Mars orbit 
Delta V Summary 
Item 
TMI 
ETMMCC 
RCS ETM 
MOC 
MOO 
RCS MOO 
3.132 
0.050 
0.050 
0.985 
0.7 19 
0.100 
Conclusions 
and Recommendations 
6-1 
6.1 Conclusions and Recommendations 
The conclusions and recommendations for all of the case studies are given in Tables 
6.1- 1 through 6.1-4. Each table lists the issues, suggests solutions, and relates the lessons 
learned from the studies. Several problems are cOmmOn to all of the case studies, such as 
the need for light-weight, low-boiloff tanks and for designs which are compatible with on- 
orbit assembly technology. Table 6.1-5 recommends a course of study for 1989. Not only 
does it suggest further exploration of the current case studies, but it also proposes several 
new ones. 
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OF POOR QUALITY A MANNED MARS ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY VEHICLE 
David N Schultz. Charle\ C Rupp. Gregory A Hajos. and John M. Butler. Jr 
NASAGeorge C Marshall Space Flight Center 
Hunt\ville. Alabama 35812 
Abstract 
4 number of ways of accomplishing manned Mars missions 
are under assessment at the present time. These include "all-up" 
missions ( i n  which the crew and all equipment and supplies are 
transported together in one vehicle) and "split" missions tin 
which an unmanned cargo vehicle is sent earlier and stored in 
Mars orbit for rendezvous with a manned vehicle about I .5 years 
later). Potential vehicle options for either type of mission include 
zero-gravity concepts I with "countermeasures" to reduce physi- 
ological degradation) and artificial-gravity concepts. This paper 
presents data on an artifiCial-graVlty vehicle sized for the manned 
mission of  a split-mission concept. A brief comparison with a 
zero-g vehicle is provided. Comparative data for a few alterna- 
tive systems options within the concept and limited treatment of 
\ubs> stems. programmatics. and other considerations are pro- 
vided with the principal thrust to define one feasible overall 
configuration. 
Introduction 
Recently. NASA has performed relatively low effort studies 
o f  manned mksions to Mars. These studies have been very pre- 
liminary in nature. with their primary purpose to provide early 
data for long-range planning of future missions and systems. 
Man! options are considered in on-going studies. One of the 
ma.jor areas of consideration is whether to fly an "all-up" versus 
a "\plit" type o f  mission. Most of the work to date has been 
done on the "all-up" type of mission. in which the crew and all 
equipment and supplies are transported together in one vehicle. 
In  an attempt to find types of missions having shorter mission 
durations for the crew. studies have recently been done on "split" 
missions'. in which an unmanned cargo vehicle is launched 
about I .j years early and stored in Mars orbit for later rendez- 
\ous with a manned vehicle. Using such an approach. mission 
t ime is decreased for some opportunities. although some 
unattractive attributes are incurred. Each of these approaches has 
pro\ and cons associated with it. and much more study must be 
done 
,Another Le\ area of consideration is whether to use a zero-g 
\erhu> an anit'icial-p vehicle. Them are pros and cons associated 
with either of these approaches. just as there are with the all-up 
\ersus split-mission approach. and considerably more study must 
he clone on all options. 
To help provide data for the gravity-field question. a pre- 
liniinar? concept was generated for an artificial-g vehicle that 
~ ~ ) t i l d  he compared to an existing concept of a zero-g piloted 
\chicle of a \plit-mission pair. This was a NASA multi-center in- 
houw activit!. with MSFC serving in a lead role and with ARC. 
JSC. KSC. LaRC. LeRC. and HQ participating. The study took 
place o\er  ahout a m-week period in mid-1987. 
Groundrules 
The study groundrules are listed in Table I. Since many of 
these u c h  as g-levels and spin rates are soft at this time. a fair 
amount of conservatism is used. The split mission concept is 
utilized with the cargo vehicle preceding the piloted vehicle by 
about a year and a half. Maximum use is made of the existing 
definition of the Mars mission concept and cargo vehicle 
elements from Reference I ,  Low Earth Orbit (LEO) departure for 
the cargo vehicle is mid-2003 and late 2004 for the piloted 
vehicle with a crew of six. Aerodynamic braking both into Mars 
orbit and into Earth return orbit is utilized. For most of the 
Earth-Mars and Mars-Earth transit, a gravity level of 1 g is 
specified with the possibility of a reduction ro Mars gravity 
(approximately 3/8 gJ for up to a month prior to Mars entry. In 
preparation for aerobraking. all elements are retracted to a zero-g 
configuration. Gravity levels during aerobraking for either Mars 
or Earth are specified to not exceed 3.5 g for more than I min 
with a 5 g maximum. A spin rate of 2 rpm initially was selected 
although this was parameterized from I to 4 rpm. The preferred 
crew module orientation is perpendicular to the spin plane so that 
crew motion with respect to the floor is maximized in the direc- 
tion of the spin axis, thereby minimizing Coriolis effects. Liquid 
hydrogen and liquid oxygen cryogenic propellants are used both 
to and from Mars for the main propulsion system. Provision of 
safe haven and storm protection for solar flares with a 15 min 
warning is specified for crew safety. Planned extra vehicular 
activitiy (EVA) is required in Mars orbit to prepare for surface 
operations. refiiel the piloted vehicle. etc., and contingency EVA 
is assumed to be required for the Earth-Mars and Mars-Earth 
transit phases. Use is made of available space and launch 
elements for operations and derivatives of these elements for 
Mars vehicle components with a simple. safe. and low-cost con- 
cept desired. 
Mission Sequence 
'The split option trajectory profile is illustrated by Figure I .  
The cargo vehicle is launched in mid-2003 and arrives in Mars 
orbit near the end of that year with the return fuel for the piloted 
vehicle. landers and necessary equipment for the Mars surface 
operations. probes. and other experiments and equipment as 
required. Almost a year after the cargo vehicle is safely in Mars 
orbit. the piloted vehicle is launched. arrives at Mars in mid- 
2005 for a 30 day stay to permit IO to 20 days of surface opera- 
tions. and arrives back at Earth in early 2006. Figure 2 shows a 
Mars piloted mission scenario which illustrates on-orbit assembly 
of the Mars space vehicle. trans-Mars injection. deployment of 
artificial gravity. Mars aerocapture and operations. trans-Earth 
injection. redeployment of a r t i f i d  gravity. and Earth aerocap- 
ture for Earth return. 
Options and Trades 
The key system options considered during the study are as 
depicted in Table 2. The options enclosed by the boxes are those 
selected. Since life science data currently is insufficient to permit 
selection o f  a fractional gravity level for missions up to a year or 
longer. I g is baselined for most of the transit to and from Mars. 
Although 2 rprn i s  \elected. rotation rate was parameterized from 
I to 4 rpm with Coriolis and head-to-foot gravity gradient effects 
two of the key considerations. The arrangement of the crew mod- 
ules (i.e. separated by long distances or aggregatedklustered 
1 
together) is a strong configuration driver. Because of the high 
cost of transportation to and from Mars. the use of required 
elements only for the countenveight is selected versus use of 
Space Station tSS) trash or the Shuttle external tank. Other 
opiiona are two-body versus three-body masses. booms versus 
trusses versus tethers. multiple versus single tethers. manned 
module onentation (long axis in the spin plane versus perpen- 
dicular to the spin plane, and spin vector orientation (inertially 
fixed or Sun tracking). 
Figure 3' depicts some of the key parameters and the 
comfort zone used for the study. Rotational radius and percent 
change in gravity from head to foot are shown as a function of 
angular velocity (rotation rate). The overall shaded area shows 
the generally accepted so-called comfort zone for man in a rotat- 
ing coordinate frame experiencing artificial gravity. For this 
study. however. the area was restricted to the darker shaded area 
which ranges from 0.35 g (just under Mars gravity) to I g (Earth 
gravity). The heavy dot shows the design reference point which 
haa a rotational radius of 734 ft and a head-to-foot gravity 
gradieni less than I % .  Also shown in parentheses are values of 
Coriolis force on the crew. calculated in percent of apparent 
weight. assuming a 3 fvsec movement of either a portion (such 
as the head) or a11 of the body. For the design reference. the 
coriolis force is almost 4%. As may be observed. for a given 
radial g level. as angular velocity or rotation rate is increased. 
Coriolis also increases. At the maximum rate of 4 rpm for I g, 
the rotational radius is reduced to 184 ft but the Coriolis force is 
increased rb almost 8%. Although currently available life science 
data in this area is insufficienr ro permit a definite conclusion. a 
consensus opinion of the study participants has judged that 1 g 
and 2 rpm are reasonably acceptable choices to accommodate 
artificial gravity for a manned M a n  mission. 
Some of the module arrangement trades are depicted in 
Table 3 .  Almost all of the considerations favored the aggregated 
or clustered crew modules rather than a separated configuration. 
particularly from a safe haven and storm shelter point of view. 
Since the counterweight consists of all available mass not 
required for the crew quaners. a two body overall configuration 
is then implied to obtain a reasonable mass balance. For 
example. starting from the original definition of the piloted 
vehicle'. this would give approximately 2/3 of the mass for the 
crew quarters and about 113 of the mass for the counterweight. 
The tinal configuration was fairly close to these values. 
Most of the artificial gravity configuration options that were 
considered are illustrated by Figure 4.  The shaded area shows 
just the two body configurations with aggregated habitability 
modules. Since Configuration I has all floors for the crew mod- 
ules generally at the same gravity level and also has acceptable 
end body dynamic stability. it was selected for further definition 
as shown by the asterisk. Although Configuration I1 also has 
good end body dynamic stability. its floors have different gravity 
levels for the crew modules and the crew must climb up and 
down a "gravity well." There are many other features of this type 
of floor arrangement that also make this configuration 
undesirable (this is consistent with trades that have been done in 
SS studies). Configuration 111 has all floors at the same gravity 
level with the modules perpendicular to the spin plane. This 
rends io maximize crew relative velocity (motion with respect to 
the floors) in the direction of the spin axis thereby minimizing 
coriolia effects ti.e. relative velocity perpendicular to the spin 
axi\ maximizes Coriolis force and relative velocity along the spin 
axi\  reduces coriolis force to zero). All attempts to achieve crew 
module end body dynamic stabilization. however. were 
unsuccesdul. Although this configuration is preferred. the 
conolis effects were judged to be second order with respect to 
dynamic stability and Configuration I was selected Future work 
in this area would be beneficial to find a configuration 
arrangement that would satisfy these cnteria simultaneously 
End body masses for Configuration I were then estimated to 
be 4263 slugs for the manned module assembly and 2367 slugs 
for the counterweight assembly. Using these values. Figure 5 
shows the length between bodies (solid lines) and the rotational 
radius (dashed lines) as a function of rotation rate from I rpm to 
4 rpm for both I g (Earth gravity) and 318 g (Mars gravity). The 
heavy dots show that the length between bodies is 2058 ft and 
the rotational radius is 734 ft for the 1 g and 2 rpm reference 
values. Using the same mass and rotation rate values, Figure 6 
gives the fuel weight required for spinup and spindown assuming 
a complement of cryogenic thrusters with an Isp of 460 sec on 
each of the end bodies. Note that slightly more than 12.000 Ib of 
spinup-spindown propellant is required for I g and 2 rpm as 
shown by the heavy dot. 
Additional subsystems trades were performed to identify 
orientation options. structural interfaces, and thermal control con- 
siderations. As shown in Figure 7. the spin axis can either 
remain normal (or perpendicular) to the ecliptic plane or be 
pointed at the sun by continuously precessing the spinning con- 
figuration using a bipropellant reaction control system (RCS) on 
each end body. For the I g and 2 rpm reference values, about 
32..100 Ib of bipropellant fuel is required to precess the spin-axis 
for the entire Earth-Mars and Mars-Earth trip (approximately 396 
deg of solar vector precession angle). For the spin axis con- 
tinuously pointed at the sun, the solar arrays always face the sun 
as shown in Figure 7, and the power system is simpler and light- 
er weight. However, with the spin axis normal to the ecliptic 
plane. the power system, although more complicated (arrays con- 
tinuously rotate at spin speed with respect to the sun and must be 
active on both sides), is only about 4,000 Ib heavier so this 
orientation was selected. Figure 8 shows typical weights for key 
interfaces and structural support. Figure 9 shows the current 
thermal control concept using SS modules modified by adding 
single phase body mounted radiators since two-phase radiators 
are not useable in the I-g environment. 
Tethers and Dvnamic Stabilitv 
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End Body Stability. Euler's equations describe the motion 
of a body subject to initial rotation rates and external torques. 
Inspection of these equations shows that rotations about the 
principal axes continue about that axis in the absence of external 
toques. For this condition. the rotation is defined to be stable. 
In the spinning configuration of the manned Mars vehicle. 
the bodies must be aligned so that the spin axis is parallel to a 
principal axis of each of the end bodies. This orientation 
prevents the end bodies from tumbling. With the long distance 
between the end bodies. maintaining a stable orientation is 
important for both tethers and rigid structures to minimize reac- 
tion torques which can cause tether system instability or destroy 
rigid booms and trusses. 
Figure 10 shows the three stable end body orientations con- 
nected together by a tether. Any of the crew or manned module 
end-body orientations can be connected to any of the counter- 
weight end-body orientations. The different orientations of the 
solar arrays cause the crew end-body moments-of-inertia to be 
different for the three connections. For each connection. there is 
a stable and unstable orientation about the tether axis. The stable 
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orientation is shown. The unstable orientation has the end-body 
rotated 90 deg about the tether-axis. The tendency either to be 
stable or tumble is assessed by calculating the angular accelera- 
tions of the body with a slight offset in the body orientation. 
This is done for I deg errors about the three body axes. The 
resulting accelerations are divided by the moments-of-inertia to 
give equivalent Euler moments or torques as shown. This Euler 
moment is the torque required to force the spin to be about a 
non-principal axis and represents the torsion in the tether or rigid 
wucture. For the cases shown. the iorques are negative for an 
offset about the tether-axis. meaning the acceleration is in a 
direction to return the body to the zero orientation for which the 
spin is about a principal axis. Small offsets about the principal 
axis parallel to the spin axis do not result in instability. and the 
torque caused by tether attach point relative to the body center- 
of-gravity restores the orientation to zero. Likewise. small posi- 
tive torques about the axis normal to the figure can be effectively 
countered by a bridle. 
Tether Design Requirements. Design requirements for the 
connection between the end bodies are identical for the rigid 
boom. truss. and tether approaches. The structure must survive 
the space environment with high probability. must be capable of 
deploying and retracting without EVA and withstanding the static 
and dynamic loads. and must be stowed behind the aerobrake 
shield. The structural approach which meets these requirements 
with the minimum weight is the desired approach. 
A rigid structure was found to not meet these mandatory 
requirements. Relaxing the packaging requirement results in 
otherwise suitable rigid designs. However, because of the large 
separation distance between the two end bodies. the rigid struc- 
ture adds little to the stability of the system. while the weight of 
rhe rigid structure far exceeds the weight of the tether approach 
as shown in Figure 1 1 .  
Tether design concepts are shown in Figure 12. The 
approach to maximize micrometeoroid impact survivability is 
subject to debate. and further technology studies and testing are 
required to determine the best approach. Cross-members are 
required to equalize loads in the event of failure of a member; 
however. overdesign can cause failures to propagate. Tether 
strength requirements are extrapolated from a study by Martin 
Marietta Aerospace.' The designs shown have a safety factor of 
7 compared to the breaking strength. 
The tether deployment and retrieval concept for the Mars 
mission uses a thruster system to separate the end bodies from 
each other while playing out the cable under low tension. A 
simple winch-type mechanism can be used since little energy dis- 
sipation is involved. The deployer concept used in Reference 3 
can contain a large volume of tether but it uses an electro- 
dynamic brake which is nor required. Rather than perform a new 
design. the deployer mass of the Martin design was used for the 
Mars mission weight statement, recognizing that the deployer 
motor. power control. and thermal system were excessive for this 
application but the tether reel should be somewhat larger. Table 
4 3hows the capability of the Martin design versus the Mars mis- 
sion cable deployer requirements. 
Future studies are required in the areas of tether design rech- 
nology. deployment and retraction operations. attachment design 
!or no EVA. dynamics. and &pin-uptspin-down operations. The 
spin fuel is sized assuming thruster torques are applied at both 
ends reaultins in equal angular acceleration3 on the two end 
bodies. Significant >wing$ can be obtained if a method can be 
employed which applies most of the spin thrust at the counter- 
weight end which has the longest lever arm from the configura- 
tion center-of-mass. 
Abort and Degraded Modes 
For mission safety. several abon and degraded modes were 
considered as illustrated in Figure 13. Abort return to LEO is 
possible until approximately 10 min into the third stage bum. 
after which Mars transit is mandatory. If a critical problem 
develops on the way to Mars, a free return to Earth is available 
using a small aeropass maneuver at Mars for velocity adjustment. 
In  the event of a severed tether, a recovery sequence is available 
as illustrated in the lower right comer of the figure. Cryogenic 
thrusters and a bipropellant RCS on each of the manned module 
and counterweight assemblies will null the separation velocities, 
after which a rendezvous sequence will bring the two bodies 
back to the final docking configuration as shown. From the time 
the tether breaks. this uses slightly more than 3.000 Ib of propel- 
lant and approximately I hr. This propellant is about equal to 
that for a normal spindown so most of it already would be avail- 
able in the design. If the tether can be repaired (or a spare tether 
is available). the configuration can again be spun up for artificial 
gravity. However. if the tether is unable to be repaired. abon to 
zero-g is the final degraded mode for the remainder of the mis- 
sion. For subsystems safety and reliability, the tether is sized 
with an overall factor of safety of 7, SS subsystems are utilized 
with various levels of redundancy, 5,000 Ib of spare pans are 
assumed for maintenance and repair. and contingency propellant 
is included for one extra spinup and spindown as well as 
severed-tether recovery for each trajectory leg to and from Mars. 
Degraded power modes also range down to about half the all-up 
operational level of 25 kW as shown. 
Configuration 
The vehicle is composed of the crew module assembly and 
the countenveight assembly. During the orbit change maneuvers. 
the vehicle is stacked together as shown in Figure 14. For the 
transit phase of the mission, the two portions of the vehicle are 
separated but held in position by the tether system as illustrated 
by Figure 15. Structural members are not shown in the figures. 
but weight estimates have been included for them. The structural 
members would support the elements from their trunion fittings 
in the Earth-to-orbit launch vehicles. 
The crew module assembly contains modules assembled into 
a modified SS "race-track" configuration shown in the lower 
right hand comer of Figure 16. The assembly uses two shortened 
SS habitability modules. four SS nodes. and an airlock. One of 
the nodes serves as the solar flare storm shelter. Mounted to the 
module assembly are the cryogenic and bipropellant RCS 
thrusters and cryogenic spinupispindown propellant tanks 
(bipropellant tanks not shown). Figure 16 also shows the tether 
joined to the crew module and counterweight assemblies with a 
four point bridle. The tether deployment system is mounted 
between the habitability modules. The solar array system is 
mounted to the module assembly and deployable/retractable 
beams are used to deploy the arrays during the zero-g pans of 
the mission. The arrays gimbal about one axis (tether axis) only. 
because of  the severe weight penalties which would be imposed 
to gimbal them out of the spin plane. The module assembly 
includes a despun platform (not shown) which contains the 
communications package and additional science and engineering 
instruments. 
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The counterweight assembly contains the aerobrake. a 
propulsion stage. cryogenic and bipropellant RCS thrusters. 
cryogenic spinup/spindown propellant tanks (bipropellant tanks 
not shown). and the Earth return capsule (ERC). The aerobrake 
I \  a 100 ft x 70 ft  ellipsoid The ellipsoid gives a larger lift to 
drag (LID) range during the aerobraking maneuver than does a 
circular aerobrake. All other components of the counterweight 
nest inside the aerobrake. The propulsion stage is used for Earth- 
Mar\ and Mars-Earth trajectory insertion (after being refueled in 
Mars orbit from the cargo vehicle). The empty stage serves as 
pan ut' the counterweight mass dunng transit to and from Mars. 
The ERC is used during the Earth aerobraking maneuver. 
Weights and Launch Vehicle Requirements 
A summary of the weights for the piloted vehicle is shown 
in Table 5 .  To compare with the I 8 artificial gravity case. an 
updated zero gravity configuration is also shown. The piloted 
vehicle with artificial-g weighs a little over 45.000 Ib more than 
the updated zero-g configuration (approximately 20% more). 
Various elements and corresponding weights. as well as delta 
weight increaser. are also shown in the table along with the total 
>?..;rem weight for each case. Since the piloted vehicle is refueled 
from the cargo vehicle and a portion of the aerobrake system for 
the zero-g piloted vehicle is jettisoned in Mars orbit (this is 
needed for the artificial gravity counterweight). the total system 
weights have been adjusted for performance as shown by the 
asterisks. Figure 17 then shows the required number of 200 Klb 
chs\  Heavy Lift Vehicle (HLV) launches as a function of these 
adjusted payload weights. The updated zero-g case requires 7 
HLVs for the cargo vehicle and 9 HLVs for the piloted vehicle 
to transport all required mass from the surface of Earth to the SS 
altitude for assembly (assumed to be 220 n.mi. rendezvous alti- 
tude). For the artificial gravity case. this grows to 9 HLVs for 
the cargo vehicle and I2 HLVs for the piloted vehicle, or a total 
of 5 additional HLV launches. 
To include the weights of the stages for both piloted and 
cargo vehicles. an overall weight summary is given in Table 6. 
Addition of the total delta weights gives an overall increase of 
26% to both piloted and cargo vehicles for the addition of artifi- 
cial p v i t y .  
Other Considerations 
Commonality. The artificial-g vehicle concept can have a 
high degree of commonality with the SS. which should give con- 
fidence in safety and reliability, and should help keep costs low 
and hchedules short. There can be a high degree of commonality 
between an artificial-g and a zero-g vehicle. It is not much of an 
overstatement to say that the artificial-g vehicle is basically a 
zero-p vehicle with an add-on system for artificial gravity. 
Schedule. A very preliminary assessment indicates that the 
overall time span required for development. production. and mis- 
hion preparation for the artificial-g vehicle is not significantly 
rreater than that required for the zero-g vehicle. Due to the 
potential high commonality between the zero-g and artificial-g 
vehicles. development and production of the common systems 
can progress fairly far towards completion before a decision to 
go one way or the other is necessary. A more sizable program- 
matic implication is the potential need for a precursor LEO Vari- 
able-8 Facility to verify the human physiological implications of 
artir'icial-g. Such a facility can also provide verification of the 
artit'icial-g vehicle systems. to some degree. The facility can be 
of a minimal nature having much 3maller habitable volume than 
the artificial-g vehicle. and possibly can use discarded space 
hardware (SS "trash". the STS External Tank. etc.) for a 
counterweight. 
- Cost. A preliminary assessment indicates that the cost of a 
pilotedlcargo vehicle pair for a split mission is increased approxi- 
mately 10% by adding artificial-g. This includes costs of 
development and unit purchases, but does not include a LEO 
Variable-g Facility. 
Technology. Table 7 lists some key areas of technology or 
advanced development applicable to an artificial-g vehicle. None 
of these require any major advances of existing technology. 
Research in the life sciences areas shown is necessary because of 
the limited understanding we currently have of the physiological 
implications of gravity fields induced by rotation. Artificial-g 
provides some definite benefits, but also introduces some 
problems (Coriolis effects, for example) and these must be better 
understood. Research can produce results which permit g-levels 
and rotation rates to be used with much less severe systems 
design implications than those used in this study. The items 
listed under the "module systems" category probably are the least 
demanding of any on the list from the technology/development 
standpoint, but are shown here for completeness. 
Summary 
Table 8 provides a summary of the key findings from this 
study. Most of these are discussed earlier in the paper. so will 
not be addressed again here. At the present time, there appears to 
be a fairly high degree of optimism among many life science 
people that "countermeasures" can be found to offset or prevent 
the deleterious physiological effects of zero-g. Life sciences 
research. currently being planned for the early. period of Space 
Station operation IO Certify a routine crew stay-time of I80 days 
at the station, should go far towards proving the effectiveness of 
zero-g countermeasures. 
At this time, insufficient data exists to determine whether or 
not an artificial-g vehicle will be required for manned Mars mis- 
sions. Both concepts should be studied further. and more life 
sciences research must be done. The high commonality potential 
of systems berween zero-g and artificial-g vehicles would allow 
development and production to begin early on the common sys- 
tems and a decision to be made later on the gravity question. 
The consideration of whether or not a LEO Variable-g Facility is 
required becomes of key importance early if it is determined that 
( I ) an artificial-g vehicle is needed and (2) it is desired to not 
slip the schedule for the initial mission beyond that currently 
envisioned for the zero-g vehicle in NASA's manned Mars "new 
initiative ." 
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TABLE I .  Manned Mars Mission - Artificial Gravity Accommodation 
CROVNDRULES 
0 USE SPLIT OPTION MISSION CONCEPT 
- CARGO VEHICLE PRECEEDS PILOTED VEHICLE 
0 USE EXISTING DEFINITION OF MARS CARGO VEHICLE ELEMENTS AND MARS 
SURFACE ACTIVITIES 
- N O  NEW ASSESSMENT 
0 LEO DEPARTURE 
- CARGO VEHICLE: MID 2003 - CONJUNCTION TRAJECTORY - PILOTED vEnicLE: LATE 2004 - SPRINT TRAJECTORY 
0 CREW SnE OF 6 
0 AERODYNAMIC BRAKING INTO MARS ORBIT AND INTO EARTH RETURN ORBIT 
0 GRAVITY LEVELS 
- 1G FOR MOST OF EARTH-MARS AND MARSEARTH TRANSIT - 3/8G NEAR MARS INTERFACE - 00 PRIOR TO MARS OR EARTH AEROBRAKING - NOT TO EXCEED 3.56 FOR MORE THAN 1 MINUTE WITH 50 MAXIMUM 
0 INITIALLY SIZE FOR SPIN RATE OF 2 RPM 
- UP TO 4 RPM ULTIMATELY MAY BE POSSIBLE 
0 PREFERRED MODULE ORIENTATION (FLOOR) PERPENDICULAR TO SPIN PLANE 
0 CRY0 PROPELLANTS FOR EARTH-MARS L MARS-EARTH TRANSFER 
0 PROVIDE SAFE HAVEN FOR CREW SAFETY 
0 PROVIDE STORM PROTECTION FOR SOLAR FLARES WITH 15 MIN WARNING 
0 UTIUZE.PLANNED EVA IN MARS ORBIT 
0 CONTINGENCY EVA DURING EARTH-MARS L MARSEARTH TRANSIT 
0 CONSIDER AVAILABLE SPACE AND LAUNCH ELEMENTS FOR OPERATIONS AND 
DERIVATIVES OF THESE ELEMENTS FOR MARS VEHICLE COMPONENTS 
- SPACE STATION - OTV - O W  
- STS - SDV OR nLLv 
0 SIMPLE, SAFE, LOW COST CONCEPT DESIRED 
TABLE 2.  Manned Mars Mission - Artificial Gravity Accommodation -
ORAVITY LEVEL: PARTIAL G V S . m  
ROTATION RATE: VS. OTHER (UP TO 4 R W )  
-CORIOLIS CONSIDERATIONS 
-HEAD-TO-FOOT GRAVITY-GRADIENT 
SEPARATED MODULES VS. [*OaREGATEq MODULES 
USE OF SPACE STATION TRASH OR S n V r n E  EXTERNAL TANK 
VS. USE OF ONLY I REWIRED ELEMENTS] (SEPARATED AS NECESSARY) 
FOR COUNTERWEIGHT 
m-1 VS. THREE-BODY MASSES 
BOOM VS. TRUSS V S . m  
MULTIPLE vs. -TETHERS 
MODULE ORIENTATION: b~ SPIN  PLAN^ VS.PERPENDICULAR TO SPIN PLANE 
ORIENTATION OF SPIN VECTOR: [ INERTIALLY-FIXED( vs. SUN-TRACKING 
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TABLE 3. Manned Mars Missions - Artificial Gravity Accommodation 
SEP*RATED *COREOITED 
0 SAFE HAVEN CONSIDERATIONS 
- NUMBER OF EXITS PER MODULE - AVAILABILITY OF MULTIPLE 
VOLUMES WITH MINIMUM MODULES 
STORM SHELTER ASPECTS 
- RAPID ACCESS - NEED FOR JUST ONE SHELTER 
0 PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
- LARGE GROUP INTERACnON - MlNlMIZATlON OF FEELINGS 
O f  ISOLATION 
0 CREW SKILL MIX AVAILABLE 
0 SYSTEMS CONSIDERATIONS 
- MINIMUM NUMBER OF AIRLOCKS 
-MASSES MORE EQUAL J 
TABLE 4 Tether Deployer 
DEPLOYER MASS S . W  LB (2.380 KO) 
VOLUME OF TETHER (U m (1.31 Lu) 
STRENGTH 179,990 LB (8.181KG) 
LENGTH 2.OW FT (627M) 
VOLUME Of m E R  63 m (1.73 m) ' 
d 
J 
d 
J 
OEPLOYER MASS 5.25s LB (2,309 KG] (MOTORS, REEL. STRUMURS 
CONTROLLER, NO TETHER) 
APPROXIMATE REEL SIZE 
TETHER MASS 3.770 LB (1713 KO) 
22 M M A  X 0.7 Y L O M I  
TABLE 5 .  Manned Mars Split Mission Piloted Vehicle Weight Summary (Ib) 
(Excluding Propulsive Stages) 
DESCRIPTION 
=%%i%% 
EARTH RETURN CAPSULE 
3td STAGE 
AVIONICS 
RCS SUBSVSTEM (15% CON1 ON TANKS) 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
SUBTOTAL 
UODULE STRUCTURE (2) 
NODE STRUCTURE (4) 
AIRLOCK 
THERMAL 
AVIONICS 
CREW SVSTEUS 
ECLSI 
WDULUNODE COWTINGENCV (15%) 
SUPPLEMENTAL SHIELDING ISTORM SHELTER) 
SPARES 
FLUIDS. THERMAL 
FLUIDS, ELECTRICAL 
ECLSS CONSUMADLE 
CREW SVSTEM CONSUMAELES 
TETHER (INC 15% CONT) 
TETHER DEPLOVER (INC 15% CONT) 
RCS SUBSVSTEM (18% CONT ON TANKS) 
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEU 
SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
MISSION SCIENCE 
CREW 16) 
SUBTOTAL I 
TOTAL SVSTEM WEIGNTVADJ COR PERFORMANCE) 
UPDATED 00 
2801 
14663 
32174 
2638 
79016 
25S64 
24157 
6000 
8676 
7496 
9446 
14768 
14611 
3000 
5000 
432 
64  
6284 
11267 
4470 
1588 
Sl66 
1140 
1 50443 
229458 (186383)' 
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10 CASE 
31605 
14883 
32174 
383 
11142 
4652 
94648 
25884 
24157 
6000 
9675 
7496 
9448 
14768 
14611 
3000 
5000 
432 
64 
6294 
11267 
4331 
6009 
12802 
6466 
3894 
5166 
1140 
178990 
-
274938 (261270 '  
- 
DELTA -
2464 
393 
1614 
15633 
i i iaa -
4335 
6009 
12802 
3986 
2405 
28547 
45380 -
TABLE 6. Artificial-G Vehicles Overall Weight Summary 
UPDATED ZERO-G ARTIFICIAL 0 DELTA -- 
* COUNTERWEIGHT 79.01I 84.I4I 
* MANNED MODULE ASSV 150,443 178.8IO 
* STAGE 1 727,874 885,578 
* STAGE 2 358.852 I72.678 - STAGE 5 202.803 2I2.740 
TOTAL 1.520.2II 1,895,737 
15.833 
21.541 
137;005 
112.727 
7#.#37 
476,548 
- PAVLOAO - STAOL 1 
TOTAL 
427,403 8lI.240 
727,874 I6I,S78 
1,161,371 1,3#4,81* 
1 1 . w  
1 5 7 . ~ 0 5  
2 2 8,4 4 2 
-
TABLE 7. Key Enabling Technology/Advanced Development Areas for Artificial-G Mission 
0 LIFE SCIENCES 
FOR PRIMARY FOR BACKUP 
Y O D E M O D E  
. PHYSIOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES OF ROTATIONAL g-FIELDS J - ALLOWABLE ROTATION RATE J 
1 - ALLOWABLE 9-LEVEL - ALLOWABLE g-FIELD GRADIENT (HEAD-TO-FOOT) - ZERO-g COUNTER MEASURES - ZERO-g MEDICAL TOOLS 6 TECHNIQUES 
ARTIFICIAL-g SYSTEMS J - SYSTEMS IMPLICATIONS OF VARIABLES LISTED UNDER LIFE SCIENCES - TETHERS - SPlNUPlSPlNDOWN TECHNIOUES - SEVERED-TETHERED RECOVERY 
0 MODULE SYSTEMS FOR OPERATION IN 0-9 AND 1-g J - PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT SHOWS AREAS NEEDING MODIFICATION ARE: 
THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM 
SLEEP STATION 
SHOWER & WASTE YGYT. 
HUMAN FACTORS 
4 
HIGH.CYCLE-LIFE/"HIGH-FREQUENCY"(2 RPM) SYSTEMS - GIMBAL SYSTEMS FOR DESPUN PLATFORMllNSTRUMENTS - ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 
J '  
d *  
d 
TECHNOLOGY WORK PLANNED FOR CERTIFICATION OF &&DAY STAY AT SPACE STATION 
MAY PROVIDE MOST OF THIS. 
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TABLE 8. Summary Observations 
GENERIL 
AN ARTIFICIAL-G VEHICLE FOR MANNED MARS MISSIONS APPEARS TO DE FEASIDLE TECHNICALLV AND 
PROGRAMMATICALLV; A VARIETY OF SAFETVIRELIADILITV FEATURES CAN DE PROVIDED. 
THERE CAN DE A HIGH DEGREE OF COMMONALITV BETWEEN A 2ERO.G AND AN ARTIFICIAL4 VEHICLE; 
THE DIFFERENCES ARE MOSTLY ADDITIONS OF EOUIPMENT. 
USING AN ARTIFICIAL-G VEHICLE INSTEAD OF A ZERSG VEHICLE FOR THE PILOTED PORTION OF A SPLIT 
MISSION TO MARS: 
* ADDS ABOUT 47OK LE. TO THE PILOTED VEHICLE WEIGHT AND ADOUT 2)OK LB. TO THE CARGO 
VEHICLE WEIGHT (26% TOTAL INCREASE). 
ADDS ADOUT 10% INCREASE TO THE COST OF A PILOTfDlCARGO PAIR. INCLUDING cos= Of 
THE 5 ADDITIONAL EARTKTQORBIT HLV LAUNCHES REOUIRED. - PnoviDEs DENWITS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL AND HUUAN FACTORS AREAS. 
DOES NOT ELIMINATE REOUIREYENTS FOR 2ERO.G COUNTCRMEWURES RESEARCH (SINCE 
ZERO-G IS AN ADORT MODE) 
ARTIFlClAL-C UNKNOWNS (POTENTIAL PHYSIOLOGICAL L ADAPTATION EFFECTS). 
BUT SHIFTS THE PRIYARV EMPHASIS TO VERIFICATION OF 
- COULD POSSIDLY REDUCE SOME LIFE SCIENCE ACTIVITIES AT SPACE STATION - REOUIRES SOME TESTING SIMULATION OF ARTIFICIAL-G MISSION, PRODADLY 
NECESSITATING A LEO VARIABLE-G FACILITV. - DOES NOT IMPOSE SIGNIFICANT SCHEDULE IMPACTS 
GROUPINCULOCATION OF ELEMENTS FOR CREW OUARTERS AND COUNTERWEIGHT IS A STRONG D R M R  
ON CONFIGURATION 
U R G E  SEPARATION DISTANCE (2050 fll DETWEEN CREW OUARTERS AND COUNTERWEIGHT REOUIRED 
m W E R  SYSTEY IS THE ONLY REASONADLE STR1ICTURIL CHOICE fOR LONG SEPARATION DISTANCES 
TME ARTIFICIAL G SWlEY (AT PRESENT LIFE SCIENCE DATA NOT SUFFICIENT TO PERUiT TmSE 
CHOICES) 
FOR I G AND z RPU, DISTANCE IS vEnv  SENSITIVE TO Q-LEVEL AND wu. 
WVELS Lomn THAN 10 AND SPN RATES UP TO 4 n p M  WOULD SIGNIFICANTLY ntoucE ma ODE OF 
ALL CREW SYSTfyI) AND HUMAN FACTORS REOUIREYEI(TS CAN DE YEI EXCEPT DESIRE FOR MODULE 
LONG u t s  OntEmmott PERPENDICULAR TO SPIN PLANE (JUDGED TO N sEcomo-onmn 
CONSIDERATION). 
f - PILOTED TRAJECTORY PROFILE 
--- CARGO VEHICLE TRAJECTORY PROFILE 
I 
Figure I Split Optlon T'ralectoq Profile 
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Figure 9 .  Mars Piloted Mission Scenano 
ROTATIONAL 
RAOIUS (FT) 
ANGUUR VELOCITY (RPU) 
Figure 3 .  Rotational Parameters and Comfon Zone. 
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Figure 4 Artificial Gravity Configuration Options 
IOTATION RATE (IW) - - 
Figure 5 Length Between Bodieh Versua Rotation Rare 
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INTRODUCTION 
The attached catalog provides summary descriptions of the various elements used to define 
the Planetary Surface Systems for the FY 1988 Office 0. Lxploration (OEXP) Case 
Studies. Entries are primarily point designs; however, paramemcs and additional 
information are included as available. The element descriptions were extracted from studies 
perfonnd by various groups, most notably the Special Assessment Agents and the Lunar 
Base Systems Study. The descriptions are intended as potential input to the Mission and 
Supporting Elements Data Base. The information provided reflects that requested in 
Appendix C, Data Base Input Requirements, of the OEXP Study Requirements Document, 
Version 2.0. The descriptions (including graphics) are currently being entered into a data 
base implemented with Double Helix II on a Macintosh Personal Computer. 
The following sections provide the following: 
Field Description Description of the format of catalog entries. 
References List of source documentation from which information was extracted. 
Catalog Summary Summary list of elements and key parameters. The list is arranged 
alphabetically with respect to the major functional groupings and the 
short alphabetic element identifier. The Summary columns correspond 
to the following fields of an element entry (See below for field 
descriptions and content codes). 
G.Qhmud 
ID- # 
Class 
Elt Id 
Mass 
Power 
Vo l  
Deploy 
Service 
€lelLwm 
ID# 
Element Type 
Element Id 
Mass-kg 
Avg Power kW 
Volurne-m3 
EVA Deploy rnh 
EVA Maintain 
DescrlDtion 
Record number 
Element Type 
Element Identifier 
Mass in kg 
Average Power in kW 
Volume in m3 
EVA time to Deploy in rnh 
EVA time to Maintainin mh 
Element Catalog Element descriptions. Arranged by the numeric identifier code for the 
element. The code can be found in the first column of the Catalog 
Summary. 
1 
FI E L D D ESC RI PTl ON 
- 
Figure 1 depicts the standard format for an element entry. A field with no entry should be 
interpreted as undefined. In addition to the standard fields, an entry may contain other 
infomation extracted from the source study, e.g., tables and diagrams. The standard fields 
are described below. 
ID Element Id -fw Ref Design M 1 
Reference 
Notes 
Figure 1. Sample Element E n q  Format. 
2 
EQmume 
ID 
Element Id 
Element Type 
Ref Design Id 
# 
Dimension 
Mass-kg 
Height-m 
Width 
Length 
Volume-m3 
Stowed Vol 
Opera t io n 
Avg Power kW 
Peak Power 
Min Standby 
EVA Deploy mh 
EVA Maintain 
IVA Maintain 
Product ion 
Tech Level 
# Uses 
Op Life 
Reference 
pescrlbt ion 
Brief Identification Code for referencing the element 
General category or type: veh = vehicle, env=environmental system, 
power = power system, EVA = EVA system, mlsc = miscellaneous, 
resource = in situ resource utilization 
Identification code of general design information on which element is 
based. Not yet implemented in the data base. 
Record number of entry in data base. 
Name of element. 
Mass of single unit in kg. 
Height of unit in meters. 
Width of unit in meters. 
Length of unit in meters. 
Erected or deployed volume of a unit in cubic meters. 
Packed or transported volume of a unit in cubic meters. 
Nominal or average power in kilowatts associated with a unit. Generally is 
the amount consumed, but may be the amount produced (power 
supplies), etc. 
Maximum power in kilowatts associated with a unit. 
Minimum standby power in kilowatts associated with a unit. 
Estimate of the total number of EVA man hours needed to deploy a unit. 
Estimate of the number of EVA man hours needed to perform a single 
Maintenance operation on a unit. 
Estimate of the number of IVA (in vehicle, rover, or habitat) man hours 
needed to perform a single Maintenance operation on a unit. 
Technology Readiness Level. 
Estimate of the number of uses of a unit. Expressed as order of 
magnitude: s = 1 to 10, da (deka) = lo's, h (hecto) = loo's, k (kilo) = 
1000's. 
Estimate of the operational life of a unit. 
Source or documentation for element,. 
Notes 
Additional information. 
3 
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ID Class 
23 
40 
41 
22 
39 
24 
19 
20 
18 
3 
4 
1 
2 
5 
21 
25 
26 
32 
37 
38 
35 
33 
36 
34 
28 
30 
27 
29 
15 
12 
10 
16 
7 
9 
14 
13 
17 
11 
6 
e nv 
env 
e nv 
env 
e nv 
e nv 
EVA 
EVA 
N A  
EVA 
EVA 
EVA 
EVA 
EVA 
EVA 
misc 
misc 
power 
power 
power 
power 
power 
power 
power 
resource 
resource 
resource 
resource 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
veh 
Elt Id 
ECLS-hod 
ECLSS - L inf6 
ECLSS-Lshack 4/10 
Hab-lnf 16m 
TCS-L inf 
TCS-Lmod 
EMU-LS 
EMU-MS 
EMU-Ph 
EVA Retriever 
EVA Tools 
MMU 
MMU-FSS 
PhD Aids 
R a m  
w s e r  
Pad Markers 
NR-1MW est 
NR-825 kWe Stirling 
PVAIRFC-L5OkW (est) 
PVC-aSi 
Pwr Cable 
FIC 
Pilot Plant-LLOX 
Plant - PhProp 
Plant-LLOX 
Plant-MProp 
Cord Cart 
Crane 
digger 
Fuel Cell Cart 
PV/RFC-L5OkW 
PlRV 
PMRV 
PRV-L40 
T-ramp 
TeleAsst 
Truck- L2.5 
LplRv , 
I 8 veh lpMRv 
Mass 
kg 
4803.0 
16820.0 
2800.0 
18500.0 
6122.0 
4315.0 
229.2 
229.2 
135.9 
480.2 
100.0 
153.1 
114.8 
100.0 
170.0 
250.0 
10.0 
24 000.0 
20004.0 
19744.0 
15000.0 
500.0 
500.0 
17000.0 
22.4 
107900.0 
45700.0 
80000.0 
820.0 
1900.0 
1900.0 
1290.0 
5000.0 
6500.0 
14000.0 
2788.0 
1290.0 
1900.0 
550.0 
1000.0 
Power 
kW 
8.5 
4.2 
40.0 
50.3 
0.0 
825.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
1067.0 
744.0 
5.0 
7.0 
14.0 
2.0 
4.3 
Vol Deploy Service 
cu m Man-hr  M a n - h r  
27.00 24.0 
49.30 
14.54 
2145.00 
21.80 
18.00 24.0 
1.04 
1.04 
1.04 
0.15 
1.27 
3.62 
1 .oo 
0.22 
0.03 2.0 
256.0 
543.0 
3.08 
273.00 
94.50 
7.27 
144.00 
144.00 
168.00 
63.00 
7.27 
43.75 
15.00 2.0 
15.00 
I D  Element M Element Type R d  Design Id # I  
I MMU 
Manned Maneuvering Unit 
1 I 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
n nn  
I 6 I I  da i n  
Ref ere nce jsc-2- 
Notes Based on STS MMU. Normally at least 2 MMUs are manifested. stowed on the MMU Flight Support 
Station (FSS). 
Modular, self-supporting backpack with its own power, propulsion, and controls. Complete 6 DOF control 
and automatic attitude hold. Has aaach points for accesories (tools, lights, cameras, and instrument 
sensors). Propellant is noncontaminating N2. Limited ability to maneuver free-flyers. 
I I Mannod Manouvorlng Unlt 
Performance 
Enhancements 
Required 
I D  Element Type Ref W i n  Id # 2  Element M 
L MMU-FSS 1 - r I  
MMU Flight Support Station 
1 I 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m width Length Vdumm3 stowed voi 
~ ~ ~ ~ p 3 Z - l - I  
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depbv mh EVA W i n  IVA Maintain 
Production Tech Level t uses op Lle 
Notes Based on STS MMU FSS (253 lb, 67"x57"x57.9"). Normally at least 2 MMUs arc manifested. 
Servicing and mounting interface for MMU. Rovides stowage, GN2 rtchargc. and powa for 5 MMU 
htatas (thamat conml via MLI and hcam on FSS propulsion components). 
mU FLIGHT SUPPORT STATION 
t8chn9cal Infomal lon 
05ZWO00000V 
253 l b  
S t ruc tur r  - a i r c r a f t - a t y l 8  8 luminm slwt n t 8 l  
nanora i ls  and loot r e s t r a i n t  p l 8 t f O n  - f i b 8 r -  
I A I o7 .a  tn.  I 
I 
# 1 6I.O i n .  
I I 
A 
1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 3  
r EVA Retriever I I  EVA 1 1  
EVA Retriever 
I 
Length Volumem3 stowed Vol Dimenslon Mass-kg Height-m Width 
p R q r - T z q ~ ~ ~ - ~  
nnnnnn 
Operetion Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
r 4-5 I I  
Reference Reuterteleum 
Notes Robot for on-orbit EVA support Mass/volume based on current EVA Retriever under development. 
Element M Element Typo Ref W i n  Id w 4  
L 
EVA Tools for Phobos 
I EVA Tools I I  EVA t- 
I I 1  I I  I 
Dlmonrion Mass-kg 
-1 
0 
Oporrtlon Avg Power kW 
Productlon 
HeiQht-m width Length 
000
Peak Power Min Standby EVA oepby mh 
Ref oronco 
Notor 
n pp52ff . .  JSC-20466. chnsuanse 
Bufkin[sSI 
Estimate of mass drat appears typical of STS flights. 
Require much more study. 
Vdumom3 
............... 
EVA Maintain -
U 
stowed Vol 
I J  
0 
IVA Maintain 
I D  Element Id Element Type R d  Design Id w 5  
I PhD Aids I I  EVA 1- 
EVA Aids and Restraints for Phobos 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
p m t q n n n p w - l n  
Operrtlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Reference Al DuPont. Private Communication. 
Notes Various mobility aids and rcsttaints for exploration of Phobos/Deimos. 
Rough guess for ample quantity of climbing gear tethers, webbing, carabineers, pitons, chocks, friends, 
camalots, etc. 
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id t 6  
Unpressurized Lunar Rover 
+ 
I UDLRV I I  veh i- 
I 550.0 I n 
Operation A q  Power kW Pedc Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Referonce 133-188 pp126ff. 
Notes Unpnsslaized cab and nmovabk trailer. Based on LO" with 0.65 vehicle to payload ratio for 
durability (Apollo LRV had 0.44). Total PIL 850 kg. Normally carries 2 crew and 490 kg P/L and can be 
oublaed for 4 crew. Max speed about 1s km/hr. 
Locomotion power estimated by E = 0.08 Whhglkm distance. Singk lithium metal sulfide battery (48 
kg, 36 V, 146 Amp h) gives total range of about 25 km. Pow tstimattS are 2.15 k W  maximum moving 
and 1.3 k W  parking. 
Technology needs include materials, greases, etc., for multi-use, dependable, easy to maintain vehicle. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Table 5.1.2.5-1 LOTRAN Electrical Energy Specification 
. TIME i m m ~  I 
I - USED I I 
I 
I LOTRAN 
I FUNCTION I MOVING IPARKED I (horn) I (kvh) I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
Locomotion I 1.600 I 0 I 
1 I I 
Cornrol I I I 
R d C S  I 0.08 I O 1  
I I I 
NIviguim I 0.02 1 0 1  
I 1 I 
Lights i 0.05 I 0.05 I 
I I I 
Thamrl i 0.1 I 0.1 I 
I I I 
conmrurricpionr I 0.15 I 0.15 I 
I I I 
sc*nccmd I I I 
I I 1.0 I 
Applicuiona I 0.15 I 1 
I I I 
I I I 
TOTAL I 2.15 I 1.3 I 
I I I 
I I 
I I 
7 1 16.0 I 
I I 
I I 
7 I 0.6 I 
I I 
7 I 0.2 I 
I I 
2 I 0.1 I 
I I 
8 I 0.8 I 
I I 
8 I 1.2 I 
I I 
I I 
7 I 1.1 I 
1 I 1.0 I 
I I 
I I 
I 21.0 I 
I I 
Table 5.13.1 LOTRAN Configuration Definition 
Bartery Specification (erh): 
Toul Energy S t d  
Locomoriar PowaRequirrmen: 
Maximum Powa Rcquusncm: 
Grorr Paylod Mm. 
Vehicle Mur: 
Totpl LUlRANMus (Lodcd): 
Rrnge 
Operational Sped: 
Upximum Driving Duration: 
c.b.BcddTrrila 
Meul-Llraic 
6 
1.35 m 
1.8 m 
2.0 m 
Pusivc + Active 
1.85 m 
1.85 m 
S.05 m 
3.2 m 
Traila 
Two 00 cab 
Two on Bed 
Bcd md Trail- 
Fo~r Lidrium-Mctd Sulphide 
Bucuks 
36 volt, 146 Amphr, 48 kg 
21 hvh 
1.6 kw 
215 kw 
6% b 
( 2 Crew +490 kg 01 
4 Crrr + 130 kg ) 
550 k& 
1,400 kg 
100 bn 
15 hnhr 
7 b  
ID Elemmt M Element Type Ref Design kl w 7  
h 
Pressurized Lunar Rover Vehicle 
c pLRV I I  ve h 1- 
Dimension Mass-kg Height- Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Val 
Operation Avg Power kW Pedc Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
1 ~ ~ ~ n n - l  
Reference EEI-188. sec 5 2 .  pp134ff 
Notea Based on the PRCV (primary Control Research Vehicle) ekment of MOSAP @lobi Surface 
Aqplications traverse vehicle), a lunar system design with modular elements that can be configund for 
various classes of missions. Capable of50 km (100 km roundtrip) for 3 days with 2crew. 500 kg 
experiments & payioad. Additional capability can be obtained by adding otha elements: Auxiliary Power 
Cart (AFC). Habitation Traila Unit 0. Experiment and Sample Traikf (EST). 
Interior pessllrized volume about 50 cu m. Provides for EVA with two airlocks that open downward. 
Conrains teleopaations station; avionics and communication subsysttms; galley. hygiene and waste 
stations; and living and sleeping quarters. Uses Shuttle fuel cells. Power needs assume 0.08 Whkmbg for 
locomotion and 1kW for other units. Thermal control is both passive (MLI, coatings) and active heating 
and d i n g  (1.4kW). 
Front Side 
ORIGINAL PAGE 15 Scale m Meters 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
OF POOR QUALITY E 
ORiGINAb PAGE 15 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Figure 5.2.3.1-2 
Front 
Primary Control Research Vehicle Interior Layout Drawing 
Table 5.2.3.1-1 Primary control Research Vehicle Weight Statement 
Stnrcnue and Pressure Vesscl 
h e r  Shell 
Outer Shell 
Other Structure 
Insulation 
Active Thermal System 
Radiator 
pump 
Heat Exchanger 
Piping 
Refrigerant 
Power system 
Hydrogen Tanks 
Oxygen Tanks 
Water Tanks (incl. potable) 
Reactants 
Fuel Cell 
Power Distribution 
Wheels and Locomotion 
Man-locks 
Personal Hygiene 
Emergency Equipment 
Avionics 
ECLSS 
Drive stations 
Workstation 
Slecp Qualters 
CreW 
E M U ’ S  (3) 
Experiments and Payload 
TOTAL 
490 kg 
500 kg 
200 kg 
130 kg 
160 kg 
20 kg 
50 kg 
100 kg 
300 kg 
20 kg 
15 kg 
40 kg 
75 kg 
90 kg 
100 kg 
300 kg 
230 kg 
70 kg 
90 kg 
30 kg 
90 kg 
200 kg 
80 kg 
40 kg 
60 kg 
360 kg 
680 kg 
500 kg 
5,020 kg 
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design M # 8  
7upMRV I I  veh 1- 
I I 
Unpressurized Mars Rover Vehicle 1 
I I 
Dlmenslon Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
r 15.00 I n ----
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Reference EEL188 sec 5.1, pp126ff. 
Notes Limited use, unpressuriz.ed cab and trailer with max range of 25 h with one battery. Total payload 1140 
kg. Rough upscaling of lunar design where sauctural mass and locomotion power are multiplied by 2 for 
increased gravity. Locomotion Energy estimated as 0.16 WMEg/km * distance. 
Battmrlma LOTRAN 
Scale in M o t m r o  
Last set of wheels L trame 
can be detached b y  removrng 
pin at yaw joint. 
ORlGINAL PAGE ES 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I D  Element M Element Type R d  Design Id t 9  
r DMRV 1 r ve h 1- 
Pressurized Mars Rover Vehicle 
bimenslon Mass-kg Height-m 
I 6500.0 I I 4.50 1 --
Operatlon Avg PawerkW Peak Power 
I -- 
Reference EEI-188. sec 5.2 pp134ff; 
Width Length 
177Xq-1 
Min Standhy EVA Depby mh 
op Life 
n 
Vdumem3 
-1  
EVA Maintain 
n 
stowed Vol 
0 
 
IVA Maintain 
Notes Based on pmsurhd LRV with rough upscale ofspucMes by factor of 2 to 8CCOUnt for increased Martian 
gravity. 
Front Side 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
I D  # 10 Element M Element Type Ref Design Id 
[ digger I I  ve h 1 0  
Excavator/Digger 
I I 
Dimens ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
p i i x L q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~  
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
I 2 I I  
Reference Graf, ps 
Notes Lunar design. Bucket wheel excavator mounted next to large excavator vehicle for excavtion and dozing. 
Can excavate 5000 kg/hr. Stable to 100 slope. Power is 2.3 kW locomotion, 2.7 kW excavator. 
EXCAVATOR- 
ANGLE DOZER 
AUGER 
E 
W 
N 
0 
W 
z e 
n 
G 
NOTE Born BUCKET EXCAVATOR 
L ANGLE DOZER SHOWN * 
NORMALLY ONLY ONE 
WOULD BE USED AT A TIME 
, . , . . . , . I .  . . .  . . . . .   , . . . . , :  .... . . . .  . . : . .  . .  . . -  . .  
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 11 
, Lunar Truck, 2.5 t 
* 
I Tmck-L2.5 l l  ve h 1- 
L I 1  I 
L I 
Dimension Mass-kg Heightm Width Length Vdumemd stowed Vol 
r = p x q m m p x - - j - l  
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
r 2 I I da-h 1 n 
Reference Grafpp7f 
Notes 5 km/hr offroad, 10 km/hr on smooth d a c e .  For hauling and loading regolith. Manual and remote 
operation. 25 t payload. 
I '  CONE WHEELS 
(SAME SIZE AS EXCAVATOR 
LUNAR TRUCK ( @ H W  
2.2 M- I- 
ID Element M Element Type Ref Design M # 12 
I Crane I I  veh 1- 
Lunar Crane/Hoist 
Dlmenslon Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsmd stowed Vol 
~ ~ ~ ~ p T W l - 1  
Operatlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Reference EEI-85-109B pps-7 
Notes Designed to pack in 4.5m x 1 lm STS envelope. Includes 3 stabilizers (2 deployable, 1 fixed). Stabilizers 
use Acme threaded jacks as does the telescoping boom. Cable is winch operated. Wheels are hollow metal, 
and driven by eleztric motors. Trailer hitch at back for towing cargo. operated by crewman seated near base 
of boom. 
4 
\ \  
Lunar Crane ‘1 
\ 
\\ 8, Trailer with Common Module \\ &uwi4 
\!. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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’ Pressurized Tunnel Ramp 
- 
I D  Element kl Element Type Ref Design Id # 13 
I T-ramp I I  ve h 1 7  
Dimenrlon Mass-kg 
1278.01 
0 
Operation Avg Power kW 
Production Tech Level 
I 
Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
I 2.00 1 I 9.00 1 r 63.00 I 
Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
0~~~~ 
It Uses op Life 
Reference EEI-178pp69ff 
Note8 Provides for pressraized Transfer of crew to and from landers. Trailer with special pressurized tunnel and 
universal docking adapters/hatches. 
Component mass estimates &g) are: 
Tunnel 1200 
DocLingAdaptors 430 
cart 900 
Actuators IS0 
PowerBtControls 100 
L 
Propellant RefiI Vehicle 
r 2 I I  da 
Reference EEI-178pp7lff 
Notes Consists of storage tank. transfer support equipment, and equipment to run the vehicle (fuel cells, 
telemetry, a). Several may be needed depending on LEM size. Canies 35 cu m of propellants (2.5 t LH2, 
40 t LOX). Has boilaff line directed through rebigeration unit for reliquefaction. 
Mass &mates are very rough. 
.. . 'Wnz B3v2zuw-ms 
, . .. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design id # 15 
- 
Lunar Power Cord Cart, 1 km 
r Cord Cart I I  ve h 1- 
Oporat Ion Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
nono  
Referenco EEI-178pp74ff 
Not08 Provides supplemental power to LEM from cenwl unit at base via 1 km long cord on aspool mounted to4 
wheeled vehicle. Provides some power conditioning (transforma, rectifier). 
ELECTRIC CORD SYSTEM ( 1 kilometer) 
COndueDlrr 
Power condiriawr 
Cut 
TOTAL 820 kg 
1.1 m High Dimamionr 2.0 m Long 1.4 m Widc 
ID Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 16 
I Fuel Cell Cart I I ve h I 
Lunar Fuel Cell Power Cart 
1 I 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsmd stowed Vol 
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
n nn  
Reference EEL178 pp76f 
Not08 Alternative to Cord Cart/Base Powa. Rovides supplemental power to LEM via 7 kWe STS fuel cell 
system (FCS). Doubling power capacity to 14 kW would increase mass about 7%. 
FUEL CELL POWER CART (2 kilowatts. 28 days) 
190 kg 
130 kg 
130 kg 
90 kg 
40 kg 
150 kg 
130 kg 
560 kg 
1,290 kg 
1.3 m High 
.3 m Diameter 
.I m Dimmer 
. I  m Diameter 
Element M E h e n t  Type R d  Design Id # 17 
I TeleAsst I I  ve h 1- 
I I 
Teleoperat ed Assistant 
blmenrlon Mass-kg 
(] 
0 
Oporatlon Avg Power kW 
Product Ion Level 
I 
Roforenco 
Notor 
Height-m 
1 4 . 3 0 1  -
Peak Power 
I User 
l 2 a  
Width 
1 1 . 3 0 1  
Min Standby 
U 
op Ltfe 
Ivl 
Length Vdumo-m3 stowed Vol 
[ l . s o ) l ~ ~ j  
EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
nn  
Mobile, semi-intelligent, general purpose robot for SupPOning surface Opuations. Can be teleopaated from 
Planetary surfax. Only b& coilcep &f&. Hence mass and volume estimates are e x m e l y  crude guess. 
ID 
I 
Phobos Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) 
Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id ut 18 
I EMU-Ph 1 I EVA 1 
L I 
Dlme ns Ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
p 5 T l m - m p X j T l - 1  
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
I 7 I I  da i n  
Reference Buffkin[88] 
JSC-20466 
Notes For "weightless" use. Based on the STS EMU in the EVA catalog. Reflects 95 percentile male size 
(28.4"x29.4"x75.5", 300 Ib). Includes 19.3 kg consummables for two 6-hour EVA& Standard interface 
attachments: MMU, mini-worlrstation, tool caddies, EMU television system. EMU lights, wrist and waist 
tethers. 
For SS design. Bukin et al give fully charged SS EMU as 500 lb. SS CETF annual estrimates for weekly 
EVAs are (annualhxkly 8 ~ ) :  
Consummables 300 kd6.4 0.344 cu M . 0 0 7  
Limited Life Items 300 kd12.9 0.344 cu n~U.02 
(batteries, filters, etc.) 
tD- 
l i r n r i o n r l  Qr 
I F E +  
I D  Element Id Ekment Type Ref W i n  Id # 19 
I EMU-LS I I  EVA I U  
Lunar Surface Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
1 1 
Dlmenslon Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
Operrtlon Avg Power kW P e d  Power Min Standby EVA oepby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
000000
Reference Bufkin[88] 
EEI87- 172 
JSC-20466 
Notes Mass besad on EEI Lunar Surface qpS Study and includes 160 Ib suit assembly and 346 lb Portable Life 
Support System CpLSS). Volume same as STS EMU. Includes consumables for two dhow EVAs. 
The SS SSA accommodates from 50 percentile female to 95 percentile male with two HUT (Hard Upper 
Torso) Sizes and various fabric elemarts. Estimates for spares BIC 50% of prime or 2 complete EMUS. 
tDi I F E i  
I D  
- 
Mars Surface Extravehicular Mobility Unit 
Element M Element Type Ref Design Id # 20 
I EMU-MS I I  EVA 1- 
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
n nu~ 
Reference B e [ 8 7 l  
Christiansen pp5 1 ff 
JSC-20466 
Note8 Estimates basal on the Lunar EMU (EMU-LS). Rquifes furrher defmition. 
tD- 1F.i 
I D  Element M E h e n t  Type Ref W i n  Id # 21 
I RadPG I I  EVA 1- 
1 I n  I I  I 
Radiatiation Protection Garment 
bimon8ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdume-md stowed Vol 
1 1 . 9 1 1  1 0 . 7 6 1  
Oporrtlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA oepby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
I 2 I I  da i n  
Roferonco Gill pp45ff 
Not08 Emergency protection gannent that provides 8 gm/ sq cm shielding to reduce dose by a factor of 5-7 from 
unshieldad suit. Cannot support entire flare Mod (assuming 25 REM maximum emergency dose). 
Allows emenrgeacy dose of about 5-7 REMcompwed to 36overa 3 hour period fora flare event like the 6 
hr peak of the Aug 72 event (123 RAD or 12 REM/hr assuming RBJk1.15). 
Sized far 99 percentile mak: Standing Ht 75". Sitting Ht 39". Shoulder wd 22". Knee to buuoclrs 23.4". 
Foothgth 12". 
Can be ma& of 20 02 pa yard Carbon fibercloh (118 layers, 3" thick). Might be reduced in back to 
Bccount for bwkpack shielding. 
Back Ugmor T).n From 
Back Pack Shioldlng lrkrn In Account 
Swtr Mom To Allow Arms 
To PHml Easior Wrlklng 
Oul 
I D  
’ Inflatable Habitat, 16 m diameter 
~ 
Dlmension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
(185oo.ol(~1(~1(~1(2145.0011~1 
Operrtlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Productlon Tech Level It Uses op Lle 
m 
Reference ROberts[881 
Notes 16 m diameter, 2143 cu m open volume, 101.4 Crpa internal pressure (standard Earth at sea level). Sized for 
12 crew with 178.25 cu m/crewman. 594 sq m floorspace on 4 floors. Envelope is high stnngth 
multi-ply fabric with impermeable inner layer and thermal coated outside. Using parameters for W o n t  
Kevlar-29, thickness of 0.144 mm has brealring smgth of 525 N/m and structural safety tactor of 5. 
Structural laya thicloless assumed to be 5 mm. Stowed volume estimated using 10 to 1 packaging ratio. 
Interior is cage with curved beams that nm about the envelope. C o v d  with regolith for radiation 
protection. Component mass estimates (t): Envelope 2.2. Primary Saucture 9, Flooring 6, Walls 1.3. 
Rough scalings of 7m W l 4 t  for crew of 8, and 5.6m dianv9t for crew of 4, obtained by using volume of 
178.25 cu m per crewman, and scaling mass as ratio of surface areas of spheres. Construction time 
estimated (very rough, does not include excavatiodoutt3) as 3 crew for 48 hrs to ercct + 12 hrs to inflate. 
Inflatable Habitat 
Bagged Regolith Provides 
Excavation By Blasting 
Radiation Protection 
ORIGINAL PAGE 13 
OF. POOR QUALITY 
Bury Habltat 
Modulo 
(1 modulo) 
Preparo 
S l t r  
(6 rites) 
Landlng 
TASK SUMMARY CHART 
Truck 
Guvator Truss 2400 kg 
Bagger 
Aocm 
-Excantor Explosive. 
TNck LrndingMes 40kg 
Angle Dour 
* c o r n  510 kg 310 
r 
Sulvey. Map. 
sel.ct sir 
Excavate for filling 
Fill Craton 
smoom surface 
25 910 IT? 
TASK 1 EQUIP- I NON-REUSABLE 1 EXCAVATION 1 OPERATIONS 
MEN1 HARDWARE VOLUME 
. 15000 kp) 
Smooth Roads 
(3.3 km) 
Cover Inflatable 
(14.3 m sphere) 
Prepare Platform 
Deploy TNSS Structure 
Excavaw for Raggtng 
Placa Bags 
soim Pam. 
Exuvat. for mcktii 
Rover 
-Guvator Nw.Aid.. 1Wkg 3 4 w d  
Angle Dour Fill C n r n  
TNck Drill Core, 
Drill Cor. ~ x p l ~ ~ h ~  
Excavator 
Bagger 
Conveyor Place Bags 
S0tN.v. A#rr 
-smoomsurtaa 
710 m3 bagged Bkrt Hob 
Excavate for Backfill 100 4 
W P  kl (:500m3 blartd) Backfill 
- 
Deploy TNSS 
-on w 
1470 d 
Excavate 
Excavator 
'Or Oxygen 1 .  Truck 1 
I (2 MTlmonlh) I 
Excavate 
Haul to Sirer 
Haul to Processor 
9 Return Spent finer 
EVA TIME 
crew X durarion (hrti 
4 x 12 
. -.. 
..... . ... .- ..--__. .. 
ut 23 I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id 
-Lunar Base ECLS and consummables resupply 
i ECLS-LSB I I  env 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 1 i ~ n r - m q n - j  
Notes Lunar design. Regenerative system sized for crew of 4. Supports 9oLRb water reclamatbn, partial 0 2  
reclamation. Food from Earth. Based on SS ECLS elements. 
90 day resupply for crcw of 4 is 2705 kg. 9.8 cu m. 
Increasing crew to 8 gives the following deltas: 
Launch 9042kg 33.4cum 
Resupply 2235 kh 11.4 cu m 
3RIGINAL PAGE 95 
OF POOR QUALln 
t a b l o  6.- mAr0 XI Lunar Baoe LCLS Syatem Weight. Volume. and Po-r T O C A ~ ~  
nodule 1 Node 1 Node 2 Nod. 3 Airlock 1 Airlock 2 Airlock 3 rotrl 
- 
I0590 
LO 955 - 5972 42 62 12 
256 256 I S  Launch w i g h t .  l b  4680 2166 23si - - 466 221 222 16 b u n c h  v o l w ,  It3 
261 623 Resupply weight,  l b  b9a5 
Rerupply volume, ft' 217.6s 26.73 30.15 - 6.59 6.59 2.07 36S.78 
Power, kY 2.365 L.015 2.189 - 0.700 0.700 0.525 10.696 
Table 1.- Ph~re I11 Lunar Bar0 LCLS Syrcrm Weight. Volume. and Pover Totala 
ORIGINUAI. PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Nad. 'A' 
n-yrrPar 
I 
t a b l e  S - LCLS Syocem Diotr ibut ion Within the )(ode/nod~l~/Wode Core A.oembLy 
4 
4 
4 
4 
f 
4 
fncalu b Illtor Iscaka b I i l c o r  Cod. I X  
f 
f 
4 
f 
f 
f 
f f  
f . .  
Clothing Storago 4 
R.cr.ati0. 
Exorcia. b v i c a a  4: - -  . . . .- . . - -  f . - - - -  . - -  - 
*Crou accouodaclona eomponaaca oro not included i n  tha LCLS r y a t n  w i g h t ,  VOlUW,  
and power cocala. 
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref W i n  Id # 24 
I TCS-L I I  env J- 
Lunar Base Thermal Conrol System 
Dlmen8lon Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
Operation Avp Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Ref e re nce Simonsen[88] 
Note8 Deaived from SS and sized for a e w  of 4 at initial lunar base. Regolith provides insulation from surface so 
that heat rejection is the major concean. Two loop, cascaded Vapor Cyck System. Two loops operated for 
heat rejection during day (130" C surface tanpaaarre) and a bypass pevents over rejection at night (-1500 C 
srpface temperatm). RejeaiOn tunperatuns of 13" C far metabolism and 4" C for equipment. 
ORtGlRlAL PAGE IS 
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TOTU 
149 
I ¶ ¶  
190 
8L 
9?¶ 
1.11 
. ZL . 2 1  
.ob 
2.10 
. bI 
. JZ 
.2I 
.a 
161 
68 
200 
71 
68b 
. ?I 
. O? 
.IO 
.OJ 
.I1 
1.W 
.o 
.18 
.a 
1.27 
S7 
lob 
191 
IO 
498 
.bo 
.09 
. lo  
.07 
. bb 
. 1s 
.07 
.L8 
.01 
.u 
$7 S? 5 7  
312 112 352 
.40 .a . 6  
.01 .oo .o 
.10 .LO . I  
0 0  
.I8 .18 . I  
.u .IS . L  
.07 .07 .O 
. L I  .19 .I’ 
O O (  
1.11 .bL . b L ‘  . b  
I 1010 
0 
O*l1 I tr.ruprc 902 7 a . j o c r i n  1118 10 
t.c.1 4115 18 $0.11 
: I d :  
ao;ti;wrarloe 1SO , 2  100.0 . 
aajacrion 0 7 9  21 0 
t r m s p r c  2 o u  1 S  0.b6 
ror.1 9111 18 ?00.66 
suvrcc 9‘ .ob .ob 0 0 0 .O? .02 0 
( 2  c & 21 5 )  
OVLI (Lu): 
A l I  T-N- & 
yI1ug U M L  .u .u .IS .Ll 1.ob Lob .I1 .I1 
wtru kmc 
*qrL. lcw C .J2 .22 0 .07 .01 .02 0 .a? 
I1.C .n -29 0 . lI  .L8 .I1 0 .II 
?&- .os .a 0 0 0 .ob ..01 0 
>e rrjcecion caprblllcy of the radiators 
vas esckaced using che folloulng equation: 
5OlU flu. 
&&I7 
-” F!u* 
ID # 25 Element M Element Type Ref Design Id 
I bagger I I  mise I= 
Regolith Bagger 
I I 
Dimension Mass-kg 
r 250.0 I 
Operrtlon Avg Pawer kW 
 
121 
Referenco 
Notes 
Height-m 
 
Peak Power 
0 
x uses 
r da 1 
Width 
Min Standby 
0 
Op Life 
0 
Length 
0 
EVA Deploy mh 
U 
Volume-m3 
1-j 
n 
................ 
EVA Maintain 
stowed Vol 
0 
 
IVA Maintain 
Receives soil, places it in bag, seals bag, and sets aside bag. Bag sue about 0.3 m x 0.3 m x 1 m. Power 
should be low. 
I D  Element M Element Type Ref W i n  Id # 26 
r Pad Markers I I  rnisc 1- 
I I I I Lunar Pad Markers 
I I 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdume-m3 stowed Vol 
r - - i x q ~ ~ ~ ~ - l  
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Reference EEI-178pp65ff 
Notes Marker and Nav aid for lunar landing/launch facility. Contains transponder. visual marker, and light. Top 
has retroreflector for laser ranging. Power low since short range and operation time (5-10 min). 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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ID  Element M Element Type Ref Design Id # 27 
I Plant-LLOX 1 r c e I I 1  
I I I 
Lunar Propellant Plant 
Dlmonrlon Mass-kg 
I 45700.0 1 
Oporation Avg Power kW 
 
I 1-2 I 
Height-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
n n n - j - 1  
Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
# Uses op Life 
00
Roforonco christianse n 
Notor Ilmenite reduction process plant producing 12.5tho (15Ot/yr) of LOX from soil feedstock. Uses nuclear 
power (included in mass). 90% duty cycle. Requires about 306 kg soil pet kg of LOX. Mass represents a 
complete package: plant, power. mining, bemeficatim. etc). Mining vehick teleopexated from Earth. 
For UK)-lXKk/mo class plants with nuclear power. 90% continuous duty, and soil feedstodr. scaling is 
Constructiocl manpower estimated at4 crew x 8 days x 8 Wday for each 22.4 t of plant mass. 
Mass-in-t = 0.22 * Capacity-tprs + 127. 
Note: Picture depicts PV/RFC rathex than nuclear power. 
Conccpud Design Call-Oui 
’ Pilot Plant for LumOxygen Production 
Operrtlon Avg Power kW Pewowtar - 1 Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Notes Ilmenite reduction procewpWrgt0ducing 2Vmon1h of LOX from soil feedstock. Power from PV 
arrays/RFC. Mining 
Mass represents a c o m p l e & ~ g q  plant, power, mining, benefication, etc). Mining vehicle teleoperated 
h m  Earth. 
For 1-5t/mo class plants q&MAAEFC. 35% duty, and soil feedstock. scaling is 
Construction manpower esye)ated ab4 crew x 8 days x 8 W d a y  for each 22.4 t of plant mass. 
b v e  35% duty cycle. operating during day with hot standby at night. 
Massqlant-h-t = 5.5 f Qpwity-t-per-yr + 11.4. 
- -  
-r. . 
Simplified Schematic of Hydrogen Reduction of %,ice Process 
- 0  
k- 
’IhrrC-Slsgc Fluidized Bed Runor Ca~ept for Ilmenite Reduction 
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I D  Element Id Element Type Ref W i n  Id # 29 
Dirnenslon Mass-kg 
I r 80000.0 I 
Operation Avg Power kW 
I 744.0 1 
11-21 
Height-m Width Length Vdume-m3 stowed Vol 
-1n-l~::::::::j::::::::::j:::::::3-j 
Peak Power kin  Standby EVA oepby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
nn 
Reference EEI-85-109B ~ 6 1 3  
Notes 300 t/yea of LOX from CO2 in atmosphere. Mass for complete package (includes uh for nuclear power). 
Produces 02 from C02 by an elecmlytic process. Blower forces air through Filter tor remove particulates. 
Gas canpessed and preheated to 950" K. then enters electrolytic unit that operates at 1273O K. 0 2  
dissociaties into 0 2  and CO and membranes isohte 02. Exhaust gas preheats inlet before it is vented. 
Liquefied 02 stored in buried tanks. 
mR m s *  1 tons kW 
F i l t e r  1 
Blower 1 10 
Colrprersorr (2) 19 74 
Beat Exchanger 4 
Elec tro ly t i c  Unit 14 6 00 
Radiator. (120 m2) 1 
Cryogenic Unit 9 6 0  
Piping L Insulat ion 8 
Tank8 ( 3 . 6  m dia l  3 
L 
Phobos Propellant Plant 
Operatlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
~ n ~ l n n n  
--- 
Reference EEI-85-109B e 7 f f  
Notes 600 Vyr of water (533 LOX, 67 LH2) from phobos mck and soil. Includes complete package (plant, 
power, tankage. crew quarters, a). Assumes regolith is 5% wata. Based on rock-penenator developed at 
Las Alamos. Uses rock-melter as coring device. Impermeable glasslike lining f m s  and seals volatiles in 
borehole. Subsequent processing removes impurities (e.g., CO, CO2. HS) and dissociates water by 
electrolysis. 0 2  and €I2 dren liquefied and strwed. Moves to new boresites via legs with endcffectors after 
rasing plant with hydraulic jacks. 
[RIIT w s ,  I t O M  
Panetrator 4 .9  
Radiation Shield 11.8 
F i l t e r s  (2 )  4.3 
Condcnsors (2) 3 -1 
E l e c t r o l y t i c  Unit 2.7 
Cryogenic Unit 1.5 
Eabitat ( i  EUSS) 1 9 . 8  
Crew 6 equipaent 1 . 3  
Boom L structure 2.0 
Bydraulics & l e g s  1 .0  
Tanks ( 4 )  8.9  
Radiators (300 in2) 6.1 
Plant  Subtotal  67.4 
30a contingency 20.2 
Nuclear reactor 2 . 4  
Power converter 2 .3  
Shield (man-rated) 12.0 
50 m boom 0.7 
Radiator 2.9 
Power t o t a l  20.3 
paygl, LW 
(8.1 
335 
450 
36 
821 
246 
1067 
& f 
I D  # 32 
Nuclear Reactor- 1 MW class SP-100 Derivative Estimates 
~~ ~~ 
Dlmonrion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdume-m3 stowed Vol 
Oporrtlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Deploy mh LVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Production Tech Level op Ue 
I Not08 Rough clmracterizatiOn of 1 M W  class SP-100 type rt8c1o~. Fuel is U235 with trace U234. Assumes 
surtace material used as shield. With 4 pi, man-rated shield from Earth, total mass is 25.7 t. 
Estimate based on following data. 
Powex @W) Specific Mass (frglkw) ( native shield /Earth shield) 
100 40 I 119 
500 24 1 41 
2ooo 12.5 I 18 
I D  Element id Element Type Ref Design M # 33 
r PVC-aSi I I  Dower 1- 
I I 1  I I  I 
Photovoltaic Cells, thin film amorphous silicon 
Dimens ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed voi 
Operation Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
EEl n  
Reference Brinkler[88] 
Notes Thin film amorphous silicon solar blankets with total output of SOkWe, specific power lkW/kg. Large 
area cell on flexible substrate. Deployment involves unrolling array. May loose about 1% efficiency per 
year after deployment but output levels should eventually flatten Out. Very resistant to radiation (better 
than GaAs and Inp). Space applicability yet to be demonstrated. Technology estimates are 
Tech Level Year W/kg W/sq m Efficiency (%) 
demo 1988 120 60 6 
200 110 10 
4 1990 600 
3 1993 600 
I ID Elem.nt Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 34 r IYpowerI(1 RFC 
Advanced Regenerative Fuel Cells 
Dlmonslon Mass-kg H0igM-m width Length Vdumom3 stowed Vol r m n I ( n = I  ................ 
Operatlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Productlon Tech 
Reference prdropius[88] 
Not.. Mvslnced cells including tanks, r#lctants, fuel cell. elcclrolyzct stacks, and radirua. Sized for lunar 
apjAhtim with 50 kW level during lunar night (16800 kwh = 50 kW x 336 h), EEF = 65%. Scaled from 
Rokopius data on 25 k W  FWC. 
spefic storage m e )  
Mas 12 100 300 450 
Moon 336 200 550 loo0 
Storage(h) SOA Near tam ( 4 y r )  Advanced ( 8 yr away) 
(55%EEF) (559bEEF) (65% EEF) 
I D  Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 35 
L 
Lunar 50 kW Power System, Photovoltaic Array with Regenerative Fuel Cells 
1 PVNRFC-LSOkW (est) I I power 1- c . . , I 
~ ~ _ _ ~  
Dlmenslon Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volumsmd stowed Vol 
1-1 0 
Operrtlon Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Notes Rough estimate of complete system scaled from data in Prokopius for 25 kW class: 
25 kW class System W/kg 2wk Lunar W/kg 1% Mars 
Adv Solar DynamicRFC 2 4  2 4  
PV Arraymc 24 15- 20 
Primary Fuel Cell 24 1-2 
PV ArrayBattery 0.1-0.5 5-8 
Nuclear (SP-100 Deriv) 7-15 7-15 
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC 
ENERGY 
STORAGE 
SYSTEY 
I D  
Power Transmission Cable, 1 km distance, 2 x 410 AI 
- 
Dimension Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Vdumsmd stowed Vol 
pmqnnpmqt-:.:.:::::.-:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:j-I ... ..... .... 
Operation Avg Power kW Pedc Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
n nn  
Referenco Enginaxing Handbook 
Notes Rough estimate for two strands of 4/0 gauge AI cable. Cable gauge based on following assumptions: 80% 
pfa, 5% power loss, distances are 1 0 s  of lun. These indicate about 310 Cu. Weights for spools, layers, 
e&. are not dwnnined. 
4/0 AI properties: Equivalent to 2/0 Cu; mass = 198.6 lb/ loo0 ft; wires = 19 x 0.1055" diameter, 7 x 
0.1739" diameter, conductor diameter = 0.528" (19 wire). 0.522" (7 wire); DC resistance at 20° C = 
0.081% Ohdl000 ft. 
# 37 I D  Element M Element Type Ref Design Id 
1 NR-825 kWe Stirling 1 -1 
Nuclear Reactor - 825 kWe Stirling System 
Dlmenr Ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volumsm3 stowed Vol 
Operailon Avg Power kW Pe# Power Min Standby EVA Deploy rnh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
~n o 
Reference -[a] 
Note8 SP-100 derivative reactor using 8 Stirling engines (6 @ 91.7% capacity, 2 reserve) for power generation. 
Reactor buried in cavity with aluminum bulkhead for dust isolation. Regolith provides shielding, reducing 
system mass, and permitting flexibility of placunent and crew ~ccess to radiators. Dual manifold hear 
transport system designed for easy installation of Stirling engines at non-weld field connections. Area 
efficient vertical spoked radiator panels. Independent heat rejection loops for each engine simplify assembly 
and constnrction. Heat pipe radiator offas built-in redundancy. Apmn designed to reduce surfax 
t e m v  from 375OK to 222OK. 
l ~unar  Soil 
Primary Heal Transport System 
.) 
2 
C - el 
a 
d 5 E - 
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a 
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c I m 
’ Photovoltaic/Regenerative Fuel Cell Lunar Power Supply - 50 kWe 
Dlme nr ion Mass-kg Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
Opera t i on  Avg Power kW Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
~0000n 
R e f e r e n c e  Mason[@] 
N o t e s  
Amorphous Silicon Arrays - Technology Goals - 15% cell efficiency - 90K packing factor - 
- Roll-Up storage capability 
300 Wlkg specific mass (cells, kapton substrate, and interconnect 
wiring) 
Regenerative Fuel Cells - Technology Goals - 60% round trip efficiency - 1000 W-hrkg energy density - High pressure filament wound storage tanks 
Power Management and Distribution - 92% Power ConditioninglDistribution efficiency - 20 kg/kWe specific mass 
I Power I Array Area I Array Mass 1100% Night Power I Total Mass 1 
(kWe) I (m2) I (kg) I RFC Mass (kg)’ I (kg) 
25 397.6 241.5 I 9130 I 9872 I 
I 18261 19744 724.6 27391 I 29616 
I I I I I 100 1590.4 966.2 36522 3948a I 
336 Hour Lunar Night 
Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 39 
i 
I TCS-L inf I I  env 1- 
~~~ 
Dlmenslon Mass-kg HeigM-m Width Length Vdumsm3 stowed Vol 
p m q n n n p m q - 1  
Operation Avg Power kW Pedc Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
Ref a r e n co Simonsen[9/88] 
Notes Two stage Vapor Cycle Refrigeration System for Lunar Shack, Inflatable. and Rova. Acquisition: Single 
phase pumped water loops at 2' C and 21" C. Transpon: Tw0-pha.w freun 12 at -3' C. Rejection: Two 
stage vapor cycle refrigeration system using SS ammonia heat pipe radiators. Sizing estimates: 
Shack 4.945 300 15.96 25 
Inflatable 13,514 767 39.94 65 
Rove.? 2,685 172 6.20 9 
StructUfC Wt(lb) Vol(cuft) Powa(kw) U ( k W )  
TWO-STAGE VAPOR CYCLE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
FOR LUNAR SHACK, INFLATABLE, f AND ROVER 
T d  -360(W,Trad-340) 
P - 94 (Rover. P = 56) 
T- 385 (Rouer,T-354) 
- 0.7 
w' I I 
TI 316 
ACQUISITION LAYOUT FOR INFLATABLE AT 21" C 
%*- 
Key 
P preswre@Sis) 
T Tempenbue (deg K) 
% L p e m o P c W  T-270 v 
TOcenealBlS FrOmCWIWBua 
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I D  
-Envionmental Control and Life Support System for Lunar Inflatable - 6 crew I 
evolving to 12 crew 
Element Id Element Type Ref Design Id # 40 
I I I  env 1- ECLSS - L inf6 
Dimension Mass-kg 
/16820.0] 
1 8 . 5 1  
L 2 - 3 7  
Operation Avg Power kW 
Product ion Tech Level 
Reference Hypes[9/S8] 
Height-m Width Length Volume-m3 stowed Vol 
Peak Power Min Standby EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain IVA Maintain 
nuno  
# Uses Op Life 
00
Notes Uses 6-crew subsystems: compatible with mission models, practicle size, and growth compatible. Use 
LOX after available (assumed MM9 in model). Integrates with r o v ~  ECLS. SS and new technology. 
System for 6 crew for 42 day mission. Assumes use of lunar Shack for safe haven. Evolution to 12 
crewno days summarized in tables. Evolution mission model as follows (crew/days): Lunar shack used in 
MM1-5, Inflatable used from MM6 on with shack as safe haven; MM1-3 4 /IO. MM4 4/30, MM5 4/42. 
MM-6 4/42 (start using inflatable). MM7 6/42, MM8-9 WO. MMl0-t IWO. 
+ - l a 1 2  - 
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6,178 
2, 428 
a ,  428 
4,238 
5,127 
( 579 1 
32,212 
4.917 
5,731 
8,258 
22,881 
8,683 
I- 
65 
65 
158 
2x5 
--- 
363 
587 
645 
1,151 
797 
6,178 
2,493 
2,493 
4,396 
5,742 
32, ai2 
5,  280 
6,318 
8, 903 
14,031 
9,480 
513.6 
77.6 
77.6 
226.8 
250.8 
(52.3) 
1,558.0 
182.2 
419.5 
611.2 
1,251.6 
721.1 
--- 
3.3 
3.3 
7.9 
10.7 
--- 
26.0 
36.9 
41.1 
48.6 
49.1 
513.6 
80.9 
80.9 
234.7 
261.5 
1,558.0 
208.2 
380.2 
652.3 
1,300.2 
770.3 
Woigat, V o l u n ,  and Powor valumm must k addod to tho h o i c  totah 
to h p  thm Shack am a SnCr I-**.-- 
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I D  Element id Element Type Ref Design M # 41 
I ECLSS-Lshack 4/10 I [7 1  
Environmental control and Life Support System for Lunar Shack with 4 crew for 
10 days 
Dimension Mass-kg 
128oo.01 
Operation Avg Power k N  
Production Tech Level 
Ref e r e n co Hype~[9/88] 
Height-m Width 
Peak Power 
1 Uses 
 
0 
Min Standby 
Op Life 
Volume-m3 Length 
n I 14.54 1 
EVA Depby mh EVA Maintain 
00
stowed Vol 
0 
IVA Maintain 
0 
Notes Simple, reliable, with liule crew involvement. Minimum impact at revisit. Adaptable as safe haven. 
Current or SS technology. Resupply summarized below for same mission model as in inflatable: MN1-3 
4 110, MM4 4/30, MM5 4/42. 
I 
' e  PHOBOS EXPLORATION 
ASSESSMENT 
This assessment began in June, 1988. Its objectives were to bring a team together to effect the assessment, 
define the trade space to be used in succeeding study tasks, begin the definition of various study 
requirements to be used as input to the studies, to define some preliminary studies that could be started in 
FY88 and to define future studies for FY89. A team was assembled and began to fulfill the objectives. The 
team has provided insight into the numerous areas needing study. Figure 1.3.2-1 describes the trade space. 
Two study tasks were defined for FY88 which would provide a preliminary look at the problem of 1) 
anchoring to the surface and 2) an assessment of flight over the surface. Study requirements are still being 
gathered. FY89 tasks will be continuations of those previously defined. Additional studies will need to be 
incorporated to adequately cover the Case 2 and the Casc 4 activities. Work is continuing. 
FYSS Task A: 
Objective 
Preliminary Study of Surface Anchoring Methods. 
Investigate and determine candidate methods of surface anchoring. 
Methodology 
Background. Thc gravity force is 2,000 to 3,000 times less than on the Earth. Inadvertant flight above 
the surface for extendcd periods of time is highly likely. Anchoring methods to maintain surface contact 
and to create a stable work platform an: ncerled. 
Key Assumptions. The study should consider anchoring an EMU clad crew member and a modified 
EMU/MMU vehicle/crew combination. Surface characteristics are not well known. Anchoring entails 
physical contact and attachment to the surface soil or rock. Although tethers with a single-end attachment 
point will not be considered, movement along tension lines or wires with end-point attachments to stable 
platforrns/pins will be considered. 
Approach. Investigate existing Earth-based anchoring systems. Develop requirements for anchoring 
hardware while using inputs of the Phobian surface characteristics, its gravity force, sampling viewheach 
requirements, safety considerations, etc. This information will be obtained from existing reports, the 
Science community and other applicable experts. Figure 1.3.2-2 is an example of an anchoring device. 
Activities & Results 
Due to lack of resources, activity has been limited to work on a task plan. Some initial contacts were made 
with Oil & Gas industry representatives with a limited response. Figure 1.3.2-3 shows a pipeline 
stabilizing anchor and Table 1.3.2-1 shows some typical uses, As indicated, the anchor appears applicable 
to large pipes (32 inches diameter) or small pipes (4 inches diameter). It is also applicable to a) severe 
wave action and current in a surf zone, b) 8 fps current, c) gravel bottom, d) granite bottom and e) soft soil. 
FYSS Task B: Preliminary Study of Flight over Phobian Surface. 
0 b ject ive 
Examine trajectory plans for Phobos operations and detcrmine delta velocity requirements for flight 
activities on or near the surface. 
Methodology 
Background. Scientific and exploration objectives will require widespread movement about the surface. 
Flight over the surface gains the ability to alit 'anywhere', to avoid obstacles and to do it quickly. This will 
be countered by the need to carry propellant and GN&C flight systems. 
Key Assumptions. Both the gravity potential models of Mars and Phobos must be included. This 
study will deal only with delta velocity usage (and indirectly, propellant usage) and trajectory motions over 
the surface. 
Approach. Develop a software targeting simulation. Begin with a simple system evolving to a man-in- 
the-loop simulator with surface characteristics. Investigate various flight trajectories over the surface. 
These will include both short roundtrip traverses of less than 2 kilometers and long roundtrip traverses of 
up to 10 kilometers. Figure 1.3.24 Flying Over Phobos 
I Activities & Results 
I See summary of activities and uscr requirements. 
2 
Items considered in FY88 tasks. 
NOTE: This table presents elements to be considered as a par1 of each of the heading questions. No attempt 
has been made to identify horizontal correlations and none are implied. 
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SWH€iR?i OF ACTIVITIES 
The activities that Barrios Technology, Inc. (BTI) has been 
involved in supporting the Mars/Phobos task fall in to three 
categories: Management, Technical and Documentation. The 
activities in each of these categories is summarized below: 
1.0 MANAGEMENT: 
a. Task Orders 
We have written several draft versions of the 
Mars/Phobos Task Order, The first draft focused on the IBM 
PC-based CWPROP program and converting it for use in 
Mars/Phobos proximity operations studies. Further, we were 
to make recommendations on how to handle the 3-body problem. 
This evolved into a second draft Task Order which provides 
direction for BTI to build a baseline 3-body 
Mars/Phobos/Spacecraft Proximity Operations package. A 
third task order still being drafted, provides for 
enhancements to the 3-body program. 
b. Schedule/Resources 
We are using a PC-based project management tool to 
assess the activities involved in developing the Mars/Phobos 
software and in estimating the cost/schedule. We used this 
tool in assessing activities for the first PHOPOP release, 
and we plan to refine our schedule and resource estimates 
through further use. 
c. Project Reference Document 
BTI has collected information needed for the 
development of PHOPOP in a Project Reference Document that 
will be kept under tight configuration management. The 
document provides a single source for such data as 
astrodynamical constants, Mars and Phobos orbital elements, 
coordinate systems and reference material, 
2.0 TECHNICAL 
a. Draft Requirements 
To guide the development of the Mars/Phobos software, 
we developed a draft set of user requirements. The 
requirements document focuses on both near-term and enhanced 
user needs. Therefore, a phased implementation approach is 
taken. In line with this is an emphasis on prototyping so 
that the system can evolve to meet undocumented user 
requirements and changes in requirements. Also included in 
the requirements document are guidelines/standards for 
software development and targeted hardware requirements. 
b. Evaluation of the Colhessy-Wilshire (CW) Methodology as 
Applied to the Mars - Phoboa case. 
At the onset of this task it was suggested that the CW 
Targeting Methodology might be acceptable for use in the 
vicinity of PHOBOS, the investigations discussed below were 
undertaken in an effort to understand the applicability of 
this methodology to the Mars/Phobos system. 
We are investigating the possibility of llfactoring-inll 
the 3-body problem into the CW equations via additional 
terms in the equations. As a first step in this 
investigation we revisited the derivation of the CW 
linearized second order differential equation. 
We have derived a system of three differential 
equations using the same methodology as the derivation of 
the CW equations except that the accelerations due to Phobos 
are included. The result is a set of three coupled non- 
linear differential equations. Hand calculation has shown 
that the Phobian components are at least as large as some of 
the components that arise in the standard CW approach. We 
intend to explore this further; however, our conjecture at 
this moment is that the CW equations will not provide the 
accuracy needed for targeting in the presence of Phobos. 
Two other approaches have been suggested as methods of 
utilizing the CW equations. 
(1) An interactive, error correction approach and 
(2) 
They are: 
An approximation where the acceleration due to Phobos 
is taken as a constant for very short 
propagations. 
Both of these approaches will be investigated in the near 
future. 
c. CWPROP 
One of the tasks in the initial draft Task Order was to 
convert the IBM PC-based CWPROP to perform Mars/Phobos 
Proximity Operations Studies. CWPROP was designed to do 
desk top studies of earth spacecraft relative motion. This 
is an acceptable tool when considering that two spacecraft 
orbiting the earth have insignificant mass and potential 
relative to the Earth’s. However, when converting to the 
Mars/Phobos/Spacecraft System where Phobos and the 
Spacecraft are the two satellites of interest, we have 
reservations concerning the applicability (See 2.a above) 
due to the gravitational influence of Phobos. Therefore, we 
recommended the problem be further investigated and that a 
3-body analysis tool be developed. However, we made the 
conversions to CWPROP so that point source satellite 
analysis could be accomplished either with Mars or Phobos as 
the center of the system. With Mars as the center of the 
system, the converted program, CWMARS can be a useful tool 
for assessing proximity operations of two spacecraft (not in 
proximity to Phobos) orbiting Mars. Once 3-body Mars/Phobos 
simulators are developed the influence of Mars can be better 
assessed and the validity of CWPHOBS as a legitimate 
analysis tool can be determined. 
d.  Hardware Trade Study 
We studied three basic options for proposed PHOPOP 
hardware, These were an 80386-based system, the Commodore 
Amiga, and the Sun-3 systems. We selected the Sun-3 for the 
following reasons: 
(1) The Sun work station provides a Unix programming 
environment that aids software development, 
(2) It has all the graphic capabilities that will be 
required for the proposed processor. 
(3) It provides a state of the art windowing user 
interface. 
(4) Perhaps the best reason for selecting Sun 
computers was that we already have them. 
e. BTI Sun-3 Work to Date 
(1) We have identified and defined llobjectstl for use 
in an object-oriented design. 
(2) We have also run test cases to verify that the 
Sun-3 graphics and windowing capability can 
satisfy user requirements. 
(3) The MODULA-2 Prototype discussed below (g.) was 
translated to Ada on the PC. 
(4) The Ada version of the prototype integrator was 
' ported to the Sun and output data has been 
compared with the original version and no errors 
have been found. 
f. IBM PC Inter face  Option 
Work done thus far on the IBM PC consisted of 
developing a user interface in the Basic programming 
language. Input screens and graphic output screens (plots 
of Mars, Phobos, and a spacecraft) were developed. This 
interface will be the basis for the PHOPOP user interface 
for Version 1.0. 
g. MODULA-2 Prototype 
BTI personnel have engineered, designed, coded, and 
tested a'prototype three body integrator (ORBIT) for an AT 
type microcomputer. ORBIT was written in MODULA-2 and 
supports the use of an 8 0 2 8 7  math co-processor, if 
available. ORBIT uses central body gravitational forces for 
Mars and Phobos, and assumes that the spacecraft mass 
affects neither Mars nor Phobos and that the mass of Phobos 
does not affect Mars. The required inputs to ORBIT include: 
integration stepsize (sec), data output period (sec), length 
of run (sec), spacecraft position with respect to Phobos 
(km), and spacecraft velocity with respect to Phobos 
(km/sec). The outputs provided by ORBIT are time and both 
spacecraft and Phobos position and velocity, with a user 
option to output the spacecraft position and velocity in 
either WW or Inertial coordinates. 
This integrator has been used as an engineering tool to help 
verify not only the integration scheme to be used in PHOPOP 
but also as a tool to analyze the stability of Libration 
Points and Phobian orbits. 
h. Potential Model Design 
BTI personnel have designed and coded a generic 
gravitational potential model capable of use for up to 18x18 
models. This computational method is heavily based on JSC 
Internal Note NO. 75-F'M-42, by Alan C. Mueller, dated June 
9, 1975, titled "A FAST RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR CALCULATING 
THE FORCES DUE TO THE GEOPOTENTIAL (PROGRAM: GEOPOT) I). The 
BTI model is a single block of code capable of calculating a 
potential acceleration at a point in space for any body for 
which a Body Structure is provided. The required Body 
Structure is a data structure which contains and organizes 
all the body unique data required by the model, thus 
allowing a single model and several data structures to 
provide potential accelerations for many bodies. This 
potential model has been implemented in the MODULA-2 
programming language and will be incorporated into a later 
version of ORBIT to be verified. 
i. American Astronautical Society (AA8) Abstract and 
Letter 
In April of 1989, the AAS and Goddard Space Flight 
Center will be co-hosting an International Symposium on 
Orbital Mechanics and Mission Design. Three BTI employees 
are writing a paper and have submitted a letter and abstract 
on the topic, llInvestiaations Into the Mars-Phobos- 
SDacecraft Three Body Problem". The information presented 
in the letter/abstract, and to be expanded in the paper, 
relates directly to our development of PHOPOP and its 
potential use in designing Mars/Phobos missions. 
j. Calculation of the Libration Points of the Mars-Phobos 
System. 
We have computed the five Libration Points (See Figure 
1) Phobos System based on the following assumptions: 1) that 
all forces are central body, 2) Phobian gravity has no 
effect on Mars, and 3) any third body (a spacecraft) will 
have negligible mass with respect to both Mars and Phobos. 
We have also calculated the L2 point without assumption 
number 2 and found negligible differehce (1 mm in position). 
We have made several computer runs using the PHOPOP 
prototype that indicate the libration points closest to 
Phobos (L2 and L3) are unstable. 
Although the L1 Point has yet to be analyzed with the 
PHOPOP Prototype, analysis of the equations which give rise 
to these points indicate. that L1 is unstable. We are just 
beginning our analysis of the L4 and L5 points. These are 
the stable L-points and could be useful as locations of 
COMM/NAV Satellites for example. 
3.0 DOCUMENTATION 
a. Library 
As a result of our relatively new involvement in Lunar 
and Mars Exploration activities we are taking positive steps 
to improve our knowledge base through literature research 
and via our establishment of a Mars Exploration Library. 
The library currently consists of several published 
documents from NASA/JSC and JPL in addition to a variety of 
papers from professional societies. 
b. Mars-Phobos Literature Review. 
BTI has collected several books, papers and associated 
documents as part of a ttProject Library". The specific 
documents can be found as part of the Project Reference 
Document. We have also conducted a 'preliminary literature 
search of articles that address topics of interest to a 
Mars/Phobos mission. References that were searched include: 
International Aerospace Abstracts, Physics Abstracts, and 
Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports, and below 
are some of the more interesting abstracts found. 
'IPeriodic Orbits Around a Satellite Modeled as a 
Triaxial Ellipsoidtt, a Masters Thesis by Rodney 
Werner, December 1987, Air Force Institute of 
Technology. 
"The Case for Mars, 11" 
Science and Technology Series, Vo1.62, 1985 
"Control of the Motion of a Spacecraft Near a 
Collinear Libration Center in the Restricted 
Elliplical Three Body Problem" 
Kosmicheskic Issledovaniia, Vol. 24 July/Aug.'86 
PRODUCTS 
The following products have been provided to 
Mr. A1 DuPont/ (IZ) : 
- Updated CWPROP Programs (CWMARS and CWPHOBS) on floppy 
disk. BTI TM#2227 
- Draft User Requirements Document. BTI TM#2215 
- Hardware Trade Study (Meeting handout) 
- Draft Task Orders 
- AAS Abstract and Letter 
- 
- 
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MARS/PHOBOS USER REQUIREMENTS 
GENERAL: The following requirements define the need for a 
software capability to model the Mars/Phobos system, and simulate 
multi-body inertial and relative motion involving Mars, its moons 
(Phobos or Deimos), and one or two artificial satellites. 
The below stated requirements are divided into delivery 
phases. Each phase is further divided into General Requirements, 
Outputs, Inputs/Processing, Design/Development Standards, and 
Hardware. Only Iladditional" requirements are addressed after 
Phase 1. NOTE: An interim release, Version 1.5 may be required 
to meet minimum user needs (Specifics are TBD). 
PHASE 1: ( Prototyping Phase) 
General Reauirements: Convert CWPROP program to run with 
Mars/Phobos astrodynamic constants on an IBM PC or compatible 
system (done). Develop software to model the Mars/Phobos (or 
Deimos) 3-body problem to execute on a Sun 3 computer system. 
BTI will closely interface with the NASA task monitor via 
demonstrations and prototyping to further refine user 
requirements and to take advantage of Sun 3 capabilities in 
designing the user interface. As a general requirement, the 
Phase 1 software will functionally provide much of the same user 
interface capability as CWPROP (e.g., case-by-case options, 
manual or automatic, ability to change conditions, etc.); 
however, the interface will be enhanced via Sun 3 capabilities 
such as windowing and high resolution graphics. 
Outmts: All outputs are required to be displayed at the 
user terminal with hardcopy options which include post-processing 
after each case and/or a stop screen/print screen option during 
execution. Phase 1 user terminal outputs will be monochrome and 
include both graphics and text. Printed output will be text only 
except in the print screen mode. Within these guidelines, the 
following will be provided in TBD format. 
- Inertial and relative state (Local Vertical Local 
Horizontal (LVLH) ) position, velocity, and time (see Figure 1). 
Time will be provided in hours, minutes and seconds for both 
total mission elapsed time and mission segment (case) elapsed 
time . 
- Relative motion plot in Phobos-centered LVLH 
system. This is a plot of the position points of spacecraft 
motion relative to the center (Phobos) of the LVLH system. The 
points are plotted at user-selected time intervals. 
- Targeted or external delta-v. Targeting allows the 
user to specify a final position where the chaser spacecraft is 
to end up and the time in which the trajectory should be com- 
pleted. The program will calculate the velocity vector required 
to have the chaser at the specified position at the specified 
time and then integrates the chaser spacecraft to that position. 
1 
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- Delta-v angles measured in azimuth and elevation 
relative to the center of the LVLH system, i.e., Phobos (see 
Figure 1). Azimuth is measured in the XY plane, where the +X 
axis aligns with Phobos'es velocity vector, and the Y axis (out- 
of-plan axis) is perpendicular. The Z axis corresponds to the 
radius vector from the center of Mars to Phobos and is negative 
in the direction away from Mars. Positive azimuth is measured 
clockwise when looking down the Z axis toward Mars and rotating 
clockwise (up to 180 degrees) from the +X axis to to the 
projection of the spacecraft onto the XY plane. Negative azimuth 
is measured in the counterclockwise direction. Elevation angle 
is measured in the plus or minus Z directions from the azimuth 
point (spacecraft projection onto the XY plane) to the 
spacecraft's radius vector (from the center of the LVLH system to 
the spacecraft). Positive elevation is in increments from 0 to 
90 degrees and measured in the - Z  direction (away from Mars). 
Negative elevation is measured in the opposite direction. 
- Summary of key input selections/conditions. 
- Interim outputs will include menu-driven input 
selections and TBD error comments. At a minimum, Phase 1 will 
have the capability to give the user the option to further 
propagate (coast) or target using the existing relative state, or 
to run a new case with new conditions. Targeting has already 
been described above. Coasting allows the chaser craft to 
lldriftll for a specified amount of time. Internally, the 
software, will actually be integrating the inertial state vectors 
to the specified time(s) and then converting these states to the 
LVLH system. 
- Window outputs using inherent capabilities of SUN 3 
systems. An option will be provided to display relative motion 
in one window with associated data in another window (See Figure 
2, a sample from CWPROP). Another option will be to display 
differing degrees of detail of the 3-body (or 2-body) motion 
between Mars, Phobos, and a spacecraft orbiting Phobos. For 
example, the user will be able to change from a Mars/Phobos 
graphics view to a Phobos/spacecraft view or use the inherent 
capability on the Sun 3 operating system to zoom in/out on 
graphics. 
- Data files will be saved for post-processing to be 
accomplished for each case and for parametric study and plot 
applications in future Phase releases. Included in these files 
will be initial and final state vector conditions, selected user 
conditions for each case, inertial and relative state vectors at 
user-selected time intervals, delta-v history, and targeting time 
in hours-minutes-seconds or orbit periods, mission and case time 
histories, and state vector information at the integration step 
size if selected. 
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Processina: 
- Process user inputs to establish initial conditions 
for the first case. These inputs and associated processing are: 
-- Units to be used for plotting. Options are 
feet, kilofeet, nautical miles, or kilometers. Processing 
converts these inputs to internal units. 
-- Boundaries for the LVLH axes for plotting in 
the units already selected, above. This establishes the maximum 
expected distance that the spacecraft's position will be plotted 
in the positive or negative directions for each of the LVLH 
system axes. 
-- Plotting step size in the units already 
selected by the user. For example, if feet were selected and a 
step size of 100 is chosen, then a point will be plotted for 
every 100 feet of relative motion. 
-- Print options. Based on user-selected input, 
conditions are set for printing text data (per output 
requirements stated above) to the printer. 
options for inputting initial state vectors: 
-- State vector options. The user has several 
1. Use default inertial state for Phobos and 
user input of spacecraft relative position and velocity. In this 
option, the program will use an internal state vector for Phobos 
and compute the inertial state for the spacecraft as initial 
conditions. User input units must be those already selected. If 
metric units were chosen, for example, the metric units will be 
used for  position and velocity throughout the case. This applies 
to both inertial and relative states. In all cases the program 
will convert to standard internal units. 
2. Use default inertial state for Phobos and 
user inputted inertial state for the spacecraft. 
3. Use user-provided inertial states for both 
Phobos and the spacecraft. 
-- Select Case option. Based on user input 
choice, set conditions for either coasting, targeting, or 
external delta-v logic to be used. If tfcoast'g is chosen, then 
logic will be executed to coast (at the internal integration step 
size) to an input time or for an input duration. If "targeting" 
is selected, then user-input target point data in the Phobos- 
centered system, is used along with the user-input delta-time (to 
get from the initial position to the target point) to compute the 
required spacecraft inertial state delta velocity. This velocity 
is automatically applied and the state vector is integrated to 
the desired time. If external delta-v is chosen, then this 
delta-v provided by user input, is converted to inertial 
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components, applied to the inertial state vector, and integrated 
to an input time or for an input duration. For all three user 
input choices, processing must convert inertial state information 
to relative system format for presentation to the user per output 
requirements. 
-- Set conditions for scroll or manual output. 
Based on user input selection, set a flag for providing either a 
scrolled or manual control of screened graphics and textual 
output. Scrolled output will provide a relative motion plot 
update and state vector information for each relative data point 
to be plotted on the user terminal screen. This information 
scrolls up the screen at a rate reasonable for user scanning. A 
capability will be provided for the user to stop the scroll with 
one key stroke. The manual option allows for screen output of 
only one plot point, and associated data, at a time. When the 
user is ready to see the next point then a single key stroke will 
allow display of the next set of sequential data (see Figure 3 
for an example of two screen data points and plots from CWPROP). 
-- Set conditions for time or orbit period (rev) 
processing. If time is selected, then the user must also input 
the time duration and number of output data points required. The 
program will compute the delta time between each data point, and 
output to the screen at that step size. If revs is selected, 
then the user must also input the number of revs (fractions of 
revs are acceptable) and the required number of data points. The 
orbital period of Phobos is calculated and used in calculating 
the time duration for the output data. The remainder of the 
processing is the same as for the time option. 
-- Execute targeting if applicable. Two-impulse 
targeting of a quality and precision comparable to that being 
used for Shuttle Rendezvous and Proximity Operations will be 
used. The spacecraft inertial state velocities are updated prior 
to integrating state vectors. 
-- Integrate inertial state vectors. All her- 
tial state vectors are integrated at the internal step size 
retrieved from a controlled file. State vector data is output 
to selected media at user-selected intenrals. This includes both 
inertial and relative system data for the spacecraft. The 
precision and quality of the integrator will be comparable to 
that used in Shuttle Rendezvous and Proximity Operations, with 
software design providing the flexibility to easily add a more 
precise integrator at a later date. 
- Process user inputs for running additional or new 
cases. After completing the first or previous case, a menu is 
presented to the user which provides an option to coast, target, 
apply an external delta-v, run a new case, run a new plot, delete 
previous case, or stop as defined below. 
-- Options to coast, target, or to apply an 
external delta-v are the same as for an initial case. If a case 
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has just been completed and one of these three options are 
selected, then the end conditions from the previous case are the 
starting conditions for the next case. The plot from the 
previous case is extended with the relative motion results of the 
next case. 
-- If the option to run a @@newv1 case is selected, 
then the plot is cleared and a completely new set of conditions, 
except plot boundaries and plot increments, must be provided by 
the user. Mission times and case times are set to zero. 
-- If the option to run a new plot is selected, 
then the user must provide new plot boundary and plot increment 
conditions. Then the previous case's plot is cleared and 
replotted within the new plot conditions. This capability is 
useful, for example, when a relative trajectory is not within the 
stated boundaries, and the boundaries merely need changing to see 
the trajectory . 
-- If the delete option is chosen, then all the 
information from the last case is erased from the screen 
(including its plot), and the end conditions from the previous 
case are displayed ( including the plot to that point in time). 
This capability is useful for correcting for a bad set of data 
used in the last case. If the delete option is chosen twice, 
three, etc. consecutively, then the program will delete all data 
back to two, three, etc. cases respectively. 
- Model full potentials, (18x18) for mars and (6x6) 
for Phobos as specified in Reference 1. Only verifiable 
potentials will be used for the Phase 1 delivery. The program 
will use the potential models and other astrodynamic data 
retrieved from internal files as part of the state vector 
integration process. 
Desian/DeveloDment Standards: 
- Algorithms and Program Design Logic will be 
provided for new development. 
- Configuration control of Mars/Phobos/Deimos const- 
tants used internally by the software will be maintained and 
coordinated with the user. 
- constants will be in a file rather than in the 
code, and controlled. 
- Highly commented code will be delivered with 
will be documented. 
software design approaches will prevail 
transitioning into future releases and 
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- Use of Object-oriented design will be considered as 
a design possibility. Correspondingly, use of Ada as a 
programming language will be considered. 
- Optimize use of programming languages to provide 
fast math processing at least at double precision, while at the 
same time providing a potential for high resolution graphics, 
batch processing, and parametric/statistical studies. 
Hardware: The SUN-3 computer at BTI will be the target 
machine for Phase 1 development. Printed output will be designed 
for use on an HP Laser Jet. 
PHASE 2: 
General Reauirements: Phase 2 will functionally provide a 
user interface and display capability similar to that of CWPROP. 
However, results of prototying activities in Phase 1, combined 
with utilization of Sun 3 capabilities should yield an enhanced 
user interface over CWPROP and Phase 1. In addition, the 
following capabilities whose requirement details will be refined 
with the user should be provided in Phase 2: 
- Simple engine model (TBD). 
- Sequenced maneuver processing based on a user input 
table. The table sets up a batch process and will contain 
applicable coast, targeting, external delta-v, etc. information. 
- Propellant and delta-v cumulation. 
- First-order Mars and Phobos surface models. 
- Introduction and Help software. 
tions. 
- Post processor plots based on user input selec- 
- Additional case options: 
-- External Forces. 
-- Spacecraft Burn Sequence (dependent on 
fidelity of engine model - TBD). 
- Plotter outputs. 
- Option to select potential sizes. 
PHASE 3: 
General Reauirements: Phase 3 requirements are: 
- Initial G&C capability. 
8 
- Six degrees of freedom attitude. 
- Jet modeling. 
- Three-body problem with 4 bodies (i.e. - capability 
to include a second satellite into Phobos studies. 
- Vehicle models including an excursion vehicle (1/2 
Shuttle) on Phobos surface or in orbit. 
PHASE 4: 
General Reauirements: The magnitude of the requirements is 
such that the Phase 3 package would be a module to be integrated 
with the other significant t@modular*@ capabilities planned f o r  
Phase 4. Anticipated Phase 4 capabilities are: 
- Statistical analysis module such as Monte Carlo. 
- Navigation sensor models. 
- Deimos model. 
- Three-body equivalent to CW equations (to be 
studied). 
- Object graphics - Video-gamett representation of 
relative motion of high resolution graphics figures from point- 
to-point on surface of Phobos (or Deimos) and between the surface 
and a satellite in motion. 
- Atmosphere models. 
- Digital Auto Pilot. 
- Manned Maneuver Units (MMU). 
- Window views from satellite vehicle or MMU. 
- Man-in-the-loop simulation. 
- State-of-art high resolution graphics. 
9 
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PREFACE 
This document presents current and projected performance parameters for nuclear powered electric 
propulsion systems which could have application for a round-trip Mars mission. These are consistent 
in that they represent a consensus of several sources. They are realistic in that they are either actual 
test data, design data, or based upon expert projections of performance from existing systems. The 
authors are attempting to foresee future developments in space nuclear engineering, safety, and electric 
propulsion systems; a risky business to be sure. We recognize that serious and profound differences 
abound regarding design considerations and assumptions of these systems. We have assumed steady, 
but conservative growth based upon a modest increase in funding of existing development programs. As 
we acquire more information of the mission requirements upon the systems, we shall incorporate these. 
We will maiotain such data for use by our colleagues who are analyzing future missions for the Office of 
Expoloration. All data will bear the imprimatur of the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology as 
well as that of Lewis Research Center. Futhermore, we do not intend this document to be an advocacy 
manual for nuclear electric propulsion, but merely a source book of data for the mission analyst. 
The reader is cautioned not to assume that these systems are currently available as flight type 
hardware. Much earth based testing remains before a flight demonstration of these propulsion and 
power systems can occur. 
The document contains data in tabular and graphical form for current and projected propulsion 
and power systems with appendices which contain any supporting analyses. References also appear at 
the end of the document. 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION PERFORMANCE 
Jim Gilland 
The accompanying tables and m e a  represent current and anticipated thruster efficiencies (q) ,  
specific impulse (Isp), and specific masses (a) of Electrostatic (ion) and Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) 
thrusters for exploration class miaaions to the Moon and Mars. Manned exploration of these planets 
using electric propulsion (EP) will require high (- megawatts) power and Isp levels (3OOO-1oooO sec- 
onds); the enclosed projections are therefore intended to model EP systems operating in the 100 kWe 
- lMWe power regime. Specific issues and background for the two types of EP considered here are 
discussed below, as well as the base3 for obtaining their respective performance models. 
Ion Propulsion 
Table 1 from reference 3 presents current and anticipated performance for ion thrusters which use 
xenon and argon as propellants. 
Propellant Choice 
Ion propulsion has a background extending over a range of propellants and power levels. Past 
propellant choices of cesium (Cs) and mercury (Hg) have been replaced by noble gas propellants in 
order to avoid the toxicity and contamination issues inherent in the two metallic propellants. Primary 
propellants are xenon (Xe), krypton (Kr), and argon (k). 
Propellant choice governs the Isp range of efficient operation: xenon is effective in the lower 
(3000-5000 s) Isp range, and argon attains almost 10,OOO s Isp. Although Xe is presently used almost 
exclusively in engine tests, its practicality for high power missions requiring large amounts of Xe is 
dubious because of its cost (see Appendix C).  Thus argon or krypton are favored for high power 
applications where thrust and Isp are both relatively high. 
Performance 
The ion engine performance data used in this assessment are based on the experimental behavior 
of xenon thrusters at low powers. At present, Xe research engines have been operated at power levels 
ransing from 3 - 30 kWe per engine; i t  is anticipated that such engine designs can be scaled to higher 
powers by increasing thruster area while maintaining the Isp and efficiency behavior seen at low powers. 
Megawatt argon ion thrusters would require thrust areas of -2.5 m2, implying a circular grid diameter 
of -1.8 m. Assumptions of realistic values for losses due to beam divergence, multiply ionized species, . 
and propellant utilization are incorporated into the data’. The calculated performance data can be 
described by an efficiency - Isp equation of the form 
where c = exhaust velocity = Isp’ one Earth g, and b and d are coefficients obtained by a non-linear 
least squares approximation. This form seems to have been originated by Ernst Stuhlinger with b=l  
for an ‘ideal” thruster. The equations, curves, and data are shown in Figure 1, Ion Thruster Projected 
2 
Performance. The values of the coefficients obtained from these data are: 
Propellant b(n.d.) d(km/s) 
Xe: .856 11.869 
Kr: 355 15.00 
Ar: .a35 22.51 
a 
This approximation has a continuous first derivative and appropriate behavior at the limits. Ion 
engine systems also require Power Processing Units (PPU) to configure the power into the high voltage 
(-2000 V), low current form used by these devices. The PPU introducea additional losses which must 
be included in thrust systems performance calculations; typical PPU power efficiencies ( q p p u )  are 90 
- 92%. Overall system efficiency if therefore the product of q~ and qppu.  
Engine Life 
Engine life at low powers has been seen to be greater than 10,000 hours. Projected life for high 
power, high Isp argon ion engines is greater that 5000 hours'. 
Specific Mass 
Specific mass data were also calculated for ion thruster systems over a range of Isp. In the case of 
the ion thruster, specific mass is more a function of Isp than power. The thruster system considered 
includes a single thruster, mounting structure, gimballing, PPU, and thermal management systems. 
Propellant, tankage, and feed systems are not included. Propulsion system component masses were 
obtained using empirical relationships derived by Dave Byers of LeRC' and described by Galecki and 
Patterson5. These data were also fit with a polynomial curve which is shown with the data in Figure 2. 
a 
afkn/kWe) = 2.66 + 1.42 x lO-"Isp + (4.26 x 107)/Isp2 . - I  - .  I. - 
3 
'Psble 1. Current and Projected Ion T h t e r  Performance 
specific Impulse 
(I( seconds) 
Efficiency (%) 
Thrust (N) 
Power/unit (k We) 
Operating Life 
(hr-1 
Effective diameter 
(cm) (equivalent area) 
Xenon 
Current Projected 
3.3 - 5.0 2.5 - 5.5 
66 - 75 69 - 78 
0.29 - 0.67 16 - 34 
7 - 2 2  290-1160 
<5000 >5000 
30 160 
Argon 
Current Projected 
5.7 - 7.7 4.4 - 9.4 
61 - 64 67 - 75 
0.29 - 0.68 16 - 34 
13 - 40 525 - 2105 
<5000 >5000 
30 160 
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MPD Propulsion 
MPD thrusters utilize electromagnetic forces to accelerate a plasma to high exhaust velocities (c). 
The magnetic forces used can be either self induced by current flow through the device (the “self-field” 
MPD thruster), or applied aa a diverging ‘magnetic nozzle” to  accelerate the plasma via expansion. 
Either form of device has shown the potential for high Isp, high thrust density operation at powers 
ranging form 100’s kWe to multimegawatt levels. Table 2 presents current and projected MPD thruster 
performance. 
Propellant Choice 
The performance projections made herein assume H2 for MPD thruster propellant because of its 
potential for achieving high levels of efficiency and Isp. Isp levels up to 6000 s have been demonstrated 
experimentally in pulsed MPD devices using H,. Pulsed applied field devices have attained efficiencies 
up to 45% at Isp of 3000 s using Hz propellant in the megawatt power range”’. The possibility for Isp 
up to 10,000 s using H2 may exist depending upon improvements in thruster design’s’. 
Performance 
Because of the limited data base for MPD performance using Hz propellant, particularly at high e 
power and Isp, a model was derived to project experimental performance to higher Isp and to anticipate 
some improvements with efficiency with futher development of the thrusters. The model is empirical, 
based upon results reported by Tahara, et. al. using quasisteady applied field and self Seld devices at 
megawatt power levels and Isp levels up to 3000 seconds. The effects of applied field and self field MPD 
behavior are included in the approximation. The resulting equations calculate thrust eficiency ( q )  as 
a function of specific impulse and power input to  the thruster (Figure 3). The actual derivations and 
equation results are explained in Appendix A. The projected efficiencies are for the thruster only, and 
do not include the PPU efficiency (typically 92%). 
Engine Life 
Actual MPD thruster systems will be operated in a steady state mode rather than a pulsed con- 
figuration. Present experiments are restricted to sub megawatt steady state or multimegawatt pulsed 
operation by the limited pumping and power capacity of the experimental facilities. At present such e 7 
devices have been operated for 100’s of hours at less that 100 kWe and for millisecond pubes in the 
megawatt range. A key development for actual space systems is therefore thruster lifetime. Both elec- 
trodes, and particularly the cathode , suffer from significant material erosion which presently puts an 
unacceptable limit on MPD thruster lifetime of a few hours”. Electrode erosion, particularly that of 
the cathode , is still not well understood. Projections of MPD thruster lifetime are presently 5000 hours 
or more.’ 
Specific Masa 
The specific ma98 (a) of these system for a range of powers waa calculated using empirical relations 
also derived by Byers for arcjet/MPD-type thrusters. These data are shown in Figure 4, calculated for 
a single thruster assembly, as was done for the ion thrusters. Thruster system mass includes thruster, 
structure, and thermal control systems, but not propellant, tankage, or feed systems. Thermal mass 
calculations used wumptiona of 92% PPU efficiency and 60% thruster efficiency to determine the mzss 
of the system required for dissipation of the energy. The data yield the equation 
a(kg/kWe) = 1800/P(kWe) + 2.25 
a 
Highest 0 
Operating mode I 
Table 2. Current and Projected MPD Thruster Performance 
Pulsed I cw cw 
Propellant 
Specific Impulse,s 
Efficiency, % 
Thrust, N 
Power/Unit, k We 
Operating life, hr 
CURRENT' 
Hydrogen 
4900 
43 
27 
1500 
1 
CURRENT' PROJECTED" 
Argon Hydrogen 
1100 5000 
17 60 - 70 
8.6 100 
273 1500 
1 5000 
Ref. IEPC Paper 
84-11, 1984. (ISAS, Japan) ' Highest Steady-state power data. Ref. A M  Paper 87-1019, 1987. (Stuttgart, Germany). ' Significant Uncertainties exist in high pwer MPD thrust (efficiency) and life. 
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NUCLEAR REACTOR POWER SYSTEMS 
Lee Mason 
The system designs presented are based upon the growth of the SP-100 reactor and the use of an 
advanced Stirling cycle power conversion system. There are two designs, one for a manned vehicle, the 
other for an unmanned cargo vehicle which will have some limited human interaction. Accordingly, we 
have used coneervative but plausible 4% shielding designs for the reactor. 
The SP-100 is the only known reactor program in development which has civilian space application. 
It seems likely that if the SP-100 is built, it will be the only space based nuclear reactor for some time. 
The SP-100 is designed for surface power and lower power applications not as a power source for electric 
propulsion. (The authors understand that very high power reactors are under study by the Department 
of Defense. However these concepts will not be considered in our studies.) Further analysis will be 
performed and incorporated aa better shielding performance and design data become available. 
Table 3 presents the design assumptions made in order to generate"*" the data in Table 4. Figure 5 
shows a conceptual design of the reactor, payload, and shielding which has the separation characteristics 
of Table 3. Of particular importance in Table 4 is the overall specific mass of the manned and unmanned 
designs. These designs reflect a trade-off between radiator size and the operating temperature ratio to 
achieve the desired electrical output. The reader is cautioned not to extrapolate these data to other 
power levels. 
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I SP-100 Power for Nuclear Electric Propulsion 
Manned Vehicle 
Unmanned Vehicle 
SP-100 type Liquid Metal-Cooled Reactor 
Advanced Technology Stirling Cycle Conversion 
DR (mrem/hr) DR (mremlhr) time Total Dose (rem) 
(@A) ( @ B )  (days) (@A)  
7 200  3 6 5  6 0  
4 2  200 5 '  5 
Stirling Cycle Parameters: 
Stirling Heater Temperature (K) 1300 
Sink Temperature (K) 250  
No. of Engines/2500 kWth 8 
No. of EnginesMo. of Operating Engines 1.14 
Shielding Parameters: 
4-Pi Shielding 
Seperation Distance @A (meters) 
Seperation Distance @B (meters) 
4 0  
3 0  
_ _ _ ~  ___ ___ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~ 
' Manned Proximity Operations of no more than 5 days 
4 Pi Shield Theoretical Model / 
4u n t .  /
A 
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APPENDIX A 
MPD THRUSTER PEELFORMANCE MODEL 
This is an empirical model based on current (J), voltage (V), thrust (T), and mass flow rate 
(m) behavior reported by Tahara, et. al.’ for an applied field, quasisteady MPD thruster using H2 
propellant. Theoretical formulations originally derived for self-field MPD devices16 were adapted to 
approximate both applied field and self field performance to project thrust efficiencies to Isp levels not 
experimentally measured. 
I 
The model is derived on the basis of the existence of an Alfven limiting velocity in partially ionized 
gases flowing across a magnetic field. MPD thruster behavior is therefore separated into two regimes: 
“partially ionized”, and yfully ionized”. In the Upartidly ionized” regime, thrust and voltage are seen 
I 
I to  be linear with respect to J. In the “fully ionized” regime, thrust is quadratic with J (T=bJ2 ,where b 
I 
= thrust coefficient), and voltage increases as the cube of J. This behavior has been seen empirically in 
quasisteady self-field devices, and the data reported by Tahara for both self and applied field thrusters 
shows the same qualitative characteristics. This approach was therefore chosen to serve as a model for 
both devices. 
In examining the self- and applied field characteristics (Figures Al-A3), several observations can 
be made. First, for a given propellant (such as Hz), an applied field has relatively little effect upon 
the voltage - current behavior of the device. Second, application of an axial field increases the thrust 
magnitude over the self-field case but maintains the same behavior with respect to current. Third, in 
the case of Hz, thrust and voltage are primarily linear with current over the range of currents tested; this 
phenomenon will be discussed in the theoretical section. Thrust and voltage data taken using ammonia 
propellant, however, ahow the expected self-field behavior at high currents. This fact indicates the 
effectiveness of considering self field effects for both types of thruster, particularly at high currents. 
It is important to note that although the basic behavior of this model is based on a physical theory, 
the final equations and coefficients are empirical and are chosen to fit the data. 
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THEORY OF MPD PEWOIUMANCE 
MPD thruster operation can be divided into ‘partially ionized” and “fully ionbed’ regimes on the 
basis of the Alfven critical velocitylO: 
where eVi = ionization energy of H and eVd = dissociation energy of H2 
Hydrogen is the propellant of interest due to its high Lp potential. For H2, UA - 7.7~10’ m/s, 
corresponding to an Isp of 7850 seconds. The reference data used in this model extends only to -3000 
s, still well in the “partially ionized” regime. The quadratic behavior of thrust as well as the associated 
change in voltage at higher currents and Isp may be inferred from similar data taken with ammonia 
propellant which shows such a transition at lower currents. For Hz, the flow is thus thought to be 
‘partially ionized” at Isp below 7850 s, and “fully ionized” at higher Isp. 
Amroach: 
Equations describing thrust and voltage behavior with current have been combined to yield thruster 
efficiency in terms of specific impulse and power input to the thruster (Pt). These were deemed to be 
the parameters of interest to the mission analysts who are expected to use these projections. Prior to 
developing these equations, some terms will be defined that will be used extensively in the derivation. 
J,; = “Fully Ionized Current” = Current level where plasma reaches fully ionized 
regime, defined as 
Jfi = /?, 
bT 
C 
Pt 
rl = Thrust efficiency = 
= Quadratic thrust coefficient obtained from experimental data. 
= Exhaust velocity = g’Isp, g = 9.81 m/s2 
= Electric power input to the thruster 
Taking each region of operation separately: 
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I.) aPartiaUy Ionized" - c < UA: 
T = b T J f i J  (3) 
where b = self field thrust coefficient obtained from data 
Vt= Thermal or fall voltage, assumed constant 
In the case of the applied field thruster, bT > b. For a self field device, bT = b. In general, the 
effect of the applied field is to increase the thrust levels over the self field case (increase b T )  without 
changing the voltage appreciably. Therefore, the thrust energy term in the voltage, bTtAJ, depends 
on the applied field thrust (and so bT), while the ionization power term bu;Jfi is taken to depend on 
the self field b, which is more closely related to thruster dimensions. This assumption was seen to be 
necessary in order to obtain calculated behavior which agreed favorably with the data. 
From equscions (2), (3), (4): 
V' where 2 = &. Let X = 1 + Z(%), and Y = &; rearranging in terms of q yields a quadratic 
equation: 
solving for q: 
q 2 ( P t P )  - 2 4 P t X  + Y )  + Pt = 0 
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The negative root is the realistic ( q  < 1) solution. 
II.) “Fully Ionized” - c > UA: 
In the absence of data in this regime, a fully ionized, self field acceleration process will be assumed 
by way of inference from the quadratic behavior seen in NHS MPD thruster data’. Therefore a fully 
ionized, self field acceleration process will be assumed. For this case, the pertinent equations are 
T = bTJz 
b+Jg  mu: v=- +- + VT 2m 2J 
in this regime, J = m. 
Power input to the thruster becomes 
(9) 
Now, for some continuity between the two regimes, the power will be required to be continuous at the 
transition point, J = J f ; ,  U, = c ,  using both formulations. This requires the (arbitrary) introduction 
of a factor Z into the fully ionized equation: 
Pt = qPt(1 + z ( y )  +VT/Z 
Now for X = 1 + Z( %)2, Y = g, we have the same form for the efficiency quadratic: 
q 2 ( P t X Z )  - 2q(PtX + Y) + Pt  = 0 
and thus the efficiency becomes: 
19 
( P t ( l + Z ( % ) 2 )  + E )  - ~ ( P t ( l + z ( % ) 2 ) + ~ ) z - P t 2 ( l + z ( y ) 2 ) 2  
I)= Pt(1 + Z(+)2)2 (13) 
I 
The Z coefficient in the second equation is artificially introduced, but it allows a continuous tran- 
sition between the two regimes at the expense of a change in slope of the efficiency-lsp function at the 
interface. This is only true when basing the performance on applied field data; in a self field device 
where Z = 1, the function is smooth. 
DATA INPUT TO THE EQUATION: 
Performance data for Tahara's applied field MPD thruster yielded the following parameters using 
linear regression to  thrust and voltage characteristics: 
b 
bT 
vt 
= .068 N/kAZ (from self field data) 
= .18 N/kAZ (from best applied field performance) 
= 30 V (from corresponding applied field voltage data) 
For projected MPD thruster performance, the parameters used are: 
b = .068 N/kAZ 
bT 
vt 
= .2 N/kA' (Princeton quasisteady Benchmark value) 
= 15 V (Qualitative assumption of engineering improvements) 
Substituting these projected parameters into the q-hp equations yields the functions: 
20 
The results using these parameters are shown in Figure 3 compared to the present applied field H1 
experimental data. The figure extends to 6OOO s Isp, which ie below the transition point to a self-field 
form of operation because of the lack of experimental data beyond this point; for the purpose of mission 
analysis, the above equations can be used to extrapolate MPD thruster performance to values up to 
loo00 seconds. The relation for c < tl, results in behavior for the MPD thruster that is reasonably 
close to that Been in experiments; the equations used to extrapolate to c > UA have been applied to 
quasisteady self-field devices with marked success'". Further investigation of the acceleration processes 
and loss mechanisms of MPD thrusters is required to develop a definitive model; for the present, the 
above equations may serve in mission analyses pending resolution of the unknowns in MPD thruster 
design and operation. 
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APPENDIX B 
ION ENGINE PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS 
Calculated ion engine performance is based on operating conditions demonstrated in the laboratory 
at power levels up to 20 kWe. To first order, the performance is independent of input power and engine 
size. That is, Isp and q are primarily functions of the accelerating potential, which does not depend on 
power or size. Thrust and power levels are functions of the area of the electrodes due to space charge 
effects in these thrusters". 
Experimental data used in the performance calculations are summarized in Table El. Calculations 
and assumptions were provided by Michael Patterson of the Low Thrust Propulsion Branch of the Space 
Propulsion Technology Division at NASA Lewis Research Center. 
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Table El. hupmtiona  for Ion Engine Performance Calculations 
Parameter 
Perveance 
Amperes 
Total Accelerating 
Voltage, volts 
R-ratio of optics 
Discharge Chamber 
Propellaot Efficiency 
Total Propellant 
Efficiency 
Estimated doubly-charged 
Ion Current Ratio 
Thrust Loss Factor due to 
Beam Divergence 
Thrust Loss Factor due to 
Doubly-charged Ions 
Fixed Power Loss (kWe) 
Discharge Losses (W/A) 
Neutralizer Mass Flow 
Rate, equivalent Amperes 
Propellant 
Krypton Argon 
Arco) xS.Sx 10'6x (Vt)a.a J b =  
2000,2500,3000' 
0.55 - 0.85 inclusive 
(2 grid) 
0.950 
0.922 
0.068 
0.980 
0.981 
0.050 
115 
0.920 
0.894 
0.053 
0.980 
0.985 
0.050 
135 
0.0316 x Jb  
grid-gap 0.60 mm at 2000-2500 v; 0.866 mm at 3000 v with perveance expression modified for 
larger gap. 
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APPENDIX C 
Xe is currently priced at approximately $550/kg16, which hi about f the optimistic Shuttle launch 
cost estimate of $2,000/kg. Argon is more abundant and operates at higher Iep levele at a cost of only 
$30/kg, -1% of ita launch cost. huthermore, a study by Graeme Aston of JPL for a solar powered, 
ion engine propelled lunar ferry calculated that 4 300 kWe ferries would require 20 metric tons (mT) of 
Xe annually, which is greater that the total annual production of the Western World16. This quantity 
of Xe would also cost $16.5 million at today’s prices. 
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"SP-100 Power System Conceptual Design f o r  Lunar Base App l i ca t i ons "  
L. S. Mason, Advanced Space Analys is  O f f i c e  
H. S .  Bloomf i e l d ,  Power Technology D i v i s i o n  
NASA Lewis Research Center 
The f o l l o w i n g  i s  a p resen ta t i on  package desc r ib ing  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  above 
study. This  package was presented a t  t he  O f f i c e  o f  E x p l o r a t i o n  J u l y  program 
rev iew and subsequently t o  t h e  Propuls ion, Power, and Energy D i v i s i o n  i n  t h e  
O f f i c e  of Aeronaut ics and Space Technology on J u l y  21, 1988. 
package i s  d e t a i l e d  i n fo rma t ion  o f  t h e  component con f igu ra t i ons  t h a t  were 
considered as w e l l  as t h e  r a t i o n a l e  f o r  t h e  f i n a l  choices. Also inc luded i s  
an e v a l u a t i o n  o f  nuc lear  power system impacts on a mature l u n a r  base. 
Inc luded i n  t h i s  
The goal o f  t h i s  s tudy was t o  develop a conceptual design o f  a nuc lear  power 
p l a n t  f o r  use on the  l una r  surface. To more f u l l y  understand t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n s  
between t h e  l una r  base and t h e  r e a c t o r  power system, a p o s s i b l e  l una r  base 
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  was de f i ned  by the  O f f i c e  o f  E x p l o r a t i o n  Surface Systems 
I n t e g r a t i o n  Agent. 
The nuc lear  power p l a n t  concept cons is t s  o f  a 2.5 MWth SP-100 r e a c t o r  
coupled t o  e i g h t  f r e e - p i s t o n  S t i r l i n g  engines. 
system i s  825 kWe and t h e  system mass i s  20 m e t r i c  tonnes. 
The design power l e v e l  o f  t h e  
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Solar Fhotavoltaic Versus Nuclear Pclwer for a Iunar Observatory 
J. M. Hic)aMn, Achmm=ed Space Analysis Office 
H. S. Blomfield, €+mer Technology Division 
N A s A I e w i s R e s e a E h c e n t e r  
TO cc~npare solar photovoltaic (W) and nuclear power system for 
the construction and operations @mses of a farside lunar 
obsematory outpost and document significant issues and 
findings. 
The objective of this Office of Exploration ( o w )  case study is 
to emplace and operate a moderately sophisticated ccanplemnt of 
scientific observational instrumentation on the farside of the 
moon. The baselined grrxlnd rules for this case study are that 
the setup of the observatory will be accomplished aver a 
two-year period beginning in the year 2000, with one cargo and 
one crew mission per year. 
baselined at 14 days per trip or less. 
observatory will be operating unattended for long periods of 
time. 
reliability and autonomy. 
masses between solar photovoltaic and nuclear power systems was 
made for the observatory construction and operations phases. 
Crew stay-times for construction are 
Also, the lunar 
Therefore, the p e r  system selected must show high 
A Ccanparison of total power system 
Three different cases w e r e  considered en-sing 6 different 
scenarios. A summary of the cases studied is pre3enteii in Table 
1. 
gallium arsenide sun-tracking arrays are used to provide daytime 
operations power. &K@DUS silicon (a-si) arrays are used 
initially to provide construction pawer, and then later are used 
to provide power to regenerative fuel cells (RFCs) for 
operational night-time storage. 
Case 1 is the t~photavoltaic onlytt case. In this case 
In case 2, a-Si photovoltaic (W) arrays provide construction 
pwer, after w h i c h  an SP-100 nuclear reactor pruvides puwer for 
aperations. Case 2 is divided into four sub-cases. The fks t  
two (a and b) require construction of the lunar abservatory and 
its power system thruugh a single 1- night period with 
assumed construction power requirementS of 20 kWe and 40 kWe, 
respectively. The third and fourth sub-case (c and d) reqUire 
construction of the abservatory and power system over multiple 
lunar Nghts, again with construction power at 20 kWe and 40 
me, respectively. 
(subcases a and b) , then non-regenerative primary fuel cells 
(PITS) may be enployed to fllpport the crew and limited activity 
during this time. 
hydrogen/oxygen regenerative fuel cells (RFCs) are assumed to 
support the construction phase. 
If only one lunar night is requimd 
If multiple nights are required, 
For Case 3, an alternative nuclear power system w a s  identified 
and f i r s t  order calculations perform&. system consisted 
of an SP-100 m c t o r  thenmelectric (TE) pawer system encased 
w i t h i n  a fully shielded lunar lander. The shielding is rat& 
for man-teded operation. After landing a t  the surface site, 
radiators are deployed fran the lander, a power cable is 
installed, and the power system is fully operational within 24 
hours of cable connection to the load. Lkper&q ' on the lander 
' pwer capability, an amo- silicon W array could be 
ini t ia l ly  deployed on the lunar surface to p m i d e  puer i f  
required. TheTEpuersystemcouldbeusedforbath 
cmstmdion and apesations 
before cxew aeparture for the operations phase only. 
or could be activated just 
The oonstruction phase power -t is assumed a t  20 - 40 
MJe; the operations phase pwer -t is assumed a t  50 - 
100 kWe. These  requirements were obtained from the Office of 
Exploration ( O W )  Surface Systems Integration Agent. 
T h o  separate solar pmer systems were assumed for the 
ghdovoltaic only case (m 1). Anrorphaus silicon (a-si) solar 
@mtovoltaic arrays w e r e  assumed to supply the construction 
pawer requirements. Wing this time sun-tracking gallium 
arsenide (GaAs) fold-aut arrays and regenerative fuel cell 
storage stacks, gaseous reactant tanks, radiators, and power 
mnagement and distribution equipnent are deployed,/erected. 
GaAs tracking arrays - selected to supply the daytime 
operational pawer of the observatory. The a-Si arrays would be 
used to charge the regenerative fuel cells (m) for night-time 
power after the construction is  caplet&. Ten 2 0 - k ~  roll-out 
non-tracking a-Si arrays a t  2218 W/kg were assumed to insure a 
20-kWe power output (or better) for any angle of incident solar 
insolation less than 84.3 degrees, as measured f m  the normal 
to the array surface. Because the arrays are laid crut f l a t  on 
the surface, solar insolation a t  angles greater than 84.3 
degrees wmld not receive solar energy to produoe the 20 
MJe construction pmx -t. ?he GaAs array w a s  assumed 
to have a mass specific powe.r of 185 W/kg. 
density was rated a t  1000 w-hr/lq, and the storage pcwer 
management and distrikution (m) efficiency w a s  assumed to be 
92 percent. 
needs,thecmstmctionPMADmassesthtewasassumedtobei~ m, while the apesations FMAD w a s  assumed to be 20 
because of mre complex puer conditioning needs of the 
-tory scientific equipnent. 
radiator includes the storage structure and is assumed to be 5 
kg/k5h 
erectable within one fourteen4ay stay-time. 
for a SUI[PIL~TY of the asslmp3tions for each case.) 
The 
The RFC storage 
Ixle to relatively s-le construction eqUiPnant 
lbe specific mass for the RFC 
The axplete a p e r a t i d  pawer system should be 
(Refer to Table 2 
A m o m  silicon W arrays wlere selected for cdse 2 (Solar W 
for cmstmction/Nuclear System for Ops) because it was assmud 
that these arrays could be easily rolled cut on the lunar 
surface in a few days. 
a-si non-txacking arrays as in the solar only case describe3 
abave. Ih nuclear reactor heat sauce is located in a surface 
shielding. Stirling cycle pwer conversion is assumed. 
mnstruction times for this nuclear power system are assumed to 
be wter than 14 days and thus precluded the use of su& a 
system as a pmer s(x111=e for the Lunar -tory construction 
phase. 
W system mists of ten mll-out 
excavation f , thereby utilizing lunar soil for radiation 
As in Case 1, the Case 2 stucty assumes the construction PMAD and 
radiator/storage struclture are rated a t  10 kg/l&Je and 5 m, 
respectively. 
construction then cryogenic primary fuel cells (m) are used. 
The cry0 PFCs have an energy density of 1500 W - h r - .  
construction of the nuclear power system for the observatory 
take longer than one lunar night, then gaseuus hydrogen/oxygen 
(Q12/G0 ) RFCS are assumed. The GH2/G02 RFCS have an 
energy Lity of 1000 w-hr/~og. 
If only a single lunar night is requh& for 
Should 
The third and final case is for the Nuclear Larder concept. 
?his concept locates an sp100 reactor w i t h i n  a lunar lander. 
The reactor has a 4-pi shield w h i c h  prwides for a radiation 
dose level of 5 remper 30 days a t  a distanoe of 1-)an. 
reactor could be activated j u s t  before the construction crew 
leaves the lunar surface or, alternatively, the reactor could be 
brought on-line soon af ter  landing to provide construCtion 
p e r .  
employe3 for the construction phase. 
The 
Optional roll-aut a-Si non-tracking arrays could be 
The operations phase p m x  requirements can be met by either 
solar photovoltaic or nuclear pmer systems, de- on the 
pmer level. For aperational pwer levels beluw 25 We, a solar 
phutovoltaic p e r  system was found to be attractive frow both a 
construction t ime  and system mass viewpoint (see figure). 
t o t a l s  for case 1 are given in Table 3. 
Mass 
Depenairrs on the nuclear pmer system selected, either the 
nuclear system or  the W system fairs better in the range of 25 
t o  60 )&Je. (A mss sumrrary for Case 2 is given in Table 4.) 
For operational power levels in exoess of about 60 kWe, the 
nuclear reactor pmer system exhibits a mass advantage over the 
solar w pmer system, and that adva?tage increases 
significantly w i t h  higher pmer mymmmts . 'Ihiscancept 
1SP-100 FclkFer !3Ystan conce?Ytual Desicm for Lunar Base 
Amlications, Mason, Lee S., Blocnufield, Harvey S., NASA I&& 
Research Center, 1988. 
includes l q e r  canstruction tinvr than the solar W power 
system. 
Although, the nuclear lander CQnCept (case 3) has nat been 
analysed extensively at  this point, there is good reason t o  be 
uptimistic abcut its mass and performance. The mass for the 
nuclear lander is slightly less than that for the surfaoe 
reactor/single lunar night 20 )&Je canstrulction case (Case 2a) 
and is less massive than the W system for all pawer levels 
abcnre25kWe (seefigure). ?hesystanmassforthelanderpakller 
system is un3e.r 14 metric tonnes a t  a pomr level of 100 W, 
which is prervided aontinua~~ly for bath operations ard 
mmtruction (See Table 5). 
investigation. 
lmis mncept is now urder further 
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Power Technoloqv Uorkshoo 
A mini, first-of-a-series, Power Technology Workshop was held at the Lewis 
Research Center on April 15, 1988. The workshop served as an open forum for 
Code 2's MAS€ and IA's and Lewis' power technologists to freely exchange 
information, concerns, ideas, and issues. Representatives from NASA Head- 
quarters' Code Z and Code R also participated in the workshop. 
The first topic of discussion was the origin and rationale of the power 
requirements chart that appears in the Code Z PRO. The ensuing dialog 
produced suggested amendments and augmentations to the chart that were 
carried out on-line during the workshop. 
Each Integration Agent presented their perspectives on projected requirements 
and issues. Projected power needs for nodes, spacecraft, and planetary 
surfaces were discussed. Concerns were raised about some of the preconceived 
attributes of the various power systems selected to satisfy the power 
requirements. Several action items were, therefore, levied on Lewis to amend 
the power domain graph and to develop a preliminary figure of merit list for 
selected power systems. These documents are included in this section. 
An additional IA perception led to a quick-cycle study. The study analyzes 
the mass associated with adding advanced storage for the lunar night during 
the construction phase of the lunar observatory. - .. 
Overviews of the technological status of space power systems were presented by 
Lewis technologists encompassing the topics of nuclear power, isotopic dynamic 
systems, photovoltaics, solar dynamics, batteries, and fuel cells. 
Future power workshops will be held as deemed appropriate. 
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EXPLORATION OF POWER SYSTEM DOMAINS 
PRIMARY ELECTROCHEMICAL STORAGE: 
o Above about 1 hour and 50 kWe the energy storage requirements 
favor regenerative systems. With regenerative systems all the 
energy need not be carried into space. 
o At levels below 50 kWe, the energy requirements favor primary 
electrochemical systems as a low weight, less complex system of 
choice. 
SOLAR BASED WITH REGENERATIVE STORAGE SYSTEMS (Power Generator Coup1 ed to 
Energy Storage Subsystem) : 
o Beyond 500 kWe, civilian applications of solar based regenerative 
power systems have not been currently identified. 
o Below 1 hour missions, primary electrochemical systems are lighter 
due to low energy requirements. 
o Above lo5 hour missions, space environmental effects degrade 
performance of exposed components. 
RADIOISOTOPES: 
o Beyond 5 kWe the availability of isotopes becomes an issue. 
o Below 100 Watts, primary electrochemical systems are lighter and 
less expensive. 
o Below 100 hours usually means near sun missions, (high 
insolation), where solar based regenerati ve systems are 1 ighter. 
o Above 105 hours, the half-life of isotopes become an issue. 
SP-1 00 (Si ngl e Uni t) : 
o Beyond lo5 hours, fuel depletion for single SP-100 system limits 
appl icat ions. 
o Below tens of hours advanced solar based regenerative systems may 
become lighter. 
o 1000 kWe is the upper limit of power available from a SP-100 
reactor. 
upper bound level. 
However, the SP-100 technology i s  not limited to this 
o Below 50 kWe, reactor criticality factors result in higher 
specific weights. Solar based regenerative systems are lighter. 
ADVANCED SOLAR OR NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS: 
o Beyond the 0.5 to  1 MWe power level, both solar and nuclear based 
power systems have application. The choice depends on mission 
constraints such as weight, volume, area, complexity, reliability,  
duration, duty  cycle, etc. 
o A t  mission durations less than  1 hour, the choice of low weight, 
low cost power systems tend t o  favor primary electrochemical 
systems. 
. -  
?OWE9 SYSTEY F!GURES OF MERIT 6 / 2 ? / 8 8  
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CAUTION: - THESE DATA SHOULD BE USED ONLY AS A GROSS GUIDE AND NOT A DESIGN TOOL 
- THE POWER SYSTEM DESIGN !S HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON MISSION S P E C I F I C  CHARACTER!STICS 
SUCH AS DURATION, ENVIRONMENT, DUTY CYCLE, RE?!ABILITY, COST, SAFETY, ETC. 
TECHNOLOGY 
................................... 
PR!YARV ELECTROCHEYICAL STORAGE 
(S!NGLE D!SCHARGE: 
L f t f i i u m  Therna !  S a t t e r y  
Lft5ium !?es,rva 2a:tery 
A l k a l i n e  ? r i m a r y  Fuel Ce!l 
SOLA!? SASE9 SVSTEXS 
So:ar 3 y n a n i c / X S  
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PV-S7/Ni-!?2 9a:tery 
PV-GaAs/NaS c? L!thi 'ur  B a t t e r y  
1 PV-GaAs/KaS a: Lithiun B a t t e r y  
?V/9FC 
PV/RFC 
!SOTCPE POWER SYSTEYS 
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SP-100 w i t h  ?E's  ( 5 a s e l i n e )  
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The Reader i s  Referenced T o  NASA Conference  F‘ubl i c a t i o n  
10018.  L u n a r  Helium-3 and Fusion  Power. T h i s  p r e v i o u s l y  
pub1 i . shed  document d e s c r i b e s  t h e  p r o c e e d i n g s  from the NASA 
Lunar Heli1.1rn-3/Eiisi.on Power workshop h e l d  Apri l .  2 5 . - 2 6 ,  1988 
a t  t h e  NASA L e w i s  Research C e n t e r .  W i t h i n  t h i s  volume are 
reports b y  two working ~ r o i i p s  on v a r i o s  a s p e c t s  of mining 
H F t L i u n i - 3  from the Moon for use i n  t e r r e s t r i a l .  f ~ i s i o n  power 
pl.ant,ri. A l . . ; c ~  included i n  t i t i 5  r e p o r t  a r e  summaries of group 
discussions. m i n o r i t y  o p i n i o r ~ s ,  and p a p e r s  submi. t t e d  a f t e r  
t h e  workshop t h a t  have h e a r i n g  ori tlie workshop t,opi.c. 
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ORJECTIVL 
The objective of this study is to determine the effects of using Lunar, 
Phobos/Deimos (Ph/D), and Mars propellants in Lunar, Mars, and Lunar/Mars blended 
scenarios. 
METHODOLOGY; 
ound; 
Current concepts for LunarIMars blended scenarios involve the production of 
Lunar oxygen (lunox), and in situ propellant production on Phobos, Deimos, or Mars 
(surface or atmosphere). It is important to ascertain which space resource production 
and use scenarios have the most performance, cost, and strategic benefits. 
Kev AssumDtions: 
The key assumptions of this study include: 1) In situ propellants are transported 
by cryogenic tanker vehicles similar to the Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OW) designed by 
General Dynamics (Isp = 485 sec; insulation and meteoroid protection require 10% 
increase in inert tank weight scaling relations; zero boiloff losses assumed), 2) 
Aerobrakes are scaled to 15% of entry weight, 3) Payload weights are from Code 2 
Scenario Requirements Document (SRD) (Lunar-Outpost-to-Mars-Outpost scenario); 
3) Both hydrogen (H) and oxygen (0) are produced at Phobos/ Deimos; 4) 
Conjunction class trajectories are used; 5) Infrastructure build-up is not included in 
initial cases; and 6) Mass penalties, not operations costs are calculated in these initial 
cases. 
0 
ADD ro ac h : 
GDSS computer models relating in situ propellant production products and 
sites, delivery trajectories, users and economics are being utilized to provide 
quantitative insights into space resource utilization for the Moon and Mars. Space 
Operations Analysis Resource (SOAR) is an interactive, user-friendly computer 
program (including a library of orbital mechanics routines) used to perform multi- 
vehicle mission planning. SOAR was initially an Earth-centered simulation. The 
consideration of Mars and Lunar missions has led to the development of SOAR 
versions for Lunar and Mars orbital operations (Moon- and Mars-centered, 
respectively), and interplanetary trajectories (Sun-centered). Space Transportation 
and Resources (STAR) is a user friendly spreadsheet model that simulates personnel 
and cargo transportation between an arbitrary number of space transportation nodes. 
STAR models refueling, staging, and/or payload changes at any node. Vehicle 
scaling (including aerobrake) relations are input into STAR as are trajectory data (e.9. 
AVOS from SOAR). 
expanded and fully integrated into STAR. 
A Mars-Lunar transportation/resource cost model is being 
Figures 1 and 2 show performance data for each payload destination. For each 
destination, data is shown for each potential site of propellant production. In all cases 
the payload delivered is 100 metric tons of propellant. Aerobraking is used whenever 
possible and all vehicles are reusable. The vehicles used in these figures are: 1) 
Lunar Transfer Vehicle (LN), which operates between Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Low 
Lunar Orbit (LLO), 2) Lunar Lander (LL), which shuttles payloads between the Lunar 
surface and LLO, 3) Phobos Tanker Lander (PTL), which operates between Phobos 
or Deimos (Ph/D) and LLO, 4) Mars Lander (ML), which launches payloads from the 
Mars surface into Mars orbit, 5) Mars Tanker Vehicle (MTV), which operates between 
Mars orbit and LLO, and 6) Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV), which launches 
payloads from Earth's surface into LEO. 
Figures 1a-d depict the ratio between the payload delivered to a given 
destination (100 mT for all cases) and the total weight of each vehicle involved, taken 
at the node where the vehicle is heaviest with propellant. For these figures (each 
indicating a destination) the propellant production sites considered are shown along 
the x-axis, with each vehicle involved in transporting the propellant represented by a 
bar. The vehicles that are labeled in bold type are of major interest in determining 
which scenarios are preferred in terms of performance, because they are the ones 
transporting propellant directly from the production sites. 
LOW EARTH ORBIT 
For LEO (Figure la )  the Ph/D propellant case is favorable since it involves only 
one vehicle, the PTL, which carries 27% of its total weight as payload. Also favorable 
is the Lunar surface propellant case in which the payload delivered to LEO is 42% of 
the LTV weight and 30% of the Lunar Lander weight; this example assumes the 
availability of hydrogen on the Moon, however. A less favorable, but more realistic 
case utilizes Lunar oxygen with the hydrogen originating on Earth. This is more 
complex logistically since hydrogen must be transferred to the LL and oxygen 
transferred to the LTV in Low Lunar Orbit. This also results in somewhat decreased 
payloadhehicle weight ratios (33% of the LTV and 25% of the LL) since the LL must 
descend to the Lunar surface with its ascent hydrogen which increases the load that 
the L N  must carry. However, the Lunar oxygen scenario fares better than the situation 
in which all propellants are brought to LEO from Earth's surface (payload is 3% of ELV 
total weight). Interestingly, transporting propellant from Mars' surface to LEO (7% of 
the ML and 27% of the M N )  is more favorable in terms of mass than from Earth's 
surface to LEO. 
LOW LUNAR ORBIT 
For LLO (Figure 1b) the Lunar surface propellant case is very favorable since 
the Lunar Lander carries 59% of its total weight as payload; again, this case is 
constrained by the availability of Lunar hydrogen. Transporting propellant from the 
Lunar oxygen case is operationally similar to the case mentioned above where the 
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destination for the lunox is LEO, and the payloadhehicle ratio for the LL is 58%. Ph/D 
is also favorable with the PTL carrying 30% of its total weight as payload. For Mars 
surface propellants the payloadhehicle weight ratio for the ML is 6% while for the MTV 
it is 30%. As with the other destinations, transport from Earth's surface is very difficult, 
with a ratio of 3% for the ELV and 36% for the LTV. 
MARS ORBIT 
For Mars orbit (Figure lc), aside from using Ph/D as an obvious propellant 
source, the most favorable case uses a Mars Lander to transport propellant from Mars' 
surface (payload is 21% of the ML weight). Transportation of Lunar oxygen and Earth 
hydrogen to Mars orbit from LEO involves three vehicles. In addition to a Mars 
Transfer Vehicle, an LTV delivers hydrogen to LLO (payload to vehicle weight ratio is 
12%) and an LL transports oxygen to LLO (ratio is 50%). As in the LEO or LLO 
delivery cases involving lunox and Earth H2, the logistics are somewhat more 
complicated because the propellants originate at different sources. With the terrestrial 
and Lunar propellants collected in LLO the MTV is fueled there for the flight to Mars 
orbit (ratio is 33%). Transporting the propellant payload from Earth's surface is 
operationally simpler but less efficient in propellant utilization, the ELV having a 
payload /vehicle ratio of 3% and the MTV having a ratio of 22%. 
LUNAR SURFACE 
Two propellant sources are assumed for delivery to the Lunar surface; Ph/D 
and the Earth (see Figure ld). Depending on the status of the Lunar propellant 
production infrastructure, these sources can be assumed to supply either all the 
propellants or just the hydrogen component to the Lunar surface. Figure I d  indicates 
a strong advantage for Ph/D over Earth's surface as the propellant source, and a mild 
advantage for transportation of hydrogen only over all the propellant (for either 
source). Assuming a viable lunox production capability, this mild propellant leverage 
advantage for hydrogen transport only, translates to a strong operational advantage 
since 100 mT of hydrogen transported can be utilized as part of 800 mT of propellant. 
Lunox is used to power the Lunar Landers in the cases where hydrogen only is 
delivered to the Lunar surface, with the other vehicles using oxygen from Earth. For 
the Ph/D hydrogen case, the PTL has a payload /vehicle weight ratio of 28% while the 
Earth surface hydrogen case ratio for the ELV is 3%. The Ph/D hydrogen scenario is 
of particular interest because it is an example of complementary interplanetary 
resource retrieval; i.e. the volatile elements (believed to be) abundant on Ph/D are 
economically transported to the extremely volatile-deficient Lunar surface for use in 
Lunar base operations and industrialization. 
Figure 2a shows LEO as the payload destination. Propellants transported from 
Ph/D are most favorable with 95 mT of propellant used to transport 100 mT to LEO. If 
Lunar hydrogen is available (as well as lunox ) this would also be favorable (215 mT 
used), and it is instructive to compare this to the situation where lunox is available but 
H2 must be transported from Earth. In this case, propellant used in the LTV and LL are 
increased since hydrogen must be transported to the Moon as well as from the Moon, 
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but the major inefficiency results from transporting hydrogen to LEO from Earth's 
surface (1 106 mT, for a total of 1409 mT). Propellant from the surface of Mars uses 
1037 mT for transport. Propellant transfer from Earth's surface (1 926 mT to place 100 
mT in LEO) requires the most propellants. 
Figure 2b shows the Low Lunar Orbit destination. Lunar propellants (lunox & 
Lunar H) are most favorable (60 mT). This compares to 1133 mT if hydrogen must be 
transported from Earth. Propellant from Ph/D is very favorable with 187 mT used in 
transport. Mars surface propellants requires 1292 mT. Again, highest propellant 
requirement is from Earth's surface,using 2089 mT. 
Figure 2c shows Mars Orbit as the destination. To transport propellant from 
Mars' surface uses 294 mT. The lunox/Earth H case is relatively complex, transporting 
hydrogen from Earth and lunox to drive all vehicles, with LLO serving as the staging 
point; this uses 1608 mT (1264 mT for the ELV). If all propellant comes from Earth's 
surface then 8588 mT are used (8280 mT for the ELV). 
Figure 2d shows the Lunar Surface destination. Lunox/Ph/D H is most favorable 
(296 mT used). Here, lunox (a Ph/D H) is used to drive the LL with Ph/D propellant 
used in the PTL. With Ph/D propellant for both vehicles, use is 373 mT. Lunox/Earth H 
requires 1568 mT (1245 mT for the ELV). If all propellant comes from Earth's surface 
then 10854 mT are used (10440 mT for the ELV). 
Figure 3 shows propellant production and use locations for several possible 
scenarios including the seven Lunar and Ph/D cases investigated at this time. The 
IMS ratio figure of merit is a measure of the LEO weight savings for a given amount of 
in situ propellant production versus a scenario in which all propellants originate on the 
Earth. As in all cases in this report, data are for steady-state scenarios and do not 
reflect space infrastructure buildups. 
The largest IMS (4.3) is for the use of Ph/D propellants in Mars orbit. The 
negative IMS for Lunar oxygen export to LEO suggests it will be difficult for chemical 
propulsion systems to make this case profitable. Using Lunar oxygen in LLO (IMS = 
1.8) appears to be a very good case although it has lower leverage than using Ph/D 
propellants near Mars. The apparent good leverage for exporting Lunar oxygen to 
Mars orbit is reflective of the fact that only one of the three vehicles required in Case 7 
- the Lunar tanker which delivers hydrogen to LLO - ever appears in LEO. The 
extremely favorable leverage of Ph/D propellants in LMO and the surprisingly good 
performance in LEO and LLO suggests strongly that in situ propellant production on 
Ph/D may be the most profitable early space resource scenario. 
Our current conclusions and recommendations are summarized in Figure 4. 
Ph/D propellant production and exportation is an attractive prospect that may support 
space operations near the Moon and LE0,while providing an economic incentive to 
explore Mars. 
PLACE OF 
APPLICATION 
LEO 
LUNAR SURF 
LLO 
E-M LIB 
MARS SURF 
MARS ORB 
E-S LIB 
Where should the prlorlty b. for Ieveraglng 
chemlcal propulslon systems to Man? 
: Should In-situ propellants be exported to LEO? 
b 
I- On lunar LOX for outbound savings? 
On PWD propellants for homeward bound savings? 
Ph/D 
H2 + 0 2  LUNAR 0 2  MARS 02+FUEL 
#3 IMS=.4 #6 IMS=-.6 TBD 
TBD TBD TBD 
#4 IMS=.4 #5 IMS= 1.8 TBD 
TBD TBD TBD 
TBD TBD TBD 
#1, #2 #7 IMS =1.8 TBD 
IMS = 4.3 
TBD TBD TBD 
Conclu.lonr: i PhlD might be beneficially exported to LEO, given 
b adequate excess production levels, good propellant ph/D propellants Offer wbstentially more storage, and highly automated plants. ings. 
b 
i Lunar oxygen export to LEO provides no apparent benefit, : using chemical freighters. More leverage from PhlD because: 
PWD is regularly 'closer^ to LEO than is the lunar WT- 
face, via conjunction class chemical freighters. I 
I 
oxidizers. b 
PWD potentially offers eas~~y available fuels, as we11 as 
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IN-SITU PROPELLANT LEVERAGE ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS 
In-situ propellants offer great potential for space exploration cost savlngs. 
Phobos and Delmos offer by far the greatest potential leverage on all mlsskns InvoMng Mars. 
Exploitation at the earliest possible opportunity is strongly Indicated. 
The PWD leverage will be very high even if hydrogen Is not found. 
Labor Intensive operatlons of ISPP plants will markedly degrade thelr advantage. Strong emphasis should be glven 
Lunar oxygen can be attractive for lunar vicinity operations, returns to earth, and outbound sprints to Mars. 
PhobodDeimos propellant production may offer a low technology alternative to multi-megawatt nuclear cargo vehicles 
which allows an evolutionary buildup of mass through LEO in the Lunar outpost to Mars outpost scenario. 
to optimizing automation. 
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POTENTIAL HIGH PAYOFFS 
PWD fuels (hydrogen or other) with lunar LOX for lunar vicinity operations 
PWD hydrogen for nuclear thermal rockets 
PWD excess oxygen is ideal for Mars vicinity life support 
FIGURE 4 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
ISSU ES 0 F MARS 0 RBITAL REFUELING 
Alan Wiloughby - Analex Corporation 
Brue Cordell (Team Leader) - General Dynamics Space Systems Division 
RENDEZVOUS WITH CARGO VEHICLE AT PHOBOS; 
PLANE CHANGE AT APOAPSIS: 0.12 k m / s  
PILOTED VEHICLE AT INITIAL 500 x 33,000 km (24 HOUR), 15 O INCLINATION PARKING ORBIT: 
PHOBOS A V: 0.8 km/sec 
MARS ORBITAL PERTURBATIONS 
MAXIMUM EFFECTS ON NODAL REGRESSION I -9.4ODAY 
LOW MARS ORBITS: APSIDAL ROTATION = 1 SODAY 
RENDEZVOUS/ PROXIMITY OPERATIONS ISSU ES 
Rendezvous and proximity operations are of paramount importance for mission 
success of the Mars Orbital Refueling mission. The optimum method will provide 
maximum operational flexibility. An understanding of the Mars environment and the 
perturbation effects upon rendezvous and proximity operations is critical. This study 
investigated sample rendezvous options, the effects of perturbations, and rendezvous 
guidelines and operations, based upon STS experience and requirements. Figure 1 
summarizes the issues identified for these operations in a Mars Orbital Refueling 
scenario. 
EXAMPLE OF RENDEZVOUS OPTION, AND DELTA V's 1 
SHUTTLE EXPERIENCE AND MARS ORBITAL REFUELING 
CURRENT RENDENOUS AND PROXIMITY OPERATION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPED 
PROVIDE THE BACKGROUND, OPERATIONS, AND PROCEDURES FOR A MARS ORBITAL 
RENDEZVOUS MISSION 
CREW SAFETY CONCERNS RECOMMENDS VISUAL CONTACT WITH FAVORABLE LIGHTING 
DURING PROXIMITY OPERATIONS AND BAILOUT CAPABILITY FOR CRITICAL FLIGHT PHASES 
Figure 1 : RENDEZVOUS AND PROXIMITY OPERATIONS 
The following is an example of the rendezvous and AV's for the Piloted Vehicle 
(PV) to rendezvous with the Cargo Vehicle (CV), which has landed ("rendezvoused") 
1 
on the surface of Phobos. The PV is assumed to be initially in a Mars orbit of 500 km X 
300,000 km (24 hour orbit), 15' inclination parking orbit. The initial plane change 
maneuver occurs at apoapsis, where a 0.12 km/sec impulse is applied. A final AV of 
0.8 km/sec, to rendezvous with Phobos, occurs at the apoapsis of this transfer orbit. 
This study investigated a few parking orbit options, and determined 
perturbations affecting them. Low Mars circular orbits (e.9. 500 km x 500 km), have 
nodal regressions up to -9.4O/day and apsidal rotations up to 19'Iday. A highly 
elliptical Mars equatorial orbit of 500 km x 33,000 km, has a nodal regression of - 
.25O/day with an apsidal rotation of 0.49'/day. Higher order terms were not included in 
this analysis, but have large perturbation effects during lengthy on-orbit times. These 
include higher order harmonics, solar influence, and Martian moon effects. 
Rendezvous and proximity operations can be derived from Gemini, Apollo, and 
STS experience. To date, six Shuttle missions have performed deployment and 
retrieval of passive, free flyer vehicles. Future planning includes extensive operations 
with the Space Station. Based on this, current rendezvous and proximity operation 
techniques developed for the STS provide the necessary background, operational 
constraints, and procedures for a Mars Orbital Refueling mission. 
Several areas were identified for further requirement definition of this phase of 
the mission. Crew safety should be considered foremost in the consideration of any 
Mars scenario. This dictates requirements for procedure designlimplementation ease, 
position determinationltarget tracking methods, and visibility, propellant consumption, 
and plume impingement requirements. 
In addition, various issues were identified. They include the following: vehicle 
design, cargo vehicle orbital prediction uncertainties, Cargo Vehicle maneuverability, 
docking methodology, and Remote Manipulator System (RMS) capabilities. 
OPERATIONS ON PHOBOS/DUMOS 
Several issues pertaining to operations on Phobos and Deimos are described in 
this section. Though for some issues no distinction between operations on Phobos 
and Deimos is significant, wherever distinctions can be made they will be spelled out. 
These issues are summarized in Figure 2. 
2 
ISSUE 
RENDEZVOUS 
".+- 
PROXIMITY OPERATIONS/DOCKING 
CONTINGENCIES 
CRYOGENICS 
.............-..A.."A.. P x__- 
PROPELLANT TRANSFER 
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 
COMMENTS 
9 CV LOCATION ASSURED IF EARLY RENDUVOUS with Ph/D 
BETIER ACCESS TO DEIMOS 
USE MlLLlG FIELD OR ESTABLISH "HANDLES" lea. with 
EARLY CV-Ph/D RENDEZVOUS MUST BE AUTOMATED 
m- 
UNIFORM FIELD 
OPERATING ON AND/OR NEAR PhlD GIVES MAXIMUM 
FLEXIBILITY IN OPERATIONS SEQUENCE AND POTENTIAL 
EMERGENCY OPERATIONS 
HIGH MARS ORBJT COOLER THAN LOW MARS ORBIT 
ALTHOUGH Ph/D ARE WARM, OFFER OPPORTUNITY FOR 
SHADING FROM SOLAR AND MARS RADIATIONS 
-_I... ~ _ _ _ y ~ ~ . . . . A . . . . . . A . ~  -..-. 
MILLI-G FIELD MAY PROVIDE BACKUP MODE FOR ZERO-G 
FLUID ACQUISITION/TRANSFER 
...,.....% 
POTENTIALLY MORE HAZARDOUS NEAR PHOBOS 
Figurr 2: OPERATIONS ON PHOBOS/DEIMOS 
RENDEZVOUS 
A prime advantage to storing the CV on Ph/D rather than in Mars orbit is that the 
CV's location is thereby assured, the moons being much easier objects for the PV to 
track than the small CV, especially if the CV beacon or transponder system were to 
become inoperative. Even if the CV's location on Ph/D is unknown, it would be much 
easier to find than if it were lost in free space. For the CV's part, an automated 
rendevous with Ph/D is required, which is considerably more complex than 
establishing an orbit in free space around Mars. The initial mission would have to rely 
on optical sightings of Ph/D and perhaps radar ranging as it got closer. For later 
missions this could be supplemented by a transponder or beacon emplanted on the 
surface of Ph/D. Access to Deimos would be easier since it is higher in Mars' gravity 
well and maneuvers would require less delta v than for Phobos. 
PROXIMITY OPERATIONS AND DOCKING 
Since the gravity field of Ph/D is non-negligible for objects that are nearby and have 
low relative velocities, the effect is to considerably complicate the calculation of 
3 
relative motion for proximity operations. A limited three body problem treatment (CV or 
PV being third body with negligible mass) is required. In addition, the gravity fields of 
the moons, and in particular Phobos, are highly non-spherical which would affect 
relative motion in ways that are currently difficult to predict in detail. Thus proximity 
operations involving the unmanned CV may pose control technology challenges since 
real-time human-guided control of the vehicle will not be available in the scenario 
where the CV docks with Ph/D for storage before the PV is sent. 
For the final "docking" with Ph/D a couple options are possible. After nullifying the 
relative velocity at a short distance the vehicle can be allowed to settle to the surface 
under the influence of Ph/D gravity. This operation is very simple but if the underlying 
surface is sloping or highly irregular there is a possibility that the unsecured vehicle 
can slide downhill and hit an object that would damage it, or settle into a position that 
is unstable or highly tilted. An alternative would be for the vehicle to establish 
"handles" to grip the Ph/D surface by firing penetrators into the surface and then reel 
itself into a secure docking by cable. A problem with this approach is that the surface 
may be very friable. Unless the penetrators bury themselves quite deeply they are 
likely to shatter, fracture, and break free of the regolith under the loading of a several 
hundred thousand pound vehicle. Of course this can be avoided if the load applied to 
the cables is limited, but then the ability to control the motion of the vehicle as it 
approaches the surface would also be limited. Perhaps penetrators can be useful if 
they are used mainly to anchor the vehicle as it settles to the surface rather than as a 
means of reeling in and controlling the motion of the vehicle. 
CONTINGENCIES 
Operating on or near Ph/D offers a backup contingency for fuel transfer which isn't 
available in low Mars orbit. Though zero-g transfer of fuel between the CV and PV 
may be the baseline method, the milli-g gravity of Ph/D might be used for propellant 
settling and/or siphoning in case of hardware failure. 
CRYOGENICS 
The issue of thermal environment is very important in determining how much and 
what type of insulation is needed by the CV to minimize boiloff of its cryogenic fuel 
load during its long period of storage in Mars orbit. Direct radiation from the Martian 
4 
surface is a significant source of thermal energy and so a high Mars orbit is a cooler 
environment (and thus a better storage environment) than a low Mars orbit. 
Accordingly, storage in an orbit at the distance of Deimos will provide a cooler 
environment than that for Phobos. Both Phobos and Deimos have synchronous orbits 
(i.e., rotation rates that are tidally locked to their periods, as is the Earth's moon). Thus 
a CV stored on the farside of Ph/D would be shielded from the radiation load of the 
Martian surface. However, the Ph/D surfaces are in themselves relatively warm 
radiators (though cooler than the Martian surface), and heat conduction to the CV by 
contact with the Ph/D surface would also have to be minimized. Placing the CV 
anywhere on Ph/D, except perhaps the poles, would shield the vehicle for half its 
period from direct solar radiation, which is an advantage over storage in a free space 
orbit. In summary, storage of the CV at a sub-polar latitude on the side of Ph/D facing 
away from Mars would provide a fairly benign thermal environment as long as 
radiation and conduction from the Ph/D surface itself can be minimized adequately. 
PROPELLANT TRANSFER 
Issues pertaining to propellant transfer on Ph/D were examined in the section on 
Refueling Operations. For the option of Refill Tanks the milli-g environment of Ph/D 
could offer advantages for the tanking operation by allowing propellant settling. The 
Tank Change-out and Crew Module Transfer options may be workable on Ph/D, 
though the milli-g environment and proximity of the hard, abrasive regolith could 
introduce risk factors that make manipulation of large tanks or modules undesirable 
there. For the Redundant Vehicles option there should be no particular obstacle to 
operation on Ph/D since all that is involved is transfer of the crew and some equipment 
from one vehicle to the other. 
METEOROID ENVIRONMENT 
The escape velocities of Phobos and Deimos being very small, there could be a 
belt of material that has been ejected from the moons by impacts, concentrated along 
the orbit of each moon and having fairly low relative velocities. This would be 
especially likely for Phobos which orbits near the Roche limit for Mars so that material 
ejected from it would have a lower probability of reimpacting and being reabsorbed by 
the parent body within a given period of time than for Deimos. In other words, the dust 
belts, if they exist, would likely be denser and more stable in the orbit of Phobos than 
5 
for Deimos. These belts could affect rendevous and proximity operations by causing 
one to choose approach paths that either avoid the dust belt or pass through it as 
quickly as possible to minimize the chance for a collision. It may also be desirable to 
choose a vehicle orientation that minimizes the seriousness of damage if a collision 
were to occur. Extra shielding may need to be employed for parts of the CV since it 
will be stored in this environment for a long time. If mining for propellants commences 
to almost any degree, then a dust belt is likely to be created, even if there wasn’t a 
significant one before. Methods for containment of most ejecta may need to be 
developed in conjunction with methods for blasting or drilling on Ph/D. 
LQGmQN GRAVlTY - 
Zero G - Dock PV with CV/Descend/rransfer/Remove CV/To Destination 
HMO 
MARS 0 RBlT REFUELING - OP ERATIONS METHODS 
The sequence for a Mars Orbit Refueling scenario depends upon the location at 
which the propellant transfer operations are accomplished. This study considered four 
locations; Low Mars Orbit (LMO), High Mars Orbit (HMO), and on the surface of a 
Martian moon: Phobos or Deimos (Ph/D). Each requires distinctively different methods 
to transfer propellants, resulting largely from the gravity fields encountered. In both 
cases, it is assumed that the Cargo Vehicle (CV) has been launched and is either in 
Mars orbit (LMO or HMO), or on the surface of one of the moons. The Piloted Vehicle 
(PV) must locate the CV, rendezvous, dock, and perform the propellant transfer. 
Figure 3 summarizes the operations for each location. 
Dock CV with Ph/D (Auto)/Descend-Dock PV to CV/lnvert(?)/Transfer/Seperate/ 
Dock CV with PWD (Real Time or Remote)/Descend-Dock PV to CV/lnvert(?)TTransfer/ 
To Destination 
Separate/To Destination 
On PM)- Milli-G f Dock PV with Ph/D IDescend-Dock CV to PV/Transfer/Remove CV/To Destination 
Figure 3: MARS ORBIT REFUELING - OPERATIONS METHODS I 
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MARS ORBIT 
In both LMO and HMO, operations are conducted in a zero-G environment. The 
PV rendezvous with the CV and the two vehicles dock on-orbit. The mated 
configuration descends, and the propellants are transferred from the CV to the PV by 
directly pumping the fluids or transferring vehicle components (Le. propellant tanks). 
The CV is undocked, and the PV continues it's mission. 
PHOBOS or DEIMOS 
If the rendezvous with the CV is to take place on Ph/D, operations are 
conducted in a milli-G environment and three scenarios were identified to transfer 
pro pe II ants. 
1) The CV "lands" (i.e. rendezvous, docks, anchors) on Ph/D via 
autonomous command and control. Upon arrival at Ph/D, the PV would 
descend to the surface and dock with the CV. Depending upon the 
orientation that the CV landed on the moons surface, the mated configuration 
may have to invert itself to attain the proper attitude for propellant transfer. 
Propellants are transferred by directly pumping or transferring vehicle 
components (i.e. propellant tanks). The PV separates and continues it's 
mission. 
2) The CV "lands" on Ph/D as before, only this scenario utilizes real-time or 
remote control. Final PV docking, propellant transfer and continued 
operations are identical to 1). 
3) The CV "lands" on Ph/D as before. The PV would descend to the surface and 
dock with the CV. Propellants are transferred by directly pumping, or 
transferring vehicle components (Le. propellant tanks). The PV separates, 
continues it's mission, then returns to Earth. 
REFUELING OPERATIONS 
Several options have been identified for the transfer of fuel for the return trip from 
Mars to Earth. These form a near continuum of options ranging from transfer of the fuel 
to transfer of the crew, and are shown diagrammatically in Figure 4. The options are 
described as follows: 
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I Flguro 4: REFUELINQ OPERATIONS - CONTINUUM OF OPTIONS 
REFILL TANKS 
Hard docking between the PV and the CV as well as maintenance of near inertial 
attitude will be necessary to ensure fluid transfer with a minimum of slosh. The time 
required for transfer of several hundred thousand pounds of propellant will vary 
depending on the power available, as indicated in the Propellant Transfer Operations 
chart. The number and size of fluid hose connections also affects the rate at which 
fluid transfer is possible, as well as the Ops complexity. The milli-g environment of 
PhobodDeimos could offer advantages for the tanking operation by allowing 
propellant settling. However, even if propellant transfer while on a moon becomes the 
baseline, the system should be capable of transfer in a zero-g environment. Since the 
final resting position of an unmanned cargo vehicle on a moon could be highly tilted 
with respect to the local vertical, allowance for this should be made in a system 
designed for milli-g operation. Though it is a relatively simple operation requiring the 
attention of perhaps not more than one crewmember, refilling could nonetheless 
occupy a large fraction of the total stay time in Mars orbit. For Phobos/Deimos 
missions the effect of this would be minimized if refilling took place on the target moon, 
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thereby allowing the majority of the crew to be engaged in productive exploration and 
research while it took place. The importance of refueling may dictate that it be 
successfully completed before commiting the vehicles and crew to any other 
significant activity. For missions involving Mars landing and/or refueling in zero-g, the 
time required for refilling tanks could thus greatly affect the productive time spent in 
Mars orbit. 
TANK CHANGE-OUT 
An alternative to transferring the contents of tanks from one to another is to change- 
out the tanks themselves. Such a maneuver may not require hard docking between 
the vehicles but may require that the operation be performed in zero-g rather than on a 
moon, for safety. Though avoiding issues involved in fluid transfer and requiring a 
minimal expenditure of energy, this operation would be relatively complex, involving at 
least two interface break and makes per tank. It would probably require less total time 
than fluid transfer but would be much more manpower intensive during the operation. 
From a development and manufacturing standpoint it would be desirable to make 
identical the tanks on both the PV (which are disposed of in Mars orbit) and the CV 
(which get transferred to the PV). From a performance standpoint the fuel tanks on the 
PV, having a shorter storage time and more benign thermal environment than those on 
the CV, require less insulation and could thus be made lighter (with corresponding 
performance gains) than those on the CV. A possible compromise would be to make 
at least part of the insulating system for the CV tanks from a material that could be 
easily removed in Mars orbit, such as MLI blankets, and thus have a weight savings for 
the return leg. The underlying tank could then be identical for both PV and CV. Even if 
this removable insulation isnt quite as efficient as a system whereby the insulation is 
entirely integral to the tank structure (thus resulting in a heavier tank), the quality of 
removability in Mars orbit still offers the potential for a net reduction in mass 
transported to LEO. 
CREW MODULE TRANSFER 
This option bypasses the issue of how to get fuel from the CV to the PV by 
transferring instead the crew module to the CV while in Mars orbit. As with tank 
change-out, a zero-g environment may be required for safety. The power required is 
minimal, and the operation relatively simple, possibly involving a single crew module 
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interface. This simplicity also allows a minimal amount of time to be spent on the 
operation. A negative aspect is that the crew module would be transferred to a 
relatively unknown vehicle for the return trip, the CV having been stored unattended 
for a long period of time in Mars orbit or on Ph/D. Besides being a viable primary 
method, crew module transfer offers a useful role as a backup method in the event that 
the PV propulsion system becomes damaged or disabled after entering Mars orbit. 
REDUNDANT VEHICLES 
This option is the simplest of any listed here since it involves no manipulation of 
hardware or fuel, but only the transfer of the crew and their equipment from the PV to 
the CV. As such it is the least demanding in time and energy, and could be 
accomplished either in zero-g or on Ph/D. Disadvantages include the fact of 
transferring to a vehicle in which the crew module as well as the propulsion system are 
relatively unknown. Another negative aspect is the necessity of hauling an extra crew 
module to Mars orbit. Though this option might be justified as a primary transfer 
method, the performance penalty incurred by bringing a second crew module to Mars 
orbit makes this an unlikely backup option. In the case where the crew module is 
made up of several smaller connected modules, such as space station modules, an 
additional back-up option exists. The CV could ferry to Mars orbit a single crew 
module unit which would be used in the event that one of the PV crew module units 
was damaged during the trip from Earth. This module could be loaded for the trip out 
with supplies and equipment needed in Mars orbit. In the event that this replacement 
option is not needed, the extra module would be detached from the CV if Crew Module 
Transfer is being used, or can remain attached to the CV for the other options. For any 
of the options the unused module could be available as a component for a future Ph/D 
outpost. The probability of failure of more than one crew module unit in a crew habitat 
consisting of, say, four units is quite small if arising from events such as meteorite 
puncture. Thus the reliability of the system can be increased significantly by providing 
replacement for a single crew module unit, which is a small fraction of the entire crew 
habitat. 
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PROPELLANT TRANSFER OPERATIONS 
Three options for transferring propulsion capability to the crew module for return 
to Earth from Mars orbit were considered in this preliminary evaluation. These options 
include: Fluid (propellant) transfer from the cargo vehicle to the piloted vehicle (Figure 
S), individual resupply tank transfer to the piloted vehicle (Figure 6), and crew module 
transfer from the piloted vehicle to the cargo vehicle (to accomplish a vehicle transfer 
for return operations; Figure 9). 
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The estimated times associated with performing each of the proposed 
operations are provided in the following figures, along with any additional electrical 
power requirements. The fluid transfer option was identified as the only one with 
substantial power requirements. This power is required to operate fluid pumps to 
maintain flow rates and heaters to provide sufficient ullage pressures. The variations 
in power requirements to support the forty and five hour transfer times is due to pump 
efficiency ranges. We used efficiencies of 0.2 and 0.6 to calculate the power 
reauirements. 
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Flguro 6: CHECKOUTIMAINTENANCEIREFUEL MANNED VEHICLE 
FOR EARTH RETURN (TANK CHANGE-OUT) 
Operational complexities were also considered. The fluid transfer and crew 
module options can be accommodated with single interface designs, however, the 
tank transfer method is complicated with handling requirements and additional 
interface connections. It is necessary to break and make four primary (resupply tank) 
and four secondary (empty tank) interfaces during operation. We assumed that all 
components (empty tanks, abandoned vehicle, etc.) should be left intact and anchored 
to either Phobos or Deimos, rather than individual dispersion. 
Preliminary conclusions indicate that operations can be accomplished either in 
Mars orbit or on the surface of Phobos or Deimos and that all three options for 
propulsion system/subsystem transfer should be made available to the Mars crew. 
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TANK EXCHANGE 
Figure 7 presents the tasks required to perform the tank exchange that was 
described on Figure 6. The task time is given for each task. The total operation 
requires 15 hours 55 minutes. The times are for tasks performed by teleoperations. 
The tanks will require quick releases and modularity. 
The difference between step 2 and step 7, both tank removal tasks, accounts for 
different distances that the RMS may have to move for the beginning task. 
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Figure 7: TANK CHANGEOUT 
TANK EXCHANGE SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
Figure 8 illustrates the steps for exchanging the empty propellant tanks on the 
piloted vehicle (PV) with the full resupply tanks on the cargo vehicle (CV). The PV 
(including the crew module) is mated to the CV. This mating can be performed either 
in space or on Ph/D surface. Exchange of the tanks can also be performed in space or 
on Ph/D surface. For this study, the vehicle were mated in space and then secured to 
Ph/D surface where the tanks were exchanged. 
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Figure 8: TANK CHANGE-OUT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
The tank exchange includes removing an empty tank on the PV and replacing it 
with a full tank from the CV. The empty tank is then installed on the CV for storage. 
The first tank to be exchanged is removed from the PV and placed in a holding fixture 
by the RMS. Full tank #1 is then installed on the PV where the first tank was removed. 
The RMS then moves to empty tank #2, where it is grasped, released, and then 
transported to the CV where it is installed in position #l. The RMS now moves to full 
tank #2, where it is grasped, released, and transported to and installed in PV position 
#2. This procedure is repeated for tanks #3 and #4. 
‘Ir .. - iz- I 
Last empty tank #1 is installed on the CV. The tanks have all been exchanged 
and checked out. The vehicles are now ready for separation. If the tank exchange 
operation was performed on Ph/D, then the CV with the tanks can be left on the 
surface. All empty tanks were installed on to the CV but could have been placed 
directly on Ph/D surface or left to float in space. It was felt that the tanks should be 
I secured. 
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One method for refueling the Mars vehicle for the return flight to Earth is to 
transfer the CM from the empty PV to the CV as shown in Figures 9 through 11. The 
scenario for this method described in this chart requires two complete vehicle 
interfaces on the CM. This includes all fluid and electrical connections. This method 
keeps the PV and CM mated until the CV is mated and its system checkout is 
performed. This would eliminate a remating of the PV and CM if a contingency 
propellant transfer method was required. 
power and communications source for use during the transfer operation. The CM 
would be released from the PV and the PV would move out of the area. The CV would 
then mate to the CM. To mate the CM/CVl the RMS on the CM would be used or the 
CM would require its own RCS for docking. This last scenario could leave the CM 
vulnerable. 
If there were only one CWehicle interface] then the CM would require its own 
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MAINTENANCE PHILOSO PHY 
Our maintenance philosophy and expected needs is extrapolated from our 
studies and experience with upper stages and cryogenic storage facilities in Earth 
orbits; it includes the following: 
1 ) Automated health monitoring, operational flight instrumentation, built-in test 
(bit), isolate faults to orbital replacement unit (ORU), 
2) Fail OperationaVfaiI safe (FO/FS) units, 
3) Re move/replace capability , 
4) Some repair capability aboard crew module spacecraft, 
5) Stock spare parts based on reliability and criticality, 
6) Modular construction, 
7) Minimize EVA vehicle maintenance operations using teleoperations to 
remove and replace units, TV inspection plus bit/health monitoring, and EVA 
back-up for all teleoperations (support equipment is required), 
8) Maintenance records/predictions/procedures stored on board in computer - 
can get some help from ground on maintenance problems, what to do, 
9) Have two RMS' aboard manned vehicle for maintenance, and, 
10) For Mars, the question of which vehicle is suitable for Earth return should be 
determined first, and then the propellant transfer accomplished. 
A propellant storage tank concept and weight summary is shown in Figure 12. 
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I I Flgure 12: PROPELLANT STORAGE TANK CONCEPT 81 WEIGHT SUMMARY (REFERENCE LONG TERM CRYOGENIC STORAGE FACILITY STUDY) 
A Mars Sn/ program of this magnitude will utilize all resources available to 
ensure safety and mission success. It will require an operational Shuttle and/or 
Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) program, a timely completion of the Space Station, 
numerous technology demonstrations, and a precursor Phobos and/or Deimos 
imaging mission. It will be a very aggressive and intensive schedule, culminating in 
an Initial Operational Capability (IOC) in the first quarter of 2001. Figure 13 depicts the 
schedule for a Mars STV program, including the precursor programs and 
requirements. 
*a . 
c z-- L I 
The Space Station would be an integral part of any Mars scenario, providing a 
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) platform upon which to conduct the numerous technology 
demonstrations required for this mission. The Space Station program is currently in 
Phase C/D, with a goal of the first launch of hardware occumng in the first quarter of 
1994. It should become operational (Phase 1) at the start of 1996, and would be able 
to support any Mars development necessary after that. In addition to its research 
1 8  
function, the Space Station would act as the construction platform the for Mars STV, 
the LEO node of departure for the actual mission, and the point of return upon mission 
completion. 
97 
The Mars S W  Program itself would consist of three phases. The first two 
phases would have 2 year durations each, with Phase C/D commencing in the first 
quarter of 1996, culminating in an IOC in the first quarter of 2001. The mission would 
result in the first crew arriving in the fourth quarter of 2001. A precursor to an actual 
landing upon a Martian moon would be the requirement for an imaging mission of the 
moons themselves. This would occur in the 1996 time-frame, which would allow 
sufficient time to analyze the data and determine a suitable landing location. 
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Flguro 13: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE FOR MARS STV 
A thorough pre-mission analysis must be accomplished to define and solve all 
aspects of a Mars mission, and to develop the necessary hardware, technology, and 
operations which must be demonstrated before the actual flight. The pre-mission 
planning would initially begin in the first quarter of 1989. This analysis would develop 
scenarios, operations, training, contingencies, hardware, software, and schedules. 
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Testing of components would begin one year later and continue until the completion of 
the final technology demonstration. 
hardware, procedures, and hardware and software test articles, in addition to 
providing the means to deliver actual mission hardware components for the on-orbit 
construction of the SlV. Final construction of the STV would occur at the Space 
Station, which will also conduct numerous technology demonstration missions for the 
effects on long-duration flight operations. 
The Shuttle and ELV flights would act as platforms for the flight test of required 
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A. Young 
A. Young 
0. Stump 
A. Friedlander 
A. Friedlander 
S. Borowski 
8. Stump/C. Bilby/M 
B. Stump/R. Teetor 
A I  I 
A l l  
A l l  
Hen1 e: 
T r a j e c t o r y  Ana lys i s  
The workshop sec t  on on t r a j e c t o r y  ana lys i s  inc luded a general d iscuss on on 
t n e  methods o f  t r a j e c t o r y  ana lys i s  as they  p e r t a i n  t o  miss ion analys is .  Also 
presented were comparisons o f  h i g h  and low t h r u s t  t r a j e c t o r i e s  f o r  t h e  manned 
Mars miss ion general ly. 
m iss ion  parameters can a f f e c t  t h e  t r a j e c t o r i e s .  
F u r t h e r  presentat ions showed s p e c i f  i c a l  l y  how key 
The workshop brought i n t o  t h e  f o r e  many ideas and concerns about t h e  
t r a j e c t o r y  ana lys i s  needed f o r  a manned Mars mission. 
observat ions voiced are t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
nodes such as t h e  space s t a t i o n ,  t h e  moon, l u n a r  l i b r a t i o n  points ,  etc., i s  
n o t  f u l l y  understood. 
determine i f  a broken p lane maneuver must be made a t  t he  mid p o i n t  o f  t h e  
t r a j e c t o r y .  
t h e  Mars vehic le .  The concern comes about because t h e  i n c l i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
s tag ing  node ( i n  t h e  e c l i p t i c  p lane)  probably  w i l l  n o t  match t h a t  o f  t h e  
outgoing asymptote o f  t h e  escape t r a j e c t o r y .  S A I C  and LeRC s tud ies  on space 
s h u t t l e  u t i l i z a t i o n  a l ready p o i n t  t o  t h i s  problem f o r  a r e l a t i v e l y  s impler  
system. 
Some o f  t h e  key 
More study i s  requ i red  f o r  impuls ive systems t o  
t h e  s tag ing  o f  missions f o r  Mars -from 
This  has a d i r e c t  bear ing on t h e  p ropu ls ion  systems and masses of 
Secondly, i t  i s  very d e s i r a b l e  t o  p rov ide  long d u r a t i o n  launch o p p o r t u n i t i e s  
because t h e  consequence o f  miss ing a launch may very w e l l  mean wast ing a 
vehic le .  Th i s  can happen because t h e  synodic pe r iods  o f  Ea r th  t o  Mars are 
such t h a t  a t o t a l l y  new v e h i c l e  design cou ld  be r e q u i r e d  f o r  t h e  next  launch 
oppor tun i t y .  It was noted t h a t  low t h r u s t  veh ic les  may p rov ide  t h i s  s o r t  o f  
miss ion avai  l a b i  1 i ty  because t h e y  can modulate t h r u s t i n g  and coas t i ng  pe r iods  
du r ing  f l i g h t .  We need t o  p rov ide  an understanding o f  a l l  p r o p u l s i o n  systems 
c a p a b i l i t i e s  so informed dec is ions  can be made. 
L a s t l y ,  multimode v e h i c l e s  seem t o  be l a r g e l y  unstudied. Such a v e h i c l e  would 
i nco rpo ra te  a h i g h  t h r u s t  system and a low t h r u s t  system. For  example, a 
nuc lear  thermal p r o p u l s i o n  system which cou ld  a l so  p rov ide  e l e c t r i c i t y  f o r  an 
i o n  o r  mpd t h r u s t e r  system i n  an a l t e r n a t e  mode o f  ope ra t i on  would be a 
multimode vehic le .  More study should be g iven these concepts i n  order  t o  
p r o p e r l y  asc r ibe  any m e r i t  t o  them. 
work probably  does n o t  e x i s t  and w i l l  have t o  be w r i t t e n .  
The ana lys i s  techniques f o r  such s tudy 
A n a l y t i c  Tools 
The complex i ty  o f  t h e  Code Z missions, which combine h i g h  and low t h r u s t  
p ropu ls ion  o p t  ons, aerobrakes, l u n a r  and Mars t r a n s f e r s ,  var ious 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  modes, l una r  and Mars ascents and descents etc., exceeds what 
has been done f o r  any o the r  s e r i o u s l y  contemplated mission. 
t h e  workshop was t h a t  w h i l e  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  s tud ies  t o  t h i s  p o i n t  have been 
adequate t o  meet c u r r e n t  requirements, more in-depth s tud ies  w i l l  r e q u i r e  more 
s o p h i s t i c a t e d  a n a l y t i c  t o o l s  than are c u r r e n t l y  avai  l ab le .  
a v a i l a b l e  s t u d i e s  make many approp r ia te  s i m p l i f y i n g  assumptions. 
between competing p ropu ls ion  technologies does n o t  r e q u i r e  p r e c i s i o n  t o  
i n d i c a t e  t rends. 
choose between t h e  technologies,  more p r e c i s i o n  w i l l  be necessary. 
The consensus o f  
C u r r e n t l y  
I t appears probable t h a t  when dec i s ion  a re  i n  order  t o  
Comparison 
The low t h r u s t  codes a v a i l a b l e  a re  i n  most cases a t  l e a s t  f i f t e e n  years old. 
They were developed f o r  computers o f  t h a t  era. 
more d i f f i c u l t  s o l u t i o n s  are t o  acquire. 
adapted t o  t h e  CRAY X-MP and perform b e t t e r  than they  d i d  on t h e  machines f o r  
which they  were intended, b u t  are s t i l l  d i f f i c u l t  t o  use. With t h e  
c a p a b i l i t i e s  o f  modern machines, techniques f o r  s o l v i n g  some o f  t h e  l ow- th rus t  
problems t h a t  p r e v i o u s l y  would overwhelm a v a i l a b l e  machines should be explored. 
The more p r e c i s e  they  are, t h e  
Some o f  t h e  o l d e r  codes have been 
As discussed i n  t h e  aerobrake sec t i on  o f  t h i s  review, t h e  assumption rega rd ing  
the  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  aerobrake have been s i m p l i f i e d .  
aerobrake has been assumed t o  be 15% o f  t h e  weight braked. I t appears t h a t  
t h i s  assumption i s  p robab ly  low f o r  an aerobrake f o r  a Mars r e t u r n .  
than conceptual s tud ies,  aerobrake models t h a t  are s e n s i t i v e  t o  AV 
requirements, p lane changes, and packaging c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  are needed t o  
perform t r a d e  s tud ies.  
The weight o f  a 
For more 
Al though optimum s o l u t i o n s  t o  t h e  complex problems associated w i t h  t h e  Code Z 
missions w i l l  be d i f f i c u l t  t o  obtain,  f a i l u r e  t o  o b t a i n  such s o l u t i o n s  w i l l  
make t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  s e n s i t i v i t y  analyses suspect. 
b e n e f i t s  o f  improvements o r  changes i n  a p ropu ls ion  technology a re  desired, 
approximate s o l u t i o n s  t o  t r a j e c t o r y  o p t i m i z a t i o n  problems cou ld  make these 
da ta  suspect. 
approximate s o l u t i o n s  than o f  the  change i n  p r o p u l s i o n  technology. 
n o t  impor tant  i n  conceptual  s tud ies,  b u t  w i  11 become impor tant  as p r o p u l s i o n  
technologies a re  explored i n  more depth. 
An e f f o r t  should be made t o  survey t h e  a n a l y t i c  t o o l s  a v a i l a b l e  t o  so l ve  these 
problems, p a r t i c u l a r l y  l ow- th rus t  problems. Indust ry ,  academia, and 
government should be quer ied as t o  t h e  t o o l s  ava i l ab le .  This  i n fo rma t ion  
should be considered a t  a workshop and a program i n i t i a t e d  t o  develop t h e  
t o o l s  r e q u i r e d  t o  e f f i c i e n t l y  analyze t h e  m iss ion  being considered f o r  t h e  
f u t u r e .  
For instance, if t h e  
The r e s u l t s  could be more i n d i c a t i v e  of- t h e  vagar ies of 
These a r e  
Trade Studies 
During the l a s t  f o r t y  years, a tremendous number o f  space t ranspor ta t ion  t rade 
studies have been done by academia, government, and industry.  Inev i tab ly ,  a 
d i f f e r e n t  set  o f  assumptions were used t o  do each study. 
d i f f e r e n t  mission, conf igurat ion,  and performance ground ru les  lead t o  
i r reconc i l ab le  s tud ies  and conclusions. I n  addi t ion,  the d i v e r s i t y  o f  
independent var iables,  along w i t h  the equa l ly  vast numbers o f  permutations o f  
each var iable,  exacerbates the  dilemma o f  propuls ion system se lec t ion  using 
p rev i  ous stud i es  . 
The r e s u l t  o f  
A cons is tent  set  of mission, conf igurat ion,  and performance ground r u l e s  must 
be def ined f o r  each o f  the missions now i n  vogue. They should be the product 
o f  the ove ra l l  space propuls ion community and represent a consensus o f  t h e i r  
expert ise.  The r u l e s  need t o  be documented, referenced, and disseminated t o  
the community so t h a t  varying propuls ion concepts can be exercised and 
subsequently assessed against some standard. 
Ground r u l e  d e f i n i t i o n  i s  an essent ia l  p a r t  o f  i n i t i a t i n g  the formidable ar ray 
o f  t rade studies already i d e n t i f i e d  t o  support the C i v i l  Space Leadership 
I n i t i a t i v e s  (CSLI). 
propel  l a n t  s e l e c t  i on  and acquis i t ion,  conventional versus advanced space 
propulsion, mul t i -miss ion u t i l i z a t i o n ,  t r a j e c t o r y  de f i n i t i on ,  and abort mode 
d e f i n i t i o n .  As mission scenarios evolve, t rade studies o r i g i n a l l y  or iented 
towards propuls ion w i l l  s t a r t  impacting other systems, thereby necess i ta t ing 
i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y  studies. 
These s tud ies include, but  are c e r t a i n l y  not l i m i t e d  to :  
Spec i f i c  t rade s tud ies t o  be i n i t i a t e d  i n  the near term inc lude s to rab le  
versus cryogenic propel  l a n t  f o r  descent and/or ascent propulsion, aerobrake 
versus a l l  propuls ive,  i n - s i t u  p rope l lan t  manufacturing and usage, and 
combined versus s p l i t  missions. Although a s i g n i f i c a n t  number o f  studies have 
been done t o  date, some very profound questions remain and represent obstacles 
t o  the refinement o f  the CSLI's. 
Figures o f  M e r i t  
Most prev ious space propu ls ion  s tud ies have attempted t o  compare d i s s i m i l a r  
p ropu ls ion  concepts using a l i m i t e d  number o f  F igures-of -Mer i t  (FOM'S). 
"goodness c r i t e r i  all upon which propuls ion systems should be subjected t o  
(dur ing  an eva lua t ion  process f o r  a g iven mission), should be a v a r i e t y :  
(R&D, a c q u i s i t i o n ,  opera t ion  and support),  i n i t i a l  mass i n  LEO, mass r a t i o ,  
human f a c t o r s  and environments, t r i p  t i m e l s t a y  time, engine/stage modular i ty ,  
s i z i n g  f o r  d e l i v e r y  t o  LEO, launch oppor tun i ty ,  abor t  mode tolerance, 
r e u s a b i l i t y ,  and probably  others.  I n  addi t ion,  t h e  FOM's are of vary ing 
p r i o r i t y  and interdependent. This w i  Jl d r i v e  t h e  propu ls ion  system s e l e c t i o n  
process t o  use a combination o f  the  FOM's. 
These 
cos t  
How the  FOM's are q u a n t i f i e d  i s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  mission, m a t u r i t y  of t h e  
technologies, pre-supposed space i n f r a s t r u c t u r e ,  and others.  Therefore, i t  i s  
v i t a l  t h a t  the  mission, con f igura t ion ,  and performance ground r u l e s  be 
unambiguously def ined. T h e i r  numerical values f o r  each system should be 
a r r i v e d  a t  by ac tua l  f l i g h t  a r t i c l e  data ( i f  a v a i l a b l e )  a t  best  and 
d i s c i p l i n e d  c a l c u l a t i o n  a t  leas t .  
sought and weeded out, t o  be rep lace w i t h  dependable, re ferenceable data. 
d e f i n i t i o n  and assessment, as w e l l  as i t s  o r i g i n ,  must be subjected to, and 
survive,  a peer rev iew process. 
"Kentucky windage" should be exhaust ive ly  
FOM 
Embarking on p r o p u l s i o n  system t rade s tud ies  p r i o r  t o  a community agreement on 
FOM's w i  11 produce an incomplete understanding o f  each system's a t t r i b u t e s  and 
shortcomings. 
based on selected, b e t t e r  understood FOM's -- o n l y  t o  have a rude awakening 
a t  
Clear ly ,  a forum i s  needed t o  discuss, i d e n t i f y ,  and q u a n t i f y  FOM's w i t h i n  t h e  
space propu ls ion  community. 
associated w i t h  the  p r e l i m i n a r y  assessment of t h e  manned lunar/Mars 
expedi t ions.  
understanding of r e l e v a n t  FOM's, how they are t o  be q u a n t i f i e d ,  and how t h e i r  
use should a i d  p ropu ls ion  system se lec t ion .  
A consensus may develop on the  s u i t a b i l i t y  o f  a c e r t a i n  system 
a l a t e r  t ime when d i f f e r e n t ,  less  favorab le  FOM f i n d i n g s  m a t e r i a l i z e .  
This  i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  impor tant  f o r  those 
The scale and complexi ty of these missions c a l l  f o r  a g lobal  
High Power E l e c t r i c  Propul s ion  
Advanced E l e c t r i c  Propulsion (EP) was considered i n  the context  o f  technology 
and mission analysis. 
such as Ion and Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) propulsion, which show the greatest  
promise f o r  h igh energy p lanetary  explorat ion missions. 
Emphasis was placed on h igh power/high I sp  concepts 
Technology Issues: 
100-10000 kWe range, whi le  basing t h e i r  f e a s i b i l i t y  upon low power o r  shor t  
durat ion laboratory  t e s t s  i s  an area o f  concern. 
operated a t  power leve ls  o f  10 kWe or  less f o r  thousands o f  hours; however, 
on ly  a small amount o f  data e x i s t s  f o r  shor t  duration, 100 kWe tes ts .  
S i m i l a r l y ,  MPD thrusters  have been run f o r  1 0 0 ' s  o f  hours a t  100 kWe power 
l eve l s  i n  the past, as we l l  as i n  MWe pulses; none o f  these data are 
sa t i s fac to ry  proof o f  the u t i l i t y  o f  these devices f o r  actual long durat ion,  
h igh power missions. High power operation, which i s  required f o r  reasonable 
t r i p  times t o  the Moon o r  the planets, introduces questions o f  e lect rode 
l i f e t i m e  and system design. 
they a lso requ i re  advanced h igh power supplies, which have also ye t  t o  be 
demonst rated. 
The considerat ion o f  h igh power EP options i n  the  
Ion engines have been 
E l e c t r i c  propuls ion systems are unique i n  t h a t  
The i o n  engines' apparently super ior  e f f i c i e n c y  r e l a t i v e  t o  the MPD (80% fo r  
ion vs. 60% f o r  MPD) has l e d  t o  the question, 'Why even consider the  MPD 
th rus te r? ' ;  i n  considerat ion o f  the lack o f  e i t h e r  system i n  the necessary 
h igh power regime needed f o r  advanced missions, t h i s  question can on ly  be 
answered once the actual  f e a s i b i l i t y  and performance o f  these devices has been 
demonstrated a t  the condi t ions required f o r  space t rave l .  
The s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  mission performance t o  the  performance o f  the power/EP 
system used has been amply demonstrated by the t r a j e c t o r y  analyses presented 
a t  t h i s  workshop; p r i m a r i l y  i n  the spec i f i c  power o f  the system, and the  
e f f i c i e n c y  o f  the th rus ters .  A f i n a l  choice w i l l  a lso include questions o f  
r e l i a b i l i t y ,  size, and complexity. Presently, both forms o f  h igh power 
e l e c t r i c  propuls ion are on the b r ink  o f  demonstrating sustained, h igh power 
operation; u n t i l  t n i s  i s  accomplished, no one system should be chosen on the  
basis o f  technology pro ject ions.  
Nuclear Thermal 
Compared t o  most advanced space propu ls ion  concepts, nuc lear  thermal has a 
leg-up when i t  comes t o  technology m a t u r i t y  and t e s t  data. 
1960's and e a r l y  1970's lead t o  hardware development and ground t e s t i n g  of 
major components. This  technology a lso o f f e r s  a t t r a c t i v e  performance 
c a p a b i l i t i e s  by combining r e l a t i v e l y  h i g h  t h r u s t  w i t h  moderately h i g h  s p e c i f i c  
impulse. These q u a l i t i e s  make i t  a leading candidate f o r  cons idera t ion  i n  the  
ongoing manned lunar/Mars scenar io d e f i n i t i o n .  
Th is  i n t e r e s t  has spawned concern over how much o f  t h e  knowledge generated by 
the  e a r l i e r  programs i s  s t i l l  r e t r i e v a b l e .  Because o f  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  t ime t h a t  
has t ranspi red,  i t  i s  n o t  r e a d i l y  apparent how much o f  t h e  e x p e r t i s e  i s  s t i l l  
i n  p lace and how much has e i t h e r  moved on, r e t i r e d ,  o r  died. 
s t a t e  o f  the  technology i s  assessed can t h e  work y e t  t o  be done be addressed. 
Programs i n  t h e  
I 
Only a f t e r  t h e  
A workshop should be convened t h a t  would gather t h e  e x i s t i n g  sum o f  
knowledge: people, repor ts ,  mothballed hardware, i f  any, and salvageable t e s t  
f a c i l i t i e s .  
m e r i t  be a r r i v e d  a t .  
f a c i l i t i e s  i f  payload performance requirements f o r  such a system ho ld  f i r m .  
Only then can t r a d e  s tud ies  be def ined and values o f  f i g u r e s  o f  
It could a lso  d r i v e  r e a c t i v a t i o n  o f  former programs and 
Space Nuclear Power Operat ion Issues 
Pound f o r  pound, nuc lea r  power probably  represents  t h e  l ead ing  candidate f o r  a 
l i g h t - w e i g h t ,  high-power supply i n  space app l i ca t i ons .  Nuclear thermal and 
nuc lear  e l e c t r i c  p r o p u l s i o n  systems con t inue  t o  be l ead ing  contenders f o r  
f u t u r e  missions. Nuclear r e a c t o r s  appear unique i n  t h e i r  a b i l i t y  t o  supply 
power a t  l e v e l s  expected by  most l una r  o r  Mars base scenarios. 
i n e v i t a b i l i t y  of r e a c t o r s  i n  space r a i s e s  many tho rny  issues t h a t  must be 
overcome i f  c i v i l  use o f  them i s  ever t o  ge t  o f f  t h e  ground. 
The apparent 
Guidel ines on reactor-Space S t a t i o n  p rox im i t y ,  and t h e  amount and o r i e n t a t i o n  
o f  s h i e l d i n g  required, w i l l  be a formidable task.  Condi t ions f o r  s t a r t - u p  o f  
a v e h i c l e  us ing nuc lear  p ropu ls ion  a l s o  need t o  be def ined. 
n o t  we1 1 understood. 
( t h e  r e a c t o r )  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  p ropu ls ion  system o r  merely cargo, and t h e  
concomitant human s a f e t y  issues a re  y e t  t o  be explored. 
Both concerns are 
C o m p a t i b i l i t y  o f  aerobrakes and reactors ,  whether i t  
S t i l l  another se t  o f  concerns centers  around t h e  i n i t i a l  launch o f  r e a c t o r s  t o  
LEO. I t  i s  expected t h a t  t h e  ongoing DOD sponsored SP-100 program w i l l  be t h e  
vanguard f o r  subsequent space r e a c t o r  programs i n  t h i s  and o the r  areas. I t  
remains t o  be seen what requirements w i l l  be l e v i e d  by Range Safety  and o t h e r  
government e n t i t i e s  o u t s i d e  of NASA on t h e  launch v e h i c l e  community. Indeed, 
t h e  non- technica l  concerns w i l l  no doubt dominate t h i s  technology, much l i k e  
i t  nas w i t h  i t s  s i s t e r  f i e l d  o f  earth-based nuc lear  power. 
p lans t o  manage t h e  sa fe ty ,  emotional, and p o l i t i c a l  problems associated w i t h  
t h i s  f i e l d  snould be o f  pr imary i n t e r e s t  t o  a l l .  
How t h e  agency 
Several a c t i o n  i tems c a l l  f o r  a t t e n t i o n  and r e q u i r e  p a r t i c i p a t i o n  f rom more 
than j u s t  t h e  p r o p u l s i o n  and power communities. 
i n e v i t a b l y  associated w i t h  reac to rs  i n  o r  around t h e  Space S t a t i o n  should be 
f o l d e d  i n t o  t h e  Space S t a t i o n  requirements documents a t  t h e  e a r l i e s t  
oppor tun i t y .  S h i e l d i n g  requirements, both i n  t h e  Space S t a t i o n  neighborhood 
and i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  space, must be def ined. Reactor-aerobrake c o m p a t i b i l i t y  i s  
a b i g  unknown t h a t  deserves a t t e n t i o n .  Developments i n  t h e  SP-100 program 
should be c l o s e l y  monitored so as n o t  t o  d u p l i c a t e  e f f o r t s  o r  mistakes. 
F i n a l l y ,  and perhaps most impor tant ly ,  a p l a n  on how t o  approach t h e  image 
problem nuclear  power has w i t h  t h e  p u b l i c  should be a fundamental concern t o  
t h e  agency. 
I n c o r p o r a t i n g  t h e  tasks 
Aerobrake 
Mass Frac t ions  f o r  Mars o r  Lunar Mission Aerobrakes Appear t o  be 
Ext rapolated from LEO-GEO Studies and May be Q u i t e  O p t i m i s t i c  
The mass o f  an aerobrake, composed o f  the  s t r u c t u r e  elements and thermal 
p r o t e c t i o n  system (TPS), i s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  the  pred ic ted  peak heat ing  ra te ,  
dynamic pressure and t o t a l  heating. 
amount o f  energy removed f rom the  t r a j e c t o r y ,  the e n t r y  v e l o c i t y  (Ve), and t h e  
veh ic le  parameters such as t h e  l i f t / d r a g  r a t i o  and b a l l i s t i c  c o e f f i c i e n t  
(beta=mass/coeff ic ient  o f  drag X area). F igures 1 and 2, f rom NASA TM-100031 
by Gene Menees, i l l u s t r a t e  how these parameters ( e n t r y  v e l o c i t y ,  L/D, and the  
b a l l  i s t i c  c o e f f i c i e n t )  a f f e c t  minimum a l t i t u d e ,  maximum heat ing  rates,  g-loads 
and maximum t o t a l  pressure. 
These parameters are in f luenced by t h e  
Ex t rapo la t ing  aerobrake mass f r a c t i o n s  f rom t h e  LEO-GEO s tud ies  may be 
o p t i m i s t i c  f o r  a number o f  reasons. 
o r b i t a l  energy o f  GEO t o  LEO t r a j e c t o r i e s  are lower than t y p i c a l  Ear th  
aerocapture scenar ios and, therefore,  undergo lower heat ing r a t e s  and 
loading. 
d i f f e r e n t  than what a Mars o r  Moon mission may encounter. For example, some 
LEO-GEO s tud ies  p r e d i c t  a heat ing phenomenon c a l l e d  nonequi l ibr ium r a d i a t i o n  
because of the  b l u n t  shape o f  the  aerobrake and t h e  h i g h  per igee a l t i t u d e s .  
This  phenomenon may n o t  be present i n  a p lanetary  aerocapture. Furthermore, 
because of t h e i r  r e l a t i v e l y  lower heat ing rates,  LEO-GEO aerobrakes u t i l i z e  
f l e x i b l e  TPS m a t e r i a l s  which are s u b s t a n t i a l l y  l i g h t e r  than a b l a t i v e s  o r  r i g i d  
TPS. 
F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  t h e  e n t r y  v e l o c i t i e s  and 
Also t h e  heat ing mechanisms f o r  a LEO-GEO miss ion may be very 
This  i s  an o p t i o n  a Mars o r  Lunar miss ion may n o t  be ab le  t o  use. 
Can Nuclear Systems be Combined w i t h  Aerobrakes? 
Combining an aerobrake w i t h  nuc lear  systems poses several  chal lenges. Nuclear 
r e a c t o r s  normal ly  are separated from t h e  payload by long trusses. Can a heavy 
s t ruc tu re ,  such as a reactor ,  can t i levered  on a long t r u s s  wi thstand t h e  g- 
loads and f o r c e s  o f  an aeropass? How w i l l  i t  be pro tec ted  f rom t h e  ho t  gases 
encountered? Obviously a ho t  r e a c t o r  can no t  be p u l l e d  i n  c lose  t o  t h e  cargo 
o r  crew area w i thout  extens ive sh ie ld ing .  F i n a l l y ,  what are t h e  p o l i t i c a l  
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  o f  a nuc lear  system performing an aeropass about t h e  Ear th  o r  a 
p l a n e t ?  
What i s  the  F e a s i b i l i t y  o f  Packaging a Manned Spacecraft Behind 
an Aerobrake 
Experts must r i g o r o u s l y  t e s t  any aerobrake concept before i t  i s  used f o r  a 
p lanetary  mission. The presence o f  man w i l l  r e q u i r e  even grea ter  
r e l i a b i l i t y .  Can a r e l i a b l e  system be designed i n  a t i m e l y  fash ion  t o  be used 
on these missions? Furthermore, a f t e r  long per iods o f  weightlessness, can t h e  
crew and equipment t o l e r a t e  t h e  h i g h  g-loads, the  b u f f e t i n g  and t h e  
maneuvering encountered d u r i n g  an aeropass? An i n j u r y  sustained by a crew 
member dur ing  t h i s  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  miss ion could jeopard ize t h e  mission. 
method o f  monitor ing,  and r e p a i r i n g  i f  necessary, t h e  i n t e g r i t y  o f  the  
aeroshie ld  i s  e s p e c i a l l y  impor tant  f o r  a manned mission. 
space d e b r i s  and micrometeoroids be detected? 
a d d i t i o n a l  mass o f  a s h i e l d  t o  p r o t e c t  i t  dur ing t h e  h e l i o c e n t r i c  p o r t i o n  of 
the mission? 
Some 
W i l l  t h e  aerobrake r e q u i r e  the 
Can small  holes from 
I n  add i t ion ,  can t h e  Mar t ian  atmosphere be charac ter ized  we l l  
enough t o  attempt a manned aeropass? F ina l l y ,  because the Mart ian atmosphere 
i s  not very dense, an aermaneuver might have t o  be performed a t  r e l a t i v e l y  
low a l t i tudes .  Can the p o s i t i o n  and s ta te  vectors be determined accurately 
enough a t  Mars t o  prevent catastrophe? 
Mission Analysis f o r  Missions Inc lud ing Aerobrakes Appears t o  Inc lude 
Several Sof t  Assumptions about the Capab i l i t ies  o f  Aerobrakes 
Can mission analysts simply assume an aerobrake maneuver can replace a 
propuls ive burn? There may be some cons t ra in ts  placed on an actual  mission 
such as rendezvous condi t ions t h a t  may be d i f f i c u l t  t o  obtain. 
aerobraking community and TPS mater ia l  experts must def ine the range o f  
f eas ib le  aerobrake en t ry  condi t ions f o r  manned p lanetary  missions. With these 
condi t ions,  def ined by aerobraking performance pred ic t ions  and mater ia l  l i m i t s  
and charac ter is t i cs ,  mission analysts can then t a i l o r  he l i ocen t r i c  
t r a j e c t o r i e s  t o  s a t i s f y  these const ra in ts .  
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Houston, Texas 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Identify the Design, System Integration, and 
Logis tics Requirements Associated with Utilizing 
Electromagnetic Launch Technology on the Lunar 
Ssrface and Determine the Benefit of such a System 
. .  
. 
The University of Texas at Ausfilr 
A IJ4na r Elect romapnetic - Launche r 
. 0 -  1 
0 
ASSUMPTIONS 
A Permanent Manned Lunar Base is Operational 
The Requisite Number of Space Transportation 
Vehicles (Launch Vehicles, OTVs, and LMs) are in 
Place and Operational 
A Lunar-Derived Liquid Oxygen Facility is 
Operational on the Moon 
Enough Liquid Oxygen is Being Produced on the 
Lunar Surface to Allow Export to a Low Earth Orbit 
Market 
I 
The Universiry of Tcmos a! Artstiri 
LUNAR PROXIMITY SCENARIO 
Projectile Launched f b m  
Equatorial Site by Lunar EML 0 
\ Periodic LM 
. .- ' 
Projectile in 
Stable Orbit 
Awaiting OMV 
Recovery 
Aplune 
Insertion Bum 
The University of Texas at Airstiii 
P J-una r Elect r o m a w i c  Launche r 
PROJECTILE DESIGN 
The UniversitJ of Texas a1 Aitstin 
LUNARLAUNCHERCONCEPT 
. 
Y 
The University of Texas at Altsritl 
LLOX DELIVERY EFFICIENCY 
I A l l  Chemical 
tn L L OX-PR 0 D UCE D LLOX DELIVERED 2.7 
2.3 1.- With Launcher 
. .- * 
LLOX DELIVERED 
LLOX USED 
1.9  
200 500 1000 1400 le00 
LLOX DELIVERED TO LEO (MT) 
1 .o 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
.c With Launcher 
All  Chemlcel 
- =  
0.4 . *. : i'*.,,- ...". .-... --,./L-,.C-p-WC.-4. 
0.3 4 4  
200 so0 1000 1400 le00 
LLOX DELIVERED TO LEO (MT) 
I 
- 
The University of Texas at A u s t i ~  
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
UTILIZATION OF LLOX 
311 
Projectiles 
Losses 24 MT-1% 
316 MT 
LM 
m-13% 
Delivered to LEO 
1000 MT-43% 
OTV 
675 MT-299b 
Total LLOX Produced on Lunar Surface - 2326 MT 
Losses 
200 MT-6% 
LM 
1384 MT-40% 
-ed to LEO 
MT-28 % 
. .. 
885 MT-26% 
Total LLOX Produced on Lunar Surface - 3469 MT 
I 
The University of Texas ai Austin 
P Luna r Elect roma m e t  IC Idaunc he r 
EMPLACEMENT MASS DISTRIBUTION FOR 
LAUNCHER AND SUPPORTING SYSTEMS 
. .- 
Thermal 
Radiators - 46 MT 
4% 
Primary Power - 538 MT 
3 9% Launcher - 342 MT 
t 25 % 
Control - 63 MT 
............. .............. ...................... ...................... ......................... ........................ ........................ 
5% 
......................... ......................... ........................ ....................... ..................... ...................... ...................... ................... ................... ............. .............. .............. 
Anchor Mass - 29 MT 
2% 
Energy Storage - 348 MT 
25 % 
The University of Texas a1 Aitstiii 
... . 
I A n a r  Elect romameiic Launche r 
( 
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
Item Mass (MT) Destination 
0 T V fuel (LH2) 
L L 0 docking facility 
Lunar OMVs (3) 
'1' mo. supply 0 M V fuel 
0 T V and L M fuel (LHZ) 
Projectiles (1 9 1) 
Launcher and systems 
Operation facility 
Construction equipment 
3 7 1  
5 
14 
4 
5 1 3  
48 
1 3 6 6  
52 
17 
LEO 
LLO 
LLO 
L L O  
L L O  
Lunar Surface 
Lunar Surface 
Lunar Surface 
Lunar Surf ace 
The University of Texas at Aitsriii 
A Luna r Elect  romapnetir I,aunche r 
I 
TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS FOR 
SYSTEM EMPLACEMENT 
Flight Flight N u m b e r  
Vehicle Ori ginati on Des tin ati on Requ i red  
. , - *  H L L V  
O T V  
LM 
LM 
OTV 
Earth LEO 20 
LEO LLO 4 3  
LLO Lunar Surface 3 8  
Lunar Surface LLO 7 6  
LLO LEO 1 1  
I 
The University of Texas Q! AusriJi 
. . . . . - . . 
TIME TO BREAK EVEN 
Emplacement 
Phase 
Operational Phase 
with EML 
"Break Even" Poinr 
11.5 years 
6000 - 
SO00 
* .- 
Eanh 
Launched 4 ~ 0  
Mass (MT) 
9000 
2000 
1000 
0 
all Chemical 
0 1.62.2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Time (years) 
Time to EML Operation (2.2 years) 
Time to Complete Earth Launch Requirement 
(1.6 years) 
The University of Texas at Aitstin 
. .- ' 
. 
z 
0 
Ir 
I- - u  
0 
- 
a 
Y 
L 
9 
AIM OF STUDY: 
To identify and evaluate 
advanced propulsion methods 
capable of yielding substantial 
benefits over conventional chemical 
propulsion for the transportation of 
materials between LEO and the Moon. 
i 
I 
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TASKS 
I .  Select Configurations 
a) Reference Case & 
Std. Mission 
b) Tethers 
c) Others 
2. Select Performance Criteria 
a) Quantitative 
b) Qualitative 
3. Describe ("model") the 
configurations 
4. 'Model" the performance 
5. Evaluate the configurations 
. 
I 
. .- ’ 
ADVANCED CONFIGURATIONS 
A. ETHERS 
I. Hanging tether in LLO 
2. Spinning tether in LLO or LEO 
3. Spinning tether in EEO -- throw and 
catch 
3a. Spinning tether in EEO -- throw only 
B. OTHER 
1. Laser thermal propulsion 
2. Ion engine propulsion 
3. Mass driver launch from Moon 
. .- ' 
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.- . NEXTSTEPS . 
1. Evaluate additional "pure" configurations 
(e. g., solar thermal propylsion). 
2. Develop and define engineering concepts for 
all promising "pure" configurations. 
3. Determine orbital windows, schedule and 
vehicle fleet requirements for above. . .- ' 
4. Identify and evaluate most promising 
"hybrid" configurations, and provide 
engineering concept definitions and 
orbital characteristics for them. 
5. Identify R & D priorities and needed 
resources for most promising advanced 
configurations. 
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Advanced Propulsion for Low Earth Orbit - Moon Transportation: 
IV. Transportation Model. 
Mark W. Henley 
General Dynamics Space Systems Division 
P.O. Box 85990; San Diego, CA 92138 
Absnact 
A simplified computational model of low Eanh orbit - Moon transportation systems has 
been developed to provide insight into the benefits of new transponation technologies. A 
reference transportation infrastructure, based upon near-term technology developments, 
is used as a depmure point for assessing other, more advanced technology alternatives. 
Comparison of the benefits of technology application, measured in terms of a mass 
payback ratio, suggests that several of the advanced technology alicrnatives could 
.. substanually improve the efficiency of low Eanh orbit - Moon nansporution. 
A computer model has been constructed to assess new technology alternatives as implemented in a 
reference Eanh - Moon mnsponation infrastructure. This uansponation model was developed as p m  
of an Advanced Propulsion for Low Earth Orbit - Moon Transportation study performed by the 
California Space Institute at the University of California, San Diego. Input for the transportation 
- model has been developed through interaction with pydcipants in this study, and this model’s output. 
in  turn, is being used in the study as an input to a separate economic model of infrastructure 
alternatives (Stem, 1988). 
The reference uansportation infrasuucturc employs Wit Transfer Vehicles (OTVs) for orbit to orbit 
uansfer, OTV-derived lunar landers for transportation between the lunar surface and low lunar orbit 
&LO), and Orbital Transfer and Staging Facilities (OTSFs) in low Earth orbit (LEO) and LLO. 
Technology needed for the reference infrastructure is already in the planning and early development 
stages (Bidla and Kctchum, 1987). I 
LEO - Moon Transportation Model 
Advanced propulsion systems that have been compared through the transportation model have 
included mass drivers, tethers for momentum transfer, ion engines, and laser propulsion. These 
alternatives wen analyzed separately as incremental modifications of the reference configuration and 
selected promising options were combined. System parameters for configurations using these 
technologies were determined through the interaction of a team of academic, government, and 
industry representatives participating in the Advanced Propulsion for LEO-Moon Transportation 
study, nsulting in representative alternative configurations that could k analyzed in the transponation 
model. 
l 
Alternative systems, which use more advanced technology, are compared with the reference 
transportation infrastructure in terms of mass payback ratio (MPR), the net mass of lunar  material 
deIivered to LEO per unit mass of terrestrial material used in the system (Frisbee and Jones, 1983). 
An MPR greater than one is required for the expon of lunar msrerial (such as lunar oxygen) to LEO 10 
be prefened to the transport of similar material up from Earth. The reference transponation system 
can achieve an MPR slightly greater than one (the system can deliver more lunar mass to LEO than the 
terrestrial mass needed to produce and transport this lunar mass). MPRs for some of the more 
advanced system alternatives are high enough to suggest that these technologies should play a major 
role ~JI future lunar operations. 
REFERENCE TRANSPORTATIOK INFRASTRUCTURE 
The reference infrasmcrure is based upon recommendations of recent internally funded studies at 
General Dynamics Space Systems Division (Bialla, 1986; Bialla and Henley, 1987). with minor 
modifications to optimize the system for utilization of lunar oxygen. Figure 1 provides an overview 
of t h i s  reference infrastructure, illustrating the Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OW), Orbital Transportation 
and Staging Facilities in low Earth orbit (LEO) and low lunarorbit (LLO), and an OTVderivcd lunar 
lander. 
O W  Concept 
The OTV concept chosen for this reference infrastructure is modelled after the modular S-4C concept 
recommended in recent OTV studies (Ketchum, 1985). This space-based, reusable, aerobraked 
vehicle is illustrated in Figure 2 in its single tankset configuration. The only significant modification 
of the S-4C for this lunar application is an increase in the aerobrake mass in order to accommodate the 
large masses of lunar material brought to LEO each time the OTV returns. 0 
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LEO - Moon Transportation Model 
The OTV is propelled by two advanced oxygenhydrogen ( L O W )  engines of 22,000 N (5,000 Ibf) 
thrust each, with an oxidizer to fuel (0:F) ratio of 6:l and a specific impulse of 485 seconds. This 
relatively low thmst level minimizes engine mass, but requires a multiple perigee bum trajectory to 
reduce gravity losses upon departure from LEO. A modification of this O W  engine for lunar lander 
applications would make use of a significantly higher mixture nt io  (well past the stoichiomemc ratio 
of 7.8:l). 
The S-4C OTV concept allows variation of the number of tanksets (sets of individual tanks for LOX, 
LH2, pressurant, and RCS propellants), with combinations of I, 3,4, 5, and 7 tanksets giving the 
vehicle a wide range of propellant capacity. For the reference OTV, different tankset options have 
been considered in the analytical model, and the three tankset configuration has k e n  chosen for the 
rcftrence OTV. The less efficient one tankset con5pntion mighr bo, rcasonable for use in early, low 
mass transpon operations required to set up an initial infrasmcrure, and the most efficient seven 
tankset configuration might be preferred for eventual, high mass rranspon opsations. 
The referex:: 011.' utilizes a fully reusable aerobrake which is sized as a function of the mass brought 
back.to.LE0. The aerobrake is specified to be 13% of the total mass entering the earth's atmosphere, 
a factor which is typical of previous OTV designs for return from geosynchronous Eanh  orbit (CEO). 
Modular avionics on the OTV allow modification of guidance and control systems with advances in 
the stare of rhe m. The modular avionics approach also allows easy modificarion of guidance as 
nquired for an OW-derived lunar lander. 
Orbital Transportation and Staging Facilities 
Two Orbital Transportation and Staging Facilities (OTSFs) are utilized in the reference infrasmcture, 
one in LEO, and one in LLO. OTSF functions include spare vchicie parts storage, meteoroid and 
debris shelter, and propellant storage. In the transportation model, these facilities are repositories for 
lunar oxygen and tenesmal hydrogen. With an OTSF present in LLO, the lunar lander can deliver 
lunar oxygen to LLO while the OTV is in transit between LLO and LEO. 
A representative LEO OTSF is illustrated in Figure 3. Its subsystems arc derived from Space Station 
hardware, and, in this reference infrastructure, it co-orbits with the Station at 28.5' inclination. 
Telerobotic opemions are expected to be the normal means of maintenance, propellanr transfer, and 
; 
payload processing. e 
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The representative LLO OTSF shown in Figure 4 is similar to the LEO facility in most respects. The 
lunar facility uses a more advanced solar power system (also derived from Space Station hardware), 
and has a larger OTV hangar for multiple vehicles. This facility contains several manned modules, 
and is expected to evolve with time, to eventually sewe as a staging base for Mars missions using 
LOX (Bialla, 1986, Cordell and Wagner, 1986). OTSF concepts illustrated here resulr from internal 
General Dynamics studies. More derailed definition of such systems is needed, including design 
adaptable to later moddkarion by more advanced technology. 
OTV - Derived Lunar Lander 
? l e  reference lunar Iander is illustrated in Figure 5. This configuration is derived from the OTV by 
substituting landing gear in place of the aerobrake, and thus has common subsystems and interfaces 
for propellant handling. More sophisticated avionics packages are substituted for the additional 
requirements of launch and landing. A single tankset derivative of the OTV is used for the reference 
lunar lander, as the thrust from its two engines would be insufficient to lift a larger lander (with full 
LOX tanks) from the M b n ' s  surface. The most significant feature of the lander selected for the 
reference configuration is the modification of the basic OTV engine for operation at a higher mixture 
ratio. The purpose of this vehicle is the transport of LOX from the Moon's surface to LO, and the 
=turn to the surface with logistic supplies and enough hydrogen for the next m p  up to LLO. 
5 
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. ,- , Figure 4 .  Represenranve Orbital T r a q  
Figure 5. Rt$erence Lunar Lander Derived from Orbital Tianger Vehicle Subsystem. 
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Engine performance as a function of 0 : F  ratio (the ratio of oxygen used to hydrogen used) follows 
- the trend of the curve in Figure 6. This curve is based upon the output of a General Dynamics 
computer program, for one dimensional equilibrium LOX/Hz combustion in an engine with a 100 bar 
(1500 psi) chamber pressure and an area ratio of 400. Higher chamber pressures and area ratios 
would generally increase the engine's specific impulse. (Optimal area ratios may actually be lower 
due to factors such as increased weight and radiative energy losses associated with large engine 
nozzles.) As the mixture ratio increases beyond the maximum region (around 6:l). the specific 
impulse (force divided by m a s  flow rate) decreases. Lunar lander applications can achieve higher 
mass payback ratios at higher mixture ratios in spite of this decrease in specific impulse, as the 
oxygen used is nearly free, while hydrogen must be imported from Earth. O:F ratios selected for the 
OTV and the lander were arrived at by iterative trial of mixture ratio (and corresponding Isp) 
parameters in the nansponation model. The indicated Iander O:F ratio of 1 2  was a compromise; 
slightly better mass payback ratios would result if the lander engine were opcnred ai a higher 0 : F  
rario (>12) for liftoff, and ar a lower ratio (c12) for landing. 
I 
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Figure 6. Engine Perjormance as a Function of Oxygen :Hydrogen Mixrwe Ratio. 
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Technology Development Requirements 
The reference transportation infrastructure in this model presumes fruition of certain technology I 
developments for reusable Orbit Transfer Vehicles (OTVs), OTVderived lunar landers, space-based 
O W  accommodations, and the lunar surface base. Key OTV technology in the reference case 
includes aerobraking, advanced oxygenhydrogen engines, advanced avionics, and lightweight 
smcturcs. Technology for space-based O W  senicing at an Orbital Transfer and Staging Facility 
(OTSF) includes telerobotic maintenance, zero-g propellant transfer, and automated rendezvous and 
docking. New technology is also needed for lunar materials processing to produce liquid oxygen 
propellant for the OTV and lunar lander. In order to utilize this lunar oxygen most effectively, the 
lunar lander uses an engine with a high O:F ratio. 
5lodification of a basic O W  engine to opente at a higher mixture ratiosfor lunar lander applications is 
considered to be a reasonable evolutionary step for an engine that is still in the early stages of 
technology development. Engine technology development activities sponsored by Lewis Research 
Center (such as the use of gaseous oxygen to drive LOX turbopumps), are relevent to such an 
incrcast in O:F ratio. Similar high O:F ratio and variable O:F ratio engines are being studied for 
Earth-to-orbit applications, where the increase i n  O:F ratio can reduce launch vehic1e.dx-y mass 
(Martin. 1987). Small oxygenhydrogen engines at the stoichiomemc (7.8: 1) ratio have aready been 
developed for use on sateIIites (Stechman and Campbell, 1973) and on the Space Station (Aerospace 
America, Sept, 1986). 
I 
ANALYTICAL IiIODELLIKG OF TRAKSPORTATIOS INFRASTRUCTURES 
An analytical model has been developed to compare advanced technology alternatives against this 
reference architecture. This model uses Excel spreadsheet software to apply an iterative series of 
equations to alternative transportation systems. This relatively simple model can easily be modified to 
consider variations of input parameters, and can be run rapidly on a personal computer. 
The analytical model of the lunar transponation infrasuucture considers separate loops for LEO-LLO 
and LO-lunar surface transportation as illusuaied in Figure 7. The lunar lander: a) leaves the surface 
with a full load of LOX (35,000 Ibm) and enough hydrogen to reach LLO, b) transfers excess LOX to 
the lunar OTSF (retaining enough to return to the surface) and receives hydrogen and logistics mass 
complete this loop. For the reference case, the lander must make approximately 7 round nips to the 
lunar OTSF to transport the LOX that will be transferred later from the OTSF to fill the three tanksets 
8 
to make the next round Pip and produce the next load of LOX; and c) returns to the surface to I 
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of the OW. The O W  loop: a) leaves LEO with enough hydrogen to make the round trip, enough 
oxygen to reach LLO, and the payload (hydrogen and logistics mass) required to support the -7 
lander loops; b) delivers the payload to LLO and refills LOX tanks at the lunar OTSF; and c) returns 
to LEO with excess LOX. The ntio of this excess LOX (beyond that required for the next mp up) to 
hydrogen and logistic mass is termed the mass payback ratio. This ratio (1.31:l for the reference 
hfimrucm) is a basis for assessing new technology alternatives to the reference system. 
Figure 7. Tranrponalion Model Overview. 
Material on the swface of the moon is at a higher potential energy level than the same mass in LEO, as 
is illustrated in Figure 8. If we could construct a "siphon" between the moon's surface and LEO, 
mass would flow freely, and if we placed a "turbine" in this mass flow, a tremendous m o u n t  of 
energy would be released. In the reference system, we consauct.such a "siphon, although it is not 
very efficient in mass transfer (requiring an input of mass from Earth), or in energy conversion 
(dissipating energy by aerobraking). Altanauve systems that suppIemtnt the reference configuradon 
by more advanced technology an generally more efficient in mass transfer and/or energy convenion. 
9 
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Velocity hmments used in  the mnsportation model arc listed hen. These "A V" quirements, based 
on Appollo-type free return trajectories, are greater than those that might be expected in practice, as a 
free return option (in case of problems) will be less critical when suppIies and assistance arc available 
in LLO and at a lunar base. For an unmanned OTV, much longer flight times might be reasonable, 
with attendant miuction in its mission AV requirements. The altitude and eccentricity of "low" lunar 
orbit have not been optimized (with cmsponding changes in the individual velocity increments) for 
the reference or alternative infrastructure, but such an analysis would probably result in greater mass 
payback ratios. Gravity losses for the lander (which transports more mass upward than downward) 
could be higher in ascent than in descent, tending to exchange the delta Vs attributed to these mission 
phases. 
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Figure 8. Potenn'al Energy of Lunar Mareriats. 
Hydrogen is the major component of the OW'S  payload from to LLO. For cases in which hydrogen 
usage exceeds OTV capacity, additional tankage, weighing 10% of the contained propellant, is 
presumed to be carried to LLO (and left there). The 0"s hydrogen tankage is actually oversized for 
most mission propellant requirements, and thus, if the logistic mass is h v d r o u  n, it might be carried 
10 
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within O W  tanks. For example, production of oxygen by reducti of ilmenite and 
subsequent water electrolysis (Gibson and Knudson, 1985) would use hydrogen as a principal 
reagent: 
H2 + Fe Ti 03 = H20 + Fe + Ti02 
2 H20 = 2 H2 + 0 2  
If all of the hydrogen used in this reaction is not ncoverrd, hydrogen might comprise a substantial 
partion of the logistics mass nquircd for lunar oxygen production. The transportation model assumes 
that one unit of terrestrial mass must be delivered to the moon's surface for every one h u n d r d  units 
of lunar mass produced on the moon (oxygen or other useful lunar products). Spare pans for O W ,  
OTSF, and LLOX production facility maintenance are not separated from other logistics in this 
uansponation model, however both their unit cost and transportation cost are included in an economic 
model (Stem, 1988). which uses the output of this rznsponation model. 
This LEO - Moon uansponation model describes steady state operations, alsuming that the lunar 
base, including a LLOX production plant. is already established for reasons other than transpon of 
lunar material to LEO ( e . ~ . .  scientific exploration). The reference infrastructure would initially 
transpon men and supplies for a manned luna base, and thus "bootstrapping" of the system (to 
provide for its own development) is not considered. Expansion of the system for higher LLOX 
production and transportation rates would require a temporary increase in the flow of mass from 
Eanh, with a return to steady state operation after system expansion is complete. 
TRANSPORTATION MODEL RESULTS 
The transportation model has been used both in refining the refenncc transponation infrasuucturc and 
in assessing modifications of this infrastructure with more advanced technology. Results of 
calculations using the transportation model are portrayed in the following charts, with mass payback 
ratio indicated on the vertical axis. While the scale changes somewhat to accommodate the range of 
results, the reference transportatioj system's MPR of 1.31 is indicated on all of the chats by a 
dashed line, and a solid line indicates an MPR of one (the limit for economic feasibility of transport of 
matcrial down to LEO from the Moon, nther than up from Earth). 
' 
The significance of both the number of OTV tanksck and the high mixture ratio for the lunar lander is 
illusnated in Figure 9. As the number of O W  tanksets increases, the system yields greater mass 
payback ratios. A large improvement is realized by increasing from one to thme tanksets, with far 
less benefit thereafter. The three tanset OTV configuration is considered to be most desirable, as it 
11 
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achieves relatively high MPRs, yet keeps the total LOX load (which the lunar OTSF must store prior 
to transfer into the O W )  at a reasonable level. When the three tankset OTV is combined with a 6:1 
mixture ratio lunv lander, it obtains an MPR slightly greater than one (1.07); however, the use of the 
12:l lander results in a much greater MPR (1.32). The difference between these MPRs becomes 
significant when one considers that the net gain per unit mass invested in the 6.25:l lander case is 
only 7%, as compared to a 32% gain in the case of the 12:l lander. The lower mixture ratio lander is, 
in fact, marginal for use with the three tankset O W ,  as unforeseen difficulties could easily rum this 
small mass profit into a net mass loss. MPRs for the lower mixture ratio lander configuration 
improve somewhat as the number of O W  tanksets increases. However, the MPRs for the 12:l 
mixture ratio lander also increase by similar increments. The selected reference system, with three 
tanksets on the OTV and a 12:l mixture ratio for the lander, is clearly indicated on Figure 9 by the 
bold bar. 
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Figure 9. Reference Ir3frastructure: Sensiriviry to Number of O W  Tankers andLander 0 : F  Rario. 
Aerobraking is essential to the success of the reference system, and the mass of the aerobrake is a 
dominant factor in its mass payback ratio. If aerobrakes can be produced on the Moon, substantially 
larger mass payback ratios may nsult; the OTV would not have to carry the aerobrake mass from 
LEO to LLO, but the lander would instead carry the aerobrake for the much lower AV from the lunar 0 I 
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surface to LLO (Duke et al, 1985). Figure 10 illusaates the sensitivity of mass payback ratio to 
rerobrake mass for the reference O W ,  and for alternative configurations that use aerobrakes 
produced on the Moon. Aerobrake mass is varied here as a percent of mass entering the EYth's 
atmosphere. Nominally, 13% of e n 0  weight is used for the reference system's aerobnke, resulting 
in large aerobake masses, as the returning OTV's mass (with nearly full LOX tanks) is relatively 
large. Multiple aeropass trajectories, with each pass successively lowering perigee, might reduce the 
aerobrake mass required. If lunar aetobrake manufacture proves to be feasible (for example, using 
the titanium dioxide by-product of ilmenhc reduction as a refractory heat shield material, the ambrake 
mass could be significantly higher than that of an aerobrake manufactured on Earth and still be 
competitive. An expendable lunar aerobrake (discarded zt LED) weighing 25% of the entry mass 
would be preferable to the reference system If the used lunar aerobrake had intrinsic value in LEO (if 
the mass of the brake discarded at LEO is considertd to be part of the payload to LEO), the mass 
payback rario would continue to increase with increasing aero5zilce weight. While the possibility of 
manufacturing aerobrakes from lunar materials is clearly amactive, the terrestrial aerobrake is retained 
' 
as a baseline for the reference system. 
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Tether - Assisted Transporntion 0 
Alternative systems which use tether-assisted OTV transportation have been emphasized in this 
1988; Stem, 1988). These systems are considered in the model as modifications of a reference 
transporntion facility in LEO or LLO, or as an additional facility in an elliptical Eanh orbit (EEO). 
Tether-assisted cansportation alternatives are assumed to compensate for any net imbalance in 
momentum exchanged toward and away from the Moon through high-Isp propulsion (e.g., ion 
engines) using propellant from the Moon. 
Advanced Propulsion for LEO-Moon Transportation study (Arnold and Thompson, 1988; Babb 1 
Tether-assisted Pansportation systems can reduce the AV requirements of the vehicles in  the reference 
mnspcnstion infrastructure, and thereby increase payload (multiple references). The AV supplied by 
throwing or carching the OTV or lander with a tether is subtracted from the velocity increment needed 
for a given mission phase. Velocity increments of 500 d s  (1640 fUs) and 1 k d s  (3280 fVs) are 
considcrtd for each tether system alternative. The tether that can throw (release) a vehicle with an 
initial 500 m/s velocity, but not catch a similar incoming vehicle, is the least ambitious of the 
alternatives selected for study, and would be the most reasonable for consideration in "near-term'' 
(early 21 st century) transportation between LEO and the moon. Tether-supplied velocity islimited to 
the maximum velocity increment needed, thus the "I k d s "  system in LLO would throw an OTV 
toward Eanh at 820 rn/s (2690 ft/s), the velocity used to escape from LLO. Similarly, 95 m/s (310 
. fvs) is the maximum increment achieved in catching an aerobraked O W  to achieve circularization at 
LEO. 
I 
Terhcr platforms can also provide a means of energy storage (Arnold and Thompson, 1988; Babb, 
1988). Consider a platform in eccentric Earth orbit (EEO) with the capability to throw the O W  
outward toward the Moon. The 0,TV uses chemical propulsion to transfer from LEO to EEO, docks 
with the tether facility, and is thrown by the tether. The momentum given to the mass of the OTV by 
throwing it at some initial velocity must be compensated by an q u a l  and opposite change in the 
momenmm of h e  platform in EEO (its mass multiplied by its AV). If the platform is heavy relative to 
the OTV, its resulting velocity change will be small, with little change in its orbital trajectory (a 
somewhat lower apogee if the OTV is thrown at perigee). Upon returning from the LLO, the O W  
aerobrakes into EEO, docks with the platform, and is then thrown downward into LEO, at the 
required remaining AV. The momentum of the EEO platform is now changed in the opposite 
direction (returning to a higher apogee if the O W  is thrown at perigee). Energy uansfered to the 
platform by the action of throwing the OTV toward LLO is thereby returned to the OTV as it is 
thrown down into LEO. 
14 
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Similar momentum transfer could be achieved at a tether platform in LEO. which de-orbits mass 
returning to Eanh in exchange for upward boosting of OTVs toward the Moon, or at a platform in 
LLO, which exchanges momentum gained in the downward boost of lunar landers for the outward 
boost of OTVs returning to LEO. If platforms can be made to catch vehicles as well as throwing 
them, further improvements in  energy storage can be obtained, with additional increases in  MPR. 
W e  such transfers of momentum do not fully cancel in practice, the net momentum deficit or 
surplus is substantially reduced. 
In a system with an MPR greater than one, the net momentum imbalance will tend to make the tether 
platform move toward the Moon as the net lunar mass transported by vehicles moves toward Eanh. 
Momentum could 
1) 
4) . .- 
be balanced by several methods, including: 
Throwing the vehicles 31 a lower velocity toward the Emh than the velocity with 
which they are thrown toward the Moon, 
Sending additional mass from Earth toward the Moon, 
Conversion of orbital energy into other forms (e. g., into electrical energy vi3 an 
elecuodynamjc, conducting tether cutting through geomagnetic field lines, or 
Consumption of propellants at the affected platform. 
Platforms equipped for tether-assisted nansponation -are presumed to use low thrust, high specific 
impulse propulsion to cancel any net momentum imbalance. The propellant for such momentum 
makeup is considered 10 be a lunar product, and is for the purposes of h e  uansponation model, 
included as a pan of the lunar oxygen produced and msponed.  Argon, known IO be present in 
substantial concentrations (-0.3%) in lunar regolirh, is easily released by heating (Kirsten and 
Horn, 1974), and could be a reasonable propellant choice in place of oxygen. A specific impulse of 
SO00 s is presumed for momentum makeup, consistant with the value used for ion engine OTV 
propulsion discussed later. As the net momentum deficit or surplus is generally small, mass 
payback ratios are not very sensitive to this selection of advanced propulsion for the facilities 
. equipped for tether-assisted uanspomtion. 
Figure 11 contrasts the MPR achieved through tether-assisted transportation from a facility in LEO, 
EEO, or LLO. Each case considers two velocity increments supplied in a system that 1) only 
throws vehicles, and 2) both throws and catches vehicles. While any of these alternatives is clearly 
better than the refemxe case, s e v d  intatsting observations can be made through comparison of 
the alternatives with each other. The LEO tether facility gains little by adding the ability to catch, 
due to the small velocity needed for circularization of the O W  from in its low perigee orbit after 
aerobraking. (Tether-assisted transportation of mass between Earth and LEO has not been 
6- 0- 15 
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considered for the LEO OTSF, due to the groundrules of the present study, but would tend to 
increase its effective MPRs). The EEO ether facility, in contrast, would benefit considerably from 
the ability to catch vehicles in addition to throwing them. The increased MPRs for the EEO facility, 
however, must be traded against the increased operation complexities of such a system (Babb. 
1988). Tether-assisted ansportation from the LLO OTSF results in the largest MPRs for any 
single facility location, as the facility is used to reduce propulsive velokity requirements for the lunar 
lander as well as the O W .  Here the MPRs achieved by throwing alone qual or exceed those that 
would be obtained by combined throwing and catching from LEO or EEG facilities. The 
improvement in MPR that would result from a LLO facility that could catch as well as throw is also 
far more significant than that for the previous LEO and EEO cases. 
0 
Mass 
Payback 
..I.." , I LEO Tether Facility 
6 ' j.. * 
4 
-4 1 
3 J  I Throw Only Throw & Catch 
2 
Refer 
Cast  
0 - 
EEO Tether Facility 
Throw 8 Catch 
LLO Tether Facility 
Throw 8 Catch 
10.5 km / second velocity supplied by tether 1 .O km / second velocity supplied by tether 
Figwe 11. Tether-Assisted Tramportarion Inframmre Comparison. 
I 
t 
At a high enough velocity, catching and throwing the OTV with a tether may be preferable to 
aerobraking (Eder, 1987). Figure 12 plots the MPR achieved with and without the use of an 
aerobrake versus velocity supplied by tether for the case of a tether facility in EEO that can both 
throw OTVs and catch them. As calculated using the transponation model, the aerobrake becomes a 
detriment, rather than an asset, if the tether facility can impan a velocity of approximately 1.4 kmls 
both in throwing and catching. At low tether-supplied velocities (below 0.7 km/s), this type of 
system would be less effective than the reference infrastructure. 
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LLO Tether Facility 1 
Combined Systems 
Two combined systems have been selected to date for investigation by the working p u p s  involved 
in the Advanced Propulsion for LEO - Moon Transportation study. These systems, hanging tethers 
in LEO and LLO, and spinning tethers in LEO and LLO, are identical as evaluated in the 
transportation model. Results from the transportafion model would apply equally well to the use of 
swinging tethers, which may be another nasonable Jtanative. 
Figure 14 illustrates the LEO and LLO systems alone (as they were shown in Figure 11) and the 
combined system of tether-assisted transportation from both LEO and LLO. We can again improve 
the MPR substantially through the combination of two similar or identical systems in LEO and 
LLO. The development cost of two such facilities should be a relatively small increase over that for 
a single facility. 
Mass I LEO Tether Facility 
Pay-  
back 
Ratio 1'- ' 
'j a Throw 8 Catch 
0 0.5 km / secondvelocity supplied by tether 1 .O km / second 
LEO & LLO Combined 
Throw 8 Ca!ch 
velocity supplied bY tether 
I 
-Figwe 14. Combined Tether-Assisted Transporntion in Low Earth Orbit and Low Lunar Orbit. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 
The results produced by this LEO-Moon transportation model suggest that advanced technology, 
applied in a reference LEO-Moon transportation infrastructure, can significantly improve the 
potential for lunar resource utilization in LEO. High mixture ratio lunar lander engines are 
imponant for efficient use of lunar oxygen in this reference system. Ambrake  production on the 
moon could also have a dramatic effect in inmasing the MPR achieved by the reference system. 
Tether-assisted transportation, as applied at individual facilities in a LEO, EEO, and LLO, provides 
a significant improvement in MPR over the reference infiasnucture, with a lunar facility being the 
most attractive singIe choice. Combined facilities for tether-assisted transportation in LEO and LLO 
provide a funher improvement in MPR. Other new technologies of laser O W  propulsion, ion 
engine OTV propulsion, and mass driver use for trmspon of Iunar materia1 to LLO are aIso 
attractive, when implemented in the modified reference infrasrructure. 
In order to reap the benefits of such advanced technology options early in the development of 
permanent lunar operations, exploratory research and development is required in the near term. It is 
hoped that the analysis reponed here will give impetus to the planning for lunar transportation 
infrastructure evolution, and to the time!y development and implementation of such new technology 
alternatives. More detailed analytical studies of reference and alternative systems are needed, as 
well as further conceptual definition of reference systems which an designed for modfication over 
time as new technologies mature. Technology development for reference and alternative systems is 
necessary now for assessment of appropriate design considerations for initial LEO-Moon 
transponation systems. 
, 
i .  
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Figure 12 Eccentric Earth Orbit Tether-Assisted Infrasmtwe: Aerobrake versus No Aerobrake. 
Other New Technology Applications 
Other modifications of the reference infrasuucture with new technology could also increase hWR 
substantiaIly. Figure 13 compam laser O W  propulsion, ion engine O W  propulsion, and a lunar 
mass driver as modifications to the reference system. 
The laser propulsion case, as defined by Ron Glumb of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, uses a 
laser to heat hydrogen propellant for departure of the O W  from LEO. The propulsion system from 
the reference OTV is retained for use in the vicinity of LLO. This alternative rrsults in a relatively 
high MPR if the aerobrake is retained, but a somewhat lower MPR if the aerobrake is relinquished 
in favor of carrying additional hydrogen for laser propulsion in ntm to LEO. 
An OTV equipped with an ion engine, as defined by Ralph Lovberg of UCSD’s Physics 
Depanment, also achieves a very high MPR, provided that it’s propellant is supplied from the 
Moon. This vehicle has a large mass, no aerobrake, and low-thrust ion engines. The low thrust of 
17 
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the vehicle substantially hacases the effective mission AV, as well as the miss'an duration. Use of 
an aerobrake in conjunction with ion engine propulsion was not considered due io the presumption 
that a large power supply would be needed. Nuclear power safety implications or large, fragile 
solar cells could prohibit aerobraking. (For the purposes of the transponation model, OTV 
lransponation reached LEO rather than being limited to a higher, "nuclear safe" altitude, which 
would have required a separate vehicle for intermediate transportation to LEO). If aerobraking 
were feasible, the mission duration and AV requirements for ion engine propulsion could be 
reduced substantially, with a corresponding increase in MPR. 
I 
Mass 
Pavback 
Laser Propusion 
Prop from Moon 
~ 
Mass Driver 
Logistics = 1% 
I 
Logistics = 5% 
Figure 13. h e r  Propulsion, Ion Engine, and Mass Driver Influence on Reference Infrartructure. 
A mass driver situated on the Moon would also result in a high MPR. Two cases are considered 
here through the transportation model, with logistics mass taken down to the Moon by the lander 
equaling nominal (1%) and increased (5%) fractions of lunar oxygen produced. An increase in 
logistics mass may be warranted, as the mass driver (as defined by Hugh Davis of Davis 
Aerospace) launches LOX payloads with apogee kick motors attached for self-circularization in 
LLO, and these kickmotors are presumed to be imported from Earth. Propellant required for the 
collection of LOX payloads in LLO would also result in an effective increase in logistic mass 
requirements. 0 
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1.0 LIFE SUPPORT ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS IDENTIF ICATION 
I. 1 OBJECT1 VE 
The o v e r a l l  o b j e c t i v e  of t h e  l i f e  support spec ia l  assessment study i s  t o  
conceptual ize a L i f e  Support System (LSS)  design which i s  compat ib le w i t h  
t h e  O f f i c e  o f  Exp lo ra t i on  (OEXP) advanced miss ion case studies.  
a l l o w  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  s p e c i f i c  LSS and technology development 
requi  rements. 
This  w i l l  
The OEXP advanced miss ion case s tud ies  w i l l  be examined i n  d e t a i l  t o  
determine how l i f e  support i s  i n f l uenced  by m iss ion  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and 
i n t e r f a c i n g  system considerat ions.  This eva lua t i on  w i l l  be a con t inu ing  
process as missions become b e t t e r  def ined. 
conceptual approach w i l l  be determined f o r  var ious miss ion opt ions t o  meet 
miss ion goals and p h y s i o l o g i c a l  needs. From t h i s  t o p  l e v e l  approach var ious 
LSS opt ions can be evaluated (!.e., Closed Ecolog c a l  L i f e  Support System 
(CELSS) p a y o f f  p o i n t ,  a l t e r n a t e  technology po ten t  a l ,  u t i l i z a t i o n  o f  i n s i t u  
mater i  a1 s ,  etc.). 
Top l e v e l  requirements and a LSS 
1.2 INTRODUCTION 
The advanced miss ion case s tud ies  being examined by t h e  OEXP may r e q u i r e  
unique l i f e  support technology d i f f e r i n g  f rom S h u t t l e  o r  planned f o r  t h e  
Space S t a t i o n  program. The l i f e  support requ rements f o r  S h u t t l e  are 
s a t i s f i e d  by us ing open-loop approaches ( i  .e. 
suppl ies w i t h  wastes re tu rned  t o  Earth).  
s to red  oxygen, water, and 
The e x i s t i n g  technology f o r  
S h u t t l e  i s  o n l y  a p p l i c a b l e  f o r  smal l  crew s i z e s  and s h o r t  m i s s i o n  d u r a t i o n s  
because o f  l a r g e  consumable requirements.  
i n c l u d e s  techno logy  f o r  p a r t i a l  recovery  o f  consumables by physicochemical  
means, e n a b l i n g  a p a r t i a l l y  c losed  l i f e  suppor t  system. 
techno logy  i s  immature and has n o t  been eva lua ted  i n  a l o n g  d u r a t i o n  
i n t e g r a t e d  t e s t  program. 
Present Space S t a t i o n  p l a n n i n g  
However, t h i s  
Fu tu re  manned p l a n e t a r y  m iss ions  generate new l i f e  suppor t  requ i rements  t h a t  
must be cons idered i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  those  which drove t h e  des ign  o f  t h e  
S h u t t l e  system and a r e  shaping t h e  techno logy  planned f o r  t h e  Space S t a t i o n .  
Most s i g n i f i c a n t  o f  t hese  i n c l u d e  increased m i s s i o n  complex i ty ,  h i g h  system 
r e l i a b i l i t y  assoc ia ted  w i t h  l o n g  miss ions  and a b o r t  t imes,  and t h e  i n a b i l i t y  
t o  resupp ly  consumables o r  expendables r a p i d l y .  
requ i rements  w i l l  d i c t a t e  a l i f e  suppor t  system t h a t  i s  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  by a 
h i g h e r  degree o f  c l o s u r e ,  h i g h  r e l i a b i l i t y ,  i nc reased  automat ion, and 
independence f rom t e r r e s t r i a l  resources. 
T h i s  combina t ion  o f  
1.3 FY88 STUDY RESULTS 
The l i f e  suppor t  s p e c i a l  assessment a c t i v i t y  was s t a r t e d  i n  June 1988 by 
conduc t ing  a p r e l i m i n a r y  S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  techno logy  assessment. 
T h i s  s tudy  was performed w i t h  t h e  ass i s tance  o f  t h e  Langley Research Center 
u s i n g  t h e i r  Environmental  Con t ro l  and L i f e  Support System (ECLSS) da ta  base 
and computer a ided  l i f e  suppor t  a n a l y s i s  program. 
f u n c t i o n s  o n l y  and was n o t  i n tended  t o  o p t i m i z e  a l i f e  suppor t  approach f o r  
m iss ion  case s t u d i e s  o r  e s t i m a t e  t h e  t o t a l  LSS we igh t  o r  volume f o r  these 
The s tudy  examined LSS 
missions. e 
1.3.1 
The o b j e c t i v e  of t h i s  SAA p r e l i m i n a r y  study was t o  est imate t h e  impact o f  
us ing  S h u t t l e  open-loop and Space S t a t i o n  regenerable l i f e  support 
technology (as p resen t l y  basel ined by MSFC) t o  accomplish t h e  proposed four 
OEXP miss ion case studies.  This  study was conducted i n  response t o  a Code Z 
t h e  est imates necessary t o  mainta in  t h e  bas i c  
r e v i t a l i z a t i o n ,  water reclamat ion, waste 
-up v e h i c l e  o r  
ons, s to red  gases 
and p l  umbi ng, 
management, and 
h a b i t a t  LSS wou 
f o r  leakage and 
tankage, e tc .  
l i f e  support f unc t i ons  o f  
p r o v i s i o n  
d need t o  
repressu r 
request. The r e s u l t s  r e f l e c t  
a i r  
f o r  
i nc 
za t  
food and c lo th ing .  
ude sa fe  haven cons 
on, i nterconnect i ng 
A f u l  
derat  
ducts 
1.3.2 As sumpt i ons 
a. Only t h e  l i f e  support f unc t i ons  o f  carbon d i o x i d e  c o n t r o l ,  metabol ic  
oxygen generat ion,  po tab le  and hygiene water supply, and waste management 
a re  considered. 
b. Food and c l o t h i n g  a re  i nc luded  f o r  consumable est imates and 
i n f l u e n c e  upon t h e  o v e r a l l  water balance and requi  rements. 
c. The S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  technology opt ions considered w i l l  
meet t h e  environmental requirements f o r  human expedi t ions t o  Mars and t h e  
Moon. 
rema 
d. The Space S t a t i o n  regenerab le  techno logy  performance capabi 
ns c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  p resen t  es t imates .  
e. The Space S t a t i o n  regenerab le  techno logy  w i l l  meet t h e  l o n g  
o p e r a t i o n a l  requ i rements  f o r  r e l i a b i l i t y  and minimal maintenance. 
i t y  
t e r m  
f. B i o l o g i c a l  l i f e  suppor t  i s  n o t  i n c l u d e d  because o f  smal l  crew s i z e s  
and i m m a t u r i t y  o f  t h e  e x i s t i n g  da ta  base t o  adequately rep resen t  t h i s  
technology. 
g. The s tudy  r e s u l t s  r e f l e c t  LSS f u n c t i o n  o n l y  and n o t  a complete 
i n t e g r a t e d  LSS system. For  example, wa te r  tankage, duc ts ,  plumbing, fi r e  
suppression, spares, and s a f e  haven c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  a r e  n o t  inc luded.  
h. Space S t a t i o n  regenerab le  techno logy  (as p r e s e n t l y  b a s e l i n e d  by 
MSFC) was assumed f o r  a l l  case s t u d i e s  except humans t o  Mars ( s u r f a c e )  and 
l u n a r  observa t ions .  
i. S h u t t l e  open-loop techno logy  was assumed f o r  humans t o  Mars 
( s u r f a c e )  and l u n a r  observat ions  due t o  small crew s i z e s  and s h o r t  sur face  
s t a y  t imes. 
1.3.3 M i s s i o n  Case S tud ies  
S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  LSS techno logy  was a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  b a s i c  
OEXP m i s s i o n  cases: 
a. Human e x p e d i t i o n  t o  Phobos. 
b. Human exped i t i on  t o  Mars. 
c. Human tended l u n a r  observator ies.  
d. Lunar outpost t o  e a r l y  Mars outpost. 
1.3.4 D i  scus s i on 
Table 1 shows t h e  miss ion case study t o p  l e v e l  requirements p e r t a i n i n g  t o  
LSS (crew s i ze ,  du ra t i on ,  number o f  f l i g h t s )  used as a bas is  f o r  t h i s  study. 
Table 2 i s  an overview o f  t h e  technology t o  accomplish each miss ion o r  
miss ion phase. 
sur face and l u n a r  obse rva to r ies )  make use of open-loop S h u t t l e  technology. 
A lso d isposable c l o t h i n g  i s  used f o r  s h o r t  missions t o  e l i m i n a t e  t h e  e x t r a  
water and hardware necessary f o r  washing. 
r e s u l t s  t o  show LSS impacts on t h e  OEXP miss ion case studies.  
through 9 p rov ide  more d e t a i l  f o r  each case study i n c l u d i n g  subsystem 
weights and performance e f f i c i e n c i e s .  The lower process e f f i c i e n c i e s  i n  t h e  
water rec lamat ion system d i r e c t l y  r e l a t e s  t o  requ i red  makeup water which i s  
a s i g n i f i c a n t  p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  t o t a l  miss ion weight. The subsystem spares 
r e f l e c t  est imates based upon t h e  technology and associated lower rep laceable 
u n i t s .  The consumables represent an est imate of food, c l o t h i n g ,  and 
expendables necessary t o  mainta in  system operat ion.  
As shown, t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  sho r t  missions (humans t o  Mars 
Table 3 summarizes t h e  study 
Tables 4 
1.3.5 Conclusion 
The study r e s u l t s  show on ly  one approach t o  accomplish l i f e  support f o r  t h e  
OEXP miss ion case studies.  
t h e o r e t i c a l l y  p o s s i b l e  i f  associated p e n a l t i e s  can be j u s t i f i e d .  
an i n t e g r a t e d  LSS us ing  Space S t a t i o n  technology has not  been proven t o  
date. 
technology performance could change, impact ing r e l i a b i l i t y  o r  performance 
p r e d i c t i o n s .  
S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  technology i s  
However, 
Once i n t e g r a t i o n  occurs, est imates f o r  regenerable S t a t i o n  LSS 
The major weight p e n a l t i e s  a re  associated w i t h  consumables ( i n c l u d i n g  food) 
and make up water. Improvements i n  water rec lamat ion technology and system 
e f f i c i e n c i e s  t o  reduce consumables o f t e r  h igh  oppor tun i t y  f o r  LSS 
op t im iza t i on .  
1.4 FY89 PLANS 
A two-phase program ( f i g u r e  1) was s t a r t e d  i n  September 1988 w i t h  t h e  Boeing 
Aerospace Company. Phase I, which w i l l  be completed i n  FY89, w i l l  generate 
1 i f e  support requi  rements based on d e t a i  l e d  miss ion case study 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and p o t e n t i a l  i n t e r f a c i n g  system in f luences.  The 
p r e l i m i n a r y  S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  technology study completed i n  FY88 
w i l l  be improved t o  i n c l u d e  i n t e g r a t i o n  and t o t a l  h a b i t a t  o r  v e h i c l e  LSS 
impacts. 
o f  LSS requirements f o r  f u t u r e  missions. Phase 11, which w i l l  be conducted 
i n  FY9U w i l l  conceptual ize a bas ic  LSS approach t o  s a t i s f y  requirements 
i d e n t i f i e d  i n  Phase I and i d e n t i f y  technology requirements. 
This  technology w i l l  be used as a s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  f o r  examination 
T h e  Phase I a c t i v i t y  i nvo l ves  indepth study o f  f o u r  O f f i c e  o f  E x p l o r a t i o n  
(OEXP) m iss ion  case s tud ies  w i t h  emphasis on poss ib le  v a r i a t i o n s  w i t h i n  each 
miss ion which w i l l  i n f l u e n c e  t h e  LSS. A comprehensive l i t e r a t u r e  rev iew 
w i l l  be conducted o f  p r i o r  and c u r r e n t  s tud ies  on t h e  f o u r  advanced 
p lane ta ry  manned missions. The survey w i l l  review a l l  r e l a t e d  NASA, 
i ndus t r y ,  and o the r  a v a i l a b l e  p u b l i c a t i o n s  on t h e  f o u r  missions. An 
i n f o r m a t i o n a l  data base f o r  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  search w i l l  be compiled t o  
cha rac te r i ze  t h e  f o u r  pr imary miss ion types i n c l u d i n g  subgroups w i t h i n  each 
miss ion t ype  by t h e  key parameters t h t  fundamental ly d r i v e  and d e f i n e  an 
i n d i v i d u a l  mission. Examples o f  these parameters include, but  a re  no t  
l i m i t e d  t o ,  o v e r a l l  miss ion purpose, environmental cond i t i ons  ( g r a v i t y ,  
atmosphere, and r a d i a t i o n ) ;  miss ion t i m e l i n e s  i n c l u d i n g  launch 
oppor tun i t i es ,  length,  s i g n i f i c a n t  events, EVA events, and resupply  per iods;  
crew mix; and abor t  opt ions.  
The var ious p lane ta ry  base/spacecraft systems and subsystems and t h e i r  
op t i ons  t h a t  a re  be ing considered f o r  long-durat ion p lane ta ry  missions w i l l  
be examined. This  p lane ta ry  base/spacecraft systems data base w i l l  be used 
t o  desc r ibe  what t h e  var ious system op t ions  are, and what f a c t o r s  govern t h e  
choice o f  one o p t i o n  over another. These opt ions w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  f o r  a l l  
miss ion subsystems except ECLSS requirements. An understanding of 
base/spacecraft subsystems w i l l  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  h e l p  i n  t h e  Phase I 1  design o f  
an LSS t h a t  i s  completely compat ib le w i t h  t h e  r e s t  of t h e  vehic le .  Examples 
o f  t h e  var ious p lane ta ry  base/spacecraf t  systems and t h e i r  op t i ons  w i  11 
inc lude,  bu t  a re  no t  l i m i t e d  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g :  
i n c l u d i n g  nuclear,  pho tovo l ta i c ,  s o l a r  thermal,  i so tope  power, f u e l  c e l l s ,  
and open-loop conversion o f  p lane ta ry  resources; (2 )  p ropu ls ion  systems 
i n c l u d i n g  concepts i n  t h e  areas o f  chemical, nuc lear  f i s s i o n  (thermal o r  
e l e c t r i c  conversion),  chemical boost w i t h  upper stage concepts, and pulsed 
(1) e l e c t r i c a l  power systems 
nuclear  f u s i o n  o r  a n t i p r o t o n  concepts; and ( 3 )  thermal c o n t r o l  systems 
i n c l u d i n g  cryogenic systems and heat r e j e c t i o n  rad ia to rs .  
I n fo rma t ion  f rom t h e  prev ious two subtasks w i l l  be i n t e g r a t e d  t o  i d e n t i f y  
t h e  most reasonable p l a n e t a r y  base/spacecraft systems, exc lud ing  l i f e  
support ,  t o  accomplish each o f  t he  i d e n t i f i e d  case s tud ies  f o r  each pr imary 
mission. Ra t iona le  w i l l  be prov ided t o  support system s e l e c t i o n  t o  
accomplish each unique miss ion case study. 
m i  s s i  on segment performance ana lys i s  w i  11 be performed and m i  s s i  onlsystem 
parametr ic  models w i l l  be constructed. The output  o f  t h i s  subtask prov ides 
miss ion v a r i a b l e  data f o r  task 2.0 l i f e  support requirements and task  3.0 
miss ion case study recommendations. 
As p a r t  of t h e  r a t i o n a l e ,  
The i n t e n t  o f  t h e  l i f e  support  requirements i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  task  (Phase I ,  
task 2.0) i s  t o  e s t a b l i s h  v e h i c l e  and base LSS requirements f o r  each o f  t h e  
f o u r  miss ion case s tud ies.  Task i npu ts  are f rom miss ion case study 
NASA-STD-3000. Inherent  human ref inement and from standards such as 
support requirements w i  11 be examined 
m i s s i o n  system v a r i a b l e s  t o  determine 
are normal ly  assumed t o  be constant m 
a n t i c i p a t e d  t h a t  t h e r e  a re  a few such 
and compared t o  miss 
i f  t h e r e  a re  any var  
nimum and maximum va 
requirements t o  be d 
l i f e  
on va r iab  es and 
a t i o n s  i n  what 
ues. It i s  
scovered. For 
example, t h e  t r a n s i t  miss ion requ i res  more crew e x t r a  exerc ises than 
p lane ta ry  missions and t h e r e f o r e  more crew showers f o l l o w i n g  t h e  exercise.  
The r e s u l t s  o f  t h i s  f i r s t  eva lua t i on  w i l l  then feed i n t o  t h e  examination of 
l i f e  support system requirements. 
c o n s t r a i n t s  w i l l  be t r e a t e d  i n  two general categor ies:  (1) those t h a t  are 
L i f e  support  system requirements and 
gener ic  t o  bas i c  l i f e  support f unc t i ons  ( i  .e., a i r  r e v i t a l i z a t i o n ,  water 
reclamat ion, and waste management) and ( 2 )  those t h a t  are i n f l uenced  by t h e  
miss ion and r e l a t e d  miss ion systems, e i t h e r  d i r e c t l y  o r  i n d i r e c t l y .  These 
ca tegor ies  w i l l  be compared t o  determine any new m iss ion -spec i f i c  LSS 
requ i  rements. 
Miss ion case study ana lys i s  w i l l  t ake  p lace  i n  Phase I task 3.0. 
requirements r e s u l t i n g  from task 2.0 w i l l  be evaluated and used t o  generate 
t h e  most app l i cab le  t o p - l e v e l  LSS approach f o r  t h e  four mission case 
s tud ies.  
c losure,  use o f  t e r r e s t r i a l  resources, and physical-chemical  versus 
b i o l o g i c a l  approaches. Requirements t rades  and s e n s i t i v i t y  ana lys i s  w i l l  be 
conducted t o  f i n e  tune o r  focus l i f e  support requirements. 
technology chal lenges o f f e r e d  by each case study w i l l  be considered. 
f o u r  case s tud ies  w i l l  form a bas is  f o r  t h e  Phase 11, L i f e  Support System 
Conf i gurat  i on Concept. LSS requi  rements f o r  each m i  s s i  on w i  11 be devel oped 
and an Advanced M i  s s i  on L i  f e  Support Requi rements D e f i n i t i o n  Summary Report 
w i l l  be prov ided upon t h e  complet ion o f  t h i s  task ,  conc lud ing Phase I o f  
t h i s  program. 
The LSS 
The "top-1 eve1 I' approach w i  11 consi der c r i t e r i a  such as degree o f  
The LSS 
These 
I n  Phase I 1  t h e  l i f e  support technologies requ i red  f o r  each miss ion LSS w i l l  
be examined i n  task  1 and t h e  LSS conceptual c o n f i g u r a t i o n  w i l l  be developed 
i n  task 2. 
developed d u r i n g  Phase I w i l l  a s s i s t  w i t h  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  technologies 
t h a t  a re  compat ib le w i t h  t h e  r e s t  of t h e  vehic le .  V iab le LSS technology 
a l t e r n a t i v e s  w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  us ing  t h e  Phase I miss ion o b j e c t i v e s  anbd 
t h e  LSS requirements as search c r i t e r i a .  For example, technologies f o r  
reducing carbon d i o x i d e  t o  carbon and water w i l l  be invest igated.  
An understanding of t h e  baselspacecraf t  LSS requirements 
Trade 
s tud ies  on those a l t e r n a t i v e s  w i l l  then be performed. 
consider how w e l l  t h e  a l t e r n a t i v e  technologies c o n t r i b u t e  t o  
subsystemlprocess l e v e l  requirements. For example, Sabat ier ,  Bosch, and 
p l a n t s  can be compared as carbon d i o x i d e  c o n t r o l  technologies,  as t o  t h e i r  
r e l a t i v e  e f f e c t i v e n e s s  a t  reducing t h e  requ i red  amount of COP, and an 
assessment made based upon t h e i r  impact on t h e  e n t i r e  LSS mass and energy 
balances. F i n a l l y ,  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  LSS requirements t h a t  need f u r t h e r  
technology development w i l l  t a k e  place. These w i l l  i n c l u d e  t h e  most 
promis ing candidates from both t h e  technology t rades and t h e  system l e v e l  
impact assessments. A systemat ic approach w i l l  be used i n  per forming t h i s  
task t o  ensure t h a t  miss ion and l i f e  support requirements a re  cons is ten t ,  
c o r r e l a t a b l e ,  and t raceab le  throughout t h e  documentation. This  data base 
w i l l  r e s u l t  i n  system l e v e l  con f i gu ra t i ons  f o r  each miss ion case study. LSS 
conceptual c o n f i g u r a t i o n  data f o r  near term development and LSS technology 
needing a d d i t i o n a l  development w i l l  be de f i ned  and documented. 
These t rades  w i l l  
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2.0 EXTRAVEHICULAR A C T I V I T Y  SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION 
2.1 OBJECTIVE 
The o b j e c t i v e  o f  t h i s  study i s  t o  i d e n t i f y  technology requirements f o r  t h e  
Ex t raveh icu la r  A c t i v i t y  System (EVAS) necessary t o  compliment f u t u r e  Lunar 
and Mars missions. 
2.2 METHODOLOGY 
2.2.1 Background 
Ex t raveh icu la r  a c t i v i t y  c a p a b i l i t y  w i l l  be necessary t o  accomplish t h e  goals 
o f  f u t u r e  manned missions t o  t h e  Moon and Mars. The ex ten t  o f  t h i s  
c a p a b i l i t y  could vary w ide ly  depending upon s p e c i f i c  miss ion ob jec t i ves .  
synergism w i t h  t h e  prev ious Space S t a t i o n  and geosynchronous o r b i t  EVAS 
d e f i n i t i o n  s tud ies,  t h i s  work w i l l  examine t h e  O f f i c e  o f  E x p l o r a t i o n  (OEXP) 
case study missions i n  d e t a i l  t o  determine EVAS requirements. Resul ts  w i l l  
p rov ide planners w i t h  data t o  d e f i n e  t h e  e x t r a v e h i c u l a r  p o r t i o n  o f  f u t u r e  
missions and t o  i d e n t i f y  necessary EVAS technology requirements t o  support 
those a c t  i v i  t i e s .  
I n  
2.2.2 Key Assumpti ons/Groundrules 
a. The study w i l l  examine and consider t h e  e n t i r e  e x t r a v e h i c u l a r  
a c t i v i t y  ope ra t i on  i n c l u d i n g  s u i t s ,  vehic les,  spec ia l  equipment, and 
a i r l o c k s .  This  broad assessment i s  necessary t o  i n s u r e  c o m p a t i b i l i t y  
between equipment i n  bo th  p h y s i c a l  i n t e r f a c e s  and o p e r a t i o n a l  requirements.  
Not o n l y  must t h e  mechanical ,  e l e c t r i c a l ,  and so f tware  i n t e r f a c e s  match, bu t  
t h e  o p e r a t i o n a l  concepts upon which t h e  des ign  o f  each p i e c e  o f  equipment i s  
based must be compat ib le.  It does l i t t l e  good, f o r  i ns tance ,  t o  have an 
extended range crew t r a n s f e r  v e h i c l e  i f  s u f f i c i e n t  l i f e  suppor t  i s  n o t  
a v a i l a b l e  t o  keep t h e  crew a l i v e  d u r i n g  t h e  t r a v e r s e .  
i s  a l s o  necessary t o  i n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  p roper  equipment and, e s p e c i a l l y ,  t h e  
p roper  m i x t u r e  o f  equipment i s  p rov ided  t o  accompl ish t h e  d e s i r e d  tasks.  
Each p i e c e  o f  equipment i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  complete p i c t u r e  r e q u i r e d  f o r  
accompl ish ing  a g i ven  miss ion .  
The broad assessment 
b. I n i t i a l  resu  
c o n j e c t u r a l  n a t u r e  o f  
t s  w i  
Lunar 
1 be t o p  l e v e l  due t o  t h e  s p e c u l a t i v e  and 
and M a r t i a n  m iss ion  p lann ing .  General t ypes  o f  
miss ions  have been d e f i n e d  and o v e r a l l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of such miss ions  
i d e n t i f i e d ,  b u t  i t  i s  n o t  expected t h a t  any s p e c i f i c  m iss ions  w i l l  be 
determined i n  enough d e t a i l  i n  t h e  near te rm t o  a l l o w  EVAS requ i rements  
d e f i n i t i o n  based on exac t  t a s k  requirements.  Ins tead,  gener i c  t a s k  
requ i rements  w i l l  be determined and these  w i l l  gu ide  t h e  s tudy  w i t h  EVAS 
a l t e r n a t i v e s  be ing  s p e c i f i e d  f o r  each c l a s s  o f  c a p a b i l i t i e s .  Fo r  ins tance,  
i f  one p o s s i b l e  t a s k  i s  t o  move 3000 kg  mass modules f rom p o i n t  t o  p o i n t  
w i t h i n  a 5 meter rad ius ,  t hen  a cor respond ing  EVAS a l t e r n a t i v e  would be t o  
p r o v i d e  a crane capable o f  such performance. 
t o  y i e l d  c lasses  o f  c a p a b i l i t i e s  r e q u i r e d  and, t h e r e f o r e ,  c lasses  of 
equipment requ i red .  
d e s i r e d  a l t e r n a t i v e  f rom t h e  o v e r a l l  c lass .  Refinements w i l l  be made as 
m i  s s i  ons become more d e f  i ned. 
Usua l l y ,  t a s k s  can be grouped 
Trade s t u d i e s  w i l l  t hen  be implemented t o  determine t h e  
c. The EVAS i s  considered a support f u n c t i o n  t o  t h e  mission. 
Therefore, t h e  EVAS should impose as few l i m i t s  o r  c o n s t r a i n t s  upon 
crewmembers and miss ion ob jec t i ves  as p r a c t i c a l .  As noted above, i t  i s  
c u r r e n t l y  n o t  poss ib le  t o  d e f i n e  EVAS requirements based on p rec i se  miss ion 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n .  It i s  poss ib le ,  however, t o  s p e c i f y  t h a t  t h e  greatest  
c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  work s h a l l  be s t r i v e n  f o r .  I n  o the r  words, t h e  EVAS, as much 
as poss ib le ,  s h a l l  a l l o w  t h e  crew t o  per form t o  t h e  maximum ex ten t  o f  t h e i r  
a b i l i t i e s  and s h a l l  enhance r a t h e r  than l i m i t  those a b i l i t i e s .  Fo l l ow ing  
t h i s  approach a l lows s p e c i f i c s  o f  t h e  EVAS t o  be determined even though 
exact missions are n o t  known. 
associated w i t h  a c e r t a i n  c a p a b i l i t y ,  a l t e r n a t e  capab i l i t y / t echno logy  can be 
determined and t h e  associated costs  est imated t o  p rov ide  planners w i t h  data 
f o r  dec i s ion  making. 
And where an unusual ly  h i g h  cost  i s  
d. The A p o l l o  Lunar sur face experience prov ides a data base from which 
t o  d e f i n e  gener ic  Lunar EVAS opera t i ona l  requirements. Thus, Apo l l o  
experience i s  d i r e c t l y  a p p l i c a b l e  t o  t h e  cu r ren t  study and d i r e c t  
e x t r a p o l a t i o n  may be made from it. This  i s  most impor tant  s ince  a l l  recent 
experience has been i n  EVA i n  a much d i f f e r e n t  environment, t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  
benign 0-g environment o f  low Ear th o r b i t .  
Apo l l o  data both s i m p l i f i e s  t h e  task  o f  advanced Lunar EVAS s p e c i f i c a t i o n  
and a l l ows  simultaneously more accurate and more ambit ious EVAS requirements 
d e f i n i t i o n .  
The d i r e c t  a p p l i c a b i l i t y  o f  
e. Commonality o f  hardware and technology between Space S ta t i on ,  
Lunar, and Mart ian systems w i l l  be considered d u r i n g  t h i s  study. 
D i  f ferences i n  g r a v i t y  and i n  r a d i a t i o n ,  thermal , dust, and atmospheric 
environments w i l l  tend t o  d r i v e  each system t o  a d i f f e r e n t  design, but  
i n d i v i d u a l  components may be usable i n  more than one system. 
i f  commonality i s  considered du r ing  t h i s  study, and beyond t h i s  study i n  the  
design phases o f  each system, then savings i n  design, development, and 
procurement may r e s u l t .  
Furthermore, 
2.2.3 Approach 
I n  FY88, p r i o r  t o  d e f i n i t i o n  by OEXP o f  t h e  advanced miss ion scenarios, two 
independent s tud ies,  one by A. D. L i t t l e  and one by t h e  Essex Corporat ion,  
were i n i t i a t e d  t o  examine t o p  l e v e l  EVAS requirements f o r  t y p i c a l  Lunar and 
Mars missions. 
p o i n t s  f o r  f u r t h e r  d e t a i l e d  examination t o  determine EVAS requirements f o r  
t h e  OEXP miss ion case studies.  
be l  ow. 
Resul ts  from these e f f o r t s  have and w i l l  be used as s t a r t i n g  
A d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  approach i s  g iven 
a. Review and c r i t i q u e  Lunar/Mars miss ion studies.  The f i n a l  
A. D. L i t t l e  Lunar EVAS study and t h e  i n t e r i m  Essex Corporat ion Lunar EVAS '  
s tudy have been reviewed and f i n d i n g s  t o  date a re  based on them. The f i n a l  
Essex study w i l l  be d e l i v e r e d  s h o r t l y .  
r e s u l t s ,  and conclusions were examined i n  t h e  l i g h t  o f  t h e  team's e x p e r t i s e  
i n  NSTS EVA systems and operat ions,  knowledge o f  Apo l l o  experience, and 
d i r e c t  exper ience w i t h  advanced EVA system s tud ies  f o r  t h e  Space Stat ion.  
The Lunar EVAS s tud ies  were found t o  be sound though some areas necessa r i l y  
s u f f e r e d  from lack  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  due t o  p a u c i t y  o f  data o r  immatur i ty  of 
miss ion plans. 
generat ion o f  more d e t a i l .  
Each study was read and t h e  data, 
I n  these cases, t r a d e  s tud ies  have been i d e n t i f i e d  t o  a l l ow  
Studies o f  Mars-system missions a re  j u s t  beginning. As r e s u l t s  o f  these 
s tud ies  begin t o  become a v a i l a b l e  near t h e  end o f  t h e  f i r s t  qua r te r  o f  FY89, 
they w i l l  be reviewed i n  a fashion s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  employed w i t h  t h e  Lunar 
s tud ies.  
b. Der ive gener ic miss ion requirements f o r  t h e  respec t i ve  EVAS based 
on t h e  review o f  miss ion s tud ies.  
d i f f e r e n t  miss ion requirements , but  a se t  o f  gener ic  requirements cover ing 
a l l  missions i s  i n  most cases der ivable.  Such a se t  of requirements was 
de r i ved  f o r  t h e  Lunar EVAS, based on t h e  A. D. L i t t l e  and Essex s tud ies ,  and 
i s  presented below. 
d e f i n e  t h e  parameters o f  an EVAS t o  support t h a t  mission. 
parameter, a boundary value represent ing t h e  1 i m i  t i n g  capabi 1 i t y  f o r  a 
gener ic  (non-miss ion-speci f ic )  EVAS was se lec ted  and t h i s  became t h e  gener ic  
requirement. 
Each miss ion can t h e o r e t i c a l l y  impose 
The technique employed was t o  review each miss ion and 
For  each 
c. For each case study, i d e n t i f y  any unique EVAS d r i v e r s  based on 
m i  s s i  on , envi  ronment , o r  o p e r a t i  onal f ac to rs .  
d i f f e r e n t  na tu re  o f  t h e  missions and e s p e c i a l l y  of t h e  environments , each 
case study i s  expected t o  have unique d r i v e r s  which w i l l  f o r c e  t h e  designs 
o f  t h e  suppor t i ng  EVAS. 
examples o f  case-unique d r i v e r s  which a re  e s p e c i a l l y  apparent when comparing 
t h e  Lunar EVAS t o  t h a t  used a t  t h e  Space Stat ion.  
Lunar miss ion case have been der ived and a re  presented under "FY88 Results." 
Due t o  t h e  r a d i  c a l  l y  
Lunar dust and t h e  0.165-9 g r a v i t y  f i e l d  a re  two 
Unique d r i v e r s  f o r  t h e  
d. 4. For each case study, d e f i n e  strawman EVAS performance and 
design requirements t o  meet t h e  gener ic  miss ion requirements and unique 
d r i v e r s .  
performance and design requirements t o  be generated as t h e  hardware 
embodiments o f  t h e  miss ion requirements and case-unique d r i v e r s .  Most 
t o p - l e v e l  performance and design requirements can be generated by i n s p e c t i o n  
w h i l e  o ther ,  more d e t a i l e d ,  requirements r e q u i r e  f u r t h e r  ana lys i s  t o  speci fy  
how t o  implement t h e  requirement i n  hardware. 
extreme, o f  course, leads t o  an exact s p e c i f i c a t i o n  and u l t i m a t e l y  t o  a 
p r e c i s e  design. 
A knowledge o f  miss ion requirements and EVAS d r i v e r s  a l l ows  
Car ry ing  t h e  process t o  i t s  
e. Assess c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  EVAS technology and i d e n t i f y  areas where 
technology must be developed i n  order  t o  meet de r i ved  EVAS performance and 
design requirements. 
equipment and t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  Space S t a t i o n  r e l a t e d  EVAS s tud ies,  s ta tus  o f  
S t a r t i n g  from a f a m i l i a r i t y  w i t h  c u r r e n t  S h u t t l e  
be 
red 
c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  technology w i  11 be assessed and a comparison w i l  
made t o  requirements f o r  Lunar EVAS. Where d e f i c i e n c i e s  e x i s t ,  requ 
development w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  and poss ib le  a l t e r n a t i v e  technologies 
suggested. Fur ther ,  h igh- leverage technologies,  t h a t  i s ,  those where 
f u r t h e r  development w i l l  y i e l d  t h e  most p ropor t i ona te  gain, w i l l  be 
i d e n t i f i e d .  These technologies may i n c l u d e  areas which a re  adequately 
served by cu r ren t  technology but  i n  which va luable gains can be made. 
2.3 FY88 RESULTS 
Since t h e  Lunar case s tud ies  were on ly  r e c e n t l y  completed and s tud ies  
i n v o l v i n g  t h e  Mar t i an  system have j u s t  begun, f i nd ings  a re  l i m i t e d  t o  t h e  
L u na r E VAS. 
The Lunar Ex t raveh icu la r  A c t i v i t y  System can be d i v i d e d  i n t o  f i v e  
categor ies:  pressure envelope, l i f e  support system, support vehic les,  EVA 
support  equipment , and a i  r l  ock. 
requirements, f o r  each o f  these areas a re  discussed below. 
F i  nd i  ngs , basi  c a l  l y  gener ic performance 
2.3.1 Pressure Envelope 
The pressure envelope requ i red  f o r  t h e  Lunar EVAS w i l l  be an anthropomorphic 
space s u i t  assembly which w i l l  a l l o w  t h e  s u i t e d  crewmember, w i t h  l i f e  
support system, t o  stand, walk, and kneel  on t h e  Lunar sur face (.165-9). 
Th is  sur face w i l l  i n c l u d e  f l a t ,  dusty regions, rubb le  strewn regions, 
i n c l i n e d  c r a t e r  surfaces w i t h  dust o r  rubble r e g o l i t h ,  and broken t e r r a i n  
w i t h  dust  o r  rubb le  r e g o l i t h .  
w i l l  be t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  t o  r i s e  a f t e r  a f a l l .  These c a p a b i l i t i e s  w i l l  be 
a r r i v e d  a t  by a combination o f  f l e x i b i l i t y  i n  t h e  s u i t  i t s e l f ,  smal l  s i ze ,  
and low mass i n  t h e  s u i t  and l i f e  support system w i t h  proper cen te r  o f  
Inc luded among t h e  pressure s u i t  requirements 
u n i t  possessing 
n balance eas i  l y  
t i o n i n g  o v e r a l l .  A centered c.g. on a low-mass 
f l e x i b i l i t y  w i l l  a l l o w  t h e  crewmember t o  mainta 
i s h  balance i f  i t  i s  l o s t .  
g r a v i t y  pos 
great  j o i n t  
and reestab 
Maximal d e x t e r i t y  p r a c t i c a b l e  should be prov ided i n  t h e  s u i t  gloves through 
use o f  spec ia l  g love designs and minimal s u i t  pressure. Both Apo l l o  and 
S h u t t l e  experience i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  hands a re  t h e  p o i n t s  o f  maximal f a t i g u e  
d u r i n g  an EVA. 
c u r r e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  must be prov ided if more than th ree  6 t o  8 hour E V A ' S  
a re  required. 
y i e l d  a crewmember unable t o  perform tasks r e q u i r i n g  manual d e x t e r i t y  o r  
Fo r  m u l t i p l e  EVA missions, much improved gloves over those 
Otherwise, a f t e r  3 o r  4 days work, cu r ren t  technology would 
s t reng th  due t o  fa t i gued  and i n j u r e d  hands. While cu r ren t  designs f o r  Space 
S t a t i o n  EMU gloves a re  much improved over Apo l l o  Lunar sur face gloves, t h e  
design opera t i ng  pressure i s  h ighe r  w i t h  t h e  r e s u l t  t h a t  performance i s  
approximately t h e  same. Since some OEXP missions c a l l  f o r  12 back-to-back 6 
hour E V A ' S  on t h e  Lunar surface, cu r ren t  technology i s  c l e a r l y  unacceptable. 
A f t e r  t h e  f i r s t  few days, unless tasks and hardware a re  designed t o  r e q u i r e  
minimal hand s t reng th  and d e x t e r i t y ,  t h e  crewmember would not  be ab le  t o  
meet performance goals. These a re  t h e  c l e a r  lessons o f  Apo l l o  and Shut t le .  
The s u i t  should p rov ide  p r o t e c t i o n  from t h e  Lunar environment t o  t h e  
crewmember. I t s  pr imary purpose, o f  course, i s  t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  crewmember 
from t h e  Lunar vacuum by p r o v i d i n g  pressure r e t e n t i o n ,  bu t  i t  must a l s o  
p rov ide  r a d i a t i o n ,  thermal , and impact (both m i  crometeoroid and mechanical ) 
p ro tec t i on .  These a re  a l l  nominal funct ions o f  S h u t t l e  and Space S t a t i o n  
hardware. 
t o  be increased, however, due t o  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  dangers o f  f a l l s  i n  a 
0.165-9 g r a v i t y  f i e l d  a t  unprepared rubble-strewn s i t e s .  
l o s s  o f  balance lead ing  t o  a f a l l ,  operat ions i n  Lunar boulder  f i e l d s  w i l l  
be more dangerous than s i m i l a r  operat ions on t h e  S h u t t l e  o r  S t a t i o n  because 
o f  t h e  presence o f  r e l a t i v e l y  sharp edged protruberances on t h e  boulders. 
The usual Thermal/Micrometeoroid Garment (TMG) may r e q u i r e  reinforcement t o  
p rov ide  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  requ i red  p ro tec t i on .  
The degree o f  p r o t e c t i o n  from mechanical impact damage may have 
Even w i thou t  a 
Special  a t t e n t i o n  must be p a i d  t o  t h e  problem of abrasion and contaminat ion 
caused by t h e  Lunar dust. The s u i t  must be h i g h l y  abrasion r e s i s t a n t ,  easy 
t o  clean, rugged, and possessing a l o n g  s e r v i c e  l i f e .  Several measures can 
be taken t o  ensure t h a t  these requirements a re  met. F i r s t ,  a c o v e r a l l  can 
be worn over t h e  s u i t  t o  i s o l a t e  i t  from t h e  Lunar dust both t o  p rov ide  
abras ion res i s tance  and t o  keep seals and bear ings clean. This c o v e r a l l  may 
a l s o  double as t h e  TMG. 
which would no t  e a s i l y  r e t a i n  Lunar dust (Tef lon impregnated f a b r i c ? )  and 
which could be e a s i l y  cleaned o f  whatever dust d i d  adhere. 
p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  pressure garment i t s e l  f can be const ructed o f  such ma te r i  a1 s 
t o  prov ide a " layered defense" against  dust re ten t i on .  
dust  would be stopped by t h e  c o v e r a l l  which would be cleaned and then 
removed a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  EVA and then t h e  pressure garment would be cleaned 
be fo re  a i r l o c k  ingress.  Proper design of t h e  pressure garment i s  e s s e n t i a l  
t o  ensure ease o f  c leaning. 
and r e s i s t  removal should be avoided. 
It would p r e f e r a b l y  be const ructed o f  m a t e r i a l s  
The ou te r  
I n  operat ion,  most 
Crevices and seams where dust can accumulate 
One o f  t h e  most impor tant  areas f o r  cons ide ra t i on  o f  abrasion res i s tance  i s  
t h a t  o f  t h e  helmet v i so r .  
m a t e r i a l s  f o r  v i so rs ,  coat ings,  and d iscardable v i s o r  s h i e l d s  should a l l  be 
used a long w i t h  p r o v i s i o n s  f o r  v i s o r  c lean ing  d u r i n g  t h e  course o f  an EVA t o  
ensure cont inued good v i s i o n  f o r  t h e  crewmember. 
Unimpaired v i s i o n  i s  a necessi ty.  Res is tan t  
Seals and bear ings on t h e  pressure garment must be designed t o  r e s i s t  t h e  
i nvas ion  o f  Lunar dust. 
exhaust ive,  methods. 
high-technology equipment i n c l u d i n g  t u r b i n e  machinery, h e l i c o p t e r s ,  
convent ional  a i r c r a f t  and o the r  motor veh ic les  i n  deser t  environments should 
prov ide a ready data base on an t i ab ras ion  measures. 
L a b y r i n t h  seals  and t h e  use o f  wipers a re  two, no t  
The experience o f  t h e  m i l i t a r y  i n  ope ra t i ng  
The pressure s u i t  must a l l o w  f o r  s u f f i c i e n t  c o o l i n g  and v e n t i l a t i o n .  
Whether i t  does t h i s  through b u i l t - i n  coolant  and v e n t i l a t i o n  ducts o r  
through t h e  use o f  a separate garment c a r r y i n g  such ducts (such as t h e  
cu r ren t  L i q u i d  Cool ing and V e n t i l a t i o n  Garment o r  LCVG) i s  a design 
considerat ion,  though b u i l t - i n  ducts p rov ide  f o r  eas ie r  donning and d o f f i n g  
o f  t h e  s u i t .  Food and water f o r  an 8 hour nominal EVA must be prov ided 
w i t h i n  t h e  s u i t .  
w i t h i n  t h e  helmet, t h i s  requirement probably means t h a t  an a b i l i t y  t o  p u l l  
one o r  both hands i n t o  t h e  s u i t  upper t o r s o  (hand-in c a p a b i l i t y )  must be 
al lowed by t h e  s u i t  design. 
s u f f i c i e n t  as food over an extended se r ies  o f  EVAs and food and d r i n k  
hand l i ng  w i t h i n  t h e  s u i t  w i l l  become a necessi ty.  The c a p a b i l i t y  t o  handle 
l i q u i d  and s o l i d  waste products du r ing  a nominal 8 hour EVA must a l s o  be 
While energy bars and a d r i n k  bag may be accessed from 
This  i s  because simple energy bars w i l l  no t  be 
provided. L i q u i d  waste w i l l  c o n s i s t  most ly  o f  u r i n e ,  though p e r s p i r a t i o n  
must be handled by t h e  v e n t i l a t i o n  apparatus and must not  be al lowed t o  
e 
b u i l d  up s u f f i c i e n t l y  t o  hazard t h e  crewmember's v i s i o n  o r  cause 
w o r k - l i m i t i n g  d iscomfor t .  
i s  s t i l l  prob lemat ic  and i s  t h e  sub jec t  o f  a recommended t r a d e  study. The 
requirement t o  handle s o l i d  waste, b a s i c a l l y  feces but  a l s o  i n c l u d i n g  such 
i tems as food bags and t i s s u e  paper, i s  a l s o  p a r t  o f  t h i s  t rade.  
Vomitus might a l so  need t o  be handled though t h i s  
The pressure s u i t  must be s i z a b l e  a t  t h e  Lunar base t o  f i t  from a 50th 
p e r c e n t i l e  female t o  a 95th p e r c e n t i l e  male. I t  i s  no t  a necess i t y  t h a t  one 
s i z e  s u i t  would f i t  a l l  EVA crewmembers, bu t  t h a t  those s i z e  ranges could be 
accommodated by t h e  hardware a t  t h e  Lunar base. 
The pressure s u i t  must a l s o  be maintainable a t  t h e  Lunar base w i t h  no Ear th 
depot maintainence requ i red  dur ing  i t s  serv ice  l i f e .  
l o g i s t i c s  costs f o r  t r a n s p o r t  o f  s u i t s  from t h e  Moon t o  Earth and back again 
demand t h a t  such t r i p s  occur w i t h  t h e  l e a s t  frequency possible, While depot 
maintenance w i l l  no doubt be a necess i ty  from t ime-to-t ime, a l l  nominal 
manitenance and s e r v i c i n g  and a l l  o ther  poss ib le  maintenance and s e r v i c i n g  
should be c a r r i e d  out on t h e  Lunar surface by non-spec ia l i s t  crewmembers 
w i t h  appropr ia te equipment and minimum support from t h e  Earth. 
requirement w i l l  have a decided impact on t h e  design o f  t h e  garment s ince  i t  
must be e a s i l y  maintained and serviced. 
s u i t  t o  be rugged should d r i v e  i t  t o  r e q u i r e  minimum maintenance s ince  one 
d e f i n i t i o n  o f  "rugged" i s  " r e q u i r i n g  l i t t l e  maintenance." 
Transpor tat ion and 
This 
A t  t h e  same t ime, designing t h e  
2.3.2 L i f e  Support System 
The l i f e  support system must prov ide atmospheric and temperature c o n t r o l  f o r  
a nominal 8-hour EVA. It must be compact and of low mass, s u f f i c i e n t  t o  
a1 low ease o f  crewmember mobi 1 i t y  w i thout  requi  r i n g  excessive e f f o r t  t o  
ma in ta in  o r  r e e s t a b l i s h  center  o f  g r a v i t y  o r  balance and t o  prevent 
crewmember fa t igue.  The l i f e  support system's funct ions w i l l  i nc lude 
p r o v i s i o n  o f  b rea th ing  oxygen, c o n t r o l  of s u i t  p ressur iza t ion ,  removal o f  
exhaled carbon d iox ide ,  and removal o f  moisture,  odors and o t h e r  
contaminants ( h a i r ,  s k i n  c e l l s ,  etc.) from t h e  s u i t  environment. 
a l s o  mainta in  pressure s u i t  i n t e r i o r  temperatures a t  acceptable values 
d u r i n g  a Lunar EVA, whether dur ing  t h e  day o r  n i g h t  cycle. 
above func t ions  w i l l  be examined below i n  some d e t a i l .  
It w i l l  
Each o f  t h e  
Breath ing oxygen should be s to red  a t  a moderately h i g h  pressure t o  minimize 
bu lk  o f  s torage tanks. However, i nc reas ing  s torage pressure causes o the r  
problems, e s p e c i a l l y  w i t h  pure oxygen systems, so t h a t  decreasing storage 
tank mass and volume i s  no t  t h e  on ly  considerat ion.  A design t r a d e  study 
should be performed j u s t  p r i o r  t o  ac tua l  design s t a r t  t o  determine t h e  
optimum storage pressure. 
Contro l  o f  s u i t  p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  i s  f a i r l y  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  i n  and o f  i t s e l f ,  
bu t  i t  has no t  y e t  been determined what t h e  s u i t  ( o r  Lunar h a b i t a t  pressure) 
w i l l  be. A d d i t i o n a l l y ,  i t  has been proposed t h a t  a dual o r  m u l t i p l e  
pressure s u i t  be used so t h a t  s u i t  pressure could be lowered f o r  tasks 
r e q u i r i n g  l a r g e  amounts o f  manual d e x t e r i t y  w h i l e  p rese rv ing  h ighe r  nominal 
s u i t  pressure f o r  dysbarism p ro tec t i on .  It has a l s o  been proposed t h a t  work 
i n  t h e  s u i t  be viewed as a t y p e  o f  prebreathing, a l l o w i n g  t h e  s u i t  pressure 
t o  be lowered g r a d u a l l y  d u r i n g  t h e  course o f  an E V A  as n i t r o g e n  i s  f l ushed  e 
from t h e  body. 
underway. 
Trade s tud ies  examining these quest ions a re  c u r r e n t l y  
Removal o f  contaminants, p a r t i c u l a r l y  exhaled C02, from t h e  pressure s u i t  
atmosphere i s  an area r e q u i r i n g  much work t o  d r i v e  mass and volume of 
assoc iated hardware t o  lower values, agreeable t o  Lunar EVA.  
s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d  system o f  p a r t i c u l a t e  f i l t e r s  combined w i t h  a c t i v a t e d  
charcoal and L i t h i u m  Hydroxide (LiOH) odor and COP scrubbers used i n  t h e  
S h u t t l e  system i s  reasonably low i n  weight and mass, i t  has t h e  d i s t i n c t  
disadvantage o f  r e q u i r i n g  heavy l o g i s t i c s  support t o  resupply expended 
charcoal  and LIOH. Regenerable systems a re  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  per forming t h e  
While t h e  
atmosphere scrubbing func t i ons  but  are c u r r e n t l y  t o o  massive and bulky t o  be e 
used f o r  t h e  Lunar sur face EVAS. Much development work remains i n  t h i s  
area. Removal of exhaled mois ture and p e r s p i r a t i o n  vapor from t h e  s u i t  
atmosphere i s  a l s o  a requirement, but  t h i s  problem should be handled f a i r l y  
w e l l  by cur ren t  technology. 
The l i f e  support system must a l s o  prov ide  a c t i v e  thermal c o n t r o l  f o r  t h e  
s u i t  environment i n  concert  w i t h  t h e  passive thermal p r o t e c t i o n  prov ided f o r  
t h e  crewmember by t h e  s u i t  i t s e l f .  I n  t h e  Lunar environment o f  extended 
d a y l n i g h t  cyc les and shading t e r r a i n  features,  t h i s  thermal c o n t r o l  may 
inc lude heat ing  as w e l l  as t h e  c o o l i n g  found i n  S h u t t l e / S t a t i o n  EVA l i f e  
support systems. The e n t i r e  area o f  a c t i v e  thermal c o n t r o l  requ i res  
extens ive f u r t h e r  study t o  f o r c e  t h e  hardware mass and volume down. Bulky, 
massive systems such as are c u r r e n t l y  being proposed f o r  t h e  Space S t a t i o n  
LSS a r e  not  s u i t a b l e  i n  t h e  0.165-9 Lunar g r a v i t y  f i e l d .  
contaminant c o n t r o l  system, t h e  thermal c o n t r o l  system should use 
regenerable, r a t h e r  than expendable technology t o  avoid unacceptable 
l o g i s t i c s  support requi  rements, but  f u r t h e r  research i s  requi  red t o  reduce 
t h e  s i z e  o f  these systems t o  reasonable values. Crewmember i n t e r f a c e  w i l l  
be prov ided e i t h e r  through t h e  use o f  a separate garment t o  c a r r y  t h e  heat 
t r a n s f e r  elements l i k e  t h e  cur ren t  LCVG o r  through b u i l d i n g  t h e  elements 
i n t o  t h e  i n t e r i o r  of t h e  s u i t .  
L i k e  t h e  
Emergency oxygen f o r  b rea th ing  and p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  must be prov ided t o  a l l o w  
a v i a b l e  atmosphere t o  be maintained w i t h i n  t h e  pressure s u i t  w i t h  a maximum 
leak r a t e  ( t o  be determined) f o r  a minimum t ime p e r i o d  ( a l s o  TBD) t o  a l l o w  
f o r  c o r r e c t i v e  act ion.  
i s  an open c i r c u i t  blowdown system w i t h  a mechanical regu la to r ,  s i m i l a r  t o  
The simplest ,  most r e l i a b l e  system f o r  t h i s  purpose 
t h e  system c u r r e n t l y  i n  use i n  t h e  S h u t t l e  EVAS. 
technology f o r  t h e  Lunar system. 
f i r s t ,  i t  requ i res  oxygen t o  be s to red  a t  very h i g h  pressures f o r  
convenient ly  s i zed  tanks and, second, t h e  h igh  pressure oxygen i s  very 
s e n s i t i v e  t o  contaminat ion (such as Lunar dus t )  so t h a t  a l l  i n t e r n a l  p a r t s  
o f  t h e  system must be kept c lean i n  order  t o  avoid a c a t a s t r o p h i c  f i r e .  
f i r s t  drawback requ i res  a h i g h  pressure oxygen charg ing system a t  t h e  Lunar 
h a b i t a t  t o  s e r v i c e  t h e  emergency O2 system. 
emergency oxygen system t o  be serv iced i n  a cleanroom or ,  more l i k e l y ,  a 
This  i s  t h e  recommended 
The two drawbacks o f  t h i s  system are, 
The 
The second requ i res  t h e  
o f  these requirements can be met, bu t  f u r t h e r  
gn o f  t h e  Lunar EVAS might r e l a x  t h e  need f o r  
emergency system by p r o v i d i n g  more expedient 
cleanbox environment. Both 
research and innovat  
h i g h  pressure oxygen 
means o f  s t o r i n g  t h e  
ve des 
i n  t h e  
gas. 
The l i f e  support  system must p rov ide  power f o r  a l l  s u i t  and l i f e  support 
f u n c t i o n s  f o r  a nominal 8-hour EVA. 
i n  t h e  past  and a re  s t i l l  t h e  prime candidate, e s p e c i a l l y  cons ide r ing  t h e i r  
re1 i abi  1 i t y  and ruggedness. However, f u e l  c e l l  s a re  a1 so s t rong  candidates 
because o f  t h e i r  power t o  weight and power t o  volume advantages. 
Rechargeable b a t t e r i e s  have been used 
The l i f e  support  system must be convenient ly  se rv i ceab le  between uses, 
rugged, r e l i a b l e ,  and possess an extended se rv i ce  l i f e .  
mainta inable a t  t h e  Lunar base w i t h  no Ear th depot s e r v i c i n g  requ i red  d u r i n g  
i t s  normal ope ra t i ng  l i f e .  Th is  produces a dilemma. We d e s i r e  low mass and 
volume systems b u t  want them t o  be r e l i a b l e ,  rugged, and serv iceable,  which 
q u a l i t i e s  u s u a l l y  add mass and volume. 
It must be 
Innova t i ve  design w i l l  be c a l l e d  f o r  
w i t h  t h e  key being t o  keep t h e  s e r v i c e  and maintenance requirements f i rmly a 
i n  mind from the  s t a r t .  
which w i l l  a l l o w  designers t o  add t h e  des i red r e l i a b i l t y  and s e r v i c e a b i l i t y  
a t  acceptable mass and volume penal t ies.  
t o  u t i l i z e  a l t e r n a t i v e  approaches which i n t r i n s i c l y  increase r e l i a b i l i t y ,  
ruggedness, and s e r v i  ceabi 1 i ty. 
Fur ther  research may y i e l d  performance advantages 
O r ,  research may a l low designers 
2.3.3 Support Vehicles 
Ground t r a n s p o r t  vehic les a re  requi red f o r  crew and equipment t r a n s f e r  t o  
s i t e s  remote (>2 km) from t h e  Lunar h a b i t a t  and f o r  exp lo ra to ry  t raverses. 
Such vehic les w i l l  increase EVA p r o d u c t i v i t y  by decreasing t r a v e l  t i m e  t o  
and from remote s i t e s  and a l l o w i n g  longer  range t raverses than would be 
poss ib le  on foo t .  They w i l l  a l s o  a l low access t o  works i tes t o o  remote from 
t o  
ned avoid s t rand ing  crewmembers away from t h e  Lunar base. Th 
through t h e  use o f  redundancy i n  t h e  power t r a i n  and o f  a 
r e l i a b l e  suspension design. Each veh ic le  capable o f  oper 
t h e  h a b i t a t  f o r  access on foot .  These vehic les must be h i g h l y  r e l i a b l e  
s can be obta 
s imple and 
t i n g  over t h e  
hor izon  from t h e  main base must be equipped w i t h  appropr ia te  nav iga t ion  
t o  ensure a safe r e t u r n  and t o  prov ide data f o r  p a t h f i n d i n g  d u r i n g  
a ids  
explorat ion.  A l l  veh ic les  w i l l  be designed t o  endure t h e  Lunar day/night 
c y c l e  and t h e  sudden s h i f t s  i n  temperature (thermal shock) encountered by 
going from s u n l i g h t  t o  shade e i t h e r  i n  t h e  shadow o f  a Lunar format ion o r  a t  
dawn and dusk. Unless a p r o t e c t i v e  s h e l t e r  i s  always w i t h i n  reach, t h e  
vehic les w i l l  a l s o  need t o  be hardened against  t h e  r a d i a t i o n  encountered 
d u r i  ng s o l a r  f 1 a res. 
Each v e h i c l e  shou ld  be designed t o  ope ra te  i n  t h e  Lunar dus t  environment. 
F i r s t  and foremost t h i s  means t h a t  measures must be taken  t o  supress dus t  
plumes f rom t i r e s ,  t reads ,  o r  f e e t  of  a l l  veh ic les .  Second, a l l  v e h i c l e s  
shou ld  be designed t o  a l l o w  f o r  easy c l e a n i n g  o f  a l l  su r faces  where dus t  
migh t  accumulate and p r o t e c t i o n  and s e a l i n g  o f f  of a l l  su r faces  and 
equipment where d u s t  cannot be al lowed. A l l  bea r ings  shou ld  be designed 
w i t h  a p p r o p r i a t e  sea ls ,  shou ld  be r e s i s t a n t  t o  damage f rom accummulated dus t  
and shou ld  a l l o w  f o r  easy c l e a n i n g  when these  measures a r e  n o t  s u f f i c i e n t .  
Brakes must be designed t o  a v o i d  heavy e r o s i o n  f rom accummulated dus t  and 
new, sealed, b rake  designs may be necessary. Spec ia l  a t t e n t i o n  must a l s o  be 
payed t o  d e s i g n i n g  d u s t - t o l e r a n t  s t e e r i n g  mechanisms and components. 
A l l  v e h i c l e s  must be m a i n t a i n a b l e  on t h e  Moon. None w i l l  eve r  be r e t u r n e d  
t o  e a r t h  f o r  s e r v i c i n g .  T h i s  means t h a t  t o p - l e v e l  components o f  each 
v e h i c l e  must be designed t o  i n t e r f a c e  w i t h  E V A  crewmembers and t h e i r  
equipment. Second l e v e l  components must be rep laceab le  i n  a modular f a s h i o n  
v i a  EVA dnd must be a b l e  t o  pass th rough a i r l o c k  hatches f o r  I V A  s e r v i c i n g .  
Support v e h i c l e s  a r e  a l s o  r e q u i r e d  f o r  m a t e r i a l  h a n d l i n g  a t  t h e  h a b i t a t  and 
a t  remote works i tes .  F o r k l i f t  t y p e  veh ic les ,  backhoe and/or bu l d o z e r  t y p e  
v e h i c l e s  and o t h e r  v e h i c l e s  s p e c i a l i z e d  t o  hand le  t a s k - s p e c i f i c  equipment 
(such as co re  sample d r i l l s ,  pos t  h o l e  d iggers ,  etc.)  a r e  examples o f  t hese  
m a t e r i a l s  h a n d l i n g  veh ic les .  
mob i l e  i n  genera l ,  f o r  reasonable u t i l i t y  a t  a Lunar base such equipment 
must be s e l f  t r a n s p o r t i n g  o r  capable o f  be ing  e a s i l y  towed by another  
veh ic le .  Several  f u n c t i o n s  (e.g. cargo  h a u l i n g ,  d i g g i n g ,  and d r i l l i n g )  may 
be combined on a s i n g l e  chassis.  
While m a t e r i a l s  h a n d l i n g  equipment need n o t  be 
Cur ren t l y ,  several  s p e c i f i c  types o f  requi  red support  vehic les can be 
i d e n t i f i e d .  
processor, and t h e  bul ldozer .  
These a re  t h e  rover ,  t h e  crane, t h e  t r u c k ,  t h e  r e g o l i t h  
Each i s  discussed i n  t u r n  below. 
The bas i c  rove r  would be a d e r i v a t i v e  o f  t h e  vehic 
17. It would c a r r y  f o u r  crewmembers and 200 kg o f  
t o  10 km from t h e  main base. Because of t e r r a i n  1 
e used on Apol los 16 and 
a d d i t i o n a l  equipment up 
m i t a t i o n s  and assuming no 
roads d u r i n g  i n i t i a l  operat ions,  t o p  speed would be l i m i t e d  t o  approximately 
20 kph. 
c a p a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  rover.  
towed behind t h e  rove r  t o  a l l o w  i t  t o  make t rave rses  up t o  50 km from base. 
I f  longer  ranges than t h i s  a re  desired, a v e h i c l e  w i t h  p ressu r i zab le  cabin, 
a i r l o c k ,  l i f e  support  system, food and water f o r  t h e  crew and o the r  
h a b i t a b i l i t y  p r o v i s i o n s  such as bunks, waste d isposal  f a c i l i t i e s  and t h e  
l i k e ,  as w e l l  as extended v e h i c l e  consumables, should probably be provided. 
This  i s  because t h e  extended range combined w i t h  a 20 kph t o p  speed would 
r e q u i r e  a l o n g  t r a v e l  t ime, expending t h e  m a j o r i t y  of se l f -conta ined 
l i f e  support consumables d u r i n g  t h e  t rave rse ,  a l l o w i n g  l i t t l e  t i m e  o n s i t e  
f o r  work. 
f o r  an extended range rover. Preferably ,  f a c i l i t i e s  would be prov ided f o r  
t h e  crew t o  r e s t  a f t e r  an out  t r a v e r s e  o r  before a r e t u r n  t r a v e r s e  t o  a l l o w  
spending a f u l l  workday o n s i t e  a t  t h e  work area. 
requirements w i l l  a l l o w  t h e  dec i s ion  t o  be made on an extended c a p a b i l i t y  
rover. 
Towable t r a i l e r s  cou ld  be prov ided t o  increase t h e  cargo hand l i ng  
For extended range, a consumables c a r t  could be 
As a minimum, then, supplementary l i f e  support would be requ i red  
B e t t e r  de f i ned  miss ion 
A m a t e r i a l s  handl ing crane o r  a f o r k l i f t  t ype  v e h i c l e  i s  a necess i t y  f o r  
removing h a b i t a t  modules from t h e i r  lander  veh ic les  and t r a n s f e r r i n g  them t o  
t r a n s p o r t e r s  f o r  t r a n s f e r  t o  t h e  base area. 
because o f  t h e  d e b r i s  k i c k e d  up by l anders  a t  t h e  l a n d i n g  area  which would 
Such t r a n s p o r t  i s  necessary 
damage h a b i t a t  o r  o t h e r  modules i f  s i t e d  i n  t h e  v i c i n i t y .  
t o  a v o i d  a r r i v i n g  a t  des ign  s o l u t i o n s  t o o  e a r l y  i n  t h e  s tudy  cyc le .  
However, a c rane appears t o  be t h e  most f l e x i b l e  machine f o r  t h e  j o b  o f  
general  m a t e r i a l s  h a n d l i n g  and p o s i t i o n i n g .  With an ex tendab le  boom, i t  can 
possess a much g r e a t e r  v e r t i c a l  and h o r i z o n t a l  reach than  a f o r k l i f t  and, i n  
combina t ion  w i t h  a t r a n s p o r t e r ,  i t  can s t i l l  t r a n s f e r  o b j e c t s  around t h e  
Lunar s u r f a c e  as w e l l  as a f o r k l i f t .  Pu rpose-bu i l t  t r a n s p o r t e r s  can, o f  
course, be b u i l t  t o  e x t r a c t  a module f rom a l ander ,  remove i t  t o  t h e  base 
s i t e ,  and p o s i t i o n  i t  on t h e  Lunar s u r f a c e  a t  t h e  c o r r e c t  l o c a t i o n .  
p u r p o s e - b u i l t  t r a n s p o r t e r ,  however, would p robab ly  n o t  be u s e f u l  f o r  much of  
a n y t h i n g  e l s e  and would c e r t a i n l y  no t  have t h e  reach o f  a crane. 
f u r t h e r  s tudy  o f  a l l  suppor t  v e h i c l e s  i s  requ i red ,  i t  seems l i k e l y ,  then, 
t h a t  a crane w i l l  be i n c l u d e d  i n  t h e  equipment o f  a Lunar base. 
shou ld  be capable o f  h a n d l i n g  a f u l l y  equipped h a b i t a t  module and, as a 
minimum, shou ld  be a b l e  t o  reach t o  t h e  t o p  o f  a module covered w i t h  i t s  
l a y e r  o f  p r o t e c t i v e  Lunar r e g o l i t h .  
environment t o l e r a n c e  o f  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  suppor t  v e h i c l e s ,  as w e l l  as t h e  
m a i n t a i n a b i l i t y  and general  des ign  f o r  Lunar s u r f a c e  opera t ions .  
It i s  d e s i r a b l e  
Such a 
While 
Th is  crane 
It must possess a l l  o f  t h e  Lunar 
rego 
l a s t  
A t r u c k - l i k e  v e h i c l e  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  t r a n s p o r t  modules f rom landers  t o  t h e  
b a s e - s i t e  and l a r g e r  equipment t o  t h e  s i t e  (perhaps a remote sc ience 
s t a t i o n )  where i t  w i l l  be employed. It i s  a l s o  r e q u i r e d  f o r  t r a n s p o r t  of 
i t h  f rom an excava t ion  t o  e i t h e r  a dump o r  use s i t e .  Because o f  t h i s  
requirement,  t h e  Lunar t r u c k  must be e s p e c i a l l y  dus t  r e s i s t a n t  and must 
de s p e c i a l  p r o t e c t i o n  f o r  i t s  crew f rom t h e  c louds  o f  Lunar dus t  l i k e l y  
t o  be associated w i t h  i t s  use. This  probably means t h a t  a sealed, though 
no t  necessa r i l y  pressur ized cabin w i l l  be a must. The t r u c k  should be 
equipped w i t h  a standard bed on which adapter modules can be emplaced t o  
t a i l o r  t h e  t r u c k  t o  i t s  requ i red  funct ion.  For instance,  support r i b s  could 
be f i t t e d  t o  t u r n  t h e  t r u c k  i n t o  a module t r a n s p o r t e r  w h i l e  a h igh-s ided 
h y d r a u l i c a l l y  actuated box s t r u c t u r e  could be used t o  f o r m  a dump t ruck .  
Carefu l  design w i t h  ac tua l ,  no t  conceptual, missions i n  mind w i l l  be 
requ i red  t o  minimize t h e  number and t ype  o f  adapter modules and so r e l i e v e  
t h e  l o g i s t i c s  burden o f  t r a n s p o r t i n g  and ma in ta in ing  them. 
Some t ype  o f  r e g o l i t h  processor i s  requ i red  f o r  producing t h e  p r o t e c t i v e  
cover ing o f  t h e  h a b i t a t  necessary t o  s h i e l d  against  s o l a r  f l a r e  r a d i a t i o n .  
This  processor cou ld  t a k e  many forms. 
which d igs  t h e  r e g o l i t h ,  bags it, and uses a conveyor b e l t  system t o  dump 
t h e  bagged r e g o l i t h  on t o p  o f  t h e  h a b i t a t  pressure s h e l l  t o  form t h e  sh ie ld .  
It could merely be a bagger which takes bas ic  ma te r ia?  dug by t h e  b u l l d o z e r  
and d e l i v e r e d  by t h e  t r u c k  i n  i t s  dump t r u c k  mode, bags t h a t  m a t e r i a l ,  then 
It could be a s e l f  contained u n i t  
p i l e s  i t  convenient ly  f o r  l oad ing  
s i t e .  Many f a c t o r s  w i l l  i n f l u e n c e  
instance,  t h e  dust c loud r a i s e d  by 
t a k e  p lace  some d i s tance  from t h e  
n t o  t h e  t r u c k  f o r  hau l i ng  t o  t h e  h a b i t a t  
t h e  f i n a l  design o f  t h e  processor. For 
t h e  d igg ing  opera t i on  may r e q u i r e  t h a t  i t  
a b i t a t i o n  and any science modules w i t h  
dust s e n s i t i v e  equipment. 
se l f - con ta ined  processor, d i r e c t l y  t r a n s f e r r  ng i t s  product t o  t h e  r o o f  o f  
t h e  module t o  be protected,  and ins tead  requ r e  some s o r t  o f  t r a n s p o r t  
system, i n c l u d i n g  a conveyor o r  s i m i l a r  r e g o l i t h  bag emplacing machinery a t  
t h e  module s i t e .  Fu r the r  study o f  r e g o l i t h  processors i n  general i s  
required. 
This  would probab y p r o h i b i t  t h e  use o f  a 
A b u l l d o z e r  i s  r e q u i r e d  f o r  shaping o f  t h e  Lunar s u r f a c e  p r i o r  t o  s i t i n g  of 
t h e  base modules. Whether t h i s  i s  mere ly  l e v e l i n g  o r  i n c l u d e s  excava t ing  
f o r  p a r t i a l  b u r i a l  i s  s t i l l  t o  be determined. A b u l l d o z e r  b lade  might  be 
a t tached  t o  t h e  t r u c k  co re  v e h i c l e  and s u f f i c e  f o r  t h i s  f u n c t i o n .  Ex tens i ve  
excava t ion  w i l l  r e q u i r e  p u r p o s e - b u i l t  machinery o p t i m i z e d  f o r  d igg ing .  
2.3.4 EVA Support Equipment 
EVA suppor t  equipment comprises t h e  gener i c  and s p e c i a l i z e d  t o o l s  used by 
t h e  EVA crew as w e l l  a n c i l l a r y  equipment (such as l i g h t s  and t e l e v i s i o n  
cameras) and t h e  s o l a r  f l a r e  s h e l t e r s  used a t  remote s i t e s .  
Too ls  used by t h e  EVA crew should,  as much as p o s s i b l e ,  be s e l e c t e d  from a 
gener i c  t o o l  k i t  c o n t a i n i n g  a wide range o f  t o o l s  designed f o r  Lunar EVA 
use. The Space S t a t i o n  EVA t o o l  k i t  w i l l  p r o v i d e  a s t a r t i n g  p o i n t  f o r  t h e  
Lunar k i t .  Tool des ign  w i l l  be m o d i f i e d  where necessary o r  a d i f f e r e n t  t o o l  
s u b s t i t u t e d  t o  ensure t h a t  each t o o l  i s  t o l e r a n t  o f  t h e  Lunar dust.  Should 
a un ique t o o l  be i n t o l e r a n t  o f  t h e  dus t ,  i t  w i l l  have t o  be redes igned t o  
a l l o w  f o r  easy repeated  c lean ing .  Tool s p e c i f i c a t i o n  w i l l  depend on o v e r a l l  
Lunar base equipment design. Equipment shou ld  be designed such t h a t  removal 
o f  a module m igh t  occur  d u r i n g  an EVA b u t  t h a t  most work on t h e  module and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  on d u s t - s e n s i t i v e  p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  module would occur I V A  a f t e r  
t h e  e x t e r i o r  o f  t h e  module has been cleaned. 
i n d i v i d u a l  t a s k s  shou ld  be avo ided b u t  may be used when a gener i c  t o o l  
capable o f  p e r f o r m i n g  t h e  t a s k  does n o t  e x i s t .  
equipment design, s p e c i f y i n g  t o o l s  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  s e r v i c i n g  (among o t h e r  
t h i n g s ) ,  shou ld  be p u b l i s h e d  as much p r i o r  t o  t h a t  des ign  as p o s s i b l e  t o  
S p e c i a l i z e d  t o o l s  f o r  
Approp r ia te  s tandards  f o r  
promote t h e  use o f  gener i  c r a t h e r  than speci a1 i zed t o o l  s. Lunar-speci f i c 
t o o l s  w i l l  be added t o  t h e  genr i c  t o o l  l i s t  f o r  tasks unique t o  t h e  Lunar 
base. Rock hamners and c h i s e l s  are two examples. It i s  a l so  assumed t h a t  
dust  c lean ing  equipment w i l l  be an impor tant  p a r t  of t h e  gener ic  t o o l  k i t .  
A gener ic  set  of a n c i l l a r y  equipment should be prov ided t o  compliment t h e  
gener ic  t o o l  k i t .  Th is  equipment, l i k e  a l l  Lunar E V A  equipment must be 
designed t o  be dust t o l e r a n t ,  have a l o n g  s e r v i c e  l i f e  and be easy t o  
r e p a i r ,  and must t o l e r a t e  t h e  thermal s t resses due t o  t h e  Lunar day ln igh t  
cycle. L i g h t s ,  f o r  i l l u m i n a t i o n  i n  shaded areas and/or t o  a l l o w  cont inued 
work d u r i n g  t h e  Lunar n i g h t ,  a long w i t h  power suppl ies and suppor t ing/  
mounting s t r u c t u r e s  must be provided. 
by E V A  crewmembers. A u x i l i a r y  power suppl ies w i l l  be used t o  power t o o l s  
and o the r  a n c i l l a r y  equipment. Depending on ac tua l  design t rades,  these 
suppl ies may be b a t t e r i e s ,  f u e l  c e l l s ,  o r  ( i f  c la ims as t o  t h e i r  performance 
a re  accurate)  t h e  nuc lea r  b a t t e r i e s  o f  Per iphera l  Systems Inc., i n  Po r t l and  
Oregan. 
camp. S t i l l  and mot ion p i c t u r e  cameras f o r  documentation o f  work a re  
r e q u i r e d  a long w i t h  v ideo cameras and t h e  accompanying recorders or 
t r ansmi t te rs .  These w i l l  be e s p e c i a l l y  s e n s i t i v e  t o  Lunar dust  and 
p a r t i c u l a r  care w i l l  have t o  be taken i n  t h e i r  design and i n  t h e  design o f  
t h e i r  environment covers t o  exclude dust. 
t h e  sudden r a d i c a l  changes i n  temperature poss ib le  on t h e  Lunar sur face and 
must be p ro tec ted  accord ing ly .  F i l m  o r  tape changing w h i l e  E V A  cou ld  be an 
especi a1 l y  hazardous ( t o  t h e  equipment ) ope ra t i on  and w i  11 requi  r e  
app rop r ia te  care du r ing  design. 
The l i g h t s  must be ruggedized f o r  use 
B a t t e r i e s  and f u e l  c e l l s  must be capable of be ing recharged a t  base 
They w i l l  a l s o  be s e n s i t i v e  t o  
Broad-use sensors and t e s t  equipment such 
as thermography apparatus o r  e l e c t r i c a l  t e s t  sets  w i l l  a l s o  be i nc luded  i n  
t h e  gener ic  a n c i l l a r y  equipment. 
sur face standards. 
This equipment w i l l  have t o  meet Lunar 
Solar  f l a r e  s h e l t e r s  must be prov ided a t  works i tes f a r  enough from t h e  main 
Lunar h a b i t a t  such t h a t  assured r e t u r n  t o  t h e  h a b i t a t  w i t h i n  t h e  assumed 
warning t i m e  i s  no t  guaranteed. 
expedient s h e l t e r s  w i l l  no t  p rov ide  a s u f f i c i e n t  degree o f  comfort  and 
h a b i t a b i l i t y  t o  guarantee crew h e a l t h  f o r  t h e  worst-case 96-hour s h e l t e r  
requirement. P re fe rab ly  a l l  s h e l t e r s  would be p ressu r i zab le ,  a l l o w i n g  t h e  
These should be permanent s h e l t e r s  s ince 
EVA crew t o  d o f f  t h e  
B a r r i n g  t h i s  , enough 
crewmember a t  a t i m e  
r s u i t s  d u r i n g  t h e  w a i t  f o r  t h e  f l a r e  t o  abate. 
room should be prov ided i n  t h e  s h e l t e r  f o r  one 
t o  stand and f o r  a l l  crewmembers t o  l i e  i n  t h e i r  s u i t s .  
k e l y  t h a t  a 96-hour-plus s tay  i n  t h e  pressure s u i t s  I f  i t  seems a t  a l l  1 
could s e r i o u s l y  become a requirement, then t h i s  requirement must be factored 
i n t o  s u i t  design. 
t h e  pressure envelope i n t e r i o r  must be made. Fu r the r  p r o v i s i o n s  f o r  
hand l i ng  t h e  wastes o f  t h e  crewmember must a l s o  be made s ince  t h e  nominal 
waste hand l i ng  c a p a b i l i t y  w i l l  be f o r  an 8-hour EVA. 
should be designed so as t o  a l l o w  t h e  crewmember t o  l i e  ( i n  Lunar g r a v i t y )  
f o r  extended pe r iods  i n  some r e l a t i v e  degree o f  comfort.  
n e c e s s i t i e s  f o r  t h e  unpressur ized s h e l t e r  scenar io  and should no t  be viewed 
as mere f r i l l s .  An enormous phys ica l  and mental s t ress  w i l l  be placed on 
t h e  crewmembers otherwise, w i t h  a consequently much increased chance of 
P rov i s ions  f o r  passing supplementary food and water i n t o  
The s u i t  and backpack 
These a re  a l l  
a1 o r  v i r a l  i n f e c t i o n  a r i s i n g ,  a l o n g  way from proper 
I n  t h e  worst  case, i f  these requirements a re  ignored, t h e  
d be weakened by l ack  of proper food and water and would be 
ser ious bac te r  
h o s p i t a l  care. 
crewmember wou 
0 
f u r t h e r  weakened by lack o f  proper  s leep due t o  t h e  p a i n f u l  sores rubbed on 
h i s  back and h i p s  by h i s  at tempts a t  l y i n g  down t o  sleep. He would e n t r a i n  
accumulated l i q u i d  and s o l i d  waste i n  these sores, develop a massive 
a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  s o l a r  
on. 
r e  rescue by o the r  personnel 
would be very much i n  quest 
i n f e c t i o n ,  and requ 
f l a r e .  His  su rv i va  
2.3.5 A i  r l  ock 
The a i r l o c k ,  o f  course, prov ides t h e  i n t e r f a c e  between t h e  Lunar h a b i t a t  
i n t e r i o r  and t h e  Lunar su r face  environment. 
The most obvious i n t e r f a c e  i s  t h a t  between t h e  atmosphere i n  t h e  h a b i t a t  and 
t h e  vacuum on t h e  surface. 
crewmembers t o  o r  from t h e  Lunar sur face w i t h  minimal d is turbance t o  t h e  
i n t e r i o r  pressure o f  t h e  h a b i t a t .  A t  t h e  same t ime, minimal a i r  volume must 
be l o s t  f o r  each c y c l i n g  o f  t h e  a i r l o c k  t o  reduce l o g i s t i c s  requirements f o r  
pressurant  gases. 
The a i r l o c k  should p rov ide  passage f o r  t h e  EVA 
This  can be obtained v i a  two pr imary methods. 
F i r s t ,  a reasonably l a r g e  percentage of t h e  atmosphere i n  t h e  a i r l o c k  can be 
e x t r a c t e d  and s t o r e d  be fo re  e q u a l i z a t i o n  valves dump t h e  remaining a i r  t o  
t h e  Lunar vaccuum. The p r e c i s e  percentage t o  be recovered would depend on 
l o g i s t i c s  t o  resupply  l o s t  a i r ,  s i z e  o f  t h e  recovery pump and tank and t h e  
l o g i s t i c s  surrounding t h e i r  t r a n s p o r t ,  operat ion,  and maintenance, and t i m e  
al lowed f o r  t o t a l  dep ressu r i za t i on  o f  t h e  a i r l o c k .  
The second method f o r  o b t a i n i n g  minimal a i r  volume l o s s  i s  t o  use a 
e 
mult ichamber a i r l o c k  o r  two separate a i r l o c k s .  
and smal ler  equipment would pass t o  t h e  Lunar sur face and back v i a  a small  
depressur ized volume and l a r g e r  equipment would pass v i a  a l a r g e r  
depressur ized volume. 
o f  t h e  dev ice would be depressur ized f o r  crew t r a n s f e r  w h i l e  t h e  e n t i r e  l ock  
would be depressur ized f o r  l a r g e  equipment passage. 
method, one l o c k  would be a manlock, t h e  o the r  a l a r g e  equipment lock. 
d iscuss ion has ensued over t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  p r o v i d i n g  an equipment 
passthrough i n  o rde r  t o  be ab le  t o  pass equipment f o r  r e p a i r  o r  replacement 
from t h e  EVA crew t o  t h e  I V A  crew and vice-versa. Since t h e  s i z e  o f  such 
passed-through equipment has no t  y e t  been determined, no recommendation can 
be made a t  t h i s  moment. 
i s  depending on f o r  ingress t o  t h e  h a b i t a t i o n  module cannot be used f o r  t h i s  
purpose s ince  such use would e f f e c t i v e l y  s t rand  t h e  EVA crew on t h e  su r face  
i n  case o f  some f a i l u r e  i n  t h e  a i r l o c k  mechanism du r ing  passage of t h e  
equipment. I n  o the r  words, t h e  crew's a i r l o c k  should be reserved f o r  t h e  
crew and i t s  use t o  pass equipment should be i n c i d e n t a l  t o  t h e  passage of 
the  crew. 
I n  t h i s  method, crewmembers 
I n  t h e  multichamber lock,  on l y  t h e  "manlock" chamber 
I n  t h e  two a i r l o c k  
Some 
Most emphat ical ly,  t h e  a i r l o c k  which t h e  EVA crew e 
The a i r l o c k  a l s o  must p rov ide  i s o l a t i o n  f o r  t h e  h a b i t a t  i n t e r i o r  from Lunar 
surface dust. 
poss ib le  d u s t - o f f  porch on i t s  e x t e r i o r ,  t h e  a i r l o c k  w i l l  p rov ide  apparatus 
f o r  c lean ing  t h e  surfaces o f  t h e  EVA m o b i l i t y  u n i t s  and f o r  t r a p p i n g  t h e  
maximum amount o f  Lunar dust poss ib le  a f t e r  an EVA. 
Perhaps i n  concert  w i t h  pressure s u i t  c o v e r a l l s  and a 
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t h e  
a i r l o c k  must t o l e r a t e  contaminat ion by t h e  dust and cont inue t o  f u n c t i o n  i n  e 
s p i t e  o f  it. 
f i l t e r s  and dust t r a p s  must be i nco rpo ra ted  t o  p r o t e c t  s e n s i t i v e  components. 
L i k e  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  Lunar base, t h e  a i r l o c k  must be designed f o r  l o n g  l i f e  
and easy maintenance, w i t h  p a r t i c u l a r  a t t e n t i o n  being payed t o  t h e  hatch 
seals  which, due t o  t h e  abras ive na tu re  o f  Lunar dust,  can be expected t o  be 
subjected t o  unusual wear. 
Seals and mechanisms must t o l e r a t e  such contaminat ion and 
2.4 ISSUES/OPEN ITEMS 
Each o f  t h e  EVA system areas, as de l i nea ted  above, have issues and/or i tems 
r e q u i r i n g  f u r t h e r  study. 
discussed below. 
A l i s t  by category i s  presented i n  Table 1 and 
2.4.1 Pressure Envelope 
a. The need/ut i  1 i t y  f o r  a hand-in capabi 1 i t y  versus techno1 ogi  c a l  , 
design, and opera t i ona l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  o f  p r o v i d i n g  such a c a p a b i l i t y .  The 
a b i l i t y  t o  p u l l  one o r  both hands w i t h i n  t h e  upper t o r s o  o f  t h e  s u i t  has 
obvious u t i l i t y ,  e s p e c i a l l y  f o r  scenar ios (such as s o l a r  f l a r e  s h e l t e r i n g )  
i n v o l v i n g  extended s tay  t imes i n  t h e  s u i t ,  f o r  cont ingencies (such as 
vomitimg episodes),  and f o r  general u t i l i t y  (such as e a t i n g  and d r i n k i n g  
w i t h i n  t h e  s u i t ) .  However, i t  may so unfavorably  impact s u i t  design and 
h inde r  m o b i l i t y  and d e x t e r i t y  t o  such a degree as t o  be counter product ive.  
b. M o b i l i t y l d e x t e r i t y  ga in r e a l i z e d  w i t h  lower s u i t  pressures versus 
d i f f i c u l t i e s  induced i n  h a b i t a t  design because of lower h a b i t a t  pressure 
fo rced  by zero prebreathe requirement. While gains i n  m o b i l i t y  and 
d e x t e r i t y  u n i v e r s a l l y  r e s u l t  from lower ing  s u i t  pressure, unfavorable 
impacts a re  v i s i t e d  on t h e  h a b i t a t  as a r e s u l t .  Due t o  oxygen t o x i c i t y  
problems and d i f f i c u l t i e s  and hazards induced when opera t i ng  i n  an enr iched 
oxygen environment, a mixed gas (n trogen-oxygen) environment i s  a 
requirement f o r  t h e  h a b i t a t .  
i s  se t  a t  10.2 p s i  ( w i t h  a roughly 70/30 n i t rogenloxygen m ix ) ,  which i s  a t  
t h e  c u r r e n t  flammabi 1 i t y  1 i m i  t f o r  oxygen content. H i  gher oxygen content,  
and lower t o t a l  pressure, than t h i s  could be a r r i v e d  a t  by c a r e f u l  s e l e c t i o n  
of l ow- f l ammab i l i t y  m a t e r i a l s  f o r  t h e  h a b i t a t .  The cu r ren t  lower l i m i t  10.2 
p s i  h a b i t a t  a l l ows  a zero prebreathe s u i t  pressure o f  5.1 ps i .  
h a b i t a t  a l lows a s u i t  pressure o f  8.3 ps i .  
causes a l a r g e  decrease i n  d e x t e r i t y  i n  a l l  s u i t  designs and may have 
p r o p o r t i o n a t e  impacts on m o b i l i t y .  However, t h e  h ighe r  pressure increases 
s a f e t y  both by reducing f l a m n a b i l i t y  and by s t a y i n g  w e l l  w i t h i n  t h e  bounds 
of known p h y s i o l o g i c a l  performance. It a lso  a l lows use o f  genera l l y  lower 
cost  equipment f o r  t h e  h a b i t a t  design by making poss ib le  t h e  use o f  
o f f - t h e - s h e l f  i tems in tended f o r  t e r r e s t r i a l  use. For example, c o o l i n g  fans 
designed f o r  14.7 p s i  s e r v i c e  on Ear th should f u n c t i o n  as w e l l  a t  14.7 p s i  
on t h e  Lunar surface, bu t  might be undersized a t  10.2 p s i  and might r e q u i r e  
redesign t o  be sa fe  i n  t h e  enr iched oxygen atmosphere. 
quest ions must be s tud ied  i n  order  t o  make a recommendation. 
The ower bound o f  mixed gas h a b i t a t  pressure 
A 14.7 p s i  
The 60 percent g rea te r  pressure 
These and o the r  
One o the r  p o s s i b i l i t y  which should a l s o  be i n v e s t i g a t e d  i s  t h e  use of 
m u l t i p l e  s u i t  pressures d u r i n g  an EVA. 
enr iched s u i t  would count as prebreathe t ime  so t h a t  a f t e r  some minimal 
p e r i o d  s u i t  pressure could be reduced even f u r t h e r .  
I n  t h i s  scenar io,  work i n  t h e  oxygen 
This  process could be 
used on an ''as needed'' bas is  f o r  tasks r e q u i r i n g  a h i g h  order  o f  manual e 
d e x t e r i t y ,  o r  i t  could be imp 
s u i t  pressure over t h e  course 
emented as a nom 
o f  every EVA. 
na l  and usual reduct  on i n  
c. Prov is ion  o f  removable c o v e r a l l  f o r  s u i t / l i f e  support system f o r  
c o n t r o l  o f  Lunar dust contaminat ion versus design and operat ional  
d i f f i c u l t i e s  induced by such a garment and compared t o  r e s u l t s  ob ta inab le  
w i t h  c leaning apparatus a t  t h e  a i r l o c k .  
a l ready a problem. 
p r o t e c t i o n  may decrease m o b i l i t y  beyond acceptable l i m i t s .  
no t  be invo lved s ince t h e  c o v e r a l l  would not  cover t h e  gloves. 
such a c o v e r a l l  needs t o  be considered s ince removal o f  t h e  garment may 
r e d i s t r i b u t e  dust t o  t h e  under ly ing  s u i t  and s ince t h e  c lean ing  apparatus 
alone might s u f f i c e  wi thout  a covera l l .  Some c lean ing  apparatus i s  probably 
a requirement, t o  c lean t h e  c o v e r a l l s  i f  no th ing  else,  and may manage t h e  
e n t i r e  task o f  dust c o n t r o l  w i t h  proper engineer ing of t h e  sur face of t h e  
s u i t ' s  Thermal-Micrometeoroid Garment (TMG). Even so, wear and abrasion o f  
t h e  sur face i n  contact  w i t h  t h e  dust d u r i n g  t h e  course of an EVA w i l l  occur 
and c o v e r a l l s  can be replaced much more e a s i l y  than TMG's. 
requ i red. 
S u i t  m o b i l i t y  and d e x t e r i t y  a re  
The a d d i t i o n  o f  another l a y e r  o f  mater ia l  f o r  dust 
D e x t e r i t y  should 
U t i l t i y  o f  
Fur ther  study i s  
d.  Actual  requirements f o r  s o l i d  waste handl ing and/or vomitus 
hand l ing  i n - s u i t  versus design and opera t iona l  d i f f i c u l t i e s  induced by such 
c a p a b i l i t y  and compared t o  a l t e r n a t e  methods o f  dea l ing  w i t h  each problem. 
Crewmembers on t h e  Lunar surface should be e n t i r e l y  adapted t o  t h e  
reduced-gravi t y  envi  ronment and so space adaptat ion syndrome i nduced 
vomi t ing should no t  be a problem. Over t h e  long d u r a t i o n  o f  a Lunar 
mission, however, i l l n e s s  might be a problem and p r o v i s i o n  f o r  vomitus 
c o n t r o l  could prove usefu l .  The form o f  such c o n t r o l  i s  problemat ic.  The 
s implest  method would be t o  employ hand-in c a p a b i l i t y  t o  a l l o w  manipulat ion 
and p o s i t i o n i n g  o f  a containment bag. 
be p o s s i b l e  f o r  t h e  above mentioned reasons. I f  i t  i s  not ,  t h e  complexi ty of 
vomitus c o l l e c t i o n  systems grows enormously and may no t  be worth p rov id ing ,  
cons ide r ing  t h e  l i k e l i h o o d  o f  use. 
Hand-in c a p a b i l i t y ,  though, may no t  
S o l i d  waste d isposal  i n - s u i t  might have g rea te r  u t i l i t y .  C u r r e n t l y  on 
Shu t t l e ,  low-residue d i e t s  can be employed before t h e  two planned E V A ' S  t o  
ensure t h a t  s o l i d  waste does no t  have t o  be d e a l t  w i th .  Such d i e t s  cannot 
be employed over t h e  extended course o f  a Lunar mission. 
o f  a complete se l f - con ta ined  waste c o l l e c t i o n  system w i t h i n  t h e  conf ines of 
t h e  E V A  garment may be impossible. 
containment bag i s  probably t h e  best system but ,  as s t a t e d  before,  may a l s o  
n o t  be poss ib le .  
evacuation, bu t  t h i s  i s  by no means c e r t a i n  o r  r e l i a b l e .  This  i s  an 
extremely impor tant  area r e q u i r i n g  c a r e f u l  f u r t h e r  study. 
However, p r o v i s i o n  
The hand-in c a p a b i l i t y  w i t h  a 
The answer may l a y  i n  d i e t  r e g u l a t i o n  t o  f o r c e  t i m i n g  o f  
2.4.2 L i f e  Support System 
a. Use o f  regenerable versus rep len  
L i f e  Support System mass/vol ume and Lunar 
shab 
base 
e consumab 
1 ogi  s t  i cs . 
approaches a r e  a v a i l a b l e  i n  supply ing l i f e  support consumab 
make t h e  system regenerable, t h e  o the r  t o  make t h e  consumab 
The sytems o f  t h e  PLSS where these t rades are performed a re  
system and t h e  C02 removal system. 
es and impacts on 
Two bas i c 
es. One i s  t o  
es resuppl i ab1 e. 
t h e  thermal 
The thermal system study i s  b a s i c a l l y  a t r a d e  between t h e  increased 
mass/volume o f  t h e  se lec ted  regenerable system, along w i t h  i t s  increased 
cost ,  and t h e  cost o f  consumable replacement f o r  a rep len i shab le  system. 
an example t h e  STS EMU uses a subl imator ,  an expendable thermal c o n t r o l  
system. 
crewmember. This would be, w i t h  reasonable EVA overhead, 21 l b s  o f  water 
pe r  EVA. It should be noted t h a t  S h u t t l e  experience has shown t h e  coolant  
requirements t o  be somewhat l e s s  than t h i s .  
w i l l  l i k e l y  be g rea te r  than Shu t t l e ,  due t o  c lose  p r o x i m i t y  t o  t h e  Lunar 
sur face which will a c t  as a heat s ink  and r e f l e c t o r  f o r  s o l a r  r a d i a t i o n .  
Add t iona l l y ,  hea t ing  may be requ i red  o f  t h e  Lunar EVAS f o r  n i g h t  o r  shadowed 
EVA operat ions.  
t h e  PLSS hardware. 
As 
It i s  designed t o  use a maximum o f  1.5 l b s / h r  o f  water f o r  each EVA 
Lunar requirements f o r  c o o l i n g  
This  requirement w i l l  have an added mass/volume impact on 
The t r a d e  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  C02 removal system i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  f o r  t h e  
thermal system. It invo lves  t h e  increased mass/volume o f  a p o t e n t i a l  
regenerable system as opposed t o  t h e  l o g i s t i c s  impacts o f  a rep len i shab le  
system. As an example t h e  STS EMU uses LiOH c a r t r i d g e s  f o r  a C02 removal 
system. These c a r t r i d g e s  weigh 7 l b s  each and a re  rep laced a f t e r  each EVA. 
Th is  LiOH c a r t r i d g e  replacement would mean a l o g i s t i c s  impact o f  14 l b s  per  
two crewmember EVA. Th is  l o g i s t i c s  increase must be weighed against  t h e  
increase i n  s i z e  and weight o f  t h e  PLSS and i t s  e f f e c t  on crewmember 
mobi 1 i ty. 
b. Use o f  8 hour versus p a r t i a l  day recharge/replenishment o f  
consumables i n  L i f e  Support System and impacts on LSS mass/volume, design, 
ope ra t i ona l  sa fe ty ,  and Lunar base l o g i s t i c s .  
Requirements f o r  an 8 hour PLSS can d r i v e  t h e  s i z e  o f  t h e  PLSS t o  be l a r g e r  
than des i rab le ,  y i e l d i n g  decreased m o b i l i t y  f o r  a s u i t e d  crewmember. 
p o s s i b l e  a l t e r n a t i v e  i s  t o  design a l i f e  support system w i t h  a l e s s  than 8 
hour c a p a b i l i t y  t h a t  can be rep len ished du r ing  a "work day." 
i n v o l v e  e i t h e r  EVA replenishment w h i l e  EVA o r  a "mid-day break" du r ing  which 
t h e  system would be rep len ished I V A .  EVA replenishment could compromise t h e  
i n t e g r i t y  o f  t h e  EMU system w h i l e  t h e  crewmember i s  ope ra t i ng  i n  t h e  Lunar 
vacuum. I V A  replenishment would r e q u i r e  use o f  e x t r a  consumables f o r  
a i r l o c k  repress/depress, and more crew overhead t i m e  f o r  t h e  a i r l o c k  
A 
This  could 
i ngress/egress operat ions.  
advantages/di sadvantages. 
The t r a d e  study must weigh these 
c. Requi rement /u t i  l i t y  o f  "buddy system" connect ion between L i f e  
Support Subsytems f o r  use i n  emergencies versus design d i f f i c u l t i e s  and 
opera t i ona l  s a f e t y  concerns induced by such a connection. 
I n  t h e  event o f  a problem w i t h  one o f  t h e  EVA crewmembers EMU (a PLSS fan 
f a i l u r e  o r  pressure envelope leak f o r  example), a p o s s i b l e  s a f e t y  f e a t u r e  i n  
t h e  EVA system would be t o  a l l o w  t h e  c a p a b i l i t y  f o r  one EMU t o  " t i e - i n "  t o  
another u n t i l  t h e  anomally can be co r rec ted  o r  a sa fe  l o c a t i o n  ( a i r l o c k ,  
h a b i t a t i o n  module) reached. A drawback t o  t h i s  concept i s  t h e  necess i t y  of 
break ing t h e  oxygen pressure enclosure o f  both E M U ' S ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  EMU w i t h  
no i n t i a l  problem. 
increased r i s k  t o  t h e  crewmember i n  t h e  p r o p e r l y  f u n c t i o n i n g  EMU must be 
c a r e f u l l y  considered i n  t h e  process of making t h i s  t r a d e  study. 
Design s a f t e y  i n  hand l i ng  such a procedure and t h e  
2.4.3 Support Vehi c l  es 
a. C a p a b i l i t i e s  requ i red  o f  support vehic les versus phase o f  
Lunar exp lo ra t i on .  
scou t ing  and f o r  nominal equipment t r a n s f e r / m a t e r i a l s  handling. Outcome o f  
such a study i s  dependent on t h e  assumed missions. In t h e  present case, 
w i t h  missions so unce r ta in ,  t h e  best which can be done i s  t o  examine 
c a p a b i l i t i e s  and phasing requ i red  f o r  var ious poss ib le  missions and then t o  
note t h e  s i m i l a r i t i e s  and d i f f e r e n c e s  i n  those requirements. 
Inc luded i s  poss ib le  use of t e l e r o b o t i c  veh ic les  f o r  
It might be 
m e d i a t e l y  a t  
r e  a rove r  
r e q u i r e  i t  w e l l  
p o i n t  t o  
technology which w i l l  be requ i red  f o r  a l l  missions and w i l l  i d e n t i f y  t h a t  
technology which must be devel oped most u rgen t l y .  
found, f o r  example, t h a t  a crane and a t r u c k  a re  requ 
miss ion s t a r t  f o r  a l l  missions but  t h a t  some missions 
immediately w h i l e  o the rs  do no t  r e q u i r e  i t  a t  a l l ,  o r  
a f t e r  miss ion s t a r t .  Knowledge o f  these requirements 
red  
requ 
on ly  
w i  11 
The p o s s i b l e  use o f  r o b o t i c  o r  t e leopera ted  veh ic les  should a l s o  be 
examined. 
mission, so s i m i l a r  techniques t o  t h e  manned v e h i c l e  c a p a b i l i t y  and phasing 
study, above, can be used, w i t h  s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  expected. 
manned v e h i c l e  and robo t i c / t e leopera ted  v e h i c l e  c a p a b i l i t y  and phasing 
s tud ies should be conducted together.  
Again, t h e  use of such technology w i l l  depend on t h e  assumed 
I n  f a c t ,  t h e  
b. Requ i red  suppor t  v e h i c l e  performance (range, t o p  speed, hand1 i ng, 
I n  t h i s  study, as many d e t a i l s  as p o s s i b l e  w i l l  be cargo  capac i t y ,  etc.).  
f leshed ou t  f o r  t h e  i d e n t i f i e d  suppor t  veh ic les .  
d e t a i l s  shou ld  f o l l o w  n a t u r a l l y  f rom t h e  above s tudy  b u t  o t h e r s  can be 
f i l l e d  i n  as w e l l .  
mission-dependent parameter,  d e r i v a b l e  i n  t h e  p rev ious  s tudy ,  b u t  i n s t e a d  
may depend on assumptions about suspension performance and exper ience w i t h  
p rev ious  Lunar rove rs ,  i.e., we may know t h a t  w i t h  c u r r e n t  suspension 
techno logy  as compared w i t h  t h a t  used on t h e  A p o l l o  Lunar rove rs ,  our  t o p  
speed ove r  t h e  rough Lunar t e r r a i n  w i l l  be l i m i t e d  t o  20 kph. 
A m a j o r i t y  of  t hese  
Top speed o f  a t r u c k ,  f o r  i ns tance ,  may n o t  be a 
c. Requirement f o r  manned v e h i c l e  cab in  p r e s s u r i z a t i o n  versus design, 
The uses o f  a p r e s s u r i z e d  c a b i n  on each c o s t  and o p e r a t i o n a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s .  
v e h i c l e  w i l l  be exp lo red  a long  w i t h  i t s  advantages. Cost, i n  terms o f  
deve l  opment resources, 1 aunch mass, and opera t  i ng r e q u i  rements (power, 1 i f e  
suppor t  expendables, maintenance) w i  11 be assessed and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  
o p e r a t i o n s  w i t h  such a c a b i n  w i l l  be de l ineated .  I f  s u f f i c i e n t  da ta  a r e  
a v a i l a b l e ,  a recommendation f o r  o r  a g a i n s t  p r e s s u r i z a b l e  cab ins  w i l l  be 
made. 
d. Need f o r  ambulance v e h i c l e  o r  towed ambulance module ( i n c l u d i n g  
p r e s s u r i z a b l e  trauma t rea tmen t  c a p a b i l i t y ,  mob i l e  h y p e r b a r i c  chamber, e t c . )  
if any, versus c o s t ,  l o g i s t i c s ,  and o p e r a t i o n a l  d i f f i c u l t i e s .  Acc ident  
s t a t i s t i c s  f o r  Lunar s u r f a c e  E V A  are, f o r t u n a t e l y ,  n o t  a v a i l a b l e .  The 
approach, t h e n  t o  examining u t i l i t y  of a Lunar ambulance i s  f i r s t  t o  see 
what such a v e h i c l e  m igh t  be u s e f u l  f o r  and second t o  p r o j e c t  t h e  cos ts  i n  e 
terms o f  money, resources, and opera t i ona l  impacts o f  p r o v i d i n g  it. I f  i t  
i s  found ( i n  t h e  extreme case) t h a t  a l l  p o s s i b l e  i n j u r i e s  i n  which an 
ambulance might be use fu l  a l s o  r e s u l t  i n  t h e  crewmember's immediate death 
due t o  s u i t  decompression, then obv ious ly  no such ambulance need be 
provided. 
could r e s u l t  i n  which a crewmember's l i f e  could be saved w i t h  and on ly  w i t h  
an ambulance then i t  should be s e r i o u s l y  considered. 
absence o f  d e f i n i t e  s t a t i s t i c s ,  i f  i t  i s  found t h a t  p r o v i s i o n  o f  an 
ambulance would severe ly  impact t h e  pr imary miss ion then o the r  means o f  
d e a l i n g  w i t h  phys i ca l  trauma t o  t h e  crew must be examined. 
such a l t e r n a t e  means i s  a p ressu r i zab le  bag o r  " t e n t "  t o  enclose an i n j u r e d  
crewmember and another a t t e n d i n g  crewmember t o  a l l o w  emergency treatment.  
Emergency medical p r a c t i c e  on e a r t h  w i l l  p rov ide  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  f o r  such 
research. 
I f  i t  i s  found, on t h e  o the r  hand, t h a t  many types o f  i n j u r i e s  
A l t e r n a t e l y ,  i n  t h e  
One example o f  
2.4.4 EVA Support Equipment 
a. Minimum requirements f o r  s o l a r  f l a r e  s h e l t e r  design i n c l u d i n g  t h e  
need f o r  a permanent s h e l t e r  a t  each remote w o r k s i t e  i n c o r p o r a t i n g  a 
p ressu r i zab le  volume versus expedient t ype  s h e l t e r s  r e q u i r i n g  crew t o  spend 
up t o  5 days i n  pressure s u i t .  A very l a r g e  p o r t i o n  o f  t h i s  study depends 
on t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  t h e  proposed Lunar a c t i v i t i e s  and t h e  associated 
EVA'S.  S p e c i f i c a l l y ,  i f  a l l  a c t i v i t i e s  a re  t o  be c a r r i e d  ou t  w i t h i n  easy 
reach o f  t h e  c e n t r a l  base, o r  w i t h i n  easy reach o f  one o r  two major 
i n s t a l l a t i o n s ,  then a permanent s o l a r  f l a r e  s h e l t e r  can and should be 
const ructed a t  each such i n s t a l l a t i o n .  
a l l o w  t h e  crew t o  spend t h e  i n t e r v a l  w a i t i n g  f o r  abatement o f  t h e  f l a r e  i n  
These s h e l t e r s  would be designed t o  
some reasonable comfor t  and h o p e f u l l y  i n  some fo rm o f  use fu l  a c t i v i t y ,  
m a i n t a i n i n g  t h e i r  p r o d u c t i v i t y .  I f, on t h e  o t h e r  hand, a c t i v i t i e s  a r e  so 
w i d e l y  spread t h a t  easy access t o  a few c e n t r a l  s h e l t e r s  i s  n o t  poss ib  e, 
t hen  l e s s  s a t i s f a c t o r y  methods o f  d e a l i n g  w i t h  a t h r e a t e n i n g  s o l a r  f l a r e  
must be i n v e s t i g a t e d .  
system, w i t h  a l l  o f  i t s  d i f f i c u l t i e s  and cos ts  shou ld  be explored. 
a l t e r n a t i v e  o f  h a s t i l y  c o n s t r u c t i n g  an exped ien t  s h e l t e r  when needed shou ld  
a1 so be exp l  o red  i n c l  u d i  ng examining t h e  va r ious  t ypes  o f  exped ien t  she1 t e r s  
which have been proposed. 
t o  spend up t o  5 days i n  t h e i r  p ressu re  s u i t s ,  c e r t a i n l y  a l a s t - d i t c h  
op t  i on. 
The o p t i o n  o f  c o n s t r u c t i n g  a d i s t r i b u t e d  s h e l t e r  
The 
Some o f  t hese  s h e l t e r s  would r e q u i r e  crewmembers 
b. Requirements f o r  p o r t a b l e  power s u p p l i e s  i n c l u d i n g  performance 
requ i rements  and b a s i c  des ign  approach (i.e., s o l a r ,  f u e l  c e l l ,  b a t t e r i e s ,  
nuc lea r ) .  These requ i rements  a re ,  again,  dependent on t h e  n a t u r e  of t h e  
m i s s i o n  under c o n s i d e r a t i o n  and so a p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  f rom t h i s  s tudy  
w i l l  c o n s i s t  o f  requ i rements  f o r  types  o f  power s u p p l i e s  f o r  t ypes  of 
miss ions .  The remainder o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  w i l l  c o n s i s t  o f  an examinat ion  o f  
t h e  m e r i t s  o f  v a r i o u s  t ypes  o f  power s u p p l i e s  and t h e i r  a p p l i c a b i l i t y  t o  
s u p p o r t i n g  Lunar s u r f a c e  EVA. 
f o r  equipment which happens t o  be deployed v i a  EVA (say, a l a r g e  o p t i c a l  
a r r a y  and i t s  i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n )  b u t  o n l y  o f  s u p p l i e s  f o r  EVA t o o l s  and 
suppor t  equipment. 
No examinat ion  w i l l  be made o f  power s u p p l i e s  
2.4.5 A i  r l  ock 
a. Amount o f  atmosphere t o  r e c o v e r l r e c y c l e  versus cost and design 
d i f f i c u l t i e s  and compared t o  l o g i s t i c s  d i f f i c u l t i e s  f o r  pressurant resupply. 
Resupply cost  o f  a i r l o c k  gases ( p r i m a r i l y  n i t r o g e n  and oxygen) i n  t h e  
depress/repress c y c l e  must be weighed against  t h e  e x t r a  cost  i n  complexi ty,  
mass, and maintenance o f  t h e  l o c k  (pumps, accumulators t o  s t o r e  t h e  
recovered gases) and t h e  energy requ i red  t o  run t h e  pumps. 
must take i n t o  account t r a n s p o r t a t i o n  cos t  from Ear th and t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  
a c q u i r i n g  t h e  requ i red  O2 f rom t h e  Lunar surface. 
The t r a d e  study 
b. Volume o f  a i r lock/number o f  EVA crew t o  accommodate i n  a i r l o c k  a t  
once. 
The smal ler  t h e  f r e e  depress volume of t h e  l ock  t h e  l e s s  t h e  gases expended 
when t h e  l ock  i s  depressed from any g iven pressure. 
against  op rea t iona l  requirements f o r  l ock  s i z e  (number o f  crew t h a t  can use 
lock  a t  same t ime,  ope ra t i ona l  volume requ i red  per crewmember). 
Th is  must be weighed 
c. E f f i c a c y ,  u t i l i t y ,  and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  dust  i s o l a t i o n  measures. 
This  r e f e r s  s p e c i f i c a l l y  t o  those measures employed as p a r t  o f  t h e  a i r l o c k  
system, i n c l u d i n g  those on t h e  e x t e r i o r  o f  t h e  a i r l o c k .  This  study w i l l  be 
performed i n  con junc t i on  w i t h  t h e  study examining t h e  use o f  c o v e r a l l s  over 
t h e  s u i t  ( t r a d e  #3 under pressure envelope). 
d. E V A  suppor t  f u n c t i o n s  l o c a t e d  i n  a i r l o c k  versus d e d i c a t i n g  a i r l o c k  
t o  environment i n t e r f a c e  (atmosphere, dus t ,  temperature,  e tc . )  on ly .  
E V A  suppor t  f u n c t i o n s  i n v o l v e  such t h i n g s  as a i r l o c k  repress/depress,  EMU 
s e r v i c i n g  and checkout,  and EMU r e s i z e  nad maitenance. 
f u n c t i o n s  i n  t h e  l o c k  e l i m i n a t e s  t h i e r  impacts on a v a i l a b l e  
h a b i t a t i o n l l a b o r a t o r y  volume. However, i t  causes e x t r a  requirements t o  be 
p laced  on t h e  suppor t  hardware (must a t  l e a s t  t o l e r a t e ,  i n  some cases 
opera te  a t  , vacuum) and inc reases  t h e  depress / repress  volume of t h e  l o c k  
( r e f e r e n c e  t r a d e  s tudy  2). 
importance o f  t h e s e  impacts. 
L o c a t i n g  these  
T h i s  t r a d e  s tudy  must weigh t h e  r e l a t i v e  
2.5 FY89 PLANS 
The rev iew  o f  t h e  Lunar m iss ion  s t u d i e s  and d e r i v a t i o n  of gener i c  m i s s i o n  
requ i rements  w i l l  be completed i n  FY88. I n  FY89, un ique Lunar E V A S  d r i v e r s  
w i l l  be i d e n t i f i e d  and strawman E V A S  performance and des ign  requ i rements  
w i l l  be de f ined.  The major  v e h i c l e  f o r  accompl ish ing  t h i s  work w i l l  be t o  
pe r fo rm t r a d e  s t u d i e s  t o  r e s o l v e  t h e  19 i ssues  and open i tems d e f i n e d  above. 
Cur ren t  c a p a b i l i t i e s  w i l l  be assessed t o  i d e n t i f y  areas where techno logy  
must be developed t o  meet i d e n t i f i e d  requirements.  
I n  FY89, as r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  two M a r t i a n  system m i s s i o n  s t u d i e s  become 
a v a i l a b l e ,  t h e  above process w i l l  be repeated  f o r  t h e  Phobos and Mars 
s u r f a c e  m i s s i o n  scenar ios.  Complet ion i s  expected i n  l a t e  FY89. 
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LEO ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND TECHNIQUES 
OW F CTlV E; 
The objective of this study is to determine the feasibility of operational 
methods and techniques for low Earth orbit (LEO) assembly. Programmatic 
operational guidelines will be developed and used to assess proposed 
space transfer vehicle and assembly node designs received from the 
Integration Agents (IA). Results from these assessments will be provided 
to the IA's in an iterative process which will assure the influence of 
operations considerations on systems design and development. Once the 
conceptual designs reach an adequate stage of maturity, more detailed 
analyses will be performed to produce a more mature set of program 
operations guidelines, recommended crew requirements, operations 
support equipment needs, and recommended systems design requirements. 
These activities will be augmented by the related efforts of other Special 
Assessment Agents (SAA) whenever appropriate. For example, 
coordination between the operations and the automation and robotics 
(A&R) areas has been initiated to effectively utilize manned space 
operations experience and A&R expertise on the LEO assembly problem. 
Data exchanges and technical discussions will ensure that these efforts 
are integrated and complementary. 
~FrHoDoLoGy 
A. Backaround. The assembly of large space transfer vehicles in LEO is an 
option to support manned solar system exploration. Limitations of the 
projected Earth-to-orbit (ETO) transportation system dictate that such 
assembly operations must make highly effective use of equipment, 
personnel, and resources launched from Earth to support these exploration 
missions must be effectively assessed and integrated in order to develop 
the support systems and techniques needed for LEO assembly operations. 
Orbital assembly operations capabilities and limitations can be expected 
to be influenced by the design and utilization of the ET0 transportation 
system, the assembly node facilities, the space transfer vehicles, and 
interfaces with the ground and other space-based facilities and systems. 
Due to the iterative nature of this process, assembly operations will also 
have an impact on these system elements. Assembly operations for Human 
Expeditions to Mars are representative of assembly operations required by 
exploration missions using similar technology in route to other solar 
system destinations. Extrapolation of the results to assembly operations 
at non-LEO sites in space is also expected to be possible. 0 
B. )<ev Assumptions A Key assumptions derived from the Scenario 
Requirements Document (SRD) for Case Study 2 include the following: 
.A LEO node is utilized to support assembly operations. 
.Multiple manned missions to Mars are to be supported. 
.Each mission consists of an unmanned cargo flight and a manned 
piloted flight. 
.All space transfer vehicles are expendable and employ chemical 
propulsion systems. 
.Advanced technology requirements for complex assembly support 
systems are to be minimized. 
c. ADDrOaCh ; The LEO assembly phase of the Human Expeditions to Mars 
case study will be used for an initial operations assessment. Assembly 
operations will be a strong function of the design of the launch vehicle 
systems, the space transfer vehicles, and the supporting transportation 
node. A set of operational guidelines for LEO assembly will be developed 
to support an evaluation of the current proposed designs for the 
appropriate systems as well as the assumptions from which they were 
generated. Aspects of the design philosophy which negatively impact 
assembly operations will be identified. 
I 
An interactive relationship with the IAs, SAAs, and MASE will be 
established in order to develop an operationally realistic vehiclehode 
design and candidate assembly scenarios which will be used to expose 
more subtle, operationally driven system design requirements. 
Preliminary data requirements needed to assess the assembly scenarios 
have been identified and are presented in Table 1. These scenarios will 
identify candidate tasks for automation and robotics (A&R), establish 
requirements on the assembly node for the placement and capabilities of 
manipulator systems, and identify EVA, free-flyer, and other support 
equipment requirements necessary to accomplish the assembly task. The 
results of the Case Study 2 analyses will be extrapolated to cover Case 
Studies 3 and 4. Additionally, Case Study 1 will be assessed to examine 
the impacts on assembly operations when a LEO node is not employed. 
D. ProductL * Two major products resulted from the fiscal year (FY) 1988 
activit ies. 
A preliminary methodology by which additional case study elements may 
be evaluated from an operations perspective to assess operations support 
systems and techniques has been developed. This process is iterative, 
initially supporting operations feasibility assessments of proposed 
~ 
assembly scenarios that eventually lead to the development of preferred 
operational methods and techniques for LEO assembly. 
This methodology is being applied to LEO assembly operations for Case 
Study 2 and is utilizing ancillary studies such as the Manned Mars Mission 
Accommodation - Sprint Mission (LaRC). Although only portions of the 
case study have been examined to date, interim results obtained in FY88 
include the following preliminary products: operations task breakdown, 
assessment criterialcategories and goals, evaluation matrices, 
implementation alternatives, schedule of activities, assessment tools, 
and FY89 study candidates. 
FINDINGS: 
Assembly operations in LEO will be highly dependent on the design and 
operational capabilities of the systems involved. The size and number of 
the constituent elements of the vehicles being assembled will have a 
major impact on the operational techniques employed, as will the amount 
of integration, verification, and testing required onorbit. The LEO node 
will strongly influence the character of assembly operations. The amount 
of functional support this facility provides to both the vehicle being 
assembled and the assembly process itself will be a major factor in the 
overall design of the assembly process. In addition to influencing the 
design of the space transfer vehicle, the capabilities of the ET0 
transportation system will impact assembly operations by determining 
the frequency of logistics support flights. 
The requirements for the ET0 transportation needed to support the Human 
Expeditions to Mars are very demanding, particularly for operations 
support. Current studies indicate that a large number of flights, combined 
with a relatively high flight rate, will be needed to launch the space 
transfer vehicle assembly elements and the required propellants. The high 
flight rate is anticipated to impact virtually all major operations phases 
including launch vehicle processing and cargo integration, flight planning 
and reconfiguration, launch preparation, and launch and mission support. 
The utilization of multiple launch systems, such as an unmanned heavy- 
lift launch vehicle and the manned Space Shuttle, can be expected to 
introduce additional com plexi ties. 
The assembly of the space transfer vehicle will require the development 
of new operations support systems and techniques. Although advanced 
technolpgy development requirements are to be minimized, they may be 
imposed if they hold promise of significant gains in productivity or 
reduction in mission risk. To date, no onorbit activity has demonstrated 0 
the kinds of operations this task will involve. Depending on the design of 
the vehicle, however, many of the required LEO assembly operations 
techniques may be developed and demonstrated by the Space Station 
program. 
An area in which the Space Station program has already demonstrated an 
operational constraint is logistics resupply. Space Station program 
analyses indicate that assembly activities will be a function, rather than 
a driver, of the assembly logistics flight rate. ET0 transportation 
program considerations, such as schedule, manifest, and ground logistics 
capabilities, will control the number and frequency of logistics flights to 
the LEO node. All onorbit operations will have to conform to this schedule. 
The functional requirements on the LEO node may be driven by another 
schedule. Program schedules for the Human Expeditions to Mars case 
study show periods of time, between the launch of one vehicle and the 
beginning of the assembly process on the next, in which no assembly will 
be taking place. During these periods, operational considerations may 
preclude a manned presence throughout the functional lifetime of the node. 
The possibility exists, therefore, that the LEO node might have to function 
in both a permanently manned and a man-tended mode. This dual 
capability requirement could have a strong impact on the node systems 
design. 
ISSUES/OPEN: 
Several open items exist for LEO assembly operations. Before any 
meaningful, in-depth analyses can be performed, the operations 
capabilities and limitations of the systems involved must be defined. 
Minimal information about the ET0 transportation and LEO node systems 
has been made available. In addition, while the high level assembly 
scenarios developed so far indicate the use of an orbital manuevering 
vehicle (OMV), it is doubtful that this vehicle, in its current design 
configuration, will be capable of handling the tasks to which it is being 
assigned. Therefore, a set of requirements for a more robust free-flyer 
system may have to be defined. 
Another open item which will have a major impact on operations is the 
location of the LEO support crew base. System functionality requirements 
will differ significantly depending on whether the assembly crew is based 
at the Space Station and have to be ferried to the assembly node, at the 
LEO assembly node facility itself, or in the manned Mars vehicle. If the 
crew is based at the Space Station or in the Mars vehicle, the LEO node 
will have to be designed as a man-tended system. Basing the crew at the 
I assembly node itself will require permanently manned capability. 
I Analysis of the Human Expeditions to Mars case study indicates that a 
significant number of the required ET0 transportation flights will be 
dedicated to propellant delivery. At this time, the propellant 
handling/transfer systems and storage location have not been defined. 
Since the fueling process will have a major impact on the assembly and 
flight preparation operations, this lack of definition is an important open 
item. 
PI A W  OR RFQUIRE D FY89 ACT1 VIW; 
*Continue LEO assembly operations assessment for Case Study 2. 
*Orbital assembly operations assessments for other case studies. 
TABLE 1. LEO ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT INPUTS 
ASSEMBLY ELEMENT 
LEO NODE 
ET0 TRANSPORTATION 
SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLE 
PRELIMINARY DATA REQUl REM ENTS 
ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE(S) 
-SCENARIO OVERVIEW: EVENT DESCRIPTIOWIMELINE 
ASSEMBLY SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (E.G. FREE-FLYERS, 
MANIPULATORS, EMU, MMU) 
NODE CONFIGURATION DEFINITION(S) 
-PHYSICAL LAYOUT 
-SYSTEMS CAPABl LIT1 ES 
-ORBIT 
PROPELLANT STORAGE FACILITIES 
CREW COMPLEMENT 
-SPACE STATION CREW 
-LEO SUPPORT (ASSEMBLY) CREW 
SCHEDULING GUIDELINES 
MANIFEST 
-CARGO ELEMENT DEFINITIONSEQUENCE 
-FLIGHT SCHEDULE 
-FLIGHT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
PERFORMANCE 
-LIFT CAPABILITY 
-MARGIN/RESERVES ALLOCATION 
-ORBITAL OPERATIONS CAPABILITIES (E.G. SURVIVAL 
LI FETlM E, CONTROLLAB1 LITY) 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION 
-EVENT TIMELINE 
VEHICLE CONFIGURATION THROUGHOUT ASSEMBLY 
ASSEMBLY TASK RESOUCE REQUIREMENT ESTIMATES 
SERVICE SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 
-UTILITIES (E.G. POWER,THERMAL, SYSTEM MONITORING) 
-MAINTENANCE 
-ASSEMBLY 
-PROPELLANT FUELING 
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INTRODUCTION 
This Special Assessment Study has been conducted for the NASA Office of 
Exploration (NASA Code Z). In the context of future Exploration Class Missions, 
this study covers the automation and robotics (A&R), and human performance 
(HP) OEXP evaluations. 
The scope of this Study is based on the Charter for Special Assessment Agents 
(SAA) which has been published by the Office of Exploration in Section 3.3.4 of 
the Exploration Requirements Document (ERD). This charter document 
requires the SAA to focus on the big problems and high leverage opportunities 
of the initiatives. In these efforts, the SAA is encouraged and licensed to 
identify and evaluate conventional or unconventional systems, technology, 
configuration, and technique options that potentially have a high leverage or 
major impact on various human exploration scenarios - "[the SAA is to] 
analyze the exploration scenarios from the vantage point of 'chief engineer' 
for the parochial viewpoint of their specific assignment". Specifically the 
A&R/HP SAA has been chartered to examine the use of man and machine as 
tools in the Case Studies. This includes assessment of the artificial intelligence 
and robotics requirements as well as human performance and madmachine 
trade-offs.  
The study and evaluation process for automation, robotics, and human 
performance is schematically presented in Fig. 1. Based on ongoing research, 
and current knowledge in industry, NASA Centers, and universities, the 
current Code Z scenario documentation has been reviewed and evaluated. An 
Inter-Center Working Group was formed to ensure appropriate technical 
support and input to detailed technical studies and evaluations as the 
exploration scenarios mature. In order to establish a reliable base for 
automation and robotics technology forecasting to the Year 2000 era, a 
workshop was held involving about fifty experts from universities, industry, 
and NASA (see appended Report on the Workshop: Robotic Needs for the 
Human Exploration of the Moon and Mars). Furthermore, continuing 
contributions by, and interactions with, the academic community are 
promoted. 
2 
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11. OBJECTIVES OF A&R/HP ASSESSMENT 
The exploration scenarios under consideration require complex operational 
efforts in space and on distant planetary surfaces to assemble, operate, and 
maintain systems of various kinds. These will involve humans and machines 
in appropriate combinations to achieve the best possible effectiveness of the 
overall system. The objectives of the A&R/HP special assessment studies are to 
review critically the OEXP case studies and: 
a 
assess the feasibility of the automation, robotic, and human performance 
assumptions; 
identify A&R system options; 
estimate the appropriate level of automation and robotics to accomplish 
feasible and man-machine balanced, cost-effective operations in space; 
identify areas where conceptually different approaches to the use of 
people and machines can leverage the benefits of the scenarios; 
recommend modifications to scenarios or new scenarios that will improve 
the expected benefits; 
develop analytical tools for future assessments. 
111. RATIONALE FOR A&R/HP ASSESSMENT 
The appropriate employment of extra-vehicular activities and/or robotics in 
space activities is a critical consideration for the success of large-scale 
operations including the assembly, construction, and maintenance of space 
stations, space platforms, and space transportation vehicles. To accomplish a 
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these tasks entirely by EVA is almost doomed to failure, not only from a 
technical point of view, but also because safety and the relatively high cost to 
keep people on an EVA. On the planetary surface of Mars long time delays will 
necessitate man's presence or the use of automation to meet the required 
mission objectives. Man and machines, in both of these situations, are tools 
that can perform the different required tasks. Due to safety, cost, and 
reliability, there will necessarily be a combination of madmachine use in 
performing the various tasks of the future manned space missions. An 
analysis and assessment of the operational aspects of the Exploration Scenarios 
should point to major areas where automation and robotics can provide 
appreciable benefits when traded against human performance operations. 
These areas should then be isolated, to the degree possible, and defined and 
analyzed in detail to identify and specify realistic combinations of A&R/HP 
within the context of the mission scenario. 
This analysis and assessment process aims at improving the understanding of 
automatic and robotic machine capabilities by space systems designers. The 
technologies for these space system capabilities are still in their infancy, and 
very little in-space operational experience has been accumulated to date. 
Furthermore, todays technologies in automation and robotics will surely be 
obsolete by the year 2000, at the time when the systems for the Exploration 
Class Missions will be designed. This assessment should therefore give insight 
into the types of automation and robotics technologies that will be of key 
significance for the Exploration Class Missions and which should be developed 
during the next decade. 
IV. PRECURSOR MISSIONS AND TECHNOLOGIES 
In assessing the Exploration Scenarios we must project at least to the Year 2000 
and take into account the state of technology and operational experience in 
space at that time. The OEXP Case Studies state the the allowed technology 
assumptions that include current technologies and some future system. The 
current capabilities of Space Shuttle and the Manned Maneuvering Unit are 
considered baseline for all low earth orbit space activities. In addition, Phase I 
space station, a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle with a twenty-five foot shroud and 
capable of transporting ninety-one metric tons to low earth orbit, the Flight 
Telerobotic Servicer, an Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle, and an Orbital Transfer 
Vehicle are often included in the OEXP assumptions. 
Precursor missions that will affect 'the A&R/HP assessments that are often 
assumed include the Mars Observer, the Lunar Observer, and the Mars Rover 
and Sample Return Mission. The Mars Observer, planned for 1992, will prov.ide 
the necessary survey of the Martian surface to establish appropriate landing 
and habitability sites for the Exploration Class Missions. The Lunar Observer, 
planned for 1994, will provide the necessary survey information for locating 
lunar science bases and/or mining and propellant production facilities. The 
Mars Rover and Sample Return mission, planned for 1998/01, will give 
pertinent science information about Martian surface conditions, material 
properties, and the environment. But most important, from an operational 
point of view, it will utilize automation and robotics technology at a relatively 
advanced level under conditions of large communication time delays. The 
robotic operations on the surface of Mars include navigating, traversing, 
rendezvousing, proximity operations, docking with another body, inspection 
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of samples, handling and manipulating, analysis of samples, coordinating 
among systems, self maintenance, monitoring, and recovery from faults. 
In summary, by the Year 2000, when the design process for the Exploration 
Class Missions is under way, the in-space operational experience in human 
performance, automation, and robotics will have reached a considerable level 
of accomplishment in the following areas: 
a 
Extra Vehicular Activities in Earth orbit 
In-space assembly and construction 
Handling and inter-orbit transport of large objects 
Autonomous self-maintenance of space systems 
Remote sensing and navigation in interplanetary space 
Telerobotic operations with large communication time delays 
including: 
Planetary surface navigation and mobility 
Sample acquisition, handling and analysis 
In-space rendezvous and docking 
From this list of capabilities, we can deduce that most automation and robotics 
technologies required for the Exploration Class Missions will have been 
exercised to a limited degree by the Year 2000. This will provide a technology 
base, which, together with the parallel developments in research laboratories, 
will satisfy the special system design needs of the Exploration Class Missions. 
a 
V. GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR ASSESSMENT 
The characteristics of the Exploration Class Missions considered in these 
assessment studies are such that at least some automation and/or robotics 
capabilities are required to accomplish the mission objectives. These 
capabilities are generally necessary because of the high cost and safety 
concerns in the space environment. In addition, A&R can reduce the 
operational complexity by reducing: the number of humans involved in a task 
and in coping with large communication distances. 
These statements imply that an idealized operational cost-effective function ... in 
terms of increasing A&R would be unacceptably large for zero A&R. This 
function would sharply drop with increasing A&R to some minimum value and 
would then start rising again. The rise of this cost function signifies the fact 
that for ever increasing A&R the technologies may not be available, or the 
automated and robotic system may become technically too complex to maintain 
adequate reliability and safety, or acceptable cost. It follows that to aim at too 
much A&R may be counter-productive. It appears extremely important to 
recognize that as long as at least one human is around to handle the occasional 
unexpected, such as exchanging a module, undoing an entanglement, etc., the 
systcm can be designed much simpler from an A&R point of view. 
a 
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The assessment of A&R/HP issues requires consideration of a wide set of design 
variables which are used to describe the physical and operational 
characteristics of the system. 
A. Performance Parameters for A&R/HP Design 
The A&R performance parameters describe the physical and operational 
characteristics of the system. They include the attributes specifically 
describing the implementing agents, either human or machine and the 
unique characteristics of the tasks, irrespective of how they are implemented. 
Human Performance Characteristics - The characteristics distinguishing 
humans from machines include generally those associated with intelligent, 
intuitive behavior, such as selective recall, judgment, improvisation, situation 
adaptation, generalization, pattern recognition, ambiguity tolerance, global 
awareness, etc. However, in space operations, particularly EVA, the human 
has severe limitations in handling large-scale systems, in long-term physical 
endurance, and in small-scale dexterity because of the gloves of the space suit. 
It follows that most EVA are done using various (hand) tools. 
Machine Performance Parameters - Some of the typical, mostly computer- 
based machine performance parameters include large data storage, precise 
repetitive operations, quick response, different types of sensors and broad 
sensor ranges, - control of large forces, endurance, no distraction, rapid 
complex and preprogrammed analysis, no physiological bounds, except those 
imposed by technological limitations. 
Task Parameters - For simple tasks, speed of performance and accuracy of 
implementation are usually foremost in trade-off considerations. The human 
is the measure of all things, however, in space we may have to deal with 
physically very large systems and over very long time periods. The scales both 
in physical and time dimensions relative to "human scales" then become 
important task parameters. As tasks become varied in kind, manipulative 
dexterity enters into the picture, and as the overall task complexity increases 
with an increasing number of of elementary tasks with different starting 
times, the timely and economical scheduling of tasks becomes an increasingly 
more important performance parameter. Tasks or operations requiring 
planning into the future presuppose increasing intelligent capabilities with 
increasing complexity. 
There are numerous criteria for evaluating a system. For manned systems in 
space, safety usually ranks highest. This is followed by reliability and life- _... 
cycle cost. In addition to task parameters, many auxiliary, technical 
parameters are used to describe system performance, capability, adaptability, 
and the like. At a particular time, these parameters reflect the state of 
technology as the basic input for system design. The usual approach to system 
design consists of an iterative process in which first the functional objectives 
are specified and then, based on a given state of technology and minimum 
required safety and reliability, the life-cycle costs are minimized. 
B. System Operations 
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Automatic and robotic systems must perform their assigned tasks within their 
task environment. All the while, these systems must be maintained in 
operating conditions through maintenance and occasional repair. This 
requires capabilities of self-maintenance and the performance of functional 
tasks for which the system was designed. 
e 
System Self-Maintenance - Automated and robotic systems should maintain 
operating conditions autonomously through fault tolerant designs, graceful 
failure techniques, modular designs with hierarchical structure where 
possible,and fault alarms to the module exchange level. Trade-offs between 
redundancies in the design, spare modules to be carried along, and built-in 
reliability are of prime concern. Manual maintenance should be restricted to 
module exchange operations. 
Functional Task Performance - The required functional task performance 
operations can be put into a few categories. At a high level of abstraction, 
these categories are distinguished from each other by the kind of subsystems 
they require for task implementation. 
Movement from the present position to another area of interest by free flight 
in space, or by driving, walking, rolling on a planetary surface, or by 
atmospheric flight, requires appropriate capabilities of navigation and 
mobility. Rendezvous, proximity operations, and docking with another body 
require proximity sensors, finely adjustable propulsion and mobility, and 
docking and attachment mechanisms. Inspecting objects with respect to 
given criteria requires appropriate sensors and identification and recognition 
capabilities, the latter being provided by artificial intelligence techniques. 
The handling and manipulation of such objects requires, in addition, grasping 
(docking) capabilities and objective oriented coordination (hand-eye 
coordination) of actuators and sensors. Finally, if there are more than one 
robot systems, they should be able to coordinate their activities with each 
other in a cooperative fashion. 
e 
C. Task Performance Operations 
Many functions in space could be performed by astronauts in space suits at the 
task site. However, there are many tasks which require larger, more powerful 
systems and with greater performance duration. Such systems may be tele- 
operated from a control station or :they may be robotic systems which require 
only intermittent supervisory control. 
EVA Functions - EVA operations require at least two astronauts with at most. .. 
moderate communication time delay (up to lunar distances) from a control 
station where at least one control operator is in continuing attendance. The 
control station may be on Earth, in orbit, or on a planetary surface. It requires 
display feedback systems about the remote operations and a voice input system 
for uplink communication. The astronauts at the worksite have suitable life 
support systems and tools to handle and manipulate objects which should be 
designed "astronaut friendly." The size of the handled objects is limited to "man 
size," and the operating cycle may reach a duration of not more than six hours. 
Teleoperated Functions - Many tasks require two cooperating systems, such as 
two astronauts or two robotic devices, at the work site. For two tele-operated e 
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robotic devices, we require in the control station one supervisory operator and 
two dedicated operators with display feedback, force feedback, and dedicated 
manipulative input systems. The communication time delay is restricted IO less 
than one second, preferably to less than one half of a second to avoid cbntrol 
instabilities. For tasks which require only one tele-operated robotic device, at 
least one operator and some time of the supervisor in the control station can 
be removed. If the operators can be rotated in shifts, the operating cycle is 
unlimited. In any case, the objects to be handled should be designed robot 
friendly. Both, astronauts and robotic devices, are expected to use tools. The 
objects to be handled should accordingly be designed tool friendly, while the 
tools should be designed either astronaut or robot friendly. 
Telerobotic Functions - If autonomous capabilities are added to the robotic' 
devices at the remote site, the communication time delay can be increased, 
accordingly. The operators in the control station then take on functions of 
supervisors providing intermittent supervisory monitoring and control and 
the time or number of operators may be reduced. 
D. General Design Guidelines 
Before considering and assessing the individual Exploration Class Missions and 
the corresponding scenarios, we are able to derive general design guidelines 
for automation and robotics from the preceding discussions and from the 
results of the - previously mentioned Robotics Workshop. 
Modular designs and self deployment techniques for structures, substructures, 
vehicles, machinery, etc. should be used to the degree possible. In these 
considerations, automated beam and truss building in space is a form of self 
deployment. In-space assembly is generally easier with fewer and larger 
objects than with many and smaller objects. Rendezvous and mating 
techniques with standardized interfaces should be used where possible, and 
complexity should be avoided. 
All objects that need to be manipulated should be designed EVA and robot 
friendly. They should be clearly labeled and easily identifiable from arbitrary 
orientations. They should be designed for easy grasping, which is important 
for items to be picked up and for crawling robots and astronauts. 
Unique operations and tasks requiring circumspection should generally not 
be automated. This task category includes replacements of modules, repairs, 
etc. Unique operations are relatively expensive to automate, and 
circumspection requires artificial intelligence technologies which are ... 
sometimes not readily available. 
Recurring operations and definable tasks, such as system monitoring, fault 
diagnosis,house-keeping,etc. should be automated to the fullest degree 
possible. Such autonomous capabilities can help the system reliability and can 
support system self maintenance. 
Software engineering and maintenance are lead items for all automation and 
robotic systems. Software systems should be conceptualized and designed in 
conjunction with the associated operational hardware systems. 
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At the remote site, systems autonomy allows us to limit the amount of required 
communications between the control station and the remote system, because 
the system is able to make many operational decisions on its own. The desire to 
reduce the communication traffic between control station and remote system 
may have numerous sources, such as planetary occultation, two-way light 
time, limited bandwidth, error rate, response time of equipment, etc. 
VI. BROAD ANALYSIS OF EXPLORATION SCENARIOS 
The following preliminary, high-level analysis is based on the above 
assessment and on material published by NASA Code Z about the Exploration 
Class Missions. The specific Exploration Scenarios are analyzed from the point 
of view of automation and robotics or human performance in all operational 
phases. The key operational elements pointing to significant involvement of 
automation and robotics and the issues requiring in depth study are. identified. 
A. Human Expedition to Phobos 
Requirements for A&R and HP for this Case Study are in Earth orbit, where the 
various subsystems of the cargo mission and the piloted mission will be 
assembled using automated rendezvous and docking operations. On the Martian 
surface, two landers with rovers will be automatically deployed. From the 
piloted Mars orbiting vehicle with a crew of four, the rovers will be tele- 
operated performing surface science investigations and sample return to the 
landers for lift-off and recovery by the orbiter. The surface of Phobos will be e explored through EVA operations. 
The required automation and robotics technologies are expected to be available 
by the Year 2000 primarily through preceding missions. The Space Station and 
its adjuncts will provide the technical basis and testing ground for the 
assembly operations in Earth orbit. The MRSR mission will use and qualify 
automation and robotics technologies required for the Mars surface 
operat ions.  
The crew of four in the piloted Mars orbiter requires the optimization of 
performance and scheduling when teleoperating the two rovers on the 
Martian surface. As a consequence, the rovers may require substantial 
autonomy for traversing, sample acquisition, and science performance. It may 
be required to share 
Earth. For example, long term plans and analyses could be done on Earth, while 
short term control operations could be performed by the orbiting crew. 
control of the rovers with the operations center on 
B. Human Expedition to Mars 
Thc rcquiremcnts for A&R and HP in this Case Study emerge at several places. 
In Earth orbit, various systems for both the cargo mission and the piloted 
mission are assembled using automated rendezvous and docking operations. To 
the degree possible self deployment techniques will be used as might, for 
example, be necessary for the fifty foot diameter Martian entry aeroshell. 
Fluid transfer operations will be made in LEO and in Mars orbit using 
specialized autonomous transfer mechanisms. Landing of the cargo vehicles 
and site preparation on the Martian surface will be done automatically e 
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primarily with self deployable systems. Two rovers will be tele-operated from a 
Martian based control station. 
Most of the required automation and robotics technologies will be available by 
the Year 2000 through preceding missions. Although, the assembly operations 
are more elaborate than for the Phobos Case Study, the demands on automation 
and robotics technology are about the same. The autonomous technologies for 
the teleoperation of the two rovers on the Martian surface are estimated to be 
somewhat less advanced than for the Phobos Case Study. 
There are however two notable exceptions which require special 
consideration. First, the fluid transfer tcchnology in zero gravity is not in 
hand and requires special study to determine the core of the problem and 
possible solution characteristics. Second, the fifty foot diameter Mars entry 
shell must be brought into Earth orbit in several pieces which must be 
deployed or assembled in space. This process appears to have special problems 
because of the required precisions for mating at the outer shell surface. 
C. Lunar Observatories 
As in the Phobos and Mars cases, this Case Study scenario requires Earth 
orbital assembly operations, including A&R and HP technologies for automated 
rendezvous and docking. Fluid transfer operations in LEO will use specialized 
autonomous transfer mechanisms. Emplacements of instruments and other 
machinery on the lunar surface will be done primarily through self 
deployable systems with some EVA. The emplaced science packages will then 
operate autonomously, except for occasional repair functionsif required. 
The necessary automation and robotics technologies will be available by the 
Year 2000. Much of the lunar surface instrumentation technology has been 
used on the Apollo project, although at a less elaborate level. However, similar 
as for the Mars case, the fluid transfer technology for zero gravity operations 
still needs study. 
D. Lunar to Early Mars Outposts 
Because of the complexity of this exploration scenario, the A&R and HP 
requirements in this Case Study are generally more extensive than for the 
previous cases. Systems will be assembled in Earth orbit at a LEO servicing 
node using automated rendezvous and docking operations. For the Martian 
entry aeroshell, self deployment or' special assembly procedures will be used. 
On the lunar surface, telerobotic techniques for mining and hauling, and 
autonomous techniques for propellant production and storage will be 
employed. The deployment of the corresponding machinery will be done 
automatically to the degree possible, and with the help of EVA. Propellant 
transfers in earth orbit, on or near the Moon, and in the vicinity, or on the 
surface, of Mars will be accomplished using specialized autonomous transfer 
mechanisms. Proximity operations at, and landing and operating on, Phobos or 
Deimos will partially be done automatically by self deployable equipment and 
partially by teleoperation. 
Many of the automation and robotics technologies will be available by the 
Year 2000, as stated for the previous Case Studies. Although, the overall extent 
of the assembly operations are here considerably more elaborate, the required 
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automation and robotics technologies are about the same. Similar statements 
can be made about the operations on the lunar surface and those in the 
vicinity of Mars. 
Nevertheless, there are several areas that require special consideration. The 
fluid transfer in zero gravity requires special study to define the problem and 
identify possible solutions. The 50 feet diameter Mars entry shell must be 
assembled or deployed in Earth orbit, which requires a feasibility study. The 
whole process on the Moon, starting with equipment deployment, tele- 
operated mining, automated propellant production, and automated propellant 
storage requires a system study based on previous related work by NASA. 
Finally, the details of autonomous or tele-operated rendezvous, docking, and 
surface operation on Phobos and Deimos require study and definition. 
E. Relative Evaluation of Benefits and Risks 
All of the Case Studies call for some level of automation and robotics. This is 
because the application of automation and robotic technologies can provide 
certain benefits. Exactly how much benefits in terms of higher reliability, 
more safety, greater performance,and lower costs is at the current level of 
scenario descriptions hardly possible to determine. Similarly, it is not possible 
to give precise indications about the technological risks involved in applying 
automation and robotics technologies that will not have had an appreciable 
track record. Nevertheless, taking into consideration the overall picture of 
each exploration scenario, heuristic, qualitative statements can be made about 
the relative benefits and risks involved (figure 2). 
Case Study: Benefit / Risk Analysiss 
(scale: lowest, low, high, highest) 
case study A&R Benefits A&R techn. 
Human Expedition 
to Phobos high high 
Human Expedition 
to Mars high low 
Lunar 
Observatories high lowest 
Lunar Outpost to 
Early Mars Outpost highest highest 
figure 2 
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 1  
The above high level evaluations indicated those areas that required further 
examination. Listed below are those areas of critical importance that have 
been addressed in the past year. 
A. Phobos Expedition Mars Rover 
In Case Study I, there is a question as to the effectiveness of the crew and the 
remote operations of rovers on Phobos and Mars. A study addressing this 
concern was performed by a study team at JPL (Appendix 11). 
B. Mining, Processing, and Propellant Storage on the Moon 
Case Study IV calls for the set-up and operation of a Lunar Oxygen Plant with 
little to no human interaction. A study addressing simply the question - can a 
LLOX plant nominally operate autonomously? was performed at ARC. 
Additional studies concerning the more difficult questions of plant set-up and 
contingency operations are planned for FY89. 
C. Assembly in Earth Orbit 
All of the Case Studies call for some degree of assembly in space, from the 
automated rendezvous and docking of Case Study I to the continual 
construction of vehicles in the infrastructure in Case Study IV. Due to the 
broad nature of this problem several efforts have been undertaken in this past 
year. The Robotics workshop identified the robotics systems options for in- 
space assembly. A study developing a possible scenario for the assembly of the 
vehicles described in Case Study I1 was performed by Boeing. This study 
defined the problem to a sufficient level of detail to begin performing A&R/HP 
assessments of the process. Issues of path planning dictated by the complex 
operations of in-space assembly are being examined at JPL. A last study is 
developing a database of the data from the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS) 
providing a metric of comparison of robotics systems in in-space assembly. 
D. Extended Automated Planetary Site Preparation 
Site preparation on the Moon and on Mars for temporary or permanent human 
habitability, as a scientific outpost, and for propellant production will require 
a substantial contribution from automation and robotics technologies. The 
objective of this area is to investigate the potential benefits to be derived using 
robotics for the preparation of planetary sites. This is an area of potentially 
high leverage as it allows for a more optimal use of man in these future 
exploration missions. 
E. Automated Rendezvous, Docking and Deployment on Phobos and 
D e i m o s  
Rendezvous, docking, and deployment of equipment on Phobos and/or Deimos 
poses special problems because of the low local gravity field. The objective of 
this area is to establish a conceptual approach for automating these 
operat ions.  
F. Automated Propellant Transfer Techniques in Zero Gravity 
The transfer of propellants and other fluids in a micro-gravity environment is 
indicated by all of the OEXP Case Studies. 
feasible standardized approach to automated docking, propellant transfer, and 
disengagement of propellant modules in Earth orbit is desired. 
For safety, cost, and efficiency a 
G. In-Space Refurbishing and Turnaround 
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The turnaround and refurbishing of spacecraft on orbit could prove to be a 
considerably more difficult task than even the initial, in-space, assembly of 
the same vehicles. Several studies in this areas are proposed. The first being 
performed at JPL, is examining the issue of structural integrity specifically 
the issue of automated check-out. 
These first studies performed by the A&R/HP SAA have the primary goal of 
establishing conceptual feasibility for automation, robotics, and crew 
application in the OEXP Exploration Class Case Studies. Future studies should 
continue to address the A&R/HP SAA objectives allowing automation and 
robotics to be incorporated into these missions during the design and systems 
integration phase. In this manner the utilization of both man and machine 
can be optimized. 
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APPENDIX 1 
REPORT ON THE WORKSHOP : 
ROBOTIC NEEDS FOR 
THE HUMAN EXPLORATION OF 
THE MOON AND MARS 
Held in Palo A l t o ,  California, 
on May 10-11, 1988 
September 1988 
Ames Research Center 
National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
FOREWORD 
In June 1987, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration established the 
Office of Exploration (OEXP) headed by John Aaron. This organization will provide 
recommendations and viable alternatives for an early 1990's national decision on a 
focused program for human exploration of the solar system, in particular to the Moon 
and Mars. OEXP appointed Special Assessment Agents (SAA) for several key technical 
areas. The role of the SAA is to, "analyze the exploration scenarios from the vantage 
point of 'chief engineer' for the parochial view point of their specific assignment". 
Specifically, the SAA should identify and evaluate systems, technology, 
configuration, and technique options that potentially have a high leverage or major 
impact on human exploration. The OEXP Robotics Workshop was a mechanism 
through which the SAA could draw on robotics expertise in the agency, Universities, 
and industry to explore realistic long-term robotics capabilities and to gain some 
understanding of the research required to obtain these capabilities. This will provide 
the basis for a realistic assessment of the robotics needs for future manned 
explorat ion.  
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AGENDA 
NASA OFFICE OF EXPLORATION'S 
WORKSHOP ON 
ROBOTIC NEEDS FOR THE HUMAN EXPLORATION OF THE 
MOON AND MARS 
May 10-11, 1988 
May 10, 1988 
8:30 a.m. Welcome - Vic Peterson 
8:45 a.m. Introduction - Michael Sims 
9:00 a.m. Remarks on the Office of Exploration - Ed Gabris 
9:30 a.m. Remarks on Project Pathfinder - Peter Friedland 
9:45 a.m. Workshop Objectives/Structure - Michael Sims 
1O:OO a.m. Mission Categories and Concepts 
9 In-Space Assembly - Brian Pritchard, 
presented by Stephen Katzberg 
Transportation Requirements - Fred Huffaker, 
presented by Harvey Feingold 
In Situ Resource Utilization - John Alred, 
presented by Tom Dollman 
Planetary Rovers - Michael Sims 
Human Factors Considerations - David Nagel 
11 :30 a.m. 
12:OO noon L u n c h  
1:30 p.m. Organize into workshop subgroups 
2:OO p.m. Break into subgroups for detailed discussions 
6:OO p.m. D i n n e r  
8:OO p.m. General meeting and discussions 
Discussion focusing on top level evaluations 
May 11, 1988 
8:30 a.m. Subgroup reports - Subgroup Chairs 
10:30 a.m. Task integration discussions 
12:OO noon L u n c h  
1:00 p.m. Overview discussions 
3:OO p.m. Summary/conclusions - Michael Sims 
4:OO p.m. 
5:OO p.m. Adjourn  
Proposal for a Remotely Manned Space Station - Marvin Minsky 
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Tom Mitchell, Carnegie-Mellon University 
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Doug Rohn, Lewis Research Center 
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Stan Rosenchein, SRI International 
Donald Rosenthal, Ames Research Center 
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0 INTRoDUCTIoN 
During the decade of the 1960's, humans expanded their horizons far beyond their 
natural Earth environment with both manned and unmanned spacecraft. In the 
former, man was placed in a benign environment of a spacecraft or spacesuit. In the 
latter, humans remained on earth, while they communicated with the unmanned 
spacecraft, receiving data remotely. This latter case is a simple example of 
teleoperations; man received data from space, through a network of sensors and 
telecommunications. The newly installed space telecommunication system enabled 
the operation of remote spacecraft as far as the moon, Mars, Venus, and later the 
outer planets. During the 1960's, such activities became known as teleoperation - 
teleoperation being defined as general-purpose, remotely controlled, cybernetic, 
dexterous, man-machine systems that augment and extend human sensory and 
manipulative abilities to remote places. 
The early spacecraft had only the most rudimentary physical control execution 
devices (special purpose actuators) that would, e.g., cause midcourse trajectory 
corrections, rotate solar panels toward the sun, and reorient instrument platforms for 
better viewing. General purpose, but still crude, manipulative, handling, and mobile 
vehicle devices were introduced early into lunar surface missions and have been 
improved upon ever since. 
Teleoperation in space has severe limitations that have become obvious as the 
operations with remote spacecraft have become more complex and the time delays 
between earth and the spacecraft have grown in orders of magnitude. For most 
operations a remote system should, at least to some degree, be able to sense, make 
decisions, and act autonomously, Le., the remotely placed machine should have some 
degree of intelligence. As early as 1967 this became obvious when the manipulator of 
the Surveyor I11 spacecraft was remotely operated from Earth to dig a small trench 
into the lunar soil and perform a series of simple tests. This process required 
attention by scores of operators and scientists waiting for video and other feedback 
information to confirm or negate every minute motion. Commanding the remote 
device at the level of a single degree of freedom proved extremely inefficient, even 
for the relatively short communication distance of seconds to the Moon. With 
telecommunication links that range from several minutes to hours in signal travel 
time, these inefficiencies will be compounded. For example, it has been estimated that 
a Mars roving vehicle would be usable only 4% of the time in a strictly teleoperated 
mode of operation, while a technically feasible intelligent robot system, needing but 
a minimum of support from Earth-based control stations, could operate at least 80-90% 
of the time. 
a 
Pcrhaps the most complicated space robot system built, to date, was the Viking Lander 
that was sent to Mars in 1976. It was reprogrammable from Earth and an 
autonomously working laboratory performed a series of experiments on anything it 
could reach with its manipulator. In a similar category of complexity and autonomy 
were the two Voyager spacecraft, launched in 1977 to flyby Jupiter in 1979, Saturn in 
1980/81, and Uranus in 1986. These still relatively crude intelligent robot systems 
included appreciable capabilities of intelligent decision making and action in 
response to uncertain environments and unanticipated events. They were designed 
for more than eight years of operational life, long range communications, high 
precision navigation, and reprogrammability in flight to support changing science 
requirements. The onboard computers could sequence onboard operations to adapt to a 
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differing data acquisition requirements and to isolate and replace faulty system 
elements by electronic switching. 
The incorporation of progressively more autonomous capabilities in spacecraft has 
been possible because of the tremendous advancements in electronics, sensors, 
communications, and computers since the 1960's. As a consequence, space missions 
have been able to cope with ever increasing complexity and data rates. For example, 
the data rates that could be handled by planetary missions have increased by about 
six orders of magnitude, while for Earth orbital missions, they have increased about 
three-and-one-half orders of magnitude. These trends are expected to continue at 
least through the late 1990's. 
The space program entered a new era on April 12, 1981, with the initial launch of the 
Space Shuttle, the first manned spacecraft designed for reuse. Planning of the Space 
Shuttle was started in the late 1960's in anticipation of a permanently manned space 
station. From the beginning it featured one or possibly two manipulator arms each 
about fifty feet long with seven degrees of freedom and controlled in a 
teleoperated/semiautomated mode with the human operator in the control station in 
front of the cargo bay. The manipulator arm tasks have included handling cargo, 
aiding the retrieval and deployment of satellites, and assisting astronauts in the 
repair of spacecraft. 
The resurrection of U.S. space travel with the Space Shuttle launch in late 1988 is the 
next important step towards constructing and operating a Space Station in Earth orbit 
during the 1990's and beyond. The space station has necessarily spawned a number of 
auxiliary transportation and operational systems which are now in the planning or  
design stage for operation in the middle to late 1990's. These systems include the EVA 
Retriever, the Flight Telerobotic Servicer (FTS), the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle 
(OMV), and the Orbital Transfer Vehicle (OTV). A Mars Rover and Sample Return 
(MRSR) mission is planned for 1998/2001. 
(HLLV) is planned to be available by the year 2001 with a delivery capacity of 
approximately 90 metric tons to low Earth orbit. 
In addition, a Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle 
Robotics and teleoperated systems exist on earth and are, in general, more complex 
and more developed than the systems that have been used in space. To assess the 
robotics capabilities required in the next several decades, it will be important to 
examine earth systems for their success, failures, techniques, and final design. In 
particular, the Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV), and other similar robotics, designed 
for underwater construction and repair will have design criteria that carry over to 
space robotics design. The underwater environment is especially applicable as it is 
dangerous in much the same way space is to man, and as the tasks are similar to those 
required for in-space assembly. 
OEXP: Case Studies in  Manned Exploration 
The Office of Exploration has developed four Case Studies - possible scenarios of the 
future manned exploration of space. These Case Studies define more specific domains 
and activities that may occur in the future manned space program. The mission 
concepts (Case Studies) currently under consideration by the NASA Office of 
Exploration include: 
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1.Human Expedition to Phobos - This mission will bring the first humans to 
the Martian moon Phobos to explore, conduct resource surveys, establish a 
science station, and conduct enhanced robotic explorations of Mars from 
Phobos. This Case Study strives to minimize the enabling technologies, life 
sciences research, and use of space station. 
' a  
2.Human Expedition to Mars - This mission will bring the first humans to the 
Martian surface to conduct local geological reconnaissance, emplace long- 
lived geophysical instruments, collect samples for return to Earth, and 
perform ancillary exploration of the Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos. This 
Case Study requires the in-space assembly of the Mars-Earth transit vehicles, 
yet still strives to minimize the enabling technologies. 
3.Lunar Observatory - This mission will establish a long-duration human- 
tended astronomical observatory on the far side of the Moon and conduct 
regional lunar explorations. This Case Study develops an infrastructure with a 
focus on surface science and also attempts to minimize the impact on low earth 
operat ions.  
4.Lunar Outpost to Early Mars Evolution - This mission begins with the 
development of a lunar science and resource outpost comprised of a lunar 
oxygen plant, local-to-regional geological exploration facilities, an 
astrophysical observatory, and a life sciences laboratory facility. Once the 
lunar outpost is operational, manned flights to Mars will be undertaken to 
perform local-to-regional geological explorations of the surface of Mars using 
manned and unmanned mobility systems, and to perform explorations on 
Phobos and Deimos for propellant extraction possibilities in support of 
subsequent missions. This mission will lead to a self-sufficient, sustained 
human presence beyond earth orbit providing the basis for continuing 
technology development and a broad infrastructure for growth. 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
The presentations and discussions served as the basis for the subgroup deliberations. 
They provided the background information on the OEXP program, other current NASA 
programs(Pathfinder), the workshop objectives and structure, and the the barrier 
issues in the current OEXP plans. 
Ed Gabris of the Office of Exploration, HQ, outlined the Exploration Themes and 
Scenarios. Referring to the Sally Ride Report, "High Frontier," as a background 
document, he presented the main goals of the national space policy and proceeded to 
state the goal of the Office of Exploration as "to provide recommendations and 
alternatives for an early 1990's national decision on a focused program for human 
exploration of the Solar System." Precursor missions including a Mars Observer, a 
Lunar Observer, and a Mars Rover & Sample Return are important steps towards the 
Exploration Type Missions that include human expeditions to Mars and Phobos, 
extratcrrestrial science outposts, and evolutionary expansion towards a permanent 
human presence on the Moon and Mars. 
The Project Pathfinder was presented by Peter Friedland (ARC). Project Pathfinder is 
organized around four major thrusts: (1) Exploration, (2) Operations, (3) Humans-in- 
Space, and (4) Transfer Vehicles. Each thrust focuses on a set of key technology a 
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elements to support critical mission capabilities. These elements include such items as 
planetary surface sample acquisition and analysis, power and propulsion, optical 
communications, autonomous rendezvous and docking, extraterrestrial resources, in- 
space assembly and construction, EVA, human performance, autonomous landers, 
fault tolerant systems, lunar and planetary operations using robotic systems, and the 
l ike.  
Michael Sims (ARC) pointed out that generally the problems of the Exploration Typc 
Missions are broad and complex. However, in this Workshop, the concentration is 
only on questions involving robotics within the scope and objectives as laid out for 
the Special Assessment Agents of the Office of Exploration. 
Stephen Katzberg (LaRC) presented, for Brian Pritchard(LaRC) an overview of issues 
as they pertain to on-orbit assembly, servicing, and check-out (attachment). The 
concept of operational nodes in Earth orbit, in the vicinity of the Moon, and in a 
Martian orbit was described. Various options in connection with the Space Station 
were identified, and tradeoff parameters of human versus teleoperation or  robotics 
were discussed. Some big issue items were identified, such as mechanisms, propellant 
transfer in space, and multiple interconnects during docking and assembly. Some of 
these issues were amplified in the following presentation. 
In particular, Harvey Feingold (SAIC) discussed material from Fred Huffaker (MSFC) 
on early automation and robotics demands driven by low Earth orbital transportation 
requirements (attachment). Specific demands for the Phobos Expedition, the Mars 
Expedition, the Lunar Observatories, and the Evolutionary Expansion were identified, 
and requirements for low Earth orbital operations were presented. Some of the 
transportation related automation and robotics issues are summed up as follows: (1) 
A&R as a substitute for human presence during low Earth orbit assembly and check- 
out; (2) criteria for the use of automation versus telerobotics; (3) risk versus cost 
drivers for A&R developments; (4) enablement and enhancement of transportation 
activities by A&R. 
Tom Dollman (MSFC, ARC) representing John Alred (JSC) presented barrier issues for 
planetary surface systems and provided a lunar outpost scenario and a lunar base 
scenario with early self-sufficiency (attachment). The scenarios illustrated concepts 
for the utilization of lunar soil as radiation protection of habitations and as structural 
material. Various concepts for surface construction, material processing, mining, and 
transportation were discussed. The A&R impacts in terms of humans versus telerobots 
and robots were pointed out for consideration. 
Finally, David Nagel(ARC) gave an insightful talk on human factors considerations 
based on cockpit conversations during critical flight operations. Various examples of 
failures of human-machine integration were pointed out. A case was made that the 
problems associated with the coordination of multiple automated agents is far from 
being solved and requires that humans and their system characteristics be 
considered early in the design process. 
WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES 
Space missions to be launched about 15 years from now will utilize state-of-the-art 
technologies of ten years from today. Automation and robotics technologies have 
developed at a tremendous rate in the past and are expected to develop at an even 
greater rate in the future. Since analytical technology forecasting models are 
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lacking, it is extremely difficult to make accurate predictions about the technical 
capabilities a decade hence. Nevertheless, in planning future manned missions to the 
Moon and Mars, it is important to make judgments concerning what is and what is not 
a feasible technology in one to two decades from today. 
it to assume that a particular in-space assembly task will be doable in the year 2002, 
or that propellant production can occur on the Martian surface in the year 2005? 
For example, how realistic is 
The Workshop on Robotic Needs for the Human Exploration of the Moon and Mars, 
held May 10-11, 1988, in Palo Alto, California was designed to assess mission needs, 
estimate technology adequacy, and appraise the feasibility of required advancements 
for the OEXP defined advanced missions. Specifically, the workshop utilized experts in 
robotics to : 
1. identify the research and development required for these missions 
2. identify the system options 
3. identify the potential barriers in the robotics assumptions of the missions 
4. identify the areas of potential high return in the missions relative to robotics 
5. communicate to the University community the objectives and mission 
requirements of the Office of Exploration 
WORKSHOP METHODOLOGY 
Leading experts in robotics were invited from NASA, academia, and industry. In 
addition there were OEXP and other NASA personnel present to provide information 
as needed on the assumptions, background and programmatic aspects of space mission 
planning and implementation. 
The workshop began with overview presentations about the Office of Exploration 
program, the Case Studies, and some of the barrier issues to be addressed. 
After the presentation of the background material, to better approach the problems 
at hand the participants broke into five subgroups. Each of these subgroups forms a 
representative subsection of the whole of robotics. 
1. Mobility - wheeled, legged, free flight in space, movement around space 
structures, hopping, balloon flight, etc. 
2. Manipulation of Objects - picking up objects (tools,rocks, etc.), manipulating 
beams in orbit, manipulating samples on a planetary surface, performing 
electrical and hydraulic connections, bolting, welding, digging, excavating, 
etc.  
3. Perception and Environmental Interpretation - object interpretation, 
fault diagnosis, instrument analysis, understanding of soil conditions, etc. 
4. Navigation and Position Information - knowing where you are and 
determining how to get somewhere else by free flight, space structure 
crawlers, planetary surface mobility, etc. 
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5. System Integration - getting everything to work together, interface issues, 
overall intelligent control, man-machine interfaces, computing hardware, 
coordination between intelligent agents, etc. 
Each of these subgroups addressed the objectives described above with respect 
primarily to in-space assembly, planetary exploration, and planetary 
mininghitework. The results included: 
1. problem definition 
the domain 
the mode of operation 
the options and characteristics 
. level of complexity 
research issues 
design suggestions 
2. potential problems 
M o b i l i t y :  
Mobility involves more than simple locomotion. It includes also reliability and 
redundancy, hotel functions and support, stowing and deployment, control and 
models, platform stability and reaction, stabilization and smooth motion, 
miniaturization and scaling, and mass volume and power of the locomotion of 
payloads and the robotic element itself. The options chosen for each of these are 
highly dependent on the environment, level of structure and the drivers for 
motion(figure 1). In very general terms, in-space assembly will take place in a more 
structured environment in a more recipe driven mode, while planetary exploration is 
in a less structured environment and consequently requires a more event driven 
mode of operation. Sitework exists at the intersection of assembly and exploration 
having features of each in both environment and probable mode of operation. 
figure 1 
adapted from Mobility Subgroup viewgraph 
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Due to the strong influence of environment and mode of operation, mobility can be 
broken into four subtasks. These include, in the space environment, structure 
traversal and flying and docking and , on the planetary surface, exploration and 
sitework and support (figure 2). It is at this level of detail that the characteristic 
modes of operation and tasks can be defined(figure 3). 
e 
PLANET SITEWORK 
STRUCTURES EXPLORATION AND SUPPORT 
Explolt Offboard 
Resource 
figure 2 
adapted from Mobility Subgroup presentation 
Self-Rellrnce 
In-Space Assembly 
p z T G q  T] 
Contact I Reaction Reaction, Thrusting, 
with Cooperative Surface Impacting 
Clasrkrl Objed Modes 
IlmDow Structure) 
Opporlunllies lo Plan, Mark 
I, Surface Operations 
I Exploration I 
Passive Presence 
and Support 
Engage and Modify 
Natural Environment 
Offboard Resources I Possible Extreme Self-Reliance 
Natural Environment 
Irregular Geometries; Diffuse, Natural Materials 
figure 3 
adapted from Mobility Subgroup presentation 
With the domain of the problem well defined, the subgroup conclusions were 
altcrnative and enabling technologies for the different modes of mobility. In 
summary :  e Structure Traversal: 
Enabling technologies A1 t e rna t ives  
1 1  
prehensile locomotion 
rails, trolley 
booms, cranes 
serpentine locomotion 
Fly and Dock: 
AI ternatives 
thrusters 
springers, hoppers 
grapple and reel 
grasping 
proprioceptive contact 
targeting grasp points 
tether management 
connector mating 
bracing by holds or leaning 
actuator conflict, n-chains 
Enabling technologies 
reaction mass and resupply 
real-time,dynamic 
marking and rigging 
preclude damage to self and 
task model includes all physics 
teleoperations assistance 
interaction for auto-dock 
landing sites 
structure 
Planetary Exploration and Site Mobility: 
Alterna t ives  Enabling technologies 
rolling, tracks generate reaction by 
rolling, wheels looking to terrain 
walking complete predictive models 
serpentine of intended motion for 
bounding planning,control, safeguard 
full models of contingency 
complete data for state 
and recovery 
model 
In addition the mobility subgroup identified the concerns across configurations 
relative to mobility: 
control of complex plans 
mechanism model of multiple closed chains (walking and prehension) 
degeneration to crippled locomotion - graceful degredation to alternative mode 
hotel and housekeeping 
safeguard at all cost 
predictability of achieving intended locomotion goals 
completeness of diagnostics, contingency 
Swiss army knife versus specialized 
power 
M a n i p u l a t i o n :  
Manipulation includes the devices, the materials, the control, the mechanics, and the 
planning of the manipulation of objects. These manipulations may be gross 
movements or, perhaps more interestingly, fine interactions with physical systems. 
Unlike mobility, the background environment has a very limited effect on 
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manipulation, except in the engineering attributes required of, for example, a space 
versus a planetary system. Instead, the local background - which can be influenced 
early on in the design process plays a more important role. 
The largest barrier issue for robotic manipulation was perceived to be the importance 
of teleoperation. 
the development of telerobotic technologies, exploration missions are unrealistic in 
terms of crew safety, cost, and schedules". The importance on teleoperations comes 
from the fact that it, in many situations, is the least complex mode of operation while 
simultaneously providing the greatest range of operational capabilities. Even so, 
there is currently no centralized commitment to developing telerobotic assembly 
capabili t ies.  
"Unless NASA makes a significant and continuing commitment for 
A second potential barrier issue is that there are elements of environmental 
engineering that must be included from the very beginning of the design and 
development process. In fact, " [you] cannot separate the design of the task and the 
design of the agent (manipulator, human,...)". This influences the requirement for 
modularity in the structure and the agent as well as such characteristics as 
commonalty, and verification means, ... thus, any manipulation system being examined 
for future manned space exploration should not be disjoint from the development of 
space hardware. 
Basic research needs for the exploration class missions in the next decade in the area 
of manipulation were identified as the following areas including modes of operations, 
mechanical systems, software, and materials. 
Teleoperation 
Variable delay times e 
Force/non-force feedback 
Tactile/non-tactile feedback 
Visual feedback (resolution, depth, color, contrast) 
Anthropomorphic issues 
Dynamic workcell 
Task scaling 
Simulation 
Mechanics  
Contact . Impact 
Adhesion 
Mating 
Kinematics 
Planning 
Uncertainty and unpredictability 
Task characterization 
Sensor based strategy 
Global versus local strategies e 
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Learning 
Devices 
Actuators 
Arms 
End Effectors 
Sensors 
Mater ia ls  
Joint-seals 
Adhesives 
Lubricants 
Super conductors 
Controls 
High degree of freedom manipulators 
Flexible structures 
Small devices coordination 
Non-collocated entities coordination 
P e r c e p t i o n :  
Perception involves the sensing of the environment and objects in the environment 
by a robot for either local or remote use. The information is used to model the local 
environment. 
obtained through observation, or may be a combination of both. It may include 
geometrical, physical, operational, and semantic aspects. The techniques for sensing 
and the data required from the sensors varies with the different environments of 
free space and planetary surfaces. In the free space environment, one can generally 
assume that there are good models available and that there is adequate 
instrumentation to establish spatial relationships. On a planetary surface, models are 
more dependent on precursor science missions and the quality and types of sensors. 
The data for such modeling may be in the robot computer, may be 
The key problems in perception in a free space environment is the inability to 
quantify performance. On planetary surfaces one has to cope with additional 
problems, such as: (1) recognition of geological characteristics, surface features for 
navigation, and task specific features; (2) dynamic acquisition of knowledge; (3) self- 
understanding and internal calibration; and (4) tasking language for 
r e p r o g r a m m i n g .  
In addition to these environment specific concerns there are two potential barrier 
issues in perception. First, there is no general purpose vision system. Second, 
environmental modeling is required. Research is being performed in the first, 
however, to perform the Case Studies as prescribed, the vision systems will need to be 
greatly expanded and refined. The vision system is one form of sensor that can allow 
man to remotely operate. Operationally, a well-developed vision system will save on 
cost, increase crew and remote vehicle/robot safety, and allow for a greater scientific 
return. Environmental modeling is an inexpensive means to prepare the robotic 
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systems being developed. In the area of perception, such models are required in order 
to develop the software to a sufficient level to achieve the mission goals. 
The inability to quantify performance, recognition of features, knowledge 
acquisition, vision systems, and environmental models are all general areas that 
require research prior to embarking on these future space missions. These areas 
have been examined to a sufficient level of detail to identify a few of the more 
specific enabling capabilities for perception. Table 1 lists the enabling capabilities 
for various space activities and evaluates them with respect to need and time. Note 
that in this list, all of the enabling capabilities are required in the next three to five 
years, and two-thirds are required in the next one to two years to achieve the 
prescribed missions. 
ENABLING CAPABILITIES 
FOR SPACE ACTlVmES 
DlmCULTYOFDOMAlN 
KNEERING 
zLY/DOCK/ 
GRAPPLE 
M 2  
R 112 
R 112 
R 213 
R 112 
R 1-2 
M 2  
1 - 2  
N-SPACE 
ESEMBLY 
R 2  
R 113 
M 2  
R 112 
R 1  
M 2  
1 - 2  
USPECTDN 
M 1-3 
R 1  
M 3  
R 2  
M 2-3 
R 112 
R 2-3 
R 2  
M 2-3 
R 2-3 
3 
AUTO 
ANDING 
R 2  
R 112 
R 2  
R 1  
M 2  
1 - 2  
UffACE 
IAV. EXP 
.mm 
R 2-3 
R 1  
R 2-3 
M 1-2 
R 2-3 
R 1-2 
M 2-3 
R 1-2 
R 1-2 
M 1  
R 2  
R 2  
R 2  
R 1-2 
R 2-3 
R 2  
R 1-2 
R 3  
R 2-3 
R 1-3 
R 113 
R 1-3 
R 213 
R 112 
R 3  
R 2  
A 2  
R 213 
1 - 2  
CODesr 
R = required 
M = might be required 
1 = 1-2 years 
2 = 3-5 years 
3 I science needed first 
table 1 
AIB: 
'A' with domain engineering 
"6" without 
adapted from perception subgroup presentation 
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Navigation and Position Information 
As with the other subtasks of robotics, navigation is dependent on the environment 
and mode of operation. The classification spectra across which the differences in 
navigation range can be listed as follow: 
e n v i r o n m e n t :  
> unstructured environment structured environment - - - - - - -  
(dumb robot) (intelligent robot) 
mode of operation: 
> map-based (cat) process-based (roach) ------- 
te leoperated - - - - - - -  > local control 
> roving tasks - - - - - - -  construction tasks 
surface operations (gravity) - - - - - - -  > 3 -space (micro - g) 
figure 4 
adapted from Navigation subgroup presentation 
For navigation, onboard computing power, in terms of fast array processors capable 
of putting data structures on ill-structured domains and developing mechanisms for 
knowledge acquisition and model revision, will need to be available. 
The 
e 
e 
a 
e 
m 
e 
e 
a 
near term navigation capability development tasks should concentrate on: 
integrating route planning with large terrain databases, manipulator planning, 
and science planning 
execution monitoring 
uncertainty information 
expectation generation 
feature information 
automation of landmark selection 
automation of planetary surface navigation 
navigation aids for teleoperation 
As a summary, table 2 provides evaluation results, where the extremes of some 
parameter spectra are evaluated with respect to various operational situations on 
planetary surfaces and in three-dimensional space. The associated key symbols give 
an indication about relevance, complexity, and importance of the chosen parameters 
in various domains. 
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'non-teleoperable' 'teleoperable' 
surface 
roving roving 
construct. 
structured M v 7  
environment v 4  v 2  v 4  
M environment 
unstructured 
process-based G I  .EA Gl.E.6 G I  ,E.5 
mapbased G I  .E3 GI,E,2 G1 ,E,5 
teleoperation K+I GI .E.3 G1 ,E.7 
local control v 5  v 3  v 7  
System Integration: 
The Systems Integration subgroup attempted to structure the problem along 
dimensions of location: where the primary system operates, process: what the system 
does, and agent: what type of system it is. Parameters entering these considerations 
were system availability, response time, number of repetitive actions, communication 
delay, completeness and certainty of environment determination, degree of the 
structure, and to some degree, cost. 
e 
3-space 3-space 
roving constr. 
v 5  V 8  
V 6  v 5  
GI  ,E,6 G I  ,E,7 
G I  ,E,5 G I  ,E.7 
GI  .E.4 G I  ,E.5 
v 3  v 5  
Basic problems in robotics system integration for exploration-type missions and 
design guidelines for those areas requiring research: 
functional organization 
structural organization 
function to structure mapping 
communication (machine-machine. man-machine, man-man) 
bandwidth  
protocols (data, images, video, actions, goals, plans) 
geometry, image, physical, goals, plans, state, actions, model building from 
. world modeling, representations 
sensed information, parameter identification . intelligent control 
def in i t ion  
coordination (sequential, parallel, shared - multi-level), division of 
primitive operations 
mode switching 
strategy building 
dcsign for assembly, maintenance, evolution 
tolerances/sensing uncertainty, control errors/strategy relation 
scalc 
e 
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software: realtime, distributed, large, production environment, debugging, 
maintenance, AI support 
A distillation of these issues to eight major research issues, which were evaluated 
with respect to the application domains in-space assembly, planetary exploration, and 
lunar mining, are presented in Table 3. 
humanhnachine 
integration 
design for assembly 
and maintenance 
intelligent 
communications 
tele-automatlon 
deep modeling of 
situations & actions 
architectures 
on-board 
computation 
manual & automatic 
lifecycle evolution 
in-space 
assembly 
E l  
v 2  
E 3  
H 2 (wlocated) 
E 3 (ground based) 
E(physics) 2 (?) 
v 3 (?) 
v 1 (?) 
H 3  
planetary 
exploration 
N 1  
v 2  
N 3  
v 3  
v 3  
v 2(?) 
v 2(?) 
E 3  
lunar 
mining 
N 1  
E 2  
N 3  
N 2  
N 2  
v 2  
E 2 (?) 
N 3  
KEY: 
1 - 1-2 years 
2 = 3-5 years 
3 = 6-10 years 
V = vital 
H = enhancing 
N = not applicable 
table 3 
adapted from system integration subgroup presentation 
C o n c l u s i o n s  
One of the most important conclusions that came from the different subgroups was 
the identification of those areas of robotics that need top be at a greater level of 
development in the next decade for the successful embarkment upon manned 
exploration class missions as defined by the OEXP Case Studies. Specifically these 
technologies are required for in-space assembly and planetary operations including 
mining and exploration. Some of the robotic technologies that will be required to be 
available within the next one-two years, in preparation for these future manned 
space missions include are the following: 
on-board computation improvements 
inspec t ion  
fast flight processors 
rapid remote programming 
suite configuration - inspection, navigation, surface operations 
new sensor technology - auto-landing,navigation, operations 
sensors 
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navigation aids for teleoperations (LEO) 
techniques for structuring the 3-space domain, i.e. bar codes 
telerobotics 
force/nonforce feedback 
visual fidelity (resolution, depth perception, colour, contrast) 
task scaling 
9 simulation (LEO assembly) 
position calibration via navigation aids, grip locations, docking locations, part 
reliability, redundancy, predictability 
control/models 
rapid remote programming 
hotel and housekeeping, safeguard at all costs (MRSR) 
id en t i f i c  at  i on  
Additional areas that will require development within the next three to five years are 
as follow: 
artificial intelligence: 
integration of route and manipulator planning 
performance assessment, inspection, execution monitoring 
expectation generation (in-space assembly) 
mechanism for knowledge acquisition and model revision 
planning: uncertainty and unpredictability, task characterization, sensor based 
control o f  high DOF manipulators, flexible structures, small devices(coordination), 
automation of landmark selection, planetary surface 
automation of planetary surface navigation, including planning, control, 
safeguard, contingency and recovery 
Swiss army knife vs specialist robotics 
integration of route and manipulator planning 
integration of route and science planning 
architectures (planetary surface) 
perception task specification language 
perceptual servo-loops 
execution monitoring (in-space assembly) 
expectation generation 
complete task decomposition/execution from hi-level prescription 
recognition of known objects 
strategy, global vs local strategies, learning 
non-collocated entities, complex plans a 
sensor technologies: 
sensor data filtering to focus attention (LEO) 
sensor modeling for self calibration 
proprioceptive contact 
models: 
modeling terrain shape and type 
mechanism model of multiple closed chains 
non-semantic models of the terrain 
engineering: 
design for assembly and maintenance 
display internal model to operator (i.e. heads-up display) 
array flight processors (in-space assembly) 
devices: actuators, arms, end effectors, sensors 
a 
19 
materials: joint seals, adhesives, lubricants, superconductors 
mechanics: contact, impact, adhesion, mating, kinematics 
minia tur iza t ion /sca l ing  
telerobotics: 
telerobotics - variable time delays 
telerobotics - anthropomorphic issues 
telerobotics - tactilehontactile 
telerobotics - dynamic work cell 
te le-automation 
These two lists of cross-scenario robotics requirements within the next decade 
indicate 1)the large number of areas that require further development in order to 
carry out scenarios such as those presented by the Office of Exploration, 2)some of the 
broad areas that should be addressed. 
Other, broad, conclusions arrived at by the participants of the OEXP Robotics 
workshop are as follow: 
1. The in-space assembly process is possible with reasonable extensions of 
technology - depending on appropriate design and structure (i.e., size, 
interconnects, etc.) of the components. There was a strong feeling that with 
appropriate care taken in the design of components and the assembly process, 
the tasks are doable with robotic technology. One can not separate the task, the 
component design, and the design of the effecting agent. It is unreasonable to 
assume that robots in space will take over all assembly tasks currently done on 
the Space Shuttle at KSC. However, robots may ease the assembly burden for 
well designed processes. 
2. All parts, which must be manipulated, should be designed robot friendly. For 
example, all parts should have clear machine readable labels, and should be 
designed for easy robot grasping. Designers should strife for compatibility 
between robot friendly and EVA friendly designs. 
3. Design of the task/design of the agent should be performed simultaneously 
3. Technology options for the Office of Exploration missions 
4. Greater computing power in space; faster, allowing rapid remote programming 
5. Teleoperations will be required due to the crew safety, cost, and schedules 
The Robotics Workshop also opened communications and interchanges with the 
university community and industry and established a broader understanding by the 
participants of the OEXP missions. 
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An Overview of On-Orbit Assembly/Servicing/Check-out Issues 
Stephen Katzberg, LaRC 
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Automation/Robotic Challenges Driven by LEO 
Transportation Requirements for Leadership Initiatives 
Harvey Feingold, SAIC 
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Proposal For a Remotely Manned Space Station 
Marvin Minsky 
PROPOSAL FOR A REMOTELY MANNED SPACE STATION 
Marvin Mnsky, MIT 
The United States is in trouble in space. Budgets are up, transportation is down, and our systems 
have turned into complex, expensive dinosaurs that require so many years of planning in advance 
that they cannot respond to new opportunities. 
What went wrong? The trouble was in thinking that we had only two alternatives: either having 
people working in space - or using self-contained machinery. Both choices led to spacecraft that 
were expensive, rigid, and hard to repair - and required so many years of planning in advance that 
they could not respond to new opportunities. Fortunately, there is another alternative that 
accomplishes more at far less cost. 
Design a space station made of modular parts like those of an Erector set. 
Develop mechanical h a d  that can be remote-controlled from distant hcations. 
Train earth-based workrs to build the station in space - using simulators. 
Send h a d  into orbit with a stockpile of parts. 
Use people working on earth to assemble the actual space station . 
Finally, assemble life-support systems and living quarters. 
Populate them with human scientists and explorers. 
The initial cargo will include systems for power, propulsion, and communication that use 
conventional components of established reliability. The novel aspect is to include three remote- 
controlled mobile mechanical manipulators - call them "telerobots" - along with a stockpile of 
modular parts. Because the telerobots themselves are modular, they will be able both to build new 
structures and to maintain and repair other telerobots . 0 
The initial cost of a "remotely manned" space station could be very modest. Safety and life- 
support demands are minimal until we send up human scientists and explorers - after fist using the 
telerobots to construct and test life-support systems and living quarters. The technology can all be 
developed in a very few years. In less than a decade, the project would be years ahead of what is 
being planned today. 
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INGREDIENTS OF A REMOTELY MANNED SPACE STATION 
THE TELEROBOTS. The station is equipped with three or more remote-controlled hechanical 
hands that can move themselves from place to place. The telerobots are controlled by h h a n  
operators who have donned "control suits" that translate movements of the operator into 
corresponding telerobotic acts. Each telerobot, in turn, provides its operator with a sense of 
"telepresence" by returning feedback in the forms of visual, auditory and tactile sensations. The 
first human operators will work on Earth but can later be based on the station itself or on the 
surface of Mars or the Moon. The mechanical hands must be versatile enough to assemble and 
maintain most space station components and we must also be sure that any telerobot can 
disassemble and repair another telerobot. 
THE MICROMODULES: To insure that the telerobots will be able to manipulate components 
of the space station, we adopt a policy of using modular components wherever possible. In effect, 
the entire station should be composed mainly of elements in the style of those of construction toys 
like @Erector, @Meccano, or OTinkerToy. Every exposed surface should be studded with 
"Attachment-points" at frequent intervals, and these should be carefully engineered to easily mate 
with suitable Connector devices so that they can be used, not only for assembling larger structures, 
but also to enable the telerobots to move from place to place. Each Attachment-point is also 
labelled with a unique, easily machine-readable idennfkation mark to enable a computer system to 
keep track of all spacebome materials. 
Diiital ID Code Attachment Points 
There are many advantages to adopting this "micromodular *I policy. It will enable us to re-use the 
same parts, at different times, for many different purposes. Because it makes it much easier to 
represent both the structures themselves and the skills involved in assembling them, it will not only 
reduce the total inventory mass of material and spare parts, but simplify simulation, assembly, and 
design. 
THE SIMULATOR: The micromodular policy will make it easier to develop a computer system 
for simulating the entire station in great detail, not only under present and actual conditions, but 
also under hypothetical conditions proposed from any terminal. That Simulator would have access 
to a data base that normally knows the locations of every component and its Attachment-points. 
The data base should also know as much as possible about physical states of every part: stresses, 
velocities, temperatures, currents, etc. This data base could then be used to enhance the telerobots 
with supervisory control and, eventually, to automate whichever operations we can reliably 
program. The data base can help in assembling new systems, by determining which materials are 
available - or can be borrowed from other systems that can tolerate the resulting down-time. Thus, 
such a system would at first operate under direct human control, but would be open to advances in 
automation as we develop and upload morc advanced automatic systems. 
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STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 
Phase I: Before initial launch will be a period for developing the ingredients of the project. 
During this period, many things can be d m e  concurrenily. Develop the modular components and 
connectors, for space structures as well as those for the telerobots. Develop the telepresence 
communication systems for the sensors and actuators. Build one Telerobot and use it to assemble 
the others. Start training workers on Earth in the operational and maintenance skills for 
constnicting various structures and assemblies. 
Phase II. The initial launch will place an unmanned station in LEO, equipped with conventional 
packages for power, orbital maneuver propulsion, and satellite communications. The principal 
payload will consist of three telerobots and a stockpile of parts. All further additions will be 
assembled by the telerobots, which are controlled by workers on the ground to reconfigure or 
extend structures whenever necessary. Because it is both desirable and feasible to move very 
slowly at fmt, the initial configuration will have very modest power and communication 
requirements. Less than 100 watts might suffice. 
telerobotlc hands 
propulsion power com 
Each hand can repair the others. 
Controlled from distant locations. 
Tolerate heat, cold, vacuum, and loneliness. 
A useful early operation would be to assemble a large experimental antenna, and to practice using a 
Telerobot to steer it. If successful, this would increase the teleopention feedback bandwidth for 
subsequent operations. 
Phase HI. Ship additional parts and supplies, still using remote control from the earth to 
assemble and operate instruments for scientific research. The next exercises should include: 
Practice Telerobot dissassembly and repair. Experiment with battery transfer operations. Launch 
materials for life-support systems and living quarters. Assemble and test these larger structures. 
Launch materials for commercial prototypes. Experiment with tethered moderate-gravity habitat 
and free-flying operations. 
Phase IV. Begin larger scale operations, including human habitats and commercial operations. 
Introduce semi-automatic assembly operations, using supervisory control, CAD, and planning 
programs to design new structures. Assemble and test a pressurized human habitat with life- 
support equipment. Proceed to send up human scientists and explorers We can use similar 
procedures to assemble a lunar base and an interplanetary exploration vessel. 
By adopting this strategy for going into space, we can prepare each expedition by using earth- 
based workers to do what in space would be much more dangerous, expensive, and difficult. The 
result would be savings in safety, cost, and time. 
. 
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MICROMODULARITY 
We use here the term "micromodule" for the idea that, wherever possible, every structure should 
be composed of standardized objects. (In contemporary space station jargon, the term "module" is 
sometimes applied to any self-contained system - even one as large as an entire space shuttle 
payload.) The micromodules will usually resemble the components of children's' mechanical 
construction sets, and the policy would be to assemble larger structures from them wherever there 
is no critical reason not to. Even a simple box might be composed of many plates and angle 
beams. Sometimes this policy leads to increase in mass because of needing more fasteners. 
However, it will also lead to reductions in mass when the parts of systems are reclaimed for other 
applications. In any case, every micromodule should be convered with conveniently located 
"Attachment-points", each marked with a unique and precisely located optical identification pattern. 
These Attachment-points make it possible to assemble larger structures, by using Fasteners. 
The Fastener technology is critical, and needs devices that are easily applied and removed, but also 
lock with a specified strength. We might use reversible welding techniques. The design of the 
identification marking is critical, too. The policy of adopting uniform surface identification 
patterns would make it feasible to maintain an international register in which every object launched 
into space could have a unique and permanent ID that would let us use pattern-recognition software 
to keeping track of every Attachment-point. Whenever a new structure is needed, a computer- 
based design system could automatically investigate the availability of materials. This includes 
other, already assembled systems. These spatial ID markings could also be used to locate passive 
monitoring devices, such as thermal and stress indications that indicate conditions by changing 
how they appear to optical scanners. Since such indicators would require no other hardware 
provisions, they can be supplied in massive quantities at very little cost. 
AUTOMATING ROBOTIC ASSEMBLY. What if we wanted a telerobot to grasp a certain 
object? We have already discussed having humans do such things "by hand" - that is, by using 
remote control. But we might also want our telerobot to be able to work automatically, without 
human assistance. In general, the art of robotics is not yet advanced enough to provide us with 
reliable automatic manipulation programs; in particular, our technology for Machine Vision is still 
too weak. However, because we could very easily develop robust vision software for dealing 
with the precise and unambiguous visual ID markings of our micromodular components, there is 
no need to wait for the maturity of more advanced computer-vision systems. Very simple vision 
software could reliably locate Attachment-points. Then, using suitable data-bases for the spatial 
form of every object, it should be easy to develop effective manipulation programs. Such systems 
could be made extremely foolproof by testing the match, at every step, between the appearance of 
the actual scene with> that predicted by the Simulator. When any discrepancy appears, the system 
could call for human assistance. 
MOBILITY. How do the telerobots move? This would be very difficult in a conventional 
spaceship, where each change in location would pose a novel mooring problem. However, every 
surface of the micromodular spaceship is studded with Attachment-points, and the telerobots can 
exploit these for mobility! At every step, the Simulator would propose attachment-points for the 
next step, so that the telerobot can move by grasping one attachment-point after another - as soon 
as each point's actual existence is confirmed, whether by vision or by feel. Simulation could also 
c o n f m  each attachment-point's suitability for the expected stress or load. 
GRAVITY. Our traditional approach has not exploited the virtues of space, but has usualiy 
regarded vacuum and lack of gravity as antagonists to be battled at all cost. This has led to 
wasting of orbiting mass - the most expensive resource of all. The remotely-manned 
micromodular scheme offers substantial savings in mass by reducing life support requirements, by 
making materials reusable, and by exploiting the use of ballistic transport methods which eliminate 
piping, wiring, and other materials. 
l 
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TELEROBOTS SHOULD BE MODULAR, TOO 
How can we supply power and signal to the motors and sensors of our telerobots while they move 
around so much? These problems have been difficult in designing terrestrial robot arms. 
However, these problems should actually be simpler in space, where the power requirements are 
surprisingly small; a typical motor needs less than one watt. Most such problems could be solved 
by routing a simple bus throughout the entire telerobot tree, superimposing power and control by 
treating each sensor and motor as a network node. 
A more radical method would mat each section of the telerobot as a virtually independent, self- 
contained module with its own communication system and power source; this would also simplify 
their assembly and repair. In space, a 1 watt motor with 25% duty cycle could run for 16 hours 
from a single size D cell - rechargeble by a solar cell. Such arms would be very dependable, if 
each motor includes a fail-safe mechanism for braking any joint whose power fails. If the multi- 
jointed "binary-tree arm" in the fmt illustration were so designed, any failure could be repaired 
simply by replacing a faulty module. Note that our binary-tree arm has so many degrees of 
freedom that it always would be usable in spite of seved fi-ozen joints. Why do we not see such 
robots on Earth? Simply because they would not be feasible: to operate in "real time", earthbound 
manipulators need such massive motors - and hence such massive structural components, that they 
are always designed with the fewest joints that will possibly suffice. 
NASA has frequently considered developing free-flying teleoperators but, again, the jet powered 
systems that have been proposed have never seemed suitably practical - mainly because they 
consumed too much nonrecoverable reaction-mass. However, the availability of good telerobots 
would permit another approach: a telerobot could propel itself outward by throwing and catching 
reaction-mass objects under computer control. No matter that this idea seems to horrify every 
engineer exposed to it; eventually this should be feasible since, if an object is projected slowly 
enough, it should be possible to verify its trajectory before it goes beyond the reach of the 
throwing arm. Return propulsion would require tethers. This scheme would also d ieve  the 
power problem, by allowing telerobots to exchange low batteries for others projected to them on 
slow trajectories. For larger scale operations we could center the space station itself inside a wire 
tetrahedral skeleton supported by the momentum of exchanging mass between its vertices. 
TELEPRESENCE AND TIME DELAY. W h y  have telerobots not have been used more in 
space? I think it is because of a widespread belief that people will not be able to cope with the time 
delays. But I am convinced that they will. We forget that human workers, too, are telerobots in a 
sense. We also always have to cope with significant internal time-delays - typically, of the order of 
0.2 seconds. You simply cannot catch a ball by tracking it till it reaches your hand; your brain 
must anticipate its trajectory for the penultimate fifth of a second. In a worst case delay situation 
between an orbiting telerobot and a human on the ground, the signals will be relayed through two 
geosynchronous satellite links, with a total loop delay of nearly one second. I am confident that 
with suitable training, workers should be able to learn to deal with phenomena that proceed at 
"one-fdth real-time" speeds. Eventually, many of those effects can be reduced by using 
computers to produce "anticipatory feedback" and, even with less powerful automation aids, each 
set of remotely manned hands will surely be able to do more than any human EVA worker. It is 
hard to imagine an EVA astronaut working effectively for more than 6 hours a day, or producing 
results at more than 1/2 real-time speed during that period. I would not be surprised, then, to find 
that each telerobot could do a human equivalent of work, even when operating at less than 115 
real-time speed - and at perhaps one-hundredth the cost with an infinite gain in safety. And this 
means much more than mere savings lives: it means letting us reach for the wonders of space. 
: 
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THE US SPACE PROGRAM IS A HOSTAGE TO SAFETY 
Our manned space expeditions were wonderful accomplishments, but were risky, costly and 
limited. And though it is often claimed that the presence of humans on board made emergency 
repairs possible, I do not find the record impressive. The Apollo 13 crew was unable even to 
examine the damage. The repair of Skylab's parasol showed that astronauts could barely do what 
mechanically was an easy task, and they were able only to restore a portion of lost function. 
Shuttle crews have managed a few satellite repairs but, again, only in very simple situations. Our 
unmanned missions worked remarkably well. But this was achieved by conservative plan, with 
virtually every operation planned out years in advance. Since onboard repairs were impossible, 
these missions depended on the continued operation of critical systems throughout the lifetimes of 
those expeditions. Dependability became the name of the game, and conservative design, - 
reliability, rather than resourcefulness and versatility - became the centerpiece of NASA's attitude. 
Today we are finally paying the price for that habit of planning for years in advance. It served us 
well when cost was no object and competition seemed inconceivable. But now our obsession with 
inflexible rdiability is confining us to decade-old technologies, paralyzing our launching pads, md 
institutionalizing a. sluggishness that virtually bars us from conquering Space. 
There is another aspect to the problem. The past few years have seen an unprecedented expansion 
of our public concern for human safety. The Challenger episode shows that we are now willing to 
delay the entire space program, if necessary, for several years - to reduce the chance of an accident. 
This kind of caution was not characteristic of the explorers of the past, who were careful, indeed, 
but not to such a degree. This is why the tern "hostage". applies: this is no mere concern of 
NASA alone, but part of a broader phenomenon in which the public has come to demand 
extraordinary constraints on the reliability of industrial and consumer products. Even in medicine 
- the technology of maintaining life itself - we are becoming paralyzed by the costs of liability. 
And on the national policy scale, we have all wimessed how concerns for safety of a few 
individuals has dominated the perceptions and activities of two powerful American Presidents, one 
from each of our major political divisions. 
For NASA itself, this perception poses a dreadful dilemma: the public is seen as supporting 
nothing less adventurous than manned exploration - but will not forgive any accident. In this new 
cultural context, there is simply no way for NASA to obtain the "liability insurance" it needs. And 
so, like many physicians in recent years, NASA has essentially had to retire from practice, albeit 
without admitting it. The only solution that I can see (and would have preferred, in any case) is to 
rebuild the whole program around the third alternative: neither manned or unmanned, but remotely 
manned. By expoiting telerobotics, we can return to taking the kinds of risks that have always 
anended expeditions into the unknown. Any malfunctioning systemon a remotely manned station 
can usually be repaired or replaced - and most of its parts can be used again without new shipments 
from the ground. 
KO one can be injured if no one is there. To be sure, many people have supposed that the public 
would never support unmanned space operacons because it simply isn't exciting enough; because 
there would be so little risk, it could not produce the heros that people need to identify with. But in 
-ci there will be heros indeed, albeit of a different kind. Many individuals would soon be engaged 
with the new art and technology of teleoperation - and among them, popular "stars" will emerge, as 
happens in all other areas. Furthermore, thousands of people will soon become personally 
involved in active exploration roles. Great numbers of other individuals can be invited to share 
brief in-space experiences - and the development of powerful telepresence simulation facilities will 
produce new forms of vastly entertaining personal involvement for the public at large. Finally, it 
should be emphasized that this is not at all, in any case, a step toward abandoning manned 
exploration - nor even, probably, to postpone it. Instead, it provides a path toward far more 
ambiuous and adventurous programs for expansion into space. 
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INTERACTIVE ROVER OPEaATIOMS SCENARIO FOR TKE 
PBOBOS EXPEDITION X M t S  ROVER 
W i l l i a m  C .  Dias 
Sequence Automation Research Group 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
This r epor t  d i scusses  a poss ib l e  rover  opera t ions  scena r io  f o r  a 
proposed Phobos Expedition (PE) Mars Rover mission.  Two rove r s  
and ascent  v e h i c l e s  would be s e n t  t o  Mars as part of the cargo 
de l ive ry ,  l anding  on 3/27/2002. For the  first 1 4  months, i n  the  
Search and Mark Phase, these would be operated i n t e r a c t i v e l y  from 
Earth,  first t a k i n g  contingency samples and then  sending survey 
d a t a  back t o  Earth s c i e n t i s t s  and engineers .  I n  the next  phase, a 
30-day pe r iod  called the Sample Col lec t ion  Phase, a s t r o n a u t s  
would a r r i v e  i n  Mars o r b i t  and t e l e o p e r a t e  the rove r s  ( i . e . ,  
opera te  them under very c l o s e  manual c o n t r o l ) .  Mission ob jec t ives  
are t o  cover ground and r e t u r n  samples of s c i e n t i f i c  i n t e r e s t ,  i n  
a way comparable t o  the Mars Rover Sample Return (MRSR) mission 
proposed f o r  a 1996 launch. 
W e  have taken  the t a c k  of coming up w i t h  an i n t e r a c t i v e  scena r io  
and comparing the r e s u l t s  t o  the su r face  po r t ion  of a proposed 
6-month long  MRSR mission w i t h  a semi-autonomous rover  (ref 2 ) .  
E s s e n t i a l l y  our  f ind ing  i s  tha t  a PE mission as descr ibed  could 
not  accomplish the  same r e s u l t s  as an MRSR i n  6 months w i t h  a 
semi-autonomous rover .  The 14-month survey pe r iod  could 
accomplish comparable objec t ives ,  b u t - t h e r e  i s  not  enough t i m e  t o  
gather the  corresponding samples i n  t he  t e l e o p e r a t i o n s  phase.  
W e  have found a u s e f u l  PE scena r io  can best be cons t ruc ted  of 
four elements .  (1) The Search and Mark Phase traverse, 
contingency sample, and image close-up scena r ios  w i l l  be based on 
the Low-technology, Phase 0 MRSR rover  (refs 1,3), because of 
t h e i r  s i m i l a r i t y  i n  technology l e v e l ,  compat ib i l i ty  of 
ob jec t ives ,  and long l i gh t  t i m e  delay. (2) Sample Col lec t ion  
phase t r a v e r s e  w i l l  be t e l eope ra t ed .  (3 )  The NASA JPL Telerobot ic  
T e s t  Bed w i l l  be used as a basis f o r  a sample a c q u i s i t i o n  
scena r io  and technology i n  t h e  Sample Col lec t ion  Phase, because 
it is  being designed par t ly  t o  manipulate o b j e c t s  under c l o s e  
human c o n t r o l  w i t h  sho r t  l i g h t  t i m e  de lays .  ( 4 )  Surface mission 
a c t i v i t i e s  w i l l  be as c lose  t o  the MRSR mission being compared as 
reasonable  (ref 2 )  . 
Missim layout  i s  depic ted  i n  Figure 1. The diagram on t h e  f i g u r e  
depiccs  t h e  Search and Mark phase.  Contingency t r a v e r s e  and 
i 
r 
I 
t 
0 *I 
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outbound t r a v e r s e s  are shown w i t h  t h i c k  l i n e s ,  inbound t r a v e r s e s  
w i t h  t h i n  l i n e s .  To g e t  s i m i l a r i t y  w i t h  MRSR, w e  attempt t o  
t r a v e r s e  4 0  ki lometers ,  take 100 close-ups, c o l l e c t  25 
contingency samples and 75 o the r  samples. 
On the  'outbound l e g '  (ie, going away from ascent  veh ic l e )  t he  
rover i s  commanded t o  t r a v e r s e  towards known s c i e n t i c a l l y  
i n t e r e s t i n g  areas, within a f e w  km of the ascent  vehicle (AV). It 
performs sc ience  imaging along the way but  does not  s t o p  f o r  
sc ience  a c t i v i t i e s  except a t  those  p laces  previously designated 
from o r b i t .  Science elements analyze these images o f f l i n e .  The 
sc ience  team, concurrent ly  w i t h  t h i s  ana lys i s ,  assists i n  the 
performing of close-up imaging a t  t he  sites predesignated from 
o r b i t .  
On the 'inbound l e g '  back towards the AV, sc ience  w i l l  spec i fy  
a d d i t i o n a l  a r e a s  f o r  close-up which were detected from these 
scans. Close-up loca t ions  average 160 meters apart, and 1 0 0  
close-ups t o t a l  w i l l  be acquired during the  phase. 
The need t o  decide where close-ups need t o  be taken b r ings  us t o  
the advantage of t h e  double-coverage search p a t t e r n .  We spend 
less t i m e  with t he  rover  i n  idle mode, wai t ing f o r  a sc ience  
dec is ion  on where t o  t ake  close-ups, i f  w e  know tha t  our  normal 
search pattern w i l l  take us  back through an a rea  where there 
might be good samples. That dec is ion  can be made while t he  rover 
i s  moving or doing o the r  t h ings .  The rover w i l l  be pass ing  near  
t h a t  a r ea  again,  s o  w e  don ' t  need t o  do s o  much backtracking f o r  
close-ups as w e  would i f  w e  were t r y i n g  t o  do it i n  one pass. 
P e r  f i g u r e  1 and refs 1 and 2, a 100-meter  contingency sample 
t r a v e r s e  r equ i r e s  5 0  sols. T h i s  includes rover  deployment t i m e  
and sc ience  dec is ion  time. Rover t r a v e r s e  is done us ing  the  same 
technique ou t l ined  below f o r  the main body of t he  t r a v e r s e ,  
except more conservat ive because a contingency sample has not ye t  
been s t o r e d .  Samples require 7 i n t e r a c t i o n s  o r  35 hours apiece 
(Appendix 1, ref 1) and t r a v e r s e  r a t e  i s  1 0  meters per day. 
Search and Mark t r a v e r s e  is modeled i n  Appendix 1. T h i s  t iming is  
based more o r  less d i r e c t l y  on i n t e r a c t i v e  MRSR scenar ios  using 
f o r  the most p a r t  1988 technology (ref 1 ) .  E s s e n t i a l l y  it 
requires 4 hours f o r  a s i n g l e  round-tr ip  conunand sess ion ,  w i t h  no 
sc ience  dec is ion  making i n  t h e  loop. From the rover  s tandpoint ,  
t h i s  looks l i k e  a repea t ing  sequence of :  "image-send-wait- 
receive-move-stop". From t h e  operator  perspec t ive ,  t h i s  sequence 
i s  perceived as: "receive-decide-command-send-wait." 
1' 
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T h i s  a c t i v i t y  mode is what is used exc lus ive ly  i n  the outbound 
t r a v e r s e s  from the  AV, and while no t  t ak ing  close-ups on the  
inbound l e g .  See figure 1. 
W e  w i l l  assume t h a t  t r a v e r s e  leg l eng ths  average-20 meters. 
Lunokhod traverse leg l eng th  was probably less than  5 meters. We 
feel tha t  l e g  l eng ths  of up t o  3 0  meters  are feasible i n  benign 
t e r r a i n  w i t h  the  incorpora t ion  of proven automated s t e r e o  image 
techno1ogy.l Distances  over  30 meters w i l l  be t o o  hard t o  manage 
wi th  quick dec i s ion  turnaround times, because of the  problems of 
decreas ing  r e s o l u t i o n  a t  distance, where there is  any unce r t a in ty  
about the t e r r a i n .  Also, some l e g s  w i l l  be much s h o r t e r  t h a n  20 
meters due t o  t e r r a i n  characteristics. 
Dai ly  d i s t a n c e  coverage i s  assumed t o  be 120 meters, f o r  6 round- 
t r i p  command ses s ions  per d a y .  
hase Close - 
This a c t i v i t y  mode is used while r e tu rn ing  t o  the  AV from each 
Search and Mark t r a v e r s e .  
Broad-brush sc i ence  data was obtained while t r a v e r s i n g  outbound. 
Now it r e t u r n s  t o  AV w h i l e  s topping t o  obta in  close-up d a t a  of 
some areas. T h i s  i s  done per Appendix 1. E s s e n t i a l l y  4 CARD-type 
commanding cyc le s  are used per close-up, f o r  a t o t a l  of 1 6  hours 
each. 
The Sample Co l l ec t ion  Phase traverse scenar.10 i s  modelled as a 
continuous 20  an / second t e l e o p e r a t i o n  with cont-inuous video.  
T h i s  conver t s  t o  5 seconds per meter, 0 . 7  ki lomenters  per hour, 
o r  1 .3  hours  per k i lometer .  Traverse i s  much quicker  t h a n  i n  the  
Search and Mark phase because t h e  t e r r a i n  is known, there is 
reduced dec i s ion  making t i m e  and n e g l i g i b l e  l i g h t  t i m e  de lay .  
Par t  of the reason w e  can move so  quick ly  i s  w e  assume t h a t  a 
cent imeter - leve l  map is available on-board i n  b ina ry  form. I t  is 
programmed i n  f l i g h t  from the  r e s u l t s  of the  Search and Mark 
phase. All r o u t e s  and sample l o c a t i o n s  are programmed i n t o  it. 
Only " l ight-duty" naviga t ion  dec is ion  have t o  be made. In  a sense 
t he  ope ra to r  i s  only there t o  make up f o r  the fact  t h a t  dead 
reckoning o r  automatic  navigat ion techniques are imperfect. 
-~ ~ 
lJPL s Computer-Aided-Remote-Driving (CARD) system. 
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Some may feel w e  could move faster than 20 c m  / second. I n  f a c t  
the Lunokhod moved a t  UP 60 c m  / second. No doubt w e  w i l l  go 
faster p a r t  of t he  time-. W e  have t o  allow f o r  more obs t ac l e s  
because the su r face  of Mars is  not  s o  w e l l  known and because w e  
w i l l  have t o  t a k e  necessary r i s k s  t o  get near  samples. 
W e  feel i t ' s  reasonable t h a t  one person could command a 
t r a v e r s i n g  rover  f o r  moderate t i m e  per iods  l i k e  f o u r  hours.  We 
feel t h a t  a l l  bu t  one of the 5-person Lunokhod crew could be 
replaced by automation which is  i n  hand o r  should be i n  hand by 
1992 - navigator ,  antenna operator  are completely automatable 
whereas capta in ,  d r i v e r  and engineer are p a r t i a l l y  automatable 
and the rest of t h e  func t ions  could be done by 0ne.l We feel t h a t  
opera tor  stress w i l l  be reduced by t h e  add i t iona l  automation such 
as graphics .  
le I , .  
Spec i f i c  i n t e r a c t i v e  mode Telerobot T e s t  Bed repair scena r ios  
have not  been. defined, but  would not  apply in tntp t o  a n a t u r a l  
environment anyway. Enhancements may be necessary f o r  an adaption 
of the basic t e l eope ra t ions  technology f o r  p l ane ta ry  su r face  
opera t ions .  Reflexes would have t o  be robust and the  menu of 
autonomous rou t ines  would need t o  be p a r t i c u l a r i z e d  t o  what w e  
expect t o  encounter and acquire:  (1) rocks of var ious  s i z e s ,  
shapes, masses and o r i e n t a t i o n s  wi th  respect t o  the arms; (2 )  
scoops of s o i l  of var ious  d e n s i t i e s ,  varying fo rces  requi red  t o  
d i sp l ace  varying s i z e  particles / pebbles; (3)  1-2 cm rock cores  
from immovable boulders of var ious  hardness c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ;  (4) 
some autonomy i n  d r i l l i n g  w i l l  be needed because even w i t h  zero 
l i g h t  t i m e  delay,  t r ansmi t t ab le  f o r c e  sensing f i d e l i t y  i s  
i n s u f f i c i e n t  t o  effect remote cont ro l 'o f  a d r i l l .  
To agree w i t h  t h e  reference MRSR mission, w e  t r y  t o  acqui re  45 
rock cores ,  15 s o i l  scoops, and 15 pebbles w i t h  each rover .  
Science does not  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  t he  acqu i s i t i on  a c t i v i t y  because 
it has a l ready  designated the samples, w i t h  backups i n  case  of 
f a i l u r e s ,  and s t o r e d  these dec is ions  i n  an on-board exper t  
system. 
Our es t imates  of i n t e r a c t i v e  sample acqu i s i t i on  t i m e s  are shown 
i n  d e t a i l  i n  Appendix 2 .  Basical ly ,  once t h e  rover  is i n  
pos i t i on ,  it t a k e s  1 0  minutes t o  v e r i f y  t h a t  the sample is s t i l l  
desirable using imaging and the expert system, an add i t iona l  20 
minutes t o  acqui re  a s o i l  scoop or  pebb'le w i t h  t e l eope ra t ion ,  o r  
i 
' f ;c 
h e  do not  w i s h  t o  min imize  t h e  navigation technology problem. The 
technology t o  do it automatically, quickly, reliably and i n  an  operator- 
f r i e n d l y  manner well integrated w i t h  the traverse control terminal needs 
research even w i t h  a low-autonomy rover assumption, i f  over a few 
hundred meters is t o  be covered. e 
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50  minutes t o  obtain a 1 x 2 c m  rock core .  W e  have include& 
sample d e s i r a b i l i t y  checks (imaging only) after acqu i s i t i on  i n  
the d e t a i l e d  scenarios ,  because w e  t h ink  t h a t  i s  r e a l i s t i c ,  . 
however w e  have modeled no sample r e j e c t i o n .  W e  assume a l l  
' samples t u r n  out t o  be desirable i n  i n i t i a l  checkout and after 
acquis t ion .  
Other uses  f o r  the expert system i n t e r a c t i o n  include:  (1) some 
sample acqu i s i t i ons  are condi t iona l  based on knowledge obtained 
immediately before  o r  j u s t  a f t e r  acqu i s i t i on ,  o r  from some o the r  
sample; (2 )  complex contingency r e p r i o r i t i z a t i o n  may be needed i n  
case some sample t u r n s  out t o  hard t o  acquire;  (3) it could 
opera te  t o  optimize the re turned  sample set i n  t he  case  of 
foreseeable  t rade-of fs .  
Light t i m e  delay i s  assumed t o  be 20 minutes one-way i n  the  
Search and Mark phase and 0 .20  seconds two-way throughout the 
Sample Collect ion phase. 
The crew is  a t o t a l  of fou r .  W e  assume t h a t  there are o the r  
duties besides guiding rovers, and therefore only two people are 
a v a i l a b l e  t o  run the rovers ,  each 4 hours per d a y .  
The crew is a v a i l a b l e  t o  m n  rovers  a t o t a l  of 15 days.  T h i s  is a 
t o t a l  of 60 hours per rover  f o r  sample c o l l e c t i o n .  
The opera tor  may o r  may not  be a fu l l - f ledged  s c i e n t i s t .  He could 
not  f u l l y  represent  sc ience  i n t e r e s t s  i n  any case, though added 
sc ience  knowledge i s  c l e a r l y  he lp fu l .  H e  i s  aided i n  sc ience  
decision-making by an on-board expert-.system programmed w i t h  both 
sc ience  and engineer ing information. That system is  programmed 
i n - f l i g h t  based on information discovered i n  teh  Search and Mark 
phase. 
I f  the  crew is  not  i n  direct view of t h e  rovers ,  w e  assume corn 
s a t e l l i t e s  would provide megabit da t a  r a t e s  between the  rover  and 
opera tor  as needed, preserving less than 200 msec round t r i p  
delay. 
We assume samples a r e  packaged on-board the rover i n  a sample 
canister assembly (SCA). The sample i s  conveyed from the 
acqui r ing  arm t o  the  entrance t o  the  SCA by t e l eope ra t ion ,  but is 
thereafter guided through the  s torage  process  by hard automation 
keyed by  a s i n g i e  opera tor  command. General purpose robo t i c s  (ie, 
arms w i t h  constant  adaption t o  a changing environmenr) is not 
required f o r  f i n a l  s torage .  
We assume a l l  samples are acquired once t i m e  has  been spent  
approaching them, and t h a t  acquired samples are always kept after 
c lose r  inspec t ion .  These a r e  undoubtedly not fully realistic 
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assumptions, but  t h e y  are timesavers, t hey  w i l l  f a c i l i t a t e  
comDarison w i t h  the  8-month MRSR reference mission s ince  those 
were t h e  assumptions used there, and throwaway r a t i o s  would be 
guesswork anyway. 
The scenar io  must be responsive t o  r i s k .  One should not  c o l l e c t  
samples cont inua l ly  without de l iver ing  them back t o  the AI', s ince  
loss  of t he  rovers  i n  the  meantime would be c lose  t o  mission 
f a i l u r e .  We assume 4 t r ips  back t o  the AV per rover .  
Another risk-handling move is t o  take contingency samples from 
beyond the  lander  contamination a rea  ea r ly  i n  the Search and Mark 
phase. In our scenario,  each rover g e t s  25 contingency samples 
first. T h i s  reduces the  sample gather ing load on the  next phase 
as w e l l .  
W e  assume the operator  never i n t e r r u p t s  h i s  s h i f t  a t  t h e  console 
t o  ca l l  Earth f o r  advice, whether f o r  science o r  engineering. 
There simply i s n ' t  time t o  do it any o ther  way -- Earth co- 
ordinat ion would add many hours of corn and decis ion t i m e .  H e  may 
ca l l  Earth l a t e r  t o  f igu re  out whether i t ' s  smart t o  go back and 
get  t h a t  special rock on the  edge of the  c l i f f  ( i f  t i m e  a l lows) ,  
throw out some dubious sample, o r  run more tests on an acquired 
sample. Sample acqu i s i t i on  p o l i c i e s  could concievably be changed 
during these o f f l i n e  discussions,  however t he  15 days during 
which sample information is r o l l i n g  i n  does not provide much t i m e  
f o r  a c a r e f u l l y  considered, mult i -discipl inary sc ience  review.l 
A d i s t i n c t  advantage of having human commanding of t h e  rover  
within a l i g h t  second or  so is t h a t  detailed quest ions can be 
asked of t h e  rover systems, and answers quickly received. T h i s  
advantage cannot be f u l l y  duplicated b y  any degree of Earth- 
directed autonomy unless  the  MRSR mission were much longer .  Many 
more b i t s  of da ta  can pass between t h e  rover and the  operator  i n  
a given t i m e  per iod than could be done a t  Earth-to-Mars 
distances.  Thus t h e  nearby operator is expected t o  ask f o r  
several s p e c i a l  images from ad hoc angles, d i s tances ,  w i t h  camera 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  and i n  spectral bands he manually selects. The 
operator  can i n t e r a c t  direct ly  w i t h  h i s  l o c a l  expert  sys tems,  
asking quest ions i n t e r a c t i v e l y  t o  reduce doubts, and quer ies  t o  
the  rover could be generated either by the expert systems i n  
lThere i s  an obvious comparison t o  the familiar Apollo sample 
acqds i t ion  strategy, where samples were gathered a t  high speed w i t h  the 
m i n i m u m  Earth co-ordination. We t h i n k  that  even less co-ordination than 
Apollo would be the best way for a short, piloted PE mission, because of 
the l igh t  time delay. The diff icul ty  w i t h  the comparison is i n  the 
science area: Mars i s  more complex than Luna, we know less about it i n  
proportion t o  what there i s  t o  know, therefore more science disciplines 
ought t o  be represented i n  the decision process (e.g., exobiology, 
meteorology, sedimentology). A l l  t h i s  means that  even i f  we could get as 
many samples and cover as much distance as an Earth-directed mission 
spanning several months, the science resul ts  are going t o  be less .  
. .' 
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response t o  the i n t e r a c t i o n  o r  by the opera tor  guided by the  
expert system. Depending on the ope ra to r ' s  s c i e n t i f i c  expertise 
and the depth of reasoning embodied i n  the expert system, t h i s  
f a c t o r  opera tes  t o  inc rease  value of the sc i ence  re turned  over an 
MRSR. Ear th  s c i e n t i s t s  asking the  same number of ques t ions  
adapt ive ly  would be much more c o s t l y .  
F igure  1 shows a summary of the  r e s u l t s  i n  the form of a mission 
layout  diagram. E s s e n t i a l l y ,  the conclusion is the  14-month 
Search and Mark phase can come c lose  t o  dup l i ca t ing  what MRSR 
could do i n  less t i m e ,  bu t  there is not  enough t i m e  i n  t he  30-day 
Sample Col lec t ion  phase. 
Phase t o t a l s  f o r  one rover :  
I n i t i a l  deployment, e tc .  
Contingency t r a v e r s e  
1 6  km outbound t r a v e r s e  
2 4  km inbound traverse 
100  sample close-ups 
TOTAL 
AVAILABLE 
OVERRUN 
Phase sf=su;Lfs. 
For one rover:  
Traverse 4 0  km ( @  20 c m  / sec) 
Gather + check 4 5  rock co res  
Gather + check 15 s o i l  scoops 
Gather + check 15 pebbles 
TOTAL RSQ'D 
AVAIL 
OVERRUN 
10 sols 
40  
133 
200 
65 --------- 
448 sols 
416 s o l s  
32 sols (8%) 
55 hours 
45 
7 .5  
7.5 --------- 
11 5 hours 
60 hours 
55 hours ( 9 2 % )  
A rover  i n t e r a c t i v e l y  d i r e c t e d  from Ear th  f o r  a per iod  of  1 4  
monzhs could concievably perform surveying over a similar a rea  as 
could a semi-autonomous MRSR rover  over 8 months. This includes 
40 km t r a v e r s e  d is tance ,  with 100 close-ups obtained.  
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The Rover would be hard put  t o  i n t e r a c t i v e l y  acquire the 75 
samples des igna ted  for a c q u i s i t i o n  i n  t h e  t o t a l  60 hours  
a v a i l a b l e  f o r  them t o  be operated,  assuming a random d i s t r i b u t i o n  
of the samples i n  the surveyed area, and a reasonable  number of 
t r ips  back t o  the ascent  veh ic l e s  f o r  unloading. They m i s s  t he  
goa l  by a f a c t o r  of 2. 
For the highest speed poss ib l e  t e l eope ra t ed  navigat ion,  t he  
continuous video must be i n t e g r a t e d  wi th  a b inary  t e r r a i n  map 
w i t h  d e i r e c t i o n s  on where t o  go, when t o  s top ,  what speed t o  use,  
a l l  preprogrammed. These dec is ions  can be made i n  advance a i d  
preprogrammed from the data i n  t h e  Search and Mark phase. T h i s  is 
a technology advance. 
Unlike an MRSR, there would be no t i m e  for sample a n a l y s i s  beyond 
spectral imaging of the  su r face  of the samples w i t h  f i n a l  
dec i s ion  by an expert system o r  the  a s t ronau t  as t o  sc i ence  
d e s i r a b i l i t y .  
There i s  no time f o r  sc ience  feedback of l e s sons  learned  i n t o  the 
ongoing a c q u i s i t i o n  process ,  ie, no sc ience  adaption i n  any 
dec i s ions  t o  acqui re .  
An advantage over MRSR i s  having the opera tors  nearby f o r  qu ick  
turnaround ad hoc question-answer se s s ions  w i t h  t he  expe r t  
systems and t o  a s k  for more da ta  from the  rover .  Since t h e  
ques t ions  which can be f r u i t f u l l y  asked are l imi t ed  by the  
imaging c a p a b i l i t y  of t he  rover ,  w e  feel t h i s  advantage does not  
outweigh the disadvantage of no t  having t i m e  f o r  chemical and 
minera logica l  sample a n a l y s i s  o r  s c i e n t i s t s  t o  i n t e r p r e t  it. 
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APPENDIX 1 
PEASE A TRAVERSAL AND SAMPLE 
CLOSE-UP SURVEY SCENARIOS 
These traversal and sample close-up scenarios apply to 
Phase A only. They assume 8 long light time delay (20 
minutes one way) and are based mainly on the JPL MRSR 
Phase 0 interactive rover scenario with Computer-Aided 
Remote Driving (CARD) traverlral technology (ref 1). 
TRAVERSE CYCLE 
Ear th  engineer ing  team dec i s ion  + sequencing B O  minutes 
Corn, (w/20 min de lay)  25 
Rover move 5 
Rover perform sc ience  and naviga t ion  imaging 70 
Corn (w/20 min delay) 4 0  
TOTAL about 4 hours 220 minutes 
---------------- 
SAMPLE CLOSE-UPS 
Leave path towards sample (20 m) 4 hours 
Re-orient rover  i n  sample v i c i n i t y  4 
Close-up imaging & transmit 4 
Return t o  path (20 m) 4 ------------ 
TOTAL 1 6  hours 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLES 
Science s w l e  s e l e c t i o n  
Orient  rover  
Re-orient rove r  
Acquire 
Science v a l i d a t e  sample 
S to re  sample 
Val ida te  s to rage  
TOTAL 
8 hours  
4 
4 
4 
8 
4 
3 ------------- 
35 hours 
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APPENDIX 2 
SAMPLE COLLECTION PHASE SAMPLE ACQUISTION SCENARIOS 
These 8cenarios are constructed using the scenario 
elements in Appendix 3 as building blocks. They apply 
only to the teleoperation of the rovers by the orbiting 
astronauts, not control from Earth. 
CLOSE-UP INVESTIGATION OF PROPOSED SAMPLE 
Major arm move 
Grasp close-up camera 
Major ann move 
Close-up image 
Major arm move 
Close-up image 
Major arm move 
Close-up image 
Major arm move 
Stow close-up camera 
E x p e r t  sys i n t e r a c t  
TOTAL 11 min 
50 seconds 
4 0  
50 
1 0 0  
50 
100 
50 
1 0 0  
50 
40 
60 ( i .e. ,  decide whether t o  acqui re )  ----------- 
690 seconds 
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ACQUIRE + CERTIFY PEBBLE / SOIL SCOOP 
Major arm move 50 seconds 
Attatch gripper t o  arm 40 
Major arm move 50 
Contact sample w i t h  t o o l  80 
Grasp (c lose  gripper 1 80 
L i f t  pebble 80 
Major arm move 50  
Image sample close-up 1 1 0  
Major arm move 50 
Image sample close-up 1 1 0  
Major arm move 5 0  
Image sample close-up 110 
E x p e r t  sys i n t e r a c t  60 
Major arm move 50 
Xfer sample t o  SCA 80 
Major arm move 5 0  
Detatch/Stow gripper 4 0  
Major arm move 50  
(swing sample near  close-up camera) 
(decide whether t o  keep) 
(stow arm f o r  rover  movement) ------------- 
TOTAL 20 min 1190 seconds 
ACQUIRE + CERTIFY 1 Q4 X 2 CM ROCK CORE 
Major arm move 50 seconds 
i 
At ta t ch  gripper t o  arm 40  
Major arm move 50 
Contact sample w i t h  t o o l  80 
D r i l l  1820 
L i f t  core  80 
Major arm move 50  
Image sample close-up 1 1 0  
Kajor arm move 50  
Image sample close-up 1 1 0  
Major arm move 50 
Image sample close-up 1 1 0  
E x p e r t  sys i n t e r a c t  60 
Major arm move 50 
Xfer sample t o  SCA 80 
Major arm move 50  
Detatch/Stow gripper 4 0  
swing sample near  close-up camera) 
decide whether t o  keep) 
- - -  
Major ann move __ 5 0  (stow arm f o r  rover  movement) 
TOTAL 5 0  min 2930 seconds 
------------- 
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APPENDIX 3 
SAMPLE ACQUISTION SCENARIO ELEMENTS 
Scenario elements are the building blocks from which 
scenarios in Appendix 2 are constructed. -A 
teleoperation with a borderline 8ignificant light time 
of 200 m s e c  is ascrumed. 
MAJOR ARM MOVE 
Operator view wide-angle image of o v e r a l l  s i t u a t i o n  20 s e c  
Command + Rover perform move 30 
1 Operator compare s imula t ion  w i t h  a c t u a l  ---------- 
TOTAL 0 . 8  minutes 51 sec 
ATTATCH / DETATCH TOOL 
Operator view wide-angle image of ove'rall s i t u a t i o n  20 sec 
Command wi th  autonomous macro + rover  perform 20 
Operator compare s imula t ion  w i t h  a c t u a l  1 ---------- 
TOTAL 0 . 7  minutes 4 1  sec 
SIMPLE TOOL INTERACT WITH SAMPLE 
Operator view wide-angle image of o v e r a l l  s i t u a t i o n  20 s e c  
Command w i t h  autonomous macro + Rover perform 60 
Operator compare s imulat ion w i t h  a c t u a l  1 
TOTAL 1 . 2  minutes 81 s e c  
---------- 
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ACQUIRE ROCK CORE SAMPLE 
Operator  view wide-angle image of o v e r a l l  s i t u a t i o n  20 sec 
Command d r i l l  + Rover perform 1800 
Operator compare s imula t ion  w i t h  a c t u a l  1 ---------- 
TOTAL 3 0 . 3  minutes 1821 sec 
CLOSE-UP OF PROPOSED SAMPLE AREA 
Operator view wide-angle image of o v e r a l l  s i t u a t i o n  20 sec 
Command camera conf igura t ion  with autonomous macro 1 0  
Cmmand + rover  perform camera p o s i t i o n i n g  + image 1 0  
Operator view image, expe r t  sys i n t e r a c t ,  decide next 60 
TOTAL 1 . 7  minutes 1 0 0  s e c  
---------- 
CLOSE-UP IMAGE / CERTIFY ACQUIRED SAMPLE 
Operator view wide-angle image of o v e r a l l  s i t u a t i o n  20 sec 
Command camera conf igura t ion  w i t h  autonomous macro 1 0  
Command + rover  perform sample pos i t i on ing  + image 20 
Operator view image, exper t  sys i n t e r a c t ,  decide next 60 
TOTAL 1 . 8  minutes 110 s e c  
---------- 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report describes an attempt to de- 
velop a better understanding of the cost of 
civilian space initiatives, especially those 
involving manned exploration of the solar 
system. The objective is to update the as- 
sumptions and art of costing major initia- 
tives that have a characteristic of being at 
the concept stage, with implementation far 
into the future where experience and tech- 
niques are very different. The report will 
discuss the questions of problem identifi- 
cation, knowledge acquisition, conceptuali- 
zation, formalization and implementation. 
1 .I. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 
The majority of the space activities in the 
United States are funded by the Federal 
Government, which means that growth in 
the space program is constrained by the 
Federal Budget. The cost of new space 
initiatives. especially those involving 
manned exploration of the solar system, 
may be very high. Compounding this 
problem is the fact that most NASA space- 
craft are now designed to have a very long 
operational life. Therefore, the cost of any 
new developments must be added on to 
the ongoing cost of operating and main- 
taining existing systems. In some worst 
case scenarios, it is expected that the 
NASA budget would have to triple by the 
year 2000 in order to accommodate all of 
the projected missions. Since the general 
public does not perceive a great deal of 
benefit from the space program, it is un- 
likely that there will be strong public sup- 
port for a large, sustained increase in pub- 
lic expenditures on civilian space 
initiatives. 
A number of trends in the development of 
space hardware have been identified. Pro- 
jects tend to be bigger, more expensive, 
and take longer to develop. On the other 
hand, more cost effective approaches to 
development have been implemented. 
The industry is more efficient due to ad- 
vances in worker productivity. Projects 
are developed with fewer prototypes and 
less testing. Traditional cost estimating 
methods that do not take these changes 
into account will produce inaccurate cost 
estimates. Furthermore, the factors that 
really drive cost, such as institutional and 
management factors, are not usually in- 
cluded in the variables that drive traditional 
cost models. 
Most of the cost models used by NASA 
have been developed on very small sub- 
sets of data (e.g., manned spacecraft). 
Since there are only six manned space- 
craft developed by NASA, the cost analyst 
is limited to only one or two explanatory 
variables. An approach has been devel- 
oped that allows many different types of 
spacecraft to be included in the database. 
This allows many explanatory variables to 
be utilized. It also enables direct analysis 
of the cost differences between different 
development environments. This ap- 
proach to analyzing the factors that cause 
cost will lead to better estimates in the fu- 
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1.2. KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 
The knowledge acquisition process con- 
sists of two major tasks; acquisition of gen- 
eral problem solving knowledge and acqui- 
sition of information specifically related to 
the problem of cost analysis for new space 
initiatives. The general problem solving 
knowledge includes: statistical analysis 
tools: decision making theory: cost esti- 
mating: schedule estimating: cost spread- 
ing: project management: systems engi- 
neering: forecasting; chart-making: and, 
other general skills. Fortunately, most of 
these functions are readily available in 
various micro-computer products. The 
major function of knowledge acquisition is 
ture and better approaches to managing 
the cost of programs. 
The new initiatives being considered for 
the human exploration of space pose 
some special problems for cost estimating. 
The estimates given for these missions by 
traditional models tend to produce cost es- 
timates that are considered too high to 
make the projects politically viable. Since 
the new initiatives are not expected to start 
until late in this century, the cost models 
must predict much farther into the future 
than is normal. Some of the initiatives may 
also require technology that has not been 
developed yet: hence, there are no histori- 
cal analogies on which to base estimates. 
Finally, the programmatic factors, rather 
than hardware characteristics will probably 
be the major cost drivers. The cost esti- 
mating techniques being developed will be 
able to deal with all of these considera- 
tions. 
the collection of domain specific knowl- 
edge. This includes data pertaining to the 
domain, algorithms for solving specific 
problems, and heuristic methods. 
Collection of cost data is a continuous 
process. So far, data has been collected 
on almost every NASA and unclassified 
DOD spacecraft. In addition. data has 
been collected on many other types of 
large scale research and development 
projects such as aircraft, missiles, ships, 
and tanks. The raw data is loaded in a 
computer database and then standardized 
to a common format. The knowledge of 
algorithms and heuristics is being acquired 
by the following: the study technical man- 
ager and study leader are cost estimating 
experts: frequent reviews are held with 
other cost experts around NASA; members 
of the study team participate in profes- 
sional societies, review literature and at- 
tend conferences on related subjects. 
1.3. CONCEPTUALIZATION 
In order to accurately make any forecast 
using mathematical or statistical modeling, 
several conditions must be meet. First, 
the structure of the model; i.e., the nature 
of the relationships must be identified. 
Second, the parameters of the equation 
that are expected to vary, as input or out- 
puts, need to be specified. Third, those 
factors that remain constant must be iden- 
tified and estimated. Finally, the condi- 
tions under which the structural equations 
and parameters remain stable must be 
specified and tested. Only when thorough 
testing has indicated stability and accuracy 
over the expected range of forecasting re- 
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quirements can a model be put to opera- 
tional use. 
The statistical model identified in this paper 
is a fairly good predictor of general hard- 
ware development cost. As such, it 
proves that using many different programs 
as a data base for estimating a cost model 
is a viable concept. The use of many data 
points from different technology domains 
has several advantages. First, it increases 
the number of degrees of freedom in the 
statistical analysis which allows more ex- 
planatory variables to be used. 
Second, the wider range of data provides 
a deeper insight into the nature of the rela- 
tionship between cost and various program 
factors. For example, a limited analysis of 
spacecraft data may lead to the conclu- 
sion that quantity elasticities are always 
greater than unity. In fact, production 
economies of scale should be achieved 
once the initial prototype stage is passed. 
Third, a model based on a wide range of 
technologies should be more suitable for 
estimating the cost of new designs that 
may have no historical analogies. Finally, 
validating the model over different time pe- 
riods may improve the confidence in esti- 
mates made far into the future. The model 
described here demonstrates that such a 
model can be constructed and will predict 
cost within fairly reasonable bounds. 
In addition, several economic conclusions 
can be drawn from the statistical model. 
The analysis shows that significant econo- 
mies of scale with respect to weight exist 
for nearly all types of development hard- 
ware. The more complex the hardware, 
the greater the economies of scale. Also, 
the lower the weight of a subcategory, the 
greater the economies of scale are for that 
subcategory. Some classifications, such 
as ships, even have diseconomies of 
scale with respect to weight. The esti- 
mated elasticity of cost with respect to 
weight ranges from 0.43 to 1-30 with an 
average value of approximately 0.65. 
Economies of scale with respect to unit 
quantities also are evident. The range of 
estimated elasticities is very wide, from 0.3 
to 1.17 with the average around 0.58. 
Some types of systems have disecono- 
mies of scale. These are mostly very low 
production quantity systems such as 
spacecraft. The conclusion is that a modi- 
fied learning curve may be appropriate. 
The use of a Culture variable is proven ef- 
fective for combining different technologies 
in the same data base. A methodology for 
deriving a quantitative measure of culture 
is presented and shown to produce good 
results. For future space developments, 
Culture may be the most significant vari- 
able the cost analyst has to select. 
Weight and quantities will usually be given, 
but the particular hardware may not fall 
into any of the historical subcategories. It 
may be possible to estimate Culture for fu- 
ture programs using deterministic meth- 
ods, such as a function of the ratio be- 
tween weight and quantity. Another 
possible method of estimating a new cul- 
ture would be interpolation or extrapolation 
of existing cultures. 
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The inclusion of a time based variable 
causes the effects of time to be removed 
from the other variables in the model. 
Hence, the model can be used for long- 
range planning if the future effect of time 
can be predicted. It was found that the 
cost of programs is increasing with time, 
even after the effects of inflation are ex- 
cised. The time related cost growth is not 
at a constant rate, however. The magni- 
tude of cost growth appears to be from 0.0 
to 3.0 percent per year. The exact nature 
of this time related phenomenon is not yet 
understood although it is believed to be a 
combination of increasing performance, 
complexity and technology offset by im- 
proving productivity and development 
methods. 
Finally, the benefits of design inheritance 
are clearly demonstrated. Substantial re- 
ductions in cost from using existing de- 
signs rather than starting from scratch are 
evident. Cost savings of about 22 percent 
for each subsequent generation are pre- 
dicted by the model. This fact has been 
used to great advantage on military acqui- 
sition programs and should be incorpo- 
rated whenever possible in the space pro- 
gram. 
The statistical model does have some defi- 
ciencies. Most of the problems result from 
the wide range of estimated coefficients for 
subcategory models. The model of all 
data must effectively average these coeffi- 
cients which results in erroneous estimat- 
ing at the subcategory level. In addition, it 
was found that the modeling of time related 
behavior (e.g., inflation, productivity, tech- 
nology, et cetera.) is inaccurate. The cur- 
rent model assumes that the rate of 
change is constant but; in reality, it varies. 
The combination of these two deficiencies 
makes the current statistical model unsuit- 
able for long-range cost estimates of ad- 
vanced space programs. Although the ba- 
sic technique demonstrated here is sound. 
it must be refined even further to produce 
acceptable cost estimates. The specific 
weaknesses of the statistical model have 
been identified and potential solutions will 
be implemented in the future. 
1.4. FORMALIZATION 
Formalization of the Advanced Missions 
Cost Model will consist of encoding the 
cost and schedule domain knowledge in 
an expert system containing the appropri- 
ate inference engines. The resulting cost 
model will be made available to the pro- 
gram agents for cost estimating use as 
they see fit. The cost model will also be 
linked into the new initiatives scenario inte- 
gration process to enable the top level 
parametric estimating of new initiative cost 
and schedule. Requirements have been 
formulated, based on conceptual models, 
for the formalization of the cost model. 
This includes the requirements for input in- 
formation, general output requirements, a 
conceptual description of the model func- 
tions, and a software baseline. As cur- 
rently envisioned, the cost model will run 
an on IBM-XT compatible microcomputer 
using the Mainstay database management 
system. 
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1.5. IMPLEMENTATION 
The Office of Exploration is making a seri- 
ous effort to minimize the cost of its pro- 
grams while retaining the high level of mis- 
sion success that is expected of NASA. A 
blue ribbon panel was recently commis- 
sioned by the President to study Depart- 
ment of Defense acquisition programs and 
there were eight characteristics the “Pack- 
ard Commission” found existed in suc- 
cessful system acquisition programs. In 
addition to the “ Packard Commission” rec- 
ommendations, five other recommenda- 
tions are being considered. These thirteen 
characteristics will be used as groundrules 
for the implementation of new civilian 
space initiatives. They are as follows: 
1. Acquisition cost realism along 
with unit production cost as a 
significant design requirement. 
In order to achieve program stability, it is 
essential that a program realistically 
budget for development and production 
costs at the start of full scale development. 
The development program manager must 
address the risk associated with develop- 
ment of the system. In this way, it is possi- 
ble to determine if the program is afford- 
able. The affordable cost level can then 
be used to establish a unit production cost 
design objective for the system which es- 
sentially becomes the “design-to-cost” 
objective. 
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2. Developing prototypes (for both 
cost and performance) and 
early, extensive testing. 
Prototyping has historically been done: but, 
its primary objective was proving that 
something is possible. Traditionally, the 
system was then almost totally redesigned 
during the development phase: such that 
the unit production cost of the system rose 
dramatically. The prototyping should be 
done with a system that is close enough to 
the ultimate production design such that 
one is able to make a good estimate of the 
cost and the performance of the ultimate 
system. 
After moving out of the prototype phase, 
history has shown that one of the ways 
programs have saved money is to reduce 
the number of test units and the amount of 
test time. This is another example of 
short-sighted attempts to save develop- 
ment dollars at the expense of what ulti- 
mately becomes a stretched out and over- 
run program. Clearly, if you can’t afford to 
do adequate testing early on, then the pro- 
gram is doomed to problems later. 
3. Planned product improvements 
and maximum use of proven 
components and subsystems 
(especially commercial items). 
It has been found that when existing sys- 
tems are modified, rather than new sys- 
tems started from scratch, the time and 
cost for development are both dramatically 
reduced. The concept here is not to start 
off a new program assuming that it re- 
quires a new set of avionics, a new en- 
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gine, et cetera: but, to 
velop each of these 
standardized interface 
independently de- 
subsystems with 
specifications so 
they can be plugged in when they are 
proven and to insert these upgrades at an 
appropriate block point in the production 
cycle. 
Consistent with the idea of using proven 
systems and subsystems is the concept of 
systems making maximum use of commer- 
cial subsystems and components. Both 
the Packard Commission and a recent De- 
fense Science Board Task Force empha- 
sized the dramatic benefits, particularly 
with electronics, that could be achieved 
through greater use of commercial compo- 
nents. The Defense Science Board study 
found that systems built from commercial 
components would have costs that were 
between two and eight times cheaper 
overall, with comparable or better reliabil- 
ity: and, that these systems could be ac- 
quired between two and five times more 
rapidly as a result of using off-the-shelf, 
proven, commercial components. 
4. Presence of a continuous alter- 
native. 
What makes a market economy operate 
effectively is the continuous presence of 
an alternative for the buyer: such that, if a 
supplier reduces his quality or raises his 
price, the buyer can go elsewhere. How- 
ever, the typical program has no such al- 
ternative present. Rather, there is usually 
a fierce competition for the initiation of a 
development program and this is followed 
by sole-source environment throughout 
the many years of the development and 
production phases of the program. 
Occasionally, the presence of continu- 
ous competition in the development and/or 
the production phase has been tried and 
the results have been very impressive. 
For those programs that had "dual sourc- 
ing" during the development phase of a 
set of Army programs, the R&D costs were 
better controlled; however - most impor- 
tantly - the production costs were dramati- 
cally reduced as a result of the competitive 
development phase; thus. far more than 
justifying the increased development cost 
for the second source. Equally significant, 
it was found that, on the average, the per- 
formance was much higher on those pro- 
grams that had been dual sourced. 
5. Short and stable schedules for 
development and production. 
All of the successful programs studied be- 
gan by using previously demonstrated 
technology and by realistically estimating 
their program costs. They then fully 
funded the necessary dollars and main- 
tained the program's initial requirements 
throughout the program's development. 
This combination - of demonstrated tech- 
nology, cost realism, and stable budgets 
and requirements - allowed them to 
achieve extremely short development and 
production schedules. Thus, they realized 
maximum economic efficiency and got the 
new systems fully deployed in the fastest 
possible time. 
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6. Experienced, small staffs, with 
clear command channels and 
limited reporting. 
In a typical US Government program, the 
senior managers frequently are quite inex- 
perienced and often rotate a number of 
times during the development phase. 
Often, this inexperience is compensated 
for by having a relatively large staff of peo- 
ple, all responsible for small pieces of the 
overall activity. This problem is further 
compounded by having a very large num- 
ber of layers above the program office, 
through whom all decisions must be 
passed. One estimate was that on a 
seven year development program, over 
three and a half years of the time was 
taken up with decision making and the rest 
with actual development. finally, it is esti- 
mated that something like 20 percent of a 
typical DOD development program’s cost 
is devoted to reporting on the program. By 
contrast, in those programs that were suc- 
cessfully run, the primary reports required 
were deviation reports in which thresholds 
were established for cost, schedule, and 
performance and, as long as the program 
stayed within these limits, very little report- 
ing was required. 
7. Effective communication with 
users for cost/performance 
tradeoffs. 
There is a myth that exists within the ac- 
quisition world that there is an initial “re- 
quirement” established for a system, and 
then this is turned over to the development 
there must be a continuous trade-off made 
between the user and the developer in 
terms of the impact of varying require- 
ments on development and production 
costs and schedules. 
8. Early development phase fund- 
ing for production and support 
considerations. 
Traditionally, the development phase of a 
new system focuses almost exclusively on 
that phase. Then, later, we find out how 
much it will cost to produce and maintain 
it. However, this is inefficient, in both time 
and dollars, particularly with current trends 
towards new, computer integrated manu- 
facturing technologies. If funds are avail- 
able up-front to include production consid- 
erations as part of the original design job, 
then one can make the transition from 
computer-aided design through computer 
aided manufacturing and into computer- 
aided logistics in a smooth and continuous 
process. This requires an engineering/ 
production/support team in the early de- 
sign phases that is more than simply the lip 
service that has traditionally been given to 
this area. It requires that the design be 
continuously modified in order to take 
producibility and maintainability directly into 
account. 
9. Mass production techniques 
should be used as much as 
possible at every level of hard- 
ware (and software). 
The use of mass production techniques to 
reduce cost is so widely known that it need 
community to pursue. By contrast, on a not be elaborated on here. This lesson 
successful program, it is recognized that has apparently been lost on NASA, how- 
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ever, since the agency still insists on build- 
ing virtually every spacecraft from scratch. 
Even in relatively small quantities, mass 
production can save money by spreading 
design, prototype, test, and tooling cost. 
Further economies can be gained by the 
production learning that occurs with repeti- 
tive tasks. Although some small loss in 
performance may be the price of common- 
alty, this could be offset by the increased 
confidence in performance from a proven 
design. 
10. Technology should be pushed 
forward at realistic rates. 
Part of the NASA mission is to develop 
new technology: but, when a program de- 
pends on the successful development of a 
technology that cannot realistically be ac- 
complished, the result is cost overruns and 
schedule delays. In order to avoid this, 
programs should depend on technology 
that is already demonstrated, or that can 
be proven well within the required sched- 
ule. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis and understanding of cost for 
future manned space exploration missions 
is a difficult and complex subject. Begin- 
ning in 1986, the need was recognized for 
development of a new cost estimating 
method specifically design for estimating 
programs in the conceptual design stages. 
On July 21, 1986 a request for proposals 
was distributed to industry for the develop- 
ment of an Advanced Missions Cost Model 
(AMCM). The contract would be for a pe- 
riod of four years with a total budget of no 
more than $850,000. The study effort 
would be under the technical guidance of 
the Cost Analysis Office of the Johnson 
Space Center and was funded by the Ad- 
vanced Program Office of NASA Head- 
quarters. 
After reviewing proposals by seven firms, 
ECON Incorporated was selected for nego- 
tiations and awarded the contract on 
March 16, 1987. In addition to the con- 
tracted effort, a small in-house effort was 
also begun. During the winter of 1987, 
NASA created the Office of Exploration 
(Code Z )  at NASA Headquarters with re- 
sponsibility for the human exploration of 
space and sponsorship of the Advanced 
Mission Cost Model was transferred to 
Code Z. 
On December 22, 1987, Code Z issued a 
mini-budget call which described a work 
breakdown structure (WBS), study require- 
ments, and an organization for future work. 
The complete WBS for Code Z is given in 
Figure 2.1 on page 2-2. The cost under- 
standing work was designated a Special 
Assessment Study under WBS 3.4. The 
mini-budget call described the following 
requirements for the cost understanding 
task. 
2.1. COST UNDERSTANDING RE- 
QUIREMENTS 
REQUIREMENT: “In-depth assess- 
ment of the costing methodology, with 
the objective of updating the assump- 
tions and art of costing major initiatives 
that have a characteristic of being at the 
concept stage, with implementation far 
into the future where experience and 
techniques are very different.” 
REQUIREMENT: “Task involves col- 
lecting experience from agency-wide and 
industry-wide sources, fitting that experi- 
ence to the environment of the initia- 
tives.” 
REQUIREMENT: “Key product, in acl- 
dition to the costing techniques analysis, 
is a tailored method (‘cookbook’) that 
can be used by the human initiatives pro- 
grain agents for costing that would in- 
clude the programmatic and specific 
agency assumptions on environment in 
which the initiatives will be developed.” 
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-2.1 
1 .o 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
Office Of Exploration Management 
1.1 Mission Studies Management 
1.2 Technology Integration & Coordination 
1.3 Science Studies Management 
1.4 Program Support & Special Projects 
Integration 
2.1 Mission Analysis & Synthesis Support 
2.2 Space Transfer Vehicle Integration 
2.3 Orbital Node Analysis & Integration 
2.4 Planetary Surface Systems Definition & Integration 
Special Assessment Studies 
3.1 Power Systems 
3.2 Propulsion Systems 
3.3 Major In-space Operations Feasibility 
3.4 
3.5 A&R/Expert System/Al 
3.6 Advanced Life Support Concepts 
3.7 Communications Data Capacity/Handling 
Special Emphasis Studies 
Category 1 Activities 
5.1 ET0 Transportation Analysis 
5.2 Space Station Evolution Analysis 
5.3 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
Science Program 
“ Initiative” Cost Understanding And Methodology Development 
Mars & Lunar Science & Engineering Data Precursor Mission Analysis 
Life Science Precursor Missions & Analysis 
Technology Prerequisite Programs & Analysis 
Operations Capability Extensions & Analysis 
REQUIREMENT: “Methodology pro- 
vided to each program ‘agent’ for a dis- 
tributed cost estimate of the 
prograndscenario pieces.” 
During 1988, a number of progress re- 
views were held with the Code Z staff and 
it was determined that the following re- 
quirements should be added. 
REQUIREMENT: Develop a plan for 
changing the environment in which explo- 
ration programs are developed in order 
to make them more affordable. 
REQUIREnIENT: Provide an interim 
capability to do relative cost and sched- 
ule estimates for exploration case studies 
beginning in FY 1989. 
2.2. STUDY APPROACH 
An overall study approach has been devel- 
oped to meet the requirements issued by 
Code Z. The flow chart depicted in Figure 
2.2 on page 2-3 summarizes the study 
approach. The top level describes, in very 
general terms, the Code Z implementation 
process. Tied into the implementation 
process is the work of developing a new 
cost model. Also included in Figure 2.2 is 
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-2.2 STUDY APPROACH 
DEVELOP 
PLANS 
IMPLEMENTATION - 
L 
CODE Z 
PROCESS 
ESTIMATE 
COST& 
SCHEDULE 
APPROACHES PROBLEM SOLUTIONS 
EXISTING 
METHODS 
MODEL 
VALIDATE DELIVER 
COST MODEL MODEL MODEL 
OPERATIONAL 
RECOMMENDA- SOLUTIONS 
the process required to develop affor- 
dability approaches for new initiatives. 
2.3. LONG RANGE STUDY PLAN 
The long range study plan for cost under- 
standing is given in Figure 2.3 on page 
2-4. Cost model version 1 is a prototype 
for testing purposes. The major mile- 
stones are the delivery of the version 2 
cost mode in the fall of 1989 and the ver- 
sion 3 moc'el in I 991. Version 2 is an OD- 
erational test model and Version 3 is the 
final operational model. 
2.4. NEAR TERM STUDY PLAN 
The near term study plan is given in Figure 
2.4 on page 2-5. The near term sched- 
ule is intended to link up with the cyclical 
definition process established by Code Z. 
However, due to funding limitations, the 
current schedule for cost model develop- 
ment will lag slightly behind the Code Z 
process. The major milestone, again, is 
the delivery of cost model version 2 in the 
fall of 1989 with the first "real" cost esti- 
mate following. 
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.2.3 LONG RANGE STUDY PLAN 
Calendar Yearl 1987 
I I I 
I 1988 
I I I 
Knowledge I 
Acquisition I 
I 1989 
I I I 
I I 
, 1990 
I I I 
t I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I 
I Conceptualization I 
1 
I 
I 
Cost Model V. 1 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Cost Model V.2 
I 
Affordability Approaches I 
I 
I 
I Cost Model V.3 
I 
Progress Reviews 8 8 ! 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I + I  I I 
I ~~~ I 
& I I 
I I I 
0 o o d  0 0 8 4  0 0 o d  
!.5. STUDY GROUND RULES cost estimates will be produced for exter 
nal distribution until fiscal year 1990. This 
will allow adequate time for development 
For large scale human exploration mis- 
sions, current cost estimating methods do 
not give satisfactory results. Therefore, no 
and testing of new cost methods. 
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2.4 NEAR TERM STUDY PLAN 
FY 1988 
, A I S  
I I 
FY 1989 
O I N , D , J , F I M ~ A I M , J , J , A I S  0 
I I I I 1 1 I I I I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 1 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 1 I 
I I 
I I 
I 
1 I 
0 I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
CYCLE 2 + I 
I 0 1  
I 
I 
o n  
User requirements 
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3. PROBLEM I DENTIFICATION 
What is a cynic? A man who knows the 
price of everything and the value of 
nothing. 
- Oscar Wilde 
REQUIREMENT: “In-depth assess- 
ment of the costing methodology, with 
the objective of updating the assump- 
tions and art of costing major initiatives 
that have a characteristic of being at the 
concept stage, with implementation far 
into the future where experience and 
techniques are very different.” 
The majority of the space activities in the 
United States are funded by the Federal 
Government, which means that growth in 
the space program is highly constrained. 
The cost of new space initiatives, espe- 
cially those involving manned exploration 
of the solar system, may be very high. 
Compourlding this problem is the fact that 
most NASA spacecraft are now designed 
to have a very long operational life. There- 
fore, the cost of any new developments 
must be added on to the ongoing cost of 
operating and maintaining existing sys- 
tems. 
In some worst case scenarios, it is ex- 
pected that the NASA budget would have 
to triple by the year 2000 in order to ac- 
commodate all of the projected missions. 
Since the general public does not perceive 
a great deal of benefit from the space pro- 
gram, it is unlikely that there will be strong 
public support for a large, sustained in- 
crease in public expenditures on civilian 
space initiatives. 
A number of trends in the development of 
space hardware have been identified. Pro- 
jects tend to be bigger, more expensive, 
and take longer to develop. On the other 
hand, more cost effective approaches to 
development have been implemented. The 
industry is more efficient due to advances 
in worker productivity. Projects are devel- 
oped with fewer prototypes and less test- 
ing. Traditional cost estimating methods 
that do not take these changes into ac- 
count will produce inaccurate cost esti- 
mates. Furthermore, the factors that really 
drive cost, such as institutional and man- 
agement factors, are not usually included 
in the variables that drive traditional cost 
models. 
Most of the cost models used by NASA 
have been developed on very small sub- 
sets of data (e.g., manned spacecraft). 
Since there are only six manned space- 
craft developed by NASA, the cost analyst 
is limited to only one or two explanatory 
variables. An approach has been devel- 
oped that allows many different types of 
spacecraft to be included in the database. 
This allows many explanatory variables to 
be utilized. It also enables direct analysis 
of the cost differences between different 
development environments. This approach 
to analyzing the factors that cause cost will 
lead to better estimates in the future and 
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better approaches to managing the cost of 
programs. 
The new initiatives being considered for 
the human exploration of space pose 
some special problems for cost estimating. 
The estimates given for these missions by 
traditional models tend to produce cost es- 3.1.1. BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS 
ered are the budget, the high cost of pro- 
grams, and the public perception of the 
space program. Following the discussion 
of these factors, the problem faced by the 
Office of Exploration management will be 
defined, 
year, the President, Office of Management 
and Budget, and Congress must decide 
how much money to allocate to various 
agencies and programs. 
Some of the initiatives may also require 
technology that has not been developed 
yet; hence, there are no historical analo- 
gies on which to base estimates. Finally, 
the programmatic factors, rather than 
hardware characteristics will probably be 
the major cost drivers. The cost estimating 
techniques being developed will be able to 
deal with all of these considerations. 
The first task of understanding cost is to 
define the specific problems that must be 
addressed. In the following sections will 
deal with understanding the environment in 
which new civilian space programs are de- 
veloped, understanding cost, and deriving 
a new cost method. 
For the past 15 years or so, the NASA 
budget has been relatively constant at 
about $8 billion, adjusted for inflation. This 
is approximately one third of the peak 
Apollo era budgets. A number of recent 
studies have tried to estimate the cost of 
future human initiatives in space in terms 
of the overall NASA budget. These esti- 
mates are summarized in Figure 3.1. The 
line designated CBO Core Program repre- 
sents the Congressional Budget Office es- 
timate of the continuing cost of programs 
that are currently operational, or under de- 
velopment. As shown, the core program 
3m1g THE alone will require a doubling of the NASA 
budget (corrected for inflation) by the end RONMENT 
of this century. 
In order to'begin discussing the problems 
of estimatiiig cost for new initiative, it is 
necessary to understand the environment 
in which new programs are developed. 
The major factors that need to be consid- 
Some of the more ambitious programs 
suggested by others will require almost tri- 
ple or quadruple the present budget. Fur- 
thermore, these programs require a sus- 
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tained budget outlay, unlike the temporary 
spurt of the Saturn/Apollo program. 
3.1.2. HIGH COST OF PROGRAMS 
NASA manned programs have been very 
expensive. The Saturn/Apollo program 
cost was over $96 billion. The cost of the 
Space Shuttle is $67 billion to date. The 
planned Space Station program may cost 
in excess of $20 billion. Recent unmanned 
programs have also been relatively expen- 
sive. The total Viking project cost was $3 
billion. Space Telescope cost is $2.2 bil- 
lion so far, and the Tracking and Data Re- 
lay Satellite System (TDRSS) cost is $1.9 
billion to date. (note: all costs in FY88$) 
3.1.3. PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE 
SPACE PROGRAM 
Public confidence in NASA is at an all time 
low. Only 30% of the general public thinks 
that funding for NASA should be in- 
creased. Most people think NASA is much 
more expensive than it really is and few 
people recognize the benefits of the space 
program. The 'crisis of confidence' that 
led to the Apollo program is unlikely to be 
repeated. 
3.1.4. THE PROBLEM DEFINED 
With no change in the way NASA does 
business, the budget for manned planetary 
exploration missions will have to be three 
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or four times greater than the current 
budget. It is not likely that the American 
public will support such an expensive pro- 
gram. The choice is: change the way 
NASA does business or forget about going 
to the Moon or Mars. 
3.2. UNDERSTANDING COST 
Life can only be understood backward, 
but it must be lived forward. 
- Kierkega a rd 
In order to fully understand cost, it will be 
important to look at some cost and sched- 
ule trends. This will be followed by a brief 
look at cost drivers. The various factors 
that influence cost will also be examined in 
greater detail in Chapters 5 and 6. Since 
Culture is a principle factor in the new un- 
derstanding of cost, a section will be de- 
voted to defining culture. Some of the spe- 
cial problems costing new initiatives will be 
discussed: and, finally, the drawbacks of 
existing models will be addressed. 
3.2.1. COST AND SCHEDULE TRENDS 
NASA is realizing diseconomies of scale. 
Overall, the cost of programs is increas- 
ing: and. because of budgetary con- 
straints, programs are becoming longer 
and longer. This means that, under a fixed 
budget, with no cultural change, the time 
between rqajor programs is approaching 
generation; of people. Finally, only a small 
portion of the budget actually produces 
spacecraft flight hardware. 
3.2.1.1. NASA IS REALIZING DIS- 
ECONOMIES OF SCALE 
NASA cultural norms were set during 
Apollo and all of the Apollo era NASA in- 
stallations still exist. NASA has been under 
a constant-value budget for 15 years 
which is roughly 65% less than peak 
Apollo era levels. NASA manpower costs 
during the same period have been re- 
duced by only about 40 percent. However, 
spacecraft budgets have been reduced 
70-80% from peak Apollo levels. 
3.2.1.2. PROGRAM COST IS INCREAS- 
ING 
On average, the size of flight hardware is 
increasing to accommodate ever more 
complex mission requirements. And, even 
when normalized for size and quantity, the 
cost is increasing for most systems. Hard- 
ware and software is becoming more com- 
plex and performance is increasing. Mean- 
while, annual funding is tighter which 
causes program schedules to become 
longer and diseconomies of scale in the 
institutions. These trends are being miti- 
gated somewhat by improvements in pro- 
ductivity; but, the trend is toward higher 
cost. (see Figure 3.2) 
3.2.1.3. PROGRAMS ARE BECOMING 
LONGER 
Because of limited resources and increas- 
ing requirements, programs are generally 
becoming longer. Longer programs exac- 
erbate the problem because of inefficiency 
and longer programs create the expecta- 
tion of longer programs, which becomes a 
self-fulfilling prophecy. Because of sched- 
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ule stretch out, the time between new 
starts is Increasing dramatically. In addi- 
tion, the Space Transportation System 
(STS) and Space Station have very long 
operations periods, which will further re- 
duce new start wedges. (see Figure 3.3) 
3.2.1.4. THE TIME BETWEEN MAJOR 
PROGRAMS IS APPROACHING 
GENERATIONS OF PEOPLE 
Since programs have become much 
longer, and operations are being ex- 
tended, the amount of time between new 
starts for major categories of systems 
(e.g. manned projects) is approaching 
generations of people. This problem is 
I 
made worse by poor planning which does 
not begin to consider new programs until 
the current projects are complete. The re- 
sult is that new programs will be run by 
inexperienced managers. Without change, 
this could be a path to disaster for NASA. 
(see Figure 3.4) 
3.2.1.5. ONLY A SMALL PORTION OF 
THE BUDGET ' PRODUCES 
SPACECRAFT 
Approximately 70% of the NASA Research 
& Development budget is spent directly on 
major spacecraft programs. Of this, about 
45% is spent on the actual spacecraft and 
experiments. The rest goes for launch ve- 
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hicles and operations. The amount of 
money actually spent on flight hardware 
(as opposed to development) is even 
smaller. (see Figure 3.5) 
3.2.2. UNDERSTANDING COST DRIV- 
ERS 
Many factors drive cost including: require- 
ments, specification, quantity, size, per- 
formance, level of technology, environ- 
ment, schedule, budget, team experience, 
management, safety, degree of risk, pro- 
ductivity. inheritance, et cetera. For con- 
ceptual design work, most of the cost driv- 
ers can be boiled down to a few key 
factors: size (e.9. weight), quantity, time 
(representing technology and productivity), 
inheritance, culture (or environment) and 
relative complexity. For any given mission, 
the design parameters will probably not be 
very flexible. Therefore, culture is the fac- 
tor most readily available for change. 
3.2.3. DEFINING CULTURE 
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our 
stars-but in ourselves.. . 
- William Shakespeare 
Culture is a condensation of many factors. 
It establishes the level of specification, 
thereby defining the conditions of the prod- 
uct's use and the inherent level of required 
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quality assurance. However, changes in 
specification level do not explain all of the 
cost differences between programs. 
The residual cost differences have been 
attributed to the organization's manner of 
doing business. In other words, organiza- 
tional work habits do not readily change as 
a result of imposing different specification 
levels. 
3.2.4. SPECIAL PROBLEMS COSTING 
NEW INITIATIVES 
Current methods give estimates that are 
too high because they are based on old 
ways of doing business with no adjustment 
for change. Forecasting cost far into the 
future (20-50 years) is very difficult be- 
cause of the changing environment. Pre- 
dicting the cost of new technology is diffi- 
cult because the relationship between cost 
and other known variables may change. 
Estimating programmatic cost is difficult 
because it is not well understood. 
3.2.5. DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING 
MODELS 
I t  ain't so much the things we don't 
know that get us in trouble. It's the 
things we know that ain't so. 
- Artemus Ward 
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Existing models are dependent on few 3.3. A NEW COST METHOD 
data points and very few (usually one) ex- 
planatory variables. Existing models use 
historical data from the existing culture, 
and are therefore predictors of cost only in 
the same culture. Existing parametric mod- 
els predict cost as a function of size and a 
complexity factor. Errors in the subjectively 
chosen complexity factor will have a far 
greater influence than errors in objective 
parameters 
The preceding discussion leads to only 
one conclusion; that it will be necessary to 
develop a new cost methodology for new 
civilian space initiatives that involve human 
exploration of space. A method which de- 
fines the conditions under which a certain 
cost outcome might result. (see Figure 
3.6) 
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e 49 KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION 
Knowledge is the only instrument of 
production that is not subject to 
diminishing returns. 
- J. M. Clark 
REQUIREMENT: “Task involves col- 
lecting experience from agency-wide and 
industry-wide sources, fitting that experi- 
ence to the environment of the initia- 
tives. ” 
The knowledge acquisition process con- 
sists of two major tasks; acquisition of gen- 
eral problem solving knowledge and 
acquisition of information specifically re- 
lated to the problem of cost analysis for 
new space initiatives. The general prob- 
lem solving knowledge includes: statistical 
analysis tools: decision making theory: 
cost estimating; schedule estimating: cost 
spreading; project management: systems 
engineering: forecasting: chart-making: 
and, other general skills. Fortunately, 
most of these functions are readily avail- 
able in various micro-computer products. 
The major function of knowledge acquisi- 
tion is the collection of domain specific 
knowledge. This includes data pertaining 
to the domain, algorithms for solving spe- 
cific problems, and heuristic methods. 
Collection of cost data is a continuous 
process. So far, data has been collected 
on almost every NASA and unclassified 
DOD spacecraft. In addition, data has 
been collected on many other types of 
large scale research and development 
projects such as aircraft, missiles, ships, 
and tanks. The raw data is loaded in a 
computer database and then standardized 
to a common format. The knowledge of 
algorithms and heuristics is being acquired 
by the following: the study technical man- 
ager and study leader are cost estimating 
experts: frequent reviews are held with 
other cost experts around NASA: members 
of the study team participate in profes- 
sional societies, review literature and at- 
tend conferences on related subjects. 
4.1. NORMALIZING THE DATA 
BASE 
Data bases comprise cost, technical and 
programmatic data from a wide range of 
time periods and contractors. However, 
the data can’t be used for parametric 
analysis without being normalized. In par- 
ticular, the following specific questions 
must be answered: 
Are the costs comparable in currency, 
year, and elements of cost? 
Are the products grouped into homo- 
geneous categories? 
Are programs discriminated as to cul- 
ture (specification level)? 
Are programs discriminated as to 
state-of-the-art? 
Are consistent sizing and technical pa- 
rameters used? 
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o Are consistent non-recurring/recurring 
cost splits observed? 
Typical steps in the normalization process 
are listed in Figure 4.1 on page 4-2 . 
Each of these steps is outlined in the fol- 
lowing paragraphs. 
4.1.1. NORMALIZING COST DATA 
The objective of this effort is to produce 
total costs that are consistent for purposes 
of comparison. The first concern is to de- 
rive cost numbers that cover the same 
standard set of elements. In the AMCM 
data base, Figure 4.2 on page 4-3 
shows that reported costs omit fee but in- 
clude every other element of cost: fee is 
shown once per program in a ‘below the 
line’ display. 
To keep consistency in cost units, Figure 
4.3 on page 4-4 shows that two steps 
are taken: 1) no cost is cited without the 
corresponding year of economics; a stan- 
dard set of NASA historical escalation ta- 
bles is used to translate then-year to 
constant-year base dollars, 2) for foreign 
currencies, conversion tables are used to 
generate US dollar figures at convenient 
economic conditions. 
r4.1 DATA NORMALIZATION PROCESS 
NORMALIZING COST DATA: 
1 = Making Elements of Cost Consistent 
2 = Making Units of Cost Consistent 
3 = Making Year of Economics Consistent 
NORMALIZING THE SIZING DATA: 
1 = Dry vs Wet Weight 
2 = Weight Contingency Application 
3 = Percent Electronics 
NORMALIZING PRODUCTS BY MISSION APPLICATION; 
1 = Grouping Vehicles by Complexity Regime 
2 = Calibrating Like Vehicles 
NORMALIZING END ITEMS FOR HOMOGENEITY: 
1 = Accounting for Absent Cost Items 
2 = Removing Inapplicable Cost Items 
NORMALIZING RECURRING/NONRECURRING COSTS: 
1 = Prime Contractors’ Estimates 
2 = Time Phased Costs 
3 = Flight Article Equivalent Units 
NORMALIZING STATE-OF-DEVELOPMENT VARIABLES: 
1 = Mission Uniqueness 
2 = Product Uniqueness 
NORMALIZING CULTURES: 
1 = Manned Space 
2 = Unmanned Space 
3 = Other Cultures 
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- 4.2 CONSISTENCY IN THE ELEMENTS OF COST 
DIRECT LABOR G&A 
OVERHEAD ALLOCATED PRIME COSTS 
MATERIAL 
SUBCONTRACT 
BURDENS 
............................. 
FEE IS "BELLOW THE LINE" NUMBER: 
REPORTED JUST ONCE IN ANY PROJECT 
4.1.2. NORMALIZING THE SIZING 
DATA 
In parametric analysis the sizing variables 
are significant; for example, it is common 
to think of cost per pound of hardware or 
cost per line of software source code. 
However, these measures are meaning- 
less unless both the size and cost dimen- 
sions are consistent. With respect to 
weight, the AMCM program uses only dry 
weight of systems: this removes the extra- 
neous influence of propellant and fluids 
costs. which have low bulk price. The sole 
exception p this rule is that solid rocket 
motor sizes are reported as fully loaded 
ANNUAL REPORT 
weights, because cast solid propellants do 
have significant costs. Weight contingen- 
cies, more common in preliminary or con- 
ceptual programs, are always included in 
the totals so that weight uncertainty is off- 
set. 
In the AMCM data base, the variable Elec- 
tronic Composition Factor is compiled for 
historical programs because model build- 
ing has shown this factor to be a signifi- 
cant cost driver. For consistency, this 
factor is defined in the most simple way as 
weight of subsystems containing electron- 
ics divided by total dry weight. Those sub- 
systems assumed to be all-electronic 
4-3 
_______ 
-4.3 MAKING COST UNITS CONSISTENT 
FROM FISCAL YEAR TO 1987 FROM FISCAL YEAR TO 1987 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
963 
964 
965 
966 
967 
968 
969 
970 
971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
TO 
5.604 
5.373 
5.206 
5.006 
4.837 
4.629 
4.476 
4.223 
4.026 
3.819 
3.614 
3.380 
3.180 
3.008 
2.846 
2.655 
2.396 
2.190 
2.153 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1 
1.984 
1.841 
1.681 
1.519 
1.369 
1.252 
1.180 
1.114 
1.071 
1.038 
1.000 
- Exchange Rates 
include Command and Data Handling 
(C&DH), and Guidance, Navigation and 
Control (GN&C). Although electrical power 
subsystems do contain some electronics, 
they are not included with the latter. 
Consistency in software sizing is main- 
tained by reporting the total machine exe- 
cutable instructions (deliverable) as the 
primary dimension. Numbers of comment 
statements or other non-deliverable soft- 
ware may be reported as 'below the line' 
parameters. 
4.1.3. NORMALIZING PRODUCTS 
In parametric analysis it is critically impor- 
tant to analyze homogeneous products. 
This homogeneity must exist across prod- 
uct groupings and within individual prod- 
ucts. The AMCM approach to finding 
homogeneous product groupings is to 
classify missions by application and objec- 
tive. The standard mission category identi- 
fication code system is shown in Figure 
4.4 on page 4-5 . In this system, the first 
digit of the ID code separates manned and 
unmanned missions: this digit also dis- 
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-4.4 MISSION CATEGORY ID CODES 
X x x  
First Digit: Source 
1 = Historical, Manned 
2 = Historical, Unmanned 
3 = In Development, Manned 
4 = In Development, Unmanned 
5 = Conceptual, Manned 
6 = Conceptual, Unmanned 
Second Digit: Operating Environment 
1 = Space, Low-Earth Orbit 
2 = Space, High-Earth Orbit/Geostationary 
3 = Space, Lunar 
4 = Space, Planetary/lnterplanetary 
5 = Surface, Stationary 
6 = Surface, Mobile 
7 = Marine 
8 = Atmospheric 
9 = Extra Atmospheric 
Third Digit: Mission Objective 
1 = Test-Bed Missions 
2 = Scientific Explorers 
3 = Scientific Observatories 
4 = Communications/Navigation 
5 = Earth Surveillance 
6 = Exploration 
7 = Habitation 
8 = Exploitation 
9 = Transoortation 
criminates completed missions from devel- 
opmental and conceptual programs. The 
second digit separates products for the 
space environment from those for other 
environments, and also discriminates the 
flight regimes within space flight. The third 
digit classifies missions by end objective: 
these classifications are fairly straightfor- 
ward except that the grouping Test-Bed 
Missions was added for the category of 
flight programs whose purpose was to 
demonstrate the feasibility of new applica- 
tions. d 
Homogeneity within individual products is 
maintained by the Work Breakdown Struc- 
ture (WBS), which controls the end-item 
dimension of cost. The AMCM standard 
WBS is shown in Figure 4.5 on page 4-6 
. The WBS is a checklist for products and 
services normally found in a space vehi- 
cle. For instance, displaying Hubble Space 
Telescope costs against this WBS shows 
no appreciable costs for Power Source 
(WBS 01.01.01.02.01); this is because the 
solar array for this program was a Govern- 
ment-furnished item, and its costs were 
paid for by ESA. In this case the WBS is 
warning us not to compare HST costs - 
especially not electrical power system 
costs - against programs with complete 
subsystem sets. In the same way the WBS 
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-4.5 STANDARD WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE - 
01 Space Segment 
01 Spacecraft Platform 
01 Bus Hardware 
01 Structures/Mechanisms/Thermal 
01 Structures 
02 Mechanical 
03 Thermal 
02 Electrical Power 
01 Power Source 
02 Power Conditioning 
03 Power Distribution & Control 
01 Attitude Determination 
02 Attitude Control 
01 Main Propulsion (Less Engines) 
02 Secondary Propulsion 
03 Reaction Control Propulsion 
04 Common 
05 Instrumentation 
05 Communications & Data Handling 
01 Tracking 
02 Telemetry 
03 Command 
04 Data Management 
05 Instrumentation 
03 Attitude Control 
04 Propulsion 
06 ECLSSKrew Accommodations (If Manned) 
07 Booster Adapter 
02 Non-Bus Hardware 
10 Non-Bus Software 
01 Management & Support 
02 Common Services 
01 Program Management 
02 Financial/Schedule Control 
03 Configuration Management 
04 Data Management 
05 Manufacturing Plans 
01 Requirements Definition & Allocation 
02 System Analysis 
03 Reliability, Maintainability, Quality 
04 Other "Llities" 
05 Test & Ops Planning 
01 Integration Management Plans 
02 Mission Support 
03 On-Orbit Servicing Operations 
01 Other Direct Cost 
02 Systems Engineering 
03 Integration & Test 
04 GSE 
05 Support 
06 Facilities 
03 Operations Support 
01 Launch Support 
02 Mission Support 
03 On-Orbit Servicing Operations 
04 Segment-Level Integration & Test 
01 Integration Hardware 
01 Fairing 
02 ASE 
51 Payload 
i 
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will force us to remove inapplicable hard- 
ware. Consider the problem of upper- 
stage hardware. Some classes of space 
vehicles - Agena derivatives and Comsats 
for example - carry the upper stage hard- 
ware for the ascent vehicle. The WBS 
deals with this problem by creating a sepa- 
rate block of numbers (WBS 01.01.02) for 
non-spacecraft-bus hardware. 
4.1.4. NORMALIZING NON-RECUR- 
RING/RECURRING COST BREAK- 
DOWN 
Past practice in parametric analysis has 
been to model separately the non-recur- 
ring and the recurring costs. While it is not 
necessarily true that future models will re- 
quire such breakdowns, it is nonetheless 
prudent to maintain non-recurring and re- 
curring costs in consistent format for cur- 
rent use, 
The preferred method for non-recurringhe- 
curring separation is detailed analysis at 
lowest levels of cost collection, preferably 
by the prime contractor. This provides the 
best insight into design, manufacturing and 
support cost transitions. For consistency, 
Government guidelines assist the categori- 
zation of costs as DDT&E or Production 
phase; such guidelines were available dur- 
ing the NASA Cost Analysis Task Force 
era of historical studies, for example. 
Lacking detailed assessments, there are 
two alternative methods for assigning non- 
recurring and recurring costs. Figure 4.6 
on page 4-8 shows a time-phasing 
method. Injhis method the stream of costs 
is referenced to some agreed-on schedule 
milestone. commonly Critical Design Re- 
view, and all costs before the milestone 
are considered non-recurring and after- 
ward, recurring. To some extent, this 
method is followed even for detailed cost 
analysis. 
The second method of recurringhon-re- 
curring cost separation is shown in Figure 
4.7 on page 4-9 . This method performs a 
pro rata of total acquisition costs using an 
equivalent units calculation. In this method 
every prototype article is assigned an 
equivalent quantity of flight units, and an 
equivalent is also estimated for design and 
development activity (taking into account 
difficulty, inheritance, etc.). The ratio of 
DDT&E to Production units then deter- 
mines the ratio of non-recurring to recur- 
ring costs. 
4.1.5. NORMALIZING THE STATE OF 
DEVELOPMENT 
Data bases tend to contain programs that 
reflect wide ranges of development effort - 
from simple follow-on buys to complex, 
multi-path developments. Each level of de- 
velopment history invokes a different non- 
recurring cost, so it is vital to normalize 
data with a variable that characterizes the 
wide range of possible development envi- 
ronments. The selected state-of-the-art 
variable is shown in Figure 4.8 on page 
4-10. This variable allows the user to char- 
acterize the set of development conditions 
that would have existed at the time a given 
program began. 
Two attributes are considered in this evalu- 
ation. The first is design status, that is, fa- 
miliarity with materials, parts and 
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4.6 
ACCT 
PERIOD 
DEC 76 A 
JAN 77 A 
FEB 77 A 
MAR 77 A 
APR 77 A 
MAY 77 A 
JUN 77 A 
JUL 77 A 
AUG 77 A 
SEP 77 A 
OCT 77 A 
NOV 77 
DEC 77 
JAN 78 
FEB 78 
MAR 78 
APR 78 
MAY 78 
JUN 78 
JUL 78 
AUG 78 
SEP 78 
OCT 78 
NOV 78 
DEC 78 
JAN 79 
FE6 79 
MAR 79 
APR 79 
MAY 79 
JUN 79 
JUL 79 
='TD A 
ro GO 
3TR4 76 A 
3TR1 77 
3TR2 77 
- METHOD 
MATERlAL TOTAL BURDEN OTtiER DIRECT GENS AD- PROGRAM1 ESS A N 3  r 
DOLLARS DOLLARS TOTAL DOLI.ARS ACT COST DOLLAR MIN ACT, ACTDOLLARS ACT/ ACT, ACT/ 
EST BUDGET EST BUDGET EST BUDGET EST BUDGET EST BUDGET EST 
2000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 3000 
2000 2000 
2948 2948 
628 
942 
1041 
104 1 
1074 1074 
760 760 
729 729 
116 f 116 
79 79 
- -. 
11000 3652 
235 235 
3000 
59 3000 
4000 4000 
4000 4000 
4000 4000 
4000 4000 
4000 4000 
2710 2710 
294 6235 
22710 22710 
235 235 
36630 
3509 
3959 
3979 
600 1 
42 I 8  
3267 
2866 
2644 
1434 
4780 
2605 
273 1 
2643 
2286 
235 1 
2682 
2138 
1430 
1671 
928 
888 
1123 
66 1 
75 1 
945 
7 12 
734 
572 
502 
528 
247 
73287 
29138 
36630 
11447 
13486 
36630 
3509 
3959 
3204 
4309 
3813 
3883 
4220 
353 1 
3465 
4039 
2605 
273 1 
2643 
2286 
235 1 
2682 
2138 
1430 
1671 
928 
888 
1123 
66 1 
75 1 
945 
7 12 
734 
572 
502 
528 
247 
263649 
29138 
36630 
10672 
12005 
26858( 
2584 1 
292 17 
29367 
44295 
30904 
23958 
2099 1 
20079 
10425 
38949 
28080 
28574 
28399 
22039 
2263 1 
23837 
16769 
1 1203 
13223 
7340 
7026 
8920 
6249 
5966 
748 1 
5640 
5814 
453 1 
3975 
4 180 
1973 
543 106 
26 1649 
268580 
84425 
99157 
BUDGE1 
292065 
2i522 
31048 
25143 
33830 
29930 
30476 
36163 
32004 
34577 
3929 1 
28830 
28574 
28399 
22028 
2263 1 
23837 
16769 
1 1203 
13223 
7340 
7026 
8920 
5249 
5966 
748 1 
5640 
58 14 
458 1 
3975 
4 180 
1973 
612049 
263649 
292065 
837 13 
94236 
processes. The second is familiarity with 
the mission, i.e. whether an analogous 
program has ever been undertaken. Based 
on evaluation of these attributes, each pro- 
gram in the data base is assigned a nu- 
merical value from the scale. 
4.1.6. NORMALIZING THE PROGRAM 
CULTURE 
In any extensive data base, the programs 
included may cover a variety of develop- 
mental cultures. In this sense the word 
'culture' is synonymous with 'program 
practices' or 'specification levels' I It con- 
notes the levels of management, reports 
and controls that the customer (usually the 
Government) habitually requires. Normali- 
zation of cultures across programs is con- 
trolled by assigning values of a single 
AMCM variable to each program in the 
data base. 
In the AMCM data base the specification- 
level (culture) variable is a non-linear fac- 
tor shown in Figure 4.9 on page 4-11. At 
present each environment corresponds to 
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- 4.8 
RANK 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
STANDARDIZING THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
DFSIGN NEWNESS MISSION UNlgYENESS 
OFF THE SHELF: DRAWINGS EXIST 
MINOR MOD: DRAWINGS RENUMBERED 
MODERATE REVISION; EXISTING PRODUCT LINE 
EXTENSIVE REVISION: EXISTING PRODUCT LINE 
COMPLEX REVISION; EXISTING PRODUCT LINE 
NEW: EXISTING PRODUCT LINE FAMILIAR 
NEW: FAMILIAR MATERIALS/COMPONENTS/ 
PROCESSES 
NEW: NEW MATERIALS/COMPONENTS/ 
PROCESSES 
NEW: NEW MCP PLUS DIFFICULT NO 
INTEGRATION ANALOGY 
ADVANCED SOTA: CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
DEMONSTRATED 
ADVANCED SOTA: MULTIPLE DESIGN PATHS 
ADVANCED SOTA: PRINCIPLES OBSERVED 
EXISTING 
a step in the scale: as data are refined, 
this scale may expand significantly. 
4.2. THE NORMALIZED DATA 
BASE 
The outcome of the normalization process 
just described is to produce a data base of 
consistent and directly comparable infor- 
mation. The AMCM data base is main- 
tained in hard-copy and computerized 
original format, which encompasses a di- 
studies to informal analyst notes. The com- 
I 
I format. The hard-copy data is stored in its 
verse range from formal post-program I 
puterized data. drawn from the hard-copy 
sources, exists in three separate forms: 
1) Original data in contractor’s format: 2) 
Detailed data extracted from item 1) and 
organized by the standard WBS: 3) Sum- 
mary level data also extracted from item 1) 
The organization of the data in items 2) 
and 3) is by program and by WBS. A sup- 
plemental breakdown by ’product catego- 
ries’ is available for item 3) only: this 
categorization of products and services is 
generic so as to permit cross-cultural 
comparison of the cost effects of specifi- 
cations and standards. 
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- 4.9 CONSISTENCY IN SPECIFICATION (CULTURE) - 
SPECIFICATION 
VARIABLE 
CONTENT 
1 .oo GROUND BASED EQUIPMENT 
1.15 SHIPBORNE OR GROUND 
MOBILE 
1.30 AIRBORNE, MIL-SPEC 
1.67 SPACEBORNE, UNMANNED 
1.80 SPACEBORNE, MANNED 
Costs for all programs in the computerized 
data base are expressed in original curren- 
cies and original economic conditions. In 
this way all costs can be escalated or con- 
verted at a single calculation across the 
data base. 
4.2.1. PROGRAM COVERAGE OF THE 
DATA BASE 
Programs that now make up the AMCM 
data base are listed in Figure 4.10 on page 
4-12. At present only space programs are 
in the collection: they are manned and un- 
manned. However, the new data base 
strategy will mandate expansions in prod- 
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4 
uct coverage. To encompass programs 
with alternative cultures (Le. different from 
space) the data base will add projects in 
aircraft, helicopters, missiles and ground 
vehicles. Also, the space system data set 
will be enhanced with new and more ambi- 
tious missions in order to analyze the ef- 
fects of performance growth on cost. The 
planned new data acquisitions are listed in 
Figure 4.1 1 on page 4-13. 
4.2.2. CONTENTS OF THE SUMMARY 
DATA BASE 
The variables included in the AMCM sum- 
mary data base are shown in Figure 4.12 
140CT88 
- 4.1 0 PROGRAMS IN THE DATA BASE 
PROGRAM PROGRAM 
IDENTIFICATION 
X-15 
Mercury 
Gemini 
Apollo CSM 
Lunar Module 
Lunar Rover 
Orbiter 
Skylab 
Spacelab 
Space Station 
Heao A/B 
HST 
SEASAT 
ATS A-E 
ATS F-G 
OAO-B 
OGO 
OS0 A-G 
oso-I 
STP 71-2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
8 
9 
10 
50 
51 
54 
58 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
PROGRAM PROGRAM 
IDENTIFICATION 
GEMINI AGENA 
TARGET VEH. 
A€ 
TIROS M 
TlROS N 
LANDSAT 
SMS 
SURVEYOR 
LUNAR ORBITER 
MARINER MARS 64 
MARINER VENUS 
MARINER MARS 69 
MARINER MARS 71 
MARINER VENUS MERCURY 73 
VIKING ORBITER 
VIKING LANDER 
PIONEER F/G 
HELIOS A/B 
DMSP 5-1 
67 
68 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
81 
82 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
100 
on page 4-14. There are two data screens 
per program. Screen one summarizes 
cost, weight, complexity, and quantity 
data; screen two presents schedule data 
and also makes any needed adjustments 
in cost and weight (for example, as a re- 
sult of Government-furnished equipment). 
Note that the costs and quantities cover 
not only Development and Production in 
their traditional meanings, but also the 
more recent trend of programs with 
protoflight articles: these latter may be 
thought of as some Development (proto- 
type testing) and some Production (flight 
use). 
The costs on screen one include separate 
breakouts for the bus and payload, for 
common services and for operations. The 
equivalent standard-WBS nomenclatures 
for these entries are as follows: 
Bus = WBS 01.01 
Common Services = WBS 01.02 
Operations = WBS 01.03 
Payload = WBS 01.51 
The entry for the item labeled 'Spec' rep- 
resents the program culture variable, as 
was discussed earlier. 
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- 4.1 1 PROGRAMS BEING ADDED - 
NAME ID NO 
SATURN 
SATURN S-ll 
SATURN S-IVB 
SATURN S-IB 
SATURN IU 
SHUTTLE ET 
SHUTTLE SRB 
CENTAUR 
F-1 
J-2 
RL-10 
H-1 
SSME 
VOYAGER 
GALILEO 
MAGELLAN 
HEOS-1 
GEOS-2 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
30 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
93 
94 
95 
110 
111 
NAME ID NO. 
ESRO-I 112 
ESRO-II 113 
ESRO-IV 114 
COS B 115 
TD 116 
DIAL 117 
AZUR 118 
AEROS 119 
SYMPHONIE 120 
UK-3 121 
UK-4 122 
MX 200 
PATRIOT 20 1 
C-5A 300 
C-141 301 
B-70 302 
M-1 ABRAMS 400 
M-2/M-3 BRADLEY 401 
The adjusted weights and costs shown on 
screen two are of special importance. 
These adjustments are the way in which 
incomplete or non-homogeneous cost 
data are normalized. 
4.2.3. MAKING USE OF THE DATA 
BASE 
The object of building and normalizing the 
AMCM data base is to be able to use the 
information so assembled to derive param- 
etric relationships. Using the methodology 
(particularly the calibration features) of 
AMCM, the first conclusion that becomes 
apparent through analysis is that space 
programs are not homogeneous: not even 
all manned, or all unmanned programs, 
have common complexity patterns. In- 
stead, space programs appear to fall into 
smaller groups whose common thread is 
similar mission objective. 
Figure 4.13, Figure 4.14, and Figure 4.15 
on page 4-15, page 4-16 and on page 
4-17 illustrate how programs group by mis- 
sion type. These statistical sets show the 
correlation of the spacecraft complexity/ 
performance variable to year of first flight. 
Notice that good correlation is consistently 
obtained (measured by the value r- 
squared) for the small mission groups. 
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DENTlFlERS 
PROQRAM NAME: APOLLO CSM PROGRAM ID: 4 MSN TYPE ID: 136 
QUANTITIES 
TEST UNITS=20.00 PROTOFLIGHT= PRODUCTION. SERIAL UNITS=7 
(EQUIV. ) PRODUCTION. UNIQUE UNITS= 
I 
SPARE$,= 
(EQUIV.) 
I F N ?  
SCHEDULES: 
AUTH TO PROCEED =JAN-62 FIRST FLIGHT =OCT-68 FULL OPNL. CAP. = 
CRITICAL DES.REV. = INITIAL 0PNL.CAP. 
1ST UNIT DELIV. - LAST FLIGHT =DEC-72 
FRACTION OF END ITEMS SUPPLIED GFE (BY WEIGHT) : 
- 
- 
TOTAL WEIGHT GFE ST FRAT. TOTALWT. GFE WT. FRACT. 
BUS = 31231 .OO 0.00 PAYLOADS = 1055.00 0.00 
GFE ITEMS: BUS= PAYLOADS = 
ADJUSTMENTS TO BUS END ITEM WElGHTlCOST: 
NR COST P’FLT COST REC.COST TOTAL COST WEIGHT 
INCREMENTAL -1 1676.00 -64.90 -29.80 
CUMULATIVE 19555.00 2261.68 OIOO 828.03 3089.71 
EXPLANATION OF ADJUSTMENTS: LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM AND SLA ADAPTER 
COMMENTS ON DATA SOURCES: 
WEIGHT TOP-LEVEL BREAKDOWN COST IN MISSIONS/FRACTION OF TOTAL 
DEV. COST PROTOFLT.COST REC.COST TOTAL COST POUND 
BUS 1460.89 581.64 2042.53 0.64 31231 .OO 
COMMON 865.69 276.19 1141.88 0.36 
svcs. 
PAYLOAD 0.00 0.00 1055.00 
OPERATIONS 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL 2326.58 0.00 857.83 3184.41 32286.00 
COST FEE 
PRICE 31 84.41 
COMPLEXITY: SPEC 1.80 
AS OF DATE JAN-66 
MCPLX E/S 0.10 STATE-OF-ART VARIABLE 6.00 PCT.BUS ELEX. 0.08 
Another trend that can be observed in 
these figures is the mainly positive slope of 
the complexity versus time plots. This sig- 
nifies an ever-increasing value of space- 
craft complexity - and by extension mathematical relationship. 
performance capability - over time. 
be to select and quantify performance fig- 
ures of merit. The object will be to track 
the observed complexity growth against 
performance growth, and to quantify this 
The next step in the data base analysis will 
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- 4  13 GROUPING LIKE PROGRAMS 
RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES FIT REGRESSION SEVEN PLANETARY 
PROGRAM NAME MISSION TYPE IOC 
FIRST FLT 
MARINER MARS 64 246 
MARINER VENUS 246 
MARINER MARS 69 246 
MARINER MARS 71 246 
MARINER VENUS MERCURY 73 246 
VIKING ORBITER 246 
VIKING LANDER 246 
. NOV-64 
JUN-67 
FEE-69 
MAY-71 
NOV-73 
AUG-75 
AUG-75 
COMPLEXITY 
FACTOR 
7.819 
8.271 
8.136 
8.376 
8.691 
8.909 
9.302 
_ SLOPE - 0.085 
INTERCEPT = 2.425 
PROGRAM NAME 
MARINER SERIES ONLY 
MISSION TYPE IOC 
FIRST FLT 
MARINER MARS 64 246 
MARINER VENUS 67 246 
MARINER MARS 69 246 
MARINER MARS 71 246 
MARINER VENUS MERCURY 73 246 
NOV-64 
JUN-67 
FEB-69 
MAY-71 
NOV-73 
COMPLEXITY 
FACTOR 
7.819 
8.271 
8.136 
8.376 
8.691 
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- 4.1 4 GROUPING LIKE PROGRAMS 
RESULTS OF LEAST FIT REGRESSION 
R SQUARED = 0.804 
SLOPE - 0.104 
INTERCEPT = 0.651 
- 
PROGRAM NAME MISSION TYPE 
LARGE 
OBSERVATORIES 
IOCI COMPLEXITY 
FIRST FLT FACTOR 
Y89 10.072 
NOV-70 8.252 
AUG-77 8.064 
-__----__-----_-_---_______________ 
RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES FIT REGRESSION 
R SQUARED = 0.567 
SLOPE - -0.038 
INTERCEPT = 10.807 
________-___---__-__---------------------- 
 
SMALL 
OBSERVATORIES 
OGO 
OS0 A-G 
os04 
212 
21 3 
213 
SEP-64 8.620 
MAR-62 8.244 
JUN-75 7.924 
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- 4.1 5 GROUPING LIKE PROGRAMS - 
SYNCHRONOUS 
SATELLITES 
RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES FIT REGRESSION 
_________-__---_-_-_----------------_----- 
R SQUARED = 0.608 AND HIGH ORBIT 
- SLOPE 0.097 
INTERCEPT = 1.343 
WEATHER SATELLITES RESULTS OF LEAST SQUARES FIT REGRESSION ---___-_--__---_-___---------------------- 
RSQUARE = 0.924 (LEO) 
SLOPE = 0.036 
INTERCEPT = 4.509 
i 
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5. CONCEPTUALIZATION 
When you can measure what you are 
speaking about, and express it in 
numbers, you know something about it 
- Lord Kelvin 
REQUIREMENT: “Key product, in ad- 
dition to the costing techniques analysis, 
is a tailored method (‘cookbook’) that 
can be used by the human initiatives pro- 
gram agents for costing that would in- 
clude the programmatic and specific 
agency assumptions on environment in 
which the initiatives will be developed.” 
5.1. COST MODEL APPROACH 
Cost estimates for new programs are re- 
quired early in the planning process so that 
decisions can be made accurately. Be- 
cause of the long lead times required to 
develop space hardware, the cost esti- 
mates are frequently required 10-1 5 years 
before the program delivers hardware. The 
system design in conceptual phases of a 
program is usually only vaguely defined 
and the technology used is often state of 
the art or beyond. These factors combine 
to make cost estimating for conceptual 
programs very challenging. 
This section describes an effort to develop 
a parametric cost estimating method for 
space systems in the conceptual design 
phase. The approach is to identify vari- 
ables that drive cost such as weight, quan- 
tity, development culture, design inheri- 
tance and time. The nature of the 
relationships between the driver- variables 
and cost will be discussed. A theoretical 
model of cost will be developed and tested 
statistically against a historical data base 
of major research and development pro- 
jects. Figure 5.1 on page 5-2 shows the 
difference between the new approach to 
cost modeling and previous cost models. 
5.2. COST THEORY 
5.2.1. MODEL REQUIREMENTS 
In order to meet the needs of NASA for a 
long-range cost forecasting tool, the cost 
model: 
-must have the ability to predict cost over 
long time horizons (25-50 years) 
- must be valid for substantially different 
types of systems 
- must be able to predict cost reliably de- 
spite significant technological advances 
- must be simple to use, requiring few in- 
puts. 
5.2.2. MODEL IDENTIFICATION 
In order to determine the feasibility of a 
model that would meet the specified re- 
quirements, a proof of concept test was 
devised. A theoretical model was devel- 
oped for predicting the total acquisition 
cost of major hardware development pro- 
grams. The variables identified for use in 
the model are described below. 
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-5.1 COST MODEL APPROACH 
MFCHANISM - 
AVIONICS A 
STRUCTURE “iA T - 
- - 
PHYSICAL 
WEIGHT 
POWER 
SIZE 
THRUST 
WEIGHT r I‘ 
ENVIRONMENT 
WHICH AGENCY 
CONTRACTOR 
WHICH ERA 
URGENCY 
MANAGEMENT 
ORGANIZATION 
EXPERIENCE 
ET CETERA c I 
OPERATIONAL 
AUTONOMY 
EVOLUTION 
ET CETERA 
ET CETERA 
A 
n 
SYSTEM TYPE 
SUBSYSTEM 
WEIGHT 
QUANTITY 
”COMPLEXITY” 
PERFORMANCE 
WEIGHT 
QUANTITY 
IOC 
DURATION 
DESIGN SOA 
CULTURE 
COMPLEXITY 
ELECTRONICS % 
PERFORM- TECtitiNyOL- 
ANCE 
CULTURE WEIGHT 
I QUANTITY SCHEDULE I 
5.2.3. QUANTITY VARIABLE 
The relationship between the number of 
units produced and cost can take many 
forms. In Figure 5.2 on page 5-3, four of 
the most common forms are illustrated. 
Figure 5.2a illustrates the unit or average 
cost method in which the average cost per 
unit is used. In this case, the average cost 
is the same regardless of the quantity pro- 
duced. This method is most useful for 
small quantity buys of commercial prod- 
ucts where the quantity purchased does 
not materially affect the cost of production. 
A second method of estimating cost, illus- 
trated in Figure 52b, is the fixed plus vari- 
able cost method. The marginal cost, in 
this case, is constant. The average cost is 
higher than the marginal cost, decreases 
as the quantity increases and approaches, 
but never reaches, the marginal cost. In 
this case, the fixed cost is relatively large 
and changing the quantity produced can 
substantially affect the average cost. This 
model represents economy of scale. 
The third method, illustrated in Figure 5.2c, 
incorporates the principle of decreasing 
marginal cost. In other words, the addi- 
4 
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, _,. ,:.:.::.- ;py$?'i 
.:.: ,':&p.................. ::::y  , I v ....... 
5.2 TOTAL COST VERSUS QUANTITY r 
I a. Average cost per unit b. Fixed plus variable cost 
I c. Learning curve d. S-Curve 
P 
0 UNITS U UNITS 
tional cost of each unit is slightly less than 
the previous unit. This principle is also 
known as the learning curve or experience 
curve. The learning curve also has de- 
creasing average unit cost as the quantity 
is increased. 
A fourth type of quantity relationship is 
shown in Figure 5.2d. In this case, the 
marginal cost increases for the first several 
units, then begins to decrease along the 
lines of a learning curve as quantity in- 
creases further. This example would repre- 
sent a situation where the first few units 
were partially operational or low cost proto- 
types gradually building up to full scale 
production articles. Once a reproducible 
configuration is reached, the marginal cost 
decreases according to learning curve 
principles. 
5.2.4. WEIGHT VARIABLE 
Weight has been used for many years in 
estimating the cost of aerospace systems. 
It is a most convenient variable since it 
generally characterizes the size and often 
performance of a piece of hardware. 
Weight is also a key engineering parame- 
ter: therefore, an estimate of it is usually 
available, even at the early stages of a 
program. Although the emphasis here is 
on weight, the discussion could also be 
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applied to other descriptive parameters 
such as size, speed, power, et cetera. 
The following discussion will refer to weight 
as the dry mass of a single unit. Like quan- 
tity, weight can be related to cost in sev- 
eral ways. The most common relationships 
are depicted if Figure 5.3 on page 5-4. In 
Figure 5.3a, the simple cost per unit weight 
relationship is illustrated. By definition, the 
cost per unit weight model has constant 
average cost per unit weight. 
The model in Figure 5.3b has the charac- 
teristic fixed plus variable cost. In this 
case, the average cost per unit weight de- 
creases as the weight increases. The mar- 
ginal cost is constant and average cost is 
asymptotic to marginal cost. This is a case 
of economies of scale with respect to unit 
weight. 
Figure 5 . 3 ~  illustrates a model in which the 
marginal cost is decreasing: hence, the 
average cost is decreasing. In this case, 
the rate of change in the marginal cost is 
also decreasing, 
The total cost relationship shown in Figure 
5 . 3 ~  is an exponential growth function. The 
exponent happens to have a special 
meaning in economics. It is the elasticity of 
cost with respect to weight. If the elasticity 
- 5.3 TOTAL COST VERSUS UNIT WEIGHT 
a. Average cost per unit b. Fixed plus variable cost 
0 Weight U Weight 
c. Decreasing marginal cost 
! 
0 Weight 
d. Bucket curve 
Weight 
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is greater than 1, then the relationship is 
said to have decreasing economies of 
5.2.5. CULTURE VARIABLE 
- 
scale. If the elasticity is greater than 0 but SO far, it has been postulated that Signifi- 
less than 1, then there are increasing 
economies of scale. If the elasticity is ex- 
actly 1, then there are constant economies 
of scale. 
cant relationships exist among cost, quan- 
tity, and weight. It is not likely, however, 
that the relationships are exactly the same 
for all different types of hardware. A situ- 
ation, such as the one in Figure 5.4 on 
Clearly, if there are strong economies of 
scale, it would be better to build larger 
(heavier) things. It should be noted, how- 
ever, that weight and quantity may also be 
related. The larger something is, the less 
likely it is to be built in large quantities. The 
relationship between cost and quantity 
may also have economies of scale: there- 
fore, the effect of different weights on both 
cost and quantity should be considered 
when estimating total program cost. 
In the last case, Figure 5.3d, the marginal 
cost of weight is negative up to a certain 
weight, then becomes positive. The total 
cost curve becomes U shaped (also 
known as a bucket curve). The bucket 
curve represents a situation where there is 
an optimum weight for a given type of 
hardware. Any attempt to decrease the 
weight below optimum would incur addi- 
tional cost through the use of exotic mate- 
rials, additional manufacturing processes, 
or more complex fabrication techniques. 
By the same token, attempts to increase 
the weight above optimum would require 
additional cost for high performance pro- 
pulsion, additional structural analysis and 
testing, specialized tooling, et cetera. 
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page 5-6, may exist where the cost ver- 
sus weight curves for several types of 
hardware have the same elasticity but dif- 
ferent multipliers. The Culture variable is 
defined as a value representing the vertical 
height of the cost/weight curve for a given 
subcategory of hardware. If the cost/ 
weight curves were plotted on a log-log 
graph, the lines would be parallel straight 
lines and the Culture variable would be a 
function of the vertical height of each line. 
A category is defined as a group of hard- 
ware systems that are functionally similar; 
such as, aircraft, ship, or spacecraft. A 
subcategory describes a group of systems 
that perform a similar mission or have the 
same operational environment. The sub- 
categories of aircraft would include fighter, 
bomber, transport, et cetera. The classifi- 
cations used in this chapter are listed in 
Figure 5.5 on page 5-7. 
It must be assumed, for the convenience 
of regression analysis, that the elasticities 
are the same for all subcategories. This 
will prove to be an overly restrictive as- 
sumption and future work may focus on 
techniques to eliminate the need to make 
it. 
The effect of Culture on cost is depicted in 
Figure 5.6 on page 5-8. The chart shows 
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that the impact on cost becomes very dra- 
matic when the value of Culture increases 
above two. Since most space types of 
hardware are above a Culture of two, the 
cost could be influenced substantially by 
small changes in Culture. 
5.2.6. COMPLEXITY VARIABLE 
Within a given subcategory, it is possible 
that the systems may vary considerably in 
terms of performance, capacity, level of 
technology, complexity of design, and 
many other factors. Variations of the type 
listed within a given subcategory are 
henceforth referred to by the variable 
name Complexity. Complexity is obviously 
very difficult to define and quantify a priori. 
The potential for overlap between Culture 
and Complexity can also create confusion. 
Research and Development organizations 
tend to group along functional and mission 
lines, hence the classification scheme 
used for Culture inherently contains organ- 
izational information as well. Organizational 
differences within a given subcategory 
may be included in Complexity. Also, 
specification levels vary along the func- 
tional lines in Culture, so only the specifi- 
cation differences within an established 
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- 5.5 CULTURE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
SUBCATEGORY NO. Culture 
SPACECRAFT 56 
PLANETARY 13 
MANNED REENTRY 5 
COMMUNICATION 9 
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY 12 
WEATHER 7 
MANNED ORBITAL 2 
EARTH OBSERVATION 6 
UNMANNED REENTRY 7 
MISC. SPACE 2 
MISSILES 87 
SURF-SURF, OTHER 
AIR-AIR 
AIR-ORBIT 
SURFACE-AIR 
ICBM 
ICBM (SUB) 
SURF-SURF, LAND 
AIR-SURFACE 
ANTI-TANK 
SHIP-AIR 
ROCKETS 
4 
13 
1 
12 
11 
4 
8 
15 
4 
9 
6 
2.18 
2.45 
2.34 
2.22 
2.2 
2.19 
2.05 
2.04 
2.04 
1.95 
1.89 
2.07 
2.04 
2.04 
1.97 
1.92 
1.89 
1.88 
1.81 
1.78 
1.74 
1.64 
SUBCATEGORY NO. Culture 
AIRCRAFT 
BOMBERS 
ATTACK 
FIGHTERS 
PATROL 
ROTARY ATTACK 
ROTARY CARGO 
COMMERCIAL 
TRAINER 
FW-TRANSPORTS 
SHIPS 
DESTROYERS 
SUBMARINES 
CRUISERS 
FRIGATES 
A / C  CARRIERS 
AMPHIB. ASSAULT 
GROUND MOBILE 
RIFLES 
TANKS 
APC'S 
TRUCKS 
63 
8 
8 
16 
5 
5 
5 
3 
10 
3 
29 
5 
7 
4 
3 
5 
5 
16 
3 
4 
2 
7 
1.82 
1.99 
1.96 
1.94 
1.88 
1.88 
1.75 
1.74 
1.63 
1.46 
1.14 
1.25 
1.24 
1.19 
1.14 
1.11 
0.89 
1.15 
1.59 
1.24 
0.96 
0.82 
subcategory should be considered in Com- 
plexity. 
Since there is no readily available means 
of quantifying Complexity a priori, this vari- 
able will not be used in the subsequent 
model derivation. It is discussed here in or- 
der to clarify the definition of Culture and to 
provide a basis for future work to refine 
quantitative measures of Complexity. 
5.2.7. TIME VARIABLE 
Another factor that must be considered in 
estimating cost is the impact of time re- 
lated phenomenon. Inflation, productivity, 
technology and performance are just a few 
of the factors that may change with time. 
For most cost estimating applications, the 
effects of inflation are removed by applying 
standard inflation rates to convert the data 
to a constant year dollars. The modeling of 
productivity, performance and technology 
change is not so easy. 
Time related phenomena may change at a 
fixed rate, like interest on a bond, or they 
may vary from one time period to another. 
The method of using a program milestone 
date as the time variable will result in a 
fixed rate of change when the model is es- 
timated. Measurement of the variable rate 
case would require construction of an in- 
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-5.6 EFFECT OF CULTURE ON COST 
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I 
COST 
I 
dex, similar to an inflation index, and then 
selecting the appropriate index value 
based on the year of Initial Operational Ca- 
pability (IOC), mid-point of construction or 
some other basis. A productivity or tech- 
nology improvement index could be incor- 
porated in this fashion. For this report, the 
IOC Year was chosen to represent time. 
5.2.8. GENERATION VARIABLE 
The desigr; of a new aircraft, spacecraft or 
missile is citen based on a previous design 
that has already been proven. In the case 
of aircraft, the new airplane may use the 
previous airframe with only minor structural 
modifications. Spacecraft designs may use 
structural components, electronics, and 
mechanical systems already tested on a 
previous design. Designers may work with 
configurations they are familiar with from 
previous projects. The result may be con- 
siderable savings in the development cost 
of new hardware. Savings can also be 
achieved in production since the tooling al- 
ready exists and manufacturing experience 
is far down the learning curve from the 
previous design. 
In theory, the cost of each subsequent 
model should be considerably less than 
the previous model. The amount of sav- 
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ings, however, would probably decrease 
as the series progresses. The total cost 
would be decreasing asymptotically to 
some level as shown in Figure 5.7 on page 
5-9. 
The Generation variable used in this report 
is defined as the sequential number for a 
given model of a specific piece of hard- 
ware. Generation is not used to represent 
individual units of production, but rather a 
group of identical units. Subsequent Gen- 
erations must have very similar character- 
istics, usually being produced by the same 
manufacturer or to the same specifica- 
tions. Individual units of production may be 
given a Generation number if they differ 
substantially from previous units but still re- 
tain the basic design and total production 
is small. All programs that do not have 
readily identifiable predecessors are given 
a Generation of 1 (one). 0 
5.3. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
This section will describe the statistical 
analysis that was conducted to create a 
model incorporating the variables de- 
scribed above. The intent was to attempt 
to prove a hypothetical model by regres- 
sion analysis of historical program cost 
data. The following sections will describe 
- 5.7 GENERATION VARIABLE 
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the historical database, the model evalu- 
ation process and the validation process 
5.3.1. DATA BASE DESCRIPTION 
In order to statistically validate some of the 
theories relating to cost behavior, it was 
necessary to construct a data base of cost 
and other variables for many different 
types of research and development pro- 
grams. The data base consists of 264 ma- 
jor programs. Most of the programs are 
US. Government sponsored. Many of the 
Government programs are Defense related 
weapons and delivery systems. A substan- 
tial number of NASA sponsored spacecraft 
are also included. A small proportion of the 
data comes from other Government agen- 
cies, foreign countries and commercial 
companies. In total, the data base repre- 
sents $1 trillion worth of expenditures in 
1987 dollars. Programs from the 1930's all 
the way up to the mid 1980's are included. 
Major categories include ground vehicles, 
ships, aircraft, missiles and spacecraft. 
Data collected for this study includes top 
level cost data, system weights, program 
schedule dates, developing organizations, 
and technical data. A variety of sources 
were used to gather data and information 
was confirmed by two or more sources 
whenever possible. 
5.3.2. MODEL EVALUATION 
Model evaluation has consisted of three 
major steps. The first step was to test a 
model consisting of the variables Quantity, 
Weight, Culture, IOC Year and Generation 
against the data base as a whole. Step 2 
required the estimation of models for indi- 
vidual subcategories of data. Finally, the 
elasticities derived from step 2 were com- 
pared to the Culture variable derived in 
step 1. 
Step 1 had several major functions. One 
was to evaluate the theoretical model of 
Quantity, Weight, Culture, IOC Year and 
Generation. A second function was to pro- 
duce estimated values of Culture for differ- 
ent program subcategories. A third pur- 
pose was to identify any data observations 
that may be incorrect or classified wrongly. 
The final function was to develop esti- 
mates for the elasticities of weight and 
quantity, as well as other presumed con- 
stants. 
Using total program cost, weight, quantity, 
and other data, a multiple linear regression 
analysis was performed. The results are 
presented in Figure 5.8 on page 5-11. Out 
of 264 data points, 253 observations were 
included in the regression model. The re- 
maining observations were rejected due to 
missing data. The dependent variable is 
the loglo of total acquisition cost. The in- 
dependent variables are log1 0 Weight, 
loglo Total Quantity, Culture, IOC year and 
log l o  Generation. The coefficient of deter- 
mination (R squared) is 0.91 and all of the 
variables are significant according to their 
t-statistics. Also, the signs and the magni- 
tude of the coefficients are reasonable. 
As discussed earlier, the Culture variable 
is a derived value. The derivation begins 
by entering an estimated value for each 
Culture subcategory. The multiple regres- 
sion is performed using the original value 
for Culture. The estimation errors for each 
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- 5.8 REGRESSION MODEL RESULTS 
Dependent Variable: Log 10 of Total Acquisition Cost 
Independent Variables: 
COEF. STD 
VALUE T-STAT ERROR 
Cons tan t -4.7645 
Log Q Loglo Total Quantity 0.5773 47.5 0.0122 
Log W Loglo Unit Dry Weight (Ibs.) 0.6569 43.5 0.01 51 
C Culture 1.7705 31.8 0.0556 
Y IOC Year - 1900 0.01 24 9.3 0.001 3 
Log G Loglo Generation -0.3485 -7.5 0.0466 
Standard Error of Y Estimate 0.2247 
R Squared 0.91 25 
Observations 253 
Degrees of Freedom 247 
MAPE 45% 
0.5773 0.6569 C Y -0.3485 
COST = 0.0000172 Q W 58.95 1.0291 G 
subcategory are then averaged. The origi- 
nal Culture value for each subcategory is 
then adjusted by a factor calculated to 
make the average error for that sub- 
category equal to zero. A new multiple re- 
gression is then performed with the ad- 
justed Culture values. This process is 
repeated until the regression statistics sta- 
bilize. In order to minimize rounding errors, 
the Culture values are rounded at the sec- 
ond decimal place prior to the regression 
analysis. 
A second regression analysis was done at 
the subcategory level for a few selected 
subcategories. This process generally 
used loglo Total Acquisition Cost as the 
dependent variable and log1 0 Weight and 
logl 0 Quantity as independent variables. In 
some cases, IOC Year and Generation 
were also included. The results of step two 
are summarized in Figure 5.9 on page 
5-12. Note that the R-squared values are 
good for almost all subcategories. The 
elasticity of weight and elasticity of quantity 
are displayed along with the estimated Cul- 
ture values. 
The final step in the analysis was to com- 
pare the Culture values to the elasticity 
values with respect to weight. Recall that 
Culture is a function of the intercept of the 
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- 5.9 SUBCATEGORY MODEL RESULTS 
WEIGHT QUANTITY 
CAT SUBCATEGORY CULTURE ELASTIC. ELASTIC. R2 
SIC 
SIC 
MSL 
MSL 
AIC 
AIC 
MSL 
AIC 
SHIP 
SHIP 
Planetary 2.45 
Physics & Astronomy 2.20 
Air-air 2.04 
ICBM 1.92 
Attack 1.96 
Fighter 1.94 
Air-surface 1.81 
Transport 1.63 
Submarine 1.24 
Amphib. Assault 0.89 
0.45 
0.68 
0.69 
0.81 
0.43 
0.74 
0.91 
0.91 
1.18 
1.30 
1.02 
1.17 
0.53 
0.92 
0.52 
0.46 
0.57 
0.54 
0.92 
0.30 
0.87 
0.95 
0.86 
0.93 
0.92 
0.95 
0.81 
0.87 
0.99 
0.95 
regression lines. and elasticity is the slope 
of the regression lines in a log-log model. 
A regression analysis of the dependent 
variable Weight Elasticity and the inde- 
pendent variable Culture found high corre- 
lation with an R-squared of 0.80, or 0.95 
with the one outlier removed (see Figure 
5.10 on page 5-13). 
Furthermore, The coefficient of Culture has 
a negative sign. This can be interpreted 
economically as meaning that high Culture 
programs have greater economy of scale 
with respect to weight than low Culture 
programs. Figure 5.1 1 on page 5-14 illus- 
trates the effect of the latter conclusion on 
the cost/weight curves. Note that moving 
down or to the right increases the slope. 
It is also noteworthy that two sub- 
categories, submarines and amphibious 
assault ships actually had weight elastici- 
ties greater than one, indicating disecono- 
mies of scale. 
An attempt was also made to correlate 
Culture with Quantity Elasticity but the re- 
sults were inconclusive. Of particular inter- 
est are the quantity elasticities of planetary 
and physics and astronomy satellites 
which are 1.02 and 1,17 respectively, The 
fact that these elasticities are close to or 
greater than one indicates that the mar- 
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ginal cost is constant or increasing. Since 
spacecraft generally have very small pro- 
duction runs, and the first few units are 
generally prototypes or test articles, this is 
not surprising. The high elasticities may be 
indicative of the S-curve depicted in Fig- 
ure 5.2d on page 5-3. 
5.3.3. MODEL VALIDATION 
A procedure was developed for validating 
the statistically estimated model. The vali- 
dation procedure consisted of dividing the 
data base into two parts. The data was di- 
vided at the median IOC Year, 1969. All 
programs prior to 1970 were used to cali- 
brate a new model using the same vari- 
ables as the overall model. Values for Cul- 
ture were also calibrated based on the 
limited data. 
The restricted model was then used to 
simulate a forecast of the actual programs 
in the second half of the data base. The 
result was that the simulated forecast over- 
estimated the total actual cost by approxi- 
mately 45%. This indicates a bias in the 
estimating model. An examination of the 
coefficients showed that all were reason- 
ably consistent between time periods ex- 
cept for the coefficient of IOC Year. The 
coefficient for IOC Year is 50% higher in 
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the first period than overall. This difference 
probably accounts for most of the overesti- 
mate. 
Several explanations may be offered for 
the variation in IOC Year coefficients. Dif- 
ferent inflation indices were used to nor- 
malize the data during different time peri- 
ods. The indices used may not have been 
appropriate. 
The IOC Year variable used for time also 
assumes a constant rate of change over 
the entire time period. It is possible that 
whatever factor the IOC Year variable is 
attempting to measure was, itself, chang- 
ing over time. Productivity changes in the 
work force are one possible explanation. 
Due to the magnitude of the error caused 
by the IOC Year coefficient, it will be es- 
sential to identify the source of error before 
this model can be used for forecasting. Fu- 
ture work will focus on isolating the prob- 
lem and developing solutions. 
5.4. CONCLUSIONS 
In order to accurately make any forecast 
using mathematical or statistical modeling, 
several conditions must be meet. First, the 
structure of the model: i.e., the nature of 
the relationships must be identified. Sec- 
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end, the parameters of the equation that 
are expected to vary, as input or outputs. 
need to be specified. Third, those factors 
that remain constant must be identified and 
estimated. Finally, the conditions under 
which the structural equations and pa- 
rameters remain stable must be specified 
and tested. Only when thorough testing 
has indicated stability and accuracy over 
the expected range of forecasting require- 
ments can a model be put to operational 
use. 
The model identified in this paper is a fair 
predictor of general hardware development 
cost. As such, it proves that using many 
varied programs as a data base for esti- 
mating a cost model is a viable concept. 
The use of many data points from different 
technology domains has several advan- 
tages. First, it increases the number of de- 
grees of freedom in the statistical analysis 
which allows more explanatory variables to 
be used. 
Second, the wider range of data available 
provides a deeper insight into the nature of 
the relationship between cost and various 
program factors. For example, a limited 
analysis of spacecraft data may have led 
to the conclusion that quantity elasticities 
are always greater than unity. In fact, pro- 
duction economies of scale should be 
achieved once the initial prototype stage is 
passed. 
Third, a model based on a wide range of 
technologies should be more suitable for 
estimating the cost of new designs that 
may have no historical analogies. Finally. 
validating the model over different time pe- 
riods may improve the confidence in esti- 
mates made far into the future. The model 
described here demonstrates that such a 
model can be constructed and will esti- 
mate cost within fairly reasonabie bounds. 
In addition, several economic conclusions 
can be drawn from the data model. The 
analysis shows that significant economies 
of scale with respect to weight exist for 
nearly all types of development hardware. 
The more complex the hardware, the 
greater the economies of scale. Also, the 
lower the weight of a subcategory, the 
greater the economies of scale are for that 
subcategory. Some classifications, such 
as ships, may even have diseconomies of 
scale with respect to weight. The esti- 
mated elasticity of cost with respect to 
weight ranges from 0.43 to 1.30 with an 
average value of approximately 0.65. 
Economies of scale with respect to unit 
quantities also are evident. The range of 
estimated elasticities is very wide, from 0.3 
to 1.17 with the average around 0.58. 
Some types of systems have disecono- 
mies of scale. These are mostly very low 
production quantity systems such as 
spacecraft. The conclusion is that a modi- 
fied learning curve such as Figure 5.2d on 
page 5-3 may be appropriate. 
The use of a Culture variable was proven 
effective for combining different technolo- 
gies in the same data base. A methodol- 
ogy for deriving a quantitative measure of 
Culture was presented and shown to pro- 
duce good results. For future space devel- 
opments, Culture may be the most signifi- 
cant variable the cost analyst has to 
select. Weight and quantities will usually 
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be given, but the particular hardware may 
not fall into any of the historical sub- 
categories. It may be possible to estimate 
Culture for future programs using deter- 
ministic methods, such as a function of the 
ratio between weight and quantity. Another 
possible method of estimating new Cul- 
tures would be interpolation or extrapola- 
tion of existing Cultures. 
The inclusion of a time based variable 
causes the effects of time to be removed 
from the other variables in the model. 
Hence, the model could be used for long- 
range planning if the future effect of time 
could be predicted. It was found that the 
cost of programs is increasing with time, 
even after the effects of inflation are ex- 
cised. The time related cost growth is not - 
at a constant rate. The magnitude of cost 
growth appears to be from 0.0 to 3.0 per- 0 
cent per year. The exact nature of this 
time related phenomenon is not yet under- 
stood although it is believed to be a combi- 
nation of increasing performance, com- 
plexity and technology offset by improving 
productivity and development methods. 
Finally, the benefits of design inheritance 
were clearly demonstrated. Substantial re- 
ductions in cost from using existing de- 
signs rather than starting from scratch are 
evident from the large negative coefficient 
of the Generation variable. Cost savings of 
about 22 percent for each subsequent 
generation are predicted by the model. 
This fact has been used to great advan- 
tage on military acquisition programs and 
should be incorporated whenever possible 
in the space program. 
The statistical model does have some defi- 
ciencies. Most of the problems result from 
the wide range of estimated coefficients for 
subcategory models as shown in Figure 
5.9 on page 5-12. The model of all data 
must effectively average these coefficients 
which results in erroneous estimating at 
the subcategory level. 
In addition, it was found that the modeling 
of time related behavior (e.g., inflation, 
productivity, technology, et cetera.) is in- 
accurate. The model assumes that the 
rate of change is constant but, in reality, it 
varies. 
The combination of these two deficiencies 
makes the statistical model unsuitable for 
long-range cost estimates of advanced 
space programs. Although the basic tech- 
nique demonstrated here is sound, it must 
be refined even further to produce accept- 
able cost estimates. The specific weak- 
nesses of the statistical model have been 
identified and potential solutions will be im- 
plemented in the future. 
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6. RDT&E AND PRODUCTION COST 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
In addition to the statistical model de- 
scribed in the previous chapter, a cost 
model based on expert knowledge was 
also developed. The intent of this section 
is to outline the results of a study per- 
formed to determine an appropriate cost 
modeling methodology using heuristic 
methods. Within this report, the advan- 
tages and disadvantages of the proposed 
cost estimating methodology, the algo- 
rithms developed for testing, algorithm co- 
efficients and exponents utilized in the de- 
velopment and testing of the aforemen- 
tioned algorithms will be discussed. 
6.1 .l. BACKGROUND 
Upon the review of current cost estimating 
methodologies, it was determined that 
there were three (3) basic approaches to 
cost modeling. The first approach being 
the commonly used cost estimating rela- 
tionship (CER) approach. This approach, 
being the most unsophisticated approach, 
is a simplistic, two-dimensional cost analy- 
sis equation which relates an independent 
variable, usually weight, to the dependent 
variable cost. 
The CER approach was rejected as a 
methodology primarily due to the disadvan- 
tage that the CER is specific in nature and 
only predicts costs for similar items as 
those utilized in the development of the 
CER. AMCM requirements dictate the op- 
erability of a cost model to estirnate items 
and systems which will be designed and 
manufactured in the absence of cost his- 
tory of similar items or systems. 
The second methodology is more complex 
than the CER approach in that it is a series 
of CER’s, each CER being a sub-assem- 
bly or subsystem of the aggregate system. 
This methodology was rejected by the cost 
model developer for the same reason as 
the CER approach. 
The third methodology, a parametric cost 
estimating system, is the most complex 
methodology in that it is composed of 
many CER’s which interact so that a 
change in one input variable changes the 
result of more than one CER. This method- 
ology was also rejected due to the ex- 
treme complexity and operator training re- 
quired for the systems available. Also, the 
reviewed parametric cost estimating sys- 
tems lacked capabilities desired and/or re- 
quired for AMCM. These capabilities are 
as follows: 
(1) A visible and verifiable calibration 
basis. 
(2) The ability to perform technology 
forecasting. 
(3) The ability to use various engi- 
neering design parameters other than 
weight. 
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0 6.1.2. PURPOSE 
The primary design criteria in the develop- 
ment of AMCM is the advancement of 
NASA cost estimating tools to be utilized 
during the systems design process when 
technical/cost trade studies can be per- 
formed in a timely and cost efficient man- 
ner. The trade study parameters available 
to the model user shall include parameters 
known to be major cost drivers in present 
models as well as parameters determined 
to be relevant to cost estimation in the next 
century, but not included in the present 
models. These parameters shall include 
but not be limited to system requirement, 
system design and performance. An em- 
phasis will be placed upon the effects of 
the technological selection process and 
the resulting technology forecasting algo- @ rithms. 
6.1.3. GOAL 
The goal of this study is to test and/or 
prove the feasibility of developing a cost 
model which incorporates both the advan- 
tages of present cost estimating technol- 
ogy and the advancement of that method- 
ology to achieve the purposes outlined in 
section 6.1.2. Specifically, the features of 
AMCM methodology to be designed, 
prototyped and tested will be as follows: 
1. To be operable at micro levels. 
For example, the system should be 
calibrated and usable at low levels of 
the work breakdown structure for 
sub-assemblies such as cables, har- 
nesses, tanks, filters, printed circuit 
boards, heaters and structural parts. 
2. The model should be capable of 
operating at the assembly level on 
such items as transmitters, antenna 
arrays, processors, communication 
devices, thrusters, gyros, gimbals 
and rocket motors. 
3. The modeling system should be 
operable at subsystem levels. These 
items would include subsystems 
such as: communications, propul- 
sion, structural, tracking, telemetry 
and command, attitude and velocity 
control, hydraulics, landing gear and 
environmental control. 
4. The model should have the ability 
to be operated at system levels such 
as: the orbiter, satellites of all types, 
landers, command and service mod- 
ules, lunar and planetary exploration 
vehicles and space laboratories. 
5. The model should be operable at 
program levels such as: the space 
shuttle, aerospace planes, space 
stations and interplanetary manned 
missions. 
6.  The model should have the flexibil- 
ity of processing increasing levels of 
information as the data becomes 
available (initial definitions at system 
level progressing through sub-as- 
sembly subsystem levels). The 
model should have the capability of 
determining cost driving coefficients 
for new systems as a function of the 
assemblage of calibrated and known 
sub-assemblies, assemblies and 
subsystems. 
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7. The model should incorporate and 
provide guidelines for technology se- 
lection and technology forecasting 
based upon a sound technical basis. 
This includes the processing and 
calibration of historical data to pro- 
vide analytic rationale for the assess- 
ment of the cost of technologies to 
be developed in the future. 
8. The model should be able to as- 
sess the feasibility of achieving se- 
lected performance parameters in 
terms of calendar time and the asso- 
ciated cost risk of deviations in the 
specified date of operational capabil- 
ity and the model predicted feasibility 
forecasts. 
9. The model should have the capa- 
bility to assess cost as a function of 
critical engineering performance cri- 
teria, as a replacement for the com- 
monly used parameter of weight. 
10. The model and relevant data 
base should be easily calibrated in 
such cases where responsible per- 
sonnel determine that any cost 
model dimension, as constructed, is 
undesired or requires modification. 
11. The model should be less com- 
plex to operate than current sophisti- 
cated parametric cost estimating 
systems. 
12. The model should be designed in 
such a manner as to optimize com- 
puter calculation speed in the event 
that Monte Carlo simulation would be 
utilized for the assessment of cost 
versus technical risk. 
13. The model should have provi- 
sions for the use of industry cost 
model parametric mapping. 
6.1.4. RESULTS 
The results of the modeling development 
effort are discussed in this section. The 
study methodology was based upon two 
(2) criteria. 
The first criteria is a requirement for a 
rapid prototype. The rapid prototype con- 
cept was instituted in order to eliminate po- 
tential cost methodologies and to test and 
evaluate the chosen methodology as to its 
feasibility in accomplishing the purposes 
and goals as set forth in sections 6.1.2. 
and 6.1.3, respectively. The second crite- 
ria that the study methodology was based 
upon was that of a broad but shallow data 
base. The broad but shallow data base cri- 
teria is founded upon the requirement for a 
cost model to estimate all components, as- 
semblies, subsystems, systems and pro- 
grams in US or European historical data 
bases as well as components through sys- 
tems for future space programs not envi- 
sioned at the time of model construction. 
The aforementioned scope dictates a 
model with variable coefficients which ex- 
ceed costing dimensions of items in the 
historical data base. For example, manned 
spacecraft with interplanetary capability, 
manned vehicles or stations in excess of 
ten million pounds or space rated nuclear 
reactors in excess of two megawatts. 
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A summary of the results of the develop- 
ment of AMCM are described in this sec- 
tion with further discussion of resultant 
methodology, algorithms, example runs, 
scope, validation and recommendations in 
section 6.2. The chosen methodology, util- 
izing nine (9)  required input variables and 
three (3) optional input variables, was suc- 
cessful in obtaining good statistics on the 
broad and shallow data base to be dis- 
cussed in section 6.2.5. and section 6.5. 
The successful modeling approach utilized 
the parametric cost estimation system 
concept described in section 6.1.1. has 
achieved 100 % of the goals specified in 
section 6.1.3. 
In addressing those items denoted as 
achievability proved, it should be noted 
that item eight (8), technical feasibility test 
has been determined as achievable by il- 
lustration through the analysis of super 
computer performance relative to time and 
complexity over time. However, the mathe- 
matical implementation of assessment rou- 
tines for technical specification and sched- 
ule cannot be implemented in the spread- 
sheet software that was utilized for the fast 
prototype concept. 
In conclusion, the results and tests of the 
methodology have been successful, and 
will provide NASA technical personnel with 
the advantages over currently available 
systems as follows: 
(1 ) Intermediate steps identifiable 
and dissected. 
(2) Applicable at all levels. 
(3) Validity grows with data base. 
(4) Can use out-of-house data. 
(5) Easy to use. 
(6) Emphasizes technology forecast- 
ing. 
6.2. COST MODEL OVERVIEW 
The following section provides an overview 
of the AMCM methodology, algorithms, an 
example calibration run, forecasting run, 
the intended scope of the cost predictions, 
the resultant validation test and the system 
designers' recommendations, 
6.2.1. METHODOLOGY 
AMCM, as opposed to the static concept 
of CER's, was designed and is operated 
under the concept of a generalized sys- 
tem. Specifically, the CER is a static con- 
cept in that each CER represents a unique 
and exclusive product in terms of weight or 
other parameters. The generalized con- 
cept of AMCM, in order to satisfy the crite- 
ria in section 6.1.3., incorporates the ob- 
servations of a multitude of CER's and de- 
termines a pattern of cost dimensional 
movement across the entire spectrum of 
products relative to that dimension. For ex- 
ample, the movement in cost opposed to 
weight for satellite structures, the move- 
ment in the cost of cables relative to 
weight and the movement in the cost of 
propulsion relative to weight are not ob- 
served as separate and distinct models, 
but rather as items of different complexity 
in a continuous complexity plane and the 
differences in the cost over weight slopes 
are reference points on a surface of poten- 
tial slopes for other items in the complexity 
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Estimating Level 
1) Sub-assemblies Yes 
2) Assemblies Yes 
3) Subsystem Yes 
4) System Yes 
5) Program 
Utilities 
6) Comp./Decomposition 
7) Technology Forecasting 
8 )  Tech Feasibility Test 
9) Performance Analysis 
Operations 
10) Easily Recalibrateable Yes 
1 1 ) Operational Complexity Yes 
12) Calculation Speed Yes 
12) Industry Model Mapping Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
plane. This concept allows the interpola- 
tion of cost as a function of weight coeffi- 
cients for items not in the historical calibra- 
tion library. This concept is a product of 
the generalized system developed by Mr. 
Frank Frieman at RCA in the 1960’s. Dur- 
ing implementation, this concept generates 
a complexity factor in lieu of a linear rela- 
tionship by the removal of the independent 
variable as a relative factor due to normali- 
zation. 
The process of normalization is the ex- 
trapolation of an input parameter to a neu- 
tral point in the cost hyper-plane as deter- 
mined by the model designer. For exam- 
ple, in the comparison of the historical 
costs of two different satellites, the cost 
analyst modifies the historical costs to a 
common economic point in time (ie. 1985 
dollars) before he performs relative cost 
complexity comparisons. The analyst 
would also normalize the historical cost as 
a function of the build quantity to preclude 
inaccurate assessments of relative cost, 
due to the economies of quantity scale. 
For example, a build quantity of ten satel- 
lites may be reduced to a build quantity of 
one satellite and a build quantity of three 
satellites is also artificially reduced to the 
build quantity of one. In both cases, the 
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modifications to actual history are artificial 
and for comparative purposes only. In the 
sophisticated parametric system, all rele- 
vant common cost dimensions are neutral- 
ized in this manner to an artificial reference 
point. The same procedures as outlined 
for economic escalation and build quantity 
are utilized in the normalization of weight, 
state-of-the-art (SOA) , schedule and 
other variables to determine the relative 
cost of the subject item at a single point in 
the cost hyper-plane. This point, com- 
monly referred to as “cost complexity fac- 
tor” is then used by the model as a seed 
for the generation of similar technologies 
where the cost parameters lie at different 
- Figure 6.1 
SPECIFY 
SYSTEM 
” N” COMSAT 
PROGRAMS 
It-% 
distances on each dimension of the cost 
hyper-plane. 
6.2.1.1. CALIBRATION 
The process of calibration is a user insti- 
gated process where the independent vari- 
able, cost, is known and the complexity 
factor is the dependent variable and is de- 
termined by the model by the iterative 
method as several of the algorithm coeffi- 
cients are a function of the calibration of 
the dependent variable, complexity factor. 
This process is illustrated in Figure 6.1 on 
page 6-6. 
EVALUATING COMPLEXITY 
INITI AL/SUBSEQUENT 
ESTIMATES OF CF 
PRODUCABILITY 
a \ 
CF TIME (IOC) 
QUANTITY 
I ITERATE ON CF TO MATCH PRODUCTION COSTS!. 
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COSTS 
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REPEAT 
PROCESS 
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PERFORMANCE/SCHED PROGRAM 
FORECAST FORECAST 
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6.2.1.2. FORECASTING 
t5c O1 
QUANTITY 
FFFFCT i QUANT 
The forecasting process in the model op- 
erations is the reverse concept of the cali- 
bration process in that the complexity fac- 
tor derived from historical calibration is 
now the independent variable, and cost is 
the dependent variable. This process is il- 
lustrated in Figure 6.2 on page 6-7. 
+ 
Example cost model runs of both of these 
processes will be displayed and discussed 
in section 6.2.3. 
-  
6.2.2. ALGORITHMS DEVELOPMENT 
ESTIMATED 
RDT&E 
COSTS 
Figure 6.3 on page 6-8 provides the 
reader with the algorithms developed for 
AMCM as a result of extensive iterative de- 
sign and testing. The left hand column of 
the figure provides the user with the inputs 
for the example runs discussed in section 
6.2.3. The second column provides the 
processing algorithm. The third column 
provides the primary output variables, 
RDT&E costs and production costs, as 
well as intermediate values utilized by the 
model for purposes which will be dis- 
cussed in section 6.4., Model Derivation. 
- Figure 6.2 ESTIMATION PROCESS 
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I 
I SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER : OUTPUT 1 - Figure 6.3 AMCM ALGORITHMS INPUT 
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6.2.3. EXAMPLE RUN 
This section illustrates the current opera- 
tional Lotus 1-2-3 version of AMCM. For 
illustrative purposes, a calibration run is 
provided on the left of Figure 6.4 on page 
6-9. It should be noticed by the reader 
that in this case the base complexity factor 
is the unknown variable for the calibration 
of history, and the known variable is cost 
history (1213.7m$) with the derivation of 
complexity factor (8.26) being determined 
by the other technical and programmatic 
variables processed by the system algo- 
rithms provided in Figure 6.3 on page 
6-8. 
On the right side of Figure 6.4 on page 
6-9 resides the forecasting process 
where the known variable is the complexity 
factor (8.26) derived from historical cali- 
bration and the unknown variable is the 
cost projection as determined by the same 
equations used in the calibration process. 
This example is fundamental to the AMCM 
concept in that given the same parameters 
for calibration and forecasting, the same 
results would be obtained. In normal esti- 
mating circumstances, the technical input 
variables and programmatic input variables 
would normally be different as the same 
project is never performed twice. It should 
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-Figure 6.4 AMCM EXAMPLE RUN 
DS: Run 7 
Input Parameters 
Year (IOC) 
Design SOA 
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ESC Factor (to TY$) 
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Specs (s) 
Elect fract (f) 
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Base Complexity 
Base Complexity 
Operations 
Mod-1, Tech Up 
Mod-2 
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Cost Generation 
Tech lmprv (d) 
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E- 1 
E-2 
E-3 
CIC O/O 
E-4 Prod ($m) 
Design SOA 
NR E-fctr 
NR-wt fctr 
RDT&E ($m) 
DDT&E + Prod (87 $m) 
Calibration 
ORBlTER 
1981 
1987 
1 .oo 
1 54,950 
2 
1.8 
0.2 
121 3.7 
? 
8.26 
8.26 
264,522 
1.30 
343,887 
2,431 
835,978,163 
1.45 
0.726 
1213.7 
0.0 
0.0- 
1861 
0 
1.214 
ESCALATED 1,214 
Forecast 
Q6E!uEE 
1981 
3 
1976 
0.45 
154,950 
2 
1.8 
0.2 
? 
8.26 
8.26 
8.26 
264,522 
1.30 
343,887 
2,431 
835,978,163 
1.45 
0.726 
1213.7 
1 .o 
24.4 
1861 
12,004 
13,218 
6,014 
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SPACE IOC CALIBRATED PREDICTED 
YEAR c o w  
Mercury 1962 6.53 6.62 
Gemini 1965 7.43 7.1 7 
Apollo CSM 1968 7.62 7.71 
Lunar Module 1969 7.94 7.90 
also be noted that the complexity factor 
derived by the calibration process (8.26) is 
only a reference point from the calibrated 
project and is usually modified for techno- 
logical advancement from past to future 
programs. This subject will be discussed 
further in the model input variable section, 
" Complexity Technology Advancement 
Slope", discussed in section 6.3.10. 
6.2.4. SCOPE 
The scope of the model described in this 
report is inclusive of research, design, test 
and evaluation (RDT&E) and production 
cost. The model is designed to cover all of 
the hardware related activities associated 
with RDT&E and production including sys- 
tems engineering, design engineering, pro- 
gram management, data, hardware, tool- 
ing and test equipment and government 
associated in-house costs. It should be 
noted that the costs predicted by the 
model would only be inclusive of those 
costs used to calibrate the model or derive 
complexity factors. In order to make direct 
comparisons of complexities derived in the 
calibration process, the data base must be 
equivalent in the scope of the costs in- @ cluded for each project calibrated. 
6.2.5. VALIDATION 
In order to validate the model, technology 
estimating relationships were generated 
from calibrated runs of similar products. 
For example, the data base discussed in 
section 6.5. contains cost history for four 
(4) manned space capsules. 
The complexities derived by the model 
range from a 6.53 to a 7.94, and these 
values have been regressed over the initial 
operational capability (IOC) which ranges 
from 1962 to 1969. A technology CER was 
generated in the form complexity =.183 * 
(IOC - 1900) - 4.73 with an r-squared = 
.92. The following data is displayed to 
show the differences between model Cali- 
brated values and the predicted complex- 
ity values by the technology prediction 
equation discussed previously. 
In order to validate the model, Table 6.1 
on page 6-11 was constructed from re- 
gressions upon complexity values for 
twenty-one (21) product categories. The 
table includes coefficients for technology 
prediction equations for the twenty-one 
products and their corresponding r- 
squared values. Complexities generated 
by these technology prediction equations 
were then input to the model in the fore- 
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-Table 6.1 VALIDATION - 40 YEAR DATA BASE 
DS: CALIB-1 
N A B R 67cplx 87 cpl, 
Space 
Capsules 
Space Labs 
Launch Booster 
Fighters 
Attack 
Bom bers 
Transport-FW 
Rotary Wing 
Vehicles 
Tanks 
APC's 
Trucks 
Ac Carriers 
Submarines 
Cruisers 
Amphip Assault 
Destroyers 
Frigates 
Super Computers 
Autos-Commercial 
Rifles 
Missiles 
ICBM's 
Air-Air 
Air-Surface 
Surface- Air 
Anti-Tan k 
Aircraft 
Ships 
Other 
11 
4 
4 
3 
38 
13 
5 
5 
7 
8 
12 
4 
2 
6 
29 
5 
7 
4 
5 
5 
3 
7 
2 
2 
3 
22 
3 
5 
6 
4 
4 
-4.73 
0.89 
2.1 1 
-0.69 
-0.01 
0.96 
-1 -77 
-3.16 
0.52 
1.96 
1.95 
3.41 
0.52 
2.61 
1.55 
2.59 
7.38 
1.17 
3.07 
-0.10 
-0.65 
0.91 
-0.17 
-4.30 
-1.90 
-2.25 
-4.18 
-3.77 
-9.38 
0.183 0.92 
0.084 0.98 
0.054 0.82 
0.114 
0.099 0.94 
0.082 0.21 
0.143 0.91 
0.158 0.86 
0.091 0.61 
0.025 
0.041 0.86 
0.009 
0.025 0.88 
0.055 
0.078 0.97 
0.059 0.83 
0.015 0.57 
0.067 0.85 
0.050 0.97 
0.089 0.99 
0.163 
0.01 6 
0.014 0.66 
0.126 
0.109 0.89 
0.093 0.75 
0.124 0.31 
0.115 0.29 
0.189 0.38 
7.56 
6.49 
5.72 
6.97 
6.59 
6.46 
7.79 
7.40 
6.62 
3.64 
4.72 
4.03 
2.17 
6.28 
6.80 
6.56 
6.35 
5.66 
6.44 
5.88 
10.29 
1.95 
0.77 
4.15 
5.37 
3.99 
4.11 
3.96 
3.31 
11.23 
8.16 
6.79 
9.26 
8.57 
8.10 
10.64 
10.55 
8.44 
4.14 
5.54 
4.22 
2.66 
7.35 
8.36 
7.74 
6.04 
7.00 
7.44 
7.54 
13.55 
2.26 
1.05 
6.67 
7.54 
5.86 
6.59 
6.27 
7.09 
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casting mode. The cost predicted by the 
model was then compared to the recorded 
cost for each program and plotted in Fig- 
ure 4.6 on page 6-14 to display the accu- 
racy of the model in the prediction of a 
wide range of products including space- 
craft, launch boosters, four types of air- 
craft, two types of vehicles, six ship types, 
and two missile types. 
Attack aircraft, trucks, air-to-surface mis- 
siles, surface-to-air missiles, and anti- 
tank missiles were excluded as the cate- 
gories contained diverse types within the 
categories and therefore are not directly 
comparable. An example is the Harrier at- 
tack aircraft VERTOL (vertical take-off and 
landing) capability which makes it quite 
unique relative to the other attack aircraft. 
Another example is military trucks. The 
trucks contain a data base of wide per- 
formance ranges as a function of the vari- 
ous drive systems. An example of normali- 
zation for these situations is available but 
not included in this report. It should be 
noted that for all spacecraft types the r- 
squared value averaged .91. 
In Figure 6.5 on page 6-13, the writer has 
displayed graphical representation of the 
span of complexity derivation for the GE/ 
PRICE-H system and AMCM. The average 
- Figure 6.5 COMPLEXITY RANGES - 
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- Figure 6.6 AMCM VALIDATION VARIANCE - 
PREDICTED 
COST 
ACTUAL COST 
difference in AMCM developed complexity 
factors is only 54 o/o of the difference in the 
PRICE-H complexity factors. As the differ- 
ence in complexity factors for similar prod- 
ucts indicates cost variances unexplained 
by the model, AMCM explains substantially 
more of the cost variance than PRICE-H. 
6.2.6. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDA- 
TIONS 
Upon review of the testing results of the 
AMCM prototype algorithms relative to the 
purpose and goals set forth in sections 
6.1.2. and 6.1,3., the writer recommends 
inat the chosen methodology be imple- 
metited into operational software concur- 
rent with further calibration efforts on a de- 
tailed and specific data base, as opposed 
to the broad and shallow data base used 
for the prototype version discussed in this 
report. 
6.3. COST MODEL VARIABLES 
This section discusses the rationale, defini- 
tions and cost effects of the cost driving 
input parameters for AMCM. Table 6.2 on 
page 6-14 has been provided as a sum- 
mary of the cost variables utilized in 
AMCM. The input variables denoted as 
common are used in both RDT&E and pro- 
duction cost predictions. The top of the ta- 
ble indicates the suggested source of the 
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-Table 6.2 MODEL VARIABLE SOURCES 
MODEL VARIABLE 
Common 
Cf 
E-1 
Weight 
IOC 
Specifications 
Escalation 
RDT&E Costs 
SOA 
Production Costs 
Quantity 
Elect % 
E-2 
E-3 
CIC 
E-4 
COST ANALYST PRG MGMT ENGR TABLE MODEL DERIVEC 
input parameter in the performance of a 
cost analysis. In some cases, input pa- 
rameters such as CIC (section 6.3.7.) or 
complexity factor are derived by the model 
or provided by the cost analyst. 
6.3.1, ECONOMIC ESCALATION 
In the performance of the cost analysis, 
economic escalation tables are available 
to normalize the value of monetary units to 
a common point in time. By the use of 
funding profiles described by the analyst in 
conjunction with schedule start and stop 
dates, economic factors are derived to 
normalize historical programs to constant 
1987 dollars and project model generated 
costs in 1987 dollars to then year dollars 
appropriate to the program under study. 
The scope of this effort is not covered by 
this report. 
6.3.1.1. RDT&E 
The escalation rates utilized in the calibra- 
tion of AMCM algorithms are provided in 
Table 6.3 on page 6-15. 
6.3.1 -2. PRODUCTION 
For calibration purposes of production pro- 
grams an ACS derived production normali- 
zation table was utilized and is not recom- 
mended for use in future calibration efforts. 
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-Table 6.3 NASA R&D INFLATION INDEX 
FROM FISCAL TO 1987 
YEAR 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
TQ 
5.604 
5.373 
5.206 
5.006 
4.837 
4.629 
4.476 
4.223 
4.026 
3.819 
3.61 4 
3.380 
3.180 
3.008 
2.846 
2.655 
2.396 
2.198 
2.153 
FROM FISCAL TO 1987 
YEAR 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1.984 
1.841 
1.681 
1.519 
1.369 
1.252 
1.180 
1.114 
1.071 
1.038 
1.000 
e 
e 
6.3.2. SPECIFICATIONS 
The specifications input variable is an input 
parameter used to determine the amount 
of reliability and documentation require- 
ments required for contract performance. 
The variable presently is indicative of the 
environment that the product is intended to 
operate in. 
The values listed below are reflective of 
calibration undertaken for the comparison 
of PRICE-H generated costs at their re- 
spective platforms and then calibrated by 
AMCM. 
AMCM 
SPECS 
ENVlRONMENT VALUE 
Ground 1 .oo 
Mobile 1.15 
Airborne 1.30 
Space 1.67 
Manned Space 1.80 
The primary advantage of AMCM method- 
ology is that in the calibration mode the 
model neutralizes cost differences for the 
respective environments so that data ob- 
tained from the industry operating in differ- 
ent environments can be utilized in the 
analysis of space transportation systems. 0 
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For example, a visual display calibrated 
from a fighter aircraft can be utilized by the 
analyst as a basis for estimating a visual 
display in a space laboratory environment. 
It is recommended that an extensive study 
be undertaken to investigate the effects of 
the environmental test program, safety, 
configuration control, maintainability and 
parts quality effects on this variable. 
Figure 6.7 on page 6-16 illustrates these 
variables and how they may interrelate to 
derive the specifications variable in the fu- 
ture. 
6.3.3. WEIGHT 
Weight is an input variable in AMCM as an 
indicator of the relative size of projects un- 
der study. It has been determined that cost 
increases with weight as displayed in 
Figure 6.8 on page 6-17. The coefficients 
of the cost per weight equations have 
been modeled in Figure 6.9 on page 6-18 
for electronic and structural items. The 
derivation of these equations will be dis- 
cussed in section 6.4.3. Weight is input 
into AMCM in US pounds. However, it 
should be noted that the goal of AMCM is 
to reduce weight as a required input pa- 
- 
- Figure 6.7 SPECIFICATION EVALUATION - 
SPECIFICATION( S) 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
TEST PROGRAM - 
- 
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rameter and incorporate the substitution of 
performance parameters. 
6.3.4. ELECTRONIC COMPOSITION 
FACTOR 
The electronic composition factor is an in- 
put to AMCM which enables the model to 
interpolate between the weight slope func- 
tion of electronics and structures. In view- 
ing Figure 6.9 on page 6-18, the reader 
will notice one function for electronic prod- 
ucts and one function for structural prod- 
ucts. The electronic composition factor in- 
dicates the percentages of the product be- 
ing estimated which are electronic in na- 
ture, structural in nature, or a combination 
of both. For example, the electronic com- 
position factor of 1.0 would instruct the 
model to use the top function in 
Figure 6.9. An electronic composition fac- 
tor of 0 would direct the model to use the 
bottom function in Figure 6.9. An elec- 
tronic composition factor of .70 would in- 
struct the model to use a weight slope ex- 
ponent 70% of the distance between the 
electronic and structure functions. 
6.3.5. STATE-OF-THE-ART FACTOR 
The state-of-the-art (SOA) input variable 
indicates to the model the relative differ- 
ences in the complexity of the engineering 
task. For example, in Figure 6.10 on page 
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6-19 a SOA input variable of " 1 " denotes 
to the model that the design task only in- 
cludes sustaining engineering support for 
the manufacture of off-the-shelf items and 
denotes the lowest possible RDT&E effort. 
The opposite end of the spectrum is the 
"principles observed" input variable I' 12" 
which indicates a component or system 
which has not been tested or manufac- 
tured in thg subject application. The inter- 
mediate input variables denote the various 
classifications between these two ex- 
tremes and are provided in Figure 6.11 on @ page 6-20 
6.3.6. BUILD QUANTITY 
This parameter describes to the model the 
quantities of hardware that will be built and 
applies the method of engineering tooling 
and test equipment. For example, if three 
identical satellites are built, the quantity 
variable is equal to 3.0. Another example 
is where one flight processor is built after a 
developmental test model. In this case, 
non-integer values are allowed and the 
analyst would input quantity equal to 1.7. 
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- Figure 6.1 0 STATE-OF-THE-ART INPUT VARIABLE 
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JULY 1988 SOA SEPTEMBER 1988 PRICE-H 
Same/Simple Mod 1 
Extensive Mod 2 
State-of-the-Art 3 
Advance SOA 4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Off-the Shelf 
Mod-Minor 
- Moderate 
- Extensive 
- Complex 
New Simple 
- Normal 
- New MCP 
- Diff I&T 
Adv SOA-CFD 
- MOP 
- Principals 
CFD - Critical Functions Demonstrated 
MDP - Multiple Design Paths 
MCP - Materials, Components and Processes 
MOD - Modification 
Mod-Simple 
- Routine 
- Difficult 
- Complex 
New Simple 
- Routine 
- Difficult 
- Complex 
Adv SOA-Routine 
- Difficult 
- Complex 
6.3.7. QUANTITY COST IMPROVE- 
MENT CURVE 
I This variable is an optional input to the 
analyst in that the model predicts a cost 
improvement curve percentage as a func- 
tity. The curve is based upon the straight 
line average (SLA) philosophy. For exam- 
ple, an eighty-seven percent cost im- 
provement curve is input as .87. 
Figure 6.12 on page 6-21 shows how the 
model determines the cost improvement 
curve as a function of the model deter- 
mined complexity factor, E-1 (See section 
6.4.1 .) and build quantity. 
I tion of the item complexity and build quan- 
I 
6.3.8. INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABIL- 
ITY 
Initial operational capability (IOC) indicates 
to the model the maturity of a products de- 
velopment in terms of improvements in 
methods and processes, along with per- 
formance. IOC is input as a calendar year 
numeric. For example the shuttle orbiter 
IOC is equal to 1981 I 
6.3.9. COMPLEXITY FACTOR 
The AMCM complexity factor is a model 
peculiar resource numeric used to drive 
the cost model and differentiate one tech- 
nology from another with respect to re- 
sources, both labor and materials, re- 
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quired to produce the subject item. The 
complexity factor can be simply interpreted 
as the intercept of a multidimensional CER 
on the cost axis. Figure 6.13 on page 
6-22 provides a generalized picture of the 
movement in cost as a function of the in- 
creases or decreases in the complexity 
factor. Figure 6.14 on page 6-23 is an il- 
lustration of the relative complexities of 
AMCM calibration upon the estimates for 
space station and results generated from 
mean values of other models. 
The analyst must be careful in that intuitive 
assessments of complexity by engineers 
or the analyst are usually distorted in that 
complexity is not cost. For example, one 
would intuitively believe that a printed cir- 
cuit card with an integrated circuit is more 
complex than the integrated circuit itself. 
However, the printed circuit card is a low 
technology mixed with a high technology 
integrated circuit to provide a moderate 
technology composite and a complexity for 
the loaded printed circuit card lies between 
the complexity of the bare printed circuit 
card and the integrated circuit. 
6.3.10. COMPLEXITY TECHNOLOGY AD- 
VANCEMENT SLOPE 
The technology slope is the factor that in- 
dicates to AMCM the level of technological 
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progression for the technology under 
study. Figure 6.15 on page 6-24 illustrates 
the methodology for plotting calibrated 
complexities opposed to IOC. Regression 
upon these parameters provides the slope 
of complexity increase per year for a prod- 
uct line. This slope represents the cost for 
increasing performance over time. 
Table 6.4 on page 6-25 provides the 
slope per year for products ranging from 
super computers to automobiles as a ref- 
erence in determining technology slopes. 
Figure 6.16 on page 6-26 compares the 
technological slopes of complex items (su- 
per computers) with slopes of simple items 
(trucks). It should be obvious that high 
complexity items contain proportionally 
higher technology slopes when compared 
to low complexity items. Figure 6.17 on 
page 6-27 is a graphical representation of 
the technology slopes studied to date and 
should be used as a guideline in assessing 
this critical model input for the determina- 
tion of future program costs. 
6.3.1 1. SCHEDULE 
Schedule is a cost determinant in three 
ways: 
1. It dictates the appropriate inflation 
index values for economic escala- 
tion/de-escalation. 
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- Figure 6.1 3 COST COMPLEXITY 
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2. It determines technology availabil- made. Figure 6.18 on page 6-28 displays 
ity (IOC). three cost impact concepts in those cases 
where the schedule is abnormal. This con- 
3. It determines the impacts of accel- sists of moderate cost increases for 
erated or stretched-out schedules. schedule stretch-out and two opposing 
viewpoints for schedule acceleration. 
It is envisioned that AMCM will utilize 
RDT&E go ahead, RDT&E completion, 
hardware manufacturers start and produc- 
tion completion dates. From these dates 
the model will calculate time span in 
months and compare those specified 
months to month predictions by the model. 
Upon comparison of the specified and pre- 
dicted time spans, a schedule accelera- 0 tion/stretch’-out impact assessment will be 
This dimension is not active in AMCM to 
date as the schedule prediction algorithm 
will be a function of complexity factor and 
therefore is not yet completed due to a 
lack of source data. 
6.4. MODEL DERIVATION 
This section describes the development of 
the model algorithms and the utilization of 
input variables relative to the calibration 
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data base. Intermediate values used in the process that was performed to transform 
models' calculations for purposes of ob- cost to the model generated complexity 
servations, testing and system interactions factor. The coefficient and exponent is 
are denoted as epsilon values. The epsilon calibrated to simulate PRICE-H mapping in 
value derivations are explained in the fol- order to achieve objective number 13 in 
lowing paragraphs. section 6.1.3. 
6.4.1. EPSILON-1 
The purpose of the epsilon-1 intermediate 
value is to generate cost as a function of 
complexity and to modify that cost for the 
level of specifications to be imposed on 
the product or program. 
The primary goal of this function is to re- 
transform complexity to cost in the reverse 
The secondary objective of the algorithm 
is to normalize the specifications imposed 
on the product or program in order to en- 
able the utilization of cost calibration from 
other environments or cultures. The higher 
order exponent modifies the cost as a 
function of the movement in the specifica- 
tion plane and the original complexity. The 
rationale is that higher complexity items 
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undergo more severe increases in cost as 
specifications are increased than lower 
complexity items. 
The algorithm E-1 was obtained by man- 
ual iteration and interactive simulation of 
the calibration data base. (See Figure 6.3 
on page 6-9) 
6.4.2. EPSILON-2 
The purpose of the epsilon-2 intermediate 
value is to modify the cost derived by epsi- 
lon-1, as described in paragraph 4.1, for 
technology improvements over time. 
These technology improvements are those 
cost reductions in the producability of an 0 
item due to advances in manufacturing 
methods, processes and yields. This pa- 
rameter should not be confused with 
AMCM functions which increase complex- 
ity over time as a result of increases in 
performance and capabilities of a product 
type. 
The goal of this function is to reduce the 
costs of implementing a designated tech- 
nology of a past technology over time as a 
function of the IOC described in paragraph 
6.3.8. The rationale of the algorithm 
mechanism is that high valued epsilon-1's 
which denote complex and advanced 
technologies sustain dramatic and contin- 
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-Table 6.4 TECHNOLOGY SLOPE ANALYSIS 
DATA POINTS SLOPE/YEAR 
Super Computers 
Capsules 
FW-Transports 
Fighters 
Space Labs 
Submarines 
Destroyers 
Air-Air Missiles 
Tanks 
Trucks 
Automobiles 
0.163 
0.183 
0.158 
0.099 
0.084 
0.059 
0.050 
0.093 
0.041 
0.025 
0.01 6 
ual technological processes and methods 
improvements over time whereas low epsi- 
lon-1 values are relatively mature and 
therefore realize very small technological 
improvements over time in terms of cost 
reduction. 
Figure 6.19 on page 6-29 is a graphical 
depiction of the epsilon-2 algorithm. The 
source data for the algorithm resides in the 
files of Rockwell International as backup for 
a paper presented by Mr. Darryl W. Webb 
entitled " Electronic Cost Complexity: 
Trends and Analysis", presented to The 
International Society of Parametric Ana- 
lysts, April 26-28, 1983. 
The mechanics of the epsilon-2 algorithm 
are as follows: 1. The operation 1987-IOC 
indicates the number of years difference 
between the product IOC and the model 
base point of 1987. 2. The coefficient 
.0036 and the exponent .2 determine the 
cost reduction slope as a function of epsi- 
lon-1 (complexity). (See Figure 6.3 on 
page 6-9) 
As an example, the Mercury capsule in the 
data base yields a time span of twenty-five 
(25) years, 1962-1987, combined with an 
epsilon-1 value of 56.002 yields a com- 
bined exponent for e of .801 to provide a 
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technological multiplier of 2.23 to be ap- 
plied against epsilon-1 . 
6.4.3. EPSILON-3 
The purpose of the epsilon-3 intermediate 
value is to modify the cost derived by epsi- 
lon-2, as described in section 6.4.2.. for 
differences in product weights. These 
weight differences reflect the amount of 
mass of various products independent of 
differences in complexity. 
The goal of this function is to normalize the 
costs of the relative size of products as a 
function of the weight parameter described 
in section 6.3.3. The rationale of the algo- 
rithm mechanism is that high valued epsi- 
lon-2’s which denote complex and ad- 
vanced technologies realize smaller cost 
reductions as weight increases than lower 
epsilon-2 valued items. The slopes for 
structural and electronic items illustrated in 
Figure 6.8 on page 6-17 and discussed in 
section 6.3.3. have been plotted as a func- 
tion of epsilon-2 in Figure 6.9 on page 
6-18. Observing Figure 6.9, the weight ex- 
ponents for structural and electronic items 
from the data base described in section 
6.3.3. have been regressed in semi-loga- 
rithmic form. However, upon testing of the 
data, the analyst has instituted lower and 
upper limits upon the exponents derived as 
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a function of epsilon-2, and these limits 
are shown with dotted lines in Figure 6.9 
on page 6-18 with the defining algorithm 
shown below. (See Figure 6.3 on page 
6-9) 
The mechanics of the epsilon-3 algorithm 
are as follows: 
1. The epsilon-3 value is a function 
of epsilon-2 times weight to a de- 
rived exponent. 
2. The derived exponent is a function 
of the epsilon-2 complexity of the 
product and the electronic composi- 
tion factor described in section 6.3.4. 
3. The exponent derived is merely an 
S-curve generated for a 100°/o struc- 
tural item modified by the electronic 
composition factor which dictates an 
increase in height for the S-curve to 
ration it between the upper electronic 
curve and the lower structural curve 
displayed in Figure 6.9 on page 
6-18. 
6.4.4. EPSILON-4 
The purpose of the epsilon-4 intermediate 
value is to modify the cost derived by epsi- 
lon-3, as described in section 6.4.3.. for 
differences in product production quanti- 
ties. These production quantities differ- 
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ences reflect the differing resource re- 
quirements applied to the products. 
The goal of this function is to normalize the 
costs of the relative build quantities of 
products as a function of the build quantity 
parameter described in section 6.3.6. The 
rationale of the algorithm mechanism is 
that high valued epsilon-3’s which denote 
complex and advanced technologies real- 
ize larger cost reductions as build quantity 
increases than lower epsilon4 valued 
items. The slopes for quantity reduction il- 
lustrated in Figure 6.12 on page 6-21 have 
been plotted as a function of epsilon-3 in 
Figure 6.12. Observing Figure 6.12, the 0 
build quantity exponents for high and low 
epsilon-3 values have been regressed in 
semi-logarithmic form as a function of the 
intended build quantity. The rationale is 
that items built in very small quantities, 
such as two. are labor intensive and con- 
tain extreme cost efficiencies in terms of 
minimum buy and setup charges. Items 
built in extremely large quantities, such as 
10,000, are tooled and tested with auto- 
mated production processes to achieve 
the production rates necessary for items 
built in large quantities. 
The mechanics of the epsilon-4 algorithm 
are as follows: 
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1. The basis of the epsilon-4 equa- 
tion is the mathematical simulation of 
the cost improvement curve predic- 
tion illustrated in Figure 6.12 on page 
6-21. The equation predicts the cost 
improvement curve for an item as a 
function of the specified build quan- 
tity and epsilon-2, described in sec- 
tion 6.4.2. (See Figure 6.3 on page 
6-9) 
2. The straight line average cost im- 
provement curve, predicted above, 
(example: 87% = -87) is then trans- 
formed by the equation below into 
the cumulative exponent for quantity 
and multiplied by epsilon-3 to prc 
vide cost as a function of build quan- 
tity. 
3. For example, the Mercury value of 
epsilon-2 = 124,817 and the build 
quantity of 20 produces a cost im- 
provement curve of 82.3% (bl=.823) 
per Figure 6.12 on page 6-21 and 
the equation provided above in sec- 
tion 6.4.4.. the b l  equation. Pro- 
gressing to the next equation, the 
cost improvement curve percentage 
of 82.3 (b1=.823) is transformed into 
a quantity exponent to yield a build 
quantity exponent of .72. to yield a 
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build quantity multiplier of 8.63. This 6.4.6.2. ESCALATION 
effectively multiplies the unity value 
of epsilon-3 to provide epsilon-4, 
which is the cost of building 20 units 
of the subject item. 
The source data has been normalized 
from then year dollars to constant 1987 
year dollars by the use of standard escala- 
tion normalization techniques in the NASA 
6.4.5. EPSILON-5 
Not Presently Used. 
6.4.6. RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, 
TEST & EVALUATION (RDT&E) 
This section describes the data base, 
mathematical formulation and rationale for 
the prediction of RDT&E costs by AMCM. 
The purpose of the RDT&E section of the 
cost model is to provide a basis for the 
cost estimation of future systems or com- 
ponents where calibration of conventional 
cost estimating relationships is not possi- 
ble due to the lack of experience with the 
subject technology. To accomplish this 
task, the movement of cost opposed to 
chosen input variables will be modeled in a 
generalized manner instead of the devel- 
opment of a CER specific to an equipment 
type. The scope of the estimated costs is 
inclusive of systems engineering, design 
engineering, quality assurance, program 
management, data and one set of devel- 
opment hardware. 
6.4.6.1. DATA BASE NORMALIZATION 
inflation rate table shown in Table 6.3 on 
page 6-15. 
6.4.6.3. WEIGHT 
The source data after normalization for in- 
flation, has been normalized for differences 
in weight. To accomplish this, the CER's in 
the US Air Force Unmanned Spacecraft 
Cost Model (Fifth Edition, July 1981) were 
observed to determine an approximate ex- 
ponent for the movement in RDT&E cost 
as a function of unit weight. The CER's ob- 
served are as follows: 
CER Exponent 
Communications -56 
Structure -66 
Communications Electronics .70 
Communications Antennas .59 
Other CER exponents were eliminated due 
to their equation type being inconsistent 
with observations made by the analyst on 
many other systems. The average of the 
exponents listed above is -63 and there- 
fore this factor is utilized in AMCM to nor- 
malize different spacecraft systems for dif- 
ferences in weight. Plots of the observed 
CER's are shown in Figure 6.20 on page 
6-32. 
6.4.6.4. OTHER VARIABLES 
The data base utilized in the development 
of the RDT&E equations is shown in Other variables have been normalized by 
AMCM in the development of Epsilon-1 Table 6.5 on page 6-31. 
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-Table 6.5 RDT&E DATA BASE - 
R&D WT R&D 
ITEM $M Yr$ fctr 1987$ WT .63 Norm E-1 Ef 
CRAY-2 100 
B1 -B 9,000 
ORBITER 6.000 
LUNAR MODULE 1,298 
APOLLO CSM 2,327 
GEMINI 468 
NAV SATELLITE 240 
MERCURY 72 
JAGUAR 300 
85 1.09 
83 1.19 
77 2.10 
67 3.98 
66 4.20 
63 5.10 
83 1.19 
60 5.25 
86 1.12 
109.0 
10710.0 
12600.0 
5166.0 
9773.4 
2386.8 
285.6 
378.0 
336.0 
5,500 
140,OO 
154.95 
33,294 
31,335 
6.934 
1,800 
3,985 
3,200 
227.2 
1746.1 
1861.3 
706.5 
680.0 
262.9 
112.4 
185.5 
161.5 
0.480 
6.134 
6.769 
7.313 
14.373 
9.078 
2.541 
2.038 
2.080 
9,103,200 
937,000 
264,520 
198,700 
148,700 
126,000 
107,000 
56,000 
2,700 
0.053 
6.546 
25.591 
36.802 
96.658 
72.049 
23.744 
36.394 
770.426 
(E-1). For a discussion of these variables 
see section 6.4.1. The rationale for using 
E-1 in the RDT&E equation is that E-1 has 
normalized various factors to result in a 
measure of the relative hardware complex- 
ity and design configuration of spacecraft 
systems. 
6.4.6.5. MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION 
DEVELOPMENT 
The process of equation development will 
be described in this section. 
Upon regression of the normalized RDT&E 
costs exhibited in Table 6.5 on page 6-31 
(column 7), opposed to E-1 values exhib- 
ited in Table 6.5 (column 9), the equation 
coefficients were provided with an r- 
squared value of -82. (See Figure 6.3 on 
page 6-9) 
Subsequently, the normalization dimen- 
sions of cost versus weight and SOA are 
reinstituted to form the total RDT&E equa- 
tion. 
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6.4.6.7. OBSERVATIONS 
This section is a summary of the analysts 
comments and suggestions for future 
RDT&E equation development. 
Observing the data plot in Figure 6.21 on 
page 6-33, it is apparent that the data plot 
versus the regression indicates possible 
variable omission which would be required 
to improve the statistics and confidence in- 
tervals. One possible variable is the pro- 
ject IOC, with the exception of Mercury, 0 the analyst can see downward trends in 
the RDT&E factor opposed to E-1. Another 
possible variable is government specifica- 
tion versus best commercial practice 
which would provide a lower level equation 
coefficient for commercial practice than 
government specification as well as altera- 
tion in the equation exponent. 
6.4.6.8. RDT&E CONCLUSION 
The aforementioned RDT&E methodology, 
based upon limited available data, has 
great potential for application to the predic- 
tion of RDT&E costs as a generalized pre- 
dictor for space systems to be encoun- 
tered in the future. The primary limitation is 
the lack of data points for a three (possibly 
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- Figure 6.21 RDT&E CALIBRATION 
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six) dimensional equation. A possible low 
cost solution to this problem is the incorpo- 
ration of processed NASA data bases in- 
cluded in Red Star, Scientific Instruments 
Cost Model, Spacecraft Cost Model and 
the AMCM data base not utilized for this 
analysis, 
6.4.7. PRODUCTION 
The production costs for AMCM are the 
cumulative effects of the operations de- 
scribed in sections 6.4. l .  through 6.4.4. 
The rationale being that the variables and 
relationships utilized to derive epsilon-4 
are inclusive of the presently known pa- 
rameters desired for a production phase, 
as well as the multiple production of units 
manufactured in the RDT&E environment. 
Future considerations for the RDT&E and 
the production environments should differ- 
entiate between these phases considering 
variables such as dedicated manufacturing 
processes such as robotics, differences in 
culture and RDT&E peculiar requirements 
such as qualification testing, engineering 
development models, brassboards and 
simulators. 
6.5. THE RAPID PROTOTYPE 
DATA BASE 
This section describes the data base used 
in the design, calibration and testing of the 
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0 AMCM prototype. The data base is inten- tionally shallow in any specific technology. 
For example, the number of spacecraft 
and space related products is limited to a 
total quantity of 64. To compensate for a 
shallow data base, the scope of coverage 
in technologies is very broad (ie. manned 
and unmanned spacecraft, aircraft of sev- 
eral types, land vehicles (earth and lunar), 
computers, ships, missiles and launch 
boosters. This scope also extends through 
the time dimension for 52 years including 
those projects analyzed from cost projec- 
tions. The goal in this concept is to de- 
velop common cost estimating relation- 
ships and a technical basis as to why pro- 
jects cost what they do over a broad ba- 
sis. This will enable the future analyst to 
possess a tool for the cost evaluation of 
products not yet defined and those utilizing 
technologies, methods and manufacturing 
processes not to be developed for years to 
come. 
Table 6.6 on page 6-35 summarizes the 
products analyzed for AMCM by category. 
This table is limited to those items where 
more than one product of the same type 
has been designed and manufactured. 
The value of this subset in the data base is 
in the technology forecasting of same, 
similar or different items as displayed in 
Figure 6.16 on page 6-26. In the respec- 
tive columns of Table 6.6 are the number 
of items analyzed in each category, the 
coefficient of the linear equation provided 
by linear regression, the complexity factor 
slope per year for that linear equation, the 
r-squared value for those categories ex- @ ceeding a quantity of three items and the 
complexity factor of each category pre- 
dicted for the year 1987. 
Table 6.7 on page 6-36 and Table 6.8 on 
page 6-37 provide the resultant complexity 
factors, base technological year and the 
predicted 1987 complexity factors for 
those items in the calendar year 1987. 
These two tables provide relative refer- 
ence and calibration points for like or simi- 
lar products where the technological com- 
plexity slopes have not been derived due 
to a lack of like or similar product history 
over limited or large time spans. 
6.6. UTILITY ROUTINES 
This section illustrates one of many possi- 
ble AMCM utility routines which has been 
developed and tested to insure the accom- 
plishment of the objectives in section 
6.1.3., primarily the useful and accurate 
operation of the model in early system de- 
sign phases when detailed design parame- 
ters are not available or speed of the esti- 
mate execution is necessary. 
As an example of a flexible and powerful 
utility tool for AMCM operations, a technol- 
ogy composition modification or restructur- 
ing routine was devised to enable the ana- 
lyst to modify a historical project to new 
requirements while maintaining the value of 
the historical data base as a technological 
reference point. For illustrative purposes, 
Table 6.9 on page 6-38 has been pro- 
vided to demonstrate the capability of test 
software in utilizing the NASA developed 
lunar rover to derive complexity factors for 
a lunar based excavator. 
Observing Table 6.9, the reader will notice 
that the lunar rover, developed prior to 
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-Table 6.6 CF ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
N A B R 2  87cplx 
S ace 
Ea psules 
Space Labs 
Launch Booster 
Aircraft 
Fighters 
Attack 
Bombers 
Transport-PW 
Rotary Wing 
Vehicles 
Tanks 
APC's 
Trucks 
AC Carriers 
Submarines 
Cruisers 
Amphip Assault 
Destroyers 
Frigates 
Ships 
Other 
SuperComputers 
Autos-Commercial 
Rifles 
Missiles 
ICBM's 
Air- Air 
Air-Surface 
Surface-Air 
Anti-Tank 
11 
4 
4 
3 
38 
13 
5 
5 
7 
8 
12 
4 
2 
6 
29 
5 
7 
4 
5 
5 
3 
7 
2 
2 
3 
22 
3 
5 
6 
4 
4 
-1.28 
-4.73 
0.89 
2.1 1 
-0.69 
-0.01 
0.96 
-1.77 
-3.16 
0.52 
1.96 
1.95 
3.41 
0.52 
2.61 
1.55 
2.59 
7.38 
1.17 
3.07 
-0.10 
-0.65 
0.91 
-0.17 
-4.30 
-1 -90 
-2.25 
-4.18 
-3.77 
-9.38 
0.089 
0.183 
0.084 
0.054 
0.114 
0.099 
0.082 
0.143 
0.158 
0.091 
0.025 
0.041 
0.009 
0.025 
0.055 
0.078 
0.059 
0.067 
0.050 
0.089 
-0.015 
0.163 
0.016 
0.01 4 
0.126 
0.109 
0.093 
0.124 
0.115 
0.189 
0.92 
0.98 
0.82 
0.94 
0.21 
0.91 
0.86 
0.61 
0.86 
0.88 
0.97 
0.83 
0.57 
0.85 
0.97 
0.99 
0.66 
0.75 
0.89 
0.31 
0.29 
0.38 
6.47 
11 -23 
8.16 
6.79 
9.26 
8.57 
8.10 
10.65 
10.55 
8.44 
4.14 
5.54 
4.22 
2.66 
7.35 
8.36 
7.74 
6.04 
7.00 
7.44 
7.54 
13.55 
2.26 
1.05 
6.67 
7.54 
5.86 
6.59 
6.27 
7.09 
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-Table 6.7 SINGLE POINT CALIBRATIONS - A 
BROAD/SHALLOW DATA BASE 
SINGLE POINT CALIBRATIONS YR CF 1987 CF 
SPACE STATION 
US LAB MOD 
HABITATION MOD 
ATT PAYLOAD ACCESS 
PRESS LOG CARR 
UNPRESS LOG CARR 
AIRLOCK 
SOLAR PWR MOD 
TRUSS ASSY 
PROPUL ASSY 
RESOURCE NODE 
MECH 81 JOINTS 
EVA SYSTEMS 
SERVICING FAC 
US POLAR FLATF 
US CO-ORBIT PIT 
ARMOURED VEHICLES 
M-113 A1 
LVTP-7 
SP-GUN (1 75MM) 
PRICE-H MAPPING 
M=4, PLT=1.0 
M=4, PLT=1.8 
M=4, PLT=2.0 
M=8, PLT=1.0 
M=8, PLT=1.8 
M=8, PLT=2.O 
M=12, PLT=1 .O 
M=12. PLT-1.8 
M=12. PLT=2.0 
M=4, PLT=1.0 
M=4, PLT=2.5 
M=8, PLT=1 .O 
M=8, PLT=2.5 
M=12, PLT=1 .O 
M=12, PLT=2.5 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
9.92 
9.06 
8.85 
6.79 
9.48 
7.88 
8.89 
7.97 
7.12 
8.01 
9.32 
8.51 
9.89 
7.45 
8.88 
10.20 
9.17 
8.31 
8.09 
6.04 
8.73 
7.12 
8.14 
7.22 
6.37 
7.25 
8.57 
7.76 
9.14 
6.70 
8.13 
9.45 
64 4.01 4.22 
71 4.07 4.22 
62 6.65 7.69 
87 1 . l o  
87 1.22 
87 1.35 
87 5#37 
87 5.47 
87 5.62 
87 10.33 
87 10.42 
87 10.40 
87 1.25 
87 1.52 
87 5.50 
87 5.82 
87 9.83 
87 10.05 
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SINGLE POINT CALIBRATIONS - B 
rTable 6m8 
BROADISHALLOW DATA BASE 
SINGLE POINT CALIBRATIONS 
I 987 
YR Cf Cf 
MlSC 
LUNAR ROVER . . . . .  71 8.36 11.29 
ORBITER . . . . . . . . .  81 8.26 8.76 
AGENA . . . . . . . . .  66 6.34 7.48 
CENTAUR . . . . . . . . .  66 6.92 8.06 
AGENA-W/O PROP . . 66 7.72 7.72 
CENTAUR-W/O PROP . . 66 8.1 1 8.11 
REACTOR PS-20KW . . 66 7.23 8.91 
REACTOR PS-1 OOKW 66 7.38 9.06 
GRD REACTOR, 1MW 84 7.86 8.10 
GRD REACTOR, lOOMW . . 84 . . . . . . . . . .  7.85 8.09 
GRD REACTOR, lOOOMW . . 84 7.85 8.09 
STR, TC, INTRSTGE 72 6.72 8.22 
TT&C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  72 7.02 8.51 
COMMUNICATIONS . . 72 7.16 8.65 
COMM ANTENNAS 72 7.29 8.79 
COMM ELECT 72 7.41 8.90 
AT&T CNTRL SYS 72 8.20 9.70 
ATT DETERMIN 72 8.71 10.20 
ATT & RC 72 7.48 8.97 
EPS-SUBSYN 72 7.44 8.93 
EPS-SYNCHRONOUS 72 7.22 8.72 
PLATFORM 72 7.57 9.07 
DISPENSER 72 5.64 7.13 
AKM 72 5.59 7.08 
SATELLITE-COM 72 7.36 8.86 
ASSET 63 5.55 7.94 
OGO- 1 64 6.55 8.84 
VELA-IV 64 6.58 8.87 
ATS-1 (A) 66 6.76 8.86 
ATS-2 (B) 67 6.51 8.50 
ATS-5 (E) 69 6.48 8.28 
INTELSAT-Ill 69 6.34 8.14 
IDCSP-A 70 6.62 8.31 
M-35 71 6.85 8.45 
DSCS-II 72 6.47 7.97 
DMSP 76 6.10 7.20 
HEOS-1 . . . . . . . . . . .  5.87 
HEOS-2 72 7.41 11.84 
ESRO-1 A/B 5.86 
ESRO-II 5.82 
ESRO IV 72 7.50 11.93 
COS-B 75 7.96 11.50 
TD 72 8.18 12.61 
. . .  DIAL 5.10 
AZUR 6.62 
HELIOS A/B 74 8.81 12.65 
AEROS 6.21 
SYMPHONIE 74 9.15 12.99 
UK-3 5.35 
UK-4 4.76 
SATELLITE SUBSYSTEMS 
SATELLITE 
. . . .  
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-Table 6.9 LUNAR BASE EXCAVATOR 
INPUT INPUT WT PREDICTEL 
’ROGRAM WT-% $-Yo CF ENVIRON LBS EPSILON 
LUNAR ROVER (1971) 
15% 
29% 
5% 
4% 
29% 
17% 
100% 
FRAME 
MOBILITY 
CREW STATION 
NAVIGATION 
POWER 
SPACE SUPT EQUIP 
EXCAVATOR 
COMPONENTS COMMON 
TO ROVER 
MOBILITY 
CREW STATION 
NAVIGATION 
POWER 
SPACE SUPT EQUIP 
MODIFIED ROVER 
COMPONENT FRAME 
COMPONENTS UNIQUE 
TO EXCAVATOR 
EXCAVATORS 
AUGER 
BUCKET 
AUGER MOTOR/DRIVE 
CAMERA 
5% 5.62 
28% 6.65 
6% 6.13 
30% 7.05 
26% 6.58 
5% 5.56 
100% 7.02 
6.65 
6.13 
7.05 
6.58 
5.56 
5.20 
5.50 
5.30 
4.80 
6.30 
6.90 
6.61 
2.55 
2.55 
2.55 
2.55 
2.55 
2.55 
2.55 
2.40 
2.40 
2.50 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.40 
2.50 
76 
150 
28 
20 
446 
89 
509 
850 
35 
25 
1,150 
180 
635 
700 
100 
320 
150 
35 
4,180 
509 
3,297 
706 
3,532 
3,064 
589 
11,774 
5,845 
529 
1,623 
6,394 
570 
664 
5,815 
296 
252 
1,753 
i ,384 
25,132 
1971, was calibrated to an AMCM com- 
plexity factor of 7.02 under the column en- 
titled “cf”. In this problem, the analyst de- 
sired to estimate the sub-assembly com- 
.plexities for the lunar rover to enable him 
to formulate a new sub-assembly compo- 
sition for the lunar excavator. To accom- 
plish this, the analyst, through research 
and engineering estimates, input the 
weight percent and cost percent estimates 
for the lunar rover assemblies. Upon exe- 
cution, the AMCM technology composition 
modification utility routine derived the com- 
plexity factors which would generate the 0 input masskost resource distribution. This 
process is commonly referred to, in the 
parametric community, as demultiplexing. 
In order to derive the system complexity 
for the lunar based excavator, in the bot- 
tom half of Table 6.9 on page 6-38, the 
analyst inputs the weights and estimated 
complexity factors for the excavator utiliz- 
ing the assembly complexity factor gener- 
ated by the lunar rover as reference 
points, to either be used directly or indi- 
rectly with modifications. The reader 
should also notice that the environmental 
factor, referred to in section 6.3.2. under 
the column entitled “ENVIRON”, can also 
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be changed at the assembly level to re- 
flect differences in specifications by as- 
sembly as compared to the lunar rover. 
The end resultant complexity factor of 6.61 
is substantially different than the complex- 
ity factor of 7.02, as derived for the lunar 
rover, which should be expected due to 
the differences in mission, ruggedness and 
size of the respective vehicles. 
For the reader’s interest, this utility routine 
has been used to modify satellite subsys- 
tem complexities as a function of the elimi- 
nation of subsystem components. For ex- 
ample, if the AMCM complexity factor for a 
communications subsystem is determined 
to be non-applicable to the requirement for 
a subsystem complexity factor without a 
transponder, this utility routine would be 
utilized to extract the cost of the transpon- 
der from the subsystem. The utility routine 
has also been used for complexity modifi- 
cation where assemblies are desired to be 
added to the referenced system, subsys- 
tem, assembly and sub-assembly. 
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7. FORMALIZATION 
REQUIREMENT: “Methodology pro- 
vided to each program ‘agent’ for a dis- 
tributed cost estimate of the program or 
scenario pieces.” 
7.1. MODEL INPUTS 
The Advanced Missions Cost Model input 
requirement is the data that is needed to 
generate a cost estimate. The input types 
are: 
1) User-defined and entered input 
data 
2) System supported data 
7.1 .l. 
7.1.1.1 
USER-DEFINED AND ENTERED 
INPUT DATA 
NEW MISSION DEFINITION 
DATA 
The usv’r is required to input data that de- 
fines the Advanced Mission to be esti- 
mated. Typical information required to 
define a new Mission includes but is not 
limited to: 
1) Dry weight of system 
2) Initial Operating Capability date 
of system 
3) Number of Prototype units to be 
produced 
4) Number of Production units to be 
produced 
5) Standardized WBS number for 
system 
The user may enter data at different levels 
of detail. The different levels of detail in- 
clude but are not limited to: 
1) Total program information differ- 
entiating between Manned/Un- 
manned and Recurring/Non-recurring 
2) Principle program elements and 
phase information such as: major 
systems of a Lunar Base-Habitat 
Module, Lunar Rover, etc. 
3) Subsystem information such as: 
major components of a Lunar Rover 
- Navigation, Power, etc. 
7.1.2. SYSTEM SUPPORTED DATA 
System supported input data is defined as 
that information previously entered and 
stored into the Advanced Missions Cost 
Model by model developers and/or users. 
7.1.2.1. STANDARDIZED WORK 
BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 
A WBS consisting of approximately 150 
elements, with detail to the fifth level. The 
concept behind the standardized WBS is 
given a historical program, in it’s original 
accounting format, translate that data to fit 
into the standardized WBS format. This 
will avoid comparing two historical pro- 
grams with different WBS, year dollars, 
weight statements, etc. The main priority 
of the standardized WBS is to be generic, 
thus giving it the ability to describe various 
cross cultural systems. Examples of sys- 
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tems described by the standardized WBS 
include, but are not limited to: 
1) Unmanned satellite systems (Vi- 
king, ATS, HST) 
2) Manned space systems (Gem- 
ini, Lunar Module) 
3) Aeronautical systems (X-15) 
7.1.2.2. PRODUCT CATEGORY 
An equipment or services descriptor, that 
allows very different historical programs to 
be classified into a similar format. There 
are approximately 100 product categories. 
7.1.2.3. MISSION CATEGORY IDENTI- 
FIER CODE 
A mission identifier that describes the type 
of mission performed. It is a three digit 
code with the format XYZ 
where X can be, but is not limited to: 
1 => Historical, Manned 
2 => Historical, Unmanned 
3 => Conceptual, Manned 
4 => Conceptual, Unmanned 
where Y can be, but is not limited to: 
1 => Low Earth Orbit 
2 => High Earth Orbiff 
Geosynchronous Orbit 
3 => Lunar 
4 => Planetary 
5 => Habitation 
6 => Exploitation 
7.1.2.4. ESCALATION TABLE 
A NASA-provided escalation table, con- 
taining escalation factors between any two 
years, starting in 1959 and ending in 1999. 
7.1 -2.5. HISTORICAL PROGRAM DATA- 
BASES 
7.1.2.5.1. ORIGINAL FORMAT 
Historical program data, in original source 
document (s) hard-copy format, contain- 
ing information of cost, programmatic and 
technical characteristics, to provide a 
traceable source of raw data. The original 
historical program database will be imple- 
mented by Advanced Missions Cost Model 
developers, and maintained to keep histori- 
cal program information as dynamic as 
possible. The original historical program 
database will be the major input data 
source for the standardized historical pro- 
gram database. 
7.1.2.5.2. STANDARDIZED FORMAT 
Single source of standardized WBS corre- 
lated cost, programmatic and technical 
data to supply direct historical information 
to the Advanced Missions Cost Model. 
The standardized historical program data- 
base will be implemented by Advanced 
Missions Cost Model developers, and 
and where z can be, but is not lim- 
ited to: 
l => Feasibility Demonstration 
2 => Science 
3 => Applications 1) Dry weight of system 
4 => Exploration 2) Initial operational capability of 
maintained to keep historical data as dy- 
namic as possible. Typical data stored in 
the standardized historical program data- 
base includes, but is not limited to: 
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system 
3) Number of prototypes units pro- 
duced 
4) Number of production units pro- 
duced 
5) Product categories represented 
within that standardized WBS 
6) Non-recurring, recurring and op- 
erations cost of system 
7.1.2.6. NASA BUDGET DATABASE 
7.1.2.6.1. HISTORICAL FORMAT 
A historical NASA budget database 
7.1.2.6.2. FORECAST FORMAT 
A current NASA budget for new and con- 
e 
tinuing projects 
7.1.2.7. DESIGNER'S CATALOG DATA- 
BASE 
A database, containing technical informa- 
tion in tabular and graph form, from ad- 
vanced mission studies commissioned by 
NASA, DoD, ESA, and similar agencies. 
The Designer's Catalog may also include 
detailed historical technical data. 
7.1.2.8. CROSS CULTURAL ANALYSIS 
The results of the off-line Cross Cultural 
study will Ire integrated into the Advanced 0 Missions Cost Model. 
7.1.2.9. BASELINE ESTIMATING RELA- 
TIONSHIPS 
7.1.2.9.1. COST ESTIMATING RELA- 
TIONSHIPS 
A set of cost estimating relationships will 
be stored in a user-accessible library. 
The information stored for each baseline 
estimating relationship may include, but is 
not limited to: 
1) Equation form 
2) Baseline equation coefficients 
3) Equation predictor variables 
4) Standardized WBS element as- 
sociated with base-line equation 
The Cost Estimating Relationship equations 
are grouped by cost type to be generated 
and system type of program. For exam- 
ple, baseline Cost Estimating Relationships 
may be grouped by: 
1) Total costs for Unmanned pro- 
grams 
2) Recurring costs for Manned pro- 
grams 
3) Non-recurring costs for Manned 
and Unmanned programs 
7.1.2.9.2. TIME ESTIMATING RELA- 
TIONSHIPS 
A set of time estimating relationships that 
will be stored in a user-accessible library. 
7.2. MODEL OUTPUTS 
The Advanced Mission Cost Model output 
will be in several formats. The output for- 
mat includes, but is not limited to: 
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1) Predefined tabular format 
2) User-defined tabular format 
3) Predefined graph format 
4) User-defined graph format 
7.2.1. NEW MISSION PHASE COST 
OVER TIME 
Display predefined screens of tabular and 
graphical data of the calculated develop- 
ment, production and operations costs. 
The user will be allowed to produce a 
hard-copy of any screen, and through a 
series of menus and help screens, pro- 
duce user-defined tabular and graphical 
displays. 
7.2.1.1. LIFE CYCLE COST SUMMA- 
TION, SPREAD AND DIS- 
COUNTING 
7.2.1.1 .l. SCHEDULE ESTIMATES 
Tabular and graphical displays of esti- 
mated schedules of development, produc- 
tion and operations cost. The user will be 
allowed to produce hard-copies of any 
display. 
7.2.1.1.2. RDT&E COST ESTIMATES 
Tabular and graphical displays of esti- 
mated costs of RDT&E. The user will be 
allowed to produce a hard-copy of any 
display. 
7.2.1.1.3. PRODUCTION COST ESTI- 
MATES 
Tabular and graphical displays of esti- 
mated costs of Production. The user will 
be allowed to produce hard-copies of any 
display. 
7.2.1.1.4. OPERATIONS COST ESTI- 
MATES 
Tabular and graphical displays of esti- 
mated costs of Operations. The user will 
be allowed to produce hard-copies of any 
display. 
7.2.1.2. COST UNCERTAINTY 
Tabular and graphical displays of esti- 
mated cost versus probability of achieve- 
ment. The user will be allowed to produce 
hard-copies of any display. 
7.2.2. NEW MISSION FUNDING WEDGE 
Tabular and graphical display of estimated 
advanced mission funding requirement 
over a planning horizon, as well as the 
funding I‘ slice” integrated into the current 
NASA forecast budget. The user will be 
allowed to produce hard-copies of any 
display. 
7.3. MODEL FUNCTION 
7.3.1. MAINTAIN HISTORICAL PRO- 
GRAM DATA 
The user, or a designated database man- 
ager, will have the ability to modify or add 
information stored in the historical program 
databases. 
7.3.1.1. ORIGINAL FORMAT 
Given the fact that source documentation 
for a given project may vary, not only in 
level of detail, but in accuracy as well, it 
will be necessary to analyze the source 
document(s) to find the “best” information 
to date. Because of this iterative process- 
ing of data, the data manager will be al- 
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lowed to modify existing historical program 
data, or add new historical program data. 
7.3.1.2. STANDARDIZED FORMAT 
To obtain standardized historical program 
data, the Advanced Missions Cost Model 
developers derived a methodology to take 
original format historical program data and 
“fit” it into a standardized format. This 
methodology development is on-going, 
therefore standardizations made previously 
may need to be updated. Also, new origi- 
nal historical programs will continually be 
added to the database, requiring stan- 
dardization of the new data and eventually 
of addition of new data to the standardized 
historical program database. Therefore, 
the data manager will be allowed to up- 
date existing standardized data as well as 
add new data to the standardized histori- 
cal program database. 
7.3.2. ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS 
7.3.2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF NEW COST 
ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIP 
EQUATION 
If the user does not wish to use an existing 
cost estimating relationship from the Ad- 
vanced Missions Cost Model, the model 
will allow the user to generate a new esti- 
mating relationship. 
7.3.2.2. RECALCULATION OF EXIST- 
ING COST ESTIMATING RELA- 
TIONSHIP 
The Advanced Missions Cost Model will 
contain a set of baseline estimating rela- 
tionships. The user will be allowed to 0 
view this set of estimating relationships, 
and decide whether or not one of the exist- 
ing estimating relationships will fit the us- 
er’s need for an estimate. If not, the 
Advanced Missions Cost Model will allow 
the user to calculate a cost estimating re- 
lationship, using one of the baseline esti- 
mating relationships and a new set of 
historical program data points. 
7.3.3. MAINTAIN DESIGNER’S CATA- 
LOG 
The Designer’s Catalog Data Manager will 
periodically update the Designer’s Catalog 
as new information is obtained. The De- 
signer’s Catalog Data Manager may enter 
data in various ways. These methods in- 
clude, but are not limited to: 
1) Keyboard input of text data 2) Op- 
tical Character Reader for text, 
graphs and technical drawings 
3) Keyboard design to re-create 
graphs and technical drawings 
4) Electronic data transfer from an- 
other computer 
7.3.4. BUILD NEW MISSION DEFINI- 
TION 
The Advanced Mission Cost Model user 
will selecthnput the required variables that 
define a new advanced mission. The Ad- 
vanced Mission Cost Model will assist the 
user in various ways, such as: 
1) List available standardized WBS 
numbers that may be assigned to the 
new mission 
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2) List available product category 
numbers that may be assigned to the 
new mission 
3) Display analogous technical and 
text data from the Designer’s Catalog 
4) List available mission category 
identification codes that may be as- 
signed to the new mission. 
5) Check for valid upper and lower 
boundary values on inputted data. 
7.3.5. ESTIMATE NEW MISSION PHASE 
COST OVER TIME 
Given the new mission definition data pro- 
vided by the user and the system sup- 
ported data the Advanced Mission Cost 
Model will estimate Development, Produc- 
tion, Operations and Support cost and 
schedules for the new mission. The user 
will be allowed to perform “what ifs” on the 
cost/ schedule estimate, such as: 
1) 
cross-cultural study 
Incorporating the affects of the 
2) Modifying the new mission defini- 
tion data 3) Incorporating cost uncer- 
tainty profiles 
The user may store the estimate for refer- 
ence and comparison to future estimates. 
7.3.6. ESTIMATE AFFECT ON NASA 
FUNDING 
Given the cost/schedule estimate for the 
new mission and the NASA Budget require- 
ments the Advanced Missions Cost Model 
will project the funding requirements over a 
planning horizon and compare the avail- 
able budget “slice” for various NASA 
agency-level ceilings. 
7.3.7. MISSION SCHEDULING 
The Advanced Mission Cost Model will at- 
tempt to find the “best mix” of Advanced 
Missions schedules. This may be accom- 
plished by modifying new mission definition 
inputs such as. but not limited to: 
A 
1) slipping schedule requirements 
2) modifying system requirements 
The NASA forecast budget requirements 
may also be modified to allow larger or 
smaller funding “wedges”. 
The cost/schedule estimates can then be 
run again until the user is satisfied with the 
results. 
7.3.8. ADVANCED MISSION COST 
MODEL SECURITY 
7.3.8.1. DATA SECURITY 
The Advanced Mission Cost Model will 
provide access security for ALL SYSTEM 
SUPPORTED data. This will be done by, 
but not limited to: 
1 ) Password protection for histori- 
cal database managers 
2) Password protection on proprie- 
tary historical data. 
3) Password protection on base- 
line estimating relationship equations 
4) Password protection on Work 
Breakdown Structure, Product Cate- 
gories, Escalation Table, and other 
predefined system data. 
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7.3.8.2. MODEL SECURITY e 
Level of access to the Advanced Missions 
Cost Model will be protected by a user-re- 
quired password. The levels of access in- 
clude, but are not limited to: 
1) Top level - the user may only 
input a new mission definition and run 
a cost/schedule estimate 
2) Analyst level - same functions 
as Top level in addition to; recal- 
culating estimating relationships,. . , 
3) Model Manager level - same 
functions as above in addition to abil- 
ity to modifying system supported 
data. 
7.4. SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
Currently, the software required to run the 
Advanced Mission Cost Model includes, 
but not limited to: 
1) Mainstay - a database and pro- 
gramming environment 
2) An IBM compatible operating 
system (i.e.. DOS) 
3) a high level programming lan- 
guage (ia Fortran) 
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8. IMPLEMENTATION 
d 
Up ’til now the philosophers have only 
point, though, is to change it! 
- Karl Marx 
I 
I 
I 
interpreted the world in various ways. The 
REQUIREMENT: Develop a plan for 
changing the environment in which explo- 
ration programs are developed in order 
to make them more affordable. 
I 
NASA culture has changed over the years 
with the tightening of budget: however, 
more changes can be made in the future 
to improve the efficiency of program devel- 
opment. Implementing these changes may 
require significant change in the structure 
of NASA. Alternative institutional strategies 
may be needed to cause real change in 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
the cost of major programs. 
8.1. NASA CULTURE HAS 
I 
CHANGED 
Since its inception, NASA has gone 
through two major phases of cultural 
change. The first was the growth period of 
the early 1960’s leading up to the Apollo 
lunar missions. The second phase was a 
period of retrenchment following the Apollo 
program as the civilian space budget was 
dramatically reduced. The effect of budget 
considerations on program approaches 
can be seen in Figure 8.1 on page 8-2. 
Prototyping and testing strategies, and 
their corresponding non-recurring cost, 
can be seen to grow and then decline with 
the shifting sands of budget policy. Re- 
duced prototyping and testing significantly 
affects the cost of development. The trend 
towards larger spacecraft also leads to 
economies of scale in design and develop- 
ment. Computer aided engineering and de- 
sign tools have improved the productivity 
of industry workers. Also, lessons learned 
from previous programs have been applied 
to new programs to improve management 
efficiency. 
8.2. MORE CHANGES CAN BE 
MADE 
The Office of Exploration is making a seri- a 
ous effort to minimize the cost of its pro- 
grams while retaining the high level of 
mission success that is expected of NASA. 
A blue ribbon panel was recently commis- 
sioned by the President to study Depart- 
ment of Defense acquisition programs and 
there were eight characteristics the “Pack- 
ard Commission” found existed in suc- 
cessful system acquisition programs. 
In addition to the ‘‘ Packard Commission” 
recommendations, several other recom- 
mendations are being considered. It should 
be noted that some of these recommenda- 
tions may actually increase the front end 
cost of a program. These characteristics 
should be used as groundrules for the im- 
plementation of new civilian space initia- 
tives. They are as follows: 
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- 8.1 NASA CULTURE HAS CHANGED 
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8.2.1. ACQUISITION COST REALISM 
ALONG WITH UNIT PRODUCTION 
SIGN REQUIREMENT. 
COST AS A SIGNIFICANT DE- 
In order to achieve program stability, it is 
essential that a program realistically 
budget for development and production 
costs at the start of full scale developmen. 
The development program manager must 
address the risk associated with develop- 
ment of the system. In this way, it is possi- 
ble to determine if the program is 
affordable. The affordable cost level can 
then be k e d  to establish a unit production 
cost design objective for the system which 
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essentially becomes the " design-to-cost'' 
objective. 
8.2.2. DEVELOPING PROTOTYPES 
(FOR BOTH COST AND PER- 
FORMANCE) AND EARLY, EX- 
TENSIVE TESTING. 
Prototyping has historically been done; but, 
its primary objective was proving that 
something is possible. Traditionally, the 
system was then almost totally redesigned 
during the development phase: such that 
the unit production cost of the system rose 
dramatically. The prototyping should be 
done with a system that is close enough to 
the ultimate production design such that 
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one is able to make a good estimate of the 
cost and the performance of the ultimate 
system. 
After moving out of the prototype phase, 
history has shown that one of the ways 
programs have saved money is to reduce 
the number of test units and the amount of 
test time. This is another example of 
short-sighted attempts to save develop- 
ment dollars at the expense of what ulti- 
mately becomes a stretched out and 
overrun program. Clearly, if you can’t af- 
ford to do adequate testing early on, then 
the program is doomed to problems later. 
8.2.3. PLANNED PRODUCT IMPROVE- 
MENTS AND MAXIMUM USE OF 
PROVEN COMPONENTS AND 
Packard Commission and a recent De- 
fense Science Board Task Force empha- 
sized the dramatic benefits, particularly 
with electronics, that could be aehieved 
through greater use of commercial compo- 
nents. The Defense Science Board study 
found that systems built from commercial 
components would have costs that were 
between two and eight times cheaper 
overall, with comparable or better reliabil- 
ity: and, that these systems could be ac- 
quired between two and five times more 
rapidly as a result of using off-the-shelf, 
proven, commercial components. 
8.2.4. PRESENCE OF A CONTINUOUS 
ALTERNATIVE. 
What makes a market economy operate 
effectively is the continuous presence of 
SUBSYSTEMS (ESPECIALLY an alternative for the buyer; such that, if a 
COMMERCIAL ITEMS). 
It has been found that when existing sys- 
tems are modified, rather than new sys- 
tems started from scratch, the time and 
cost for development are both dramatically 
reduced. The concept here is not to start 
off a new program assuming that it re- 
quires a new set of avionics, a new en- 
gine, et cetera; but, to independently 
develop each of these subsystems with 
standardized interface specifications so 
they can be plugged in when they are 
proven and to insert these upgrades at an 
appropriate block point in the production 
cycle. 
Consistent with the idea of using proven 
systems and subsystems is the concept of 
systems making maximum use of commer- 
cial subsystems and components. Both the 
supplier reduces his quality or raises his 
price, the buyer can go elsewhere. How- 
ever, the typical program has no such al- 
ternative present. Rather, there is usually a 
fierce competition for the initiation of a de- 
velopment program and this is followed by 
sole-source environment throughout the 
many years of the development and pro- 
duction phases of the program. 
Occasionally, the presence of continuous 
competition in the development and/or the 
production phase has been tried and the 
results have been very impressive. For 
those programs that had “dual sourcing” 
during the development phase of a set of 
Army programs, the R&D costs were better 
controlled: however - most importantly - 
the production costs were dramatically re- 
duced as a result of the competitive devel- 
opment phase: thus, far more than 
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’ justifying the increased development cost 
for the second source. Equally significant, 
it was found that, on the average, the per- 
formance was much higher on those pro- 
grams that had been dual sourced. 
8.2.5. SHORT AND STABLE SCHED- 
ULES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND 
PRODUCTION. 
All of the successful programs studied be- 
gan by using previously demonstrated 
technology and by realistically estimating 
their program costs. They then fully funded 
the necessary dollars and maintained the 
program’s initial requirements throughout 
the program’s development. This combina- 
tion - of demonstrated technology, cost re- 
alism, and stable budgets and 
requirements - allowed them to achieve 0 extremely short development and produc- 
tion schedules. Thus, they realized maxi- 
mum economic efficiency and got the new 
systems fully deployed in the fastest possi- 
ble time. 
8.2.6. EXPERIENCED, SMALL STAFFS, 
NELS AND LIMITED REPORTING. 
WITH CLEAR COMMAND CHAN- 
In a typical US Government program, the 
senior managers frequently are quite inex- 
perienced and often rotate a number of 
times during the development phase. 
Often, this inexperience is compensated 
for by having a relatively large staff of peo- 
ple, all reqponsible for small pieces of the 
overall activity. This problem is further 
compounded by having a very large num- 
ber of layers above the program office, 
through whom all decisions must be 
passed. One estimate was that on a seven 
year development program, over three and 
a half years of the time was taken up with 
decision making and the rest with actual 
development. Finally, it is estimated that 
something like 20 percent of a typical DOD 
development program’s cost is devoted to 
reporting on the program. By contrast, in 
those programs that were successfutly run, 
the primary reports required were deviation 
reports in which thresholds were estab- 
lished for cost, schedule, and performance 
and, as long as the program stayed within 
these limits, very little reporting was re- 
quired. 
8.2.7. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION 
FORMANCE TRADEOFFS. 
WITH USERS FOR COST/PER- 
There is a myth that exists within the ac- 
quisition world that there is an initial “re- 
quirement” established for a system, and 
then this is turned over to the development 
community to pursue. By contrast, on a 
successful program, it is recognized that 
there must be a continuous trade-off made 
between the user and the developer in 
terms of the impact of varying require- 
ments on development and production 
oosts and schedules. 
8.2.8. EARLY DEVELOPMENT PHASE 
FUNDING FOR PRODUCTION 
TIONS. 
AND SUPPORT CONSIDERA- 
Traditionally, the development phase of a 
new system focuses almost exclusively on 
that phase. Then, later, we find out how 
much it will cost to produce and maintain 
it. However, this is inefficient, in both time 
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and dollars, particularly with current trends 
towards new, computer integrated manu- 
facturing technologies. 
If funds are available up-front to include 
production considerations as part of the 
original design job, then one can make the 
transition from computer-aided design 
l I through computer aided manufacturing 
, and into computer-aided logistics in a 
smooth and continuous process. This re- 
quires an engineering/production/support 
team in the early design phases that is 
more than simply the lip service that has 
traditionally been given to this area. It re- 
quires that the design be continuously 
modified in order to take producibility and 
maintainability directly into account. 
j 
I 
I 
I 8.2.9. MASS PRODUCTION TECH- 
i NIQUES SHOULD BE USED AS 
MUCH AS POSSIBLE AT EVERY 
SOFTWARE). 
I 
I LEVEL OF HARDWARE (AND 
The use of mass production techniques to 
reduce cost is so widely known that it need 
not be elaborated on here. This lesson has 
apparently been lost on NASA, however, 
since the agency still insists on building vir- 
tually every spacecraft from scratch. Even 
in relatively small quantities, mass produc- 
tion can save money by spreading design, 
prototype, test, and tooling cost. Further 
economies can be gained by the produc- 
tion learning that occurs with repetitive 
tasks. Although some small loss in per- 
formance may be the price of common- 
alty, this could be offset by the increased 
confidence in performance from a proven 
design. 
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8.2.10. TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE 
PUSHED FORWARD OiLY AT 
TERMINED BY THE RECOGNIZED 
TECHNOLOGY MANAGER. 
REASONABLE RATES AS DE- 
Part of the NASA mission is to develop 
new technology: but, when a program de- 
pends on the successful development of a 
technology that cannot realistically be ac- 
complished, the result is cost overruns and 
schedule delays. In order to minimize pro- 
gram risk, programs should depend on 
technology that is already demonstrated, 
or that can be proven well within the re- 
quired schedule. 
8.2.1 1. MINIMIZE FUNCTIONAL COM- 
PLEXITY OF INDIVIDUAL HARD- 
WARE ELEMENTS. 
8.2.12. DRIVE FOR COMMONALITY 
AMONG HARDWARE ELEMENTS. 
8.2.13. DESIGN HARDWARE ELEMENTS 
WITH SUBSTANTIAL PERFORM- 
ANCE MARGINS. 
8.3. IMPLEMENTING CHANGES 
Any attempt to make major reductions in 
the cost of future space programs will re- 
quire major cultural change in the NASA 
institution. Any cultural change, whether it 
is good or bad, will be perceived as a 
threat and will meet major resistance. 
Any NASA cultural change will either be 
very slow or will require a forceful, dra- 
matic intervention. A slow cultural change 
will not produce results soon enough to in- 
fluence exploration planning and coercive 
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methods of change are not likely to work: 
therefore, institutional strategies, other 
than changing NASA from within, must be 
examined. 
8.4. ALTERNATIVE INSTITU- 
TIONAL STRATEGIES 
The number of institutional options that 
could be utilized for space exploration is 
virtually unlimited. The following list is by 
no means comprehensive: but, is intended 
to represent a full spectrum of possible op- 
tions. 
8.4.1. Retain the current NASA institu- 
tional structure. Implement 
NASA cultural changes within 
existing institution. 
8.4.2. Restructure the NASA organiza- 
tion. 
8.4.3. Spin off operational programs 
from NASA. Focus NASA on re- 
search and development. 
8.4.4. Establish a new organization 
with alternative financing meth- 
ods. 
8.4.5. Create an incentive-subsidy for 
private sector space explora- 
tion. NASA develops technol- 
ogy only. 
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9. NEAR TERM COST ESTIMATES ' 
REQUIREMENT: Provide an interim 
capability to do relative cost and sched- 
ule estimates for exploration case studies 
beginning in FY 1989. 
9.1. RECOMMENDATIONS 
In order to meet the requirements for per- 
forming cost estimates in fiscal year 1989, 
several optional approaches have been 
assessed. The first option is to accelerate 
development of the Advanced Missions 
Cost Model currently under development 
by a contract with ECON. A second option 
would be to develop an interim cost model 
based on, but much simpler than the 
ECON model. The third option is to use 
existing cost models. 
Based on an evaluation of costing needs 
during the next fiscal year (FY89), the fol- 
lowing recommendations are made. 
RECOMMENDATION: Use exist- 
ing cost models and implement with local 
cost personnel at integration agent cen- 
ters for early FY89 needs. 
RECOMMENDATION: Accelerate 
application of funding to ECON model in 
order to support Cycle 2+ (FY 1989) cost 
estimating. 
RECOMMENDATION: Implement 
a standardized nomenclature for hard- 
ware elements along the lines of the Air 
Force equipment designation scheme 
(e.g., AIM-9P) 
RECOMMENDATION: Implement 
an automated, centralized data base for 
scenario and hardware element data 
ASAP. 
9.2. COST ORGANIZATION 
An informal cost organization has been set 
up for the cost task. The function of this 
organization is to guide the development of 
cost models, provide expert cost knowl- 
edge, and implement the resulting meth- 
ods. In order to provide cost expertise in 
all the areas needed and to make maxi- 
mum use of existing resources, the cost 
organization is distributed among several 
NASA Centers. The distribution of cost 
functions corresponds to the allocation of 
technical functions among the Centers by 
the Office of Exploration. 
9.2.1. SENIOR ADVISORS FOR COST 
UNDERSTANDING AND MODEL- 
ING 
The Senior Advisors for Cost Understand- 
ing and Modeling (SACUM) group is made 
up of senior cost analysts and managers 
from each of the NASA centers. The pur- 
pose of this group is to provide oversight 
and guidance to the cost activities. The 
SACUM will meet to establish guidelines 
for cost estimating, preside over Advanced 
Mission Cost Model progress reviews, and 
direct an activity to develop affordability 
approaches for exploration programs. The 
SACUM reports directly to the Associate 
Administrator for Exploration. 
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- 9.1 COST ORGANIZATION 
9.2.2. COST UNDERSTANDING SPE- 
CIAL ASSESSMENT AGENT 
The Johnson Space Center (JSC) has 
technical responsibility for mission analysis 
and synthesis. This is the primary integra- 
tion function. As such, the overall respon- 
sibility for cost understanding is collocated 
at JSC under the Special Assessment 
Agent for Cost Understanding. Organiza- 
tionally, this function is within the Cost 
Analysis Office of the Space Station Pro- 
ject Control Office. This is a matrix organi- 
zation from the Administrative Directorate. 
The cost understanding function is report- 
able directly to the Office of Exploration as 
a Special Assessment Agent (SAA). Inter- 
faces with the Integration Agents and the 
Center cost leads are also required to en- 
sure that model development meets the 
needs of the performing organizations. The 
SAA reports to the Associate Administrator 
for Exploration at the Code Z Progress Re- 
view on a monthly basis. The SAA also 
submits input to the Office of Exploration 
Annual Report. 
The SAA serves as Technical Monitor for 
the Advanced Missions Cost Model Con- 
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tract (AMCM). The AMCM contractor re- 
ports formally to the SAA and the SACUM 
on a quarterly basis. The AMCM is primar- 
ily responsible for cost model and data 
base development. 
The cost understanding task also requires 
the acquisition of historical cost data on 
various programs. Data will be obtained 
from the Redstar data base at the Marshal 
Space Flight Center under a contract with 
Planning Research Corporation of 
Huntsville. 
9.2.3. MISSION ANALYSIS AND SYN- 
THESIS COSTING 
The JSC cost organization is also respon- 
sible for supporting the integrated cost es- 
timating function. This is a function of the 
Mission Analysis and Synthesis Agent 
(MASE) which is in the Lunar Mars Explo- 
ration Office at JSC. The cost integration 
activity includes defining data base re- 
quirements, establishing cost guidelines, 
performing trade studies, and integrating 
cost estimates from the Integration Agents. 
9.2.4. PLANETARY SURFACE SYS- 
TEMS COSTING 
The final cost responsibility at JSC is to 
support cost estimates by the Planetary 
Surface Systems Integration Agent. This 
will include developing special costing ex- 
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pert knowledge for surface systems, col- 
lecting cost input data, performing cost es- 
timates and trade studies, and presenting 
results to higher management levels. 
9.2.5. SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLE 
COSTING 
The Marshal Space Flight Center has the 
Integration Agent responsibility for space 
transfer vehicles. Cost estimating for these 
systems will be the responsibility of the En- 
gineering Cost Group in the Program Plan- 
ning Office of Program Development. The 
center cost agent will be responsible for 
collecting cost input data, performing cost 
estimates and trade studies, and present- 
ing results to higher management levels for 
space transfer systems. 
9.2.6. ORBITAL NODE COSTING 
The Langley Research Center has the Inte- 
gration Agent responsibility for orbital 
nodes. Cost estimating for these systems 
will be the responsibility of the Cost Esti- 
mating Office in the Systems Engineering 
Division of the Systems Engineering and 
Operations Directorate. The center cost 
agent will be responsible for collecting cost 
input data, performing cost estimates and 
trade studies, and presenting results to 
higher management levels for space 
nodes. 
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Compiler's Note 
This report reflects as closely as possible the proceedings and products 
of the Workshop on Lunar Base Precursor Strategies, held in Houston on 8 April 
1988. 
exchanges that were maintained at higher pace for a longer period of time than 
some might believe possible. To minimize oversights and errors, that version 
was sent to all of the attendees for their inputs. (Fourteen of the nineteen 
participants responded within 11 days of the mailing, which may be taken as an 
indication of the interest in the subject as well as of the importance which the 
participants view the subject of lunar bases.) Those comments and corrections 
which served to clarify a point or correct a statement were included when 
appropriate. Those which might have changed the meaning, intent, or spirit of a 
conclusion or statement made by the participants as a group, however, were not 
included in this final version. Obviously, a half-day time limit for such a 
workshop places stringent requirements on efficiency and expediency. When the 
attendees had time to reflect on the report and the table contained therein, 
most of them found items which they wished had been stated otherwise - -  if at 
all. 
will understand that it represents an initial effort made under an imposing 
t imel ine . 
associates in the Beta Building for their gracious efforts in hosting the 
workshop, and the participants for their time and cooperation in taking a very 
good initial crack at a very complex problem. 
though they may be, remain my responsibility. 
A working version was produced from notes written furiously during 
This is only natural, and it is hoped that those who might use this report 
That having been said, I would like to thank John Frassanito and his 
Any errors or misrepresentations contained in this document, unintentional 
Mark J. Cintala 
Johnson Space Center 
WORKSHOP REPORT 
Lunar Base Precursor Strategies 
8 April 1988 
A half-day workshop was held in order to begin the process of addressing 
the data requirements for establishment of a base on the lunar surface. The 
meeting took place in the Beta Building in Houston, just outside the Johnson 
Space Center. The twenty workshop participants represented a wide variety of 
disciplines, and are listed in Appendix A. 
Office of Exploration (Code Z) at NASA Headquarters. 
with a presentation describing the need for such a meeting, the scenarios being 
considered by Code Z, and the types of questions requiring answers (Appendix B ) .  
The Director of the Office of Exploration has requested a definition of 
precursor missions that would be necessary in preparation for the establishment 
of inhabited lunar and martian bases; such missions would provide information 
necessary for the location, emplacement, design, and construction of those 
bases, among other things. 
those precursor lunar missions, but to define requirements for those which would 
provide essential data in support of the lunar-base initiative. The scientific 
data acquired by such precursor missions would be intended primarily to support 
the operational aspects of lunar-base activities, and secondarily to enhance 
scientific knowledge of the Moon and its environs. In this light, data analysis 
could be considered, but the development of technology as such would be beyond 
the purview of these precursor missions. The "bottom line" objective of the 
workshop was summed up in the question: What should we learn before the first 
lunar base is established?" 
topic touched upon subjects that were near to the hearts of all of the 
participants. Perhaps the most pervasive questions that arose dealt with the 
lunar base itself: 
This workshop was requested by M . B .  Duke, Director for Science in the 
He began the proceedings 
The objective of this workshop was not to design 
As discussions began at a very vigorous pace, it was obvious that this 
o What will be its purpose, and what will be the information 
required by those who will design and build it? 
what are the engineering requirements? 
In other words, 
o Will it be permanent or temporary? 
o If temporary, would the base itself then be considered a 
"precursor mission" if it were used to obtain the requisite data 
for use in establishing a permanent base? 
With these questions in the forefront, the initial round of discussions was 
directed more at the utility of, justification for, and characteristics of the 
base itself. The participants were reminded that the utilization of the base - -  
not whether it will be temporary or permanent - -  will be the driver for the 
precursor missions. 
of the base, which smacks of truism, but is nevertheless an important item to 
keep in mind. 
The question of engineering requirements will be determined by the purpose 
The initial base will be relatively modest, but complex: 
(1) Reasonable mobility will be required/available 
2 
( 2 )  Subsurface operations will be likely in order to emplace 
habitation modules, etc. 
( 3 )  Instrumentation will be necessary at and probably below the 
surface. 
These requirements were considered inadequate by some of the participants if 
decisions were to be made regarding methods of data acquisition. Another phase 
of the discussion then followed, in which an attempt was made to determine 
whether two sets of requirements could be distinguished: one set that would be 
independent of the objectives of the base, and another that would be driven by 
its projected goals. During this discussion, two different philosophies became 
apparent. In short, they can be summarized by the following: 
o Try to be anticipate the fiscal climate (which will likely be less 
than ideal) and minimize costs by choosing an Apollo landing 
site, for which we already have good data, as the location for 
the first base. In this vein, the Apollo 17 site was invoked 
with some regularity, principally because of its known, 
relatively high concentrations of titanium-bearing materials. 
o Conduct a careful, global evaluation of the Moon and its 
environment in order to expand our information base in terms of 
scientific and resource options, thus increasing the chances of 
establishing an optimum site for the base. 
This was judged to be an important difference in approach, since the quest-on of 
acceptability vs. optimization is strongly related to the timing and, 
consequently, to the overall cost of the of the project. 
Apollo-site option, it was pointed out that the funds for anything more 
ambitious might not even exist in the foreseeable future, and that such a site 
would be the best chance for a base. The optimum-site school suggested that 
long-range costs might well be saved by a global survey which might locate, for 
example, concentrations of valuable resources. It was agreed, however, that 
even a return to an Apollo site would require more local information. 
An attempt was then made by the group to construct a table of information, 
centering on the types of data which would be required - -  whether such data 
exist or not - -  before lunar-base design and construction could begin in earnest 
(Table 1.). Because the requirements for data resolution, the type of 
measurement, and the purpose for acquiring the data will be different depending 
on the scale of the features to be examined, the data types were divided into 
three separate groups on the basis of scale: global, regional (on the order of a 
few hundred kilometers in radius about the point of interest), and local (10-km 
radius). Key words or phrases are the entries in the table, and explanations 
are given following the table. 
the following: 
In defending the 
A number of separate items were suggested and discussed. Among them were 
o There are fundamental pieces of information that will be necessary 
regardless of the role of the base. Examples of these include: 
o Can a spacecraft land at a given site? Will the hazards - -  
such as boulder density at the surface, bearing strength of 
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the soil, and topographic hazards during the approach - -  
permit it? 
o Will the regolith be thick enough for the various uses in 
which it will be employed at and around the base? 
o In reference to potential large-scale "earth"-moving 
requirements, what is the relation between the abundance of 
buried boulders and their abundance on the surface? It was 
suggested that a small bulldozer-like vehicle be part of the 
precursor strategy, with the objective of digging trenches 
into the regolith. A detailed study of the regolith to a 
significant and substantial depth would then be possible. 
The results would be extremely valuable for the engineers 
charged with construction of the base. 
o Accurate topographic maps will be necessary at least for candidate 
areas, as will remote-sensing information in order to locate and 
map potential resources. The quantity and resolution of each 
will be determined by the type of site desired for the base ( v i s  
cl vis the Apollo vs. the optimum site). 
o The cartographic control-net for the Moon is sadly lacking, 
particularly on the far side. 
necessary should farside operations be considered seriously. 
A considerable improvement will be 
o Deep drilling will likely be one of the most important activities 
from both scientific and engineering standpoints. How much lead 
time will be necessary to develop this and other comparable 
technological advances before exploration for a site and 
emplacement of the base begin? 
o A compelling reason for placing astronomical facilities on the 
Moon is the stability of the surface from a seismic standpoint. 
This stability is not well known quantitatively for most of the 
Moon, and would be a very desirable - -  if not necessary - -  
parameter to know in advance of site selection for such 
observatories. 
The participants adjourned following completion of the table, which 
represented the bulk of the time spent in the workshop. 
at the beginning of the proceedings that a date for a follow-on meeting would be 
set at the end of the morning's activities, it was felt generally that some time 
would be needed to contemplate this report and ponder the next step. 
Although it was agreed 
Table 1. Data requirements for activities related to the definition, design, and 
mplacement of a lunar base. Three scales of study are listed: Global, which refers to e phenomena or features that are greater than roughly a thousand kilometers in size; 
Regional, which denotes features or areas that are a few hundred kilometers in radius; 
and Local, which indicates sites of interest with radii of 10 kilometers or less. 
Minimum in the Precursor Data Needs column refers to an Apollo site (such as Apollo 17), 
while Preferred  represents some potential site for the lunar base which has not yet been 
visited. An "x" in either of these columns indicates that available data are probably 
sufficient to meet that particular need. 
Topography 
Gravity 
Morphology 
Composition 
Magnetics 
Subsurface 
Soil Properties 
Atmosphere 
Volatiles 
Cartographic 
Control 
Seismicity 
Micrometeoroids 
Radiation 
Water 
Soil Mechanics 
Global 
Orbital systems 
500 m digital base 
Field strength 
and direction 
Lava tubes 
Maturity 
Composition, Density, 
Dynamics 
Reconnaissance 
100 m 
Measurement 
Flux, Velocity 
distribution 
Warning 
Reconnaissance 
Regional 
Mascons, Internal 
structure 
500 m digital 
base 
Layering: 1 km 
depth, Regolith 
thickness 
Maturity 
Surface Eavigation 
Monitoring 
Excavatability, 
Bearing strength 
Local 
Geophysical 
Boundary Conditions, 
Prospecting 
Boulders, Mobility 
50 m digital 
base 
Field strength 
and direction 
Layerin8: 100 m 
depth, Grain-size 
distribution, 
Boulder abundance, 
Regolith thickness 
Maturity, Electrical, 
Thermal, Dust 
Ass es ament 
Outgassing 
Measurement 
Navigation 
Monitoring 
Defense 
Warning, Shielding 
Accessibility, 
Prospecting 
Slope stability. 
Msorptivity, 
Permeability, 
Trafficability 
Precursor Data Needs 
Minimum Preferred 
X 
X 
Site: 0.5 m 
X 
X 
Geophysics, 
Trench 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Trench 
1-2 q 
"LGO" 
Global: 100 m 
500 m (Resource 
assessment), 
Sample return 
X 
Geophysics, 
Trench, 
Search for 
lava tubes 
Maturity 
X 
X 
100 m 
X 
X 
X 
Assessment 
Trench 
I 
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Notes and Explanations 
The following is 
in order of appearance 
a brief explanation of the entries in Table 1, organized 
in the table. 
ToDoaraDh y 
Preferred - -  Knowledge of the topography at the site of the lunar base 
would be necessary to an accuracy of at least 1-2 meters principally for 
engineering purposes. 
Gravi tY 
Global - -  Knowledge of variations in the Moon's gravity field will be 
necessary to permit repeatable, high-accuracy landings. Note that high-quality 
gravity observations of the far side will require a tracking network, likely by 
satellite, on the far side of the Moon. 
Regional - -  The majority of the global gravity variations are caused by 
regional mascons, which are probably related to internal structures usually 
associated with the larger impact basins. Depending on the location of the 
base, irregularities in the gravity fields generated by the mascons on a smaller 
scale could also be important. 
Local - -  Gravity anomalies on a local level could be due to mineral (or 
ore) deposits. Boundary conditions can also be placed on geophysical 
measurements with high-resolution gravity data. 
Preferred - -  The group suggests strongly that the Lunar Geoscience 
Observer in whatever manifestation it is flown ("LGO") provide the capability to 
obtain high-quality data on the Moon's gravity field, at least on a regional 
scale. 
Morpholow 
Local - -  Knowledge of small-scale surface features at the potential site 
of a base will be required in order to determine hazards to landing, 
trafficability of surface vehicles, etc. 
Minimum - -  The candidate site must be photographed at a resolution of at 
least 0.5 meters to permit unambiguous identification of potential hazards. 
Preferred - -  Global photographic coverage at a resolution of at least 100 
meters would be advantageous in selecting potential sites for the lunar base, 
and in closing the selenodetic net to 1-km accuracy. 
very high-resolution imagery would be required. 
Once a site were selected, 
(See Minimum above.) 
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0 ComDosi t i o n  
Global - -  The prospect for success of a search for potential resources 
will be enhanced greatly by global mapping spectrometer coverage at a resolution 
of at least 500 m, supported by 7 -  and X-ray spectrometer coverage at somewhat 
lower resolutions. Features smaller than that, while interesting 
scientifically, would likely not be economically attractive, 
Regional - -  See Global above. 
Local - -  Compositional data at higher resolution will be necessary for 
establishing the iayout of the base. 
P r e f e r r e d  - -  Once the moderate-resolution data were available, sample 
collection would be undertaken to evaluate the economic suitability of the site 
in question. 
Mame t i c s  
Global - -  This requirement is similar to that for the local gravity data, 
in that both geophysical modeling and potential resource identification would 
prof it. 
Local - -  Communications, astronomical observations, and other 
electronic/radio activities could be affected by local magnetic fields. 
Subsurface S t r u c t u r e  
Global - -  Suggestions to employ lava tubes as storage volumes or actual 
sites for the base have been made. Identification of such features would then 
be necessary. 
Regional - -  Narrowing down the possible sites will require information on 
the depth to the bedrock and the overall thickness of the regolith in a given 
region. 
Local - -  The availability of regolith for mining, insulation, etc., will 
be a prime consideration for selecting a site. Other factors such as the 
distribution of buried boulders will also be important in engineering 
operations. 
lower resolution to a depth of 1 km from the regional survey, this would 
constitute a study of the local area at higher resolution. 
As the subsurface structure of the local area would be known at a 
Minimum - -  Much detailed information could be extracted from the regolith 
by digging a trench to a depth of at least a few meters or, ideally, to the 
regolith-"bedrock" interface. Geophysical measurements, such as high-resolution 
gravity surveys and electromagnetic soundings, would complement the trench data. 
PrFferred - -  In addition to the trench and geophysical data, the 
engineering requirements might dictate the existence of a lava tube for 
subsurface uses. 
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Soil Properties 
The maturity of a lunar soil is correlated with other factors, such as 
regolith thickness, free-iron content, abundance of implanted gases, etc. It 
thus is a principal parameter to be measured at all scales. 
Local - -  Characterization of the regolith at the site of the base will be 
of prime importance in determining its insulating characteristics ( e . g . , ,  
dielectric constant and conductivity), electrical properties (for over-the- 
horizon communications, radio astronomy, etc.), fraction of very fine-grained 
component (dust hazards), and other qualities of extreme relevance to planning 
the base. 
AtmosDhere 
A concern voiced by many at the workshop was the certainty that human 
activity associated with the establishment and activities at a lunar base would 
produce gaseous species that would virtually overwhelm the indigenous lunar 
atmosphere. It is strongly suggested that a sample of the pristine (or nearly 
so) lunar atmosphere be preserved - -  either on the Moon or elsewhere - -  as a 
"posterity sample", and that an effort be made to characterize the pre-base 
atmosphere as completely as possible before it is contaminated. 
Global - -  The composition, density, and dynamics (time-variable qualities) 
of the meager lunar atmosphere should be quantified. Not only will the 
extensive activities required to establish the base change the existing 
atmosphere drastically, but some gaseous species could interfere with 
astronomical observations. 
Local - -  One of the potential time-variable influences on the lunar 
atmosphere would be outgassing from the subsurface. Such outgassing, were it to 
occur near certain types of astronomical observatories, could be disastrous from 
a scientific standpoint. 
Vola t i 1 es 
Global - -  Trapped volatiles, were they to exist in sufficient quantities, 
could be of extreme use at the site. 
influence decision-making in determining a base location. 
Discovery of such "deposits" would 
Local - -  An assessment of volatile resources in the vicinity of the base 
would be required in order to exploit them, should they exist. 
CartonraDhic Control 
Global - -  An accurate control net is mandatory for the whole Moon if 
activities on the farside or parts of the nearside not under Apollo groundtracks 
are to be contemplated. 
levels of accuracy, the current control net (used in producing maps) is 
Because of insufficient photography at the requisite 
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inadequate at best. 
careful photography at -100-m resolution. 
A Moon-wide control net with 1-km accuracy will require 
Regional - -  Navigation on the surface during extended traverses will only 
be as accurate as the maps used by the planners and crews. 
Local - -  High-resolution mapping will be necessary for planning the base 
as well as for navigating in its vicinity. 
Preferred - -  Accuracy to within 100 meters relative to the regional 
setting will be necessary at the site of the base for both planning and 
navigational purposes, as well as for the interpretation of high-resolution 
gravity data. 
Seismicity 
Global - -  Measurement of the Moon's seismicity would be a requirement for 
locating astronomical observatories, physics experiments (e.g., relativity 
research, optical investigations, etc.), and other efforts requiring stable 
platforms. 
standards, the chosen site of a lunar base would likely be removed from any 
center of seismic activity. 
Although measured moonquakes have been weak by terrestrial 
Regional - -  Seismic activity must be monitored for both predictive 
purposes (in terms of hazards and periodicity which might affect experiments) 
and to correct any measurements that might be taken during such activity. e 
Local - -  See Regional above. 
Micrometeoroids 
Global - -  There are large-scale processes which can result in 
concentrations of meteoroid impacts in certain parts of the Moon relative to 
others, particularly in the leading edge of the Moon as it moves through space. 
Knowledge of the flux and velocity distribution of such particles would be 
valuable in assessing any hazards related to impacts. 
Local - -  Knowledge of the flux and velocity distribution of meteoroids at 
the site of the base would permit design of an appropriate defense against such 
hazards. 
Rad ia t ion 
Global - -  A warning system on a global scale would be necessary to alert 
all personnel on and above the surface of impending radiation danger. 
Local - -  The warning system would be complemented by sufficient shielding, 
determined by earlier studies of the regolith and other materials as potential- 
shielding candidates. e 
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Water 
Globa l  - -  A search for water ice or hydrated minerals, if successful, 
could be the most valuable study undertaken as a precursor venture. 
possibility of the existence of water on the Moon in significant quanities and 
concentrations should mandate such a search. 
The very 
Local - -  Should "water deposits" be identified in any form, the base would 
almost certainly be built at or very near their location. 
and a determination of the extent of the deposits would be required for planning 
the base. 
Their accessibility 
Preferred - -  An evaluation of the existence of water at potential sites 
would be one of the mandatory activities in supporting the decision-making 
process. 
Soil Mechanics 
Regional - -  Resource extraction from the regolith could extend to some 
distance from the base itself. With this in mind, it would be advantageous to 
characterize the regolith in such terms as its bearing strength, angle of 
internal friction, ability to be excavated, etc. 
Local - -  A complete mechanical description of the regolith (or of the 
different regoliths) in the vicinity of the base would complement.the 
characterization of the other properties described above. Included would be 
factors such as permeability, adsorptivity, slope stability, trafficability, 
excavatability, density, and porosity. Much of this information could be 
collected by digging and studying a trench, as described earlier. 
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April 8, 1988 
PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
Approach : 
o Many of us have thought about the 
problem for a long time. 
o Time at this workshop is short. 
o In order to shorten the process, a draft 
set of requirements has been prepared. 
0 
o We would like the workshop to: 
a. Critique and improve the draft 
b. Suggest additional requirements 
c. Suggest alternative modes of 
presentation . 
d. Take ownership, or concur in, the 
final draft 
0 PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
ASSUMPTION: The U.S. plans to establish a 
base on the Moon, with the first element to be 
emplaced in 2001. 
QUESTION: What are the requirements for 
information and experience that can be satisfied 
by precursor science missions and studies? 
PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
LUNAR BASE STRATEGY TRADE SPACE 
BASE UTILIZATION TEMPORARY PERMANENT 
RELATION TO IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT 
GELOLGICAL FEATURES 
ACCESSTORESOURCES IMPORTANT UNIMPORTANT 
SPECIAL SITE REQMTS. ABSENT PRESENT 
CONSTRUCTION SURFACE SUBSURFACE 
REQUIREMENTS 
OTHERS ??? ??? ???  
PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
a 
DEFINITION OF TRADE SPACE 
BASE UTILIZATION 
TEMPORARY: Base serves as a basecamp, temporarily 
occupied for science or resource extraction. 
buildup of base infrastructure. 
site are required. 
Limited 
Repeated landings at the 
PERMANENT: Base will evolve by addition of 
equipment from Earth or from internal expansion 
capability . Perm an en t I y occupied. 
RELATION TO GEOLOGICAL FEATURES 
IMPORTANT: Utilization of the base is dependent on 
access to particular geological features, for example, 
regions of particular geochemistry, or special associations 
of geological units. 
UNIMPORTANT: Base objectives are not constrained 
by geology. A base which focuses on long term human 
habitation or radioastronomy may fit in this category. 
PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES e 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
DEFINITION OF TRADE SPACE(cont.) 
ACCESS TO RESOURCES 
IMPORTANT: Resource extraction is an objective of 
the base and effectiveness depends on magnitude and type 
of resources available (eg. polar water, concentrations of 
other elements) 
UNIMPORTANT: Resource extraction is not an 
objective, or can be accomplished without detailed 
knowledge of special resources. 
SPECIAL SITE REQUIREMENTS 
PRESENT: Base installation or specific experiments 
impose special requirements for parameters such as 
flatness, absence of boulders, depth of regolith, etc. 
ABSENT: No special site characteristics are required. 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
SURFACE: Facilities will be placed on the surface. 
Radiation shielding will not be required or will be provided 
by covering surface facilities with regolith. 
SUBSURFACE: Facilities will be emplaced below the 
lunar surface, eg. by trenching or tunneling. e 
PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISSIONS AND STUDIES 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR BASE PROGRAM 
DECISIONS WHERE PRECURSOR INFORMATION IS APPLICABLE: 
SITE SELECTION - Engineering data (safety, 
t raff i cabi I i ty , surf ace soi I mechanics, et c. ) 
SITE SELECTION - Science objectives 
SITE SELECTION - Resource Availability 
BASE CONSTRUCTION - Engineering data 
BASE OPERATIONS - Engineering data 
' PRECURSOR SCIENCE MISS 
REQUIRED FOR A LUNAR 
ONS AND STUDIES 
BASE PROGRAM 
INITIAL EVALUATION OF REQUIREMENTS 
PREVIOUS LANDING SITES 
Apollo visited six sites and rather thoroughly 
investigated three. 
science requirements that can be met at one of the 
previously visited sites, or a base that is independent of 
geological or resource constraints, establishment at an 
Apollo landing site can be done with no new information. 
If subsurface construction is required, detailed subsurface 
For a surface-emplaced base with 
knowledge of the chosen site is required. 
IMAGING 
Some regions of the Moon which may be desirable 
sites for lunar bases have not been imaged to the detail 
necessary to support base location and safe installation. 
Particularly at polar longitudes, there are vast areas with 
unsatisfactory resolution and/or sun angle. For currently 
unmapped regions, resolution at the 30 meter level is 
required. 
Additional information at a resolution of about 1 meter is 
needed for engineering and science reasons for any base 
that is to be established other than at an Apollo landing 
site. This information is needed for landing safety and 
base layout considerations. 
RESOURCES 
It is unknown whether special concentrations of any 
element, other than aluminum and titanium, exist in 
mineable quantities. This includes the potential of water in 
polar cold traps. It is required that a global map of 
available resources be available for any base that seeks to 
optimize production from indigenous resources. 
It is possible that a lunar resource mapping mission 
may discover previously unknown resources. If such 
information is revealed, and the resource is a factor in 
base siting, additional data will be required to establish 
the extent and quality of the resource. This may include 
both insitu investigations and the return of sample 
materials for analysis. 
Processes that can effectively extract useable 
materials from lunar resources must be developed. These 
include mining, beneficiation, extraction, and 
manufacturing from natural materials. These may be 
primarily technolgical in their scope; however, processing 
techniques derived from the lunar equivalent of the study 
of microgravity materials processing can have a large 
effect on the choice of scenarios and products to be sought 
at the lunar base. A suite of potential processes must be 
developed. 
SURFACE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
For any base that must be constructed partly or 
wholly underground, more must be known about the 
subsurface boulder distribution and regolith physical 
properties than is known for any place on the Moon, 
including Apollo landing sites. 
bearing strength, and cohesion are required to support any 
structure that places significant forces on the surface in 
the vicinity of recent impact craters. Depth to bedrock 
may be required for certain classes of experimental 
facilities, such as construction of the most sensitive 
seismic monitoring stations. These data are required in 
the immediate vicinity of the projected base site. 
Properties such as density, 
It is unlikely that trafficability, i.e. the distribution of 
meter-sized boulders or areas of soft regolith will be an 
issue for any long term lunar base. However, in special 
cases, local site surveys may be required for emplacement 
of special equipment or optimum placement of base 
elements. 
For bases that are complex, information is required on 
the soil mechanics of insitu materials that can allow the 
definition of appropriate surface preparation procedures 
(smoothing, compaction, etc.) in association with base 
construction. 
For bases that are temporary, do not require complex 
construction, and can be emplaced at the surface, it is 
possible that construction can be undertaken with no 
additional surface physical property information, or that 
such information can be gathered by the first human 
landing mission. 
0 
ENGIF EERING PRECURSOR TESTS 
Apollo landed safely six times on the Moon, one of 
which times was targeted to the location of a previous 
Surveyor spacecraft. 
emplacement of surface navigation aids will significantly 
simplify the problem of repeated landings at the same 
lunar site. Demonstrations of automated landing, 
including hazard avoidance, will be necessary to allow 
unmanned lunar landings of cargo, propellant, etc. at the 
base. Automated rendezvous in lunar orbit should also be 
demonstrated as a prelude to an cperational surface to 
lunar orbit capability. 
It is anticipated that the 
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ABSTRACT 
Mare Smythii, located on the equator and east limb of the Moon, has a great variety of 
scientific and economic uses as the site for a permanent lunar base. Here a complex could be 
established that would combine the advantages of a near side base (for ease of communications 
with Earth and normal operations) with those of a far side base (for shielding a radio 
astronomical observatory from the electromagnetic noise of Earth). The Mare Smythii region 
displays virtually the entire known range of geological processes and materials found on the 
Moon; from this site, a series of field traverses and investigations could be conducted that 
would provide data on and answers to fundamental questions in lunar geoscience. This 
endowment of geological materials also makes the Smythii region attractive for the mining of 
resources for use both on the Moon and in Earth-Moon space. We suggest that the main base 
complex be located at 0, 90 E, within the mare basalts of the Smythii basin; two additional 
outposts would be required, one at 0, 81 E to maintain constant communications with Earth, 
and the other, at 0, 101 E on the lunar far side, to serve as a radio astronomical observatory. 
The bulk of lunar surface activities could be conducted by robotic teleoperations under the 
direct control of the human inhabitants of the base. 
INTRODUCTION 
Several advance planning studies are currently underway to identify strategies for  the 
establishment of a permanent base on the Moon (Mendell, 1985). Depending upon the ultimate 
emphasis placed on lunar base operations, several considerations enter into the planning 
process, one of which includes the selection of the base site. Any lunar base site will offer 
something for  various users. Duke et  al. (1985) identified three separate scenarios for 
development of a lunar base, each having a different emphasis for ultimate base use: lunar 
science, resource utilization, and lunar settlement. These different thrusts are not mutually 
exclusive, but each could have slightly different criteria for base site selection. In fact, it is 
highly probable that a lunar base program will have elements of each emphasis; indeed, one of 
the attractions of a lunar base program is that it has so much to offer to many different 
users. 
Although it may be premature at this stage to design detailed, site-dependent operational 
strategies, it is not too soon to begin considering what types of lunar base sites offer the 
most benefits to the most potential users. In this spirit, we here present a study of the Mare 
Smythii region, on the east limb of the Moon, and suggest that this location presents many 
advantages to all the currently identified potential base users. 
ADVANTAGES OF A BASE SITE ON THE LUNAR LIMB 
A consequence of the Moon's synchronous periods of rotation and revolution is that the 
Earth is always visible at the same location in the sky on the near side and always invisible 
from the far  side. This presents both opportunities and problems; for normal lunar base 
operations, it may be desirable to maintain constant communication with the Earth, a condition 
satisfied by any near side site. However, one of the prime advantages of the Moon as an 
astronomical observing platform is that the lunar far  side is the only known place in the Solar 
System that is permanently shielded from the extensive radio noise produced by our home 
planet. These two requirements are mutually incompatible, short of designing and operating 
two separate lunar base sites. 
Because the Moon orbits the Earth in an elliptical path and the plane of the lunar orbit 
is not quite perpendicular to its rotation axis, the Moon slightly wobbles, or  librates, in both 
latitude and longitude. Thus, the lunar limb (the great circle defined by the poles and the 90 
degree meridians) is the only place on the Moon where the Earth is sometimes visible and 
sometimes occulted. It is in  this region that a base could be established that may potentially 
satisfy both paradoxical requirements: that of radio access to the Earth and shielding from the 
Earth's radio noise. We emphasize at the outset that no single site accomplishes these goals 
at all times, but rather, several outposts or "sub-bases" in close proximity are required to 
make use of the lunar libration effect. 
Several studies have advocated base sites at the lunar poles (e.g., Burke, 1985) either 
because of the availability of continuous solar power or because the continuous darkness of 
crater floors may have trapped volatiles (including water) over geologic time (Arnold, 1979). 
However, from an astronomical viewpoint, a major drawback to a polar site is that only half 
of the sky is ever visible. Moreover, the imique lighting conditions of the poles, where the 
sun is constantly near the horizon and the surface is either jet black or blazing white, would 
make both surface operations and geological exploration difficult. 
For these reasons, we believe that a limb site located on the equator has many 
advantages over a polar site. First, the entire sky is visible from the lunar equator over the 
course of a month. Second, equatorial sites on the Moon are easily and constantly accessible 
in minimum energy trajectories from the LEO space station, the probable staging location for  
base establishment. The Mare Smythii site that we endorse as a lunar base site is not only 
on the limb, at the equator, but it is in a region containing evidence of a great diversity of 
geological processes as well as a variety of materials that occur in reasonably close proximity. 
This rt gion can satisfy all potential lunar base users -- geoscientists, astronomers, miners, and 
colonists. 
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ADVANTAGES OF THE MARE SMYTHII SITE 
Mare Smythii is a dark, lowland on the east limb of the Moon (Fig. 1). The region is 
well covered by orbital remote-sensing data; analysis of these data suggests that the region is 
probably one of the most diverse on the Moon (Figs. 2, 3; Table 1). (For a concise summary 
of our  current understanding of lunar geoscience, see Lunar Geoscience Working Group, 1986). 
In the following paragraphs, we briefly discuss the advantages of the Mare Smythii region 
from the perspectives of several potential lunar base users. 
Geolonical considerations. The Mare Smythii region displays the two principal geological units 
found on the Moon: maria (the dark, smooth plains) and terrae (the rugged, heavily cratered 
highlands). Mare Smythii consists of dark lava flows that partly fill a much older, multiringed 
basin. The Smythii basin is one of the oldest lunar basins that retain recognizable ring 
structure; it is composed of three rings 370,540, and 740 km in diameter. Basins were formed 
by the impact of asteroid-sized bodies on the Moon before about 4 billion years ago; the study 
of the mechanics of their formation and their geological effects on crustal materials is one of 
the primary tasks of lunar geoscience. 
The dark, smooth maria are known from Apollo results to consist of basaltic lava flows; 
the ages of mare basalt samples returned by Apollo range from 3.9 to about 3.1 billion years. 
The ages of mare lava flows not visited by Apollo may be estimated by examining the density 
of superposed impact craters. Results of this exercise for Mare Smythii are shown in Fig. 4; 
the astonishing result is that the lava flows of the Smythii basin are among the youngest on 
the Moon. The position of the crater-frequency curve of Mare Smythii relaive to that of 
dated Apollo-site lava flows indicates that the Smythii basalts are probably 1 to 2 billion 
years old. (A more precise estimate is impossible because the cratering history of the Moon 
over the last 3 billion years is only approximately known.) Although very old by terrestrial 
standards, these are the youngest lunar volcanic products; their study will greatly aid the 
reconstruction of the volcanic and thermal history of the Moon. 
In addition to the lava flows within the basin, several localities exhibit dark mantling 
deposits (Fig. 2a-c). We know from the Apollo results that lunar dark mantles are composed 
of volcanic, pyroclastic glasses, such as the Apollo 17 orange and black glass beads. Lunar 
pyroclastic glasses form in Hawaiian-type "fire fountaining" eruptions; moreover, the 
composition of these glasses indicates that they undergo little chemical modification during 
their ascent from their source regions in the lunar mantle. Thus, study of pyroclastics is 
important to understand lunar volcanism and the composition of the lunar mantle. 
In addition to lava flows and pyroclastics, several craters inside the Smythii basin appear 
to modified by internal processes (Figs. 2a-c, 3a). These features, floor-fractured craters, are 
not uncommon on the Moon and many are associated with the margins of the maria and other 
sites of volcanic activity. One hypothesis for their origin is that the subfloor zones of impact 
craters become sites of magmatic intrusions; the continuing injection of magma has uplifted 
the crater floor in a doming action that fractured them (Schultz, 1976). The Smythii basin, 
containing at least eight of these features in different states of development, is an ideal area 
in which to study the process of internal modification of impact craters. 
The lunar terrae or highlands make up the vast bulk of the lunar crust. The crust 
appears to be composed largely of rocks rich in plagioclase (a silicate mineral rich in 
aluminum and calcium); such rocks are called anorthosites. One of the early ideas concerning 
the origin of the lunar crust was that the amount of plagioclase in the crust far  exceeds what 
could be reasonably expected to be produced by partial melting and that a former "ocean" of 
magma existed on the Moon. The terrae surrounding the Smythii basin contains aluminum-rich 
terrains that are probably largely composed of anorthosites, heavily brecciated (shattered and 
reassembled) by impact cratering. These highlands offer an opportunity to study the rock 
types that make up the lunar crust as well as the effects of impact bombardment on the 
highlands. 
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One interesting and important lunar rock type contains high concentrations of potassium, 
rare earths, and other incompatible elements (those that do  not f i t  well into the crystal 
stucture of common rock-forming minerals). This rock type, called KREEP,  may represent the 
final stages of the crystallization of the original global magma system. KREEP is not 
uniformly distributed around the Moon, but in the Mare Smythii region, both Balmer and Mare 
Marginis contain KREEP-rich rocks (Figs. 2e, 3e; Table 1). A t  Balmer, KREEP basalts 
apparently underlie a thin covering of highlands debris, while a t  Marginis, the high KREEP 
appears to be associated with the mare lava flows. Thus, the Mare Smythii region offers the 
opportunity to study the occurrence and nature of KREEP-rich rocks in two entirely different 
geologic settings. 
In short, the Smythii basin offers a wide variety of geologic units and processes for 
detailed investigation from a lunar base. From a centrally located base site, a series of 
traverses can be designed to explore this diverse terrain, as will be discussed below. 
GeoDhvsical considerations. Structurally, the Smythii basin is of geophysical interest because 
(1 )  it is similar in size and depth to the younger Orientale basin (Wilhelms, 1987) and (2) it 
formed on a crust thought to be thicker (about 60 to 80 km thick) than that beneath the 
Apollo 12 and 14 landing sites (45-60 km thick). This thicker crust is inferred from the 
relative absence of strain-induced grabens in the Smythii region, which implies that subsidence 
was minimized by a thicker ancient lithosphere (Solomon and Head, 1980). Because the 
lithosphere and the more plastic aesthenosphere were probably identical with the differentiated 
crust and mantle at the time of basin formation, a thicker crust is expected. A regional 
seismic network near a base in Mare Smythii would test this expectation directly and provide 
a determination of subsurface wave-velocity structure in a thick crustal zone to complement 
the Apollo results. 
The Smythii and Orientale basins are also structurally similar in that they contain 
relatively thin mare basalt flows and strong gravity anomalies that imply the existence of 
subsurface mass concentrations or "mascons". The mascons are caused partly by the surficial 
mare basalt flows and partly by impact excavation of less dense crustal material, followed by 
rising of the denser mantle to compensate isostatically for the excavated crustal material. 
The existence of a relatively thick ancient lithosphere beneath Smythii is believed to have 
assisted in the preservation of a mascon beneath this basin despite its relatively thin mare 
fill. Geophysical characterization of the subsurface density structure under the Smythii basin 
(inferred from seismic and gravity surveys) will therefore provide a general test of models for  
the structure of mascon basins. 
Mare Smythii is adjacent to a large group of swirl-like albedo markings north and east 
of Mare Marginis (Fig. 2d). Although the origin of these swirls is poorly understood, they are 
similar to markings found elsewhere on the Moon and are closely associated with strong 
magnetic anomalies detected from lunar orbit (Fig. 5 ) .  A base in Mare Smythii would 
therefore afford an opportunity to investigate the magnetic anomaly sources. In addition to 
establishing the nature of the swirls, such an investigation would further constrain the origin 
of lunar paleomagnetism, an enigma raised by the Apollo data (see Lunar Geoscience Working 
Group, 1986). The swirls have been suggested to be either surface residues of relatively 
recent cometary impacts or zones of the lunar surface that have been shielded from the ion 
bombardment of the solar wind by the associated strong magnetic fields. In the latter model, 
solar wind hydrogen is considered a necessary part of the process that results in darkening 
with time (or "optical maturation") of lunar surface materials (Hood and Williams, 1988). TO 
complizate matters further, it is likely that transient plasmas produced during hypervelocity 
impact are responsible for  generating short-lived magnetic fields that magnetized some lunar 
surface materials. Geologic and magnetic investigations at a lunar base may verify this 
process in detail for  the benefit of future paleomagnetic investigations of the Moon and 
similar bodies in the solar system. 
e 
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At  a lunar base, it will be important to obtain new heat flow measurements in situ to 
supplement the two Apollo measurements. A determination of the global mean heat flow is 
important for  constraining not only the thermal state of the interior but also the bulk lunar 
composition (through the inferred abundance of heat-generating radioactive elements such as 
uranium and thorium). A major deficiency of the Apollo 15 and 17 heat flow determinations is 
that both were obtained near mare-terra boundaries, transitions between a surface with a 
thick, insulating megaregolith layer (the highlands) and a surface with a very thin insulating 
layer (the maria). Because heat flow at such boundaries is expected to be anomalously large, 
the Apollo measurements may not be representative of the Moon as a whole (Warren and 
Rasmussen, 1987). Although indirect orbital measurements of lateral variations in heat flow 
may be made prior to the establishment of a lunar base, direct Apollo-type heat flow 
determinations at additional sites around the Moon almost certainly will be required to 
establish the absolute magnitude of global lunar heat flow. Measurements at sites in and 
around Mare Smythii (or any other circular mare) would allow an evaluation of heat flow as a 
function of megaregolith thickness. Mare Smythii is also known to be higher in radioactivity 
than the surrounding highlands (Fig. 3e); heat flow measurements in the Mare Smythii region, 
combined with orbital measurements of lateral heat flow and of surface abundance of 
radioactive elements, would therefore contribute ground truth for  a more accurate evaluation 
of mean global heat flow. 
Astronomical considerations. The uses of a permanent lunar base for astronomical 
observations have been described in detail (Burns and Mendell, 1988; Smith, 1988). Here we 
will note the advantages offered by the Mare Smythii site for  an astronomical observatory. 
As discussed above, it is highly desirable to establish a radio astronomical observatory 
somewhere on the lunar far  side, out of view of our electromagnetically noisy home planet. 
Perhaps the greatest advantage of the Smythii site is that the radio observatory could be near 
the main base, but out of Earth radio range. Moreover, the equatorial location of a Smythii 
site would ensure that the entire sky would be visible over the course of each lunar day 
(about 28 terrestrial days). The potential for astronomy at wavelengths other than radio is as 
exciting in this region as at any site on the Moon. 
From a geocentric viewpoint, the Moon experiences about 8 degrees of longitudinal 
libration: any point beyond 98 degrees longitude is never in radio sight of the Earth. 
However, diffraction effects for very low frequency radio waves (Taylor, 1988) require that 
the radio observatory be located an additional 75 km east of this longitude (a degree of lunar 
longitude at the equator is about 30 km). Thus, the prime location for  a lunar radio 
observatory is on the equator at any longitude greater than 100.5 degrees east or west; a t  
these locations, Earth radio noise does not exist. We suggest that the radio observatory for 
the Smythii base be an outpost, largely automated, located at 0, 101 E (Fig. 6). For routine 
maintenance of the observatory, a road could be bulldozed and the observatory serviced by 
tracked or wheeled vehicles. The observatory would be about 330 km from the main base; on 
a prepared road, routine speeds of at least 30 km/hr could be achieved, making the transit 
time to the observatory about 11 hours. Transport and servicing could be largely automated 
or teleoperated, thus greatly minimizing surface exposure risks to the human inhabitants of 
the lunar base. 
The Mare Smythii site offers all the advantages of lunar-based astronomical observation. 
Its equatorial location would make the whole sky visible and the lunar far  side is in close 
proximity. Other properties intrinsic to the Moon (e&, hard vacuum, stable platform; see 
Smith, 1988) are as applicable here as at any lunar base site. In conjunction with its 
numerous other virtues, the Smythii site easily satisfies the criteria of lunar base astronomical 
users. 
Lunar Resource considerations. A wide variety of potential uses for the indigenous resources 
of the Moon has been identified (see chapters 6,7, and 8 in Mendell, 1985). Although these 
proposed uses differ widely by process and required feedstock materials, several lunar 
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resources appear to be common to many different schemes. In general order of decreasing 
usefulness, these resources are bulk regolith, ilmenite (a Ti-rich mineral), volatiles, Al-rich 
highlands soils, and KREEP-rich material. Each of these materials is abundant at the Mare 
Smythii site. 
The entire surface of the Moon is covered by a mass of fragmental material, ground up 
by impact bombardment, called regolith. The most important identified use of bulk regolith 
will be to shield surface habitats from the harsh radiation environment on the Moon (e.g., 
Haskin, 1985). This is the easiest recognized use of lunar materials; loose soil can be 
bulldozed to cover prefabricated living modules. Moreover, expanding human presence in 
Earth-Moon space will require shielding at space outposts where humans will live (e.g., in 
geosynchronous orbit or at the Lagrangian points). Thus, bulk lunar regolith may become one 
of the first economical lunar exports. Both mare and highlands surrounding the Smythii site 
are suitable for mining bulk regolith; the old age of the highlands suggests that the regolith 
is extremely thick in these areas, possibly as thick as 30 meters. 
The mineral ilmenite is of particular importance in schemes for utilizing lunar resources. 
Not only would ilmenite be useful in the production of oxygen on the Moon by a reduction 
process (e&, Gibson and Knudsen, 1985), but ilmenite-rich soils contain high concentrations of 
SHe, implanted on the grains by the solar wind over geologic time. This SHe, used in 
terrestrial nuclear fusion reactors, could become the most profitable lunar export resource 
(Wittenberg et al., 1986). Ilmenite is abundant in the mare basalts from the Apollo 1 1  and 17 
landing sites; remote-sensing data show that these high-Ti basalts are widespread within the 
maria, including Mare Smythii (Fig. 3g; Table 1). Photogeological evidence suggests that the 
mare basalts here are relatively thin, but a significant amount of the observed soil chemistry 
of Mare Smythii is contributed by underlying highlands debris, added to the soils by vertical 
impact mixing (e.g., Rhodes, 1977). This observation and the observed relatively high Th 
content of Smythii soils (Table 1) suggest that the basalts of Smythii are similar in 
composition to the Apollo 11 high-K subgroup of high-Ti basalts. These basalts contain about 
20 percent by volume ilmenite and about 7 wt.96 Ti (BVSP, 1981). Thus, the Mare Smythii 
basalts are prime candidates for any mining process that requires large amounts of ilmenite. 
Volatile elements appear to be rare on the Moon. However, notable concentrations, 
including zinc, sulfur, and lead, are found on the surfaces of lunar pyroclastic glasses. Not 
only are these materials important for what they tell us about the indigenous lunar volatile 
content, but they also constitute a potential resource. As noted above, dark mantle 
pyroclastics are abundant in the Mare Smythii region (Figs. 2, 3a) and are present in minable 
quantities on the basin floor. Because they are of small extent, we cannot be certain of their 
composition; however, pyroclastics found at the Apollo sites appear to be broadly similar in 
composition to their associated mare basalts. Thus, the Smythii pyroclastics are probably also 
of the high-Ti variety. 
The highlands surrounding Mare Smythii display some of the highest A1 concentrations 
seen in the Apollo orbital data (Fig. 3c). This suggests the presence of nearly pure 
anorthositic soils, an AI-rich material that is readily usable for construction on the lunar 
surface and in Earth-Moon space. One proposed process, which requires such soils, involves 
fluorination of anorthite (the major mineral in anorthosites) to produce both oxygen and 
aluminum (Burt, 1988). 
KREEP, a material rich in trace-elements, is also available at the Smythii site, and it 
may ultimately be needed for phosphorus to support lunar agriculture. Although its extraction 
is probably an element of the advanced lunar base, it is fortunate that significant KREEP 
deposits are near the proposed base site. 
Virtually every use of lunar resources that has been thus far proposed can be 
accomplished at a base site within Mare Smythii. Thus, the geological diversity that makes 
the Smythii site such an attractive candidate for geoscience exploration also makes it  a prime 
candidate for lunar resource exploration and utilization. 
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&u?zmy. The Mare Smythii region has several attractive attributes for  the siting of a 
permanent lunar base. Its location on the equator and limb combines the best of the near 
side and far  side base advantages and permits easy access to the lunar surface from the 
supporting LEO spaceport. The geological diversity of the region, which contains mare 
basalts, pyroclastics, KREEP-rich rocks, and aluminous highland soils, permits a wide variety 
of surface scientific exploration and resource utilization. The regional context of the Smythii 
site is significantly different from the Apollo sites, thus enabling detailed comparative 
geophysical studies. A base established in Mare Smythii has the potential to service the 
various scientific and engineering users of such a base from one central location. 
GEOLOGICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS AT SMYTHII BASE 
Having detailed the numerous merits of the Smythii region for a lunar base, we now 
briefly discuss some model studies that could be carried out from such a base. For the 
purposes of this discussion, we will tentatively place the main base site at exactly 0, 90 E 
(Fig. 6); this site is on the high-Ti basalts of Mare Smythii and is a good location to utilize 
the ilmenite resources of the mare floor for both oxygen production and possible mining of 
'He. Moreover, the smooth, flat surface of Mare Smythii will also be conducive to the 
ultimate construction of a mass driver, thus making the export of lunar material cheap and 
reliable. Because the Earth will be out of radio view from this site on some occasions during 
the libration cycle, we show a communications outpost on the west rim of the Smythii basin 
at about 0, 81 E (Fig. 6 ) .  Here, a radio installation will have a permanent view of the Earth 
for base communications purposes; communication from this outpost to the main base 
ultimately will be established by direct optical l ink.  For base start-up operations, either a 
surface relay network or a temporary comsat will provide a continuous radio link with the 
Earth. 
We describe below three separate strategies for geological exploration based on the 
distance from the main base to features of interest at ranges of < 100 km, 100 - 500 km, and 
> 500 km from the base (Fig. 6 ) .  For extensive traverses beyond 100 km, we envision that 
most geological exploration will be by teleoperated robots (Spudis and Taylor, 1988) which 
would be directly controlled by geologists who remain at the main base site. These robots 
have many advantages over human field workers and could effectively conduct most of the 
exploration advocated here. Follow-up visits by human geologists are assumed; these visits 
would largely consist of quick sorties to minimize extensive and complex life-support systems 
and risks from radiation. Although planning for detailed traverses and field work cannot be 
done until a base site is selected, the following exploration plans are offered as examples that 
could be undertaken from a base in Mare Smythii. 
Near-base activities (< 100 km radius). In the early stages of base establishment, most 
geological work will probably be done near the base site; also, several scientific problems lend 
themselves well to near-base work even after the longer traverses begin. Thus, field work 
near the base will start a t  the time of base emplacement and continue for  the indefinite 
future. 
The base's location on the basalt flows of Mare Smythii will provide the opportunity to 
study both regolith formation and lava stratigraphy. To  determine the complete history of 
regolith formation and evolution, i t  will be most useful to bulldoze a pit down to bedrock (at 
this site, probably no more than a couple of meters, because of the young age of the Smythii 
lavas). The early stages of regolith growth are still almost completely unknown; within this 
pit, we can study the bedrock interface and address questions of grain-size evolution and soil 
maturity as study proceeds upsection. The sequence of lava flows and possible changes in 
magma composition with time can also be studied at the base site; this study of the regional 
bedrock unit can be done either directly (by shallow drilling and coring of the basalt flows) 
or indirectly (through the sampling of the ejecta from small craters in the mare to 
reconstruct possible subsurface layering). 
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Small particles of highlands rocks are found in the mare soils of all Apollo landing sites, 
and the aluminous composition of Mare Smythii (Table 1) suggests that this site is no 
exception. Most of these particles are derived from directly beneath the surface flows by 
vertical impact mixing of sublava highlands terrain. Thus, even though the base will be 
located on the mare flows, samples of the terra basin-floor materials will be available within 
the mare soils. Determining the composition and history of the highlands surrounding the 
Smythii base site will be one of the prime long-range tasks for  the base geologists. 
Farther afield, both the extensive dark-mantle pyroclastics and the internally modified 
floor-fractured craters are within 100 km of the main base site (Figs. 2a-c, 3a, 6 (I)) .  The 
pyroclastics should be sampled to determine their place in the general volcanic history of the 
Smythii region, their possible compositional affinities to the mare basalt flows, the nature of 
their mantle source regions beneath the crust in this area, and their potential as minable 
resources. The floor-fractured crater Purkyne U (Fig. 2c) lies about 60 km east-southeast of 
the base site; this crater has an uplifted, fractured floor, partial fill by mare basalt (erupted 
from the crater interior, as demonstrated by its unbreached rim), and a partial covering of 
dark pyroclastic material. Detailed field study of this crater could elucidate the processes of 
internal modification of lunar craters and contribute to our understanding of the volcanic 
history of the basin. 
In addition to these primary studies, several smaller scale ones will be conducted in the 
near-base area. These will include study of a large population of small (< 1 km diameter) 
craters to understand their formational mechanics and the regional cratering history, study of 
the lateral variations in both the lava flows and the subfloor basement, and the nature of 
crater rays. (This area is covered by rays from distant craters and it is important to 
establish the exact amounts of crater primary ejecta contained in ray material). These studies 
alone are of significant importance and complexity to provide the base geologists with 
challenging exploration opportunities. 
Short-range traverse activities (100-500 km radius). The middle range of exploration traverses 
is illustrated by the 500 km circle of Figure 6. In this range, almost all of the diverse 
geological features of the Smythii region are available for  study. Model traverse route I1 
(Fig. 6) could be followed by a teleoperated robot investigating the materials and processes 
described below. Undoubtedly, significant discoveries made along the way will perturb the 
actual route, but route 11 as shown encompasses most of the currently identified field geology 
goals. 
In the first leg of the traverse, the lateral heterogeneity of the young Smythii lava flows 
north of the base will be investigated (Fig. 6). The north rim of the basin will be sampled to 
determine its relation to materials of the basin floor, collected near the base site (see above). 
Next, the traverse will continue north into the lava flows of the Mare Marginis basin (Fig. 
2d). These lavas also appear to be relatively young (about 2 billion years old); moreover, they 
are enriched in Th (up to 3.4 ppm; Fig. 3e). This suggests that they are a variety of KREEP- 
rich mare basalt, rare in the Apollo collections, and their study could shed light on the 
process of igneous assimilation of KREEP into mare basalt magmas. 
The traverse will continue north to sample and investigate the mysterious swirl materials 
of northern Marginis (Fig. 2d). As described above, these swirls are associated with large 
surface magnetic anomalies (Fig. 5 )  and field studies of their composition and local 
environment are required to fully understand their origin. It would also be of interest to visit 
the crater Goddard A, as it has been proposed that this crater may be related to the Marginis 
swirls. 
The traverse will now turn south, across Mare Marginis to determine its lateral 
variations, cross the mare-filled crater Neper, and return to the Smythii basin. One goal of 
this leg is to examine the lateral variations of the highland deposits making up the Smythii 
basin rim. The trip will continue south into the basin to examine and explore the floor- 
fractured craters Schubert C (Fig. 2b), Haldane, and Kiess. These craters display a range of 
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modification states, and comparative studies between them and the previously studied Purkyne 
U (see above) will enable a resolution of the problem of their origin. In addition, this leg of 
the traverse covers the most abundant dark mantle deposits and local volcanic vents of the 
region (Figs. 2b, 3a). Field study of these features will aid in a detailed reconstruction of the 
volcanic history of the Smythii basin. 
In the final leg of this traverse, we will study the highlands of the Smythii basin's south 
and west rims (Fig. 6) .  When this leg is completed, we will have a fairly complete knowledge 
of the lateral variations in basin rim deposits. We may even find evidence for  large-scale 
compositional zoning within the basin ejecta deposits, a feature long postulated for basin 
geology based on incomplete and inadequate remote-sensing data, but as yet unproven on the 
Moon. This geological traverse provides a variety of features and processes for  direct study, 
all within a fairly short traverse radius. 
Long-range traverse activities (> 500 km radius). Beyond the 500 km limit, virtually the 
entire Moon beckons for detailed exploration. Indeed, one of the advantages of the 
teleoperated robot system is that it turns a single-site base into a "global base" by providing 
access to any point on the Moon (Spudis and Taylor, 1988). For the purpose of brevity, we 
here restrict our attention to a likely early long-range traverse, a mission to explore and 
sample the intriguing Balmer basin (Fig. 6, 111). 
As noted previously, Balmer is an old multiring basin apparently filled with light plains 
materials of Imbrian age (Fig. 2e, 3a). This otherwise unremarkable basin is worth 
investigating for  two reasons: (1)  the light plains that fill Balmer display dark-halo craters 
(Fig. 2e), indicating the presence of a subsurface basalt unit at least 3.9 billion yeaFs old; and 
(2) orbital gamma-ray data suggest that this area is rich in KREEP (Fig. 3e), having a local 
Th  concentration of 4 ppm. Moreover, this Th enrichment is coincident with the plains 
displaying dark halo craters, suggesting that the KREEP component is associated with the 
underlying, ancient lava flows. In combination, these observations suggest the presence of 
ancient KREEP basalt flows; flows of this composition have long been postulated in the lunar 
literature, but thus far  we have identified only one example, the planar Apennine Bench 
Formation near the Apollo 15 landing site. Because the concept of KREEP volcanism is so 
important to models of lunar evolution and because of the controversy over its existence, we 
have specifically planned this traverse to examine and characterize the volcanic fill of the 
Balmer basin. 
The traverse begins by exploring the southwestern floor and rim of the Smythii basin, 
previously unvisited, to determine more completely the nature of the highlands around Mare 
Smythii and to provide comparative data for the previous traverses. This route includes a 
complete traverse of the crater Ansgarius; not only can we investigate the geology of this 
large, complex crater of Imbrian age, but this location also demarcates the crest of the 
outermost ring of the Smythii impact basin. The internal structure of this basin ring may be 
exposed within the walls of Ansgarius, thus making the detailed geologic structure of the ring 
available for  study. 
The traverse next proceeds to the plains of the Balmer basin. The goals in this area 
include characterization of the Imbrian age light plains to determine their provenance and 
study of the dark-halo craters to understand their internal structure and ejecta. It is within 
the ejecta of these craters that we hope to find the long-sought KREEP basalts; through study 
of the ejecta volumes and their distribution around the craters, we can estimate the thickness 
of the overlying highlands debris mantle and, possibly, the thickness of the buried ancient 
basalts. Another important goal at this stop is study of regolith developed on the ejecta 
blankets of the dark halo craters to understand how they form the strong photometric 
Contrast seen in orbital photographs. These tasks involve intensive field work; an advantage 
of using robots here rather than human field geologists is that as much time as is required 
can be spent in the field area to completely understand and solve these problems. 
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On the return trip to base, we will investigate the west basin rim and the light plains 
fill of the craters Gilbert and Kastner G (Fig. 6 ) .  At these two craters, an important question 
is the possible relation of their plains fill to that in the Balmer basin. If these light plains 
are related to the Crisium basin to the north (Fig. I ) ,  these stops will test the concept of 
lateral variation in basin debris blankets and could also address the vexing question of primary 
basin ejecta versus locally reworked material in highland plains materials. On the final leg, 
we will continue previously started field studies of the Smythii basin floor material, dark- 
mantle deposits and vents, and a previously unvisited floor fractured crater, Runge (Figs. 3a, 
6) .  
Summary. These three strategies of geological exploration demonstrate the amazing variety of 
geological units and processes that are available for direct exploration at the Smythii base 
site. The units represent the range of lunar geologic processes and absolute ages, from the 
ancient brecciated highlands crust to the youngest, rayed craters. Many additional traverses 
could be described; moreover, after a short time of base operations, many significant new 
discoveries will undoubtedly be made, thus altering the order of exploration priorities and 
planning of the actual routes. The total potential of a lunar base for geologic study is of 
such magnitude that it is impossible to predict the exact schedule and order of surface 
operations. 
GEOPHYSICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS A T  SMYTHII BASE 
Following the order outlined above for geological exploration, we divide the discussion of 
geophysical exploration into categories depending upon the maximum radial traverse distance 
from the base. 
Near-base activities (< 100 km radius). After base establishment, the first priority for 
geophysical studies should be the deployment of an Apollo-type geophysical station containing 
such instruments as a seismometer, heat flow probe, magnetometer, and solar-wind 
spectrometer. These instruments should be emplaced near enough to the base to allow easy 
access for maintenance and recalibration but far enough so that base activities do not add an 
undue amount of artifical noise to the measurements. The structure of near-surface seismic 
wave velocities can be determined using active sources, perhaps in conjunction with 
construction or mining activities. To deduce the structure at greater depths, using a single- 
station seismometer, will require active energy sources of increasing magnitude, comparable to 
those produced by the planned crashes of LM ascent modules and S-IVB stages during the 
Apollo program. Measurements from a single heat flow probe should be monitored for at least 
a year to establish the thermal properties of the surrounding regolith, which are needed for 
heat flow determination. The final value, if obtained away from the periphery of the mare, 
will provide a valuable benchmark for comparison with the Apollo values. A single 
magnetometer and solar wind spectrometer will define the local crustal magnetic strength at 
the base site and determine the extent of deflection by this magnetic field of ions in the 
solar wind. 
The next order of priority after establishing the base geophysical station is to conduct 
field geophysical measurements during the surface geological traverses. A local-area network 
of seismic stations should be emplaced to allow passive seismic studies using meteoroid impacts 
and shallow moonquake sources. Active seismic sounding using artificial sources will also be 
very effective using this local array. Heat flow probes can be deployed at a series of sites on 
different megaregolith thicknesses to obtain a first determination of the dependence of lunar 
heat flow on this quantity. During exploratory traverses, it will be desirable to obtain direct 
surface gravity and elevation measurements at specific points along the route to constrain 
later modeling studies of subsurface density structure. These measurements will provide a 
grouni-truth supplement to Apollo and LGO orbital gravity and topography data. Also, 
magnetic field and solar wind flux measurements along the traverse will provide the first 
direct measurements of solar wind deflection as a function of surface magnetic field intensity 
and direction. The surface magnetic field measurements, combined with orbital magnetic data, 
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will also facilitate modeling of the bulk magnetization properties of large-scale geologic units 
(e&, mare basalt flows) in order to constrain the nature and origin of lunar paleomagnetism. 
Short-ranne traverse activities (100-500 km radius). Several important geophysical 
investigations can be done during the medium-range traverse discussed above (I1 in Fig. 6). 
This traverse will enable the deployment of one or more geophysical stations that will become 
part of a regional network designed to determine the subsurface structure and thermal state 
of the Smythii region. The primary instruments to be deployed at these stations will be 
seismometers and heat flow probes. In order to resolve basin structure, individual seismic 
stations should be no more than about I50 km (5 degrees) apart, requiring at least 8 regional 
stations in addition to the base station. Active seismic sounding near at least one of the 
highland stations will allow the first direct crustal thickness determination at a highland site 
on the Moon. As noted previously, the crust is expected to be substantially thicker in this 
region than at the Apollo sites. Crustal thickness peripheral to the basin will be larger still 
because of the expected isostatic raising of the crust-mantle boundary beneath the basin 
center. Following establishment of both mare and terra seismic velocity and thickness 
benchmarks using active methods, the passive network will be capable of a first-order 
determination of the velocity structure beneath the entire basin. In combination with gravity 
and topography surveys, the two-dimensional velocity model will provide strong constraints on 
the subsurface composition and density structure of this mascon basin, Heat flow 
measurements will likewise establish the lateral variation of surface heat flow and probable 
subsurface thermal state as a function of radial distance from the basin center. 
A traverse to the Mare Marginis swirl belt will make possible direct surface 
magnetometer and solar wind spectrometer measurements at the site of one of the largest 
magnetic anomalies on the Moon (Fig. 5). As stated above, simultaneous geologic investigation 
and sampling of the swirls should establish their origin. As a by-product of these 
investigations, solar wind spectrometer measurements will determine the lateral variation of 
the implantation rate of solar wind gases (mostly hydrogen and helium) into the uppermost 
regolith. For example, the strongest lunar magnetic anomalies are probably capable of 
completely deflecting bombardment by ions of the solar wind (Hood and Williams, 1988). This 
process will lead to zones of relatively low implantation rates near the centers of large 
surface anomalies and zones of high implantation rates in complex, curvilinear areas peripheral 
to the same anomalies. Measurement of these fluxes will be helpful for evaluating the volatile 
resource potential (Le., the extraction efficiency of trapped solar wind gases; Haskin, 1985) of 
different source regions. Furthermore, the strongest magnetic anomalies are characterized by 
surface field amplitudes that probably exceed several hundredths of a Gauss (for comparison, 
the Earth’s field near the equator is about 0.3 G). Depending upon their horizontal scale, 
these relatively strong crustal fields may be capable of significantly deflecting a part of the 
solar cosmic ray flux during flare events. If such deflection is beneficial in reducing the hard 
radiation environment for human activities, then it may even be desirable to locate outposts or 
bases within the shelter of strong magnetic anomalies. 
Long-range traverse activities (> 500 k m  radius). When the robotic field explorations are 
extended to greater distances, identified geologic targets can be characterized using 
geophysical methods. For example, along the suggested route 111 of Fig. 6, small-scale seismic 
sounding and surface gravity measurements may be useful in delineating the thickness of 
subsurface basalt units in the Balmer basin and in identifying the crest of the outermost ring 
of the Srnythii basin. More generally, remote geophysical stations may be deployed to allow 
seismic and electromagnetic sounding of the deeper lunar interior. These stations would be 
part of a global-scale network that should be established in the course of continuing field 
investigations. Among the major objectives of large-scale seismic and electromagnetic 
sounding network studies are determinations of the seismic-velocity profile of the lunar mantle 
and of the existence and size of a possible metallic core. Although core detection may be 
achieved earlier through alternative approaches, a detailed characterization of the size, mass, 
4 
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and physical properties of the core will probably require long-term seismic measurements using 
a large number of stations. Similarly, a more accurate appraisal of mantle structure and 
thermal state will need both long-term and large-scale seismic, electromagnetic, and heat flow 
measurements. Thus, the geophysical stations deployed in the course of lunar base activities 
and traverses will contribute significantly to an eventual accurate determination of the 
structure, composition, and thermal state of the deep lunar interior. Because the bulk 
composition of the Moon (including core size and mass) is a basic constraint of lunar origin 
models, such a determination will lead to a much improved understanding of the origin of the 
Moon. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have demonstrated that the Mare Smythii region holds great promise as a lunar base 
site from a scientific, operational, and resource utilization viewpoint. This site enables 
enough flexibility to satisfy any potential lunar base user. Among its attributes are the 
following: 
( 1 )  Its location on the lunar limb permits the establishment of a base complex that 
combines the benefits of a near side base (for ease of initial and routine base 
operations) and a far side base (to shield the radio astronomical observatory from 
the electromagnetic interference produced by the Earth). 
(2) Its equatorial location allows for easy base access from the LEO space station 
and also permits a clear view of the entire sky for astronomical observations. 
(3) The Smythii region abounds in a diversity of both geologic features and natural 
resources. This diversity permits a wide range of geological and geophysical 
investigations to be performed and it also provides almost the entire known range 
of potential lunar resources to be mined, processed, and used on the Moon and in 
Earth-Moon space. 
Nearly all of the identified lunar geoscience problems can be addressed at a base located 
in Mare Smythii. Some of these problems are the origin and evolution of the lunar crust and 
mantle, the cratering history of the Moon, the formational mechanics of large craters and 
basins, the nature and evolution of the lunar regolith, the origins of lunar paleomagnetism, 
and lunar volcanic history. Geologic and geophysical field studies conducted from the Smythii 
base will provide data applicable to all of these problems. 
Based on our study of the Smythii region, we have tentatively identified the following 
operational requirements for base establishment and initial operations: 
( 1 )  We propose that the main lunar base be located at 0, 90 E, in Mare Smythii. 
This location will provide high-Ti mare regolith as a feedstock for oxygen 
production and possibly 3He mining, and it allows for easy access to a variety of 
important geological and geophysical exploration targets. 
(2) At least two installations will be required in addition to the main base. The 
first is a communications outpost on the west rim of the basin at about 0, 81 E. 
This site is in constant radio view of the Earth; the outpost will be needed as a 
relay station when the main base is out of contact with Earth during minimum 
libration cycles. The outpost will be connected to the main base by an optical link 
cable emplaced during base start-up; interim Earth-Moon communications can be 
provided by a temporary lunar comsat. 
(3) The second outpost could be a lunar very low frequency radio astronomy 
observatory. It  should be located on the equator east of 100.5 E; we suggest an 
intercrater area at 0, 101 E, where the observatory will be permanently shielded 
from radio noise from the Earth. The suggested site is about 330 km from the main 
base; a road can be constructed to allow easy rover access to service the outpost. 
(1) As we envision base operations, most geological field work and emplacement of 
geophysical instruments can be done by teleoperated robots. Some visits by humans 
to sites distant from the base will be required. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Global view of the eastern limb of the Moon showing Mare Smythii and its relation 
to the longitudes of lunar libration. Some regional features and two Apollo landing sites 
are also shown. AS12-55-8226. 
Figure 2. Geological features of and near the Smythii basin. 
a)  Regional view of the Smythii basin. Dark smooth area (M) is Mare Smythii, consisting of 
high-Ti mare basalts. Smythii basin rim (B) is 370 km in diameter and is composed of 
anorthositic rocks. Dark mantle (arrows) is pyroclastic ash deposits produced by fire 
fountain eruptions of basaltic magmas. Many floor-fractured craters (F) are visible on 
the basin floor. Large, mare-filled crater at upper left is Neper (N), 137 km in diameter. 
b) Western part of the Smythii basin floor. The prominent floor-fractured crater (F) is 
Schubert C (31 km dia.). Mare basalt flows (M) fill the highlands terrain (H) of the 
basin. Dark mantle deposits are associated with irregular volcanic vents (arrows) in this 
area. LO 1-5 M. 
c) Eastern part of the Smythii basin floor, showing lava flows (M) of Mare Smythii, highlands 
basin rim (H), and floor-fractured crater Purkyne U (F; 51 km dia.). Young rayed crater 
(arrow) overlies lava fill of Purkyne U. LO I-19M. 
d )  Regional view of terrain northeast of Mare Smythii ( S ) .  Basalts of Mare Marginis (M) are 
relatively young (about 2-3 billion years old) and rich in KREEP. Swirls within Marginis 
(big arrow) are associated with large surface magnetic anomalies. Dark-halo impact 
craters (small arrows) are associated with buried ancient mare basalts, common in this 
area. Large rayed crater at top (G) is Giordano Bruno (22 km dia.), possibly the 
youngest large crater on the Moon. Portion of AS16-3021. 
e) Regional view of terrain southwest of Mare Smythii ( S ) .  The mottled light plains (P) of the 
Balmer basin display dark-halo craters (arrow) and are KREEP-rich. Large crater near 
bottom center is Humboldt (207 km dia.). Portion of AS17-152-23293. 
Figure 3. Maps of geologic, topographic, and chemical remote-sensing data for  the Smythii 
region. All geochemical data were obtained from the orbiting Apollo 15 and 16 spacecraft 
and, except for the thorium data, are from La Jolla Consortium (1977); chemical 
composition of major geologic units is summarized in Table 1. All maps are Mercator 
projection. 
a) Geology, modified from Wilhelms and El-Baz (1977). Relative ages indicated by capital 
letters: E-Eratosthenian, I-Imbrian, N-Nectarian, pN-pre-Nectarian. Units: Em- basalts of 
Mare Smythii; Im- other mare basalts; EId- pyroclastic dark mantle deposits; Ip- smooth 
plains, some displaying dark halo craters; Icf- floor-fractured craters; pNbr- Smythii 
basin rim material; pNbf- Smythii basin floor material; IC, Nc, pNc- impact crater 
materials; NpNt and pNt- undivided terra (highlands) material. Pashed lines indicate 
basin rings. Smaller circular features are impact craters; lines with ticks indicate crater 
rims. 
b) Regional topography from Apollo metric photographs by U. S. Geological Survey 
(unpublished, 1982). Elevations based on global datum of a spherical Moon 1738 km in 
radius. 
AS1 5-95- 12991. 
a 
c) Aluminum concentration data (in weight percent). 
d )  Magnesium concentration data (in weight percent). 
e) Thorium concentration data (in parts per million; from Haines et al., 1978). 
f )  Iron concentration data (in weight percent). 
g) Titanium concentration data (in weight percent). 
Figure 4. Crater-frequency distribution for the mare basalt flows of Mare Smythii (squares), 
shown in comparison to those of the Apollo 1 I and 12 landing sites and the crater 
Copernicus (from BVSP, 1981). Position of the Smythii curve indicates that these lava a 
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flows are significantly younger than those of the Apollo 12 site (the youngest sampled 
lunar lavas); the age of the Smythii flows is probably about I to 2 billion years. 
Figure 5 .  Amplitude of near-surface magnetic fields in the region of Maria Smythii and 
Marginis as deduced from the reflection of low-energy electrons (from Hood and Williams, 
1988). 
Figure 6. Relief map of the Smythii region of the Moon, showing location of the main lunar 
base, the far  side radio astronomical observatory, and permanent communications outpost. 
Circles indicate a 100 km and 500 km radius of action from the main base. Three model 
geological traverses ( I ,  11, and 11) are described in the text. Base is portion of LOC-2, 
original scale 1:2,750,000. 
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TABLE 1 .  COMPOSITIONAL PROPERTIES OF SELECTED GEOLOGICAL UNITS 
IN THE MARE SMYTHII REGION 
Ti wt.% Fe wt.% Th DDm Comments Material Age* A1 wt.% ME wt.% 
Mare Smythii E/ -1.2 8.5-10 5- >7.4 2.5-3.5 5.6-7.4 2.4 High-Ti mare basalts 
thin, with admixed 
highlands debris 
dark mantle EI/3.5- 1 10- 11.5 5.8->7.4 2.5-3.5 4.4-5.6 1.2-2.4 Mafic, pyroclastic 
glasses, probably 
high-Ti 
Basin rim pN/ -4.0 11.5->14 <5 -5.8 0.6- 1.9 <1.5-4.4 0.5-0.7 Anorthositic debris, 
breccias 
Balmer plains IN/ 3.9 10 6.2-7.4 1.4- 1.9 7.4-9.6 4.0 Thin mantle of terra 
debris over 1 y i n g 
KREEP basalts 
Anorthositic nor i te west N p N /  -4 11.5-13 <5 -5.8 1-1.9 5-7.4 0.7 
f basin breccias 
Terra, east pN/ >4 13->14 <5 <0.3- 1.4 < I  .5-3 0.5 Anorthositic to 
of basin pure anorthosite 
breccias 
* Relative ages: E- Eratosthenian, I-Imbrian, N-Nectarian, pN- pre-Nectarian. Absolute ages (in billion years) 
are rough estimates. 
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PROLOGUE 
On February 18th and 19th, 1988, a workshop was convened to 
discuss the scientific goals and preliminary designs of a potential 
Very Low Frequency Array (VLFA) to be constructed on the Lunar 
Far-Side. 
informal atmosphere of the BDM Corporation in Albuquerque. An attempt 
was made to gather together a small but representative group of 
astronomers who have participated in the construction of and 
observations with low frequency radio telescopes. 
motivation behind the workshop was to seek guidance from our panel of 
experts on how we might plan for a VLFA on the Moon. We attempted to 
build upon previous foundations that were laid at other Lunar Base 
conferences and in other discussions of space-based very low frequency 
astronomy. We rolled our sleeves up, and asked some tough, detailed 
questions about the scientific justification for a lunar VLFA, the 
location and deployment of the array in the harsh environment of the 
lunar far-side, and the possible configuration of the antennas and 
their electronics. This report describes the results of our 
deliberations. 
This two day meeting was conducted in the attractive, 
The primary 
For the purposes of this workshop, we have defined very low radio 
frequencies to be < 30 MHz (> 10 meters wavelength). ' This is a 
practical definition for astronomical observations as discussed in 
this report. We do note, however, some inconsistency with radio 
frequency engineering that usually refers to very low frequencies as 
< 1 kHz. 
The specific goals of the workshop were two-fold as follows: 
(1) Define the Scientific Objectives of the Lunar Far-Side VLFA. 
attempted to consider potential observations of the Sun, the 
magnetospheres of planets, the interstellar medium of the Galaxy, 
compact stellar objects, and active galaxies and quasars with the 
VLFA. Our efforts were restricted to defining in general what types 
of observations one might pursue for the purpose of guiding the design 
of the VLFA. 
We 
- 
(2) Develop a preliminary design of the VLFA for further study. Among 
the areas of discussion were the frequencies for observation, the mode 
of operation (scan versus aperture synthesis), receiver and dipole 
design, computer requirements, data transmission, and antenna pattern 
and deployment. We reached a general consensus on these topics and 
have proposals that address these issues in this report. 
We adjourned feeling satisfied that we accomplished our primary 
mission which involved the first serious discussions of a lunar VLFA. 
However, this workshop was only the beginning of what we hope will 
become a permanent working group on the VLFA. Many technical 
questions were posed that will require further study. A series of 
recommendlitions for future work are offered in the last section of 
this report. A s  with many issues involving a manned lunar base, 
pursuit of answers to these questions will require funding of the 
research scientists and engineers so that adequate time can be devoted 
to this work. 
I would-like to thank Mike Duke and Barney Roberts from the NASA 
Johnson Space Center for their on-going support of our studies of 
specific astronomical observatories on the Moon. A special thanks 
goes to Wendell Mendell for his participation in the workshop and f o r  
providing important motivation for a lunar base over the last five 
years. Finally, I would like to acknowledge Dr. Stewart Johnson and 
the BDM Corporation for providing us with marvelous facilities that 
helped to make this workshop a success. 
I Jack 0. Burns 
The University of New Mexico 
I June, 1988 
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INTRODUCTION 
Jack 0. Burns 
The University of New Mexico 
In response to the recent report by Sally Ride (1987), NASA has 
begun to move aggressively into long-range planning beyond the Space 
Shuttle and the Space Station. A new Office of Exploration headed by 
John Aaron was recently added at NASA Headquarters to consider, among 
other things, how the U.S. might establish a permanent presence on the 
Moon and on Mars. With regards to a lunar base, a four phase scenario 
is being considered. This will hopefully serve as a generic template 
for implementation definition and for a schedule required for 
analysis. The four phases are as follows: 
Phase I - Exploration and Base Site Selection 
Phase I1 - Scientific Outpost 
Phase I11 - Permanently Inhabited Base 
Phase IV - Self-supported Base. 
S o m e  of the goals f o r  each phase of exploration are shown 
schematically in Figure 1. More detailed facilities and a possible 
timeline f o r  deployment are shown in Figure 2. These figures are 
courtesy of Mike Duke and Barney Roberts. 
For the purposes of this report, we note that a far-side 
observatory is scheduled for Phase 11, in the later half of the first 
decade of the 21st century. This would presumably include a VLFA that 
would likely be deployed with a minimum of human presence. 
glance, this timeline appears both optimistic and also a distant 
prospect for the future. Why should astronomers be concerned with- 
such a futuristic observatory when we have yet to see the launch of 
the first of the Great Observatory Series, the Hubble Space Telescope, 
and have yet to secure funding for AXAF and SIRTF? The answer to this 
question lies in the long timescales required to develop support in 
the astronomical community and in Congress, and to develop good 
scientific and technical proposals for such space-based projects. The 
analogy to the Space Telescope may be particularly appropriate. Lyman 
Spitzer's first proposal for an Earth-orbiting large optical telescope 
appeared in print in the late 1940's, nearly 40 years ago. The first 
NASA-sponsored meetings began in 1962. Some 27 years later (1989), 
the Hubble Space Telescope is anticipated to be launched by the 
Shuttle. It is interesting to note that 27 years from the date of 
this workshop is 2015. Thus, it is not too early to begin to explore 
lunar observatories such as the VLFA on the far-side. 
At first 
The idea of observatories on the Moon can be traced back to at 
least the mid-1960's (NASA Summer Studies on Lunar Exploration and 
Science, 1965, 1967). The idea has laid dormant since the end of the 
Apollo program in the early 1970's. It was revived in the early to 
mid-1980's as shown in Table 1. 
e 
a 
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Table 1. Some Recent History of Lunar Observatories Discussions 
EVENT YEAR 
Field Committee Report 1982 
Los Alamos Workshop 1984 
Lunar Bases Symposium I 1984 
Workshop on Future Astronomical Observatories 
on the Moon 1986 
National Commission on Space Report 1986 
Ride Commission Report 1987 
Lunar Bases Symposium I1 1988 
In the Field Committee Report on Astronomy and Astrophysics for 
the 19808s, the last section discusses astronomical observatories on 
the Moon. It was noted that "The Moon offers certain decisive 
advantages as a base for astronomical observations. In particular, 
the far side of the Moon provides protection from radio interference 
from sources on or near the Earth and therefore has great potential 
value f o r  radio astronomy". The report went on to recommend that the 
U.S. government "begin planning in the near future for the 
establishment of lunar observatories early in the next centuryv1. 
This recommendation was followed several years later by a specific 
proposal by Douglas and Smith (1985) for the establishment of a very 
low frequency radio astronomy observatory on the Moon. This paper was 
presented at the first Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st 
Century Symposium held at the National Academy of Sciences in 
Washington, DC. In this paper, Douglas and Smith propose Itan 
extremely simple, low-cost Very Low Frequency radio telescope, 
consisting of a large (approximately 15 x 30 km) array of short wires 
laid on the lunar surface, each equipped with an amplifier and 
digitizer, and connected to a common computer. The telescope could do 
simultaneous multifrequency observations of much of the visible sky 
with high resolution in the 10- to 100-m wavelength range, and with 
lower resolution in the 100 toward 1000 m range." To a large extent, 
this paper provided the motivation and beginning design for the VLFA 
discussed in the present report. 
The idea of a very low frequency array was further discussed by 
Jim Douglas at the workshop on Future Astronomical Observatories on 
the Moon held in Houston in January, 1986 (Burns and Mendell, 1988). 
It became clear at this workshop, that a VLFA on the lunar far side 
I 
was one of the more interesting and important proposals for lunar 
observatories. 
The National Commission on Space Report and the recently completed 
second Lunar Bases Symposium have further emphasized that the Moon is 
possibly the best location within the inner solar system from which to 
conduct astronomy, especially meter to kilometer wavelength radio 
astronomy. The Moon has several natural advantages over the Earth f o r  
low frequency radio astronomy. These include: 
(1) The Moon absorbs Earth radio noise for a far side observatory. 
The Earth's environment is very loud at low frequencies. First, 
man-made interference from radio, television, and communications 
dominates on the surface of the Earth and leaks through the ionosphere 
at significant levels (Erickson, 1988). Thus, both on the Earth's 
surface and in Earth orbit, one is faced with high levels of 
interference. Second, the Earth's magnetosphere is a strong source of 
kilometric auroral radiation, especially below 1 MHz. This was first 
discovered in the early 1970's by the Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE) 
satellite (see paper by Kaiser in Part I1 of this report). The Moon 
is a natural filter for these interfering signals. 
(2) The Moon has very little ionosphere. On the Earth's surface, the 
ionosphere does not transmit radio frequency radiation below about 5 
MHz. In addition, scintillation and scattering of radio waves by the 
ionosphere and troposphere limit both position accuracy and resolution 
of radio observations below about 30 MHz. The exact value of the 
global average electron density in the Moon's ionosphere is uncertain, 
but is believed to be low (< 100 electrons/cm3). 
a plasma frequency of < 90 M z  which would be the lower bound on 
observations from the Moon. Other astronomical considerations 
discussed in this report would likely drive the lower bound on the 
frequency of the VLFA above 500 kHz. However, Vondrak (1988) has 
recently pointed out that a 100-m layer of negatively charged 
electrons and ions may hug the surface of the Moon on the day side. 
The electron levitation is believed to be due to the net positive 
charge of the surface produced b interaction with the solar wind. 
The density may be as high as IOx electrons/cm3 corresponding to a 
plasma frequency of 1 MHz. Clearly, this must be investigated further 
since it would impact on the design of the VLFA. 
This corresponds to 
(3) The Moon is a stable platform. This is an advantage over Earth 
orbiting spacecraft. On the Moon, the dipole array can be deployed 
over large areas with accurate relative positions for phase coherence. 
In orbit, gravitational strains constantly move the relative positions 
of array components, thus varying one's ability to observe all sources 
in the same fashion (i.e. with the same u-v coverage for aperture 
synthesis) or monitor source variability. 
( 4 )  The maintenance of a lunar VLFA will be very low. Once deployed, 
there will be no erosion of the cables and components by wind and 
rain. Although the temperature gradient from day to night is large 
( 2 8 0  K), this is not expected to significantly alter the 
characteristics of the simple dipole antennas. 
There are, however, some concerns that one has about placing the 
VLFA on the-lunar far side. These include: 
(1) The possible damage of integrated circuitry and computer chips in 
the receiver, correlator, and computers by cosmic rays. Since the 
Moon has no significant magnetic field, the surface is not shielded 
from the damaging cosmic radiation. However, radiation-hardened 
electronics are commonly produced for spacecraft that fly above the 
Earth's van Allen radiation belts. 
(2) Human environmental hazards. The Moon is a very inhospitable 
place to live and work. Lack of oxygen and water, and radiation from 
the Sun and the Galaxy are major concerns. The deployment of the VLFA 
over tens of kilometers on the far side could potentially be very time 
intensive. Such concerns would appear to demand that the array be 
deployed by intelligent robots. This increases the technical 
complexity of an otherwise simple instrument. 
( 3 )  Remote basing on the far side. The likely location of lunar 
colonies for the first decade or two will be on the near side. 
Operations on the far side must be remotely controlled and 
semi-autonomous. 
one must also deal with the operation of the VLFA in a completely 
remote mode. Repair and upgrades of components, and initial 
In addition to the deployment problem noted above, 
processing and transmission of data must all be handled without human 
presence. 
(4) Cost. Establishment of a lunar base is expensive. Sellers and 
Keaton (1985) estimate the cost will be about $80 billion in 1984 
dollars. However, spread over 20 plus years, the yearly cost could be 
less than the Apollo program. Clearly, astronomy cannot bear this 
burden. This must be a national or international effort that is 
driven by political as well as scientific motivations, Once a 
permanent manned presence is established on the Moon, the cost of a 
VLFA is relatively low because of the simplicity and low mass of the 
components. 
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PART I - THE ENVIRONMENT AT THE LUNAR SURFACE 
e THE ENVIRONRiENT A T  THE LUNAR SURFACE 
G .  Jeffrey Taylor 
Department of Geology and Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131, USA 
Abstract 
The lbloon's geologic environment features : 1) A gravity field one-sixth 
that of Earth. 2 )  A sidereal rotation period of 27.3 days. 3 )  A surface with 
greater curvature than Earth's surface; a chord along a 60-km baseline would 
have a bulge of 260 meters. 4 )  A seismically and tidally stable platform on 
which to build structures and transportation systems ; total seismic energy 
released is 10 times less than on Earth, and most moonquakes have magnitudes 
of 1 to 2 ,  within the Earth's seismic noise. 5 )  A tenuous atmosphere (the total 
mass at night is only l o 4  kg) that does not cause wind-induced stresses and 
vibrations on structures. 6) A large diurnal temperature variation (100 to 385 
K in equatorial regions), which facilities must be designed to withstand. 7) A 
weak magnetic field, ranging f r o m  3 to 3 3 0 ~ 1 0 - ~  oersted compared to 0.3 
oersted on Earth at the Equator. 8) A surface exposed to radiation, the most 
dangerous of which are high-energy (1-100 MeV) particles resulting from solar 
flares. 9 )  A high flux of micrometeorites which are not slowed down from their 
cosmic velocities because of the lack of air; data indicate that microcraters 
1 0  1 0 )  A regolith 2 to 30 meters 
thick which blankets the entire lunar surface; this layer is fine-grained 
8 
2 m across will form at the rate of 3000/m /yr.  
(average grain sizes range from 40 to 268 m ) ,  has a low density (0.8 to 
1 .0  g/cA3 in the upper few millimeters, rising to 1 .5  to 1.8 g/cm3 at depths of e 
1 
10-20 cm) is porous (35-45%), cohesive ( 0 . 1  to 1.0 kN/m2), and has low thermal 
diffusivity (0 .7  to 1.0 x cm /sec) and electrical conductivlty 
ohm m ). 11) A rubbly upper several hundred meters in which intack 
bedrock is uncommon, especially in the lunar highlands. 1 2 )  Craters with 
diameter-to-depth ratios of 5 if fresh and 15 km across; larger and eroded 
craters have diameter-to-depth ratios 5. 
2 
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The Moon's geologic environment is dramatically different from Earth's and 
presents fascinating challenges to engineers designing facilities on the lunar 
surface. This paper summarizes the geologic nature of the stark lunar surface 
and i ts  tenuous atmosphere. 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
The strength of the Moon's gravitational field is about one-sixth that at 
Earth's surface; the surface gravity is 1 6 2  cm/sec2 and the escape velocity is 
2.37 km/sec. The lower gravity allows use of materials of lower strength than 
on Earth for structures of equivalent size. Alternatively, much larger 
structures can be built on the Moon. The Moon has a slow sidereal (the t h e  it 
takes to complete one revolution) rotation period of 27 .3  Earth days, so days 
and nights last almost two weeks. Consequently, solar energy systems require 
some way to store energy and plants will need artificial light during the long 
lunar night. Finally, because of the hloon's smaller radius, its surface has a 
larger curvature than does the Earth's surface. For example, a chord along a 
10-krn baseline would have a bulge along it of 7.2 meters; a 60-km baseline 
would.have a bulge of 260 meters. 
are 
are 
STABLE PLATFORM 
The Moon provides a stable platform on which to build. Seismic properties 
summarized in Table 1, which is adapted from Goins et al. (1981). There 
two main categories of lunar seismic signals, based on the depth at which 
2 
they originate. Almost all occur deep within the Rloon at depths of 700 to 1100 
km; on average, about 500 deep events were recorded during the eight years 
that the Apollo seismic network operated. These deep moonquakes are related 
to tidal forces inside the R'loon. 
Rloonquakes also occur at much shallower ciepths ( 200 km), but apparently 
below the crust  (Nakamura et til., 1979) .  Tiley occur much less frequently 
than do deep moonquakes, only about 5/year. Shallow moonquakes do not 
appear to be related to tidal flexing of the Lloon or  to surface features. For 
comparison, most earthquakes occur at  depths of 50 to 200 km. 
Lunar seismic activity is drastically less than terrestrial seismicity (Table 
1). Lunar seismographs detected only 500 quakes per year. In contrast, 
10 ,000  detectable earthquakes occur each year on Earth. Note that the 
magnitudes of detectable quakes is different on Earth and the IvJoon, due mostly 
to greater seismic noise on Earth. In fact, most moonquakes are in the 
magnitude 1 to 2 rar-ge, which is in the Earth's seismic background. 
The total seismic energy released in the Moon is about l o 8  times less than 
in Earth. 
than the largest events on Earth (Table 1). The most energetic lunar events 
are the shallow ones, the largest recorded one being only 4.8  magnitude, 
corresponding to an energy of 2 x 10 ergs.  The largest recorded earthquake 
measured 9.5 magnitude on the Richter scale, corresponding to an energy of 
The magnitudes of the largest events on the Moon are also much less - 
17 
ergs.  
Seismic waves are intensely scattered near the lunar surface. This causes 
the energy of the waves arriving at ti given point to be spread out,  so the 
damaging effects of a moonquake would be less than those of an earthquake of 
the same magnitude. (In fact, values 01 seismic energy and magnitudes 
reported for the Moon by Goins e t  al. (1981) are greater than those reporteci 
3 
w 3\ 
by Lammlein et al. (1974) because the latter authors had not accounted for 
scattering of seismic waves near the lunar surface or for some instrument 
effects.) consequently, it appears that the lunar surface is far more stable 
than any place on Earth. 
The scattering of seismic waves in the hoon is significant down to a depth 
This implies a of 25 k m ,  but is most intense in the upper few hundred meters. 
lack of coherent layering in this reglon. 
Tidal forces raise ana lower the lunar surface about as much as  on Earth, 
where body tides deflect the ground about 10-20 cm twice each day. Because 
the Moon is locked into a synchronous orbit, tne main tidal bulge on the Moon 
is a permanent feature. Nevertheless, sniall ticial deflections stemming from 
librations do occur, but have much longer periods than on Earth. The tidal 
flexing of the lunar surface in both horizontal and vertical directions is about 2 
m m  along the length of a 10-km baseline ( D r .  James Williams, personal 
communication, i986). The precise amount of motion depends on position on the 
Moon. Tidal motions must be taken into account when designing, for example, 
long transportation systenis or  telescope arrays that require accurate alignment. 
AT 111 0 S P H E H E 
The lunar atmosphere is a collisionless gas. The total nighttime 
concentration is only 2 x l o 5  molecules/cm3 (h'orfman e t  til, 19733. Its total 
mass only l o 4  kg ,  about the mass of air in a movie theater on Earth at  1 bar.  
This flimsy atmosphere will eliminate engineering problems associated with wind 
(Johnson, 1986), but night add others, such as difficulty in lubricating moving 
parts.  
The composition of the lunar atmosphere appears in Table 2 .  The gases 
derive from the solar wind, except for 4 0 A r ,  which is produced by the decay of 
401< .inside the Moon and then diffuses out. NO daytime measurements of gas 
4 
concentrations were made due to instrument limitarions , but Kodges (1976) 
calculates that- gases 01 carbon co~ilpo~lids,  specifically C02,  CO , and CH4,  
probably dominate. They are absent at night because they condense out of the 
atmosphere onto soil particles. 
The tenuous lunar atmosphere can be altered sigiiir'icantly by large-scale 
operations on the Moon. Vonarak (1914) has calculateu that i t  the density of 
the l u m r  atmosphere is increased, a poult is reached where the rate at which 
gas is lost is slowed dramatically. This could compromise a number 01 scientific 
experiments requiring a hara vacuum, such as observations of the solar wind. 
Consideririg that each kpollo niission contributed l o 4  kg oi gas (Johiison, 1971), 
temporarily doubling the atimsphere's nighttime inass, i t  would appear easy to 
contaminate the bioon's iragile atmosphere when regular flights to and from the 
lunar surface begin. The atmospnere must be monitored carefully when a lunar 
base is established. Studying the evolution of the hioon's atmosphere wil l ,  in 
fact, be an interesting research project in itself. 
SURFACE TEMPERtil'UKES 
Surface temperatures change drastically from high ~ ~ ~ 0 x 1  to dawn on the - 
Moon, presentiiig a challenge to those designiiig lunar structures subject to 
thermal expansion ana contraction. At Apollo 17, for example, the temperature 
raugea trom 384 K to 102 K during the month-long lunar day (Keihm and 
Langseth , 1973). Furthermore, the temperature decreases rapidly as sunset 
approaches, falling about 5 K/hr. These data apply to equatorial regions only. 
In polar regions, the predawn temperature is about 8U K (Melidell and Low,  
1970). The temperature in permanently-shadowed areas at the poles could be 
lower. The cold nighttime temperature will permit cooling of many systems 
without use of cryogenics. 
5 
The temperature variaticiil is damped out rapidly at depth iii the lunar soil 
(Iieinm ana iangseth, 1973). At a depth or" 30 cm the temperature is about 250 
fi ana varies only 2 to 4 K from noon to dawn. Tnis steady temperature might 
be useful for some purposes, but not as a heat sink because the lunar soil has 
a very sluggish thermal coiiductivity (see below). 
LiAGNETIC FIELD 
No magnetic field is now being gecersted Lisidt! the Iyiooii, although there 
was h source of magnetism several billion years ago. It is not known whether 
this was generated by a dynamo in a metallic core, as on Earth, or by local, 
transient events such as meteoritc impacts. Whatever its source, the lunar 
magnetic field is much weaker than is iiarth's (Dyal et al.,  1974). On the 
suriace, the luiiar magnetic field strengtn ranges from 3 to 330 gamma (1 garnma 
= 10 oersted = gauss). For comparison, Earth's field at the equator is 
30 ,000  gamma. Also, the lunar field varies locally on tile hvioon. For example, 
at the Apollo 16 landing site, the tield varied from 11354 to 32727 gamma. 
-5 
There is also a field exterxial to the Moon, deriveu from the solar wir;d. 
This ranges from 5 gamma in the free streaming solar wind to cibocc 1 0  gamma 
in Earth's geomagnetic tail, in which the hioon resides 4 clays during each 
lunation. 
RADIATION ENVIRONMENT 
Because of the R'loon's s m a l l  maglietic fieid and nearly absent atmosphere, 
solar and galactic nuclear pwricles hit its surface Linimpeded. There are three 
sources of radiation with different energies and fluxes; see Taylor (1975) for a 
summary. 1) H i g h  energy (1-10 Gev/nucleon) gzlactic cosmic rays, with fluxes 
or' about l/cm /sec and penetration depths or" up to a iew meters. 2 )  Solar 
fiare particles with energies of 1-100 Iliev/nucleon, iluxes up to 100/cm /sec, 
ana penetration depths up to 1 cni. 3 )  Solar wind particles, which have much 
6 
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-0 lower energies cjf about 1000 ev,  tiny penetration depths (10 cm), but high 
fluxes (10 /en; /set). These 2enetration depths refer to the primary particles 
only. Reactions between then and lunar material cause a cascade of radiation 
that penetrates much deeper (Silberberg et  al., 1985), up to several meters. 
The combination of high flux and energy make solar flare particles the most 
dangerous to people working on the lunar surface and to electronic devices 
deployed directly on the surface. 
8 2  
MI CRONE TEORI TE FLUX 
The lack of a significant atrnosphere on the GoGn allows even the tiniest 
particles to impact with their full cosmic velocities, ten to several tens of 
km/sec. This rain of minute impactors could damage some structures and 
instruments O i i  the lunar surface. Almost all lunar rock samples contain 
numerous microcraters, commonly called zap pits, on surfaces that were exposeu 
to space while on the lunar surface. Studies of lunar rocks (Fechtig et  al., 
1974) have revealed the average flux cjf projectiles over the past several 
hundred million years. However, data from the Surveyor 3 T V  camera shroud 
returned by the Apollo 1 2  missioii and study of Apollo winciows (Cour-Palais, . 
1974) indicate that the present dux  Gf particles smaller than which are 
capable of making craters up to 1 0  microns across, is about ten times greater 
. than that measured on hi lar  rocks. Study of louver material from the Solar 
Max satellite (Barrett et al.,  1988) confirm that tluxes are greater now than the 
average of the past several hundred million years. Combining the fluxes of 
particles < 10-7g measured on spececraft with those > measured in Apollo 
rocks, one arrives at the flux estimate in Table 3 .  
REGOLITH 
The lunar regolith, also called the lunar soil, is a global veneer of debris 
It contains rock and generated from underlying bedrock by meteorite impacts. 
7 
mineral fragments and glasses formed by melting of soil, rock and minerals. It 
also contains highly porous particles called agglutinates, which are glass-bonded 
aggregates of rock and mineral fragments. Agglutinates are produced by 
micrometeorite impacts into the lunar regolith. 
Regolith depth ranges from 2 to 30 meters, w i t h  most areas in the range 5 
to 1 0  meters. Impacts by micronieteorites have reduced much of the regolith 
material to a powder. m and varies in a 
highly complex fashion w i t h  depth (Heiken, 1975). The chemical composition of 
the regolith reflects the composition of the underlying bedrock, modified by 
admixture of material excavated from beneath or thrown in by distant impacts. 
Its grain size ranges from 40 to 268 
The mechanical properties of lunar regolith samples were measured by 
Mitchell et al. (1972). The bulk density of the regolith is very low, 0.8 to 1 .0  
g/cm , in the upper few millimeters, but increases to 1.5 to 1.8 g / c m 3  at 
depths of 10 to 20 cm. Its porosity is 35 to 45% in the upper 15 cm, 
accounting in part for the low density. Except for the uppermost few 
millimeters, the lunar regolith is more cohesive, 0 .1  to 1 .0  k N / m  , than most 
terrestrial soils and has an angle of internal friction of 30 to 50°. Agglutinates 
and shock-damaged rock fragments are weak and break under loads, leading to 
an increase in soil density (Carrier et al.,  1973). 
3 
2 
The lunar regolith is an excellent insulator. Its thermal diffusivity at 
2 depths of 30 cm is 0.7 to 1 .0  x cm /sec and i ts  thermal conductivity is 0.9 
to 1.3 x \V/cm K (Langseth et al.,  1976). This is not surprising 
considering the high porosity and lack of air. A t  depths 30 cm, the thermal 
diffusivity is somewhat lower. 
The lunar regolith is also an excellent electrical insulator. The dielectric 
properties of the regolith have been summarized by Olhoeft and Strangway 
(1975) and by Olhoeft (1988). For soils, conductivities are about 10 
(ohm-m)-l. 
-14 
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Lunar soils have dielectric constants ranging from 1.5 to 4 ,  with a systematic 
variation with density: k = (1.93t0.17)p where k is the dielectric constant and 
p is the density (g/cm ). This relation holds for rocks as well. There is no 
systematic variation with soil composition (Olhoeft and Strangway, 1975),  almost 
no dependence or temperature, and no dependence on frequency above 1 MHz. 
Loss tangents have also been measured on lunar materials. This quantity is 
strongly dependent on density and on composition, and somewhat dependent on 
temperature and frequency. 
3 
The loss tangent is given by: 
log loss tangent = ( 0 . 3 8 ( %  Ti02 + 8 FeO) + 0 . 3 1 2 ~  - 3 . 2 6 0 )  
where p is the density. 
A small amount of lunar dust might be transported by charge differences 
built up by photoconductivity effects. Criswell (1972) described a bright glow 
photographed by Surveyor 7 and explained the phenomena as levitation of dust 
grains about 6 m in radius. The grains were lifted only 3 to 30 cm above the 
2 local horizon, and had a column density of 5 grains/cm . This does not appear 
to be a significant transport mechanism on the lunar surface. 
UPPER FEW HUNDRED METERS 
The upper few hundred meters of the Moon have been intensely fragmented 
by meteorite impacts. In the heavily cratered highlands and regions underlying 
mare basalt f l o w s ,  the fragmental region extends for at least a few kilometers. 
Consequently, it might be difficult to find extensive are85 of intact bedrock. 
Active seismic experiments (Cooper et al., 1974) indicate that the velocity 
of compressional waves is about 100  m/sec at depths of less than 10 meters, 
which is in the regolith, and about 300 m/sec at depths between 10 and 300 
meters. These velocities are too slow to correspond to coherent rock, implying 
that the upper few hundred meters of the lunar surface is rubble (Cooper et 
al., 1974) .  Rocks returned from the highlands confirm the fragmental nature of 
9 
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the upper luilar crust. Liost are complicated mixtures of other rocks, iind many 
are weakly cofisolidateci. Furthermore, the r i m s  bl all craters are by their 
nature weakv or uiiconsolidatea materials and, themfore, not able to withstand 
tensional stresses. 
A few localities might have intact bedrock, however. Many mare basalt 
flows, for example, form visible layers in crater walls or ,  as at the Apollo 15 
lmciiiig site, in the walls of siiiuous rilles. Also, extensive sheets of 
impact-generated melt rocks occur on the floors of inany large craters, such as 
Copernicus, which is 95 kn  in diameter. 
CRATER MORPHOLOGIES 
Fresh lunar craters up to 15 k m  in dianieter have a consistent 
diameter/depth ratio of 5 (Pike, 1974). More specifically, craters 15 krn across 
follow the relation Ri = 0.196 Dr craters 15 km follow the relation Ki = 
OS3O1 where 2. is the crater depth aild Dr is the dibmeter as  measured 1.044 Dr 
from rim crest to r i m  crest (Pike, 1974). Lsrge craters Lire much shallower for 
their diameters than are smaller ones. Crater morphology changes as a crater 
is eroded by meteorite bombarament, during which a crater becomes wider and 
shallower, thereby increasing the uiameter-to-depth ratio. Thus, even the 
smoothest areas on the lunar suriace are undulating plains, 53 building 
horizontal transportstions systems might require cut and fill operations. 
Finally, as noted above, r i m  materials consist of weak, unconsolidated rock. 
This could present problems for construction if certain facilities had to be built 
1 
on crater r i m s .  
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PART I1 - PREVIOUS AND PROPOSED LOW-FREQUENCY OBSERVATORIES 
3 3  
THE CLARK LAKE TELESCOPE 
W.C. Erickson" 
University of Maryland 
College Park, MD 20742 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
I NTRODlJCT I ON 
Most radio astronomical observations below 100 MHz have been 
the result of considerable effort on the part of a relatively 
small number of astronomers and engineers. The size required 
for the instruments has precluded the construction of more than 
a few in the world and, until recently, technology has not 
allowed the design o f  a large decametric array which would 
operate over more than a limited frequency range and be 
steerable in two coordinates with reasonable speed. Conse- 
quently, this part of the radio spectrum has attracted very few 
astronomers even though much information about the physics of 
celestial objects may be found from the study of radiation from 
the cosmos at these low frequencies. 
FIdvances in the technology o f  decade bandwidth antennas 
CRumsey, 19661, and low cost, reliable, wideband, solid state 
devices have made large fully-steerable decametric systems 
practical. Around these developments, the design o f  the Clark 
Lake telescope evolved during the 1970's. I t  was operable 
anywhere between 10 and 125 MHz with nearly instantaneous 
frequency and beam positioning capability. Unfortunately, 
recent cuts in federal funding have forced us to disconrinue 
operation of the system and it has now been dismantled. 
OUTLINE O F  THE ARRAY AND ELECTRONICS 
The array was a 3.0 x 1.8 km "T" with the direction of its 
legs being approximately east, west, and south. The array was 
laid out in the plane of the Clark's dry lake which is not 
exactly tangential to the geoid. The south arm, which was 
perpendicular to the E-W arms, was laid out 18 arcsec from the 
plane containing the earth's axis and the center o f  the array. 
The EW arm contained 32 banks, each with 15 individual ele- 
ments; the N-S arm contained 1 6  similar banks. The signals 
1 Present address: Department of Physics, Llniversity o f  
Tasmania, GPO B o x  252C, Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia 
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from each of the EW banks were cross-correlated with those from 
the N-S banks to determine the two-dimensional visibility 
function of the area of sky under observation. This visibility 
function w a s  then Fourier transformed to produce a map of the 
field-of view. The beam shape of the three-armed " T "  is 
equivalent -to that cbtained with a full cross but the collect- 
ing area of the fourth arm is lost. Phase tolerances between 
the orthogonal arms are more critical in the "T" array than in 
a full cross CChristianscn and Hogbom, 19693, but these phases 
were easily adjusted in software after calibration by the 
observation of str~ng, small angular diameter sources. 
Each log spiral element [tepee, hence the nickname "TPT"1 
had a collecting area of about (wavelength)*/3, and was 
designed to operate between 20 and 125 MHz. The low frequency 
limit was extended to Z l Q  MHz at reduced efficiency by ter- 
minating the base of each spiral with resistors. The tepees 
were at 6.25 meter intervals in the E-W arm and 7.5 meter 
intervals in the south arm. This spacing gives rise to grating 
responses above 50 MHz. The response due to these grating 
lobes was reduced by adjusting real-time delays to make the 
radiation coherent only for the desired lobe. Since the 
elements were all fixed in the vertical direction, beam 
positioning was acccmplished purely through adjustment of the 
phase gradient across each arm. The gain of the system was 
modulated by the response pattern of the individual elements. 
F o r  good zenith distance coverage, the response pattern must be 
wide ( Z 9 O o  in this case), and the gain of each element was 
correspondingly low. 
A s  shown in Figures 1 and 2, phasing of the array was 
accomplished in two stages. The elements were divided into 48 
banks of 15, and the signals from the 15 antennas in each bank 
were combined, then preamplified and sent to the central 
building on separate coaxial feed lines. Phasing within a bank 
was accomplished b y  electronically "rotating" each conical 
spiral antenna with a diode switch controlled from the central 
building. Phasing between the banks was adjusted in software 
before the m a p  of t h e  field o f  view w a s  formed by Fourier 
transformation. 
SINGLE ELEMENT CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION 
The basic building block of the array was the conical log 
spiral antenna. Ideally this antenna would consist of two 
conducting sheets wound on the surface of a cone but, in this 
case, these sheets were approximated by sets o f  wires. The 
antenna was self-conjugate with a characteristic impedance of 
189R and it was a backward- wave antenna fed by a balanced 
transmission line at its apex. 
The electrical and radiative properties of this antenna were 
as follows: The antenna radiates primarily from the region 
0 
where the circumference of the spiral is approximately equal to 
the wavelength, thus low frequencies are radiated from near the 
base o f  the elemenr; and high frequencies are radiated from its 
top. The low-frequency limit of the antenna is determined b y  
the size of t h e  base o f  t h e  spiral icircumference =: wave- 
length) and the high frequency limit is set by the point at 
which the top o f  the spiral is truncated. This l o w  frequency 
limit was extended by terminating the base of the spiral with a 
resistive load. Power that would ordinarily be reflected from 
the base of the antenna was dissipated in the load, and a 
constant antenna impedance was maintained to very low frequen- 
cies. A t  low frequencies, however, power is absorbed in the 
terminating resistor5 rather than being launched into space and 
the antenna efficiency decreases. Therefore the low frequency 
limit on the operating frequency was set by the loss o f  
efficiency that one could tolerate rather. that by impedance 
mismatches. Since the galactic background is intense at low 
frequencies, the background noise dominated receiver noise to 
below 10 MHz and the system could be operated down to about 
that frequency. The radiation pattern and the circularity of 
the polarization remained the same at these frequencies below 
the nominal cut-off of the antenna. 
The radiation is unidirectional toward the apex and the 
polarization is in the opposite sense from the opening direc- 
tion o f  the spiral, i.e., a right-hand (clockwise opening) 
spiral as viewed f r o m  the top radiates predominately a left 
circular wave. The far  field radiation pattern is determined 
b y  the apex angle o f  the cone and the pitch angle of the 
conductors. More details may be obtained from other sources 
CRumsey, 1966; Dyson, 1965; Yeh and Mei, 1967, 19681. 
In actual practice the use of conducting sheets is very 
difficult because of cost and wind resistance for large 
antennas. A good approximation to a conducting sheet can b e  
made by using three wires, one at the location o f  each edge of 
the conductor and one in the center. Thus the elements in this 
array used s i x  coaxially wound spiral wires, three connected to 
each side o f  the transmission line. 
Each element in the array was phased by electrically 
rotating it in 450 increments. Antenna rotation was a practi- 
cal.phasing scheme in this array because the polarization 
remained nearly circular in all directions observed. The 
conical spiral antennas have this property between the half- 
power points o f  their radiation patterns (245O). Antenna 
rotation was accomplished by winding the spirals with eight 
instead of s i x  wires and a diode switch was devised to select 
six of the wires at any given time. With the simplicity of 
this phasing scheme comes the disadvantage of not having 
continuous rotation. The phase error o f  any element can be as 
much as 22.5O due to incremental phasing. However, these phase 
errors caused only rather minor sidelobes CErickson and Fisher, 
19743. 
Although the antenna was designed to operate only to zenith 
I distances of 45O, i t  was found in practice to operate quite 
well to cansiderably larger angles. In fact, several objects 
were well-cbserved only 1 5 O  above the southern horizon. 
ELEMENT GROUPING AND PHASING SCHEME 
The phasing within each bank is accomplished by rotating 
each element, so there is no real time delay added to the 
signals from individual elements. All time delays are added to 
the 48 signal paths in the central building. 
The use of simple phasing as opposed to delays in the 15- 
element banks limits the,size of banks due to coherence loss 
with wide receiver bandwidths. Each bank was approximately 100 
meters in length. This resulted in a coherence loss of 9% with 
a bandwidth of 3 MHz at a zenith distance of 45O. The loss was 
normally much less with smaller bandwidths and zenith dis- 
tances. 
TP IMPEDANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Because the conical spiral elements in this array incor- 
porated several features which have not been tried before, it 
was imperative that impedance and radiation characteristics be 
investigated before building 720 units. For practical reasons 
the antenna impedance could not be measured directly. There 
was a length of cable, a transformer, and the phase switch 
between the impedance bridge and the antenna terminals. Since 
we were interested in the operation o f  the total system, the 
standing wave ratio (VSWR) and impedance measured through these 
components are perfectly valid provided the power loss in the 
individual components is not more than about 20%. 
Significant stray reactances in the feed system arise due to 
the  physical layout of the diode switch inside the central 
support pipe. These reactances were measured and compensated 
with small inductors incorporated in the switch. The conibina- 
tion of stray and lumped reactances forms a nearly symmetrical 
1ow.pass filter with a cutoff frequency of about 250 MHz in 
series with each antenna wire. Impedance measurements were 
made at the base of the TP and corrected for delay feeder 
cable. The maximum VSWR was 1.4:1, which corresponds to a 
reflected power loss of 4%. Ohmic losses in the transformer 
and switch were less than 1 db ( 2 0 % )  and the loss in the feeder 
cable was 0.4 db (8%) at 1 1 0  MHz. The characteristic impedance 
of the antenna was close to 189R, the theoretical value for a 
self-conjugate antenna. 
The eight wires were wound around a support system that 
consisted of eight parallel filament, dacron ropes. The ropes 
0 
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were protected by polyethylene jackets. The N-S arm of the 
array is shown in Figure 3. 
ELECTRONICS SYSTEM 
A separate receiver channel was attached to the output of 
each of the 48 banks. Each channel employed an up conversion 
from the frequency being observed to 170 MHz. This conversion 
places all image frequencies well above the frequency range of 
observation. After some amplification, the signals Were 
converted to 10 MHz where the principal amplification occurred. 
Four IF bandwidths, ranging from 3 to 0.15 MHz, were select- 
able. A diagram of these channels is shown in Figure 4. 
The 10 MHz output of each receiver channel was sampled at a 
frequency of 12 MHz, digitally delayed, and then cross-corre- 
lated. The correlator outputs from the 512 simultaneous 
interferometers were preintegrated for periods from 1 0  millisec 
to 1 0  sec -- periods short enough that the phase rotation for a 
source moving at a sidereal rate is negligible on any of the 
interferometer baselines--and after each preintegration period, 
the digital data were written on magnetic tape. Later, an off- 
line processor was used to remove the phase rotation and to 
integrate the signals for periods o f  up to 5 minutes. A 
Fourier transform t h e n  produced a map of the area o f  sky u n d e r  
observation. These maps may be averaged to effectively 
integrate the signals for periods of hours. A detailed 
description o f  the electronics system is to be found in von 
Arx, Caflisch, and Erickson (1978). The specifications of the 
system are summarized in Table 1 .  
TABLE 1 
TPT SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency range ....................... 
Instantaneous bandwidths .............. 
Total collecting area ................. 
Resolution 
20 MHz .............................. 
1 1 0  MHz ............................. 
Steering and frequency changing time .. 
Sensitivity (and confusion limit) ..... 
Polarization .......................... 
Sky coverage .......................... 
10- 125MHz 
0.15-3 MHz 
250 
17' 
3 '  
1 millisec 
Z45O zenith distance 
1 Jy at all frequencies 
left circular 
DATA PROCESSING 
The TPT was different from most other synthesis-type radio 
telescopes in that a11 the Fourier components from a minimum 
spacing of about one wavelength to the maximum aperture of the 
system were available simultaneously. Also, the telescope 
operated in a frequency range where terrestrial interference is 
very common. I t  appeared to be necessary to develop procedures 
to reject low level interference after formation of the maps, 
as well as to reject obvious interference in the visibility- 
plane data. Therefore, rather than averaging the visibility- 
plane data for hours, then gridding them and transforming them, 
we transformed the data frequently and averaged the selected 
maps CErickson, Mahoney, and Erb, 19821. Since maps were 
formed frequently, this processing scheme is also more appro- 
priate for observation o f  rapidly varying solar emission 
regions. 
The length of time over which we could integrate the 
visibility-plane data before Fourier transformation was limited 
to z5 minutes; longer integrations would begin to smear the 
visibility data because of the rotation and foreshortening of 
the arrays caused by Earth rotation. The T-shaped antenna 
provides data automatically in a 32x32 grid; we do not project 
them onto the (u-v)-plan or regrid them before transformation. 
In practice, a transformation was performed and a new integra- 
tion was begun whenever the phase gradients across the banks of 
elements were updated to follow the source under observation. 
Maps were generally produced at intervals of 1 second to 5 
minutes. Use of longer intervals facilitates the processing 
speed but requires that more data be discarded when inter- 
ference occurs. 
OPERATION 
The system operated very well. All of the design specifica- 
tions listed in Table 1 were met or exceeded in practice. Only 
o n e  area o f  problems turned out to b e  somewhat more troublesome 
than anticipated. We encountered nearly constant, low-level 
interference which appeared to come from a variety of sources. 
Much of this interference was apparently man-made radio noise 
reflected at glancing incidence by the ionosphere or diffracted 
over the mountains surrounding the telescope site. Inter- 
ference f r o m  the extremely strong natural sources, Cas-A and 
Cyg-A, also prevented sensitive observations in their vicinity, 
i.e. within about loo of their positions. Solar radio bursts 
could interfere with daytime observations. Strong interference 
was easily recognized and rejected from the raw data. However, 
much effort was expended in developing sophisticated algorithms 
to recognize and excise low-level interference that could not 
be found until the signals from the banks were cross-correlated 
and time integrated. In practice this meant that we were 
unable to reach the confusion limit of the system as quickly as 
0 
we anticipated in its design. I t  should have been possible to 
reach the confusion limit ( Z l  J y )  with only a few minutes of 
integration; because it was necessary to excise much of the 
data and to average over interfering sources, about 30 minutes 
integration was required to reach the confusion 1 imi t. 
The confusion limit depended upon the direction of observa- 
tion. In simple regions near the Galactic poles w e  were a b l e  
to reliably observe sources down to a flux density of 0.5 to 
0.7 Jy, in complex regions along the Galactic plane we could 
only work down to about 2 Jy. In any event, the system was 1 0  
to 50 times more sensitive than any other existing or planned 
telescope in this frequency range. For a variety of reasons 
CErickson and Fisher, 19741, the confusion and sensitivity 
limits of the system were fairly independent of frequency. 
The system was used as a multifrequency radioheliograph for 
solar studies and as a synthesis telescope f o r  sidereal 
studies. As a radioheliograph it was used to determine the 
radio signatures of coronal mass ejection events, to show that 
Type 111 emitting electron streams propagated in dense coronal 
streamers, to discover meter-decameter microbursts, to deter- 
mine the three dimensional structure o f  coronal streamers, to 
measure coronal electron densities on a routine basis, and to 
determine the spectrum and brightness distribution of the quiet 
sun. In the field of sidereal astronomy Clark Lake observa- 
tions lead to the discovery o f  the first millisecond pulsar and 
to the discovery o f  the millisecond pulsar in M 2 8 ,  many 
supernova remnants were mapped, H I 1  absorption was studied to 
determine the synchrotron emissivity o f  the Galaxy, a steep- 
spectrum radio lobe near the Galactic center was discovered and 
the Galactic plane was mapped. About one-third o f  the sky was 
surveyed with unprecedented sensitivity and resolution before 
w e  were force to discontinue operation. These survey data a r e  
now being analyzed. 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. The layout o f  the array. Signals f r o m  each bank o f  
-elements were amplified and transmitted to the e 
observatory by separate coaxial cables. 
Figure 2. One bank of 15 conical spiral antennas. 
Figure 3. A photograph of the N-S arm of the array. 
Figure 4. Block diagram o f  one o f  the 48 channels in which 
signals from the 15-element banks were processed. 
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THE BOULDER-AMES DECAMETER WAVELENGTH VLBI EXPERIMENT 
John P. Basart 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
Iowa State University 
Ames. Iowa 5001 1 
ABSTRACT. 
This paper reviews the VLBI experiments a t  26.3 MHz conducted in the early 1970's 
between Boulder and Haswell. Colorado. and between Boulder and Ames. Iowa. The 
longest baseline was 83000 wavelengths. While i t  was possible to get fringes on this 
baseline. the reliability of the data was very poor because of the extreme amount of 
ionospheric-induced phase and amplitude fluctuations. Clearly, in order to obtain reliable 
data, very-long-baseline interferometers operating at frequencies of 26 MHz and lower 
must be placed above the ionosphere. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The objective of the VLBI experiments a t  a decameter wavelength was to determine 
source structure in order to identify radio sources of small angular extent to be used in 
future interplanetary scintillation experiments at low frequencies. The observing source 
list consisted of point-like sources. or sources with point-like components, with measured 
or extrapolated flux densities greater than 20 Janskys at  26 MHz. Additionally, their 
declinations were between -2" and 68". Sources with right ascensions in the range to 14" 
were omitted because of competing solar noise and interplanetary scintillation effects. The 
observing list consisted mostly of extragalactic sources in the 3C catalog plus a few 
supernova remnants, pulsars. the sun. Jupiter, and Saturn (Shawhan et al. 1973). Sources 
with similar right ascensions, but quite different declinations. were divided into two 
observing schedules to accomodate constraints on manually phasing the antennas. Each 
schedule consisted of an 18-hour program starting at about 6:OO p.m. local time and 
stopping at noon with the last runs on the sun. Each day 3C48 and 3C144 were observed as 
calibrators. 
- 
INTERFEROMETER DESCRIPTION. 
Two different interferometer baselines were used in three series of experiments. In 
November 1970 and July 1971, telescopes in Boulder and Haswell, Colorado were used. 
The baseline length was 22,OOOX at a position angle of 135'. The fringe width was 9 arc 
seconds and the 30- detection limit was about 20 Jy. In August 1971 the Boulder and 
Ames. Iowa telescopes were used. This interferometer had a baseline of 83.000X a t  a 
position angle of 76'. The fringe width was 2.5 arc seconds with about the same detection 
limit as the Boulder-Haswell baseline. 
The antennas in all three telescopes consisted of 160 pairs of crossed full-wave dipoles 
in rectangular arrays. However. the Ames configuration was different than that of the 
other two antennas. The Ames rectangular array geometry was 10 dipole pairs east-west 
by 16 dipole pairs north-south. The Boulder and Haswell arrays were 20 dipole pairs east- 
west by 8 dipole pairs north south. The reason for the difference in geometry was that the 
Boulder array was phased along its local meridian while the Ames array was phased to the 
west. Moving the array beam off center broadened it. hence. the shorter east-west array 
dimension made the Ames beam more similar to the Boulder beam. 
Crossed dipoles were used in the array to avoid Faraday fading problems in the 
ionosphere. The orthogonal antennas were connected together to be receptive to left- 
elliptical polarization. (The choice of LEP was arbitrary.)- Most of the observations were 
made in a southerly direction so we oriented the dipoles in a way to keep the signal level 
high. The crossed dipole pairs were aligned in the northeast-southwest and southeast- 
northwest directions rather than north-south and east-west. This eliminated a possible 
low-amplitude response by observing "off the end" of a north-south dipole. 
The interconnections of antenna elements in a large array is always a problem. The 
method used here was to connect all antennas in one east-west row to one transmission line. 
This was repeated for each E-W row. There were two complete and identical configurations 
for each polarization of the crossed dipoles so only one polarization will be explained. In 
the Ames array, there were 16 rows of east-west transmission lines for each dipole 
polarization. Ten dipoles of the same polarization were connected to each E-W transmission 
line. The Colorado arrays had 8 rows for  each polarization with 20 dipoles per row. There 
was no impedance matching of each antenna to its transmission line. The input impedance 
of full-wavelength dipoles is relatively high compared to the transmission line. Hence, the 
antenna-to-line coupling is low. This reduces the amount of signal transfered to the line. 
which is a negative factor, but i t  also loads the line very little. which is a strong positive 
factor. We can get by with small coupling between the antenna and the transmission line 
a t  these low frequencies because the signal level is high. 
The interconnection of the E-W rows was done with a branch (corporate) feed. The 
first step in the interconnection was to connect each two adjacent E-W rows together with 
an impedance-matched network. This resulted in eight connected pairs. Then, each of these 
two adjacent pairs were connected by an impedance-matched network. This pairs-of-pairs 
connecting scheme was repeated until there was just one transmission line containing the 
output of the entire array. The final transmission lines from each polarization were 
connected together with an extra quarter-wavelength section of cable to form a left- 
elliptically polarized signal which then went to the receiver. 
During the observing runs. all antennas were operated in transit mode by manually 
phasing the branch feed networks in the north-south direction before each observation and 
then letting the source drift  through the beams. The phased position of the beams was 
determined the the equations. 
0 
sin 5 = cos 6 sin H 
sin q = sin 9 cos 6 cos H - cos 4 sin 6 
where 6 is the angle from the zenith to the west, r) is the angle from the zenith to the south, 
and 9.6. and H are the latitude, declination. and hour angle, respectively. 
The receivers were conventional radio-telescope type superheterodynce receivers with 
extra radio-frequency filtering to  reduce out-of-band interference. The bandwidths were 
500 kHz and noise figures were approximately 2 dB. The recording terminals used a t  each 
site were standard Mark I terminals (Moran 1976) borrowed from the National Radio 
Astronomy Observatory. 
DATA ANALYSIS. 
As much as possible. the data analysis proceeded along the standard path for VLBI 
analysis in that era. Additional difficulties were encountered because of the very high phase 
noise. and the uncertainty about the detection of fringes. The signal-to-noise ratio of the 
fringes was always low. The often desirable 50 threshold criterion was reduced to 3c. To 
increase the reliability of the detection. three more criteria were used. One criterion was to 
put +5. and then -5. microseconds delay offsets about the presumeably correct delay and let 
the correlation program search for fringes once more for each offset. If a detection had been 
originally hypothesized and the residual delay after these two additional offset searches 
was consistent with the origninal residual delay. the criterion was satisfied. The second 
criterion was to compare two or more detections from different days. The result of this test 
was not always positive because the ionosphere varied so much from day-to-day. 
However, if the day-to-day results were consistent. the test was considered to be satisfied. 
The third criterion was to have a residual fringe rate near zero. Since the source positions 
were well-known by high-frequency measurements. the fringe frequency was predictable. 
If the residual fringe frequency was near zero, this criterion was satisfied. 
The resulting correlated fluxes for any particular source were scattered from day-to- 
day because of variations in the ionosphere over the two antenna locations. All multiply 
observed sources for all observing runs were placed on one calibration grid of normalized 
flux density versus time. Each flux density was normalized by the mean observed flux 
density for that particular source. This plot showed systematic changes in flux with time 
which were contributed to ionospheric variations. Correction factors were obtained from 
the systematic changes in the grid of sources and applied to the individual measurements. 
Rates of change of trends in the observed fringe amplitude due to the ionosphere ranged 
from zero up to 16% per day. If amplitude changes were large and abrupt, the data were 
likely not to be used at all because of extreme uncertainties in how to correct i t  (or because 
it may not have been real). After applying corrections to the grid of sources, the rms 
scatter about the normalized mean was 8%. 
Flux calibration was difficult because no source initially appeared to be unequivocably 
unresolved. The initial procedure was to estimate the apparent observed size of the Crab 
Nebula pulsar using the VLBI measurement of Mutel. e t  al. (1974). To estimate the 
scattered size in the interplanetary region. we used the formula of Erickson (1964) 
8, = 0.0649 P-’X-’ arc second 
where P is the closest distance the radio wave passes by the sun in astronomical units and X 
is the wavelength in meters (11.4 in our case). For an average solar elongation angle of 65”. 
8, = 1.77 arc sec. This was combined in quadrature with the interstellar scattering size of 
1.30 arc sec. (Mutel. et al.. 1974) to give an estimated apparent size of the Crab pulsar of 
2.20 arc secs. Assuming a total flux density of 800 Jy for the Crab pulsar at 26.3 MHz 
gave a visibility of 0.064 for a Gaussian model. After adjusting the Boulder-Ames data to 
comply with this visibility. a check was made with 3C48. The estimated observed size of 
3C48 using the Boulder-Ames data was 0.60 arc sec. (Gaussian model). With this size, the 
predicted Boulder-Haswell visibility was 0.98 which was in reasonable agreement with the 
measured visibility as calibrated by the Crab pulsar. With consideration of the data on the 
Crab pulsar and 3648, plus some consistency checks with 3C43. we set the flux calibration 
using the apparent size of 3C48 as 0.60 arc sec. with a circular Gaussian brightness 
distribution. The total flux density was set equal to 37 Jy  as given by Viner and Erickson 
(1975). 
RESULTS. 
As an illustration of the results. Tables I. 11. and I11 are presented. These data should 
not be taken as definitive. The extreme noisiness caused by the ionosphere permeated the 
analysis so thoroughly that it was impossible to calculate reliable error bars. Most of the 
total flux densities were from Viner and Erickson (1975). The uncertainties in these fluxes 
range from 5 %  to 18%. Errors in the visibilites contain the errors in the total flux densities 
plus, say. 25% more error due to ionospheric variations in visibility measurements. 
Table I contains sources detected on all three experimental runs between Boulder and 
Haswell. and Boulder and Ames. Table I1 contains sources detected on the Boulder-Ames 
baseline and one Boulder-Haswell run. Finally. Table Ill contains sources detected on the 
Boulder-Haswell baseline only. Dashes in this table indicate that these sources were not 
scheduled for observation. The consistency of the results is remarkably good considering 
the noisiness of the data. For the Boulder-Haswell 1971 results, the average rms variation 
of multiple observations of the same source was 370 and for BA it was 8%. A comparison 
of the eight sources in common on the two Boulder-Haswell runs shows deviations varying 
from 0% to 47% between the two epochs. 
Interpretation of the data was very limited in the early 1970's. At the most we had 
two points in the uv plane (other than the origin) from our data. High-resolution mapping 
at  centimetric wavelengths was only beginning so we had little knowledge of the source 
structure at any wavelength. We used available information from scintillations, 
occultations. and interferometry at  all radio wavelengths. We essentially were constrained 
to testing the agreement between our data and the published parameters of single and 
double-component sources. The agreement was tested by using our uv values in models 
reported in the literature and then comparing the predicted visibility with our measured 
visibility. 
DISCUSSION. 
We detected 36 out of a possible 49 radio sources on one or both of the baselines. 
From a simple comparison of our measured visibilities with the predicted visibilities using 
models determined from higher-frequency data, we found that in a large majority of cases. 
for which comparisons could be made. our data were consistent with those models. 
Wilkinson. et al. (1974) had discussed the consistency of some sizes over a frequency range 
from 408 to 2695 or 5000 MHz. Our results suggested that this consistency extended down 
to 26 MHz. an overall factor of 100 or more in frequency. Within the accuracy of our 
consistency checks, we found no straight-spectrum source with a component that was 
optically thick at  26 MHz. 
Our experiments showed that it is possible to find correlations in 26 MHz data 
collected over an 83,OOOX baseline. But considering the overall effort of erecting and 
maintaining the telescopes, collecting the data, and calibrating and interpreting the data. 
very little hard information came from a large amount of work. The cause of the minimal 
amount of information deduced from the data was the ionospheric variation. At times, the 
ionosphere caused the signals to completely disappear. At all other times, the signals were 
severly disturbed in amplitude and phase. Another contributing factor to significant loss of 
data was lightning. Lightning located many miles away disrupted the correlations. During 
the summer season, lightning often occurs, with or without an accompanying storm. It  is 
very clear, that to make regular quantitative high-resolution observations at  frequencies of 
26 MHz and lower, the antennas must be above the ionosphere. 
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TABLE I11 
BOULDER-HASWELL SOURCES 
November 1970 August 197 1 
Assumed Solar Solar 
26 hlHz Total Elongation No. of Elongation No. of 
Source F l u ,  Janskys Vis Angle,” Obs. Vis Angle,” Obs. 
3C2 
3C16 
3C23 
3c33 
3c43 
3c55 
w 3  
3C147 
3C153 
3C154 
3C175 
3C181 
3C186 
3C190 
3C191 
3C196.1 
3C208 
3C336 
3C380 
PSR 1919 
3C409 
3C432 
3C446 
56 
65 
56 
222 
46 
88 
39 
42 
119 
132 
57 
54 
64 
46 
167 
83 
64 
271 
381 
59 
55 
0.80 
0.26 
0.86 
0.70 
0.26 
0.64 
0.63 
0.28 
0.20 
0.42 
0.70 
1.22 
0.97 
0.62 
0.34 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
160 2 
140 1 
144 1 
153 2 
158 1 
138 2 
135 2 
140 2 
124 1 
12 1 1 
120 3 
113 2 
112 1 
105 2 
101 2 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
0.19 
0.85 
0.19 
0.70 
31 Jy 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
0.42 
0.076 
35 Jy 
0.12 
0.6 1 
1 .o 
U.D.** 
124 
117 
118 
107 
81 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
101 
105 
133 
138 
147 
141 
A dash means no scheduled observation. 
** U.D. means Unreliable Data. 
THE RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER PROGRAM 
VALUABLE LESSONS FOR FUTURE LOW FREQUENCY 
RADIO ASTRONOMY FROM SPACE 
by 
Michael L. Kaiser 
Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
The Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE) program of the late 1960s and early 1970s 
represents mankinds f i rs t  a t tempt  to  perform low frequency radio astronomy 
measurements from above the earth's ionosphere with a dedicate set of instruments. A 
review of the results of this program have been given recently by Kaiser [in Radio 
Astronomy From Space, NRAO, 19861, so only.those lessons learned that have direct 
application to a possible lunar low frequency radio observatory will be presented here. 
Figure 1 i s  a drawing of RAE-2, I 
which was placed in c i rcu lar  o rb i t  - 22%. UPPER V ' 
around the moon in 1972. RAE-3, 
launched into a 6000 km altitude orbit 
around t h e  earth, was very similar. 
The spacecraft were gravity gradient 
stabilized and an active libration damper 
was used to  try to  remove excess yaw 
due t o  deviations f rom a perfect ly 
spherical orbit. Both spacecraft were 
l o n g  V e e  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  an tennas 
oppositely oriented, one s e t  pointing 
radially upward and one set pointed 
VELOClTY ~ 
equipped with two sets of  229-meter VECTOR 
toward the center o f  gravity, namely, 
the ea r th  or t he  moon. A t h i r d  
antenna system, a short dipole, bisected 
1183-• LOWER V 
the two Vees. 
Figure 1 
Connected to these antenna systems 
were two basic types of radio receivers, 
RyleVonberg and total power(burst), 
both operating in the 25 kHz to  13 MHz range. The basic difference between these 
two types of receivers from a practical point of view was the way in which their 
preamplifier sections operated. The total power receivers were driven by a wide 
bandwidth preamplifier section covering essentially the entire operating frequency range, 
and wi th  significant gain even outside of the nominal range. The Ryle-Vonberg 
receivers, on the other hand, were made up of relatively narrow band preamp sections, 
one for each operating frequency. A lesson learned very early in the life of the RAE 
program was that the receivers using wide bandwidth preamplifiers, although easier and 
f" 3 c- - -  
cheaper to  build, suffered severely from distortion due to  strong signals anywhere in  
their passband, even a t  frequencies not directly sampled by the receiver. More on this 
will be mentioned later in connection with the terrestrial emissions observed by the 
RAE spacecraft. The resulting power pattern of the receiving system was not good by 
terrestrial standards. At frequencies of a few MHz, typical beam widths were of  the 
order of a steradian with significant side and back - lobes. - 
The major scientific achievements of the two RAE spacecraft fe l l  i n to  several 
categories including solar physics, planetary non-thermal emissions concentrating 
primarily on the earth’s auroral kilometric emission (AKR), in situ plasma physics, and 
cosmic background mapping and spectra. In fact, the study of solar type II and 111 
radio bursts and the study of AKR were extremely successful, accounting for more than 
half of a l l  the -60 scientific papers published from the RAE program. However, the 
galactic background studies were, a t  best, only marginally successful due t o  a 
combination of the poor angular resolution and strong inteference from AKR and other 
signals of terrestrial origin (e.g. thunderstorm sferics and manmade). 
The effects of the terrestrial noise spectrum were alleviated for RAE-2 because of 
its distance (60 RE) form the source. 
enough as can been seen in Figure 2 where four months of data from RAE-2 in lunar 
orbit are shown. 
However, even this large attenuation was not .. 
A t  the two lower channels shown, 40 kHr and 290 kHz, AKR 
0 9 .  
L 1 3 93 UI(2 
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Figure 2 
dominates the emission spectrum, a t  times reaching saturation levels and frequently 
causing receiver intermodulation products throughout the entire operating frequency 
range stemming from the wide band preamp mentioned above. The AKR maximizes 
a t  full moon, which corresponds to RAE being above the midnight sector of the earth, 
directly in the main beam of AKR. Even a t  frequencies of 1.27 and 3.93 MHz, well 
above the natural band of AKR (50 kHz to 750 kHz), terrestrial effects are important, 
especially over the night hemisphere. This higher frequency noise is  a combination of 
thunderstorm sferics from the whole "visible" hemisphere. manmade broadcast stations 
and intermodulation from the AKR. 
Perhaps an even better appreciation of the dominance of AKR can be obtained from 
Figure 3, again observed by RAE-2 in lunar orbit. In the top panel is a dynamic 
Figure 3 
spectra showing received power as a function of frequency and time. The black band 
in the middle (near 400 kHz) i s  AKR and the dark strips near the top are other 
terrestrial signals. Just before 15:OO. the AKR and terrestrial signals are abruptly cut 
off and do not reappear until about 15:30. This interval corresponded to the time 
when RAE-2 was above the back side of the moon so that the earth was occulted by 
the lunar disk. In the bottom pannels are individual frequency channels where one can 
see -that this occultation effect is  extremely dramatic. This single figure represents 
probably the stongest reason for placing a lunar low frequency observatory on the far, 
well away from the terminator. 
In summary, the RAE program gave us two very valuable lessons for use in any 
future low frequency observatories. First, do not use wide bandwidth preamplifiers or 
receivers. Second, avoid direct view of 
the earth itself, because AKR and other terrestrial noise, al l  of which is many orders of 
magnitude above cosmic background, will greatly hinder observations of intrinsically 
weak radio sources. side 
Specifically, avoid the AKR frequency range. 
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THE 75 MHZ VLA SYSTEM 
W.C. Erickson" 
University of Maryland 
College Park, MD 20742 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
and 
R.A. Perley 
National Radio Astron0m.y Observatory 
Very Large Array 
.Socorro, NM 87801 
INTRODUCTION 
The diffraction-limited resolution of radio astronomical 
instruments has encouraged the development of interferometric 
techniques. The technique known as 'earth-rotation synthesis' has 
been utilized by numerous instruments (notably the V L A ) ,  and has 
proved immensely successful in providing full-field mapping of 
celestial radio emission with resolutions orders o f  magnitude 
better than that provided by the largest single antenna. 
However, the use o f  earth-rotation synthesis has been almost 
wholly limited to centimeter wavelengths. At longer wavelengths, 
( > > 1  meter), the only instruments which utilize the technique (the 
University of Maryland's TPT, and Cambridge's 151 MHz array) 
operate over limited ( 5 km) baselines. There are two reasons why 
high resolution, low frequency interferometry ha5 remained un- 
developed. First, the very long baselines required to obtain 
useful resolution imply a prohibitive cost in transmission of the 
data to a correlator. Second, and more importantly, the disruptive 
effects o f  t h e  ionosphere make calibration o f  the data very 
difficult on baselines longer than 5 km. R e c e n t  hardware and 
software developments now enable serious consideration o f  a high 
resolution, low 'frequency instrument. The completed VLA waveguide 
system contains ample unused bandwidth for transportation of low- 
frequency astronomical signals over useful baselines, and new 
software techniques developed to improve the dynamic range of VLA 
data should enable calibration o f  low-frequency data taken from 
long baselines. These considerations lead to the development o f  a 
meter-wavelength synthesis instrument at the VLA. 
Present address: Department of Physics, University of 
Tasmania, GPO B o x  2 5 2 C ,  Hobart, Tasmania 7001, Australia 
T H E  PROPOSED SYSTEM 
In 1984 we proposed a low-frequency synthesis array that would 
utilize facilities already existing at the V L A  site and would be 
operated in conjunction with the V L A  [Perley and Erickson, 19843. 
A useful array could be constructed for about one million dollars, 
and would represent an excellent investment with regard to the 
science that would be returned. The array design and construction 
present no technological problems. We believe that data calibra- 
tion can be accomplished using recently developed algorithms 
combined with a priori information on the sources in the field of 
view obtained at higher frequencies. 
In examining various design options, we adopted the following 
constraints: 
( 1 )  Operation of the low-frequency array should not 
displace or inconvenience the current V L A .  
( 2 )  Maximum use should be made o f  the currently existing 
hardware and software at the V L A  site, without violating the first 
constraint. 
(3) The total cost should be kept within reasonable 
expectations of what the NRAO RE (Research Equipment) budget can 
provide. 
The proposed instrument would be  a powerful tool for work on a 
broad range of astrophysical problems. The design beamwidth o f  
10" - 20" at 75 MHz will resolve thousands of objects whose 
structures have never been studied at frequencies below 100 MHz. 
Since the ionosphere is a turbulent and highly refractive 
medium, i t  strongly affects the propagation of low-frequency radio 
waves. We have considered the expected effects on the data and 
have outlined a method of calibration. In addition, the problem o f  
non-coplanar baselines was considered. These topics were discussed 
in some detail by Perley and Erickson C19841. We showed that a 
general solution to the calibration problem should exist, based 
upon the fact that the system noise is entirely determined by 
galactic emission in the field of view and not by the receivers. 
We showed that for maps larger than l o  in extent, there should 
exist sufficient flux density from background sources to allow 
calibration of the data, assuming that an approximate initial model 
of the stronger sources is provided. 
We emphasized that these conclusions were based on certain 
ideas concerning the typical behavior of the ionosphere. Tests are 
needed to confirm that the proposed method of calibration is 
actually practical. These tests can be made with elements of the 
327 MHz s y s t e m  in the ' A '  configuration or with the existing 25- 
meter V L A  dishes instrumented for 75 MHz. The tests would be 
completed before any major expenditures are scheduled to occur. If 
the calibration is as simple as we anticipate (for a reasonable 
fraction of the total observing time), only modest computing 
facilities will be required. W e  expect that the calibration will 
be simple when the ionosphere is quiet, and difficult or impossible 
when the ionosphere is disturbed. What we have not been able to 
estimate accurately is what fraction of the time each of these 
conditions are to be expected. 
The proposed design can be summarized as follows: 
1. Continuum capability at or near 75 MHz. Moderately 
wide-band antennas are recommended for frequency flexibility, both 
in order to avoid terrestrial interference and to allow bandwidth 
synthesis. Dual polarization is strongly preferred. 
2. A maximum bandwidth of 4 MHz (probably limited by 
interference), with two narrower bandwidths available. Attention 
should be paid to bandpass shaping to minimize confusion from 
sources outside the field-of-view. 
3. An array consisting of at least 27 banks o f  antennas 
which will be permanently located near 'A' array stations. In 
addition, we propose to place banks with those VLBA stations within 
400 km of the VLA. The proposed array will operate only when the 
' A '  array stations are occupied by existing 25-meter antennas. The 
effective collecting area of each bank should be between 100 and 
200 square meters. The banks should be equatorially mounted, and 
fully steerable. I t  is highly desireable to build more than 27 
banks, since this will considerably reduce the severe aliasing 
problems that are expected. 
4. Pre-amplifiers will be located at each bank so the 
signals can be conducted to the nearest VLA antenna with no 
significant loss in signal-to-noise. Further amplification plus 
frequency and bandwidth selection will be done at the V L A  antenna. 
The signals will then be injected into the existing electronics for- 
transmission to the control building. 
5. At the control building, the signals will be extracted 
and recorded with a VLBA (or similar) recording system. These 
signals will then be played back into a special, dedicated corre- 
lator. A modest, dual-channel, narrow-bandwidth correlator is 
proposed. Multiple fields of view can be mapped by repeated passes 
of the data through the correlator. 
6. Calibration and mapping will be done using currently 
existing self-calibration algorithms. 
7. Presuming 27 banks with 2 MHz bandwidth and 8 hour 
integration with dual polarization, the expected rms noise at 
75 MHz will be about 3 m J y ,  two orders o f  magnitude lower than any 
other system at this frequency. 
This would provide an array which would operate when the 
current VLA is .in the ' A '  configuration -- approximately 3 to 4 
months per year. We estimate the cost of this system to be about 
one million dollars. A full-time array would cost approximately 
I three times more. 
75 MHz observations will be destroyed by ionospheric scintillations 
and will need to be repeated several times, this is not an effi- 
The 75 MHz dipoles are in the shadow of the feed support legs 
and their presence does not affect the other VLA frequencies. In- 
strumentation at 75 MHz consists of only the dipoles and simple 
transistor preamplifiers; the preamplifier outputs are connected 
directly to an alternate input port o n  the 327 MHz modules; The 
principal problem with the system is caused by interference 
radiated by the digital equipment in the telescope. We have 
developed effective shielding for this interference. 
, 
Four VLA dishes are now instrumented at 7 5  MHz and operate 
satisfactorily. These have allowed us to demonstrate that strong, 
stable interference fringes can be obtained when the ionosphere is 
quiet. However, four elements do not yield enough baseline 
combinations for us to test mapping algorithms or to do useful 
science at this frequency. More dishes will be instrumented when 
resources permit. Once we have demonstrated that valid maps can be 
obtained and that useful scientific results can be produced with 
this alternative system, we hope to construct the full, stand-alone 
system that we originally proposed. 
' ' A  Proposal for a Large, Low Frequency Array Located at the VLA 
Site", R. A. Perley and W. C. Erickson, 1984, VLA Scientific 
Memorandum #146 
PART I11 - SCIENCE WITH A LUNAR VLFA 
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SCIENCE AT VERY LOW RADIO FREQUENCIES 
N. Duric 
University of New Mezico 
Abstract :  The broad scientific goals of a lunar based Very Low Frequency Array 
are presented. The frequency range of 1 - 30 MHz is defined to be the operative VLF 
window. The low frequency end of this window is useful for studies of the interstellar 
medium since the large scale distributions of thermal and relativistic gas are traceable at  
these frequencies. Studies of discrete objects, both galactic and extragalactic, are possible 
at the higher frequency end of the window. The VLF window is ideally suited for studies 
of phenomena not manifested in any other spectral band. These include studies of low 
energy cosmic ray particles, thermal environments of discrete radio sources and coherent 
radiation arising from collective plasma processes. 
Introduction: Very low frequency radio astronomy is bounded by two major con- 
straints. The first is the Earth’s ionosphere. It has a characteristic and variable plasma 
frequency of B 10 MHz. Combined with radio interference, both man-made and ge- 
omagnetic, routine observations are limited to > 30 MHz. Reliable, straightforward 
observations at lower frequencies can only be made outside the ionosphere and a handful 
of satellite-borne antennas have been used to do this (Kaiser, this workshop). A more 
fundamental limit to VLF observations is set by the interstellar medium (ISM). Although 
its plasma frequency is relatively low (x 30 kHz), the ISM absorbs and suppresses radio 
emission, in a number of ways, at  frequencies substantially greater than the plasma fre- 
quency. The Razin-Tsytovich effect, free-free absorption and synchrotron self-absorption 
are examples of mechanisms that inhibit radio emission near, and sometimes above 1 
1 
MHz. These mechanisms limit observations of discrete galactic and extragalactic objects 
but afford a better opportunity to probe the properties of the ISM. In fact, the VLF win- 
dow defined by the 1 - 30 MHz range, spans a wide enough frequency range to allow both 
studies of the ISM and studies of discrete objects, relatively immune from foreground 
plasma effects. 
Density fluctuations in the interstellar plasma lead to another effect, namely inter- 
stellar scintillation. Refraction by the inhomogeneities distorts the incoming wavefront, 
thereby blurring the observed image. This interstellar ”seeing” sets a fundamental limit 
to the achievable resolution in direct VLF observations. At 1 MHz, this limit is M 0.5 
degrees, whereas at 30 MHz it falls to M 2 ’ I .  As discussed by Dennison (this workshop) 
some resolution can be recovered, under certain conditions. 
The inhomogeneous nature of the ISM all but eliminates the possibility of polariza- 
tion studies at these frequencies. Within the effective beam of the VLF array, the ISM 
presents many such inhomogeneities with differing densities and magnetic field strengths. 
This leads to differential Faraday rotation which acts to depolarize the observed source. 
Polarization measurements will therefore only be possible for the closest sources. This 
does not present a great setback because polarization measurements can be obtained at  
higher frequencies with Earth-based telescopes. 
e 
The presence of a strong nonthermal background, which has a mean flux density of M 
1 Jy/(arcminute)2 at 1 MHz (Cane, 1979), also limits VLF observations. The observed 
noise level depends on the system temperature 
where TA and TR are the antenna and receiver temperatures respectively. For normal 
cm-wave observations TA << TR and the system temperature is dominated by the receiver 
noise. However, for strong sources at low frequencies the condition TA >> TR can be met. 
In those cases the signal to noise ratio becomes independent of the receiver noise and 
2 
e 
I -  
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therefore independent of integration time since, 
at 1 MHz. The measured flux density is S and the angular size of the beam is 52. In 
the case of the galactic background TA M 2 x 107K, much greater than the receiver noise 
temperature (Erickson, 1988; Douglas, this workshop). Furthermore, local enhancements 
in the background augment this effect. The extra sources of noise will limit the dynamic 
range of the observations and therefore limit the possible science. 
Finally, the ISM is a source of coherent plasma processes which are manifested at 
very low frequencies. Such processes have been observed in solar radio bursts and in the 
magnetospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and the Earth. Coherent effects are expected 
to be important near 1 MHz. The reduction and analysis of such observations is not 
straightforward as described later in the paper. 
VLF radio astronomy is , today, in an analogous position to where X-ray astronomy 
was in the late 1960’s. The Sun and a few strong galactic sources dominate the known 
sources in the VLF sky, as observed from the Earth. Unlike X-ray astronomy though, 
balloon-borne VLF astronomy is not possible since it is necessary to climb above the 
ionosphere. Only direct satellite observations can be made and these have been few with 
rudimentary antennas. An array could be constructed in space but this would not obviate 
the problems associated with the emissions from the Earth’s magnetosphere (Kaiser, this 
chapter). VLF astronomy is therefore in the untenable position of being bounded by the 
presence of the Earth itself. It is these disadvantages which have slowed the development 
of VLF radio astronomy relative to X-ray and even y-ray astronomy. An important 
lesson to be learned from the X-ray precursor missions is that not all the science can 
- 
be predicted and quantified. The precursor missions themselves, provided much of the 
guidance in defining the scientific goals of more advanced missions such as the Einstein 
X-ray telescope. It is therefore desirable that the VLF lunar base mission be preceded by 
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precursor projects aimed at mapping out the sky with an IRAS-style all sky survey. The 
scientific goals currently envisioned are summarized below, keeping in mind that better 
I focus and even some redirection will be dictated by the proposed precursor missions. 
Source Spectra .  The synchrotron spectrum of a radio source is determined by the 
shape of the energy spectrum of the radiating electrons. The slope and the energy cut-offs 
of the energy spectrum have a one to one correspondence with the radio spectrum. The 
emissivity of the source depends on the strength of the ambient magnetic field and the 
density of relativistic electrons so that: 
between the 2 energy cutoffs, where S, is the synchrotron emissivity (incoherent radia- 
tion) at the observing frequency u and 7 is the index of the power law energy spectrum 
Observations of synchrotron sources reveal surprisingly similar energy spectra having 
implied slopes close to the universal value of 2.5. High frequency cut-offs can generally 
be observed (although they don't always fall into the radio window). The low energy cut- - 
offs, on the other hand, have rarely been observed because they fall below 30 MHz. The 
same holds true for direct detections of Earth-bound galactic cosmic rays for which the 
high energy end has been studied through air-shower experiments but the low energy end 
(below x 0.1 - 1 GeV) is inaccessible because of solar modulation. Interestingly enough, 
the particle detector experiments and radio observations, both fail as probes of energetic 
particles in the same energy range. It is true to say that almost nothing is known about 
the spectra of relativistic particles at  energies corresponding to the VLF window. 
The calculation of radio source luminosities is directly dependent on the spectral 
cutoffs according to: 
0 
4 
where L is the luminosity and the frequency cutoffs are labeled as maz and min. The 
lower cutoff is important for steep spectrum source having a close to or greater than 
1. This is of direct consequence to equipartition calculations of the energetics of radio 
sources since these are dependent on the source luminosities. The knowledge of the 
lower frequency cutoffs will improve calculations of the magnetic fields strengths and the 
energy contents of relativistic particles in steep spectrum sources such as pulsars and the 
lobes of radio galaxies. Better equipartition calculations, combined with observations of 
absorption effects and polarization studies at higher frequencies will shed more light on 
the energetics and environments of radio sources. 
A relativistic electron radiates at a characteristic frequency given by 
u,,, = 10'8BlE2 H z .  
An electron with an initial energy Eo, will lose half its energy in 
t l  a = 8 x lo9 ($)-2 (L)-' GeV yrs. 
(3) 
(4) 
Energy losses of relativistic electrons quickly steepen an injected spectrum at the high 
frequency end. The longer the source ages without further particle injection, the lower 
the frequency, @., at which the spectrum begins to steepen. Combining equations 3 and ~ 
4, it is possible to relate the turnover frequency vk to t ,  the age of the source. This 
frequency is given by: 
Vk = 3.4 X l O 8 r 3 r 2  HZ ( 5 )  
where t is in years. For vk = 1 MHz and B = 3 x 10-6G, t = 3 x 10" years. Thus, 
once accelerated, the lower energy electrons remain for a long time and may represent 
the original injection spectrum. VLF radio observations can therefore trace low energy 
electrons and, in a sense, probe the fossil records of radio sources. 
The shape of the low frequency end of the radio spectra (free of absorption effects) 
will also provide a useful constraint 
vast to the more general problem of 
on theories of particle acceleration which are rele- 
e the origin of cosmic rays. Perhaps the most widely 
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proposed acceleration mechanism is the diffusive shock acceleration process which is a 
first-order Fermi process by which particles are accelerated across shock fronts. Direct 
observational evidence for such a mechanism has come from in situ observations in the 
interplanetary medium, with particles up to a few MeV in range, observed. In astrophys- 
ical settings, such as SNRs, radio observations indicate the presence of particles having 
energies of a few GeV to hundreds of GeV. The overlap between the lower energy parti- 
cles produced in the Solar System and the higher energy particles at astrophysical sites 
has not been observed because of the dearth of observations at the appropriate energies. 
Such an overlap is needed in order to test the applicability of the observationally verified 
acceleration processes in the solar system to the more extreme astrophysical environ- 
ments. Most theories of particle acceleration predict approximate energy cutoffs for the 
energized particles (e.g. Volk, 1988; Blandford, 1988). Observations of the low energy 
end of the particle distribution function will strongly constrain these theories. 
VLF Radio Spectra. 
The spectra of radio sources below 30 MHz, have never been reliably measured with 
Earth-based observations. Furthermore, poor angular resolution has prevented detailed 
mapping of sources even at  frequencies as high as 300 MHz. The mechanisms that modify 
the spectra at low frequencies through extrinsic (environmental) and intrinsic effects are 
described below. 
The Razin- Tsytovich Eflect 
According to Tsytovich (1951) and Eidman (1958) and Razin (1960), relativistic 
electrons embedded in a thermal plasma have their synchrotron radiation suppressed 
below the critical frequency given by: 
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The spectrum steepens in shape from 
to (Lang, 1980) 
S" a v =  2 -7e-3.7vn/" v < VR. 
For typical interstellar gas densities of 0.1 cm -3 and B x 10-6G, VR x lo5 Hz, well 
below 1 MHz. However, if the environments in which the particles are radiating have 
locally higher electron densities and/or lower B fields this effect could easily manifest 
itself in the VLF window defined above. The effect could be searched for in galactic 
objects such as SNRs and pulsars and in extragalactic objects such as active galactic 
nuclei (AGNs) and lobes of radio galaxies. Recognition of the unique spectral shape 
predicted by the Razin-Tsytovich effect is the primary means by which this mechanisms 
would be identified in radio sources. The environment of such a source can be probed 
since the VR depends only on Ne and Bl. An independent means of calculating one 
of the 2 parameters would immediately yield the second. For example, equipartition 
calculations of B l  and the observed value of VR yield the thermal gas density according 
to equation 6. Comparison of such calculations with Faraday rotation measurements 
made at higher frequencies would provide a consistency check and a direct test of the 
validity of equipartition calculations. Such a test would be of profound significance in 
understanding the physics of the interaction between magnetic fields and relativistic 
particles in radio sources. 
Free-free (Thermal) Absorption 
Plasma between the observer and the source can absorb radiation through the free- 
free transitions of ions. The optical depth of such a plasma to radio frequency radiation 
is given by 
r 
7 
e_- , -? 
which is unity at  a frequency given by: 
UT x 0.3 T:*" Ne 1'i2 G H z  
where I is the path length in parsecs. Taking Te = 104K and Ne = 0.1 ~ r n - ~  the turnover 
frequency is a function only of 1. Looking through the galactic plane, the turnover 
frequency is x 1 MHz. Perpendicular to the plane, UT M 0.2 MHz. Extragalactic sources 
and distant galactic sources will therefore be strongly attenuated looking through the 
galactic plane and marginally attenuated otherwise. A statistical study of extragalactic 
sources could therefore be used to map out the distribution of thermal, ionized gas in the 
galaxy. Such a study can be combined with statistical studies of the Faraday rotation 
(e.g. Simard-Normandin, Kronberg and Button, 1980) to determine length averaged B 
fields through the galaxy. This would impact significantly on our very limited knowledge 
of the structure and strength of the global interstellar magnetic fields. Similar studies of 
discrete sources can be used to probe their local environments. A good example is the 
thermal environment thought to exist around extragalactic jets and lobes. If the thermal 
gas is mixed in with the radiating particles, the spectrum assumes a flatter shape given 
by: 
s,, o( y2.1-(7-')/2 v < UT. 
If the absorbing gas is between the source and the observer then: 
S,, o( e(v/vT)-2" 
In either case, the absorbed spectrum has a recognizable shape. 
Synchrotron Self Absorption 
A source is opaque to its own synchrotron radiation when: 
where B is in Gauss and 0 is the angular size of the source in seconds of arc and S is 
in Janskys. Normally a radio source is self-absorbed under the most extreme conditions 
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such as the cores of radio galaxies. However, for very low frequency these conditions can 
be less extreme. Consequently, the frequency turnovers of many more sources will be un- 
covered. A self absorbed spectrum has a theoretical shape, below u, given by (S, a u2e5). 
In practice, the observed slope does not reach such high values because different parts 
of the source reach self-absorption at  different frequencies. This dilution is minimized 
a t  very low frequencies because the absorption can occur over greater angular scaIes. 
Nevertheless, this important lesson from high frequency radio observations needs to be 
considered when interpreting the observations. The magnetic field of a self absorbed 
source can be derived very accurately because of its strong dependence on us. In order 
to disentangle synchrotron self-absorption from other absorption effects, these searches 
should best be carried out at the higher frequency end of the VLF window (x 10 MHz). 
Once the self absorbed sources are identified, their angular sizes can be determined form 
GHz observations, leaving the magnetic field as the only remaining variable. The deter- 
mination of B for a large sample of radio sources is important in understanding their 
internal energetics and the lifetimes and replenishment of relativistic particles. 
Coherent Plasma Processes: When the particles that make up a plasma are 
separated by scale lengths comparable to the wavelength of the EM radiation, collective 
effects can and do become important. If a population inversion of emitting particles exists 
(g > 0) this leads to stimulated emission which is a coherent process. This presents 
both an opportunity and a problem. The opportunity lies in the possibility of studying 
a new and interesting phenomenon as has been done in the Solar system with solar radio 
bursts, and the magnetospheres of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and the Earth (Kaiser; Desch, 
this chapter). The parameters under which this process operates suggests that it may 
be observable in other stellar systems and in many radio sources where modestly high 
gas densities (lo3 - lo5 ~ r n - ~ )  and B fields (0.01 - 1G) exist (Stone and Erickson, 1976). 
The problem, lies not in the science but in the manner in which the data is analysed. 
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Most interferometric techniques assume that source radiation is spatially uncorrelated. 
Coherent radiation processes may, however, correlate over large spatial scales and the 
assumption is therefore invalid. 
The VLF array is sensitive to: 
where V, is the measured correlation and E is the electric field at the 2 source locations, 
r1,rz. The normal simplifying assumption for incoherent radiation is that, at  the source 
positions (Rl,Rs), (Ev(R1)Ei(R2)) = 0 for R1 # Rz. In the case of coherent radiation 
that assumption cannot be made. Spatially correlated radio emission can be mapped in 
the usual way but the interference pattern is a function of not only the relative antenna 
positions but also the absolute antenna positions. The data reduction techniques are 
therefore not as straightforward (Anantharamaiah, 1988). 
In the case of interstellar scintillation the emission is coherent over short time scales 
(fractions of seconds). Extremely short snapshots can be used to record the instantaneous 
coherence pattern which can then be analysed using techniques analogous to speckle 
imaging (Dennison, this workshop). 
Solar and planetary observations will make up a major fraction of the research effort 
of the array, particularly if frequencies below 1 MHz are used. Absorption effects are not 
important at the relatively short distances involved and observations in the kHz bands 
are possible. Such observations will allow better studies of the coherent processes that 
take place in the solar system. With the right combination of frequencies and angular 
resolution, it may be possible to spatially resolve the regions of coherent emission in the 
magnetospheres of the giant planets. The data reduction, in such cases, has the same 
complications discussed above. 
I -  
Inters te l lar  Scintillation. An EM wave travelling through an inhomogeneous 
plasma will have its phase altered in response to changes in the refraction index along its 
path. This leads to a bending of the propagating ray in a manner analogous to a random 
walk. The average angular deviation from a straight line-of-sight path determines the 
apparent angular size of the source. As discussed by Dennison (this chapter) this leads 
to an effective lower limit on the angular size of any radio source, which at  1 MHz is 
= 0.5 degrees. Since the effect is o( Y - ~  the limit approaches 1" at 30 MHz. Although 
this limits the resolution of the VLF array it also acts as a well defined constraint on its 
design. Under some conditions extra resolution may be achievable through deconvolution 
techniques and this may need to be taken into account when designing the array. 
By inverting the problem, interstellar scintillation can be used to probe the nature 
of the scatterers in the ISM. Comparing VLF and higher frequency measurements of the 
angular sizes of a large number of extragalactic sources, statistical studies can be made 
to  map out scintillation effects as a function of galactic longitude and latitude to gain 
insight into the global distribution of the scatterers in the galaxy. The same technique 
can be used to study the properties of the IPM. 
Summary. The major research effort of the lunar based VLF array can be divided into 
4 broad categories: 
(a) Solar, planetary studies (5 1 MHz) 
The low frequency end of the VLF window is ideally suited for solar and planetary work 
because of its sensitivity to coherent effects. Absorption effects are avoided since the 
sources are relatively nearby. The bulk of this research will be aimed at monitoring 
transient phenomena and resolution is therefore not an important issue. Nevertheless, 
the design of the array will allow for good directionality to avoid sidelobe interference, 
particularly from the sun and the Earth's magnetotail. 
(b) Studies of the ISM (absorption effects, scintillation; = 1 MHz) 
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Observations at  frequencies near 1 MHz will be used to probe the ISM and the envi- 
ronments of radio sources. The Razin-Tsytovich effect, combined with high frequency 
Faraday rotation measurements can be used to estimate Ne and B in the local envi- 
ronments of radio sources. Thermal absorption of extragalactic sources can be used to 
measure the distribution of HI1 in the galaxy. These measurements can then be combined 
with pulsar dispersion measurements, and observations of foreground Faraday rotation 
to  more accurately determine the column densities of HII, as a function of both latitude 
and longitude. Measurements of radio disks caused by scintillation can be used to  probe 
the second moment of the density distribution (< AN: >). 
(c) Discrete radio sources (galactic and extragalactic sources; 10 - 30 MHz) 
Observations of synchrotron self-absorption allows the determination of intrinsic source 
magnetic fields. Consequently, energetics of radio sources can be better understood and 
the validity of equipartition assumptions can be directly tested. 
The medium to high frequency portions of the VLF window provide observations of 
synchrotron spectra relatively free of absorption effects. Locating intrinsic low energy 
cutoffs will allow more accurate determinations of radio source luminosities which in 
turn improve calculations of source energetics. Studies of the long lived electrons that 
radiate at these frequencies will provide useful insights into source histories. The shape of 
the spectrum at low frequencies, and the locations of the low energy cutoffs are important 
constraints of particle acceleration theories since these 2 parameters are model dependent. 
(d) High resolution, all-sky survey (1 - 30 MHz) 
History is the best judge of the importance of all-sky surveys. The precursor mission 
will provide initial low resolution maps of the sky. The lunar base array will produce 
high resolution, sensitive maps of the sky and generate a data base for detailed statistical 
studies and follow-up studies bf individual sources. Most importantly, the survey will set 
the foundation for long term planning and optimal use of the array. e 
The VLF window is not just another portion of the radio spectrum. It is an unexplored 
spectral region which offers insights into phenomena impossible to study from the Earth 
or even in Earth orbit. It promises insights into the ISM and gaseous environments of 
radio sources. A window will literally be opened onto the uncharted fields of plasma 
effects and coherent processes. Serendipity, is a factor whenever a new field is opened 
to exploration and we expect discoveries to shape much of the future research the VLF 
array will generate. 
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Voyager Radio Astronomy and 
The Low Frequency Near-Earth Radio Environment e 
M. D. Desch 
Laboratory for Extraterrestrial Physics 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, MD 20771 
Abstract. I review the major features of the radio astronomy experiment 
onboard the two Voyager spacecraft. In addition, the major sources of noise 
in  the near-earth environment are identified. They  are: (a) terrestrial 
atmospherics, (b) terrestrial kilometric radiation, and (c) solar Type I l l  bursts. 
Interference from a l l  but the las t  is eliminated by observing from the lunar 
far-side. Based on experience with numerous classes of spaced-based radio 
astronomy experiments, t h e  use of  relatively simple antennas w i t h  a 
sophisticated observing scheme seems not only expedient but most likely to 
operate effectively on the moon. Finally, a science rationale for lunar-based 
planetary observations is  presented. 
1. 
The Planetary Radio Astronomy PRA) receiver shares space on Voyager with 
he 198-channel swept-frequency receiver i s  9 other instruments (Figure 1 
driven by two 10-meter ort  ogonal monopoles. The input is alternately 
switched through a quarter-wave hybrid to sense right-hand and left-hand 
circular polarization. The PRA receiver covers the frequency range from 1 
kHz t o  40 MHz in 198 steps. Figure 2 shows how this band covers the 
well-known earth-based transmitter frequencies and the natural planetary radio 
sources now recognized in the solar system. 
Planetary Radio Astronomy on Voyager 
0e 
Both Voyagers were launched in 1977. As illustrated in Figure 3, encounters 
with Jupiter occurred in  1979, with Saturn in 1980 and 1981, and w i th  
Uranus (Voyager 2) in 1986. Voyager 2 will encounter Neptune in  August 
1989. Thus far, every encounter has resulted in the discovery of new radio 
phenomena. 
Figure 4 shows a 24-hour radio spectrogram. The frequency band ranges 
from 1 kHz a t  the top of each panel to 1320 kHz a t  the bottom of each 
panel i n  70 equal steps. Both solar type 111 bursts and Saturn kilometric 
. A t  the time 
this spectrogram was made, Voyager 1 was about 0.7 AU from Saturn and 
about 4 AU from Jupiter. 
The spectrogram in Figure 5 illustrates a type of emission, namely SED, 
never before seen by Voyager. The SED, or Saturn Electrostatic Discharges, 
are visible as the short vertical streaks, extending from 40 MHz to  100 kHz. 
are clearly visible. Some jovian emission LHOM) i s  visible 
from about 7 to 8 hours in panel 
Because of the way our receiver samples, we know that the SED are actually 
very broadband (probably a t  l eas t  many hundreds of MHz) and of short 
duration (50 - 100 msec). They have been shown to originate in Saturn's 
atmosphere, near i ts  equatorial region. and are very likely due to lightning-like 
emissions. By observing the low-frequency cutoff of these  atmospheric 
emissions. we were able to generate a global model of Saturn's equatorial 
ionosphere density. 
2. RF Environment Near 1 AU 
Observations from Voyager and from other spacecraft carrying radio 
instruments have helped us assess the radio noise environment in  the vicinity 
of 1 AU. Figure 6 shows a radio spectrogram of Voyager data when it was 
near earth, shortly after launch. The spectrogram is dominated by  the 
earth's natural auroral radio noise (AKR). AKR is observed in the frequency 
band from about 50 kHz to  750 kHz. Also seen in this spectrogram i s  a 
type of noise generated a t  the antennas, due to coupling with the antennas 
to  the solar wind. It i s  always observed when the solar wind plasma 
density is  unusually large, say. greater than a few tens of particles per cubic 
centimeter. In the spectrogram, this antenna coupling noise (or thermal 
noise) occurs over the band from a few kHz to about 200 kHz. A solar 
type 111 burst can be seen in the first few hours of the spectrum. The top 
panel in this spectrogram i l l us t ra tes  the polar izat ion s ignature  of these 
emissions. Black represents LH circular polarization. The AKR appears LH 
polarized, while the Type 111 burst and the  antenna coupling noise are 
unpolarized because they do not show a consistent polarization signature. 
Figure 6 does not give a good indication of the potential level of noise from 
solar Type 111 bursts. Figure 7. however, shows how the Type 111 bursts can 
completely dominate the noise background a t  times. The top panel cartoon 
is  useful in helping to identify the Type 111 bursts and the AKR. 
At somewhat higher frequencies. typically above 1 MHz. man-made noise and 
lightning rf  contribute significantly to the general level of noise observable a t  
1 AU. Figure 8, from RAE (Radio Astronomy Explorer) satellite observations 
near 9 MHz, shows antenna temperature contour levels in dB above 300 OK. 
The observations were made from an altitude of about 6000 km. Given the 
proper ionospheric conditions, almost any location on earth can produce easily 
detectable noise in the terrestrial vicinity. 
Figure 9 compares quantitatively some of the noise sources discussed above. 
The observations were made from the ISEE spacecraft, from out near the 
earth-sun libration point, several hundred RE from earth. Lacking i s  the 
contribution due to man-made noise. which would dominate a t  frequencies 
above 1000 kHz. Man-made noise would certainly be comparable to the IP 
storm level above 1 MHz, however. Two spectra are shown for the AKR: 
the lower one (dashed) illustrates the intensity level of AKR when observed 
over the dayside of earth, the higher one (solid) shows the level observed 
over the nightside. 
111 solar bursts observed during an interplanetary (IP) "storm". 
IP storm is the radio noise due to a succession of Type 
Table 1 provides a summary of the recognized low-frequency noise sources 
near 1 AU. Items 
with an "X" in column 1 would be detectable on the lunar far side. Others 
should be undetectable due either to the shielding provided by the moon, or 
because, as with Uranus, the emission is too weak. 
They are tabulated in  approximate order of importance. 
Table 1 
LOW-FREQUENCY NOISE SOURCES at 1AU 
~ ~ 
Source Frequency Pol Level spacecraft 
Terrestrial 1 MHz - Day yes v. strong 
Atmospherics 
x Type Ill 20 kHz - Day no strong 
Bursts 
AKR 20 - 750 kHz yes strong 
x AKR' 20 - 100 kHz ? moderate ISEE 
x Antenna dc - 200 kHz no strong 
x Jupiter 20 kHz - 40 MHz yes moderate V1, V2, ISEE, RAE 
x Saturn 20 kHz - 1 MHz yes moderate ISEE 
Coupling 
Uranus 20 kHz - 850 kHz yes v. weak IMP-6 (?) 
Neptune ? 
Notes to Table 1 
0 Note that two of the major sources, namely, terrestrial atmospherics and AKR do not 
0 Type 111 bursts would be detectable over approximately 1/2 of each lunation. 
0 AKR' (AKR prime) i s  a recently discovered low-frequency component of the AKR that 
is of moderate intensity, but very infrequently observed. It may originate on field lines 
far down the earth's tail and would therefore be observable over half a lunation. This 
particular component may represent an important science objective of the array. 
0 Antenna coupling noise would be detectable during times when the array i s  immersed in 
the solar wind (approximately half a lunation) provided the solar wind density i s  
extremely high (a few hours each month). 
e &ally. the planetary sources Jupiter and Saturn should be relatively easy to  detect and 
would represent important science objectives of the array. 
present a noise problem on the far side. 
Table 2 provides a rough comparison of spacecraft antenna systems with which 
the author has had personal experience. A scorecard is  included to evaluate 
the relative successes of each. It i s  clear, of  course, tha t  for planetary 
observations, 'going there' i s  the bes t  bet. Hence Voyager, wi th  only a 
10-meter dipole, has detected the most planets. If confined to the near-earth 
vicinity, then residing in  a n  r f  quite neighborhood i s  the  next-best thing. 
Hence ISEE, fixed a t  the earth-sun libration point on the earth's dayside has 
done extremely well. If ISEE had to make observations above 9 MHz (the 
dayside critical frequency), however, it would not do very well owing to likely 
interference from terrestrial atmospherics. RAE, surprisingly, has not done that 
well considering the size of its antenna system. This is particularly true below 
1 MHz. I believe this fact underscores the importance of the observing mode 
in helping to properly identify the myriad of signals incident on space-based 
receiver systems. ISEE, with a small antenna system, maintains a very good 
identification record due to the spinning platform from which the observations 
were made. Harmonic phase fits to the intensity modulations from various 
sources helped considerably in identifying signals. 
Table 2 
Spacecraft Antenna Systems: Comparison 
Spacecraft Antenna Scorecard 
physical electrical observation 
length type mode 
RAE 460 rn travelling transit J (not easily) 
IMP-6 90 rn electrically spinning J (easily), U(?) 
wave V 
short 
ISEE 90 rn electrically spinning J. S (both easily) 
short 
Voyager 10 rn electrically encounter J ,  S, U 
short 
J = Jupiter 
S = Saturn 
U = Uranus 
Summarizing, in low frequency radio astronomy a quiet environment and a 
clever observing scheme are far more important than massive antenna 
structures, This general 'philosophy of low frequency radio astronomy' 
argues strongly for individual array elements that are very simple in design, 
such as simple short dipoles, rather than individual elements that  are 
complex, such as log spirals or large Vee structures. This simplicity is more 
than made up for by the use of aperture synthesis, which i s  in a sense the 
I' ' 
/ 
modern-day equivalent of the spinning platform used on ISEE to identify the 
direction of arrival of incoming signals. 
3. Science Rationale from a Planetary Perspective 
As i s  apparent from Figure 10, most of the interesting work that can be 
done in planetary radio astronomy is below 1 MHz. The spectral peaks of 
the emissions discovered by the PRA experiment onboard Voyager are a l l  in 
the neighborhood of 100 - 1000 kHz. These are radio components that 
cannot be observed from the ground, and can only be detected from space in 
quiet rf' environments. 
Planet by planet, the emission components of immediate interest and whose 
study would most l ike ly  have far-reaching implications for solar-system 
research are as follows: 
earth Although the primary component of the terrestrial emission, AKR, 
is invisible from the lunar far side, of potentially great interest i s  
the recently discovered (what I have called here) AKR' emission. 
It occurs only infrequently, but may be very important in mapping 
the plasma dynamics of the earth's magnetic t a i l  regions during 
disturbed, auroral-related, conditions. Very l i t t le  is  known about 
this emission a t  present, but if i t s  importance to  t a i l  dynamics 
holds up, then a lunar monitoring platform would be ideal for i t s  
study. 
Jupiter The kilometer-wavelength components of Jupiter's emission 
(labelled KOM in Figure 10) are important in understanding the 
dynamics of  t h e  lo plasma torus. Presently, and for the 
foreseeable future, lo and i t s  related plasma torus, play an 
extremely important role in understanding the physics of  the  
jovian system. Study of the KOM provides one of the few ways, 
along with spectroscopy, in which the lo system can be monitored 
remotely. 
Saturn The Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) is fairly well understood, 
although further monitoring would almost surely turn up additional 
surprises. An important advantage in  monitoring the SKR, 
however, i s  t he  f a c t  that  t h e  S K R  is  strongly solar w ind  
controlled. Therefore. a record of the intensity level of the SKR 
i s  also a highly reliable record of solar wind conditions, i n  
particular the solar wind density, a t  a distance of 10 AU. This 
record may be of importance in deconvolving the low-frequency 
synthesis maps from the effects of interplanetary scintillations. 
In addition to the SKR. the Saturn Electrostatic Discharges, or 
SED, have provided extremely important information on Saturn's 
ionosphere, besides being an interesting phenomenon to  study in 
the i r  own right. Observations of  SED near 5 MHz yield 
information on variations in the ionospheric density: there i s  no 
other remote sensing technique capable of doing this. 
., 
, .-. 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1 Line drawing of the Voyager spacecraft showing i t s  complement 
of instruments. 
Figure 2 Frequency coverage of the radio astronomy inst rument  on 
Voyager. The radio emissions from Saturn, Uranus and the low 
frequency portion of the Jovian emission were unknown before 
Voyager. 
Figure 3 Trajectory of the two Voyagers. 
in August, 1989. 
Voyager 2 encounters Neptune 
Figure 4 Radio spectrogram showing 24 hours of da ta  from Voyager 1. 
In each frame, 1 kHz is a t  the top and 1320 kHz is  a t  the 
bottom. Several solar type 111 bursts and several episodes of  
Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) are visible. 
(top) Radio spectrogram taken near Saturn showing 20 minutes 
of activi ty during an intense period of SED (Saturn electrostatic 
discharge) activity. (bottom) Periodic nature o f  t h e  SED 
'storms' over a 7-day span from which it was deduced that the 
SED were coming from an equatorial storm system i n  the 
atmosphere of the planet. 
Figure 5 
Figure 6 Typical radio spectrogram of radio frequency 'noise' environment 
near 1 AU. 
Figure 7 Radio spectrogram from ISEE-1 showing the intensity of solar 
type 111 bursts [from Farrell and Gurnett]. 
Figure 8 lsocontours of antenna temperature from RAE-1 observations a t  
an altitude of 6000 km. Noise is due t o  the combination of 
lightning activity and man-made transmissions a t  9 MHz. 
Flux spectrum showing typical noise levels of the most important 
noise sources a t  1 AU. Included are AKR (lower l imit), solar 
type 111 emission (IP). and antenna thermal noise due to coupling 
with the solar wind. 
Figure 9 
Figure 10 Median flux densities of the known planetary sources normalized 
to  a standard distance of 1 AU. The dashed portion of the  
Jupiter curve is what was known before Voyager. 
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THE E F F E C T S  OF S C A T T E R I N G  A N D  S C I N T I L L A T I O N  I N  T H E  
INTERSTELLAR A N D  INTERPLANETARY MEDIUMS 
B r i a n  D e n n i s o n  
D e p a r t m e n t  of P h y s i c s  
B l a c k s b u r g ,  V A  24061 
V i r g i n i a  P o l y t e c h n i c  I n s t i t u t e  a n d  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  
ABSTRACT 
R a d i o  waves a r e  s c a t t e r e d  i n  p r o p a g a t i n g  t h r o u g h  t h e  
i n t e r s t e l l a r  a n d  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  mediums. T h i s  e f f e c t  s e t s  l i m i t s  
t o  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  t h a t  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d  w i t h  a l o w  
f r e q u e n c y  a r r a y .  Here, w e  r e v i e w  t h e  " s t a n d a r d  model" for 
s c a t t e r i n g ,  a n d  we u s e  i t  t o  e s t i m a t e  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  r e l e v a n t  t o  
a l u n a r  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  a r r a y .  A t  a f r e q u e n c y  of 1 MHz, t h e  maximum 
u s e f u l  b a s e l i n e  i s  s e v e r a l  t e n s  of k i l o m e t e r s .  A t  h i g h e r  
f r e q u e n c i e s  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  s m a l l e r ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  l o n g e r  
b a s e l i n e s  c a n  be  u s e d  t o  a c h i e v e  g r e a t e r  r e s o l u t i o n .  W i t h i n  t h e s e  
l i m i t a t i o n s  a wide  r a n g e  of f o r e f r o n t  s c i e n t i f i c  i n v e s t i s a t i o n s  
would  b e  p o s s i b l e .  R e g a r d i n g  p r o p a g a t i o n  phenomena,  a l u n a r  a r r a y  
has  t h e  d i s t i n c t  a d v a n t a g e  of b e i n g  o u t s i d e  t h e  E a r t h ' s  
m a g n e t o p o a u s e  i n  w h i c h  s i g n i f i c a n t  r e f r a c t i o n  a n d  b i r e f r i n g e n c e  
o c c u r  a t  l o w  f r e q u e n c i e s .  
I N T R O D U C T I  O N  
D e n s i t y  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  i n  t h e  i n t e r s t e l l a r  medium ( ISM) a n d  
t h e  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  medium (IPM) a r e  known t o  s c a t t e r  r a d i o  waves;  
a n d  i n  some c a s e s  c a u s e  f l u c t u a t i o n s  ( s c i n t i l l a t i o n )  i n  t h e  
r e c e i v e d  a m p l i t u d e ,  p h a s e ,  a n d  i n t e n s i t y .  B e c a u s e  t h e s e  e f f e c t s  - 
o c c u r  i n  a n  i o n i z e d  gas, t h e y  a r e  s t r o n g e r  a t  l o w e r  f r e q u e n c i e s .  
Not s u p r i s i n g l y ,  s c a t t e r i n g  phenomena r e s u l t  i n  f u n d a m e n t a l  
l i m i t a t i o n s  r e l e v a n t  t o  a n y  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  a r r a y .  
I n  what  f o l l o w s ,  a s i m p l i f i e d ,  h e u r i s t i c  p r e s e n t a t i o n  of t h e  
" s t a n d a r d  model"  f o r  i n t e r s t e l l a r  a n d  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  
d i s c u s s e d ,  d r a w n  m a i n l y  from Cohen a n d  Cronyn  (19741, a n d  D e n n i s o n  
( 1 9 8 7 ,  1988). The r e a d e r  s h o u l d  c o n s u l t  R i c k e t t  (19771 a n d  C o r d e s  
e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 5 )  f o r  g r e a t e r  d e t a i l .  U s i n g  t h i s  model  a n d  
e x t r a p o l a t i n g  e x i s t i n g  d a t a ,  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  r e l e v a n t  t o  a l u n a r  
low f r e q u e n c y  a r r a y  ( L L F A )  a r e  t h e n  d e t e r m i n e d .  
THE "STANDARD MODEL"  
F O R  INTERSTELLAR A N D  I N T E R P L A N E T A R Y  SCATTERING 
I t  i s  w e l l  known t h a t  i n h o m o g e n i t i e s  on  a r a n g e  o f  s p a t i a l  
s c a l e s  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  s c a t t e r i n g .  The power s p e c t r u m  of  e l e c t r o n  
d e n s i t y  f l u c t u a t i o n s  c a n  be a d e q u a t e l y  r e p r e s e n t e d  b y  
2 where  q i s  t h e  s p a t i a l  wavenumber,  a n d  t h e  c o e f f i c e n t ,  C n  , 
q u a n t i f i e s  t h e  " s t r e n g t h  of t u r b u l e n c e "  a t  a n y  p a r t i c u l a r  l o c a t i o n  
w i t h i n  t h e  medium. The power  law i n d e x ,  4, i s  i n  most c a s e s  
t h o u g h t  t o  b e  i n  t h e  r a n g e  3.5 < A < 4 . 5 ,  w i t h  t h e  K o l m o g o r o f f  
v a l u e ,  i . e .  d = 11/3 f r e q u e n t l y  i n v o k e d .  The power  l aw  d e p e n d e n c e  
is g e n e r a l l y  v a l i d  o v e r  a r a n g e  of s p a t i a l  wavenumbers ,  g i v e n  b y  
q l  < q < q2,  where  q 1  a n d  q 2  a r e  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  t h e  o u t e r  a n d  
i n n e r  s c a l e s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
A common s i t u a t i o n  i s  d e p i c t e d  i n  F i S u r e  1. B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  
d e n s i t y  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  ( a n d  t h e  c o n s e q u e n t  i r r e g u l a r i t i e s  i n  
r e f r a c t i v e  i n d e x ) ,  a w a v e f r o n t  e m e r g e n t  f rom t h e  medium i s  
c o r r u g a t e d ,  w h e r e a s  i t  was p r e v i o u s l y  p l a n e ,  o r  more g e n e r a l l y  
s p h e r i c a l .  The p h a s e  f l u c t u a t i o n  i n  t h e  e m e r g e n t  wave 
d e c o r r e l a t e s  o n  t r a n s v e r s e  s c a l e ,  Le. F o r  = 11/3. 
1 - O s  LI a u"' [ J C n 2 (  Z )  dZ 
where  t h e  i n t e g r a l  i s  t a k e n  a l o n g  a r a y  p a t h  t h r o u g h  t h e  medium. 
A d i r e c t  c o n s e q u e n c e  o f  t h e  c o r r u g a t e d  s t r u c t u r e  o f  t h e  e m e r g e n t  
w a v e f r o n t  i s  t h a t  r a y  t r a j e c t o r i e s  a r e  no  l o n g e r  p a r a l l e l  ( f o r  a n  
i n i t i a l l y  p l a n e  wave) .  Hence,  t h e  r a y s  a r e  s c a t t e r e d  t h r o u g h  
v a r i o u s  a n g l e s .  The w i d t h  o f  t h i s  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  
by the s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e .  es. which  i s  g i v e n  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  b y  
0 s  = A I L 0  , 
where  is t h e  w a v e l e n g t h  of t h e  r a d i a t i o n .  
Ueak S c a t t e r i n g  
I n  F i g u r e  1, t h e  o b s e r v e r  i s  l o c a t e d  s u f f i c i e n t l y  c l o s e  t o  
t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  s c r e e n  t h a t  t h e  r a y  d i s p l a c e m e n t s  i n  t h e  o b s e r v e r ' s  
p l a n e  d u e  t o  s c a t t e r i n g  a r e  much s m a l l e r  t h a n  t h e  p h a s e  
f l u c t u a t i o n  s c a l e ,  LO. T h a t  i s  
where  z is t h e  d i s t a n c e  t o  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  s c r e e n .  (Many  o f  t h e  
f e a t u r e s  of a n  e x t e n d e d  medium may be a p p r o x i m a t e l y  u n d e r s t o o d  
u s i n g  t h i s  p i c t u r e  b y  s e t t i n g  z e q u a l  t o  t h e  d i s t a n c e  t o  t h e  
I ' I  I-' 
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Figure I - Weak s c a t t e r i n s .  I n i t i a l l y  p l a n e  waves emerge from t h e  
s c r e e n  c o r r u g a t e d ,  h a v i n g  phase  c o h e r e n c e  l e n g t h  L e .  The rms 
d e f l e c t i o n  i s  0s. The dominant c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t h e  d i f f r a c t i o n  
i n t e g r a l  for  t h e  complex  v o l t a g e  a t  an a r r a y  e l e m e n t  comes from a 
r e g i o n  of s c a l e  s i z e  F = m, 
s c a t t e r i n g  z B s  < <  F < <  Le. 
t h e  F r e s n e l  s c a l e .  For weak 
m i d p o i n t  i n  t h e  medium.)  T h i s  c o n d i t i o n  i s  known a s  weak 
s c a t t e r i n g .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  F e r m a t '  s p r i n c i p l e ,  t h e  c o m p l e x  v o l t a g e  
a t  e a c h  a r r a y  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  o b s e r v e r ' s  p l a n e  i s  o b t a i n e d  b y  
i n t e g r a t i n g  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n s  f rom a l l  p a r t s  of t h e  w a v e f r o n t ,  
e a c h  of w h i c h  i s  t o  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a r a d i a t i o n  s o u r c e .  The 
d o m i n a n t  c o n t r i b u t i o n  comes from a r e g i o n  of s c a l e  s i z e  m a t  
t h e  s c r e e n ,  t h e  F r e s n e l  s c a l e .  S i n c e  t h i s  s c a l e  i s  j u s t  t h e  
geometric mean of 20s  a n d  L e ,  w e  h a v e  
f o r  weak s c a t t e r i n g .  
S i n c e  t h e  w a v e f r o n t ,  p h a s e  d o e s  n o t  f l u c t u a t e  s i g n i f i c a n t l y  
over t h e  F r e s n e l  s c a l e ,  t h e  p h a s e  a t  a n  a r r a y  e l e m e n t  i s  w e l l  
d e t e r m i n e d  from t h e  o p t i c a l  p a t h  l e n g t h  o f  t h e  r a y  r e a c h i n g  t h a t  
e l e m e n t .  E a c h  a r r a y  e l e m e n t  t h e n  s u f f e r s  some " p r o p a g a t i o n  
p h a s e . "  The r e s u l t a n t  s h i f t  i n  f r i n g e  p h a s e  o n  some b a s e l i n e  i s  
j u s t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  i n  p r o p a g a t i o n  p h a s e s  f o r  t h e  two e l e m e n t s .  
B a s e l i n e s  much s h o r t e r  t h a n  L e ,  would h a v e  n e g l i g i b l e  c o r r u p t i o n  
i n  t h e  f r i n g e  p h a s e  ( 6 a P m s  < <  1 r a d i a n ) .  On b a s e l i n e s  much l o n g e r  
t h a n  L 0 ,  t h e  f r i n g e  p h a s e  would  be e s s e n t i a l l y  random,  f l u c t u a t i n g  
o n  t imesca le  7 = L0/v ,  where  v i s  t h e  t r a n s v e r s e  v e l o c i t y  of t h e  
medium, r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  l i n e  of s i g h t .  Note  t h a t  no  d e g r a d a t i o n  
of t h e  i n s t a n t a n e o u s .  v i s i b i l i t y  a m p l i t u d e s  o c c u r s .  The a m p l i t u d e s  
do ,  however ,  f l u c t u a t e  s l i g h t l y  d u e  t o  d i f f r a c t i o n ;  f o r  t h e  l i m i t  
d i s c u s s e d  h e r e ,  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  i n t e n s i t y  s c i n t i l l a t i o n  i n d e x  i s  
much l e s s  t h a n  I. 
T h e s e  e f f e c t s  c a n  a l s o  be  r e a d i l y  u n d e r s t o o d  a s  a p p a r e n t  
image wander  o v e r  a n g u l a r  s c a l e s  = Os, o c c u r i n g  o n  t i m e s c a l e ,  T .  
C l e a r l y ,  t h e  f r i n g e  a m p l i t u d e  on  b a s e l i n e s  > Le  i s  s e v e r e l y  
d i m i n i s h e d  i f  i n t e g r a t i o n  t i m e s  > T a r e  u s e d .  
Wi th  a s u f f i c i e n t l y  s h o r t  i n t e g r a t i o n  t i m e  ( < <  TI, t h e  
p r o p a g a t i o n - i n d u c e d  d i s t o r t i o n s  of t h e  f r i n g e  p h a s e  c a n  be  
r emoved ,  i f  t h r e e  o r  more a r r a y  e l e m e n t s  a r e  u s e d .  T h i s  i s  
p o s s i b l e  b e c a u s e  ( N2 - N) /2 i n d e p e n d e n t  f r i n g e  p h a s e  m e a s u r e m e n t s  
a r e  made p e r  i n t e g r a t i o n  p e r i o d .  ( N  i s  t h e  number of a r r a y  
e l e m e n t s . )  V a r i o u s  we l l -known a n a l y s i s  t e c h n i q u e s  s u c h  a s  s e l f -  
c a l i b r a t i o n  a n d  g l o b a l  f r i n g e  f i t t i n g  h a v e  b e e n  d e v e l o p e d  t o  
h a n d l e  t h i s  p r o b l e m .  T h e r e f o r e ,  r e c o v e r y  of much, i f  n o t  most, of 
t h e  s o u r c e  s t r u c t u r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  p o s s i b l e .  
S c a t t e r i n g  i n  t h e  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  medium i s  weak a t  
f r e q u e n c i e s  300 MHz, a t  s o l a r  e l o n g a t i o n s  & 15  d e g r e e s ;  a n d  i n  
t h e  i n t e r s t e l l a r  medium a t  f r e q u e n c i e s  8 7 G H z ,  a t  g a l a c t i c  
l a t i t u d e s  a b o v e  a b o u t  20  d e g r e e s .  An LLFA, however ,  c a n  b e  
e x p e c t e d  t o  o p e r a t e  i n  d o m a i n s  i n  wh ich  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s  d o  n o t  
o b t a i n .  Hence,  i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  c o n s i d e r  s t r o n g  s c a t t e r i n g  a s  
w e l l .  
S t r o n g  S c a t t e r i n q  
F i g u r e  2 d e p i c t s  a s i t u a t i o n  i n  w h i c h  t h e  o b s e r v e r  i s  
s u f f i c i e n t l y  f a r  f r o m  t h e  s c r e e n  t h a t  
T h i s  i s  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  for s t r o n g  s c a t t e r i n g .  N o t e  t h a t  s i n c e  
L o a  + I s 2 ,  a n d  B e e  - J - 2 . 2 ,  t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  o c c u r s  i n  a n y  c a s e  a t  a 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  l o w  f r e q u e n c y .  An o b s e r v e r  r e c e i v e s  a n  a n g u l a r  
s p e c t r u m  of r a y s  of a p p r o x i m a t e  w i d t h ,  0s. I f  t h e  i n s t r u m e n t a l  
b a n d w i d t h  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  s m a l l  ( 6 2 c / (  z B s 2 ) ) ,  t h e n  i n t e r f e r e n c e  
among t h e  r e c e i v e d  r a y s  r e s u l t s  i n  s i g n i f i c a n t  i n t e n s i t y  
f l u c t u a t i o n s  ( s t r o n g  s c i n t i l l a t i o n ,  w i t h  i n d e x  = 1). Also, t h e  
p h a s e  i n  t h e  o b s e r v e r *  s p l a n e  f l u c t u a t e s  r a n d o m l y ,  d e c o r r e l a t i n g  
o n  s p a t i a l  s c a l e s  = Lo. T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  f r i n g e  p h a s e  o n  b a s e l i n e s  
l o n g e r  t h a n  L O  i s  random,  a n d  i t  f l u c t u a t e s  o n  t i m e s c a l e s  = LO/v. 
For a p o i n t  s o u r c e  of r a d i a t i o n ,  t h e  f r i n g e s  c o u l d ,  i n  
p r i n c i p a l  a t  l e a s t ,  be  r e c o v e r e d  u s i n s  t e c h n i q u e s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  
d i s c u s s e d  i n  t h e  c o n t e x t  of weak s c a t t e r i n g .  B e c a u s e  b o t h  
a m p l i t u d e  a n d  phase s c i n t i l l a t i o n  a r e  p r e s e n t ,  e a c h  e l e m e n t  is 
c o r r u p t e d  b y  a c o m p l e x  f a c t o r ,  w h i c h  v a r i e s  o n  t i m e s c a l e ,  T .  W i t h  
f o u r  or more e l e m e n t s ,  t h i s  c o r r u p t i o n  c a n  b e  r e m o v e d  u s i n g  p h a s e  
a n d  a m p l i t u d e  c l o s u r e .  The  r e s u l t ,  h o w e v e r ,  wou ld  b e  
u n i n t e r e s t i n g  u n i t  v i s i b i l i t y  f r i n g e s !  T o  b e  i n t e r e s t i n g ,  a 
source  s h o u l d  h a v e  s t r u c t u r e  o n  a n g u l a r  s c a l e s  r e s o l v a b l e  b y  t h e  
a r ray .  If B M A X  i s  t h e  l o n s e s t  b a s e l i n e  i n  t h e  a r r a y ,  t h e n  t o  b e  
a t  l e a s t  p a r t l y  r e s o l v e d ,  t h e  s o u r c e  s h o u l d  h a v e  s t r u c t u r e  o n  
s c a l e s  > 8 = X / B M A X .  I t  i s  i m p o r t a n t  t o  compare t h i s  a n g u l a r  
s c a l e  t o  t h e  c r i t i c a l  a n g l e ,  B c ,  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  d e f i n e d  a s  t h e  
a n g l e  s u b t e n d e d  b y  t h e  p h a s e  c o h e r e n c e  l e n g t h  a t  t h e  s c r e e n ,  i . e .  - 
0~ = L a / z .  I f  e > B c ,  t h e n  t h e  s o u r c e  c a n  n o  l o n g e r  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  
a p o i n t  s o u r c e ,  d i f f e r e n t  p a r t s  of t h e  s o u r c e  s u f f e r  u n c o r r e l a t e d  
p h a s e  c o r r u p t i o n s ,  a n d  t h e  t r u e  s o u r c e  s t r u c t u r e  c a n n o t  b e  
r e c o n s t r u c t e d .  C o n d i t i o n s  i n  t h e  ISM r e s u l t  i n  a v e r y  s m a l l  v a l u e  
f o r  ec, much s m a l l e r  t h a n  mos t  s o u r c e s  of i n t e r e s t .  For 
u l t r a c o m p a c t  s o u r c e s ,  s u c h  a s  p u l s a r s ,  t h e  b a s e l i n e s  r e q u i r e d  t o  
r e s o l v e  a n g u l a r  s c a l e s  c o m p a r a b l e  t o  B c ,  or s m a l l e r ,  a r e  ?; z B s .  
I n  most s i t u a t i o n s ,  t h i s  i m p l i e s  e x c e e d i n g l y  l o n g  b a s e l i n e s ,  o f  
a s t ronomica l  u n i t  d i m e n s i o n s  a t  G H z  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  Qiven  t h e  
c o n s t r a i n t s  s e t  b y  t h e  ISM. 
We f i n d ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  t h e  s t r u c t u r e s  e x a m i n e d  w i t h  a n  
LLFA w o u l d  b e  c o n s i d e r a b l y  l a r g e r  t h a n  0 ~ .  I n  t h i s  c a s e ,  
i n t r i n s i c  s t r u c t u r e  i s  i r r e t r i e v a l b l y  s m o o t h e d  b y  a n  a n g u l a r  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  of w i d t h ,  B e ,  i f  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  s t r o n g .  T h i s  s e t s  
a f i r m  l i m i t  t o  t h e  a c h i e v a b l e  r e s o l u t i o n .  B a s e l i n e s  l o n g e r  t h a n  
X / B s  = L o 3  wou ld  show d i m i n i s h e d  v i s i b i l i t y  d u e  to s c a t t e r i n g .  
Hence ,  t h e  l o n g e s t  u s e f u l  b a s e l i n e s  wou ld  be  s e v e r a l  t i m e s  L e .  
A 
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F i g u r e  2 - S t r o n g  s c a t t e r i n g .  I n  t h i s  case t h e  r a y  d i s p l a c e m e n t s  
e x c e e d  t h e  p h a s e  c o h e r e n c e  s c a l e ,  a n d  a n  o b s e r v e r  r e c e i v e s  a n  
a n g u l a r  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of r ays  o f  w i d t h ,  9 s .  I n t e r f e r e n c e  among t h e  
r e c e i v e d  rays  r e s u l t s  i n  i n t e n s i t y  s c i n t i l l a t i o n s  i f  a p o i n t  
s o u r c e  i s  o b s e r v e d  w i t h  s h o r t  t i m e  r e s o l u t i o n ,  a n d  i f  t h e  
b a n d w i d t h  i s  s u f f i c i e n t l y  n a r r o w  t h a t  a p p r o x i m a t e  c o h e r e n c e  i s  
m a i n t a i n e d  over t h e  e x t r a  p a t h  l e n g t h  ( z e s 2 )  / 2 .  The f l u c t u a t i n g  
i n t e n s i t y  i s  shown s c h e m a t i c a l l y .  I n  v i r t u a l l y  a l l  c a s e s  of 
i n t e r e s t ,  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e  i s  a f i r m  l o w e r  l i m i t  t o  t h e  
a c h i e v a b l e  a n g u l a r  r e s o l u t i o n .  
CONSTRAINTS O N  THE LLFA 
The I n t e r s t e l l a r  Medium 
I n t e r s t e l l a r  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  t y p i c a l l y  s t r o n g  f o r  d <  7 GHz, 
a l o n g  l i n e s  of s i g h t  t o  e x t r a g a l a c t i c  s o u r c e s  a t  m o d e r a t e  t o  h i g h  
l a t i t u d e s  ( > 2 0  d e g r e e s )  ( C o r d e s  e t  a l .  1 9 8 4 ) .  A t  l o w e r  g a l a c t i c  
l a t i t u d e s ,  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  f r e q u e n c y  ( s e p a r a t i n g  s t r o n g  a n d  weak 
s c a t t e r i n g )  i s  e v e n  h i g h e r .  C l e a r l y ,  w e  a r e  w e l l  w i t h i n  t h e  l i m i t  
of s t r o n g  s c a t t e r i n g  as  f a r  a s  t h e  LLFA i s  c o n c e r n e d .  
E x t r a p o l a t i n g  f r o m  m e a s u r e m e n t s  made a t  GHz f r e q u e n c i e s  ( C o r d e s  e t  
a l .  1 9 8 4 1 ,  w e  h a v e  f o r  t h e  c r i t i c a l  a n d  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e s  
ec  e [IO"O - >  I O - '  a r c s e c ~  - J R 1 s 2  
for \ b [ >  2 0  d e g r e e s .  d m  i s  t h e  f r e q u e n c y  i n  Mhz. The 
e x t r a p o l a t i o n  is somewhat  u n c e r t a i n  a s  t h e  most a p p r o p r i a t e  v a l u e  
of t h e  power  law i n d e x  i s  unknown. Also,  t h e r e  i s  c o n s i d e r a b l e  
v a r i a t i o n  i n  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  m a g n i t u d e  f r o m  o n e  l i n e  o f  s i g h t  t o  
t h e  n e x t .  T h e r e f o r e ,  t h e s e  m a g n i t u d e s  m u s t  be  r e g a r d e d  as  
typical. S i n c e  t h e  e f f e c t i v e  r e s o l u t i o n  c a n n o t  u s e f u l l y  be much 
b e t t e r  t h a n  8 6 ,  we f i n d  t h a t  w e  a r e  l i m i t e d  t o  b a s e l i n e s ,  
B 5 5 0  km 
I t  is a l s o  n o t e d  i n  p a s s i n g  t h a t  b e l o w  a b o u t  1 MHz, t h e  g a l a x y  
is a t  l e a s t  p a r t i a l l y  o p a q u e  d u e  t o  f r e e - f r e e  a b s o r p t i o n .  Hence ,  
t h i s  f r e q u e n c y  is p r o b a b l y  c l o s e  t o  a l o w e r  l i m i t  for 
e x t r a g a l a c t i c ,  a n d  many g a l a c t i c ,  o b s e r v a t i o n s .  
The I n t e r u l a n e t a r y  Medium 
R e c e n t l y ,  D e n n i s o n  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 8 8 )  r e p o r t e d  i n t e r f e r o m e t r i c  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  of i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  p h a s e  s c i n t i l l a t i o n s  a t  327 MHz. 
E x t r a p o l a t i n g  t h e i r  r e s u l t s  t o  l o w e r  f r e q u e n c i e s  y i e l d s  
Lm = 5 t o  1 5  km a t  I H H z  and  a s o l a r  e l o n g a t i o n  o f  75 d e g r e e s .  
The '  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  s c a t t e r i n g  a n g l e s  a r e  2 t o  3. 5 d e g r e e s .  S i n c e  
u n d e r  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  s t r o n g ,  t h e s e  s c a t t e r i n g  
a n g l e s  r e p r e s e n t  r e s o l u t i o n  l i m i t s .  O f  c o u r s e ,  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  
a n g l e s  w i l l  b e  somewhat  s m a l l e r  a t  l a r g e r  e l o n g a t i o n  a n g l e s .  A t  
1 HHz, t h e n ,  t h e  maximum u s e f u l  b a s e l i n e s  w i l l  be  l i m i t e d  t o  
s e v e r a l  t e n s  o f  k i l o m e t e r s .  A t  somewhat  h i g h e r  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  t h e  
l i m i t a t i o n s  w i l l  much l e s s  s e v e r e ,  s i n c e  8s 0~ 4 - 2 . 2  . T h e s e  
r e s u l t s  a r e  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  c o n s i s t e n t  w i t h  E r i c k s o n ' s  ( 1 9 6 4 )  
f o r m u l a  f o r  € I s ,  w h i c h  p r e d i c t s  8 s  = 1 . 2 5  d e g r e e s  a t  a n  e l o n g a t i o n  
a n g l e  of 75 d e g r e e s  a n d  4 = I MHz. The m i n o r  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  
t h e  t w o  p r e d i c t i o n s  may be  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  t h e  p h a s e s  i n  t h e  s o l a r  
c y c l e  when t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  d a t a  s e t s  were  t a k e n .  
I n  g e n e r a l ,  t h e  l i m i t  s e t  b y  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  
B < 30 km 4 ~ ' ' ~  ( f o r  s t r o n g  s c a t t e r i n g ) .  
w 
As i n d i c a t e d  a b o v e ,  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  s t r o n g  i n  
v i r t u a l l y  a l l  d i r e c t i o n s  a t  I MHz. The  t r a n s i t i o n  t o  weak 
s c a t t e r i n g  o c c u r s  a r o u n d  4 0  MHz a t  a n  e l o n g a t i o n  of 7 5  d e g r e e s ,  
a n d  v a r i e s  w i t h  e l o n g a t i o n  a n g l e .  A t  t h e  h i g h e r  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  a t  
w h i c h  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  i s  weak, t h e  a b o v e  l i m i t a t i o n  n e e d  n o t  a p p l y ,  
p r o v i d e d  s u f f i c i e n t l y  s h o r t  i n t e g r a t i o n  t i m e s  a r e  u s e d .  
D I  SCUSSI O N  A N D  CONCLUSIONS 
The r e s o l u t i o n  l i m i t s  s e t  b y  i n t e r s t e l l a r  a n d  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  
s c a t t e r i n g  a r e  c o m p a r a b l e  a t  v e r y  low f r e q u e n c i e s .  The maximum 
u s e f u l  b a s e l i n e  i s  of o r d e r  t e n s  of k i l o m e t e r s  a t  1 MHz, a n d  
i n c r e a s e s  i n  r o u g h  p r o p o r t i o n  t o  f r e q u e n c y .  W i t h i n  t h e s e  
r e s o l u t i o n  l i m i t s ,  a wide r a n s e  of f o r e f r o n t  s c i e n t i f i c  
i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  w i l l  b e  p o s s i b l e ,  i n c l u d i n g  mapp ing  of t h e  g a l a c t i c  
n o n t h e r m a l  e m i s s i o n ,  g a l a c t i c  t h e r m a l  a b s o r p t i o n  s t u d i e s ,  s p e c t r a l  
o b s e r v a t i o n s  of p u l s a r s ,  s u p e r n o v a  r e m n a n t s ,  a n d  e x t r a g a l a c t i c  
s o u r c e s ,  a n d  d e t a i l e d  s t u d i e s  of p l a n e t a r y  e m i s s i o n s  ( D e n n i s o n  e t  
al. 1 9 8 6 ) .  I n d e e d ,  a n  a r r a y  of 10 km d i m e n s i o n s  may w e l l  b e  q u i t e  
a p p r o p r i a t e  f o r  a n  i n i t i a l  d e p l o y m e n t .  L a t e r  s t a g e s  c o u l d  
c o n c e i v a b l y  i n v o l v e  l o n g e r  b a s e l i n e s  wh ich  c o u l d  b e  u s e d  
p r o f i t a b l y  f o r  d e t a i l e d  mapp ing  of i n d i v i d u a l  s o u r c e s  a t  
f r e q u e n c i e s  :: I O  MHz. 
A l t h o u g h  s c a t t e r i n g  i m p o s e s  l i m i t a t i o n s  upon a n  LLFA, i t  i s  
a l s o  a n  i m p o r t a n t  o b j e c t  of i n v e s t i g a t i o n  ( D e n n i s o n  e t  a l .  1986). 
I n  t h i s  r ega rd ,  a s  i n  o t h e r  c a s e s ,  a n  LLFA w o u l d  b e  a u n i q u e  
i n s t r u m e n t .  By h a v i n g  b a s e l i n e s  s e v e r a l  t imes  t h e  p h a s e  c o h e r e n c e '  
l e n g t h ,  t h e  a p p a r e n t  s c a t t e r i n g  d i s k s  of i n d i v i d u a l  s o u r c e s  c o u l d  
be a c c u r a t e l y  mapped, a n d  p r o p e r t i e s  s u c h  a s  d i a m e t e r  a n d  
e c c e n t r i c i t y  d e t e r m i n e d .  I n t e r p l a n e t a r y  a n d  i n t e r s t e l l a r  
s c a t t e r i n g  c o u l d  b e  s e p a r a t e d  u s i n g  t h e  d e p e n d e n c e  of t h e  f o r m e r  
o n  s o l a r  e l o n g a t i o n ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i n t e r p l a n e t a r y  
s c a t t e r i n g  becomes  weak a t  f r e q u e n c i e s  of t e n s  of MHz. S i n c e  a 
s c a t t e r i n g  s i z e  measu remen t  would e f f e c t i v e l y  b e  made f o r  e v e r y  
s o u r c e  o b s e r v e d ,  i t  would be  p o s s i b l e  t o  map t h e  g a l a c t i c  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  of i n t e r s t e l l a r  s c a t t e r i n g .  T h i s  h a s  n o t  b e e n  
p o s s i b l e ,  s i n c e  a t  h i g h e r  f r e q u e n c i e s  i n t r i n s i c  s o u r c e  s i z e s  
d o m i n a t e  o v e r  s c a t t e r i n g .  The c o m b i n a t i o n  of s c a t t e r i n g  s i z e  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  a n d  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  a b s o r p t i o n  m e a s u r e m e n t s  would  
f a c i l i t a t e  a d e t e r m i n a t i o n  of t h e  f r a c t i o n a l  m o d u l a t i o n  of t h e  
i o n i z e d  gas d e n s i t y .  E c c e n t r i c i t y  i n  t h e  s c a t t e r i n g  d i s k s  w o u l d  
i n d i c a t e  t h e  p r e s e n c e  of a n  a n i s o t r o p y  i n  t h e  t u r b u l e n c e .  By 
c o m b i n i n g  s c a t t e r i n g  m e a s u r e m e n t  a t  v e r y  low f r e q u e n c i e s  w i t h  
t h o s e  a t  h i g h e r  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  i t  w i l l  be  p o s s i b l e  t o  a c c u r a t e l y  
d e t e r m i n e  t h e  power  l aw  i n d e x ,  a n d  t o  s e a r c h  f o r  t h e  e f f e c t s  of a n  
i n n e r  s c a l e  i n  t h e  wavenumber s p e c t r u m .  F i n a l l y ,  r e f r a c t i v e  
s c a t t e r i n g ,  i f  p r e s e n t ,  would p r o d u c e  n o t i c a b l e  d i s t o r t i o n s  s u c h  
as image d o u b l i n g .  I t  i s  w i d e l y  s u s p e c t e d  t h a t  r e f r a c t i v e  
s c a t t e r i n g  o c c u r s  i n  t h e  ISM, i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  d i f f r a c t i v e  
s c a t t e r i n g - d i s c u s s e d  a b o v e  ( R i c k e t t  e t  a l .  1984; S i m o n e t t i  e t  a l .  
1985). 
A n o t h e r  medium w h i c h  s h o u l d  b e  m e n t i o n e d  b r i e f l y  i s  t h e  
E a r t h ' s  m a g n e t o s p h e r e .  C lose  t o  t h e  E a r t h  s i g n i f i c a n t  r e f r a c t i o n  
a n d  b i r e f r i n c e  a r e  known t o  o c c u r  a t  l o w  f r e q u e n c i e s .  I n  
a d d i t i o n ,  i n t e n s e  a u r o r a l  k i l o m e t r i c  r a d i a t i o n  ( A K R )  i s  g e n e r a t e d  
a t  h i g h  m a g n e t i c  l a t i t u d e s .  The l u n a r  f a r s i d e  h a s  t h e  s i g n i f i c a n t  
a d v a n t a g e  of b e i n g  w e l l  b e y o n d  t h e  E a r t h ' s  m a g n e t o p a u s e ,  a n d  
t h e r e f o r e  o u t s i d e  t h e  r e g i o n  i n  w h i c h  s i g n i f i c a n t  r e f r a c t i o n  a n d  
b i r e f r i n g e n c e  o c c u r ,  e v e n  a t  1 MHz. T h i s  s i t e ,  of c o u r s e ,  h a s  t h e  
t r e m e n d o u s  a d v a n t a g e  of b e i n g  s h i e l d e d  f rom t h e  i n t e r f e r i n g  
e f f e c t s  of t h e  A K R  ( a s  w e l l  a s  man-made t e r r e s t r i a l  i n t e r f e r e n c e ) .  
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PART IV - DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR A LUNAR VLFA 
ENGINEERING 
f o r  
. 
A Lunar Far-Side Very Low Frequency Array 
S tewar t  W. Johnson 
The BDM Corporation 
June 1988 
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS 
The design drivers for a lunar far-side very low frequency 
array (VLFA) for astronomical observations from the lunar surface 
are listed in Table 1. The VLFA must be designed to gather data 
at frequencies of interest. It must achieve the desired 
sensitivity to small changes in brightness and also capability to 
respond to wide ranges of brightness. It must achieve spatial 
and temporal resolution to meet the needs of the community. A 
reasonable field of view of an appropriate part of the sky must 
be achieved. The operational mode must be selected whether it be 
scanning or aperture synthesis. 
Options discussed at the workshop included having a large 
area sparsely populated with dipoles, a small area densely 
populated, a small area densely populated with outriggers, and 
finally a large area densely populated with dipoles. 
The individual units of the array were discussed with the 
outcome being a conclusion that the individual units should be 
kept simple. Two options were dipoles and three-axis dipoles. 
Cross-links between the individual units and groupings of units 
are required and can take several forms including wires between 
units, radio links, fiber optic links, and some hybrid mix of 
1 inkages . 
A computer capability is required for the VLFA. The 
questions discussed related the computer being in situ at the 
VLFA on the lunar far-side or in lunar orbit or elsewhere. Other 
questions discussed related to the time-phasing of the 
establishment of the VLFA and the prospects for enhancing its 0 
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capability over time (Table 2). A phased development is 
desirable commencing with precursor missions to the Moon and 
evolving to an initial capability which can subsequently be 
enhanced. 
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I Initial Desiqn 
During workshop discussion it was decided that a strawman 
preliminary layout would involve 300 dipoles sited in a 17 km 
circle on the lunar far-side. The suggested location is in the 
crater Tsiolkovsky which has some relatively flat mare-like 
surfaces and is at reasonable latitude for viewing and longitude 
to escape Earth-originating interference. The operating 
frequencies range from'l to 30 MHz and the mode of operation is 
as an interferometer rather than a phased array. 
achievable at 1 MHz is to be 1". A power law distribution of 
dipoles within the 17 km diameter circle is desirable. The 
properties of the lunar array suggested are as in Basart and 
Burns Table I1 in this volume with incremental dipoles each one 
The resolution 
meter long, observing frequencies of 1, 3 ,  10 and 30 MHz; 
bandwidths such as 20 kHz at 1 MHz; and beamwidths ranging from a 
1" at 1 MHz to 2' at 30 MHz. The engineering challenge is to 
design and deploy this array at the preferred site on the 
far-side of the Moon. 
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Ensheerins for the VLFA 
The need for the VLFA is to engineer the installation with 
the technologies that make it possible for the VLFA to perform 
well for long periods of time with minimal intervention by humans 
or robots. Contamination and interference can best be limited by 
reducing the need for nearby operations which produce rocket 
plumes, space suit effluents, other gases, particulates, ground 
shock, and extraneous radio frequency signals. Technology needs 
for the VLFA are listed in Table 3 and the engineering challenges 
are enumerated in Table 4 .  
-4 -  
Table 3 
Technology Needs for the VLFA 
Deployment Capability (Vehicle with Robot) 
Delivery to Site Variable Terrain Accommodation 
Surface Transport Positioning capability 1 
0 Dipoles 
Solar cell 
Battery 
Radiation-hardened chip 
receiver 
transmitter 
Communication links between dipoles and central station 
Broad bandwidth with high radio band (GHz) 
Receiver Chips(VLSIC5 I 
very - lor  e-S=(e Intey+-e.fed C; r.=u ;fry 
A 
0 Central Station 
Computer 
Shielding (from cosmic rays, UV, infrared, meteoroids, 
etc.) 
Power 
Transmitter/Receiver 
Thermal Control 
Solar Flare Shelter for Human Visitors 
Vehicular servicing/control station 
0 Computer Algorithms 
0 Avoidance of Radio Interference 
Internal versus other VLFA components 
External-operations not associated with VLFA 
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Table 4 
ENGINEERING CHALLENGES FOR THE ARRAY 
Deployment in a Dusty Environment on Cratered, Unprepared 
surface; crater depth to diameter ratio 1 to 5; many 
blocks/boulders even on mare surfaces. 
a Performance in Vacuum/Vacuum Outgassing 
Maintaining Calibration in Thermal Environment 
temperature range 384  K to 102 K. 
temperature change 5 K degrees per hour at sunset 
a Designing Parts/Components for Temperature Extremes and 
Thermal Gradients 
Note: Number of cycles about one per month compared to LEO 
with about 4 8 0  per month. 
Radiation Hardening/Radiation Shielding for Cosmic and 
Solar Radiation Particularly for Electronics and Software 
a Environmental Degradation (e.g., from Ultraviolet Radiation 
Induced Degradation of Thermal Control Coatings) 
a Micrometeoroid Impact/Damage and Debris 
-6- 
A transportation system is needed to deliver the observatory 
components (the 3 0 0  dipoles and the central station) to the site 
in the crater Tsiolkovsky on the far-side of the moon. Surface 
transportation is needed to deploy the 300 dipoles in the desired 
power law distribution within a 17 kilometer diameter circle. 
Navigation options for the vehicle are noted in Table 5. 
Construction capability is needed to set up and shield the 
central station with its computer, transmitter/receiver, power 
supply, batteries, and thermal control capability. 
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Table 5 
DEPLOYMENT VEHICLE 
options: 
Inertial Navigation Units 
External Beacon 
Satellite 
Dead Reckoning 
steering angle and wheel rotation and slippage estimator 
Human operator (direct or telepresence) 
Hybrid-combination of capability 
The surface mobility units first used for deployment should 
subsequently be useful in maintenance and repair of the array. 
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VLFA COMPONENTS AND DESIGN 
Table 6 presents some design considerations for the 
components of the VLFA. Dipoles offer opportunities for 
innovative design. Each of 300 dipoles involves wires one meter 
in length, solar cells and batteries for power, and a receiver 
and transmitter requiring radiation-hardened chips, and thermal 
control which may be either passive or active to assure that high 
and low temperature bo'unds are not violated. 
Table 6 
Design Considerations for VLFA Components 
Electronics Packages -- Sizes, Power, Reliability, Redundancy, 
Repair, Aspects of Radiation Hardened Electronics--How 
Hard? Shielding required vs. hardness aspects: temperature 
range for operation vs. thermal control: heterodyne 
receiver? 
0 Recording of Data - how much, what type 
Data Processing - computational capability on the Moon 
Data Transmission 
Frequencies 
Bandwidths 
Uplinks 
Downlinks 
separation 
Compatibility with Science 
Compatibility with Satellites for Communication 
batteries DIPS (Dynamic Isotope Power System) 
a d  
0 Life-time of system.how to plan for life (degradation, upgrade A 
capability, etc.) e 
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The communications links between dipoles and the central 
station offer opportunities for technological innovation and 
creative engineering. 
its own radio frequency probably in the GHz range. 
scale integrated circuitry is rapidly advancing (according to 
Basart) and nay lead to a compact light-weight solution to the 
communications links problem. 
Each of the 300 or more dipoles must have 
Very-large- 
, 
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Table 7 
Options for VLFA Observatory Operation 
(The Human Interface) 
Never visited by humans--completely automated 
(completely remote operation) 
Human presence on site at time of need 
Initial setup 
Maintenance and Troubleshooting 
Upgrading of capabilities 
Human presence via telepresence and telerobotics 
The design of the VLFA must involve a human interface aspect 
that is presented in Table 7. If the site is to never be visited 
by humans, there is called for a high level of sophistication in 
automation and robotics which may not be attained in a reasonable 
time frame. The options for involving humans in VLFA on-site 
development and upgrades need further trade-off studies before 
decisions are made as to which option or combinations of options 
are feasible. Human presence via telepresence and robotics is 
hampered by the long delay times if the communications are to a 
far-side site from a near-side lunar base or a Earth-based 
monitor. Human presence at the VLFA, even periodically, will 
require furnishing adequate shelter to protect people in the 
event of a solar flare. From two meters up to 3-1/2 meters of 
compacted lunar soil may be required according to Silberberg and 
coworkers (1985). 
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INFRASTRUCTURE FOR VLFA 
A transportation system, communications, data processing/data 
reduction/interpretation, and Earth-based VLFA science center are 
essential. 
planning/implementation activity are also essential if the 
long-term mission of the far-side VLFA is to be completed over a 
ten-year lifetime. 
any of these five major categories of support listed in Table 8. 
The maintenance/resupply network and the upgrading 
L i f e  cycle costing of the VLFA cannot avoid 
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Table 8 
Infrastructure for Far-Side VLFA 
Transportation System 
VLFA Delivery Capability (to far-side) 
Surface Transportation within an On-site 17 km diameter 
circle 
Access from Lunar Orbiting Station - Periodic 
Communications System 
Data Relay Satellite in Lunar Orbit 
Data Relay Satellite in Earth Orbit 
Earth Orbiting Space Station Monitor 
Maintenance/Resupply Network 
Robotics 
Telepresence 
Human EVA Intervention Capability 
0 Upgrading Planning/Implementation Activity 
Relates to Earth-based VLFA Science Center 
Monitor Health/Status of System 
Programs/Executes Modifications and Upgrades 
Table 8 highlights the support the VLFA on the far-side of 
the Moon will probably require at various locations to function 
successfully. 
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Table 9 
Mass To Be Delivered to Far-Side Site* 
*(Rough estimates) 
(Offered to Stimulate Discussion) 
cab0 0 ' 
including power/communications, and 
science packages 
Note: the ALSEP mass washskilograms 
800 kilograms 
One dipole with solar power, battery, 
receiver, transmitter, thermal control, 
shielding -- 2 to 5 kilograms (could be 
much less) For 300 dipoles 600 to 1500 kilograms 
0 Vehicle with Associated Robotics, Sensors, 
Power, Guidance, Communications, Construc- 
tion Options 2000 kilograms 
Note: (fully loaded with two astronauts, 
suits, and supplies, the Rpollo LRV 
was 708 kilograms) 
0 Backup Equipment/Redundancy Kit 
(Optional 5 0 0 kilosrams 
3900 to 4800 kilograms 
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MASS TO BE DELIVERED TO VLFA SITE 
Table 9 presents rough estimates of the mass of the VLFA to 
be delivered to the far-side site. The VLFA may require more 
than 4000 to 5000 kilograms delivered to the far-side. 
Shielding of the central station will be with compacted lunar 
regolith to a depth of two meters to protect the computer and 
software from upsets caused by cosmic rays and solar flare 
radiation. 
waste heat rejection from the central station may require use of 
heat pipes. Heat pipe technology is available for such 
applications. 
The compacted lunar regolith is a poor conductor so 
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POWER NEEDS 
The most significant uncertainties in masses associated with 
the dipoles and central station are in the power supplies, 
batteries and thermal control systems. The day-night cycle on 
the Moon requires long life batteries which are probably 
unavailable at this time if solar power is to be used. Batteries 
are likely to drive up the masses associated with power and 
thermal control systems. Fortunately, the power needs (Table 10) 
of the system are relatively modest and battery development is 
being pursued for other applications. 
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Table 10 
POWER NEEDS FOR VLFA* 
"(Roush Estimates for Discussion Purposes) 
Central Station 
Each Dipole 
n e e d s  d G p ~ / c = ~  d ~ e  
@&&7Crct- .r o y y 5 * p  7 m,'/it'uJatf- V C y e  
The central station is a candidate for an RTG and DIPS power 
system. The Apollo Lunar Surface Experimental Package or ALSEP 
was powered with a SNAP27 radioisotope thermoelectric generator 
(RTG) d The Dynamic Isotope Power System (DIPS) requires future +h -f O Y M i J I Z  e4 a b o u f -  v a  WCLffS, 
development but is being considered for some systems. 
THE DEPLOYMENT VEHICLE 
Energy requirements for the vehicle to deploy the dipoles 
I 
will probably be greater than noted for the Apollo LRV. On 
Apollo 17 LRV energy consumption (Carrier, 1988) was 1440 
watt-hours for a distance traversed of nearly 36 kilometers in 
three EVAs. Vehicle energy consumption in deploying the dipoles 
will be a function of vehicle parameters and the length of the 
traverses, the amount of soil compaction as the wheels interact 
with the soil, the surface roughness, and the elevation change. 
Soil compaction is a factor here because more compaction leads to 
greater rolling resistance which leads to greater energy 
consumption. The cratered, unprepared surface and the low lunar 
gravity restricted Apollo LRV maximum cruise speed to 6 to 7 
km/hr. This LRV could not climb slopes greater than 19"-23'. e 
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The nature of the site determines the vehicle energy consumption. 
Is the floor of the crater Tsiolkovsky comparable in 
trafficability to the sites encountered by Apollo 15, 16, and 17 
LRV? It may be. That hypothesis of comparable trafficability 
should be verified before a vehicle and its power supply are 
decided upon to serve the VLFA. Carrier (1988) points out that 
a wheeled vehicle will perform satisfactorily if ground contact 
pressure is no greater ‘than 7 to 10 kPa. 
more massive vehicles on the Moon. The fact that the Apollo LRV 
was successful cannot lead to the conclusion that a vehicle twice 
as massive would respond satisfactorily in the same mission. 
Ground contact pressure and other factors must be taken into 
account. It is possible to become stuck with wheels spinning on 
the lunar surface as did happen with the Apollo LFW. The 
resolution of this problem was for the astronaut operators to 
lift the vehicle and move it to better ground. Such an option 
will not exist for an unmanned or much more massive vehicle. 
We lack experience with 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON VLFA COMPONENTS 
Surveyor 111 components including a television camera, a soil 
mechanics scoop, and sections of tubing, some polished and some 
painted, were returned to Earth by Apollo 12 astronauts after 31 
months on the Moon. Tests after recovery verified the integrity 
I of most parts even after the extended exposure to the lunar 
I 
I environment. There were some failures which related to thermal 
cycling (e.g., a tanta'lum capacitor and some glass envelopes). 
Thermal control coatings were noted to have degraded because 
I 
of exposure to the environment on the Moon. Inorganic coatings 
originally white became tan in appearance because of solar 
radiation, adhering lunar dust, and effects of outgassing from 
spacecraft parts. As the appearance of the coatings was altered, 
the solar absorptance, which was originally 0.2, more than 
doubled. Lunar soil particles adhered to all surfaces and were e 
noted to significantly alter the properties of thermal coatings. 
A small amount of adhering lunar soil could increase absorbed 
solar thermal energy by a factor of 2 or 3 .  The Lunar Module 
(LM) engine was a significant source of d u s t  found on Surveyor 
I11 components. Apparently the descent engine accelerated dust 
to velocities in excess of 100 meters per second so that the 
effect was to literally sandblast Surveyor 111's painted 
surfaces, even though the LM landing was 155 meters from Surveyor 
111. Landings near a VLFA will have to be planned to avoid 
comparable sandblasting and dust contamination by accelerated 
dust particles. Keep-out distances required may be as great as 
300 to 400 meters. Counts of hypervelocity impact pits on e 
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Surveyor I11 parts place bounds on this meteoroid threat to VLFA 
parts. Solar wind sputtering was noted to have had little effect 
on the returned tubing after 31 months exposure. 
Several points which apply to the VLFA are apparent from a 
review of Surveyor I11 and other data: 
0 Protection of thermal control surfaces is essential 
(Degradation with time must be a design factor) 
0 Shielding of sensitive components from micrometeoroid 
impact nay be necessary 
Laboratory investigations of degradation of operational 
integrity are necessary during development. 
Components of the VLFA should be designed to survive in the lunar 
environment and then be subjected to extensive tests to assure 
that degradation will not be excessive over the lifetime of the 
system. For example, thermal-vacuum tests will be essential in 
development and preflight preparations of components. These 
tests are necessary to show that components can operate under 
cold and hot conditions and survive large thermal gradients. 
Connections involving 8 dissimilar metals which result in 
thermal stress should be of particular concern in the design and 
testing phases of VLFA development. 
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PRECURSOR MISSIONS 
Enhanced understanding of degradation processes and their 
rates is a reasonable goal for precursor missions to the Moon. 
We have a limited knowledge of lunar surface degradation of 
proposed VLFA components. Our knowledge can be enhanced by 
revisiting selected Apollo sites and recovering components for 
study. Also, an effort is needed to quantify the amount of 
disturbance and dust contamination occurring when an EVA 
astronaut does maintenance on the VLFA Central Station. Table 
lists questions to be addressed on early missions to the Moon. 
11 
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Table 11 
ENGINEERING QUESTIONS FOR PRECURSOR MISSIONS 
Position Locations on Far-side Need Improvement (-10 km now in 
some areas) and better knowledge will help deployment 
operations. 
Sites-details of topography needed for deployment robot and/or 
final site selection. Contour maps needed. 
Verify trafficability parameters for specific competing sites 
for vehicle power/energy needs. Reduce ranges of uncertainty. 
Obtain information for terrestrial engineering tests of 
deployment vehicle system and risk analyses/trade studies of 
alternative deployment systems 
Instrumental Long-Term Degradation on Moon (needed to 
quantify design margins and reduce risk). 
Lunar Ionosphere Uncertainties 
Diurnal Variation? 
Simplified VLFA with Dipoles Deployed by Inexpensive Means on 
Moon 
Impactors 
Terrestrial Precursor of Lunar VLFA 
dipole arrangement 
computational algorithms 
answer what-if questions 
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THE INITIAL ENGINEERING EFFORT 
The VLFA that is finally deployed on the lunar surface should 
be the result of a phased development that involves careful 
design and test of each component and includes not only hardware 
but also software. A terrestrial prototype should be built and 
tested. It could be operated at somewhat higher frequencies to 
show the viability of the system and the readiness of components. 
The terrestrial prototype and associated hardware and software 
could be applied to the task of reaching a near optimal layout 
and helping improve algorithms and data interpretation 
capabilities. The initial terrestrial prototype could be a very 
simplified version of the proposed lunar VLFA. 
e 
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ABSTRACT 
We suggest an initial general design for a low-frequency array for the lunar surface. 
Deployment would occur over several phases. In the first phase, incremental dipoles would 
be placed in a semiregular pattern over a region 17 km in diameter. This would provide a 
resolution of 1" at the lowest operating frequency of 1 MHz. Operating frequencies for the 
array would range from 1 to 30 MHz. The array would operate in an interferometric mode 
rather than as a phased array. During subsequent deployment phases.. additional antennas 
would extend the array to a larger size. 
0 INTRODUCTION 
It is appropriate to initiate the design of a low-frequency radio telescope array at  this 
time, even though a possible Iaunch date for such an instrument is many years away, 
because the large expense of deployment demands that many .stages of planning and re- 
thinking of the entire design be executed before any earth based hardware construction is 
initiated. In this paper we discuss the principal attributes of a lunar array, and suggest a 
base plan from which future plans can evolve. 
'. 
The justification for installing a radio telescope on the moon is to avoid the effects of 
the earth's environment. It follows that the telescope would be placed on the lunar far side 
in order to shield the telescope from radio radiation from the earth. The spectral region for 
which it is impossible to do radio astronomy from the earth is the low-frequency region 
below the plasma frequency of the earth's ionosphere. In this region the ionosphere totally 
blocks all celestial signals. In the range from the plasma frequency to several times the 
plasma frequency, the ionosphere corrupts the signals so badly that it is nearly impossible 
to collect reliable high-resolution data. To maximize the amount of information collected 
versus the cost of implementation, it is appropriate to consider collecting data over as much 
of the low-frequency range as possible. A suitable frequency range for initiating 
discussion. is from 1 to 30 MHz.  
ARRAY SIZE 
With the frequency range roughly specified as above. the next consideration is the 
physical size of the array. This depends upon the frequency of operation and the resolution 
desired. In the very low frequency part of the spectrum. the resolution limit will be 
determined by wave scattering in the interstellar medium. A suitable formula for 
calculating this is 
2 
8, = 1 .lo Y&--" (sin I b I )-3'5 
where is the observing frequency in MHz and b is the galactic latitude. If we c'loose a 
latitude of 90". which is the best case. the scattered size of a point source is 1". While a 
telescope of 1" resolution seems rather crude, it would be vastly superior to anything 
available a t  1 M H z  at  this time. The length of an array operating at  1 MHz and 1" 
resolution is 17 km. This length could be assumed as a lower limit on the array diameter. 
The upper limit on array size is determined by the desired resolution at  the upper end 
of the frequency band which produces a smaller scattered size. At 30 MHz the scattering 
size is roughly 2 arc seconds. The array size for this resolution is approximately 1000 km. 
This is an appreciable fraction of the lunar circumference may be totally inappropriate to 
consider. In practice. the upper limit would be set by cost and deployment problems. We 
suggest a multi-stage deployment program with 17 km being the diameter of the antenna 
array at  the first stage. Subsequent stages would gradually increase the array size. 
considering both resolution and beam shape. until the maximum resolution at 30 MHz 
would be obtained. 
Array expansion can be divided into two broad categories. The first method is to 
simply expand the array in all dimensions with the same mathematical law for the antenna 
element separation as the initial array. The second method of expansion is to place the new 
elements a t  a significant distance beyond the initial array. This would increase the 
resolution more quickly. The trad-ff is that large sidelobes are created. 
SCANNING VS. APERTURE SYNTHESIS 
The two principal modes of operation for an array of antennas are swnning a beam in 
real time using a phased array, and recording data and later synthesizing a beam via signal 
processing. The trade-offs between these two procedures are outlined in Table 1. One of 
the most serious problems for a lunar array is the transportation of a lot of mass to the 
moon. This problem essentially eliminates the use of copper wire to interconnect the 
elements. The table shows an alternate method of relaying signals by radio. We will 
discuss the trade-offs in the suggestions made in the table. 
Antenna Element. In a harsh environoment. such as the moon, we do not want any array 
element that requires mechanical movement. Beam movement must be done electronically. 
The simplest type of antenna is a dipole whose length could be either an appreciable 
fraction of a wavelength. such as x/2. or it could be much less than a wavelength. In the 
latter case. the antenna is called an incremental dipole. 
The advantage of a long dipole is that it has a directivity that can partially screen out 
unwanted signals coming in off the side of the main beam. A dipole's pattern goes to zero 
off the end of a dipole. Patterns for nine dipoles whose overall Iengths range from 112 to 
2.7X are shown in Fig. 1. In our application. we can think of the physical size of the 
antenna being fired. and the pattern varying as the operating frequency varies. A 
disadvantage of the pattern is that we would have to place a second set of dipoles 
orthogonal to the first in order to have complete sky coverage. A second disadvantage is 
that the pattern changes with wavelength. If the antenna were x/2 long at  1 MHz. the 
same antenna would be 15 wavelengths long at 30 1MHz. As can be seen in Fig. 1. longer 
dipoles have complicated patterns. The beams split into multiple lobes pointing in 
unwanted directions. 
, 
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Table 1. Scanning Array vs. Synthesis Array 
Attr ibute  scanning SptheSiS 
Antenna element Incremental dipole Incremental dipole 
Antenna config. 
Relative number 
of elements 
Roughly n x m 
uniform array 
Nonuniform spacing 
Most Least 
Element connection 2 x 2 elements 
in group 
Group connection 
Phase shif ters 
Large-scale 
connection 
Phasing control 
path 
2 x 2 elements 
in group 
Rows with possible None 
amplitude taper 
Connection by wire 
or optical fiber 
Within rows and 
groups 
Radio relay at  
each row 
Within groups 
Radio relay at  
each group 
Transmit to rows, 
run wires to groups 
Transmit to groups 
Sidelobe level Highest Lowest 
Observing time 
Transmission-line 
mass 
Computer 
controlled? 
Relatively short, 
depends on i n t e  
gration time 
Few earth days 
Most Least 
Yes YeS 
Backend processing Simple Complex 
. 
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L=.25X L=.375X C=.5X L=.625X L=.75X L=.875X 
Fig. 1. Patterns for dipoles of varying lengths in t e r m  of wavelength. L is onehalf the 
dipole length. The dipole asis is the horizontal line through the center of the pattern. 
(After Jasik. 1961.) 
The messy pattern situation can be eliminated by using a dipole whose length stays 
well below a wavelength at all operating frequencies. At the upper operating frequency of 
30 MHz, the dipole length could be. say. one tenth of a wavelength. X A/lO dipole has a 
three dimensional pattern like a very fat  doughnut with a tiny hole in the center. As the 
frequency is lowered, the dipole pattern grows in fatness somewhat. Generally, the shape 
of the pattern would not change very much throughout the entire operating range of the 
array. While the incremental dipole would allow us to easily track a source without 
physical movement, it could not reject an unwanted signal coming in from some other 
direction. Source discrimination is obtained when the dipole elements are used either in a 
phased array or in a correlator (interferometer) array. 
Antenna Configuration. Aperture synthesis imposes the least constraints in the placement of 
array elements. In an extreme case. elements. can be placed randomly. The only 
requirement is a phasestable communication link between each element and the control 
area. On the other hand. to create a real-time beam and scan i t  with minimal complications 
requires a dense uniformly-spaced array of antennas. Dense arrays have elements spaced 
on the order of one wavelength apart. A high density is required to keep sidelobelevels 
low. But with a synthetic aperture array. sidelobes are reduced by tracking a source over a 
wide range in the uv  plane (spatial frequency domain) and combining the data later. 
Consequently, fewer elements are required in synthesis and the spacing is noncritical. 
Unfortunately. real-time use of a synthesis array is impossible unless the celestial signal 
source is so strong that sidelobe effects- be ignored. 
One way to reduce the number of communication paths between the elements and the 
control area could be to group the elements in some fashion. One of the simplest groups is a 
mini-array of two elements by two elements. The elements within a group could be phased 
to produce a small amount of beam shaping. Phasing information would be sent to the 
group center where the phasing occurs. For synthesis. no more interconnecting is necessary. 
The group output would be transmitted via radio. or possible infrared. to the control area. 
For a phased array. much more interconnection is needed beyond the group level. One 
possibility is t o  connect the groups in rows and then interconnect the rows in a column 
arrangement. If appropriate. tapering could be applied at the group level or the row level 
t o  further shape the beam. Signal strength would be lowered, but the loss generally would 
- 
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I .  not be significant since celestial sources in the very low frequency region are strong. The 
interconnection between groups could be made with optical fibers to keep the transportable 
mass low. 
One strong disadvantage of a phased array in our application. is that the pattern of the 
entire array changes with wavelength. Fig. 2 shows a set of antenna patterns for 16 
uniformly spaced antenna elements placed in a single line (linear array). The spacing 
between elements is fixed physically. but changes electrically as the wavelength changes. 
Horizontally, across the top. the numbers give the spacing between elements in terms of 
wavelengths. Hence as we change the operating frequency of the array, we are changing 
columns. Vertically, along the left side. are numbers- giving the phase relationship between 
the elements. T represents the period of the observing frequency. Notice the large 
variation in shapes of the antenna pattern. We could design an array so as to minimize the 
pattern variation from one frequency to another, but the remaining variation would still 
cause difficulties in operation and data analysis. 
L A  16 A 
I 
Fig. 2.  Element patterns for a linear array of 16 elements. The individual elements have 
no directivity. The patterns show variations caused by changing frequency, and by 
changing the phasing between the elements. (After Jasik 1961.) 
In both types of array configurations. a problem can arise if there is no beam shaping 
.before the signals are sent from an array element. or elements. to the electronic equipment. 
Hardware always has a limited linear dynamic range. A strong unwanted signal could 
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drive the electronics beyond the linear dynamic range. The small desired signal would 
either be lost'completely or badly distorted. It may be necessary to shape the beam 
somewhat before sending the signals to the electronics. 
Sidelobe level and observine time. A phased array would have a sidelobe level determined 
a t  the time of design. Element location in wavelengths and element type completely 
specify the sidelobes. This is also true for a synthesis array. but since element spacing is 
equivalently determined by the tracking time. we can lower the sidelobes by longer 
tracking. The longest tracking time would be for about 112 of a lunar day which would be 
about 14 earth days. Thus, for low sidelobes. the trade-off is the complexity of a phased 
array vs. long tracking time for a synthesis array. 
Other considerations. Regardless of array type, there would be a computer in a control area. 
For a phased array, the computer would be busy sending signals to the elements throughout 
the observation, but there is only one output signal from the array. It would easily be put 
into an image format by forming a raster. For a synthesis array, any element phasing 
would be minimal. However, the imaging is complex. The number of antenna elements 
chosen may have to be limited by the availability of computer power. 
ARRAYEXAMPLE 
To provide a focus for the characteristics of a very low frequency lunar array. w e  
discuss a specific array element, the incremental dipole, and a square array of nonuniformly 
spaced array elements. 
Properties of an incremental dipole are shown in Table 2 for four frequencies within 
the operating range of the lunar array. Attributes of the dipole and their units are listed in 
the left column. The physical length of the dipole is one meter in all cases. This was 
chosen so as to make the dipole's electrical length (length in wavelengths) 0.lx at  the 
shortest wavelength of 10 meters. Over this wide frequency range from 30 to 1 MHz. the 
directivity and the beam solid angle are essentially constant. This constancy is the 
principal reason for choosing the incremental dipole. No corrections to the mapping 
operation as a function of frequency will be necessary due to the dipole pattern. A 
directivity of 1.5 means that the dipole collects very little power more than an isotropic 
antenna which by definition has a directivity of one. 
The fifth row lists the effective aperture area of the dipole. This effective area does 
not relate to any physical area as in the case of a paraboloidal antenna. The effective 
aperture area for a lossless antenna is defined as 497 times the wavelength squared divided 
by the directivity. As a wavelength increases with the directivity remaining constant, we 
get huge numbers for the effective aperture area. While the effective area of an aperture 
antenna, such as a dish. is smaller than the physical area, the effective aperture area of a 
wire antenna is much larger than the projected area of the wire be cause the physical wire 
intercepts a very small amount of power. Electrically, the wire looks much bigger than i ts  
physical size. 
The last two rows of the chart illustrate the wide variation in impedance of the dipole 
over the frequency band. The radiation resistance is a measure of how much power a 
transmitting dipole radiates into space. The power radiated by the dipole is dissipated by 
this fictitious resistor. As resistance decreases, the radiated power decreases. The 
reciprocity theorem of antennas assures us that this property applies to receiving dipoles. 
Thus, as the radiation resistance decreases, the amount of received power appearing at the 
antenna terminals decreases. This characteristic is acceptable for the lunar array be cause 
the celestial signals are strong. The relevant property is resolution. not the total amount of 
power appearing at the antenna terminals. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of a One-Meter Dipole 
Frequency, MHz 
Attr ibute  30 10 3 1 
- 
Wavelength, meters 
Electrical length. 
Directivity 
_.  
10 30 100 300 
0.1 0.03 0.01 0.003 
1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Beam Solid Angle. Ster. 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 
Effective aperture area, m2 8X102 7x103 8x104 7x105 
Radiation Resistance. ohms 2x10-1 2~ 2 ~ 1 0 +  2~10- '  
Input resistance. ohms 2 2 x  10-1 2x 10-2 2x10-3 I 
The last item in Table 2 is the input resistance. Input reactance. which is not shown, 
be comes increasingly negative (capacitive reactance) as frequency decreases. The input 
resistance and reactance determine the dipole's impedance characteristics as seen by a 
transmission line connected to the center terminals of the dipole. This impedance varies 
considerably over the frequency band causing a variable power loss due to an impedance 
mismatch between the dipole and the transmission line. Again, the loss would be sustained 
rather than minimized by installing impedance matching devices since the absolute power 
level is not of primary importance. The total amount of power received when observing 
would be calibrated against a standard celestial reference source. 
Fig. 3 shows an example of a dipole with the receiver box attached which contains the 
receiver and solar power supply. The antenna rising vertically from the box receives and 
transmits information to the central control area. 
Properties of a synthesis array are shown in Table 3. The table has two sections. The 
left half is for Phase One, initial deployment. in which the array size is confined to 17 km. 
In Phase Two. the array would be considerably expanded to increase the resolution at  the 
high frequencies. The large dimension of 1000 km may be unrealistically large. but it sets 
an important goal of nearly one arcsecond of resolution at  30 MHz. 
For convenience of this initial design study. array properties were calculated for a 
square array configuration with elements spaced at locations 2" wavelengths at 30 MHz in 
both rows and columns. The smallest spacing is one wavelength (n=O). This configuration 
would give uv plane coverage similar to that of a uniformly spaced array after several days 
of tracking a source. This drops the synthesized sidelobes to a maximum of 13 dB below 
the main beam without any deconvolution procedure. 
The number of elements in the two cases. 169 and 361, is minimal considering the 
large sized of the two arrays. However. the number of correlations between all possible 
pairs of elements is substantial. The number of correlators shown is for two correlations 
between each pair. In synthesis we must correlate both real and imaginary parts of the 
signal. 
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Table 3. Synthesis Array Characteristics 
Frequency, MHz 
Attr ibute  1 3 10 30 1 3 10 30 
Length & 
Width. km 17 17 17 17 lo00 1000 1000 1000 
Physical 
Phase One Phase Two 
Area, km2 289 289 289 289 lo6 1 o6 1 o6 1 o6 
Number of 
Elements 169 169 169 169 36 1 36 1 36 1 36 1 
Number of 
Correla tors < 28392 > < 129960 > 
I Directivity 8 ~ 1 0 ~  7x10' 8 ~ 1 0 ~  7x10' 3X108 2x10' 3x10'' 2x10'' 
Effective 
Area, km2 289 289 289 289 1 o6 1 o6 lo6 1 o6 
Resolution 60' 20' 6' 2' 44" 15" 4" 1.5" 
Sidelobe 
Level, dB -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 
The directivity entries in the table were obtained from the theory of uniformly spaced 
arrays. Hence, they apply to the synthesized beam after several days of tracking, and not 
to an "instantaneous" beam obtained with a "snapshot" of data. Because of the similarity 
to a filled uniformly spaced array. the effective aperture area of the synthesized array is 
essentially the same as the physical area. 
The resolutions listed represent the narrowest fringewidths at the various frequencies. 
Sources not passing over the zenith of the telescope would have lower resolutions decreasing 
as cosine of the smallest zenith angle during the observation run. Actual synthesized beam 
widths would be comparable to the figures shown. 
The synthesized sidelobe level is stated as 1 dB below the main beam for all cases. It 
does not decrease for the larger array since the sidelobe level for a uniformly spaced array 
is always 13 dB down regardless of the array length. One significant effect has been 
neglected in the array calculations. This is mutual impedance between the elements. At the 
lowest frequency. many array elements will be less than a wavelength apart. Accounting 
for the mutual impedance between these elements will alter the array characteristics. 
Nevertheless. the numbers tabulated will be similar to those obtained from more detailed 
calculations. 
An example of a circular array in the Crater Tsiolkovsky is shown in Fig. 4. The 
element spacing is dense near the center and decreases radially outward. This is an 
indication of how the Phase I deployment would appear. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of a lunar low-frequency radio telescope illustrating a simple 
l-meter dipole antenna laying on the lunar surface, an antenna to relay data back to a 
central processor, and a box to house the electronics. For scale. the dipole antenna is shown 
superposed on an Apollo 15 photograph. 
Fig. 4. One possible location for array on lunar far-side within the crater Tsiolkovsky. 
The circle is about 20 km diameter. Dots represent a subset of 300 dipoles that will be 
deployed in a circular. power-law pattern. 
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With either a phased array or a synthesis array. considerable attention must be given 
to the communication link- For a phased array. many control signals with phasing 
information must be sent from the central control area to the elements. For a synthesis 
array. many signals from the antenna elements must be sent to the control area. The 
simplest communication method which avoids the transportation of mass to the moon is to 
use either infrared or radio links. Transmitters and receivers for line-of-sight paths would 
be small electronic chips. One advantage of a radio link. rather than IR. is that the chip at  
each antenna element could be phase-stable a radio relay. The celestial signal would be 
upconverted and transmitted on to the control area. The local oscillator at the array 
element would be kept phase stable by a reference signal sent to i t  from the control area. A 
small box containing a solar cell. a battery. and a radiation hardened chip could easily be 
deployed by each dipole a t  the same time the dipoles are deployed. 
The large number of communication links between the elements and the control area 
would require a significant amount of bandwidth in the electromagnetic spectrum. To 
obtain this bandwidth. the transmitted signals would need to be at  a high radio band in the 
GHz portion of the spectrum. However. with the advancing technology in very-large-scale 
integrated circuits. receiver chips may be available in the appropriate frequency range by 
the time the lunar radio telescope project is financed. 
A n  example of a receiver-relay is shown in Fig. 5. It receives signals at the four 
principal frequencies, one a t  a time. Control signals must be sent from the central control 
area to each receiver-relay to change observing frequencies. This is done at  the frequency at  
which the receiver is currently operating. The digitally encoded signals are trapped by the 
decoder and sent to a controller which selects the appropriate bandpass filter. the receiver 
gain. and the down converter local-oscillator frequency. Upon the completion of this 
operation, the incoming radio waves from the celestial radio source, containing no digitally 
coded control signals. are passed through the encoder to the upconverter and then 
transmitted to the control center. 
In addition to frequency switching information. the receiver-relay must receive a 
master local oscillator signal from the central control area for synchronizing its  own local 
oscillators. This information is sent by radio to each receiver-relay. With a closed-loop 
path between the central control area and the antenna element, samples from the local 
oscillators can be sent to the master oscillator for synchronization purposes. The near 
vacuum of the lunar atmosphere will keep phase fluctuations due to propagation at  a 
minimum. 
COMPUTER CONTROL AND PROCESSING 
The real-time computer systems' functions are to control the entire array operation, 
correlate all the signals received from the receiver-relays, and store the output. Several 
computers can be used for the various functions. One computer controls the transmission 
and reception of signals to the receiver-relays. A second computer controls the correlator 
system which itself is a special purpose computer. The data storage computer serves as a 
link between the on-line system and the off-line system. 
The amount of operations to be performed per second depends upon the sampling 
frequency of the relayed signals. Assume for illustrative purposes that the bandwidth of 
each receiver is a maximum of 5 MHz. This must be sampled at 10 million samples per 
second. For 361 receiver-relays. we acquire roughly four billion samples per second. These 
signals are fed to the 130.000 correlators. The fringe rate is very slow on the moon so a 
considerable amount of signal averaging can be performed on the correlator outputs, 
' .  
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perhaps for minutes. Assuming one-minute averages. the system would output about 2000 
numbers per second for a single polarization. 
At  the present rate of performance increase in computer systems. several future 
minicomputers will be able to handle the computer requirements for the very low 
frequency array. 
PROPOSED ARRAY 
Table 4 contains a brief summary of our suggestions for the general properties of a 
lunar array. We have chosen synthesis over a phased array because of the complications of 
Table 4. Lunar Radio Telescope Properties 
Mode of operation: Synthesis 
Antenna elements: 
Characteristic size: 
Impedance matching: 
Incremental dipoles about one meter 
long 
17 km for Phase I 
1000 km for Phase I1 
Ignore impedance matching. 
Large signal levels allow a loss 
I Observing frequencies: 1. 3, 10. 30 MHz 
Bandwidth: 5 MHz maximum with 
several smaller bandwidths 
Beamwidth: 
Dynamic range of 
electronics 
1" @ 1 MHz. 20' @ 2 MHz 
6' @ 10 MHz. 2' @ 30 MHz 
for  Phase I 
1" minimum @ 30 MHz for Phase I1 
At least 1000 
I Polarization: Linear 
the phasing in a phased array. and because of the flexibility offered by synthesis. The 
detailed suggestions are offered as a starting point for further evolution of a design. This 
array has a minimum resolution of 1" a t  the lowest observing frequency of 1 MHz and a 
maximum of 1" resolution a t  30 MHz for  the Phase I1 array. One frequency would be 
observed at  a time. but future  evolution of the instrument could include simultaneous 
observations at  four frequencies since the incremental dipoles have frequency independent 
patterns. Also. a second polarization could be added. The technological advancements in 
electronic chips will keep the hardware a t  each element to a physically small size. We 
- -  
. .. 
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conclude that a lunar synthesis array that operates at frequencies and spatial resolutions 
significant for the advancement of astronomical research is technically feasible. 
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PART V - POTENTIAL LUNAR VLFA SITE 
SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 
G. Jeffrey Taylor 
Institute of Meteoritics 
University of New Mexico 
We have identified several criteria that must be considered 
when determining where to locate an astronomical observatory on 
the Moon. These are the following: longitude and latitude, 
topography, distance from a lunar base, value of the site to 
lunar geoscience, and value as a materials resource. 
Lonsitude and latitude 
The high background of very-low frequency (<lo MHz) radio 
waves emanating from Earth requires that a VLF array be located 
on the lunar farside. Because of librations of the Moon, only 
sites with longitudes >98O (East and West) are permanently 
shielded from Earth. However, because of growing radio-frequency 
interference on Earth, it is in general desireable to place all 
radio telescopes on the farside. An exception is the Moon-Earth 
Radio Interferometer (MERI), which employs one or more radio 
antennas on Earth, hence must tolerate radio interference. On 
the other hand, even this would benefit by location on the 
farside because it might afford a way to distinguish interference 
from the signals of interest. 
To view the entire sky, telescopes must be deployed over a 
wide range of latitudes. However, a complex VLF (or optical) 
array is almost certain to be a unique facility, so an optimum 
latitude must be chosen. Because objects of interest occur in 
both Northern and Southern skies, it seems sensible to locate a 
VLF array within 20° of the lunar equator. A l s o ,  polar sites are 
weak for viewing the planets in our solar system as all the 
objects of interest would be at the horizon. 
Topoaraphv 
The Moon's surface is divided into two distinct terrains, 
the highland and maria. The highlands compose the oldest lunar 
crust and are densely cratered. Relief differences are large 
over relatively short distances. For example, central peaks and 
walls of large craters can rise 3-4 km above their floors. Some 
large basins (craters >lo0 km across) have floors that are 
relatively smooth and light-colored; the floor materials 
represent either volcanic flows different in composition from 
darker mare flows or are impact-generated, fluidized materials 
(which is the case of the smooth plain on which Apollo 16 
landed). Because of the highlands' great age, they are covered 
with a thick regolith of impact-generated debris, hence tend to 
contain fewer large blocks of rocks. The maria are younger than 
the highlands and formed when lavas erupted onto the lunar 
surface and filled low-lying regions. Mare surfaces tend to be 
1 . .. 
much smoother than highland surfaces and are much less cratered. 
However, they also have thinner regoliths, so crater ejecta 
blankets tend to contain numerous blocks of rocks. 
Topography enters into the selection of a site for an 
observatory more for ease of deployment and operation of the 
facility than for scientific reasons. The rugged terrain in the 
highlands makes it difficult for elements of an array to 
communicate by line-of-sight with a single central processing 
station. Also, deployment vehicles would need to manuver around 
many hills and valleys created by old, degraded craters. On the 
other hand, blocks of rocks would be less of a hazard than in the 
maria. Overall, the optimum site would be a relatively old (>3.5 
billion years) mare surface. The old age would permit a 
relatively thick, unblocky regolith and the presence of mare 
basalt flows would create relatively low relief across a large 
region. 
Distance from a lunar base 
An observatory needs to be isolated from an active lunar 
base, especially if the base is the site of extensive mining 
operations. Several factors must be taken into account when 
estimating how far an observatory needs to be located from a 
lunar base. These are the distance from a lunar base located on 
a limb (90° longitude), seismic noise, atmospheric contamination, 
and dust. 
Distance from a limb site. It might be desirable to locate 
a lunar base close to a nearside limb. For example, the Mare 
Smmthii region holds great promise for lunar geoscience 
investigations and for lunar resource extraction (P. Spudis, oral 
presentation at AIAA meeting, Reno, 1988). To keep Earth in view 
(for both psychological and operational reasons), the base could 
be no farther than about 90°E. However, lunar librations cause 
sites up to 9 8 O  to be sometimes in view of Earth. Consequently, 
a radio array would need to be at least 240 km east of a lunar 
base located at 90°E longitude (lo equals 30 km at the lunar 
equator). Furthermore, radio waves from Earth would be 
diffracted. Assuming a perfectly spherical Moon, the diffraction 
region for very-low frequency radio waves (300m wavelength) is 75 
km (see, e.g., Jackson, 1975, p.447). Thus, this distance must 
be added to that caused by librations: a radio telescope must be 
located at least 315 km from 90° longitude. 
Seismic noise. Lunar base activities will increase the 
general seismic background on the Moon. This might affect radio 
telescope antennas, especially dishes, and would almost certainly 
affect an array of optical telescopes. Using data from the 
signal strengths generated by charges placed on the lunar surface 
by astronauts and from impacts of the Apollo 17 lunar module, 
Cooper and Kovach (1975) developed an empi i a1 relation between 
ground motion and seismic energy, A = l ~ E ' * ~ \ r ,  where A is the 
amplitude (nm) , E is the energy (ergs), aE% r is the distance 
(km). K is an empirical constant, 2 x 10 . To estimate the 
L 
effect of lunar base activity, let us assume that surface mining 
takes place continuously and cal ulate the ground motion 
oil from a height of 2 (amplitude) generated by dropping 1 m 
meters. This geqerates- about 6 x 10 ergs, assuming s o i l  
' 
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density of 2 x 10' kg/m'. This 
motions : 
distance (km) 
1 
10 
100 
The lunar seismic background 
order of 1 nm, so it 'is clear 
optical-telescope array will not 
produces the following -ground 
ground motion' (nm) 
5 
0.5 
0.05 
produces ground motions on the 
from the above that even an 
be affected if it is located 
more than 10 I& from-a mining operation. This analysis does 
include the additive effects of each mining scoop. This would 
seem to be important because seismic waves are not attenuated 
rapidly on the Moon; for example, a signal damped out in minutes 
on Earth lasts hours on the Moon (Lammlein et al., 1974). 
However, it is unlikely for the signals from successive scoops to 
be in phase, so they will not simply add to one another. The 
above analysis also does not consider more potent sources of 
energy such as blasting operations. W e  are looking into the 
effects of these 'sources. Nevertheless, we can conclude 
confidently that antificial seismic disturbances will not affect 
radio observations on the Moon. 
Artificial atmosphere. The Moon's tenuous atmosphere makes 
it ideal for astronomical observation. However, lunar base 
operations could lead to a significant increase in atmospheric 
density, as was first pointed out by Vondrak (1974). This 
problem has been addressed recently by Burns et al. (1988). Even - 
considering the worst case, mining for 3He (which might 
contribute as much as 1 kg/sec into the lunar atmosphere), Burns 
et al. (1988) concluded that no significant growth of the 
atmosphere occurs beyond 10-100 km from a lunar base, roughly the 
range at which seismic pollution becomes negligible. However, if 
lunar base activities contributed > 10 kg/sec, significant damage 
to the environment could occur. 
Dust contamination. In principle, this could be a serious 
problem located within 1-10 km of a lunar base because of dust 
accelerated by rocket landings and lift offs. However, this 
could be mitigated by construction of landing pads, so we do not 
consider it to be a serious problesm, but a quantitative analysis 
needs to be made. It is almost certainly of little concern for 
radio telescopes. 
Value to lunar seoscience 
The site for any astronomical observatory on the Moon ought 
to be chosen for its suitability for that purpose. Nevertheless, 
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other factors, including operational considerations such as 
communications, being equal, it seems reasonable to propose 
choosing the site that has the greatest interest to lunar 
geoscientists. If this is done, any visit by a crew to repair or 
expand the facility could include geologic sampling as well. 
Even during deployment by automated vehicles, geophysical 
instruments could be deployed as well, although this might add to 
the cost and complexity of the deployment. 
Value as a materials resource 
Mining and astronomy are probably incompatible, so sites 
that hold obvious resource potential ought to be avoided. An 
alternative would be to designate areas for astronomy (and other 
sciences) within regions possessing resources, keeping in mind 
the criteria for distance from a lunar base. 
Candidate site for a VLF array: Tsiolkovskv 
The large crater Tsiolkovsky (Fig. 1) is an excellent 
candidate f o r  the site of a VLF radio array. The crater is 180 
km across, rim to rim, and its floor is 113 km across, providing 
ample space for even an advanced array. It is located on the 
lunar farside at 2OoS latitude and 130°E longitude. Thus, 
Tsiolkovsky is in the equatorial zone and far from any base 
established on the nearside: even a base on the eastern limb at 
90°E would be 1200 km away. 
The crater’s floor is covered by high-Ti mare basalt 
(Wilbur, 1978) with an age similar to those of the Apollo 11 
landing site, - 3.6 billion years. The floor is smooth, except 
where punctuated by craters. Based on its age, a thick regolith 
ought to be present, thereby lessening hazards from boulder field - 
near small craters. The central peak rises 3 km above the smooth 
plains. A central station located on the highest point could 
receive signals from anywhere on the f loor:  on a sphere with the 
Moon’s radius, the horizon would be 102 km away when viewed from 
a mountain top 3 km high. 
Tsiolkovsky is also interesting geologically (Guest and 
Murry, 1969; Guest, 1971; Wilber, 1978). It represents an 
opportunity to study a relatively well-preserved large crater. 
The central peak probably represents uplifted, deep-seated 
materials, an ideal place to study the field relations of 
highland crustal rocks. It also provides an opportunity to study 
eruption mechanisms and post-volcanic tectonic processes. 
There are two drawbacks to Tsiolkovsky as the site for the 
VLF array, although neither is a fatal flaw. One is that the 
walls rise 4 km above the floor, thus limiting the view of the 
horizon to > 6O above the horizontal (if the array is centered 4 0  
km fron the crater wall). The second problem is that the mare 
basalts that help make the f loo r  smooth are of the high-Ti 
variety. This makes the regolith in the crater a potential 
source’ of 3He, which is found in greater abundance in high-Ti 
@ 
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materials. However, development of 3He-based fusion reactors for 
commercial -power production is far in the future and Tsiolkovsky 
represents only a few percent of the total amount of high-Ti 
basalt on the Moon, so it would not need to be exploited. 
Furthermore, although high-Ti basalts are the richest source of 
He, all lunar soils, mare and highland, contain He in extractable 
quantities. If Tsiolkovsky turns out to be the best site for the 
VLF array, it ought to be declared a scientific preserve, closed 
to resource exploitation. 
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PART VI - PROPOSAL FOR PRELIMINARY STUDIES 
PRECURSOR MISSIONS 
G .  Jeffrey Taylor and Jack 0. Burns 
The University of New Mexico 
VLF radio observations from the Moon could be made prior to 
installation of an array. These could be made by including 
appropriate antennas on missions planned primarily for other 
scientific purposes, such as deployment of a geophysical package, for 
engineering measurements, or as dedicated astronomy missions. 
I. Precursor Missions 
The only lunar mission currently planned by NASA is the Lunar 
Observer. This mission has been detailed by the Lunar Geoscience 
Observer Science Workshop Members (1986). It might be launched as 
early as 1994. Although its primary goals are to gather geochemical, 
mineralogical, and geophysical data about the Moon, it could carry an 
antenna to detect very low frequency radio waves. 
scheduled to last a year, so the spacecraft could have about six 
months of observing time shielded from the Earth during the portion of 
its orbit on the far-side. Such an experiment was proposed for the 
Lunar Observer's original incarnation, the Lunar Polar Orbiter. 
Automated landers have been proposed by various groups, most 
recently by the Lunar and Planetary Sample Team (1988, report in 
preparation). They fall into two categories. One class of missions 
is designed to establish a global network stations (seismometers, heat 
flow probes, magnetometers, atmospheric monitors). There out to be at 
least eight of these, approximately half of which would be located on 
the far-side. These might be deployed by penetrators dropped from 
orbit, or perhaps by soft landers. The other category of missions is 
a series of Luna-type sample-return missions. Their purpose wouldbe 
to perform geological reconnaissance of areas of interest. 
Geophysical and sample-return missions could be combined. Most 
importantly, any of them could carry VLF radio antennas, which might 
be used to establish a long baseline, but low density, array. Such 
additions to geoscience missions could, besides making astronomical 
observations, provide valuable engineering data to help design the 
best possible antennas for the VLF array and would provide a crucial 
test of the concept. 
to missions whose main goals are to better understand the nature and 
origin of the Moon. However, one can also envision missions dedicated 
to astronomy, carrying payloads such as a dipole antenna, a radio 
dish, and an optical telescope for photometric measurements (Zeilik, 
1988). Such missions need to be planned in detail. 
The mission is 
The above discussion envisions that VLF experiments are additions 
11. Scientific Objectives of Precursor Missions 
There are a number of important scientific objectives for very 
low frequency radio astronomy that might be met using relatively 
simple instrumentation on precursor missions. These include: 
1. Detailed-measurements of the lunar ionosphere. Our knowledge of 
the density and scale height of the ionosphere on the Moon is very 
poor at present. Yet this information is of critical importance in 
developing a design for a far-side VLFA. 
of ionized gas that hugs the lunar surface on the day side as 
suggested by Vondrak (1988)? If so, lunar dipole antennas would have 
to be placed on 100-m poles to rise above this layer of attenuating 
atmosphere. Short, tunable dipole antennas that transmit and receive 
low frequency radio waves can be used to probe the lunar ionosphere 
either from orbit or on the surface. From orbit, this radio frequency 
system could be used in conjunction with a laser ranging device to 
accurately determine the scale height of the lunar plasma. 
Is there a 100-m thick layer 
2. All-sky survey at low frequencies. We have very limited knowledge 
of what the sky looks like below 30 MHz. We desparately need 
accurate, reliable maps of the sky down to 0.5 MHz for the purpose of 
detailed planning for the VLFA. Source counts could provide 
information on the numbers of sources we might expect to observe with 
the VLFA, the required sensitivity, and could contribute to 
observational cosmology. This survey would be the natural follow-up 
mission to the RAE. V-shaped antennas on an orbiting vehicle or on a 
far-side lander could perform this survey. Either spacecraft could be 
shielded from the Earth's interfering signals thus allowing sensitive 
observations free from the strong sidelobes produced by the Earth. 
1 
3. Study of signal propagation effects through the ISM. One of the 
more interesting (and complicating) effects at very low frequencies is 
that due to scattering by turbulent cells in the interstellar medium 
(ISM). Images are smeared and attenuated by this plasma process. We 
have only cursory observational data at present with which one can 
compare with models. To understand the effects that the ISM will have 
on lunar VLFA observations and how the VLFA might constrain models-of 
turbulence in the ISM, we need observations at a variety of low 
frequencies, at a variety of galactic latitudes, and over reasonable 
time baselines. 
dipole antennas on precursor missions. 
Such observations could be performd with simple 
4. Monitor variable sources. Flickering of extragalactic sources 
(i.e., rapid time variability) is believed to be due to scintillations 
of the ISM especially at low frequencies. High time resolution 
observations could, once again, constrain the nature of the ISM 
turbulence using a third dimension of information. Intrinsic 
variations of active galaxies and quasars are believed to be caused by 
accretion processes near the central black hole. Variations at low 
frequencies will sample a somewhat different environment in the outer 
corona of the black hole accretion disk. 
long-lived precursor missions could begin sampling the extent and 
measuring the positions of very low frequency variable sources. 
Dipole antennas on board 
111. Possible Confisurations for Low Freuuencv Observations on 
Precursor Missions 
A. Lunar Orbiter 
A V-shaped, short (about 10 meter), low gain antenna would be most 
useful on an orbiting spacecraft. It would operate over at least a 
few frequencies possibly centered on a few MHz. The receiver should 
have a short time constant to allow monitoring of flickering of radio 
sources. Occultations of radio sources would be an important 
experimental capability. Therefore, the orbit of the spacecraft 
should be fairly elliptical with a major axis of about 36,000 Ian from 
Earth. The antenna plus receiver would probably have a mass of a few 
kilograms and occupy a volume of about 0.01 m3. 
B. Lander: ImDacter or Soft-Lander 
If impacters are used to survey the far-side, then simple short 
dipoles deployed from the impacters could perform some important 
observations for both astronomy and geoscience. Such dipoles could be 
deployed in a manner similar to the telemetry antenna. 
impacters are used, then a long-baseline (hundreds to thousands of km) 
interferometric array can be established. Such an interferometer could 
be used to accurately determine the positions of new low frequency 
sources. Similarly,.the array could use known sources to accurately 
determine the relative positions of the landers (thus providing an 
important position reference frame for lunar geographic surveys). 
Such an array might be particularly useful for long-term monitoring of 
magnetospheric activity of the planets and solar flares. 
If several 
a 
B. Landers: Rovers 
Semi-autonomous rovers could carry a few dipole antennas plus 
receiver packages and ttplanttl them during their traverse. Once again, 
the dipoles could then be linked together as a simple interferometer 
with baselines over a few tens of kilometers. 
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PART VI1 - SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS, AND PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE WORK 
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Summary Remarks 
James N. Douglas 
The University of Texas at Austin 
The best summary of this meeting and of this subject was offered by a visitor, who remarked 
thatwe"hadasolutionlookmgforaprob1em". Itisclearthatwith amodestprojectionof extant 
technology a lunar-farsidelow-fquency telescope could be deployed. It is equally clearthat none of 
the particip antsinthemeeting could offeranasaonomicalprobelmofsuffiuentlytranscendent 
inmestandurgencyto justifytheinvestment, althoughalargenumberofroutinetasksareobvious 
and,itcouldbeargued, producea cumulative justificaton. Butsuchargumentsaredifficulttomake, 
asisthe qumentforserendipity. Sothefirst jobforthoseintetestedinalunarfar-sideanayisto 
focus the case for low-frequency astronomy, and let such arguments drive the design and deployment 
strategy. 
I. The C u e  for Low Frequency Astronomy 
1 ,The move the high frequencies 
andinteresting steep-spectrum nzdiosourceswhichwerereadilydeteaed bytherelativelylow 
frequency systems which were diaated by the receivertechnology of the time and by antenna 
economics. Observations atthese wavelengtbswere fundamentally limited by the optically active 
tenrestrial iomsphere, whichrestricted the field coherencelength and thus theresolution obtainable, 
and to add insuslt to injury, the same ionosphere at longer vavelengths propagated abundant and 
frustrating terrestrial interference inrothe systems at strengths fully capable of driving them intonon- 
linearbehavior. 
Radio monomersacceptd these limitations and got on with the 
sky,uncovering phenomena of great importance. But many arndio astronomer of the day, in 
contemplating the design for a new generation telescope, wished for an observatory on the far side of 
the moon, or alternatively, for lower noise high-frequency receivers and the funding to put up big 
dishes instead of wires. 
Radio astronomy beganwith observations at long wavelengths. Nature provided abundant 
e 
The move to higher frequency is of course wha  has happened. The benefits of higher 
resolution (first anticipated and emphasized by GroteReberinthe 1930's) have been obtained, 
although in practice this was just as much aresult of reduced ionospheric phase flumations 
permining synthesis over very long baselines and of reduced radiofrequencyinterference permiarng 
continuous reliable observations as of the shorter wavelength itself. Steep-specwm sources are of 
c o m e  weaker at these higherfrequencies, but the sensivity of modem systemsmore than makes up 
forthe weaker flux. Furthemore. new populations of flat ocinverted-spectrum sources were 
uncovered, innumbers hithertomspeczed. Increasedunderscanding of the emission processes 
responsible for discrete radio sources poumd to the highest frequencies as being produced most 
directly by the underlying energy source, with the low frequencies being pmduced by old electrons. 
Not only was the observing b e m  (and easier) at high frequencies, but the science seemed more 
promising as well. 
Thus, the centroid frequency of obsemtional radio astronomy has moved from 50 MHz 
(1930s and 1940s) to 100 MHz(l950s) to 400 MHz(1960s) to 5000 MHz (1970s and 1980s). A 
data point at 1400 MHz is now considered to be low-frequency, and one at400 MHz is v e ~ y  low 
frequency and probably suspect (and often with good re&on!):And thefrequencyrange beiow 100 
MHz has beenignored by most astronomers since the 1950s. e 
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2.The terrestrial low-frequency funding cutoff 
The only general purpose synthesis telescupe capable of operation below 100 MHz - Bill 
Ericksm's TPT at Clark Lake-- was recently at off from NSF funding and shut down. A similar fate 
has also befallen the Culgoora array. Although steps to insuumentthe VLA at 75 MHz are now being 
undenaken, this recenchistory has discouraged designers of ground-based low frequency arrays, and 
should be studied by those who propose low-frequency astronomy in space or on h e  moon. What 
causesthelack ofinterest bythegeneral astronomical communityinfrequencies below 100 MHz, 
and particularly infrequencies below 30 MHz? 
i.Rcsohtion 
Thepimayreason, assoggestedby BillEri~~duriogthisw~kshop, hastodowiththe 
low teralutimafeventhemostmodernlow frequencytelescopes. To anastronomical community 
accustomed to seeing maps of sources with arc-second resolution, data obtained at lower frequencies 
withresolutionof afew arcminutes-tenthousandtimesworse -ishardlyworthconsidering, 
unless driven to it by scientific necessity. But comparing the maps of sources sufficiently nearby to be 
adequasdy resolved at low frequencies with their high frequency maps shows only second order 
differences; thusfarnaturehasnapvideda compellrng argument forlow-frequency source 
mapping. Tobesure, spatiatlyaveragedspearalinformationisobtainedforcomp~son withmodels, 
but such infomationis of eve rpmqua l i ty  as the wavelength becomeslooger, as the resolution 
becomes worse, and as the precision obtainable becomeslimited by confusion and by ionospheric 
and calibrationproblems. 
ii. Low frequency phenomena play 8 supporLhg role 
There are anumber of phenomena which canm be studied %low frequency, such as 
gala& synchrotron emission, absorption by HI1 regions, and some domains of interstellar and 
intaplanetarysczmahg. While all of these areashave theirinmestedinvestigams, nonehave 
genet.atedwiderpreadinterestandexcitemenr; andthedataobtainedismoreof asupplemencarynature 
than asole orevenprimaryavenue of direa investigation. 
iii. Unique phenomena are of specialized inferest 
hnephenomenacano& be studied at low frequency, such as planetary and solar non- 
thermal emission. These phenomena are of enormous complexity, and are of considerable importance 
as theirundcfstanding involves an understanding of plasma instabilities in configurations which are 
impossible to produce in thelaboratory. The theoretical insightspocenrially obtainable areof direct 
relwancebothtolaboratoryplasmas~dtothelargerwsmicplasmaswhichareofgreatintaestto 
aaranamers.Howev~,anraaomershavegenerallyabandanedthe s - d y  ofthese phenomenato solar 
physicists andto space physicists, and support is diffused a m s s  several disciplines. This could be a 
positionof strength, but historically it has been one of weakness -- at l e a  from the perspective of the 
m n o m e m .  
3. Making the cue for lor frequencies 
An outstandmg but ultimately unsuccessful effort was made by Bill Erickson and his 
colleaguestomakethe case forground-based low frequency asronomyaspracticed at theClark Lake 
Radio Observatory. What additional weight can be added to the arguments inthe consext of a l u m  
farsideVLFA? 
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"heremlation obtainable with ground-!med low fq1~eqtelescqes is limiter! by the 
ionosphm at all frequencies below a few hundred MHz, and less fundamentally but equally 
importantly by the omnipresence of RFI, maJung continuous operation -- so necessary to many 
synthesis schemes -- virtually impossible. Even when mapping is aaempced by techniques such as 
hybrid mapping and Othermtmtionschemes, dynamicrangeislimited bytheionosphere, asis 
knowledge of position and fim density. 
ranges could be accomplished at frequencies as low as 100 MHz and possibly as low as 30 MHz.The 
absolute position calibnuionof such farside maps solves otherwise difficult positionregismion 
problems, and the flux scale of the maps would be known. Eytending the s p d  base of precision 
mapping in this way down a decade or even two in frefuency from 1.4 GHz dramatically expands the 
catalogue of mkmthg investigationsthat could be undertaken. For example, HIIregions and SNRs 
would be~olvableinmany mwedistantgdariw; extmnelysmallknots of absorptioncould be 
noticed inow owngdaxy. The quantitative results obtainsble from the spectrum of such objects 
could opennewpossibilitiesof understanding thenature of theinterstellnrmediuminalargesample 
of other galaxies than our own. These investlgsrions will also produce information onthe integrated 
emission along hundreds of thousands of Lines of sight through our own galaxy, yielding new 
knowledge of the distributionand homogenaty ofthe Mrlky Way plasma 
theoreticians) both to consider these possibilities and to suggest and work out others. 
The questions is: what can we do with VLA-resolutionmaps obtained at 10 meters wavelength? 
On the lunarfrrrside, absolutely calibrated an;-second resolutionmaps with good dynamic 
A concerted effort should be made by interested astronomers (and particularly by 
ii. Extending the lor frequency window 
The lunar farside will have an ionosphere -- at least one and possibly two orders of 
magnitude less dense than that of the earth. This implies farside observations could be made downto 
1 MHz or possibly to 100 Wz; but even at 1 MHz other phenomena are beginning to limit 
performance. I n t a l l a r  a n d m k r p l v  sci ntilliuionlimi~rt.solutionto aboutone degreeat 1 MHz, 
and absorptionby interstellarionized hydrogenproduces weal depthunitywithinahundred pafsecs 
or so. Still ,  the appearance of the radio sky at one degree resolution below 10 MHzis sti l l  unknown, 
and benefits (other than the obvious but still useful one of extending the spectra of sources known 
fmm higher frequency work) can be erpeaed. Quite m n g  but vcry steep spearurn sources could 
existat 1MHzwhosepresencewould bequiteunsuwfromanyworkdonetodate. We haveno 
reason M expect such sources -- but suppose brown dwarfs were highly non-thermal emitters and 
alsocosmicallyabundant(asoggeniondueto John Wheeler)? Other obviouslinesof inquiryinclude 
thedinribmion of local HIIand synchrouDnplauna andrhcbchaviwofinttrskllnr andimnplanaary 
scintillariormechanisms. 
Acoherentpgram of f i i - d e r  explorationof this currently unknownterritory should be 
organized, forimplementationduring aninramedi;lte phaseinthe deploymentof aVLFAonthelunar 
farside. 
iii. Solar system non-thetmd emission 
Ground-based observations of meter and decameternonthermal emission from the sun have 
been made since the 194Os, and of the decameter radiation from Jupitersince 1955. The observational 
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problemsinthwecaseshavealwaysbeendifferentfromgalacticand em-galncticwork the 
phenomena are quitereasonably strong, so that modest antenna systems suffice for adequate signal 
(although naof  courseformappmg!), but~eradiationisalsoquiainawlibfy complex, leading to 
dynamicspecrr;ilobservationsonveryshorctimescalesinmultiple polarizationsinanemptsto 
U M i v e l t h m g S .  
It has also been plain from the beginning that much of interest is just beginning to be visible 
at the longest wavelengths accessible from the ground, and the earlyradio astronomy from space, 
spchastheRAEmissionsandthemorerecentVoyrtgeFmissionshaveanwvaedmamazing~ount 
of detailed phenomenology - and not only from the Sun and Jupiter, but from Saturn, Uranus, and 
from the Earth as well. 
From the pom of view of planning low frequency radio observations in space, perhaps the 
most d r a m a t i c d t  of theeatiymissionswastheimpressivedemo~onbythelunar-orbiting 
RAE I1 that earth was an impossibly noisy object at all frequencies, producing aatenna powers one to 
two orders of magnitude higher than background noise zit all frequencies, but that when the RAE I1 
WES on the farside, theearth disappeared (as expected). 
Thus, developing a compellq case for further study -- and particularly for synoptic study -- 
of solar systemnonthermal radiationautomatically provides astrong argument far the lunatfarside 
VLFA. Asindicacedearlier, thisisacross-fieldsubject, withoutanrnfluenrialgeneral constituency 
among astronomers. It is up to planners of the VLFA to organize this as a strength rather than as a 
weakness, andtoinvolvedinteresredobserversandparticularlytheorisfromotherdisciplines. 
Solar system non-thermal radiationis animportanrand unique observing oppormnityforthe 
lunar m y ,  as was cogently argued by Mike Kaiser and Mike Des& at this workshop, and is suitable 
both for early 
mapping capability could support an evermore completechmcterizationof thephenomena. 
es of a lunar obsantatory, when copies of RAE or Voyager hardware could be 
deployedwicho 3 ydightmdication, andfornrcceedmg stages, wheninaeasedsensitivityand 
11. The Lunar Farside VLFA 
The lunar farside has appealed to daydmmmg radio astronomers for decades, as it has been 
presumedto supplythe curefortwovqrenl limitationstotelescopeperformance: man-madeand 
~ralRFI@nrticularlyimportanrddecameterwaveiengths), mdirregularrefractionandabsorpuon 
intheatmospheteandian~ete.(importantatanywavelength). Theextensionof theobservable 
radio spedtnm one or two decades lower in frequency is a bonus of potential if not demonstrable 
grearimportance. 
What arc Lhclimitations on performance onalunarfarsideVLFA? What are some practical 
fonns such marray mighttake? Andwhat arcthe areaswhercfonhainvmigsaionis merited before 
some p e w  version is needlessly frozen into too many people's plans? 
1. Performance limitations 
i.Geometry 
The equatorial diameter of the moon is 3476 km; the diameter of any array must be less than 
this if the vital benefit of shielding is to be enjoyed. Inasmuch as the various elements of an m y  
mustbecapableofseeingthesame bitofskyatthesametime, thenonh-south dimensionmustbe 
significantlylessthanthistomakea~~neblerangeoflunardeclination accesibletothe array: i fa  
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diffraction ofRF1 around the iunar iimo must ais0 be considered, A symmetric alrmture of diameter 
of 2000 km would lead to a range in lunar decliniuion of about &'. Of course & principle the entire 
farside could besptlnkled with elements , and appropriate and best submysused forvarious 
d i r e d m  in the sky. For purposes of funher discussion, though, let us consider a 2000 km aperture, 
whicb would carrespond to a one arcsecond beam at 30 MHz and a one-half arcminute beam at 1 
MhZ. 
-?- "- -'- 
ii. Scattering 
Scaaeringbytheinterplanetarymedium (IPS)will affectallobservations, andinterstellar 
scaneringwillaffeaobservationsofgalactic mdextragalacticsources. Bothprocessesprobablywuy 
as the 2.2 power of wavelength, with IS being about 0.7 arcsec and IPS being about 2.4 afcsec at a 
frequency of 30 MHz (these numbers are from Douglas and Smith, and are in rough agreement with 
numbers presented by Dennison at this workshop). At 1 MHz, the scattering angles become about 
0.4degreesan.d 1.2degrees. Ifthesenumbersaretakentobecorrectforthesakeofatgument,the 
lowest frequency at which one arcsec mapping would beuseful would be *&out45 MHz, requiring 
an a p r e  of about 1340 km, while the largest worthwhile aperrure at 1 Mhz would be about 15 km. 
iii. Absorption 
Forgalaaicand extragalactic observations one musttakeintoaccounttheincreasing optical 
depth due to immtellstHI1. The optical depth is proportional to wavelength squared, and is afew 
anr.hs at high galactic latitude at 1 MHz for lines of sight that don't intwsect HI1 regions. At low 
galaaiclatitudes, opucaldepth becomeslarge beforeone gctsout of the localfew hundredparsecs. 
At 1 MHz discrete HI1 regions will be opaque, evenif of very low emission measure. Of course, this 
state of affairs is one of the thrngs that makes observations below 30 MHz and patticularly below 10 
MHzastronomically interesting -- but itwill certainly produce apatchy view ofthe externaluniverse. 
iv. Lunuionosphere 
The moon certainly has m ionosphere -- the question is: how dense is it? Participanfs in the 
workshop were all mildly surprised that no one seemed to have beam numbers than those quoted by 
Douglas and Smith, which came from lunar occultation observations in the 1960s. Those 
observations suggested anupperlimit of 100/cm3.corresponding to anelearonplasma frequency of 
90 kHz. Apollo observations showed the presence of a neutral atmosphere of 10-12 torr; if fully 
ionized, thiswouldcorrespondtoaround4(10Y'lcm3, oraplasmafrequency of 1.8MHz. Itis 
clearlyvitai forplammg purposesto clearthismatterup. Notonlyisthelowerfrequencylimitof 
utilityof theVLFAaffemd. but evenathigherfrequencies, resolutionmay belimitedby thelunar 
ionosphere rather than by IPS. 
2. Practical forms of the VLFA 
i.Some basic assumptions 
The entire spectral range below 50 MHz constitutes a bandwidth q u a l  to one VLA channel -- 
well within the routine data h a n d 4  capability of modem digital Circuits. Noise figures of front ends 
are low, and futthermore, the sky  brightness temperacure goes up (as l a s s  or so) with wavelength so 
tbat antennaswhose efficiency decreases with wavelength can betoleratedwithoutreductionin 
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system signal-to-noise. These cons iddons  led to a consensus of participants that it wasprobably 
possibleto contemplateindividualself-contained shcnttri-pole elementswhich are individuallyin 
communication, viasawllite or optical link, with acmralpmessor(1ocxted possibly on earth, with 
daughter processors on the lunar surface or in a-tafe orbit). It was also assumed that c a h b h o n  
could beachieved bylumorbiting cd ibnt iont rmsmia ,  therebyremoveingtheusual requirement 
of individual interferometer baseline elements which could see enough sourcesto calibrate 
themselves. Of course, al l  these assumptions abouttechnology need to be checked out. 
ii, The individual array elernem 
Elemenmyconsiderationsofthetheoryof short~nnasandmatchingcircuitssuggesttfiat 
theefficiencyof ~ p e d a n ~ - m ~ e d ~ o r t d i ~ l ~ ~ i n v ~ ~ y ~ ~ o ~  towavelength cubed, and 
inverselypropomonaltotheft.itaionalbandwidth ofthematchqcircuiay. Itmaybe, whenmartrrs 
arecarefullyinvebigakd, Lbatelernentsmoreneatly 10metersinlengththanonemeterwould be 
required at the lowest frequencies -- wen after taking the sky brightness into c o n s i d d o n  -- if one 
wishes to avoid degradation of the speed of the array. Butit may be that the well-known preference 
of low noise amplifiers to operate in a mismatched condition removes this problem. It may also prove 
advantageous to accept the degradation(if any) for the benefii of the shorter dipoles. This sort of 
investigationcould be begunat anytime. 
units were pointed out the elements canbe deployed by impacter, by robot vehicles which have been 
soft-Wed, as well as by astronauts; their location need be known only approximately, and even that 
knowledge cancome afterthe deployment; the elements canprobably be designed so weight and 
powetrequirementsaresninimal, and tens orhundredsmaybedqloyed pertrip.The elements 
themselvesareallidentinticat, and considerableiavertmentintheirconstruaionispossible, with custom 
VLSI chips housing the elea~onics, togetherwith carefully designed solar power systems and 
deployment devices to cause the system to Spring upright after h a w  been literally tossed on the 
surface. 
Thepctical  advantages of asynthesis array of individual and self-contained short dipole 
The specifications of the electronics packageintenas with whatis deemedto be possible 
technically. Ideally, the system should be broadband -- say50 MHz to 100 kHz instantaneously -- 
butinalllikelihoodthis willbeimpossible. Alternatively, it should be multi-channelinthatrange, or 
perhaps dual-mode -- broad-band andineffident (for solar system studies) and multi-channel and 
efficient(forgalactic and extra-galactic studies). Clearly, the data rate from each element is also a 
consideration, and probably will be the limiting factor inthe conkxt of han- hundreds or 
thousands of elements. Although it would be premature to m m p t  a fd specification now, a first 
trial balancing of all of these factors would be highly desinble, and has not yet been done. 
iii. Theurryconfigution 
Giventhe concept of Nindividualself-contained elements, itis astraightfmard mmerto 
run computer simdationsof the performance to beexpected (subjectto assumptionsabouta possible 
lunarionosphere). Enoughsuchsimulationshavebeenruninotherconwrtstoestablishthatthe 
resolution of the SySfem will be that of the aperture over which the elements am spread. The effective 
areaof thesystemwillbethenumberofelementstimestheeffective areaper elementand thedynamic 
rangewill depend onthe number of elements and on the accuracy of calibralioa Thus, 
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by the sky brightness temperature TB, which increases rapidly with 1 down to about 4 MHz, and then 
more slowly. T a k q  the average s k y  brightness from Alexander (1970), which was based on 
ground-based andRAE data 
d i p o l ~ ~ ,  ~ h - 4  ri=D;f is ihe btido wium. i ne sywm rnpriiurt: 1 SF ~ i i i  besei 
we have 
(As)my = 24820f1'05 r- Janskys, for f (in MHz) > 4 MHz 
The brightness temperature sensitivity of a synthesis array depends on thef- fador and 
onthe bandwidthand integration time: 
where D is the diameter of the equivlent synthesized aperture. The fractional error in brightness 
tempetaturereachesunity forD = Di, where 
The fractional emxin brightness tempemure at aperture diameter D is then (DID 1 )2 . 
iv. Performance of a benchmark array 
For purposes of a benchmark, let us consider a lunar army of N=100 elements, with 10% 
fractiodbmdwidth(fl=O. l), and a7 =105-,,dintegrationThecolumnlabelledSqOB is the flux 
densig at408 MHz of a steep spectmrn (spearaI index = -0.8) point source which would have a flux 
of~ntimesthetmsmapnoiseattheobservingfrequency. 
Table 1 
Propert iesofanhywith&= 104 
* f(MHz) (WUnf s408 D1 (km) ATnSy (for D=20 h) 
1.0 0.53 Jy 0.043 Jy 369.86 .0029 
10.0 0.22 0.114 Jy 65.77 .om 
3.0 0.64 0.126 Jy 162.26 .0152 
30.0 0.07 0.087 Jy 28,85 .4806 
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The rms map flux density is independant of the diameter D of the equivalent synthesized 
aperture and is adequate for studies of steep-specwrn pohf sources to a408 MHz fl ux densicy of 
about 0.1 Jy, or-about two hundred thousand objects. 
To auain near arc-second maps one uses a large D (say, 2000 km) at 30 MHz. Such a 
system could produce 100-pixel maps for sources with 408 MHz flux brighter than about 9 Jy. This 
performance is useful, but by no means matches the VLA. One order of magnitude improvemenr 
wouldberealizedbytentimes thcnumberof elements, orby stacking 100maps(each ofwhich 
represents a day's observation). it could also be anained with N=lOO elements, each of which has a 
gainof 10 relativeto a short dipole, butwith rluendantinaeaseddeploymentandconaol problems. 
The 100-element system when deployed to produce a synthesized aperture D = 20 km would 
be useful fot brightness temperature maps at 10 Mhz and below, with resolution of about 5 
lvcminlltes at 10 MHz and 50 amn.inutes at 1 MHz. This 10 MHz performance is similar to the Clark 
LakeTPTat 100 MHzandthel MHzperfotmance(neglectingprobab1escatteringlimitations)is 
similar to that of the Original 80 MHz Mills' Cross. 
In summary, the 100-element VLFA would be very useful for source spectra and for 
emnding brightness temperature maps to low frequencies, but could produce arcsecond class maps 
of only the brighter sources in the sky. Our ultimate goal should be centered on mys of a thousand 
ormoreelements. 
3. Furtherinvestigations 
Anumber of areasrequirefunberinvestigationbeforeserious design workcan be 
undettaken, while many 0 t h ~  (perhaps most) pcoblems are probably best uncovered and addressed 
by undertaking a serious (ifprelmmy) design study. 
i. InterplrnetuyandbterstelluScIttering 
Performanceof thearray atlow frequencies willdefinitelybelimited byinmplanetaryand 
intmtellarscatfmng. Although asubstantialamounrof workhas beencarried outinbothfields, 
which has formed the basis of extraplolations used above, much more can and should be done. In the 
fiaal analysis, however, we must be prepared to find ourpredictionsimperfect, and should arrange 
the deployment of early stages of the arrayto permit vdicat ion of predictions. 
ii. Effects of the lunar ionosphere 
Investigationofthisproblem isthemosturgent of d i m e s :  half ofthe casefor ahmar 
location is based on the presumpon that the ionosphere will be at least an order of magnitude less 
diststtingtbantbat ofthe eartb (the otherhalfisRFI shielding afforded by thelunar fluside). Whatis 
the densitymd scaleheight and variabililyof thelunarionosphm? What are thecorrelationsdes? 
WeneedtadireatbeanentiMafianosphericphysiuststothisproblemimmediately. and planon 
e x m e n t s t o  verify predictionsin early stages of array deploytment. 
iii-Check basic usumptions 
As noted above, we have been a s k g  many things are possible: active calibration of the 
elementsand determindan oftbeirexaalomionthrougb tluspcess; individual communication 
possiblewithouttotallysaavating Linkbandwidths; tMalmasspere1ernentsmal.l enoughto 
-. \ : -  
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the short-dipole efficiency, andits bandwidthand stabilityifitneeds tobematched. Althoughthe 
possibility ofhighergainelemmtswasmentioned, itneedsto bemorecarefullyexaminedsincesuch 
a direct impact on system performance would be produced by e.g. using locat clusters of short 
dipoles asdements, ratberthan singleunits. 
iv. Do a scriout design study 
Acceptwhatevwuncertainties exist, and canyouta serious and complete designstudy, with 
the input assumpons carefully listed. This process wil l  be more effective thanany other method in 
uncovering problems, areaswheretradeoffs are beneficial, and justwhattheultimatepcticd 
Limitationsonthe array maybe. The dangeristhatsuch anearlydesignmightbecomeembeddedin 
administrative connete; this dangercould beminimized byfunding morethanone p u p  to carryout 
the study. 
111. Deployment of the Lmau Farside VLFA 
sensible sequence of stages must be addressed. Questions of scientdic justifidonand adminismtive 
tlrmng are of great importance and must be considered together with the purelytecbnical ones of 
designchecks and m y  performance. Thefollowingisa skeletonoutline, intended tostimulate 
furtherthought on the maam. 
This ambitious project will grow over a period of time, and the problem of settrng forth a 
1,Stage I -- the return to the moon 
A lunar orbiter with 0.1 - 30 MHz receivers is deployed, which is also capable of 
transmitting on a variety of frequencies in this range on command.The receivers would be used for 
passivie occultation studies of solar SyStem sources, including delibemelygenerated termtrial 
signals; thetMnsmiuers would be used as probes for low-frequency occultation studies of thelunar 
ionosphere, ai well as later for calibration Signals for VLFA elements on the l u m  surface. 
ii.Euly landers 
A one-element SySfem for solar system studies is deployed, capable of swept frequency and 
high time resolution. Several elements are deployed at a spacing of e.g. 20,200 and 2000 km, to be 
usedinterferomemcalllytocheckonlimitationsposed bythelunarionosphereand byinterplanetary 
a n d i n t e m d m s ~  andtoverifytheeffectiveness of ourcalibrationprocedures.. Althoughnot 
very sensitive, eventhis systemhas thecapabilify of detecting astronomicalsurprises. 
iii. Tests of robot deployment 
As a test of robot deployement, the beginnings of a cluster of antennas - perhaps 10 elements 
--we deployed over a region of 5- 10 km. The elements should be linked to the centTal processing site 
by the system ultimately to be used; a data relay satellite should be in place and continuous processing 
begun. Thisisaauallyausefulifsmallsystem. 
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2- Stage I1 - the bundred-element array 
- i - l obot  deployment of the 100 element VLFA 
This m y  would be deployed over H region of about 20 km, and should yield the 
performance discussed as abenchmark above. Many astronomical problems can be addressed attbe 
two to fdty arcminute resolution of this system. 
ii Higb -resoh tioninterferometry 
' 
Tbe20-km clusterof100elementsw3l beusedagaiastane~moreoutlyingeleme~ 
hundreds and thousands afkm away, producing a synthesized high-sensitivity interfetmeter. In 
addition to providing informatian necessary to the ultimate expansion of the system, Pteiimrnary 
~~atiananthedecameterslryat~sresolutionisobtained. 
3. Stage I11 -- the arcsecond mapping instrument 
LModifiedelernentdesign 
Earlierstageswillhave soggesredmodificationsinelementdesign, which canbe 
incolporrttedatthissrage. Inparticular, to reach the 1000-elementperformancelevelneeded, 
the c m F g  possibilities of 100 ten-element clusters soft-landed and robot deployed orthousands 
of indiwdual demenrs which are hard-landed must be decided. 
ii. Deployment and incorpotltion of deme!nts 
Deployment would presumably occutovera period of years, with new elements brought on 
line asthey are available; tbe system performance would gradually grow -- and could be biassed in 
directions of new targets of oppatucy  discovered at earlier stages of the m y .  
NSPmmlry 
Thelunar farside VLFA appeals tothe observational radio astronomef BS an achievable 
instrument of great potential. It will never be deployed unless a focussed and convincing argument 
forits Wty can he made. These remarks do not. consti~~?e m h  an quinsiitbuthyf~lly WF. will 
in due come find or assemble a compelling case. It is important to include as primaty pnrrners in this 
endeavor those solar and space physicists whose interest in the solar system non-thermal radiation 
processes can farm p m  of the bedrock M which the s t r u m  is erected. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Jack 0. Burns 
The University of New Mexico 
The workshop concluded with a general consensus on the scientific 
goals and preliminary design for a lunar far-side very low frequency 
array. Our major conclusions and recommendations are as follows: 
(1) The lunar far-side is the only viable location within the inner 
solar system from which to conduct sensitive, very low frequency (0.5 
to 30 MHz) astronomical observations. Ground-based observations are 
severely limited by a generally opaque ionosphere, electrical 
discharges in thunderstorm activity, and man-made interference. 
Earth-orbit observations are similarly constrained by terrestrial 
atmospherics, leakage of radio and television transmissions through 
the ionosphere, and auroral kilometric radiation produced by plasma 
processes in the Earth's magnetotail. A far-side VLFA will be 
shielded from these interfering signals by the Moon. 
(2) A lunar VLFA is technically feasible. The dipole and receiver 
components are simple, off-the-shelf technology. The data at the 
anticipated rates can be processed with current specialized 
correlators, such as those present at the Very Large Array radio 
telescope, and computers. Data transmission back to Earth can be 
accomplished with a communications satellite in lunar orbit. 
Although the thermal and cosmic ray environments are harsh on the 
Moon, they do not present any substantial engineering or maintenance 
problems for the array. The major new technology that must be 
developed for this observatory is an automated robot for remote 
deployment of the dipoles. 
( 3 )  Unlike radio telescopes operating at higher frequencies, the 
system temperature (i.e. noise characteristics) will not be limited by 
receiver or internal electronics noise, but by the brightness of the 
sky. The astronomical signals that we anticipate will be strong. 
Therefore, impedance matching of the dipoles to the system electronics 
is not a crucial issue. So, short dipoles of about 1 meter length 
(much smaller than a wavelength) will be adequate. This will greatly 
simplify deployment and reduce the mass of the array. 
( 4 )  The beam size and shape, and the directivity for a short dipole 
are all relatively poor. To improve upon these characteristics, we 
propose to group the dipole antennas into mini-arrays consisting of 
two by two elements. 
produce a small amount of beam shaping and improve the pointing. 
The elements within a group could be phased to 
( 5 )  The initial, phase I array would consist of roughly several 
hundred dipoles spread over a circle with diameter 17 km. Since 
interstellar scintillation limits the resolution at 1 MHz to about lo, 
there is no reason to build an array with longer baselines at this 
frequency. This would also produce several arcminute resolution at 30 
MHz. For the higher frequencies, one would like to extend the 
baselines to diameters of at least 1000 km in phase 11. The phase I 
array could be deployed in a spiral-like pattern with a high density 
of antennas near the center and lower density near the periphery. We 
suggest antenna spacings that increase with radius roughly as a 
power-law (i.e., rn) where the index of the power-law (n) would be 
determined by computer simulations. In analogy to the VLA, we expect 
this pattern to produce good instantaneous u-v coverage (i.e., a good 
synthetic aperture). The emplacement of individual dipoles is not at 
all crucial with variations of tens of meters around the nominal 
pre-selected positions possible due to terrain considerations. 
( 6 )  The preferred mode of operation for the array is aperture 
synthesis. This will produce the best beams with lowest sidelobes and 
the least complications in communication between elements. The 
post-processing of data in this mode is more complicated than in a 
scanning mode but no more so than the current V I A .  Operationally, 
aperture synthesis is simpler and more reliable. 
( 7 )  The scientific motivation for a lunar VLFA is potentially very 
strong. One could map the propagation of electron streams through the 
corona of the Sun produced by solar flare activity. Magnetospheric 
plasma processes near Mercury, Jupiter, and Saturn tend to produce low 
frequency radiation that can be monitored and analyzed with the VLFA. 
The galactic thermal and nonthermal backgrounds can be mapped to study 
the properties of the interstellar medium, and t h e  origin and 
propagation of cosmic rays. Measuring the low frequency spectrum of 
extragalactic sources would be useful in understanding the process by 
which radio emission is generated, and how relativistic particles are 
accelerated and evolve with time. One might also find evidence of 
coherent radiation processes in extragalactic sources that are common 
in solar system magnetoactive plasmas. These exciting scientific 
goals require further study to tailor their applications to the VLFA. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
Jack 0. Burns 
The University of New Mexico 
a 
Not unexpectedly, the workshop generated many new questions 
the lunar VLFA that must be addressed before any serious design 
studies can be undertaken. We divide these questions into two 
categories: Science and Engineering. 
I. Further Science Investiaations 
(1) The general consensus of the workshop participants was that 
about 
the 
scientific justification .for low frequency radio astronomy in general 
is not well focused or detailed. 
exciting and important astronomy that might be conducted with the 
VLFA, but at present the scientific goals are too vague and general. 
In particular, more study must be undertaken of the potential 
observations of the planets and the Sun. Within the general topics, 
such as the interstellar medium and extragalactic radio sources, we 
must develop stronger quantitative, theoretical arguments for 
Observations with the VLFA. Predictions with specific observational 
signatures would be useful. We suggest that theoreticians be asked to 
join the working group on the VLFA. The scientific goals must be well 
established before detailed design work can begin. 
There is a great deal of potentially 
(2) Some effort must be made to @@sell@@ the VLFA to the astronomical 
community once the scientific justification is better focused. We 
will likely be in competition with other branches of astronomy for 
funding. Thus, our arguments for the VLFA must be at least as 
intriguing as those for x-ray and infrared astronomy. Unlike these 
other fields, however, low frequency radio astronomy has yet to fly 
its first survey instrument. We are effectively in the same position 
as x-ray astronomy in the early 1970's when the UHURU satellite was 
launched. 
new exciting sources of radiation and, thus, mature. Low frequency 
radio astronomy is still in its infancy. Serendipity will play a 
large role in a lunar VLFA since we are not really sure what the sky 
looks like in this uncharted window. This puts us at a distinct 
disadvantage with respect to other, more developed areas of astronomy. 
These other fields have had an opportunity to discover many 
( 3 )  Some very useful survey work at low frequencies could be performed 
on precursor missions that might be launched in anticipation of the 
establishment of a permanent lunar base. A simple dipole or V-shaped 
antenna could be placed on board a lunar geoscience orbiter. 
would.be the successor of the RAE satellite. This instrument could 
survey the sky at low resolution and low background levels when the 
spacecraft orbit takes it above the lunar far-side. Similarly, if 
robotic spacecraft were landed on the far-side for geological survey 
work, dipole antennas could operate from these vehicles. If several 
were landed, simple interferometry at low frequencies could be 
perfonned to survey and locate radio sources at higher resolution. 
Such piecursor missions would help to address the scientific questions 
described in (1) and (2) above. 
This 
a 
( 4 )  More theoretical study is needed on the limitations that will be 
placed on the lunar VLFA by scattering and refraction from the 
interplanetary and interstellar media. 
ultimately limit the resolutions and frequencies of the VLFA. 
Therefore, the effects must be well understood so that they can be 
incorporated into the design of the VLFA. 
These plasma effects 
( 5 )  A better investigation of the ionosphere near the surface of the 
Moon is critically needed. At present, good global and near-surface 
values of the electron density do not exist. These are crucial to the 
design of the array. We must know, for example, if a lo4 electron/cm3 
layer hugs the day side of the Moon as recently suggested by Vondrak 
(1988). These investigations could be carried out by a combination of 
remote, ground-based observations, reanalysis of RAE and Apollo data, 
and new measurements made from the lunar surface by precursor and/or 
early lunar base missions. 
( 6 )  In an effort to better understand the scientific limits of the 
VLFA, we suggest that some initial computer modeling be undertaken to 
investigate the type of radio source structure that one might be able 
to map with the VLFA. For example, one could lmobservemm an
extragalactic radio source (particularly, the expected low-frequency, 
extended components) via the computer as it would be seen by the VLFA. 
Beginning with a model, we can convolve the hypothetical source with 
the response of the array (i.e. u-v coverage) and add noise at the 
appropriate level to examine what structures one might expect to 
observe. This will constrain both the science and the design. 
( 7 )  We propose that consideration should be given to precursor 
missions before the establishment of a lunar VLFA. These missions 
would be used to accurately determine the density and extent of the 
lunar ionosphere, to perform a preliminary low-resolution all-sky 
survey at very low frequencies, to study the signal propagation - 
effects through the interstellar medium, and to begin monitoring low 
frequency variable sources. These missions could be conducted from 
lunar orbit and from the surface as part of a survey of the lunar 
far-side. 
11. Ensineerina Studies 
(1) There should be continued trade studies of various options for the 
array elements: long versus short dipoles, dipoles versus tripoles, 
dipoles versus Beverage antennas (J. Kierein, private communication). 
( 2 )  The frequency range must be further investigated. One is limited 
to frequencies above about 1 MHz for galactic and extragalactic 
observations. However, some of the more interesting planetary 
emissions occurs between 100 kHz and 1 MHz. What should be the lower 
bound on the frequency of the array? 
( 3 )  Computer studies should be undertaken to design the optimum 
number and configuration of dipoles. Studies of the instantaneous and 
longer term u-v coverage (i.e., synthetic aperture) can be performed 
with currently available software and computers. 
(4) More thought must be given to problems involving noisy data that 
are anticipated from the VLFA. Questions of self-calibration, phase 
retrieval, refractive errors, and three-dimensional Fourier transforms 
must be considered. 
( 5 )  Consideration of observing strategy would be useful at this early 
phase. How does one maximize the range of objects to be studied in 
detail and minimize the observing time with the proposed VLFA 
configuration? 
( 6 )  One should study the design of a VLSI chip that could perform most 
of the receiver functions needed at each dipole. This would simplify 
the electronics, reduce the weight requirements, and potentially make 
the antennas more reliable. 
( 7 )  The power requirements and power storage are still uncertain. We 
expect that each element will need less than a watt of continuous 
power during operation. However, how will this power be supplied, 
especially during the 14-day nights? Will solar cells with battery 
storage be adequate? How will this impact on the expected limitations 
on the mass of the array and the deployment? 
( 8 )  An intelligent, robotic vehicle must be designed to remotely 
deploy the antennas. 
Earth and between the far and near sides, the robot will most likely 
have to operate in a semi-autonomous mode. Thus, questions of 
telepresence and artificial intelligence enter into the design. We 
see this as the most difficult engineering hurtle for the VLFA. 
Given the delay time between the far-side and 
(9) We suggest that a ground-based model of a mini-VLFA be built to 
test observing and deployment strategies, and to debug the electronics 
and communications for remote operation. This model would operate at 
30 MHz, a window that is accessible (but often polluted by 
interference) from the ground. The array would be relatively 
inexpensive since it can be built from currently available components. 
We would plan to simply deploy these antennas, as on the Moon, with 
each dipole having an electronics and communication package. The data 
would be transmitted to a central location via a radio link and 
recorded on magnetic tape. We may be able to use currently available 
correlators (e.g., the VLBA correlator) to produce source fringes and 
visibilities that can be made into sky maps. This model would test 
the feasibility of the design and operational mode for a future lunar 
far-side observatory. 
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4.3.1.2ASSEwBLY STRATEGY IN LEO 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the 
assembly of the Phobos mission vehicle in LEO. 
On-orbit mating of multiple elements of a vehicle 
becomes more and more practical as the size of the 
pieces being lifted to LEO increases and the num- 
ber decreases. 
METHODOLOGY 
Background 
A variety of  previous studies of transportation 
node Space Stations have concentrated on the prob- 
lems of assembling, refurbishing, and maintaining 
fully or partially reusable transportation systems 
for trans-lunar or trans-Martian manned flight. 
This previous work has concentrated on long-term 
scenarios that assume a substantial human presence 
in LEO. On-orbit assembly and test of spacecraft, 
as well as cryogenic propellant transfer and stor- 
age are generally assumed. Recently proposed pi- 
loted Phobos and Mars missions have assumed this 
capability. 
On the other hand, the infrastructure and many of 
the technologies needed to assemble, test, and 
launch large spacecraft from LEO do not exist at 
present and represent an obstacle for proposed 
missions carrying humans to Mars with Earth depar- 
ture dates on or around the year 2000. The Space 
Station program, as currently designed and proj- 
ected, cannot assemble a manned Mars stack which 
will mass more than 1,000 metric tons. 
Studies of the assembly of Mars stacks have usu- 
ally called for a separate facility, either co- 
orbiting or totally separate from the currently 
proposed Space Station. A Mars stack will greatly 
disturb the micro-g environment, contaminate the 
vacuum, and in general require the pressurized 
volume, crew time, power, etc., currently planned 
f o r  other uses in the present program. 
The various looks at the problem indicate that, 
unless the current Space Station program changes 
emphasis, an additional Mars stack assembly space 
station will be required. Given that the cur- 
rently proposed phase l Station will not be in 
place and operational until the mid to late 199Os, 
construction of an additional large facility for 
assembly of Mars stacks seems unlikely before 
2000, making a Mars mission desiring to depart in 
that time frame and requiring such facilities not 
possible. 
One solution to the problem is to assemble the 
Mars stack without a space station or other space 
based infrastructure of significance. The Phobos 
vehicle concepts discussed in general assume no 
space station will be available. 
Key Assumptions 
1. 
2. 
The Martin Phobos configuration (Ref. 1) was 
used for assessment. 
The ET0 capability assumed for delivery of the 
Phobos vehicles (cargo and lander) was an ALS 
class (90 mt) launcher. 
APPROACH 
The approach employed for this activity was to 
evaluate the on-orbit assembly concept of the 
Martin Phobos vehicle configuration, to identify 
issues and/or areas of concern, and to recommend 
alternatives to be considered for incorporation 
into the FY89 Expedition to Phobos case study 
requirements (Ref. 2) . 
FINDINGS 
Figure 1 shows the Martin Phobos vehicle to be 
assembled. Numerous large fluid connections are 
required. Eleven large tanks come together to 
make up the TMI single stage. A summary of se- 
lected key assembly requirements for this vehicle 
is shown in Table 1. EVA was estimated by deter- 
mining each task to be performed for each tank or 
stage brought up. The total number arrived at was 
then multiplied by a 1.5 factor as a margin for 
things forgotten or unknown. The true value is 
highly influenced by the level of technology used 
in assembly and is difficult to accurately esti- 
mate at this level of detail. The objective at 
this time was to develop a reference and method to 
enable comparisons at an order of magnitude level 
of accuracy rather than to estimate exact values. 
Better definition of the hardware interfaces will 
be required to improve the EVA estimates. Based 
on initial assessment of the explicit or inferred 
requirements, assembly of the reference Phobos 
vehicle without the use of some facility in space 
is, at best, questionable and cause for concern; 
at worst, assembly of this vehicle as proposed is 
not possible. 
The shuttle remote manipulator is only rated for a 
third of the 90 m ton tank mass that must be moved 
around. In addition, the shuttle must dock at a 
variety of locations on the vehicle in order to 
use the manipulator to place the tanks, which 
though possible, seems impractical. Twenty-five 
months are required to assemble the cargo and 
piloted vehicles using an estimated 187 EVAs of 
six hour duration each or approximately two EVAs 
per week for each week of the twenty-five month 
process. The orbiter fleet cannot support this 
length of stay or number of EVAs. It may be pos- 
sible to use the habitation module for the piloted 
vehicle to support the EVAs however, with some 
weight penalty on the whole mission. The orbiter 
and RMS must be on hand to place each of the 24 
payloads, however. Additionally, it is not viewed 
as being practical to fly a 90 m ton tank into a 
slot between other tanks and position it with 
sufficient accuracy to make up eight fluid connec- 
tions, f o u r  structural, and at least one electri- 
cal connection. The tank must be positioned with 
a manipulator or other device rigidly connected to 
the vehicle. Thus it appears that a space facili- 
ty will be necessary if assembly is to be con- 
strained to use of current support system capabil- 
ities and concepts. 
The preceding concerns led to the concept for 
assembly shown in Figure 3 of Appendix A with a 
remote manipulator (RMS) capable of reaching any 
point on the vehicle requiring placement of a 
tank. The Figure 3 concept shows a manipulator 
and truss structure only. Power, thermal control, 
attitude control, habitation, and EVA/airlock/ 
spacesuit support are all assumed to come from 
another source, most likely a space station rigid- 
ly attached to the structure. 
The assembled (Figure 1) vehicle is essentially 
put together piece by piece. A n  ALS class launch- 
er capable of placing the 90 m ton tanks in LEO is 
assumed. The RMS travels on a strongback. The 
vehicle is assumed to be docked to some rotating 
fixture that will allow the single RMS on a 
strongback access to it all. EVA or a capable 
robotic equivalent is required for numerous fluid, 
electrical, and structural interconnects. The 
biggest challenge is the 128 fluid connections 
that must be made in space, including 34 large 
line (20 inch or so) connections. Bolted connec- 
tions and leak tests were assumed to be required 
for these large lines. Quick connects similar to 
the shuttle/external tank interface may also be 
possible. 
Figure 2 shows the launch schedules for assembly 
of the Phobos vehicle and associated shuttle sup- 
port launches. Shuttle launches are required to 
replace assembly crews every six months or so. A 
minimum launch rate of one ALS class stage per 
month is required to assemble the piloted vehicle 
between the time the cargo vehicle departs and the 
piloted vehicle departure date, roughly 18 months. 
Shuttle launches concurrent with the ALS launches 
are also required. 
During the course of this study and evaluation, 
the question arose as to whether assembly can be 
simplified and what options may be available for 
consideration. Conceptually, it was judged that 
docking stages together without fluid connections 
might be a viable candidate configuration option 
to be levied as a study requirements on the vehi- 
cle. To confirm the potential merit of this idea, 
the Phobos vehicle TMI stage was scaled parametri- 
cally in order to estimate the effect of multiple 
stages on the mass of such a configuration as well 
as estimates of the effect on the other assembly 
parameters (Tables 2 and 3). It is recommended 
that ET0 capabilities up to 230 mt, a Phobos vehi- 
cle configuration that includes both the addition 
of an aerobrake and multiple TMI stage options be 
study requirements for FY89. 
For more detail about the Martin vehicle analysis 
refer to Appendix A, and to Appendix B for the 
docked vehicle. The Appendices contain informa- 
tion about the manifest, EVA/IVA requirements for 
on-orbit assembly and other related issues. 
The following issues that need to be considered 
for assembly surfaced in this analysis: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 .  
5 .  
6. 
How will the ALS payload and upper stage be 
brought to the assembly point? Should they 
fly themselves up to a docking structure or 
should an orbital maneuvering type device dock 
with them and bring them to the assembly 
point? 
What is the optimum altitude assembly orbit? 
Are there requirements on the departure incli- 
nation? Is the phase 1 Space Station orbit 
adequate? 
What is the micrometeoroid/orbital debris 
shielding requirement for these vehicles? Are 
multi-wall shields required on the tankage? 
What are the penalties associated with boil- 
off? Can it simply be vented or should it be 
captured and used for attitude control and 
orbit makeup or should it be reliquified and 
placed back in the tank? Is the capability to 
top off the tanks required? 
How can the vehicles accommodate other launch 
opportunities with different delta V require- 
ments? 
Current launch vehicles (manned and unmanned) 
have an ascent success rate of roughly 91 per- 
cent over 447 flights (includes all major U.S. 
and foreign launchers). This is simple ascent 
reliability. On-time performance is much 
worse - not even measured. Given this one in 
ten failure rate and poor schedule performance 
history, should a vehicle requiring multiple 
launches prefer a few large launches or many 
small ones? How can we make the system insen- 
sitive to a launch vehicle failure? 
7. What is the maximum time a crew can work on- 
orbit, supporting two EVAs per week or more? 
8. Can the assembled vehicle with over 100 fluid 
connections be launched from LEO without a hot 
fire engine test for the TMI stage? 
9. Can the assembled vehicle be adequately vibra- 
tion tested on the ground? Is a vibration 
test in space required? 
10.1s it possible to build a large diameter (20 
inch) quick connect for cryogenic fluids that 
requires no leak testing with cryogens in it? 
11.How can low level leak testing be done in 
space? Gas sniffers will not work in a vacu- 
um. Is it practical to run a spectrometer 
device over the surface of all the plumbing or 
each connection? Are leaks in the TMI stage 
plumbing really important in space? 
12.What is the level of complexity of the plumb- 
ing for the TMI stage made up of twenty-two 
tanks? What is the minimum number of fluid 
connects required per cryogenic tank? 
13.1s there a docking concept that would allow 
the assembled vehicle to be put together with- 
out a manipulator to move the tanks around? 
14. What mass of facilities and consumables are 
required to support two EVAs per week over a 
two year period? 
15.When is it reasonable to establish assembly 
parameter allocations on the transportation 
and node allocations and is there a path by 
which to converge to reasonable allocations? 
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Table 1, Summary of Phobos Veh. Assembly R e q s . ,  Martin Vehicle 
Item Assembled (Martin) Vehicle 
Total LEO mass at dep. , both veh. , 
m tons 2,096 
Cargo Veh. LEO Mass, m tons 467 
Piloted Veh. LEO Mass,m tons 1, 310* 
*Becomes if MOO2 1,180 
moved to cargo veh. 
No. of HLV launches req. for both veh. 24 
No. of STS launches req. for both veh. 5 
HLV max. payload to LEO required, 
m tons 96 
HLV max. shroud dia. req., meters, 
(feet) 10 (33) 
HLV max. shroud length req., meters, 
(feet) 30 (100) 
EVA Req. for Cargo Veh. 
Assem., No. of 6 hour EVAs. 56 
EVA Req. for Piloted Veh. 
Assem., No. of 6 hr EVAs 131 
Total EVA R e q . ,  No. of 6 hr. EVAs 187 
No. of req. large dia. (20 inch) 
fluid line connections req. 32 
No. of req. small dia. fluid line 
connections req. 96 
No. of req. structural in space 
connections req. 117 
No of req. electrical in space 
connections req. 28 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
1 4 C 0 ln ln .- .d 2, 0 P d 
e 
2 
t a 
0 4  
“
I I ,  
Table 2, TMI Stage Sizing for Staged/Docked Phobos Veh, 
No. TMI Stages 1 2 3 4 5 
for piloted vehicle **  
Piloted Vehicle: 
Total LEO mass 
m tons 1 , 1 8 0  959 925 867 865 
TMI Stage wet * 
mass, m tons 877 352 2 2 3  156  124 
Cargo Vehicle: 
No. of TMI stages 
for cargo veh. 1 2 2 2 3 
Total LEO mass 
m tons 664 621 621 621 6 1 1  
TMI Stage wet * 
mass, m tons 454 205  205 204 132 
* All TMI stages are the same size, to reduce 
manufacturing costs and make maximum use of 
the launch vehicle. All TMI stages use a 1 0  
meter maximum diameter. 
** The single stage TMI vehicles assume the MOO2 
burn propellant has been transferred to the 
cargo vehicle, as suggested by Martin, making 
the piloted vehicle 130 tons lighter than the 
Martin vehicle in reference 1 .  
Table 3, Summary of Phobos Veh. Assembly Reqs. , Staqed/Docked Veh. 
(3 Stage TMI, 2 Stage MOC) 
Docked 
I t e m  Vehicle 
Total  LEO m a s s  a t  
dep., bo th  veh., m tons  
1,546 
Cargo V e h .  LEO Mass, m tons 621 
Pi lo t ed  Veh .  LEO Mass, m 
tons  925* 
*MOO2 propel.  on cargo veh. 
N o .  of  HLV launches 
req.  f o r  both vehicles 
N o .  of STS launches 
req.  f o r  bo th  veh. 
HLV max. payload t o  
LEO required,  m tons  
HLV max shroud d i a .  
req.  m e t e r s ,  (feet) 
HLV max shroud length 
req.  m e t e r s ,  (feet) 
EVA Req .  f o r  Cargo Veh. 
A s s e m .  N o .  of 6 hour EVAs. 
EVA Req. f o r  P i lo ted  Veh .  
A s s e m .  N o .  of 6 h r  EVAs. 
Total  EVA Req., N o .  of 6 hr .  EVAs 
N o .  of req.  l a rge  d i a .  (20 inch) 
f l u i d  l i n e  connections req. 
N o .  of req.  s m a l l  d i a .  
f l u i d  l i n e  connections req.  
N o .  of req.  s t r u c t u r a l  
i n  space connections req.  
N o .  of req.  e l e c t r i c a l  
i n  space connections req.  
a 
4 
226 
10 (33) 
44 (145) 
7 
10 
17 
0 
0 
36 
7 
Appendix A 
Martin Phobos Vehicle 
ADDendix A 
Figure 3 shows the assembly sequence for the pi- 
loted vehicle with manipulator and truss structure 
only. Power, thermal control, attitude control, 
habitation, and EVA/airlock/spacesuit support are 
all assumed to come from another source, most 
likely a space station rigidly attached to the 
structure. Table 4 shows the manifest for assem- 
bly and launch of the concept including only ALS 
cargos. 
A rough estimation of the EVA and IVA required 
during the on-orbit assembly process for the Mar- 
tin vehicle was generated in order to establish 
what kind of assembly infrastructure would be 
needed. Also, by performing a similar analysis on 
the docked concept, an idea of the EVA/IVA savings 
obtained by using the docked vehicle was esti- 
mated. 
The technique used to evaluate the on-orbit assem- 
bly EVA/IVA required for each vehicle involved two 
steps. First, the vehicles were configured. The 
structural, electrical, and fluid interfaces be- 
tween major elements of the vehicles were defined. 
All efforts to minimize the amount of EVA/IVA 
needed to assembly these elements were taken. The 
payload capacity of the heavy-lift launcher chosen 
for both vehicles was a major driver in this con- 
figuration process. The vehicle elements and 
their interfaces were defined with close attention 
to minimizing EVA/IVA and the heavy-lift vehicle's 
required lift capability. The elements were then 
manifested in as few launches as possible. 
The second major step involved defining the 
EVA/IVA tasks required to assemble the cargo ele- 
ments in the order dictated by the manifest. A 
list of tasks needed to assemble the cargo ele- 
ments brought up on each subsequent heavy-lift 
launch, starting with the first, was produced. 
Then, each task was analyzed, broken down into 
subtasks if necessary, and assigned an EVA/IVA 
hour requirement. The different types of assembly 
tasks performed and their associated EVA/IVA hour 
'costs are shown in Table 5. The list of tasks 
performed for each set of cargo elements in the 
manifest of both the Assembled and Docked configu- 
rations are shown in Tables 6 C 7 respectively. 
The latter set has been broken down by mission and 
includes each task and EVA/IVA cost, the total 
EVA/IVA hours and days required to complete the 
assembly imposed by each flight, and the total for 
each vehicle. 
The list of tasks composed for each flight was 
based on conventional operations conducted on the 
ground and on engineering common-sense expecta- 
tions (e.g. , attitude control system test). No 
new technology was projected. For example, bolted 
connections were assumed to be required for large 
fluid lines. The list of tasks is far from com- 
plete and some of the tasks included are contro- 
versial (e.g., engine fire test for TMI stage). 
The amount of time allocated for each task may 
also be debateable (e.g., 10 hours of EVA to 
align, connect, and leak check a large diameter 
main propellant line). The total number arrived 
at was then multiplied by 1.5 as a contingency for 
things forgotten or unknown and problems that 
might occur. The "true value" is highly influ- 
enced by the type of technology used in assembly 
and is difficult to accurately estimate at this 
level of detail. To improve these estimates, the 
interface hardware must be defined in more detail. 
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Figure 3 .  
Flight #1 (ALS-1) 
Payload elements temporarily docked to station assembly backbone 
5 20m 
Over-sized RMS connects TEIS tank to assembly rotisserie 
20m 
RMS attaches two truss members, Phev, and a cargo package to the TEIS tank 
20m 5 10 
1 
e 
Flight #2 (STS-1) 
Assembly Crew #1 
k 10m - 
A 
30m 
- 
T 
T - ’? I 2om 
Flight #3 (ALS-2) 
MOCS stage, with interstage and truss already in place, is positioned 
for connection to the TEIS tank 
10m b L 
30m 
5 
Flight #4 (ALS-3) 
" M I S  tank #1, with fluid line piping, is attached to square trusswork above 
5 2om 
Flight #5 (ALS-4) 
TMIS tank #2, with fluid line piping, is attached to square trusswork above 
10m ! r 
30m 
20m 
Flight #6, #7 (ALS-5,6) 
TMIS tank assembly completed 
30m 
I 
Y 5 'P 2om 
Flight #8 (ALS-7) 
SSME with over-sized bell, manifold, and square truss already attached, 
is guided into position by RMS; all fluid lines are then connected 
to the manifold 
5 10 20m 
I 
F l i g h t  89 (STS-2)  
Inspec t ion  C r e w  #1 ( l o i t e r  on s h u t t l e ) ,  Assembly C r e w  
night #IO (ALS-8)  
5 2om 
I ! I I  
I I  
H module with ECCV and trusswork is attached as one cargo element 
to t h z  rotisserie 
t 10m 
Q -r 30m 
c 
7 
T - 5 20 rn 
Flight #11 ( U S - 9 )  
MOCS t a n k  #l i s  positioned under square t r u s s  
k 10m / 
Flight #12, X13, #14 ( U S - l o ,  11, 12) 
MOCS assembly completed including square truss 
10m L 
‘7- 
b, 
c 
’ ? I 201-17 5 
*Flight  #15 (ALS-13) 
Square t russwork  attached f o r  TMIS t a n k  connec t ions  
5 ’ ? 20 m 
TMIS tank #1, with internal manifold, is connected to center of truss above 
5 10 
w 
20m 
I 1 
e 
F l i g h t  #16 (STS-3) 
Assembly C r e w  # 3  
10m - 
TMIS f irst  t i e r  t a n k  and bot tom truss assembly completed ( i n c l u d e s  
p i p i n g  c o n n e c t i o n  from each  t a n k  t o  mani fo ld  i n  c e n t e r  t a n k )  
5 
Flight #21 (ALS-18) 
Hexagonal t r u s s  a t t ached  t o  square t r u s s  above; TMIS t ank  connected 
- -  
m i  
T 
Om 
c . 
20m 
~ F l i g h t  922 ,  # 2 4 ,  K.25, #26, #27 ( U S - 1 9 ,  20, 21, 22, 23) I 
TMIS t ank  assembly completed; hexagonal t r u s s  a t t ached  t o  unders ide  I 
of t anks  I 
Flight #23 (STS-4)  
Assembly Crew # 4  
10m L - 
5 20 m 
F l i g h t  #28  ( U S - 2 4 )  
SSME w i t h  over -s ized  be l l ,  manifold,  and square t r u s s  a l r eady  a t t ached ,  
is connected t o  hexagonal t r u s s  above; a l l  f l u i d  l i n e s  are t h e n  connected 
t o  t he  manifold 
20m 5 I I 
Flight #29 (STS-5)  
Flight/Inspection C r e w  
Table 4 Assembled (Martin) Vehicle Manifest 
S i z e  D X L (m) Weight ( m t  P i e c e  
MOSC 7.5 x 18.8 
MOOS 
MTX (RCS,  MCC) 
Square T r u s s  
Interatage 
57.9 
1 9 . 6  
5.3 
4.0 
4 . 0  
ALS-3 ( A u g  '00) 7.5 x 1 1 . 0  9 1 . 0  
ALS-5 ( O c t  100) 7.5 x 1 1 . 0  91 .0  
Table 4 (Continu&) 
HAB Module (w/equip.) 9.0 X 20.0 
ECCV 
MTX (MCC, RCS , etc . ) 
Square Truss 
52.2 
6.9 
18.5 
4.0 
ALS- 9 (Mar '01) 7.5 X 13.5 91.0 
ALS-12 (Jun '01) 7.5 X 13.5 95.0 
Table 4 (Continucdj 
a s - 2 2  (Apr ' 02)  7.5 x 11.0 91.0 
Typica l  Tarhr for On-@?bi t  A!secblv keouirerent: lhrs 
E V A  1 VF: 
I 1. Connect 17’ hydrooen and oxyoen b a i n  f u e l  line! 
I - Alion and connect 
I - Insert and  toroue bolts t o  EDecificetionE 
1 - Leak check a i t h  Drecsurized aaE 
- Leak check w i t h  crvooenic fluid 
I  
I 2 .  Connezt I’ hvdrogen a n d  oxyoen recirculation line! 
: - A l i o n  and  connect 
I 
I 3. Connect 1’ hvdrooen and oxyoen hEliu& press. liner 
: - Alion and connect 
! - Toroue ConnectionE to sDecjficatjons 
I 
I 4 .  Connect 1’ hydrogen and oxygen vent l ines  
I - Alion and connect 
I - Toroue connections t o  soecificztion. 
: 5,  Leak check for recirc.! press., and vent lines 
I 
I 
I 
I 6. Hake ~ ? r u c t u r a l  connection of  t russ  t c  t russ  
I 
I - b l i p  and connect 
I 
I - lnsoect connection 
i ?. Conduct THI enpine hot f i r e  t e s t  
I and Perform Dort f i r e  i n r o x t i o n  
I e.  Conduc! RCS I t t i t u d g  control t e s t s  
I 9 .  Deo!@y and t o s t  mwer w t m  
I 10. Rake and t e s t  e lec t r ice l  connection 
I 11. Conduct vibration tert 
- Ins ta l l  shaker 
- Remove shaker 
- Toroue connection: to specifications 
I 
I 1
- Leak check n i t h  pressurized o a s  - Leak check ni th  cryoDenic fluid - Diiconnect and repair if required 
I 
CaDable of takin! 100 ton load! 
- Insert and toroue bolts t o  swci f ica t ions  
I  
I 1
1 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I - Standby durina t e s t  
I 
I  
I 12. Inspection 
I 13. TOP off tanks 
I 14. Recove s tee l  sanifo!d plat?  
I 15. A!ion and secure H module into docking ooEition 
I  
I 
I 
I 10 : I 15 
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I Typical  T l sk r  f o r  Dn-Orbit A s ~ e r b l y  Requirerents Ihrr) I 
EVA I VA I 
(-------------------------------------------------------------I-----l-----I-----I-----I 
I 
I 
I I I I I  
I 16, Rerotely ran ipu la te  (RHS) tank f r o #  docking I 6 1  I b I  
I t o  asserbly p o s i t i o n  I I 
! - RHS roved i n t o  r e t r i e v e  p05, along backbone I 1 ;  ; 
I - RHS r e t r i e v e s  tank I 2 1  I 
I - RHS rove5 t o  assembly pos i t i on  I 2 1  I I 
I - I n i t i a l  a l i g n r e n t  and at tachrent  I 1 ;  I 
I 17, Rerotely r o t a t e  s t ruc tu re  I I 1 :  
I 
IH nodule has ECCV and t russ s t ruc tu re  at tachedl  I I I I I 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I I I I I  
I I 
I I I I I I 
I 18. Rake s t r u c t u r a l  connection of  t russ  t o  tank 12.25 I 12.25 I I 
I 
I 
capable o f  tak ing 100 ton load5 I I I I I 
I - A l ign  bnd connect I I 0 . 5 I  1 I 
! - Inspect connection I 10.25 I I 
I capable o f  tak ing 100 ton load5 I 
I - I n s e r t  and torque b o l t 5  t o  spec i f i ca t i ons  I 1.5 I I I 
I 20, Reaotely r a n i p u l a t e  IRHS) less than 10 tons o f  I 4 1  I 4 1  
I cargo i n t o  assembly p o s i t i o n  I I 
I - RHS roved i n t o  r e t r i e v e  pos. along backbone I 1 ;  - RHS r e t r i e v e s  cargo e le ren t  I ; 1 ;  I 
I - RHS moves t o  asserbly p o s i t i o n  I I 1 I  
I - I n i t i a l  alignment and at tachrent  I 1 I  
I 21. Hake s t r u c t u r a l  connection o f  tank t o  tank I 7 1  I l f  
I capable o f  tak ing 100 ton loads I 
I - A l i p  and connect ( inc ludes r o t a t i o n s )  I 2 1  
I - Inspect connection I 1 ;  I 
I 22. Hake s t r u c t u r a l  connection o f  tank t o  RSS r o t i s s e r i e  
I capable of tak ing 100 ton loads I I 
I - A l ign  and connect ( inc ludes r o t a t i o n s )  I 2.5 I 
I - I n s e r t  and torque b o l t s  t o  sDec i f i ca t i ons  I 5 1  
I - Inspect connection and t e s t  r o t i s s e r i e  I 1 :  
I - Attach arm t o  adapter and remove from cargo bay I I 1 ;  
I - Deploy adapter f o r  a t tachrent  I I 1 I  
I 24. Rerote ly  r a n i p u l a t e  IRHS) SSHE+/truss I 5 1  I 5 :  
I 
I - RHS soved i n t o  r e t r i e v e  pus. along backbone I 1 ;  
I - RHS r e t r i e v e s  M E *  I 2 :  I 
I I I 
, I 
I 
I 
I I 
- I n s e r t  and torque b o l t s  t o  spec i f i ca t i ons  I 1.5 I 
I I 
I 19. Rake s t r u c t u r a l  connection of  tank t o  t russ (3.25 I 13.25 I 
I - A l ign  and connect I l 1 . 5 1  I I 
I - Inspect connection 10.25 I 
I I I 
I I 
I 
I I I 
I I I I I I 
I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I I I I I 1 
I I 
1 
I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I - I n s e r t  and torque b o l t 5  t o  s ~ e c i f i c a t i o n s  I 4 1  
I I I I I 
I 8,5 I I 9.5 I 
I 
I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
23. Shu t t l e  RHS deployrent o f  hab module adaoter I 2 :  I 
I I I I I I 
I 
I 
I I I I I 
I I I 
I I 
from docking t o  assembly p o s i t i o n  
Table 5 (Continutdl 
1 I 
I - RHS rovcs t o  r s t c r b l y  pos i t ion I I 1 ;  
I - l n i t i r l  r l i p n r e n t  rnd r t t r c h r c n t  I 1 1  I t  
I I 
I 
I I I I I  I 
I 25. Hake r t r u c t u r r l  connection o f  SSHE+/truss to  one tank 12.25 I I2,25 I I 
I 
I - Rlipn and conncct f I 0.5 I I crprb le  of taking 100 ton loads 
I I I I I 
I 
I - Insc r t  and torquc bo l t s  t o  speci f icat ions I I 1.5 I 1 1  
I - Insptc t  connection 10.25 I 1 
I 26, Hakr s t ruc tu ra l  connection betuctn adapter and I 5 1  I 5 1  
I tu0 hab rodul rs  I I  I I I  
I - Align rnd connrct I I l l  I I 
! - Insc r t  rnd torque bo l t s  t o  spec i f i c r t i ons  I 1 5 1  I I 
I - Inspect connection I I 1 I  
I 27. Detach from s ta t i on  ; 1 :  
I 28. Remotely t o n t r o l l c d  roving of vehicle for test ing 6 1  I 
I - O W  r e t r i e v a l  I ! I  
I - OHV tu9 I !  I 4 1  
; - OWV detrchrent r I I I l l  
I 
I 29. Rerotcly contro l  s ta te  docking I b l  
I - OHV rendezvous I 2 :  
: - OHV f i n a l  docking I 4 :  
I 
1-------------------------------------------------------------1-----1-----~-----~-----1 
I I 
I I I I I I 
I 
I I 
I I I I I I 
t 
I I I I I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I I 
I 
I I I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I J 
I I I I I 
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8 I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
5 17 I 0,OO I 1.00 I r o t a t e  I 
I 
I 
I 29 I 0.00 I 6.00 I dock 
16 I 6,OO I 6.00 I get tank 
19 I 3.25 I 3.25 I f i t  tank I 
10 I 1.00 I 1.00 I elec. f o r  tank I 
I I I 10.25 I 17.25 I I 
Table 6 (Continued) 
I 7 I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
i I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
29 
24 
25 
25 I 
25 
25 
10 I 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 I 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0.00 I 6 , O O  I 
5.00 I 5,OO I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
1.00 1 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 1’ 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
10.00 ! 15.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1,OO : 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1,oo I 1.00 I 
10.00 I 15.00 1 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1,oo I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1.00 I le00 I 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 : 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6,OO I 
dock 
Get SSHE/trurs I 
SSHEltrurr to trnk I 
SSHE/truss to trnk 
SSHE/truss to tank 
SSHEltruss to tank 
elec. for SSHE 
rerove plate on ranifold I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
install and check rain 
install recirc 
instal 1 press 
install vent 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate 
install and check rain 
install recirc 
ins tal I press 
install vent 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate 
install and check rain 
install recirc 
install Dress 
install vent 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate 
instill and check rain 
install recirc 
install press 
install vent 
check rinor lines 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I * 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Table 6 (Continued) 
I 12 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
17 
29 
I 16 
19 
10 
I 20 
6 '  
6 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 0.00 I 1.00 I rotate 
; 0.00 I 6.00 I dock I 
I 6,OO I 6.00 I get tank 
I 3.25 I 3.25 I f i t  tank I 
I 1.00 I 1.00 I elec. for tank 
I 4,OO I 4.00 gct truss 
I 1.25 I 1.25 I fit truss 
I 1,25 1.25 I fit truss 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I I I 
1 I I I 21.25 I 42.23 I 
)-----------------I------------------)----------I---------I-------------------------------I 
I 15 17 
29 I 0.00 I 6,00 ; dock 
16 I 6.00 I 6 ,OO I get tank 
19 I 3.25 I 3.25 I fit tank 
14 I 1.00 I 1.00 I rerove plate 
I I 0.00 I 1.00 I rotate I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
I 1 I 10,OO 15.00 ; install and check rain I 
2 I 1.00 I 1.00 I install recirc 
3 I 1.00 I 1.00 ; install press 
4 I 1.00 I 1.00 I install vent 
5' I 3,OO I 6.00 I check minor lines 
10 I 1.00 I 1.00 I elec. for tank 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 17 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
1 1 
I I  
I I 
I 1 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
17 
29 
lb 
19 
14 I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
10 
20 
b 
6 
b 
6 
20 
6 
6 I 
6 
b 
b 
6 
b 
b 
6 
b 
18 
18 
18 
18 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
0.00 I 
0.00 I 
6.00 I 
3.23 I 
1.00 I 
10.00 I 
1.00 I 
1-00 I 
1.00 I 
3.00 I 
1.00 I 
4.00 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 i 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
2.25 I 
2.25 I 
2,25 I 
2.25 I 
4.00 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.00 I 
6.00 I 
6.00 I 
3.25 I 
1,oo : 
15.00 I 
1.00 I 
1.00 I 
1,oo I 
6.00 I 
1.00 I 
4.00 I 
1,25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
4,oo I 
1,25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 ! 
1.25 I 
1.25 ! 
1.25 I 
1,25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
1.25 I 
2.25 I 
2.25 I 
2.25 I 
2.25 I 
rotate 
dock 
gct tank 
fit trnk 
remove plate 
install and check main 
install recirc 
install press 
install vent 
check minor lines 
elec. for tank 
!et truss 
fit truss (square) 
f i t  truss (square) 
fit truss (square) 
fit truss (square) 
Pet truss 
f i t  truss I hex 1 
fit truss (hex) 
fit truss (hex)  
fit truss (hex)  
f i t  truss L hex 1 
fit truss Ihcx) 
fi t  truss lhex C square) 
f i t  truss (hex C square) 
fit truss (hex C square) 
fit truss lhex C square) 
fit truss 
f i t  truss 
f i t  truss 
f i t  truss 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
mle 6 .  (Continued) 
I I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 22 17 I 0.00 I 1.00 I rotate 
29 I 0.00 I 6.00 I dock 
19 I 3.25 I 3.25 I fit tank 
10 I 1.00 I 1.00 f elec. for tank 
I I 6.00 I 6.00 I !et tank I 16 
I 1 
1 I 
1 1 1 1 1 
I I I I 10,25 I 17.25 1 
I-----------------I------------------I----------I---------1-------------------------------I 
I 23 17 I 0.00 I 1.00 I rotate I 
I I I 0.00 I 6.00 I dock 29 
1 I I 6.00 I 6.00 I !et tank I 16 1 
1 I I 3.25 I 3.25 I f i t  tank 19 
I I I 4,OO I 4,OO ; !et truss 20 
I 1 1 1.25 I 1.25 I f i t  truss (hex) 6 
I I I 1.25 1 1.25 I f i t  truss (hex) 6 
I I I 1.25 I 1.25 I fi t  truss (hex) 6 ’  I 
I I I 1.25 I 1.25 I f i t  truss (hex) 6 
I 
I 
1 
1 I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 10 I 1.00 I 1.00 I elec. for tank 
I 
Table 6 (Continued) 
I 24 I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
I I 
1 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
29 
24 
25 
25 
25 
25 
10 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
14 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  
I 
I 
I * 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0,OO I 6,OO I 
5.00 I 5.00 I 
2,25 I 2.25 I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
2.25 1 2.25 I 
2.25 I 2.25 I 
1,oo I 1.00 I 
1,oo I 1,oo I 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1,oo I 1.00 ! 
1.00 ; 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
10.00 ; 15.00 ; 
1,oo ; 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 1 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
3.00 ! 6.00 ! 
1,oo I 1.00 I 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
1.00 I la00 I 
1.00 ! 1,oo I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1.00 
10,oo 
1.00 
1 .oo 
1,oo 
3,OO 
1.00 
1 .oo 
15,oo 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
6,OO 
1.00 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
1.00 ; 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
3.00 I 6.00 I 
1.00 I 1.00 I 
10.00 I 15.00 I 
dock I 
qet SSHE/truss 
SStlE/truss to truss 
SSME/truss to truss I 
SSHE/truss to truss 
SSHE/truss to truss 
elec. for SSHE I 
rerow plate (extra link) I 
install and check rain Icxtl 
install recirc (extra 1ink)I 
install press (extra link) I 
install vent {extra link) I 
check rinor lines (extra lil 
rerove plate (extra link) I 
install and check rain (cxtI 
install recirc (extra link): 
install press (extra link) I 
install vent (extra link) I 
check rinor lines (extra l i :  
I 
I 
I 
I 
rerove plate (11) 
install and check rain 
install recirc 
install press 
install vcnt 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate (121 
install and check rain 
install recirc 
install press 
install vtnt 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate 113) 
install and check rain 
ins tu1 1 recirc 
install press 
install vent 
check rinor lines 
rerove plate (44) 
install and check rain 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Table 6 (Co n t i n u a  
I 
I SUBTOTAL t I 402.25 I 692.25 I 00,30 
1 
I 
t t t  LAUNCH PILOTED VEHICLE t l t  
1 
I 
Appendix B 
Docked Phobos Vehicle 
Appendix B 
Table 8 shows the manifest for assembly and launch 
of the concept including associated shuttle 
launches. Shuttle launches are required to re- 
place assembly crews every six months or so. The 
docked vehicle requires a minimum launch rate of 
one HLV every 4 months and could conceivably be 
assembled in a short time if one launch per month 
rates are possible for the HLV (see Figure 4 for 
one launch/two month scenario). 
The Gross Lift-off Weight (GLOW), lift capability 
to LEO, a short description, and an illustration 
of all possible launch vehicles are shown in Fig- 
ure 5. Data was obtained on historical or exist- 
ing (Saturn V, Energia), and proposed launchers 
(e.g., U S )  varying in lift capability from around 
40 to over 500 metric tons to LEO. The descrip- 
tion at the bottom of this figure includes data 
necessary to analyze the impact of each launcher 
on ground handling operations (e.g., core and 
strapon sizes and weights). Figure 5 has the 
launchers in order from lowest payload capability 
to highest. 
The staged or docked concept involves redesign of 
the vehicle so that assembly and support (EVA or 
IVA) is minimized. A sizing program was developed 
to investigate different docked vehicle configura- 
tions f o r  a Phobos mission that might be easier to 
assemble. Each docked vehicle configuration 
studied partitioned the propellant into different 
numbers of stages that a certain preselected 
launch vehicle could handle. This was accomp- 
lished by segregating the total delta V require- 
ments for a burn so that individual stage weights 
remained under a ceiling value. Figure 6 shows 
the detailed calculations. 
From existing knowledge of the assembled (Martin) 
vehicle, a spreadsheet (Figure 6) was formulated 
to match previous results with docked vehicle 
calculations. Once confidence was gained in how 
these previous results were obtained, the vehicle 
configuration was modified to a staged TMI config- 
uration. This ultimately reduced the mass re- 
quirements for the mission, while promoting modu- 
larity for LEO vehicle assembly. 
Tankage, engine, and nozzle weight estimates were 
approximated using percentages of the total fuel. 
This level of detail was assumed appropriate for 
this initial study. The values of 15% and 18% 
were used for normal stage propulsion systems with 
the 18% reserved for the extended bell nozzles of 
the modified SSMEs (used in TMI stages). The MCC 
and RCS stage propellant systems used 50% and 
100% factors respectively. Some performance para- 
meters were adjusted from the baseline configura- 
tion in order to keep thrust to weight and burn 
times reasonable. 
There are several factors contributing to the 
dissimilarities in the masses of both the Martin 
and docked vehicle configurations. The mass sav- 
ings for the selected docked piloted vehicle (3 
TMI stages) result from the following factors 
(seen in Figure 6). First, the piloted vehicle's 
MOO2 propellant and staging is now transported to 
a Martian high circular orbit by the cargo vehicle 
(direct savings - 25,000 kg) . It should be noted 
that this deviation affects all the previous stag- 
ing systems. Primarily, it affects the MOC, since 
a large delta V is associated with this maneuver. 
With a large delta V, a small relative drop in 
mass after burn results in a dramatic drop in 
propellant requirements (total savings -78,000 
kg). The opposite occurs for the cargo vehicle 
which acquires a new mass. The second fact is 
that staging for a large delta V maneuver like TMI 
produces considerable savings compared t o  no stag- 
ing (inert weights are dropped after each stage 
burn for a savings of - 146,000 kg) . There is an 
additional 130,000 kg saved on the TMI system due 
simply to shifting the MOO2 propellant to the 
cargo vehicle. 
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dock 
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MARS EXPLORATION STRATEGIES 
PRECURSORS/PREREQUISITES TO HUMAN EXPLORATION OF MARS 
A WORKSHOP REPORT 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION 
Pe 1 will land on the surface of Mars in the fu ture , .  ssibly the near future, 
and explore the planet. To ensure safety and efficiency it is essential to consider 
what information must be in hand before human exploration of Mars takes place. 
The Office of Exploration (Code Z) is making this assessment. 
Office of Exploration Process 
The Off ice  of Exploration is responsible for developing initiatives that will 
take human beings into deep space beyond low Earth orbit. In doing so, the scope and 
responsibilities of other Offices and programs within NASA must be considered and 
woven into any initiative proposed to provide a consistent, sustainable program that 
utilizes all of the required capabilities within the agency. Consequently, the Off ice 
of Exploration has adopted a process in which initiatives are developed and the 
scientific and operational requirements of varying degrees of importance necessary to 
carry out the intiatives are set out. The requirements are transmitted to the various 
program offices and i t  is then their responsibility to define specific approaches to 
acquirong the data  necessary to satisfy the requirements set out. The plans, data, 
studies or missions that result are than incorporated into the exploration plans and 
scenarios considered by the Office of Exploration and are used to more specifically 
define options and plans. 
The process of identifying piloted exploration initiatives has focused attention 
on the Moon and  Mars. Studies of each involve three elements, namely science, 
resource exploi ta t ion,  and  sustained human presence. These three elements a re  
va r i ab le s  i n  t h e  scenarios  developed a n d  resul t  in  some cases in  d i f f e ren t  
requirements. 
The Office of Exploration has developed a set of general requirements which 
apply to piloted missions irrespective of objective. In addition, the Off ice  of 
Exploration has developed a set of requirements that  must be considered in the 
exploration of Mars. Both the specific and general requirements are listed in section 
5.0 of Prereauisite Reauirements for ExPloration Class Missions, version 1.0 (draft) 
Feb. 1988, produced by the Off ice  of Exploration. These requirements, in the 
notation used, are as follows: 
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5.1 General Requirements 
5.1.1 
5.1.2 
5.1.3 
5.1.4 
5.1.5 
5.1.6 
Develop an  approach and the appropriate systems to predict and 
p r o v i d e  o n b o a r d  d e t e c t i o n  t o  p r e c l u d e  t h e  poss ib i l i t y  of 
unanticipated crew exposure to solar flares. 
Characterize the potential of surface materials and the surface 
environment  to disable humans or  machines through toxicity, 
chemical reactivity, or unusual physical properties. 
Determine the characteristics of surface materials necessary to 
design advanced  l i f e  support  systems or resource extract ion 
processes using indigenous materials. 
Determine the physical and compositional characteristics of the 
surface materials that define the nature and type of operational 
procedures and tools (drill, etc.) to be used by crews on the surface. 
Determine sub-surface and surface properties for candidate outpost 
or  base  s i t e s  necessary  t o  p e r f o r m  h a b i t a t  a n d  s t r u c t u r e  
construction and burial for radiation shielding. 
Determine the presence of possible, but undemonstrated, natural 
hazards to human operation, such as excessive natural or induced 
radioactivity of surface materials on Mars. 
5.2 Requirements Specific to Mars Exploration Scenarios 
5.2.1 Determine the properties (composition, physical state) of Martian 
moons to enable  selection/rejection of scenarios tha t  include 
Phobos/Deimos resource utilization. 
5.2.2 Def ine  the atmospheric and surface environment in sufficient 
detail to enable the safe entry and landing of piloted spacecraft 
and the extended operation of surface systems. 
5.2.3 Resolve issues dealing with the forward contamination of Mars and 
back contamination of Earth by martian materials. 
5.4 Engineering Tests 
Some missions can also serve as engineering tests or demonstrations for 
en t ry  and  landing, surface mobility systems, orbital rendevous, power 
systems (e&, photovoltaic systems), and communications systems to be used 
by piloted missions. 
PURPOSE AND RESULTS OF THE WORKSHOP 
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To more fully understand the requirements for the piloted exploration of Mars, 
a workshop was held a t  the California Institute of Technology on March 7-9, 1988, 
under the auspices of the Office of Exploration. Participants reviewed existing data 
and developed assessments of what must be done before human exploration of Mars 
is possible. The workshop was divided into five working groups. Each working group 
considered an aspect of the piloted exploration of Mars and the following summary is 
divided into sections reflecting the responsibilities and conclusions of the f ive  
groups. 
Mission Objectives: 
The objectives of human exploration of Mars as defined by the workshop 
participants are: 
- to send people to the surface of Mars and return them safely to Earth 
- to conduct scientific investigations uniquely enabled by a human presence 
- to investigate the potential for sustained human activity on Mars 
The purpose of human exploration is to conduct scientific investigations which 
are  uniquely enabled by the presence of human beings. This applies not only to 
activities on the surface of Mars and directly relevant to the planet but also to those 
invest igat ions which a re  a result  of the extended s tay in  space that  such an  
enterprise entails. Scientific investigations that might be carried out on such missions 
were not  defined. Viewpoints will change significantly as da ta  f rom precursor 
missions accumulate. Humans on the surface may be best able to assess the potential 
of the planet (and of humans themselves) to support sustained human activity. 
Exploration Strategies: 
T h e  workshop  d e f i n e d  Robus t  a n d  Targe ted  s t ra tegies  as  a discussion 
framework. These strategies have different longterm implications and spring from 
d i f f e r e n t  philosophies of explorat ion but  both have  s imilar  requirements for  
precursor data. 
The robust lander strategy involves landing on a previously unexplored site. 
Thc site selection is based on an understanding of the planets characterisitics and 
processes derived from a series of orbital prccursor missions plus extrapolation of 
surface characteristics based on returned samples from other locations on Mars. This 
strategy resembles that employed during the Apollo program, and humans replace 
automated devices for  purposes of scientific investigations as opposed to largely 
robotic exploration. The mission(s) are self-contained and require no interaction with 
prev ious ly  l anded  devices  or  mater ia ls .  The  sc ien t i f ic  objectives a r e  local 
reconnaissance and detailed studies with documented sample collection with limited 
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mobility. T h e  robust strategy does not necessarily have a long term evolutionary 
implication although it  is not excluded. 
T h e  targeted s t ra tegy  involves  l a n d i n g  a t  a previously vis i ted a n d  well  
characterized site. The site will have navigation aids and environmental mc lnitoring 
devices i n  place a t  a minimum and may also have additional components such as 
consumables, propellants, science support  facil i t ies,  ascent and  sur face  mobili ty 
vehicles etc. Site selection a n d  preparat ion a r e  based on characterization of the 
p l a n e t  a n d  t h e  s i te  by a ser ies  of robot ic  missions. T h e  s i te  wil l  h a v e  been 
characterized in detail using robotic landers. Science and  exploration objectives a re  
focused. A fundamental  difference between the two strategies is that  the targeted 
strategy places a much greater reliance on robotic exploration. The  targeted strategy 
allows exploration of more complex sites and  the exploration could be focused so as 
to  accelerate studies of the feasibility of human habitation. The targeted strategy fi ts  
into a n  evolutionary scenario leading to a permanent human presence on Mars, and  
probably would result in human exploration of Mars a t  a later date  than is the case 
f o r  the robust strategy. Detailed scenarios for  each strategy have yet to be worked 
out. 
An important aspect of the human exploration of Mars is the clear distinction 
that  can be made relative to the Apollo program and the landings on the Moon. Mars 
has a n  atmosphere and  its surface is much more active, both in terms of geological 
processes and  chemistry than the moon. In addition, the extraordinary duration of 
t h e  missions currently conceived results in hazards and  requirements that  did not 
come into play in the much shorter missions of the Apollo program. 
Categories of Requirements for  The  Human Exploration of Mars: 
Not all  requirements for  the human exploration of Mars have the same degree 
of importance a n d  i t  is convenient to separate requirements into f ive  categories 
w h i c h  r e f l e c t  t h e i r  i m p a c t  on  var ious  mission aspects.  E a c h  w o r k i n g  g r o u p  
formulated requirements which fall  into one or more of the following categories. 
Categorv 1. GoINo-Go decisions: 
Requirements influencing go/no-go decisions must be satisifed before a 
mission can be undertaken. Mission Rules generally fall  into this category. 
T h e  workshop concluded that there are  such requirements in life sciences, 
lander targeting, and system development and reliability (Table 1). 
Life  sciences: 
The  physiological and psychological well-being of the crew 
members is of paramount concern during any mission. In  the case 
of the human exploration of Mars, there are  fundamental  issues of 
health and  safety which must be dealt with before a mission can 
be underaken.  These arise f r o m  1.) the physiological effects of 
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extended s tay times in 0-G gravity fields; 2.) the anticipated 3 
year duration of the mission which imposes severe psychological 
stress; 3.) the long term cumulative effect  of the interplanetary 
radiation environment (plus that imposed by shipboard devices), 
which has unknown consequences; and 4.) the possible toxicity of 
Martian materia Is. 
The workshop participants recommend that i t  is essential to  1.) 
determine the  feasibil i ty of measures to counter the  effects of 
long term microgravity exposure in the  absence of an artif icial  G 
field;  2.) i t  i s  essential to determine the effectiveness and  t h e  
utility of a n  art if icial  gravity field for  long duration space fl ight 
and  to balance the merits of these two approaches against their  
effectiveness and  cost. 
Long duration spaceflight will impose severe psychological 
stresses that  a re  not well enough understood. I t  is recommended 
t h a t  means be devised for  dealing with such stresses and  t h a t  test 
procedures for  predicting susceptibility to  certain stresses must be 
developed. 
Radiation is a serious hazard and  the workshop concluded that  
t h e  long term effects of continuous exposure to certain radiation 
levels a r e  not well enough known to certify crew safety for  a 3 
year mission. I t  is recommended tha t  on board means of detecting 
solar f lares  during the  course of the  mission, and  of shielding the  
c r e w  f r o m  b o t h  p r i m a r y  a n d  s e c o n d a r y  r a d i a t i o n  m u s t  b e  
developed and integrated into spacecraft design. 
T h e  workshop concluded tha t  i t  is possible tha t  Mart ian 
materials may be toxic to humans. The  composition of the Martian 
regol i th  is k n o w n  only  general ly  a n d  t h e  presence of small  
quantities of potentially toxic compounds cannot be ruled out. T h e  
workshop recommends  t h a t  the potent ia l  toxicity of Martian 
mater ia l s  should  be assessed by t h e  collection and  re turn  of 
Martian samples. 
Lander Targeting 
The  targeted stra egy requires a pinpoint landing apability to 
prepared sit&. L a n d i n g  accuracy must be satisfactorily within the 
mobility range of the lander, i.e., the crew with their equipment 
must be able to get to and utilize previously landed materials. A 
pinpoint landing capabili ty minimizes the contingency mobility 
requirements  which must be available to  ensure access to  the 
prepared site. This requirement is less severe for  the robust mode, 
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but safety considerations peculiar to a specific site may require a 
p i n p o i n t  l a n d i n g  c a p a b i l i t y .  T h e  w o r k s h o p  r e c o m m e n d s  
development and demonstration of a pinpoint landing capability. 
System Development and  Reliability 
Many new systems must be developed prior to piloted missions. 
Because crew members lives will depend on them, the workshop 
p a r t i c i p a n t s  recommended t h a t  systems re l iab i l i ty  over  long 
d u r a t i o n s  must  be thoroughly proven. Some examples of such 
systems include: spacecraft  l i fe  support systems, technology for  
c o n s u m a b l e s  r e c y c l i n g ,  r e l i a b l e  p o w e r  a n d  communica t ions  
systems, low maintenance space suits, Martian surface habitats and  
l i fe  support systems. 
Category 2. SDacecraft design: High Leverage Prereauisites 
M o r e  d e t a i l e d  a n d  prec ise  d a t a  i n  some f i e l d s  m a y  
significantly reduce mass and  cost and increase reliability (Table 
2). Information about the atmosphere and  the chemical properties 
of the Martian regolith a re  examples. 
Existing data  indicate that aerocapture is a viable strategy f o r  
automated missions to Mars, but improved understanding of the 
a t m o s p h e r e  of Mars  c a n  lead t o  substant ia l  improvements in  
spacecraft design resulting in mass savings and  improved landing 
accuracy. The  workshop participants concluded that there is (1) a 
lack  of comprehensive space-time coverage of the  atmosphere 
density profiles (2) a lack of wind data,  particularly for  the  near 
s u r f a c e  b o u n d a r y  l a y e r ,  a n d  (3) a l a c k  of k n o w l e d g e  of  
atmospheric precipitates, aerosols and  electricity. T h e  workshop 
recommends t h a t  i t  is important to  improve the  da ta  sets in these 
areas  through such missions as the Mars Observer mission which 
will provide substantial improvements in the  atmosphere d a t a  set. 
Mars is a n  act ive planet. I t  is possible tha t  the  chemical 
activity of the soil and/or its physical properties and  the radiation 
e n v i r o n m e n t  m a y  h a v e  u n w a n t e d  e f f e c t s  on m a t e r i a l s  a n d  
equipment necessary for  exploration of the planet. T h e  workshop 
concluded t h a t  proper materials selection requires a n  assessment of 
t h i s  possibility and  recommends exposure of materials on the  
Martian surface for  long periods of time. 
Category 3. Ouerational corn~lexitv/cost: 
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Some requirements have a n  impact on the  complexity of 
operations or  their cost and  risk (Table 3). 
Improved information can reduce design complexity and  cost 
in terms of the operations on the surface of Mars involving human 
beings.  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  so i l  c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i v i t y  a n d  physical  
p roper t ies  such as extremely f i n e  grain size may e f f e c t  EVA 
procedures and  protocols. Mobility is a key question and  requires 
more accurate  assessment of rock/soil and  slope distributions.  
R a d i a t i o n  h a z a r d s  m a y  r e q u i r e  deve lopment  of special ized 
h a b i t a t s ,  e q u i p m e n t  a n d  w a r n i n g  d e v i c e s .  T h e  w o r k s h o p  
recommends t h a t  i t  i s  important  to: (1) develop improved d a t a  
about  rock/soil and  slope distributions and meter scale surface 
morphology and (2) determine the physical/chemical properties of 
t h e  Martian soil more precisely and (3) have real time solar f lare  
radiation hazard warning. 
Cateaorv  4. Precursor  d a t a  t h a t  e n h a n c e  sc ience /ena ineer ing  
content: 
Certain fundamental  data are required to properly plan and  
carry out a program of exploration (Table 4). Primary is a geologic 
map with characterizations of the nature of surface materials a t  a 
sat isfactory level of detail (volcanics, impact-produced surfaces, 
aeloian features, ice and  permafrost phenomena to name a few in  
the case of Mars). The  creation of a map implies some knowledge 
of the relative ages of the units defined. Absolute calibration of 
geologic map units, however, significantly enhances the context of 
fur ther  investigations because age data  allow rates of processes to 
be d e t e r m i n e d  a n d  i n  some cases  may d is t inguish  be tween 
processes. T h e  workshop concluded tha t  with age, process a n d  
process r a t e  information in hand, complex sites can be selected 
with more confidence that the sites and  the information obtained 
can be placed within a regional or global context. Precursor data  
which calibrates the geologic map is very important. 
An i m p o r t a n t  aspect  of h u m a n  explora t ion  will be the  
assessment of the resource potential  of Mars. Assessments a r e  
diff icul t  even in the terrestrial case, but are  made much simpler if 
the geologic context is understood and  areas or  units likely to 
contain resources are  identifiable. Land forms in which ice played 
a role are an  example. 
T h e  workshop recommends tha t  i t  is important to  provide 
global characterization and age calibration of the  Martian surface, 
and  t h a t  sample  r e t u r n  is requi red  in  th i s  respect. Resource 
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assessment/feasibility studies will be highly dependent on precise 
and  complete geological/geochemical da ta  and present d a t a  a r e  
inadequate.  An improvement in geological/geochemical d a t a  is 
required to  ensure optimum site selection and exploration gains. 
Category 5.  Regulatory reauirements/PerceDtion of risks: 
Some aspects of planetary exploration are subject to national 
and international regulation and/or  have an  impact on public 
perception of risks associated with human missions (Table 5). 
T h e  workshop recommends tha t  i t  is highly desirable to  
demonstrate t h a t  Martian materials a re  not hazardous biologically 
because i t  would lessen regulatory concern, and concern on the  
p a r t  of t h e  publ ic  about  potential  back-contamination of the  
Earth.  T h e  workshop recommends establishing the  nature of the  
organic chemistry of Martian materials as in aid to designing a 
quarantine protocol. 
I n  addition, the  workshop recommends tha t  documention of 
the radiat ion environment in the vicinity of Mars by precursor 
missions would be an  important way to  remove the perception t h a t  
unpredicted radiation risks may be present. 
In addition to these requirements, human exploration of Mars will require the 
development of new technologies and further refinement of existing concepts and 
techniques. Some of these are directly related to safety and the proper functioning of 
a mission a n d  must be thoroughly tested and verified before human f l ight  is 
attempted. Four technologies were identified by the  workshop as  requiring thorough 
testing before committment to  piloted flight. They are: 
(1) aerocapture/aerobraking and pinpoint landing capabilities 
(2) surface vehicular mobility 
(3) terminal hazard avoidance 
(4) automated rendezvous and docking. 
The first  three must be tested and demonstrated at  Mars and on the Martian 
surface,  respectively,  through unmanned precursor missions. Demonstration of 
automated rendezvous and docking need not be done in the vicinity of Mars, however 
an  end-to-end demonstration of vehicle systems from the launch from low earth orbit 
to recovery a t  earth,  including automated rendezvous and docking in Mars orbit 
would increase confidence in the design of the human exploration missions through 
verification of the automated (backup) mode of operations. 
Components of a Strategy to Prepare for Human Exploration of Mars: 
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A s t ra tegy  t h a t  e l imina tes  def icenc ies  and  strengthens weaknesses in  the 
information necessary for  human exploration of Mars would consist of a number of 
components. The workshop developed f ive components of such a strategy, namely, (1) 
research a n d  analysis,  (2) Ear th  orbital studies, (3) Mars orbital studies, (4) Mars 
surface activities, and  (5) sample return. 
Research and  analysis: 
Essential precursor research and analysis are  possible in ear th  and  space-based 
laboratories.  Such studies include simulations of the  conditions of long duration 
confinement and  stress that  crew members will encounter in the course of piloted 
exploration. T h e  workshop recommends tha t  the  potential of the  Space Station should 
be examined for this purpose. Similarly closed l ife support systems may be developed 
and  tested in a n  Earth orbit enviroment. 
T h e r e  i s  a s i g n i f i c a n t  role f o r  labora tory  studies in  developing essential 
p recursor  d a t a .  Remote  sensing (radar ,  spectral  reflectance studies, etc) of the  
Mar t ian  sur face  is a necessary means of providing corellative da ta  for  improved 
assessment of the surface properties of Mars which may come with the Mars Observer 
and  Mars 94 missions. Successful extrapolation of new imagery da ta  will require a 
more complete and  refined remote sensing base. The  workshop recommends studies of 
the  properties of Mars t h a t  may be measured by remote means. Similarly, laboratory 
simulations of the interaction between the surface and  the atmosphere (the boundary 
layer) would be important precursor studies. 
Earth orbital  studies: 
As previously mentioned, the Space Station should provide a n  opportunity for  
important research and  analysis and there are  other important precursor studies that 
could  b e  d o n e  i n  e a r t h  orbit .  T h e  workshop recommends the  demonstration of 
a e r o b r a k i n g / a e r o c a p t u r e  t e c h n i q u e s  i n  e a r t h  o r b i t .  I n  a d d i t i o n  s p a c e  
adaptation/readaptation studies could be carried out in ear th  orbit and  Space Station 
related modules could provide a means for  testing fractional gravity devices. 
Mars orbital studies: 
Precursor studies that could be carried out in Mars orbit include investigation 
of sur face  chemistry/morphology, aeronomy studies including the meteorology of 
Mars ,  inves t iga t ions  of t h e  near-Mars  r a d i a t i o n  e n v i r o n m e n t  a n d  technology 
demonstrations. 
Mars surface activities: 
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Important precursor studies must be carried out on the Martian surface. The 
workshop recommends the following: 
1 .  Local operational verification (mobility etc.) 
2. Determination of detailed surface and subsurface properties 
(morphology, rocks, soil properties, accessibility of water etc.) 
3. Materials compatibility tests 
4. Emplacement of surface environmental monitoring stations 
5. Emplacement of navigation aids. 
Sample return: 
Sample return is vital component in a strategy to satisfy piloted exploration 
precursor requirements. Sample return allows determination of soil toxicity and 
r eac t iv i ty .  Sample r e tu rn  provides d a t a  f o r  resolution of f o r w a r d  a n d  back 
contamination issues. Sample return allows testing for  the availability of critical 
resources (nitrogen, phosphorous, water etc) in Martian materials. Sample return is a 
critical step in  developing the deeper understanding of martian geological processes 
necessary to properly plan and carry out the human exploration of the planet. The 
workshop recommends sample return as a vital step in the preparation for human 
exploration of Mars. 
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APPENDIX I 
WORKING GROUP REPORTS: MARS EXPLORATION STRATEGIES 
PRECURSORS/PREREQUISITES TO HUMAN EXPLORATION MISSIONS 
Introduction 
One of NASA's long term goals is to expand human presence in  space beyond 
low ear th  orbit. Human exploration of Mars is a means of achieving this goal while 
simultaneously satisfying important scientific and engineering objectives. 
A workshop to consider the precursor requirements for  the human exploration 
of Mars was held a t  Caltech in Pasadena, California from March 7 through the 9th, 
1988. The  purpose of the workshop was to consider the requirements f o r  missions 
and  studies that  would be necessary to properly plan and  carry out the exploration 
of Mars by human beings. These requirements, once defined and  ranked, will be 
p r o v i d e d  t o  t h e  O f f i c e  of Space Science a n d  Appl ica t ions  by t h e  O f i c e  of 
Exploration as a guide to the implementation planning of precursor missions and  
studies. Major missions and  programs advanced by OSSA will then be incorporated 
i n t o  t h e  s c e n a r i o s  d e v e l o p e d  by t h e  O f f i c e  of E x p l o r a t i o n  a s  p a r t  of i t s  
recommended initiatives. The  workshop considered requirements for  only the f i rs t  
manned missions and  that the missions would be of the conjunction class, implying a 
one year stay time on the surface of Mars. e 
T h e  workshop was at tended by 26 par t ic ipants  f r o m  various universities, 
industr ia l  concerns and government agencies. (The names and  affi l iat ions of the 
attendees a re  listed in appendix 11). The participants formed f ive  working groups. 
Each group considered certain aspects of piloted missions or particular da ta  classes 
as follows: 
Working Group I. Mission strategies: 
Two end-member strategies were defined at  the outset of the workshop. The  
two strategies considered were (a) a "robust" strategy, defined as a piloted mission 
that would land a t  a predetermined site which had not been previously visited by a 
robotic mission and  (b) a "targeted" strategy involving human landings a t  carefully 
prepared sites well characterized by earlier robotic missions. 
Working Group 11. Science objectives and requirements: 
Science objectives and  functions were defined f o r  each of the above strategies. 
T h e  workshop def ined  requirements that  must be met for  both strategies before 
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human exploration can reach its full  potential. In addition, the workshop identified 
strategies f o r  demonstrating the resource potential of Mars for long term human 
habitation. 
Working Group 111. Atmosphere, atmospheric physics and the radiation environment: 
T h e  nature of the Martian atmosphere has a significant impact on spacecraft 
design and  mission planning. A subgroup characterized existing data and  the impact 
these da ta  and their quality (or lack of i t)  have on key mission functions such as 
pinpoint  landing, descent and  ascent profiles and  accuracies and  spacecraft mass 
a n d  volume charac te r i s i t i cs .  K e y  precursor  requi rements  relevent to  specif ic  
knowledge of the atmosphere were defined. 
The  radiation environment, both in interplanetary space and on the surface is 
of prime concern in the case of piloted missions. The subgroup reviewed current 
data  and  identified requirements important for  safe  human flight. 
Working Group IV. Surface properties and operations 
A subgroup considered the surface properties of Mars (rock distribution, soil 
mechanics ,  s lope prof i les  a n d  d is t r ibu t ions ,  a n d  others)  and  their  impact  on 
func t ions  necessary f o r  proper, complete and safe  exploration of the surface by 
humans. Existing da ta  were considered and information required for  effective and  
safe  human activities on the surface was listed. 
Working Group V. Life sciences: 
The  l i fe  sciences including physiological, psychological and  human factors 
considerations,  play a key role in piloted missions. A working group considered 
major areas of concern and  defined key precursor requirements that  must be met 
before long-term spaceflight such as that envisioned in the human exploration of 
Mars is possible. 
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Working Group Reports 
Working Group I and 11: Mission Objectives and Strategies: 
Working group I developed a set of mission objectives that piloted missions 
should achieve. General objectives that are independent of strategy or mission types 
are: 
1. To send people to the surface of Mars and return them safely to Earth. 
2. To conduct scientific investigatons uniquely enabled by the presence of people. 
3. To investigate the potential for sustained activity on the surface of Mars. 
Investigations that are made possible by the presence of people may take place 
i n  t r ans i t ,  in  orb i t  and  on the surface.  The  def in i t ion  and  specif icat ion of 
experiments, observations and investigations to be carried out is beyond the scope of 
this report. The question of whether or not Mars has the capacity to support a long 
term base is open, and a f i t  subject for  investigation through piloted missions. People 
living and working on the surface of Mars will be able to answer this fundamentally 
important question. 
Working Group 11 defined two exploration strategies as means for  achieving 
these general objectives. These strategies have different long-term implications and 
spring from different philosophies of exploration but both have similar requirements 
for  precursor data. The two strategies are termed "robust" and "targeted" (Table 1). 
In the robust strategy, piloted vehicles are landed a t  sites never before visited. 
The sites are selected based upon global and regional understanding of the processes 
and surfaces properties of the planet obtained through a series of precursor missions. 
The  mission is self contained, i t  does not necessarily require rendezvous with 
previously landed vehicles, nor does i t  depend upon materials that may be inferred to 
be present by ear l ie r  surveys. The  mission is exploratory wi th  both regional 
reconnaissance and local detailed site survey objectives. The scientific objectives are 
local reconnaissance and detailed studies with documented sample collection with 
l imi t ed  mobili ty.  The  robust s t ra tegy does not necessarily have  a long term 
evolutionary implication, although it is not excluded. 
The  targeted s t ra tegy relies upon extensive site preparation by preceding 
missions. The landing site, having been characterized in  detail,  is prepared for  
follow-on piloted landings by installation of devices and materials which may 
include consumables, navigaton aids, tools and equipment, dwelling places and ascent 
and surface mobility vehicles etc. Targeted missions can explore more complex sites 
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because fundamental site geological properties are known and provide a context for 
more elaborate investigations. The targeted strategy points towards verification of 
the potential of Mars (and of the site or sites selected) for long term support of 
people. 
A fundamental difference between the two strategies is a much greater reliance 
on robotic exploration in  the case of the targeted strategy. The targeted strategy 
allows exploration of more complex sites and the exploration can be focused so as to 
accelerate studies of the feasibility of human habitation. This implies the existence 
of an evolutionary strategy leading to the determination of whether of not it will be 
feasible to inhabit Mars, and probably would result in human exploration of Mars at  
a later date than is the case for the robust strategy. 
The two strategies are compared as shown in Table 1. Detailed scenarios for 
each strategy have yet to be worked out. 
An important aspect of the human exploration of Mars is the clear distinction 
that can be made relative to the Apollo program and the landings on the Moon. Mars 
has an atmosphere and its surface is much more active, both in terms of geological 
processes and  chemistry than the Moon’s surface. In addition, the extraordinary 
duration of the missions currently conceived results in hazards and requirements that 
did not come into play in the much shorter missions of the Apollo program. 
A set of objectives and requirements for the two mission strategies devised are 
shown in Table 2. In terms of objectives, both strategies are functionally equivalent, 
although the robust strategy relies more heavily on the abilities of humans than does 
t h e  ta rge ted .  T h e  specif ic  objectives shown in Table  2 a re  pointed towards 
determining site habitability. 
Working Group 111. The Atmosphere, Ionosphere, and Gravity 
Major d a t a  classes considered by working group I11 were: 1.) atmospheric 
d e n s i t y  a n d  t e m p e r a t u r e  p ro f i l e s ,  2.) w inds ,  3.) g rav i ty ,  4.) a tmospher ic  
composition/aerosols, and 5 . )  the plasma environment. Results are summarized in 
Table 3. 
Atmomhere densitv and temDerature 
Current Status: 
A Mars atmosphere specification document is being developed for  the Mars 
Rover Sample Return Mission. This document will contain recent data relevant to 
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e engineering and design parameters for  spacecraft in the Martian atmosphere. In 
addition COSPAR models define envelopes -around the excursions of temperature and 
density measured by the Viking misssion. 
Measurements of the atmosphere were made during Viking lander entry. 
Accelerometers on board the Viking landers measured atmospheric density from 120 
km to 26 km. The precision of this measur ment depends on accelerometer precision 
precision estimate is difficult to make. Atmospheric pressure and temperature on the 
aeroshell was measured from 90 to 6 km and from 27 to 6 km respectively. After 
jettison and deployment of the parachute, temperature and pressure were measured 
from 6 to 1.5 km and from 3.8 to 1.5 km respectively. These measurements have 
excellent consistency and provide a superior description of the northern summer 
atmosphere of Mars a t  two localities. These entry measurements provide atmospheric 
structural  details that  are  averaged out in models describing average conditions. 
However detai ls  can  be important.  Viking temperature profiles show dramatic 
oscillatory structure from about 30 km to 120 km that may cause concern in the 
design of automated systems for aerobraking. 
(0.02%) telemetry resolution (0.127 m/sec 5 ) and drag parameters, consequently a 
The atmosphere of Mars is highly variable. Surface pressure varies by as much 
as 30% because of volatile sublimation at  the poles. Resonance as a result of solar 
heating causes a 15% pressure difference during the day. Surface heating and re- 
radiation to deep space causes a large diurnal atmospheric temperature range (190 K 
to 240 K during the summer) but the atmosphere has little variability during the 
winter when the temperature is approximately 150OK. Global dust  storms inject 
par t iculates  i n to  the atmosphere. The  dust  particles a r e  very eff icent  energy 
absorbers a n d  the  day-night  thermal  s t ruc ture  of the  atmosphere can change 
drastically during a dust storm. Dust storm heating can expand the atmospheric 
densities in the upper levels to values that exceed those of terrestrial re-entry regions. 
Small scale wave structure occurs in the atmosphere at  altitudes of 30-50 km 
where the drag is sufficient to achieve capture. The characteristics of this wave 
structure are not well known. Variations in density that result form the waves cause 
variations in the G forces (drag and lift) acting on descending spacecraft. These 
variable forces affect  landing accuracy. 
Assess rn e n t: 
Existing data are adequate to show that aerocapture is a viable strategy for 
Mars entry.  Successful descent of the Viking landers has provided a working 
climatological/meteorological model for  lander descent and ascent operations. A 
primary limitation for  more precise design decisions is the lack of comprehensive 
space-time data for  density profiles. Mars Observer will provide useful new data in 
this respect. Mars Observer and the Mars 94 mission of the Soviet Union may provide 
information on the large scale variations of temperature below about 70 km with 5 
km resolution. The methods to be employed will not resolve the smaller scale gravity 
wave structure in  the atmosphere. Mars Observer will be sun synchronous but will be 
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abie  to determine vertical profiles through the atmosphere 1.5 hours (about 23 
degrees longitude) on each side of the synchronous position. Data therefore will be 
biased towards a particular time of day (or night). 
Recommendat ions 
Mars  Observer  wil l  cons iderably  improve  the  d a t a  se t  concerning the 
atmosphere. However, Mars Observer will not measure small scale wave structure a t  
alt i tudes (30-50 km) where drag allows capture. The selection of entry trajectory 
parameters (lift over drag ratio of the entry vehicle, steering etc) depends on density 
profiles and variations in real time in the atmosphere, primarily from 0 to 80 kms. 
Gravity wave structure in the atmosphere at  30 to 50 km altitude will have an effect 
on entering spacecraft which could translate into larger landing ellipse errors than 
would otherwise be the case. More comprehensive data such as could be obtained 
during a Mars Rover mission or a mission such as the proposed Mars Aeronomy 
Observer is highly desirable. In terms of maintaining orbital altitude and attitude, 
more da t a  would be highly desirable. An argument could be made for  a Mars 
Aeronomy Observer to provide such data, plus gravity wave data at  lower altitudes, 
but the workshop did not reach a consensus on this point. 
Wind direction and velocities 
Current Status  
Wind observations exist for  only the two Viking sites where wind gusts a t  1.6 
meters height sometimes exceeded 40 m/sec. Wind data for 1000 sols from the Viking 
2 site were analyzed. A strong diurnal component occurs each day. The east-west 
zonal winds were estimated to exceed 120 m/sec above 20 km elevation. Global dust 
storms propagate a t  a meridional speed near 10 m/sec. 
Assessment: 
Wind data  are limited. Although the density of the atmosphere is low, wind 
shears (and particulates) will be of concern during ascent. Wind data will not be 
acquired by Mars Observer. 
Recomrnenda tion: 
A surface meteorological network is recommended to define the properties and 
characterisitics of the atmosphere boundary layer. 
Atmomhere comDosition/aerosolS 
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T h e  composition of the atmosphere was determined f rom measurements 
obtained by the mass spectrometers on the Viking Landers with a precision of one 
part in  one thousand in general. Water vapor abundance was continuously mapped by 
the Viking Orbiters for 1.5 Mars years. Large amounts of water vapor have been 
observed over the northern polar region in  summer, with little observed during 
winter. 
More precise compositional data will allow more precise spacecraft design. To 
improve the  predictions fo r  aeroheating the following are  needed: 1) thermal 
protective material catalytic reaction rates with Mars atmosphere species to +/- 50% 
precision, 2) non-equilibrium thermal model of reaction rates of species a t  high 
temperature in the atmosphere at  to +/- 25% and 3) thermodynamic and transport 
properties of atmosphere species a t  high temperatures to +/- 15%. 
Dust in the atmosphere probably consists of clay size particles that are likely to 
be silicates. Particle size estimates range from 0.4 to 10 microns. Studies of the optical 
depth versus wavelength a t  various phase angles during dust storms as measured by 
Viking orbiters allow estimates of the size and vertical distribution of dust particles 
to be made. Local dust storms are expected to be lower in height (15-20 km) but mor 
dense by a factor of 2. The dust loading in dust devils is approximately 3 x 10' 
particles/cc or about gm/cm3. Atmospheric dust may render remote temperature 
sounding methods, such as Mars Observer techniques, unusable, and new approaches 
may need to be devised. 
fs 
The frequency, location, composition and sizes of high al t i tude clouds are 
important to aerobraking vehicles that may be traveling a t  several kms per second as 
low as 20 to 30 kms above the surface. Clouds on Mar are formed of ice crystals. 
Particulate density in clouds are  on the order of lomi gm/cm3. Shadows indicate 
altitudes of up to 50 km with sizes of 100-200 km. High altitude clouds may be C02 
ice. 
Little is known about atmospheric electricity or its effects. 
Assessment: 
Dust loading in the atmosphere is not well understood in terms of density, 
particle size and vertical profiles. All measurements are for entire columns and the 
density a t  any given point in a column can vary greatly from the average. Particle 
sizes are inferred, there have been no direct measurements. The mechanisms which 
bring about conditions resulting in dust storms are not well understood. Forecasting 
requires near real time observations. Forecasts for  even a few days in  advance 
require hemispheric (and global with respect to major dust storms) observations taken 
a t  frequent intervals. 
Recommendation: 
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Aerosols and dust in  the atmosphere may influence spacecraft design and 
operat ion.  Data a re  limited a t  present and additional measurements a re  highly 
desirable. Some in situ measurements are  needed of the airborne dust and cloud 
particles together with remotely sensed spectra a t  various phase angles in order to 
place the in  situ measurements into a global perspective. Reliable forecasting of 
atmospheric conditions requires real time data not now available. A meteorological 
network would provide such data. 
Atmospheric electrical phenomena should be studied. 
IonosDhere/radio wave DroDaeation 
Current Status  
The properties of the ionsphere grossly kn wn. Howeve there are questions 
concerning radio wave propagation. The particles and fields en1 ronment is not well 
known. No measurements have been made in low Mars orbits ( 1  15-1000 km). 
Assessment: 
The properties of the ionosphere do not constitute a major barrier to human 
exploration. The radiation environment in low Mars orbits (115-1000 km) is not well 
defined however. 
Recom mendation: 
Properties of the ionosphere that are of interest from a requirements point of 
view may be studied adequately by the Mars 94 mission (but the Mars 94 mission will 
be a t  a higher orbit than that anticipated for a piloted mission). 
Gravity 
Current Status  
Gravi ty  data  were acquired by the Mariner and Viking missions. Gravity 
anomalies in the Martian crust may cause gradual changes in repetitive orbits but 
they will not effect aerocapture or aeroassisted landing accuracy. 
Assessment: 
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The gravity field data are adequate for support of piloted missions. The data 
will be improved significantly by the Mars Observer mission. 
Recommendat ion: 
Current plans for refinement of the gravity field data during the course of the 
Mars Observer mission should be carried out. 
Summarv of P r o m  111 Recommendations: 
Prerequisites and precusor studies recommended by working group I11 are in 
category 2, high leverage requirements. (If i t  is assumed that current data  are  
s u f f i c i e n t  to allow a n  aerocapture  mode dur ing  a piloted mission, and  tha t  
forecasting the presence of a global dust storm at arrival a t  Mars will not be a 
requirement of the mission rules class, then there are  no category 1 Go/No-Go 
requirements relative to the atmosphere). 
Category 2: High leverage requirements 
1. Existing data are adequate to show that aerocapture is a viable strategy 
at  Mars. Successful descent of the two Viking landers has provided a 
working climatologylmeteorological model for  lander descent and ascent 
operations. However, further refinement of density/temperature profiles 
would allow refinement of design parameters. The Mars Observer mission 
will provide cri t ical  new data that will be important in planning for  
piloted missions. 
2. Existing data  a re  adequate to define the climatological extremes of 
temperature  and  pressure, but a r e  not adequate  fo r  wind, relative 
humidity and electrical charging a t  the surface. Surface meteorological 
networks could provide this information. Forecasting requires adequate 
near and  real time data  not now available. A surface meteorological 
network is recommended to provide such data. 
3. There is a lack of data concerning atmospheric condensates and electrical 
phenomena and these should be studied. 
4. To improve the  predictions f o r  aeroheating the following data  are  
needed: 1.) thermal protective material catalytic reaction rates with Mars 
atmosphere species to +/- 59% precision, 2.) non-equilibrium thermal 
model of reaction rates of species in the atmosphere a t  high temperature 
to +/- 25% and 3.) thermodynamic and transport properties of species on 
the Martian atmosphere at  high temperature to +/- 15% precision. 
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5. Refinement of gravity data through the Mars Observer mission should be 
carried out. 
Working Group IV. Surface physical properties: 
Working group IV considered the sur face  properties of Mars including,  
topography-cartography, morphological-geological data,  soil mechanics, chemical 
properties, the radiation environment (natural, cosmic ray, induced and solar) and 
near surface winds etc. The above classes of data are shown in Table 4 as a function 
of operational capabilities and/or functions required on the Martian surface. Table 4 
includes brief comments concerning the adequacy of each of the data classes. 
ToDoPraDhv-CartoeraD hv: 
Current status: 
Regional planimetric mapping is complete for the entire planet a t  a scale of 
1:2,000,000. Topographic mapping is approximately 40% complete with 500 meter 
contours .  A planet-wide geodetic control net has worse case errors  of 5 km 
horizontally. Vertical errors are about 1 km in the equatorial regions and as bad as 3 
km elsewhere. A digital image map is being compiled with Viking orbiter images and 
will have a resolution of 230 meters/pixel (allowing recogntion of an  object of 5x230 
meters). The digital map is tied to existing geodetic control. A digtal terrain model 
will be completed a t  about the same time and will have a spot size of about one km 
square and a vertical accuracy of about one km. Mars Observer altimeter data will 
significantly improve the topographic-cartigraphic data base. 
Assessment: 
Topographic and cartographic data are adequate for general planning purposes 
but are not adequate for site and/or traverse planning. 
Recommendation: 
Accurate topographic maps tied to a precise geodetic control net are essential 
for  planning for  the development of facilities to support long term habitation on 
Mars. Improved planimetry such as that provided by Mars Observer and possible 
subsequent missions will be required. 
Geological data-Geoloeic m a w  
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Geologic maps form the basis for interpreting the evolution of the planet and 
f o r  developing strategies to determine whether or not there a re  accessible and 
abundant resources. Maps are interpretations of Viking Orbiter and Mariner images 
which show the morphology and land forms of Mars on a several hundred meter 
length scale. The highest resolution data have 10 meter pixels (so a 50 meter object 
would be recognizable). Such data are extremely limited. Global mapping has been 
essentially completed. Systematic regional mapping using Mariner 9 data has been 
completed, and a few areas have been mapped using Viking data. The 1:2 million 
Viking photomosaics provide a data base for improved geologic mapping. 
The geologic map divides the surface into geomorphic provinces which have 
been shaped by a specific process or processes. Important processes on Mars are 
aeolian, volcanic, f luvial ,  impact, tectonic and, a t  the poles, glacial. How these 
processes operate on Mars and how important they are is conjectural. The geomorphic 
provinces are placed in a time or stratigraphic framework. Time is measured by the 
crater frequency distributions on the Martian surface, but the time measurement is a 
relative one. Determining the age or ages of major time markers on the surface, such 
as one or more large impact events, would provide an absolute time calibration for 
the geologic map. 
Data of all categories suggest that  the surface of the equatorial regions is 
covered with dust-sized, iron-rich, palagonite-like weathering products. These deposits 
are cms or less to several tens of cm in thickness in those areas in which estimates 
are available from Viking infrared thermal mapper data and earth-based radar. This 
material in interspersed with blocks and possibly bedrock. 
Assessment: 
The geologic map data provide a basis for exploration and are adequate for 
identifying potential areas of interest. The geologic map, however, in the absence of 
ground truth, is not yet adequate for resource assessment, although i t  can be used to 
make sensible judgements as to the most likely places to look for  resources. In 
addition, there has been no measurement of the timing of the events which have 
shaped the surface. The geologic map is not an adequate means for  assessing terrain 
and safety factors. 
Recornmenda tion: 
It is highly desirable to provide some sort of calibration of the geologic map 
and the assumptions concerning Martian processes upon which the map is based. Only 
af ter  such testing, accomplished solely by sample return, will i t  be possibe to make 
judgemen t s  based on  f a c t s  conce rn ing  t h e  long t e rm h a b i t a b i l i t y  of Mars. 
Consequently, sample return is a vital part of the precursor strategy leading up to the 
exploration of Mars by people. 
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Systematic mapping of the surface using the Viking 1:2 million photomosaic 
base should be completed. The Mars Geological Mapping program using 1:500,000 base 
maps is the best means of characterizing potential landing site geological properties, 
and should be continued 
Rock. soil and sloDe d is t ri but ion s : 
Current statug 
Estimates of the distribution of rocks, "soil" (particulate material) and slopes 
have been made by Moore (USGS) and are included in the Mars Rover Sample Return 
Environmental Model document (Code IZ, Johnson Space Center). These estimates are 
based in Viking lander data, Viking infrared thermal mapper (IRTM) data, earth- 
based r a d a r  measurements  a n d  ear th-based spec t ra l  re f lec tance  data .  Rock 
abundances on the surface are estimated by thermal inf rared-spectral differencing 
techniques. Spatial resolution is not adequate with present data  to discriminate 
be tween s i tes  smaller  than  100-200 km. Only the cumulat ive dis t r ibut ion is 
determined by these methods, not the rock size distribution. It is not possible, for 
example to distinguish between the effects of a few very large rocks or a large 
number of small ones. Extrapolations of data from the Viking lander sites are  risky 
because the Viking sites are unusual in the relationship between their albedo and the 
observed rock populations.  Consequently, on a global scale, cumulat ive rock 
distributions have errors of about a factor of two. 
Slope distributions are estimated from Viking data and from earth-based radar. 
Analyses of the quasi-specular component of the polarized radar echoes yield "root- 
mean-square" (rms) slopes. The rms slopes a re  analogous to algebraic standard 
deviations of slope probability distributions. The rms slopes apply to slope lengths 
1-1000 times the radar wavelength (theory) or about 250 times the radar wavelength 
(lunar experience). The rms slopes apply to that fraction of area not covered by 
surface to near surface roughness elements (usually rocks) that are 1/3 to 3 times the 
wavelength. For the ubiquitous, uniform lunar regolith with a relative dielectric 
constant near 3.0 a t  13 cm wavelength, penetration of the radar waves is not large (- 
2-3 m) and correlation between surface roughness and radar roughness is good. This 
is probably the case for much of Mars where relative dielectric constants are 3.0 or 
larger. For some areas on Mars where relative dielectric constants are 2.0, or even 
less, penetration is much larger (- 7 m and larger), and the correlation of surface 
roughness and radar roughness may not be as good as it was for the Moon.. 
Assessment: 
The distributions of rocks and soil on the surface are not well enough known to 
support planning of exploration activities by people. Although walking and or rover- 
assisted traverses could be planned, there is no reasonable certainty that the region or 
area of interest would in fact be trafficable at  a useful rate. Sensible judgements 
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could be made if there were a basis for extrapolating the interpretations of Viking 
lander site data to differ-nt  areas and regions a t  a greater resolution than is now 
possible. At present, however, there is no-good basis  for asssigning errors to such 
extrapolations other than to say that they are large. 
Recommendation: 
It is recommended that a means be found to provide new corroborative data for 
assessing present models relative to traff  icability. High resolution images of the 
surface in areas for  which remote sensing data currently exists or could be obtained 
is one method. Such images could be obtained by the balloon experiment of the Soviet 
Mars 94 mission. 
Chemical DroDerties of surface materials 
Current Status: 
Viking da ta  indicated tha t  the Martian soil contains a chemically active 
oxidant/reactant component (or components). The upper limits for  the abundances of 
these oxidants can be estimated by considering the most active samples. The three 
Viking biology experiments, each employing a different chemical methodology, imply 
abundances of the oxidant/reactant that range from a fraction of a ppb to a few tens 
of ppm. Even if several oxidants were present it is doubtful that their combined 
concentrat ion could exceed one or  two hundred ppm by weight. These t race 
quantities are unlikely to have any significant effect on materials. Although they 
may be corrosive, their abundances are too low to represent a serious hazard. This 
conclusion of course applies only to the materials in  the upper few cms of the 
Martian surface a t  the Viking sites, although there is no good reason to suppose that 
such material is not representative in terms of oxidant/reactant concentrations. 
Assessment: 
There is a t  present no reason for  supposing that  oxidants/reactants in  the 
Martian soil are a serious hazard. However, the data apply to the upper few cms of 
the regolith and the abundances of oxidants/reactants could be substantially higher 
at  depth. In addition, the long term effects of the chemical environment represented 
by Martian materials on common materials used for equipment and machinery is not 
well known. 
Recom rnenda ti ons: 
Materials should be exposed at  the surface of Mars in order to assess durability 
and reliability over a period of years. 
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Soil mechanics: 
Current Stat us: 
Mechanical properties of the Martian soil have been summarized by Moore 
(USGS) and  are  included in the Mars Rover Sample Return Environmental Model 
(1988). Five surface material classes are  considered based on analyses of Viking 
lander data. The classes are weak, nominal, strong, sand and rock. Nominal material 
corresponds to the crusty to cloddy material at  the Viking 2 site, whereas strong 
material  corresponds to the blocky material at  the Viking 1 site. Weak to strong 
materials probably are  clay size (0.14 to 2 microns), but these materials may be 
cemented to form clumps. Sands probably are 100-300 microns in diameter based on 
saltation size in the Martian winds. Cohesions, angles of internal friction, bulk 
densities, thermal inertias and dielectric constants for all the classes are reasonably 
well in  hand, although the dielectric constant is not well enough known to allow 
precise radar corrections. The angle of internal friction of drift  material is less well 
known and some testing through simulations of the derived value would be useful. 
Assessment: 
Viking data plus radar data provide a solid basis for Martian soil mechanics 
estimates and these estimates are adequate for planning purposes. Drift  material was 
tested as  well as possible during the Viking experiment period. However, the test 
protocol could have UNDERestimated the angle of internal friction of dr i f t  material 
and, consequently, some testing using suitable simulants (Le. very f ine-grained kaolin 
powders and/or  clodlets) a t  Mars atmospheric pressures is in order. Such testing 
could be carried out in suitably equipped terrestrial laboratories. If structures are to 
be built a t  a particular site, the properties of that site would have to be determined 
in detail including measurements at  depth. 
Terrains of unusual or  uniqely Martian morphology may have unexpected 
properties in terms of soil mechanics. 
Recommendations: 
Angles of internal friction for  dr i f t  material should be verified. Possible 
variations in soil mechanics in unusal terrains should be investigated. The grain size 
of wind  blown mater ia l  may extend to extremely small sizes. This  material ,  
presumably clays, could be detrimental to the operation of machinery because of its 
abrasive quality and ability to filter through very small openings. Designs should 
consider this problem. 
Radiation environment: 
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I @  Current Status  
Radiation on the Martian surface has three components (1) U, Th and K decay 
(2) cosmic ray radiation (including solar flares) and radiation induced by cosmic ray 
bombardment and (3) solar radiation with the UV flux of particular interest. The 
composition of Martian materials can be estimated well enough to make reasonable 
estimates of the contents of uranium, thorium and potassium at likely landing sites. 
Concentrations are unlikely to exceed those found in terrestrial granitic rocks. The 
cosmic ray flux a t  the surface and the resulting induced radiation can be calculated 
from existing data and calculations should be made so as to provide estimates of the 
long term flux. In addition, the effects of giant solar flares need to be considered. 
The UV flux similarly can be calculated. The long term effects of radiation and of 
the UV flux on materials exposed a t  the surface may be a matter of concern. 
Assessment: 
The radiation environment is, in principle, a known quantity. Long term effects 
given calculations of the fluxes in question on people and materials is less certain. 
Recommendat ion: 
Radiation should be monitored a t  the surface with both passive and active 
dosimeters to determine whether or not there is a potential for  detrimental effects. 
Summarv of erouD I V  recommendations: 
Precursor requirements and studies concerning the surface properties of Mars as 
recommended by working group IV fall into categories 3 and 4. 
Category 3: Prerequisites with operational implications 
1. Topographic data and geodetic control data are inadequate for detailed planning. 
Improved geodetic control would be highly desirable. 
2. Mobility is a key question. Current data  are  not good enough to determine 
whether or not humans could move about satisfactorily a t  any sites other than 
the Viking sites. A means of extrapolating interpretations from the Viking sites 
to areas of interest with trustworthy error statements is essential. This means 
high resolution imagery (submeter) of a areas and  correlation with remote 
senseing measurements. These data must then be correlated with geologic data 
concerning land forms and land-forming processes to provide a data base for 
making mobility judgements. 
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3. Soil chemical reactivity and physical properties such as extremely fine grain size 
may effect crew health and safety by impacting, for example, ingress and egress 
procedures, materials selection, and system designs and operational limits, 
Radiation is not likely to be a hazard, however giant solar f lare particle events 
like the August 1972 event effect crew safety both in space and on the surface 
of wars and a predictive/warning capability is required. 
4. 
Category 4: Prerequisites which enhance science/engineering objectives 
1. Global characterization of surface units establishes the context for  exploration. 
Superior judgements can be made to guide human exploration efforts if the 
global characterization (the geologic map) of Mars is tested and refined by 
continued mapping efforts and by sample rerturn. For example: 
- calibration of the absolute ages of major units and stratigraphic markers allows 
discrimination between formations and in some cases processes and therefore 
optimizes intensive investigations during exploration by people. Better precursor 
data allows observers to investigate more complex sites (made unambiguous by 
improved precursor data) with confidence that major issues may be resolved. 
- improved interpretation allows superior assessments of the location and nature 
of resource-bearing units. 
- precursor data  accelerates feasibility studies of the potential for  long term 
human habitation by, for  example, establishing the existence of water resources 
and providing proof of concept of extraction processes, or  determining the 
availability of essential elements such as nitrogen and phosporous 
These factors a re  dependent in large part  upon sample return,  and  sample 
return, consequently, is an essential part of the preparation for  further exploration 
of the planet. 
Working Group V. Life Sciences: 
Life science problems are of paramount concern during any piloted mission. A 
working group evaluated current data in the light of the extradordinary duration of 
the currently conceived piloted missions to Mars. The working group considered both 
physiological (e.g. microgravity effects, and radiation effects) and  psychological 
problems. Aspects considered are summarized in  Table 5. 
Phvsioloev/transit-orbi tal Dhases 
Current statu$ 
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Physiological adjustment to spaceflight is a complex process that is imperfectly 
understood. Problems range from temporary motion sickness to loss of mineral matter. 
Of great concern arc physiological changes induced by a weightless environment. In 
the skeletal  system, these include demineralization of the bones, kidney stone 
formation and effects on structural integrity. Loss of mineral mass from skeletal 
elements is a serious problem that effects structural integrity. Bed rest studies suggest 
that  four  hours of exercize per day are  necessary to prevent a negative calcium 
balance. This is a severe penalty to impose. In addition, it is not clear that bones that 
have lost mineral  matter will reform as they were prior to the loss. Repeated 
exposure to microgravity could accelerate mineral loss problems. 
Kidney stone formation is favored in a weightless environment and appears to 
be related to bone demineralization. 
Muscle problems involve atrophy and neuromuscular changes. Nerves appear to 
forget how to direct  muscles. Skills may have to be relearned when exposed to 
gravity and time to relearn may not be available when descending to the surface of 
Mars or when on the surface. Cardiovascular deconditioning occurs and orthostatic 
intolerance develops 
The immune system appears to behave differently in a weightless environment. 
How this difference affects immunity is unknown. Each individual’s immune system 
is d i f fe ren t  f rom others and i t  is at  present difficult to predict susceptibility to 
disease, although i t  clearly would be useful to have a predictive capability when 
selecting crew members. 
There a re  in addition, problems associated with the neurovestibular system. 
Motion sickness includes visual disorientation, headache and sensory conflict within 
the autonomic nervous system. Adjustment to these difficulties takes a number of 
days depending upon individual  characterisitics and  may not be of long term 
concern. However, if an artificial gravity environment is employed, motion sickness 
in space could be a problem during transit phases of a long duration mission because 
there could be occasional or repeated exposure to a weightless environment. 
Assessment: 
The physiological effects of prolonged weightlessness are severe and not yet 
well enough understood to devise counter measures effective over the duration of a 
piloted mission to Mars. Counter measures must be developed before a mission is 
feasible. Counter measures may include art if icial  gravity, exercize therapy, drug 
therapy or some as yet unappreciated method. The immune system is effected by 
weightlessness, consequently individual crew members may react differently to the 
threat of disease. Predicting the susceptibility of crew members to disease is difficult 
and error Drone at  Dresent but of clear importance in selecting crew members. 
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Recommendations: 
Methods to offset the effects of prolonged weightlessness are required before 
human exploration of Mars is feasible. Testing and simulation procedures could be 
developed for use on the Space Station. A Space Station facility, separable from the 
Space Stat ion,  and  dedicated to the task of studying the effects of prolonged 
weightlessness would accelerate the process of solving these problems. In addition, 
better predictive criteria for forecasting crew member health must be developed. 
Phvsioloev/radiation: 
Current Status: 
People will be exposed to galactic (and solar) cosmic rays during piloted 
missions to Mars. The flux as a function of energy (and distance from the sun) is 
reasonably well known. The dose through thin shielding is about 10 rads a t  solar 
minimum and 4 rads a t  solar maximum for  the galactic component. The  major 
uncertainty is the secondary radiation produced by the interaction of the primary 
f lux with spacecraft materials and the crew. Various models of radiation transport 
through spacecraft materials already exist but these models ignore secondaries and 
their effects or employ approximations without treating them explicitly. Over short 
periods the dose accumulated is acceptable but a journey to Mars would involve dose 
e q u i v a l e n t s  a n  o r d e r  of magn i tude  h igher  t h a n  previous ly  exper ienced .  A 
conservative estimate of depth-dose equivalent during a years transit to Mars is 50 
rem. This is the maximum allowable per year for crew members in space in routine 
missions. The  NCRP recommends 50 rem per year as a guideline for exploratory 
missions and a potential for  exceeding i t  would not preclude a piloted mission, but 
the dose estimate involved very conservative estimates of the secondary radiation. 
Solar flares are a potential threat. The best protection a t  present is a space with 
special shielding that could be uitilized for 12 hours approximately through the peak 
of t he  f l a r e  par t ic le  f lux.  Means of forecast ing f lares  and of detecting their  
beginnings from the earth as well as from the spacecraft are required. 
Radiation on the Martian surface is a potential hazard. Radiation may derive 
from decay of indigenous nuclides and from nuclides produced by cosmic rays. The 
latter effects can be approximated by calculation, but the former must be measured. 
Assessment 
Radiation is a serious hazard. Flux and radiation characteristics are known well 
enough to allow spacecraft designers to minimize the risk. The secondary flux is not 
well known, particularly for  unspecified spacecraft designs and materials, Radiation 
on the surface can be approximated but the errors are likely to be large. 
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I. Recomrnenda tions: 
1. Spacecraft design must consider the potential of the materials used in generating 
a secondary cosmic ray flux. 
2. Increased informat ion  about  transport ,  f ragmentat ion and  relat ive biological 
effectiveness of different  charged particles would improve accuracy of the risk 
estimates. 
3. Solar f lare  detection and warning is required. 
4. Special shielding for  giant solar f lare  events is required. 
5.  Active and  passive dosimetry is required on the surface of mars in order to assess 
the radiation hazard insofar as humans are  concerned. 
Phvsioloev/toxici t y  
Current Status: 
There  is a possibility tha t  some Martian materials may be toxic. At present 
there  is no def in i t ive  evidence of toxicity but  the  oxidant / reactants  previously 
mentioned may include compounds that  a r e  toxic (but not corrosive to  materials 
necessarily) even in trace amounts. Current data  suggests abundance levels of a few 
hundred ppm or less, but species are  unidentified. In addition, physical properties 
such as grain size may prove to be a hazard. Submicron particles for  example may 
prove to be a concern. 
Assessment: 
Poten t ia l  tox ic i ty  cannot  be assessed in  t h e  absence of ident i f icat ion of 
compounds t h a t  occur in  Mart ian materials and a n  assessment of their biological 
effects. 
Recommendation: 
Materials should be rcturned from the surface of mars. The  mechanisms for  
samplc rcturn must cnsurc that some part of the returned material retains all of the 
charactcristics and  compounds present in the material’s native state. 
Psvcholoeical Darameters 
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Current Status: 
A piloted mission to Mars lasting several years will impose severe psychological 
stress. Effects  on crew well being and performance will be significant. Experience 
wi th  submarines,  isolated stations in  Antarctica,  saturation diving chambers and  
other similar environments suggests that  reactions will be variable and  differ ing in 
severity between individuals. The effects of prolonged close confinement, exposure to 
hazard, prolonged weightlessness or  low gravity, untested environmental designs and 
l i fe  support  factors a re  all relatively unknown. 
Assessment 
Psychological parameters are  of critical importance in long duration missions. 
P s y c h o l o g i c a l  e v a l u a t i o n s  of po ten t ia l  c rew members  wil l  be i m p o r t a n t  bu t  
methodologies and  criteria have yet to be worked out. An experience base exists but 
has not been sufficently studied. 
Recommendation: 
Studies of psychological stress in environments similar to that  which will be 
experienced by people on piloted missions to Mars should be carried out. In addition, 
simulations, perhaps in a Space Station environment, appear to be a n  essential means 
f o r  developing a n  appreciation of the psychological stresses that  may occur, and  for 
developing methods for  dealing with them. Better predictive and  evaluation criteria 
can then be developed. 
Summarv  of erouD V recommendations: 
T h e  requirements  ar is ing f rom physiological a n d  psychological factors  a r e  
stringent and  fall  into category 1. They must be satisfied before a piloted mission 
can be undertaken. The  requirements and recommendations are  as follows: 
Catogory 1: Go/No-Go requirements 
1 .  Measures to counter the effects of longterm exposure to weightlessness or  to low 
g r a v i t y  e n v i r o n m e n t s  must  be developed.  Development  necessarily includes 
e x p e r i m e n t a t i o n  a n d  s i m u l a t i o n  i n  o r d e r  t o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  e f f e c t s  a n d  
consequences of exposure. 
2. Crew evaluat ion procedures must include more fu l ly  developed methods f o r  
assessing susceptibility of crew members to disease under a variety of conditions. 
3. Radiation is a serious hazard. Space craf t  design and  material selection must take 
into account the production of secondary particles by cosmic rays. Appropriate 
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shielding must be in plsce to protect the crew from giant solar flares. Solar f lare  
detection, both earth-based a n d  on board, is a necessity. Effects of long term 
exposure to the anticipated f lux should be assessed. 
4. Martian materials may be toxic. This possibility is impossible to assess without 
sample re turn  f r o m  the surface.  Because potentially toxic compounds may be 
unstable, some fraction of the samples returned must be maintained under Mars 
ambient conditions. 
5 .  The psychological stresses associated with long duration spaceflight a re  not well 
understood. Methods f o r  ant ic ipat ing stress and  psychological trauma and  for  
dealing with them must be devised. Better means of predicting susceptibility to 
psychological stress must be developed. 
6.  Some, but not all, of the l ife science issues can be investigated and  resolved using 
the Space Station and  the Shuttle. Simulations and experimental procedures can be 
devised to provide critical data  pertinent to both physiological and  psychological 
questions. The  potential of the Space Station in this respect is very important and  
is deserving of support. 
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE HUMAN EXPLORATION OF MARS 
Introduction 
Human exploration of Mars will be extremely complex. T o  define the da ta  necessary 
to  support human exploration, i t  is useful to consider data classes or  types that 
will be required during a piloted mission. The  quality of the data can then be 
assessed and  a determination made as to whether or  not i t  measures up to the 
tasks to be accomplished and, if not, what needs to be done to improve the data  to 
acceptable levels. 
Two types of data  classifications were generated f o r  consideration. The  f i rs t  (table 
1.) is a functional classification and correlates data  classes with mission phases 
w h e r e a s  t h e  second ( tab le  2.) l ists  d a t a  requi rements  by d a t a  groups  a n d  
corresponds to the structure now in use by the Office of Exploration. 
T h e  workshop uti l ized these classification schemes and  produced some variations 
from them. The variations consist of additions and  deletions to the tables plus 
matrices that generally correlate function or operation with data class or type in 
more detail than previously considered. 
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INSTITUTIONAL AND PROGR. GEb ENT REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements in this section are divided into three major types as follows: 
0 AGENCY CAPABILITIES: includes requirements for capabilities the Agency must possess in order t o  
effectively implement the development and operation of  the programs defined by the NASA Office of  
Exploration 
0 ASSIGNMENT OF DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITIES FOR MULTI-CENTER PROGRAMS: includes 
requirements on the organizational structure of NASA which are needed t o  enable the Agency to 
efficiently implement the programs defined by the NASA Office of Exploration 
0 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES: includes requirements to  be implemented as part of  each 
program defined by the NASA Office of Exploration. 
SECTION 1.0: AGENCY CAPABILITIES 
(1.3) 
The Agency shall develop the (development and operational) requirements on each program 
undertaken by NASA in full consideration of  the requirements of  all (including Office of  Exploration 
and non-Office of Exploration; operational and under development) other Agency programs. In 
other words, the system engineering function for all NASA programs shall be performed in a manner 
which optimizes (satisfies the goals of  the programs for the lowest total (initial + lifecycle + user) cost 
within the specified constraints of each program) the total set of Agency programs rather than in a 
manner which optimizes each program individually. 
The Agency shall define a process which enables the requirements identified by one NASA Code or 
program office to  be levied on another NASA Code or program in order to  support the 
implementation of  the "total program requirements" defined as a result of  Requirement (1 .1)  above. 
This process must include a clear definition of the funding responsibilitresassociated with the 
implementation of interprogram requirements (eg, who i s  responsible for funding the 
implementation of a given requirement - the Code/program identifying the requirement or the 
Code/program responsible for implementing it). 
Given the requirements on an element, the Agency shall possess the capabilities (eg, system 
engineering which defines the requirements on each subsystem of the element, subsystem 
development, element integration (ie, integration of the developed subsystems into an element), 
interface documentation techniques for all project interfaces, requirements traceability techniques, 
performance measurement systems, and so forth) needed to  completely develop the element. In 
other words, NASA shall possess all of the programmatic techniques, methodologies, and tools 
required to  enable the Agency to act as a prime contractor for the development of  any element 
defined by the NASA Office of Exploration. 
SECTION 2.0: ASSIGNMENT OF DEVELOPMENT RESPONSIBILITIES FOR MULTI-CENTER PROGRAMS 
(2.1) The organizational structure of the Agency shall be well enough defined and flexible enough to  
accommodate the development and operation of any type of system involved in the accomplishment 
of NASA programs in an efficient and unambiguous manner. For example: 
0 the "theme" of  each NASA center (research, project development, subsystem development, 
operations, and so forth) should be clearly defined so that the assignment of program-related 
(development and operations) activities for any given program is clear and so that the assignment 
of  program-related activities can be made in a manner which reinforces the development o f  each 
center in relation to  i t s  theme, 
the "themes" of all NASA centers, when taken together, must cover all of the areas required for 
the development and operation of any program undertaken by NASA, 
0 
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0 assignment of program-related responsibilities should be able to meet the needs of the program 
without requiring duplication of the efforts between centers (eg, building of facilities, such as test 
beds, at one center when these already exist a t  another, hiring of personnel with a particular skill 
by one center when personnel with the required skill are underutilized a t  another center, and so 
forth) or relocation of large numbers of personnel between NASA centers. 
Each layer of management involved in the accomplishment of a given NASA program shall either 
work directly for (not be matrixed to) the management layer directly above it (eg, project managers 
work directly for the program manager) or there shall be a written contract between a manager's 
supervisor and the next layer of program management for the activities required in support of the 
program (eg, the program manager shall have a written contract with the center director for whom 
the project manager works for the production of the program products for which the center i s  
responsible; the center director may then delegate the production of these products to  the project 
manager who works for him). 
All personnel working in the program or projects offices associated with a given program shall be 
badged to  the NASA Code responsible for the development of the program regardless of a t  which 
center these personnel are located. The Code responsible for the program shall have a written 
contract with the director of each center for the support of the program/projects office personnel 
located at his center. 
No "extra" layers of management shall be imposed between the manager of the office responsible for 
the definition andlor integration of a system or element and the manager directly responsible for the 
implementation of the requirements generated by the office responsible for definition and/or 
integration. (For example, in order to  perform i t s  job, the project office for a particular element must 
generate requirements (including interface requirements) on each subsystem of the element. The 
project office shall then levy these requirements directly on the manager for the development of each 
subsystem. If several subsystems are located a t  a single center, there shall not be a "center manager" 
responsible for all of the subsystems at the center, for whom all the subsystem development managers 
work.) 
SECTION 3.0: PROGRAM MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGIES 
(3.1) The Program Office for any newly authorized program shall, within 60 days of i t s  creation, produce a 
written Program Management Plan. This plan shall include, but not be limited to, the following 
items: 
designation of all government agents (eg, NASA field centers) involved in the implementation of 
the program 
a description of all of the major functions involved in the accomplishment of the program along 
with a flowchart showing the relationship between these functions 
a clear designation of accountability specifying the agent responsible for the accomplishment of 
each function; when two or more agents are involved in the accomplishment of a given function, 
the specific responsibilities of each agent shall be clearly designated; under no circumstances 
should any definition activity or decision be shown to be arrived at as a result of 'negotiation' 
between two or more agents - though negotiations may be conducted in support of a decision, 
each decision must be shown as the responsibility of a specific agent. 
a "map" showing how the assignment of activities to a given NASA center i s  in accordance with 
the "theme" specified for the center by the Agency (see Section 2.0) 
specification of the phases and milestones of the program 
a definition, for each phase and milestone, of the products to be produced; these definitions must 
be specific enough to be verifiable upon completion of the phase/milestone (for example, to 
specify that a particular phase will result in "definition of the configuration of a system" i s  
ambiguous and insufficient; instead, the parameters which must be specified in order to define 
the configuration shall be designated in the Plan) 
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(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The mission (what a system i s  required to do) and system design (description of the hardware of the 
system which, as a result of the system engineering function, has been determined to be the most 
efficient system capable of meeting the mission requirements within the constraints of the program) 
requirements for any give:$ program shall be recorded in separate documents. The mission 
requirements shall be documented in the Program Requirements Document (PRD). The system design 
requirements shall be documented in the Program Definition Requirements Document (PDRD). 
There shall be clear traceability between all levels of the requirements of a given program. All 
program requirements shall be traceable back to the mission requirements for the program (these are 
the "top-level" requirements of the program). 
Commonality shall not be considered to be a goal of any program in and of itself. Instead, 
commonality shall be viewed as one method available for use in the accomplishment of the goals and 
objectives of any given program. For each program, these goals and objectives shall be clearly 
specified and the program shall be structured in the manner which best allows it to accomplish these 
goals and objectives. (The "optimum" level of commonality for the program should be achieved as a 
result of this structuring. Commonality should not be treated as an independent activity within the 
program). 
DEFINITIONS 
0 SYSTEM: the total set of elements developed under a single program; in i ts  broadest sense, the 
"system" includes both flight and ground elements. 
0 ELEMENT: refers to an essentially modular part of the total system in which the subsystems are relatively 
self-contained. Usually, though not always, this "modular, self-contained subsystems" property of an 
element i s  caused by the fact that  the element functions as a separable, independent unit during some 
phase of the mission. The command module, the lunar module, the Saturn V booster, and the Solid 
Rocket Booster are all examples of elements. Although it does not separate-during the mission, the main 
engines module of the space shuttle is considered to be an element since it does fit this modular, self- 
contained subsystems definition. Additionally, this element i s  treated as an independent unit during 
processing. Under the above definition of an element, the mannedcore portion of the space station 
would be considered to be a single element which is  divided into several subelements for development 
and assembly purposes. (Each of the free-flying platforms of the space station program is  also an 
element.) 
0 SUBSYSTEM: The total set of hardware within a single element responsible for the provision of a 
particular major function (eg, power, data, communications, lifesupport, and so forth); The complete 
set of subsystems for each element (or, the major functions associated with the subsystems of the 
element) are specified in the Project Management Plan of the Project Office responsible for the 
development of the element. 
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